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Introductory Rmmrks

Col Jams A. Turner
USA-0 Occ upatitonal Measurement Center

Good morning. Welcome to San Antonio, one of America's four unique
cities, home of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, the Occupational
Measurement Center, and Alamo Chapter USAF. It Is our pleasure to extend
* welccmw to our keynote speaker, General Emanuel. and to our distinguished
service representatives of the Canadian, Australian, and Gorman Forces
and the U.S. Army, Navy, Coast Guard, and Air Force. On behalf of all
the staf f of the Human ResourceA Lab, whao led the way; the Occupational
Measurement Center, %tho helped; and particularly from Col Den G. Fuigham,
Commnander of AFlIRL (tiho had to be in Wash ington today).* I give you all
grvetings and walcomo, We hope you enjoy your stay here in San Antonio.

We open this conference at a tiou when there Is considerable hue and cry
and controversy ovar testing, particularly intelligence testing, and the
use of *cores in educational placement. It Is appropriate for us to take
a frequent look at wshat we do with testing and the fairness of the instru-
ments ve use. Our interest cannot be limited to testing alone since
building good tests goes well beyond just the construction of fair and
equitable examinations. We must kniow the tasks, the skillsj, the knoowledgeli
required if the individial Is to perform xatisfactorily. Once we know
these things. then one can procesd with how to train the individual, and
we can deteraine the areas which are most realistically tested to measure
the portion'sa promotion or other potential. In short, testi 45 is a major
component in development and1 maintenance of the Air Force Personnel System.

Our ptest of horxr has had A good deal to do with the AF system and is well
qualified to keynote thin 19th HTA conference. General Herbert L. Emanuel,
USAF, is Deputy io the Ass istant Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel for
Military ?arsonnel, and Vice Commander of the Air Force Military Personnel
Center at Randolph Air Force base, Texas. He has a Baccalaureate in
Communicative Artts, a Mas ter's Degree in Personnel Management. and is a
graduasto of the Artmed Forces Staff College and the Industrial College of
the Armed F'orces. General Emanuel entered the Air Force as a 2nd Lt via
the ROTC program in May 1952 and served three successive assignments as a
personnel officer. After *Any enriching and broadening assignments world-
wide, iswluding a stint as art Information Officer, Director of Cadet
Activities at the Air Force Academy, and a tour in Vietnam, he was assigned
to HQ USAF as a Personnel Planner. lie was Involved in the initial publica-
tion of the USAI' Personnel Plan and development of the AF Personnel
Management by Objectives System, which still guides Air Force personnel
activities. After completing the Industrial College of the Armed Fories,
he returned to the Headquarters. An Deputy Director of Personnel for Plans
and Policy, he was instrumental In the design and ixploemertatiovi Of manMy
initiatives calculated to foster morale and force disciplinsu in tho austere
personnel environment of the 1970's. He assumed his present position In

March 1976. It is with great pleasure I Introduce to you General Herb Emasnuel.



FUTURE TRENDS IN MILITARY PERSONNEL
TESTING: SOME SPECULATIONS

BY

BRIG GEN If. L. EMANUEL
AIR FORCE MILITARY PERSONNEL CENTER

Distinguished Guests, Testing Researchers, Testing
Practitioners, Personnel Managers, Members of the Mili-

tary Testing Association.

It is certainly a pleasure and a privilege to speak
to you today. I was particularly pleased to learn that
your membership includes representatives from the Canadian
Armed Forces and The Royal Australian Air Force, in addi-
tion to representatives from the US military services,
academia, and the business world. The important work
which you do should certainly be enhanced by the spirit
of international cooperation which you enjoy.

Within the atilitary, we are confronted with the same
personnel problems as any other organization, whether
large or 3all, public or private--that of shaping and
adapting available human resources into useful and effec-
tive manpower. The very multiplicity of skills required
by the militAry poses problems in personnel, training,
and manpower uiclization which are unprecedented. Per-
sonnel requirements change rapidly and on a large scale,
and are dependent to a large extent upon technological
advances and the international political situation.

Obviously, military personnel management is a highly
complex affair. As you know, to cope with these complex-
ities requires creative and innovative personnel research--
research whichs addresses all aspects of the personnel
life cycle: Selection, classification, training, perform-
ance appraisal, promotion, and organizational development.
All of these involve test instruments of some kind. Such
topics are of great interest to us in the personnel manage-
ment business--an interest eng(andered from two basic
sources. First, we are users of your product. Our effec-
tiveness 3s personnal managers hinges on the succes3ful
application of techniqueb and procedures developed from
past personnel research. Second, we are sponsors of your
research. In that role, we serve as the liaison agency
between you and military functional managers outside the
personnel comnunity--encouraging, explaining, and extolling
the virtues of rescarch and its applications.



Thus, we have a very close and empethetic relation-
ship with personnel research scientists. We depend on
you for timely and efficient solutions to management
problems as well as for input into the formulation of
personnel p)licy. You, in turn, depend on us as sort of
public relations experts who insure your various efforts
are understood and appreciated not only across the mili-
tary rank and file, but at the highest echelons of service
and defense management as well.

Now, to the subject at hand. At the 1973 MTA Confer-
ence, General John W. Roberts, then Air Force Deputy Chief
of Staff for Perscnnel, proposed several refinements needed
if future military personnel tests were to make significant
contributions in the improvement of military personnel
management. Those suggestions were subsequently adopted
as objectives/standards for the development of future Air
Force testing. Let me summarize them for you:

First, te3ts of the future should focus more on the
individual--on his unique talents and desires.

Second, tests should maximize the opportunity for
choice--both by the individual and by his employer.

Third--as a function of the first two--tests should
provide broader profiles of information.

Since the 1973 Conference, we have continued our
efforts to streamline our personnel management techniques
to make more effective use of our available human t&lent.
These efforts have incluied new and more sophisticated
ways to assess the aptitudes and attitudes of our people.
Since this is the first time the Air Vorce has hosted the
MTA since 1973, it now seems particularly appropriate to
report on some of our ongoing testing projects and see how
well they meet the standarde established at that time. In
so doing, I believe that trends for future testing will
begin to emerge.

C omputerized Adaptive Testing

Computerized Aptive Testing repcesentw the first
real potential breakthrough in the personnel testing area
in the last 25 years. Although the most noticeable change
in the new method of testing is the fact that the test is
administered by computer, the essential difference between
this method and paper-and-pencil tests is that each examinee
will answer a special set of test questions "tailored" to
his/her ability. Adaptive testing is a way of allowing



those tested to answer only those questions that are
suited to their individual ability. This contrasts with
conventional group testing procedures which require many
people to spend time on questions that are either too easy
or difficult for them.

Computerized adaptive testing can have major benefits,
both in efficiency and test quality. A test can be taken
at any time; no examiner time or special scheduling is
needed. The examination time will be shorter; several
abilities can be tested in the time it now takes for one.
And, because examinees Cannot be sure which questions will
be asked, it retards, if not eliminates, the problem of
test compromise.

Air Force research in this area is directed toward
possible application at the 66 nation-wide armed forces
examining and entrance stations (AFEES). The Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) has already prepared
a prototype demonstration model which is currently on-line
at the 3an Antonio AFEES. (In fact, this prototype is
available here at the conference should you care to see
it.) In addition to providing personnel managers with a
look at what computerized testing is all about, it is
enabling AFHRL to gain first hand knowledge of AFEES
requiresints vis-a-vis computer arrays so that future
hardware may bo more appropriately human engineered.

Obviously, before computers can be used to test
appli.cants for military service, the cost of procuring
computer systems, display terminals, and related tech-
nology will have to be substantially reduced. Yet, we
know that this is the enlistment testing of the future,
so we have started planning for it now. In that regard,
a joint service working group on R&D applications of com-
puter technology to military personnel acquisitions has
been formed to oversee and coordinate work in each of the
services. In addition to R&D, implementation poses unique
logistical/managerial problems which need to be addressed.
The U.S. Civil Service Commission has set up a t-ak force
to consider those kinds of issues. We trust they will
share their experiences with us. In any event, it behooves
us to look at all aspects of testing by computer so when
the "Science" is finally ready, so is *Management.'

Prediction of Motivational Attritions

The high rate of involuntary attrition that occurs
among military personnel is the subject of growing concern

4



at all levels of the Department of Defense (DOD). The
Defense Manpower Commission in a recent report has noted
that DOD incurs an annual cost of approximately one
billion dollars because one out of every four DOD acces-
sions is involu4ntarily separated prior to completion of
the first term of enlistment. A great percentage of
those discharged are identified by the training centers
in the early stages of the enlistee's basic or recruit
training. Each of the services operates a program designed
to identify as early as possible those who will ultimately
fail to adapt to the military service and to separate them
administratively.

The use of the early discharge programs as a screen-
ing device is both inefficient and costly, compared to
screening programs operated at the point of entry, prior
to enlistment. Thus, one solution to the problem is to
increase the effectiveness of the pre-enlistment selection
system so as to better predict the probability of an
indiv-dual's successful, adaptation to the military life.

One effort to solve this problem which is currently
ongoing is the Motivational Attrition Prediction (MAP)
model. This new approach applies the maximum likelihood
estiaktion technique which we believe will achieve better
differentiation between potential failures and successes.

The model was initially tested at the United States
Air Force Academy. To evaluate the method in an opera-
tional setting, i.e., as a screening device, a predic-
tion equation was developed using the Class of 1977
and applied a priori to the Class of 1979. Within six
months, 49% of the predicted failures had resigned.

Because results of the Air Force Academy study
were so promising, the model was next tested using 15,000
1972 Air Force enlistees to predict their first term
involuntary attrition. After estimating and applying a
new predition equation, 57% of the group predicted to
fail had been involuntarily discharged prior to com-
pleting their enlistment.

Such success with the MAP model has prompted still
further research into its utility as a pre-enlistment
screening tool. Beginning in May 1977, a comprehensive
joint service validation study was initiated. Data,
including aptitudinal and biographical information, were
collected on more than 70,000 applicants for all military
services. Predicted attritions based on the equation

5



derived from the 1972 Air Force sample will first be com-
j pared against actual service attritions to evaluate the

accuracy of the model. Refinement of that equation, as
well as development of ones specific for each service,
will also be accomplished as the attrition data further! matures.

if the MAP model works as well operationally as

it did experimentally with the 1972 Air Force recruits,
all services ca benefit. The higher retention caused
by selecting recruits more likely to complete their
first enlistment would save not only in training costs
but would also enhance recruiting.

Literacy and the Measurement of Reading

Recently, the General Accounting Office (GAO) has
submitted a report on illiteracy in the military services
to the Secretary of Pefense and recommended, among other
things, that DOD have the services establish an overall
minimum reading level required for enlistment and deter-
mine the reading grade level required for each military
occupation. in addition, the Congress has become con-
cerned about the problem of tho services' attempting to
correct educational deficiencies of enlistees after they
enter active duty. Congress has suggested that perhaps
a more efficient approach would be for potential enlistees
with educational weaknesseb to receive basic skills
training prior to enlistment. Accordingly, the Secre-
taries of Health, Education and Welfare; and Labor, in
coordination with the Secretary of Defense, have been
requested to develop such a basic skills program. Of
course, one aspect of this type of education would be
remedial reading.

Clearly, the next step in attacking the literacy
problem is to include reading comprehension as one of
our criteria for enlistment eligibility. Currently,
we have no direct measure of reading ability--only an
approximation derived from our aptitude battery. As a
result, individuals with literacy problems are not
identif 1 - d %;nti aft' '.- a C I "ic or job
performance difficulties. Obviously, both the Congress
and GAO believe something should be done to alleviate
this service-wide situation.

As a first step, we are developing our own reading
test; if it proves valid and equitable for all groups,
we plan to consider its use as a screening device to
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select out individuals who have inadequato reading skills.
Moreover, since GAO has recommended such an approach for
DOD implementation, there is the very real possibility
that a reading test may be incorporated as part of ASVAB
at some future date. Then, as we gain experience in
determining the literacy requ ;saments of military
occupations, we could also attempt to match the reading
skills of personnel (as measured by the reading test)
to the reading demands of our jobs.

This discussion of testing initiatives within the
Air Force is by no means a full and comprehensive one.
Other efforts which merit attention, such as development
and validation of vocational interest measures, pro-
enlistment aptitude tosts, non-verbal aptitude ttsts,
and peaceptual/psychomotor devices, were omitted. How-
ever, my purpose in selecting those mentioned was to
present them as illustrations of current attempts to
improve our testing programs.

When I began this morning, I promised to describe
some of our ongoing testing projects and to see how
well they met the Air Force objectives for future mil-
itary tests. So far, I have fulfilled the first part
of that promise; now, let me turn to the second. By
vay of brief review, the objectives imentioned earlier
indicate that future tests should (a) focus on the
talents and desires of the individual, (b) help maxi-
mize the opportunity for both employer and employee
choice, and (c) as a function of the first two, provide
broader profiles of individuals.

Well, computerized adaptive testing and literacy

assessment certainly focus on the talents of individ-
uals. A computerized test will bring additional pre-
cision to the testing situation while the reading test
will assess a previous untapped skill. In addition,

the vocational interest test and the perceptual/psycho-
motor devices also support this objective.

Under the second criterion, maximizing employee/
employer choice, it seems that all the previously dis-
cussed testing techniques qualify. Improved motivational
attrition prediction will allow us to screen out more
of those individuals who can't make a successful adjust-
ment to service life. In addition, reading assessment
will permit individuals to enter occupations for which
they possess adequate literacy skills. Then too, voca-
tional interest measurement will give examinees the
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opportunity to discover those jobs with which they will
most likely be satisfied. So, it seems that both the
individual and the Air Force will be happier with the
addition of these types of tests to the personnel test
inventory.

Finally, by virtue of satisfying the first two
objectives, the third one also seems fulfilled. Cer-
tainley, more and more information about individuals
will be added into the personnel selection and place-
ment process. Thus, when evaluated against our stan-
dards for future tests, it would appear that we are
moving in the right direction.

In conclusion, I hope I have conveyed my enthu-
siasm for the future of military personnel testing.
Today, we in personnel masdgemeOnt are facing problems
we have never seen before. We have new kinds of people
with differing education levels, skills, values, ambi-
tions, and life styles that we must consider and make
part of the military family. To do this requires
constantly pushing the testing state-of-the-art. We
must move away from the aptitude measurement-only type
of testing and toward a broader assessment of other
relevant dimensions of human behavior. Obviously, to
perfect such new testing techniques wo,'t be easy. It's
good to be present at this conference and to know there

are the kinds of people represented here who are dedi-
cated to solving this problem.

One final comment now, if I may. As you conduct
your deliberations this week, I hope you will reflect
on and take pride in what the past has accomplished.
However, the challenge I would impart to you this
morning is to think ahead and take all possible actions
to maximize the contributions of military testing to
the personnel management of the future.

Thank you very much.
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nlg DEVELOPMENT OF A PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SYSTEM

FOR 711E US. COAST~ GUARd 1

Edwin T. Cornelius III
Milton D. Hakel

The Ohio State University

Joseph J. Cowan
Headquarters. United States Coast Guard

What I would like to do in the next forty-five minutes in share
with you some of the unique aspects of a year-long study to develop an
improved performance evaluation system for enlisted personnel in the
United States Coast Guard. Since the project involved developing an
improved performance evaluation system, I would like to take some time
at the beginning of the talk to briefly describe the existing enlisted
performance evaluation system in the Coast Guard.

All enlisted personnel are rated twice a year. Regardless of type
of job rating or level of responaibility (rank). all personnel are
evaluated on the same rating form. Three attributes of individuals
are evaluated: Proficiency. Leadership. and Conduct. As Figure 1
illustrates, the existing system suffers frow the usual performance
rating problem# inherent in a large bureaucracy. First, there is an
overall inflation of marks in the system. The averagc rating score
using Lhe enlisted form is supposed to be 3.3, i.6., If an individual
is performing in a capable and dependable fashion, and is the type of
peson the Coast Guazd will promote on schedule, he in supposed to be
rated 3.3. As Figure I illustrates, the average evaluation is far
higher than 3.3.

A second conclusion obtained from Figure I is the dramatic grade
effects. That is, E7's on the average are rated higher than E6's,
and Eb's in turn are rated higher than ES's. etc. This is true in
spite of specific directions in the existing system for raters to
evaluate individual. in comparison with others with the same rank and
length of service. In theory at least, the average performing E9
should be rated with the sAme value (3.3) as the average performing

A third observation is the redundancy of information in the current
system. As you can see from Figure I the pattern of scores f~r Leader-
ship and Proficiency are idntical. In fact. the Pearson correlation
for these data are r - .90. Of course this means that if you know an
individual's score on the Leadership variable, you can almost perfectly
predict his score for Proficiency and vice-versa. Sirnce there is no

IPaper presented at the 19th Annual Military Testing A ssaciation
Conference, San Antonio, October 18, 1977.
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veriance in the Conduct scores, esaentially one piece of information
about an individual is captured and comunicated using the present
system.

Table I illustrates the effect that the operating characteristics
of the prtsent system have had on administrative uses for data of this
sort. One use of porformince appraisal data in the Coast Guard is as
an aid in making promotion decisions. Components of the promotion
system include scores on a paper and pencil exam, supervisory ratings
obtained through the current performance evaluation system, length of
time in the service, time in grade, and medals and awards. As you can
see b:" looking at this table, the effect of inflation of marks coupled
with the large between-grade variance relative to the within grade
variance has had the effect of deteriorating the contribution of perfor-
mance evaluation data by a factor of 50 percent. Promotions in the
,oaut Guard today are chiefly decermined by scores on the paper and
pencil testa and langth of time in service. The contribution of actual
perforwnce on the job as evyaluated by supervisors is minimal.

This is the backdrop against which our project started one year
ago. A lot has trenspired in that year, and I obviously can't give
you all the details of the project in the time allotted to me this
morning. Inittead, I would like to share with you some of the aspects
of this project that we find differvot and exciting. These are
characteristics of the project that we think represent something
unusual either philosophically or methodologically for studies of
this sort.

1. PhiIosophy of the Project

We have had the philosophy from the very beginuing that the develop-
ment of a technically perfect rating instrument by itself would not
lead to good performance appraisal data for the Coast Guard. Despite
the fact that you develop a technically sound instrument based on
careful job analysis, and despite the fact that it has high user
acceptability and is administratively simple to operate, you can Atill
fail at this business. You can fail because wh.ot count& most in
obtaining good performance appraisal information has very little to
do directly with the forat and paychui-ttric ch.-.act-eristtcu of the
rating Instrument. What counts moit ts the motivation of the raters
in the system to rate accurately. In this regard, an important task
during the last year has been to develop a rai.er ieedback system that
can be used to build trust in the operating characeertstics of the
marking system.

During the course of this project we spent many hours diocussing
performance appraisal problems with raters while conducting technical
conferences at field locations. A common sentiment txpressed by
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participants in all these meetings was the sincere desire to rate
sttbordic-atea fairly and accurately. The officers and Chief Petty
Officers that we talt.ed to seemed to understand the need for accurate
performance data for manpower planning and development purposes. The
reason these raters rate leniently has nothing to do with the dynamics
of having to face their men on a day in and day oat basis, or any of
the several other explanations for lenient ratings proposed by Bass,
Gtlickman, Kipnis ando rs throvgh the ye,4ra. The reason these
raters rate leniently Is that they don't trust the system. "I'm
willing to rate accurately, but I don't trust the other raters in the
system to do tile same." In this regard I discovered at one conference
im elaborate informal system used to compare marks in an effort to
provide informal guidelines for dt't tmininor the deree ot intlation to
be used in evaluating subordinates.

There is no reason that an approved formal system can't provide
raters with data regarding the di~tributions of evaluation marks in
the aystem. All the raters we talked to agreed that if they were
told how other raterv in the Coast Guard were rating, and if the
otherA were uing the system properly, thay would no longer rate
leniently. There wao almosi unanimous support for a rater feedback
system.

Regardless of the type of anr. s that were developed then, a
requirement for this project vas to develop a feedback system to
major commands and to Individual raters in the field in order to
maintain trust aid openness in the performance appraisal system.

2. Job AnaIysis Approach

The second aspect of this project that I would like to talk
about is the approach that. %t used to study the enlisted jobs in the
Coast Guard. When we started this project one of our most difficult
problems was to determine the number of appraisal forms that should
be developed. We were posed with the problem of having almost 30
different job ratings and 9 different ranks to study. A major
activity wss to detervlne how the different jobs adid ranks could be
collapsed into major groupings for which separate appraisal 'nstruments
#*ould he developed. Once this decision was made, our task was to
develop prototype forms that were user-acceptable, technically excellent,
and easy to administer. In addition, the whole system had to be
printed on the front and back of a tingle page. And, oh yes, all this
was to be accomplished within a 10-month framework.

You can see that an immediate problem was how to quickly collect
job analysis information from a vriety of different jobs. The usual
philosophy for studying jobs in tie military has been the task-oriented
philosophy advocated through the years by Moroh, Christal, Driskall
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and others in the Air Force. Hcever, task ir.atemwnts were only
.v.iilabL: on roughly half tiho enlisted jobs in the Coast Guard. We,
therefore, lecided to adopt a different type of job analysis philosophy:
the worker-oriente4 philosophy advocated by McCormick and his associates
over the years at Purdue University.

As you know, th..- wciker-oriented approach seeks to describe jobs
in ters of a limited ntber of universal job elements that focus on
thC e ralixed husmn behaviors r-quired for work rather than work

activitle. specific to an ind:vi-lual Job. Uee thought this particularly
philosophy was w0l1 suite-d to answer Lhe question of how to quickly
compare the large numne or jobs and ranks in the Coast Guard. Cur
decision, then, was to develop a single worker oriented questionnaire
specifically for the Coast Guard that could be mailed to representatives
of all the different job ratings and ranks of enlisted personrnel.

As a starting point in this endeavor we borrowed heavily from the
most famous (and only) worker oriented questionnaire: the Position
Analysis Questionnaire, developed by McCormick under another government
contract. We made several changes in the PAQ to adapt it for Coast
Gturd use. First, we deleted items that were not at all appropriate
to the military setting, Of those items that we did keep. we changed
the wording and the examples to fit more clearly the Coast Guard
setting. A major effort involved reducing the reading level of the
PAQ. Previous research with the PAQ had shown that it required a
post college graduate read!ng level. This is fine for trained job
analysts, but would not do in a mass mail-out to enlisted personnel
in the Coast Guard where the average education level was at the 12th
grade level or below. In tlhis regard we were successful in reducing
the reading level from the 17th grade level to the 10th grade level,
as measured by a computer program for that purpose that we have at
Ohio State.

Another significant change involved elim!nating the ,ariety of
different response scale formats used on the PAQ We converted all
items so that they could be evaluated by the Relative Time Spent scale
used in the Air Force and other military services. A final revision
was to add nome fifty items that we called "leadership process items."
In our study of the PAQ we found that as a job analysis instrusert it
was particularly deficient in the area of differentiating among higher
level leadership processes. Our source for these additional supervisory-
type items was verb lists from previous task analyses performed in the
Coast Guard.

cWe finally ended up with a 12-page, 153-element booklet that was

wiled to some 3000 Coast Guard enlisted personnel. The sample was
equally represented by members in all job ratings and grades. Incidentaliy,
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we got a 61. percent return rate at aur cutoff point. Our final
sample consisted of responses from .,O23 Individualti.

3. Statistical Methodolo-v or Analyzin& the. Job Analysis Data

Let me now describe the data base that the returned questionnaires

provided us. First of all, the data formed a three-dimensional cube.
tme facet of the cube had 153 levels representing the 153 different

worker-oricnted job elements on our questionnaire. A second facet of
the ctvbe contained 23 levels representing the 23 job ratings in the
Coast Guard for which sufficient numbers of persona existed to be
included in the statistical analyses. The last facet of the cube
contained 9 levels represeting the nine different ranks In the Coast
G;uard. Uach cell of this three-dimensional matrix represented a
unique combination of job rating, rank, and job element, and contained

from 15-35 observations, depending upon the return rate for that cell.
Mean relative time spent values were computed acrohn all observations
in each cell to produce a final 153 x 23 x 9 data matrix containing
--can valuesi.

The maJor d.t.a analys!P4 question facing us was how to analyze
AsISltanoously all facet* of this cube and come up with practical
suggistions for the number of forms that should ie- developed for Coast
Cuard use. Rn this regard, Tucker's three-ode factor analysis is
uniquely designed to analyze data of this sort. Three-mode factor
4nalysis proceeds !in two stages. During the first stage a *Qparate
tactor analyijt iu omputed on the separate modes ol the data (in
our case: job elements, job ratings, and ranks). In the second

stage a core matrix i created that interrelates factors from the
various modes of the data.

To tllustrate the kinde of meaningful output that this procedure

gave us, i have included the results of the job grade factor analysis
in Table 2. As you can see there wre two factors that were extracted

and rotated. F.4's and ES's had principal loadings on Factor I, E7's
U8's. and L9's had prkncipal loadings on Factur Il. and E6's had
loadings on both Factor I and Factor II. In general, this told us

that in tenus of relative time spent on these worker oriented items.
Chief Petty Otficers roughly had the sa.me pattern of responses.

fkewic, and L5's could be characterized as similar. EW's,
however, were found to be similar to both groups. That is, some of
the processes E6's have to exhibit on the job are similar to Petty
Officerc and some are similar to Chief Petty Officers.

te analysis of the remaining two modes produced equally interpretable
radults. For ex.mple, the factor analysis of the job rating mode iudicated
that there were five factors: one representIng the variousk electronics
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ratings, one representing tite aviation ratings, one representing
the deck/watch ratings (e.g. boatswain's mate), one representing
the engineering ratings, and a final factor made up of servic,-type
ratings such ati musician, photojournalist, and hospital corpsman.

An ingpection of the core matrix provided the final suggestion
as to which groups of Job ratings and ranks could be combined. From
the entries in the core matrix we concluded that regardless of which
job rating they came from, the responses for Chief Petty Officers
were similar enough that they formed a group by themselves. Likewise.
we found that there were five identifiable groups of Petty Officers,
one for each of the five factors that I described to you.

These results lead us to recomend to the Coast Guard that they
implement a performance ap!,ra!9#1 system !hat contains seven form.
One form for Chief Petty Officers, five forms for the different types
of Petty Officers, and ine form for the non-rated personnel (Seamen,
Airmen, and Firemen in the El - E3 ranks). We feel that a system of
sevn for'ms wotild be maximally sensitive to the different types of
work and levels of responsibility inherent in the enlisted personnel
population of the Coast Guard.

We took these suggestions with us to the technical conferences
io the field and essentially received support Irom rators foT a system
of this sort. The whole process sitill mazes m! We sttarted out
with worker oriented job elements, analyzed the& with at very complex
multivariate statistical techrique, and ended up with s-uggestions that
were practical and acceptable to people iii the field.

4. E!rihasls on User Acceptance

Another important a;pect of this project has been our heavy
emphasis on developing a syster with high user credibility and
acceptability. Last spring we held several formal technical conferences
with repreuenitives from six different groups for which these forms
vere being deveiooed. These meetings lasted oue day each ar were
held at Goverror's Island tn New York hatbor and at Elizabeto City,
North Carolln-.. Tese sessions were characterized by group exercises,
structured questionnaires, and open-ended dimcunsions.

As an illustration of how we used suggestions from the field to
shape the final forma' of these rating Lnstrutents, I would like to
show you the response scale that we have Included in the fina
proposed versions of the evaluation instruments (see Table 3). As
you can Ae,, woe decided on a reuponse scale with five categories.
As on aside, you are probably aware of the controversy in the
literature regarding the number of discriminations th.at humans can
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reliably mke when ratigo the perforar.ce of ochera. In terms of
the optimum nuaber o! scale points, the most often cited recovisndation
ii seven, probably based on Killee's 1956 paper on information processing
capacitles of humans. However, some researchers hsve argued that the
more points tl more reliable ew data, and others have argued that the
more scale points the less reliable the oata. In reviewing the liter-
ature in this area, we were persuaJed by a monte carlo study by issitz
and Green at the University of Georgia. These researchers demonstrated
that. in general, the more points on th. response scale the more
reliable the data. However, the level of the curve beyond five points
was auch that no practical increase in reliability ca,; be achieved
beyond five points on a ticale.

Therefore, when we went to the field hessions last spring our
bias was five points. However, our mock-up for these sessions contained

a response foruat with eight response categories. To our surprise, we
found an overwhelming preference for a rating scale with four or five
points rather than one witt a larger number of points as in our mock-up.
All raters in th field sAid that they could confidently identify the
extre, outlayers (oucutanding performers and unsatisfactory performers).
In addition, most rater. said that of those that were lvft they could
probably rellabty make dlottnctionx among three grou ps of personnel,
roughly corresponding to average, above average, and beAow average
per orm anz.:

W/e tried to get stw.e consensus ahouy; how to label these five

caregories, but found it dl~ffit:tlt. Lveryone agrecd to the labels
"~outstanding" .and "unatisfactory" for the two extreme rating categories
on eigher end of the scale. However. there was no strong indication of
how to label the thre categories in the middle of the scale in a way
that would convey the same meaning to all ratez2 in the field. It was
finally suggented that regardless of W'iat the middle three categories
were labeled, the moot helpful information would he an indication of
tie suggested distribution of ratees that should fall in these middle
categorici. iln yot can aee in T'bhe .3 all three boxes are simply
laheled "good," and the values 101-70%-10X have been included on the
final format. Raters in the field f.lt that the values 10-70-10 would
interpret and gtve meaning to what wan meant by the three levels of
"1oed' performance, These valuen (10-70-10), incidentally, reflect to a

V;re.t extent what the ratErs in the field fclt the actual distribution
of talent in the Coast Guard was. That Is, most raters believed that
the overwhelaig xajority of enli..ted personnel in tlw Coast Guare. were
doing a good, casable job. In addition, these raters felt that a such
smaller percentage of Coast Guard personnel perforued a little better
and a little worse than this m_ jority. And, finally, at extremely
small percentage (51) were either outsta .ing or unsatisfactory
per fos. rn,
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1iocisionti about other characteristics of the final evaluation
foms were also made during these field conferences. The final
seveo forms in the system, for example, each have two major blocks
of r:ting Items: those measuring persunal qualities (e.g., Depend-
ability. Initiative) and those measuring performance of duties.
Ilhi list of peroonal qualitiea to be rated are constrcnt across all
torms. That is. we felt that the personal attrIbutes important for
success as a Petty Otticer Boatswain's Mate are the same as the pe-sonal
attributes necessary for a Petty Officer Radioman. However, the perfor-
mince of duties items were for thie mDst part unique to each form. These
items wire oelecte,! troa the three-mode factor analysis output and
tended to be items that had high relative time spert ratings and at
the ii time were important in dliffetentiat ing amoug the groups.

The number and defnitionit of the personal qualiLio s changed
so*mwhat a"s a result of the field conferences. For example, the
raters told u that they would find it difficult to differentiate
between the traits Motivation and Initiative. Therefore, on the
!tal form we combined the two itto a single definition under the
trait Initiative. An invariable request from the field settings was
to include the trait "Military Rearing" in the final list of attributes
to be raitvd. Likewise, we discovered that a number of the performance
of duties items taken from tie jot) inventory with good statistical
properties were not pprticularly meaningful to raters In the field
and wvre. therefore, deleted.

One thing that I t hink was unique ahout our approach is that we
took these suggestions seriously. I know that there is a loz in the
advice-givine literature in performance appraisal to suggest that
you should avold using personal traits on evaluation forms, particulirly
trait* ouch as Military Bearing. However, one of our prime interests
was in the attitudes of raters in the field. We felt that before you
can expect raters to give you good data you must have an instruaent
that has credibility .,,,, 4i .iCCCp,,LC ...d meaningful to the people
who ire going to use them. (Moreover. on a more technical level, the
suggestion by Kavaaugh that the evidence Is not yet in on the
superiority of behavior ratings versus trtit ratings is due some
considerat ion).

b. Experimental Test Period

The final aspect of thip project that I think is important to
relate to you is tie comtitment on the patt of the Coast Guard for an

experimental tryout of the proposed forms before they are implemented
system-wide. The purpose of the field tryot.t will he to investigate
the psychometric characteristics and the psychological reactions of
the proposed oyetet, under "live" conditions. We will try to find out
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whether or not the new system with seven forms can improve upon the
existing systest that I described at the beginning of this talk. As
part of the current project, thet , we have proposed an experimental
design whereby the various aspects of the proposed system can be
tested and evaltuated.

Conclusions. Before I leave you this morning I'd like to coment
on how we .hink this new appraisal system viii solve some of tite Ills
of the exiaLIng system that I outlined 45 minutes ago. F'rst of all,
we hope that grade effects ii the tmarking system will be reduced
simply by the fact that high ranking NCO's will now b, evaluated on
.1 separate form than lower ranking NCO's. We think this will make it
moro palatable for raters in the field to rate an 7 or an E8 as
average, in comparison with other E's or e8' in the Coast Guard.
Secondly, we think that the tendency of raters to rate leniently will
he reduced on a form that drmatizes the fact that 90 percent of the
personnel should be rated in the middle three blocks on the form.
If the feedback system works and raters begin rating average perfor-
mance in the average block, tie should get the kind of discrimination
In the system that is needed in order to identify only the outstanding
c.ndidates for prom)tion. W1th respect to redundancy of Information,
we don't kid ourselves about the fact that %!v will get high correlations
among the many different items on the form. flowever, by breaking down
complex concepts such as Lead.,rship and Proficiency we offer the rater
the possibility to rate difft-entially within a single ra--te, rather
than to rate on the bastis of an overall global, evaluat.on.. All these
1deas, of cotroe. will be tetoted in tht- experimental phase.

In suI~try, we have developed a promotion system for enlisted
personnel that contains a rater feedback and monitoring component
for a collection of seven separate evaluation forms. The unique
aspects of this project tl~at we have talked about this morning are
1) the philosophy regardlhig the moat important determinant (rater
motivarion) of effective performance appraisal data, 2) the worker-
oriented inventory that ve devel,)ped, 3) the statistical methodology
that we used to .inultatn.ously analyze the three medis of the worker-
oriented job analysis data, 4) the emphasis we h ave liad on the
importance of user acceptance, and 5) the field experimental tryout
of the proposed synitem.
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Table I

Actual Contributions of Factors for Advancefent
in Pate During Harch 1976 E3-E8 Servicewide

Competition for Advancementw

Percent Contribution

Factur Intended Actual

Examinat ion Score 44 40

Performance Evaluat iors 28 15

Time In Service 11 38

Timei ll P'.aoradc 11 6

Medala and Awards 6 1

ATaken Ir," .1. F. Stumpff and R. D. Chavaller, An Anaeq.&44
4i111 /,p,,a jo , R'c'-t,,t vj the Coas Gua/od f-f. ted
IX. , t' flhtit l i a'a'uV z (wo.: Sqtjs(cr. Thesis fubAl t ted to the

Naval Poot Geraduate School. Montecey, California, December,
197o.
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Table 2

Varirsax Rotated Eigenvectors ior the
Tuo-Dimensional Approximation of

the Grade Mode Variance

Vectors

G rude I Ii

E--4 .74 -. 11

E-5 .59 .06
L-6 .30 .35
E7 .01 .64
FS/F9 -. 09 .67
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Table 3

Response Categories on the Final Rating Form

ERLSPONSF CATEGORI'RS

Not Unsatis- Out-
Obti rved factory Cood standing

51 IOX 7u% 102 5Z

f 20
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Notes on the Feasibilitv of Predictinq
Fiqhter Pilot Effectiveness1

E. W. Younglinq, S. H. Levine,
J. B. Mocharnuk and L. M. Weston

presented by J. B. Mocharnuk

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - St. Louis
P.O. Box 516, St. Louis, Missouri 63166

ABSTRACT

History has demonstrated that there is a pressing need for improved
selection and training of fighter pilots. In World War II, only one of
twenty pilots became an ace. The U.S. Air Force kill ratio in Southeast
Asia was approximately 2.5 to 1. In contrast, the Israelis claim to have
a kill ratio of 60 to 1.

Our feasibility study has focused upon enhancing our record of air-
to-air combat kills through more stringent and comprehensive selection
proceduref Evidence Is presented which demonstrates that a program can
be developed to select pilots who will be effective in air-to-air combat.

From reviews of U.S. and foreign selection research dating from
World War II to the present and an assessment of pilot opinirn from
hundreds of aces, 45 factors were identified as potential pndictors of
fighter pilot combat effectiveness. Of these 45 factors, only 10 are
adequately evaluated within current military selection programs upon
entrance into pilot training. Assessment of the remaining 35 untapped
factors is within our technological reacn. In fact, many of these
factors can be assessed by tests which are presently available.

We developed an Air Combat Effectiveness Study (ACES) program which
would establish selection test measurer for virtually all of the factors
identified as underlying fighter pilot combat effectiveness. As part of
the ACES program, selection test measures would be validated against
performance in air combat maneuvering ranges, thereby providing a method
for selecting fighter pilots during peacetime. We have emphasized
selection for success in the operational environment rather than success
in training.

Armed with these selection test scores and an effectively executed
validation program, researchers should, for the first time in history,
be able to specify a definitive profile of the ace fighter pilot.

IThls paper is based upon ARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency) Contract No. MOA-9-3-76-C-0169, "Feasibility Study to Predict
Combat Effectiveness for Selected Military Roles: Fighter Pilot
Effectiveness" ty E. W. Younging, S. H. Levine, J. 3. Mocharnuk, and
L. M. Weston, dated 29 April 1977, MDC Report E1634.
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Notes on the Feasibility of Predicting
Fighter Pilot Effectiveness

Fighter pilot combat effectiveness was selected for investigation
for several reasons. Top level DoD concern with combat effectiveness
is always present and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency was
interested in the importance of manning high cost weapons systems. In
those systems, the cost of developing and implementing nroper selection
and training programs should be quite small relative to the total weapons
system cost. Because the McDonnell Douglas Corporation is intimately
concerned with fighter aircraft systems effectiveness, the fighter pilot
role was of special interest to us. Also, recently developed combat
maneuvering raages were considered, with simulators, as potential tools
for use in selection as well as training. Complementing these interests,
the history of air combat has demonstrated that a need for improved pilot
selection and training exists.

In World War II we sent many pilots to war; some survived their
early combat engagements, became skilled at their craft, and went on to
become aces - but they were the exception. According to official Eighth
Air Force records of approximately ;000 fighter pilots who flew against
the Germans during 1943 - 1945, re~ativeiy few became aces. Only 261
(about 5.2 percent) achieved this goal. However, this small group of
men were responsible for 40 percent of the total 5284.5 German planes
destroyed by the Eighth Air Force fighter pilots during that period;
thus, 5 percent claimed 40 percent of the 'ills (Eighth Air Force, 1945).

In the Korean War, once again it was found that a small percentage
of Air Force pilots were obtaining most of the kills. Here again, the
largest group of pilots recorded no kills (53.5 percent) while a small
group of 38 pilots (4.8 percent) became aces. Importantly, each of the
F-86 pilots had at least 25 counterair missions and, ther:'fore, presum-
ably, a fair chance for a kill (Torrance, Rush, Koho, and Doughty, 1957).
Clearly, the aces, a small group, make an overwhelming contribution to
air-to-air kill records and air supremacy. We must find a way to augment
our record of air-to-?ir kills, especially since we will probably be atle
to field only a relatively small number of fighter pilots in future wars.

Fighter pilots have recommended that the way to impreve air-to-air
perfortance is to select a man according to more rigid standards, give
him specialized training, and keep him in the cockpit. We feel that it
is prudent to seriously consider the reconnendations of the fighter
pilot conmunity.
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Much of the present study is concerned with the issue of finding a
better way to select men for the fighter pilot role. We have emphasized
air-to-air combat. The development of a selectioti program of this nature

tK ~ requires several discrete operations -a job analysis of thrj, fighter
pilot task, the generation of testable trait hypotheses, the development
of predictor variables, validation, and cross validation. In this study,
an extensive and comprehensive job analysis was performed, hvputheses
*' re established, and programs were outlined for execution of the remain-
ing operations. We conclude that a program can be instituted which could
select men at entry into the military who would prove to be effective
air-to-air pilots. For validation purposes, these pilots can demonstrate
their effectiveness, during peacetime, in air combat maneuvering range
engagements. High quality intermediate criteria can be developed in this
type of facility. Furthermore, we believe it is possible to select
pilots who have the motivational char&cteristics of those who will fight
efectively in actual combat.

Figure I contains a portrayal of the classtis of inforatinn evaluated,
the resultant profile of the combat effective, ard the ACES program. The
principal work elements of this study focused on the identification of
those critical characteristics and skills which are thought to character-
ize the combat effective pilot. In all, five major sources of infonation
were used to generate the integrated profile of the combat effective pilot
shown in Figure 1. This orofile is bised on our comprehensive and system-
atic review of World War II, Korean, and Southeast Asian conflict informa-
tion and deals with the scitentific studies of combat aviation and combat
infantry for those wars. The U.S. Military Aviation Selection research
from World Wat II to the present time was reviewed. This literature,
which focuses upon characteristics and critical skills wh!.n predict
success in flight traininq, has been used as a sourc* of hypothesis
generation because, by implication, these fcturs should be related to
combat effectiveness. We also revieo-cd the German and Japanese World War
I aviation selection research programs as well as the current Israeli
program. Our final source o' informatin came from 373 questionnaires
which were returned to us by fighter pilots. Significantly, 280 of these
returns were eithier from ace aviators or aviators with MIG kills in
Southeast Asia. The fighter pilot organizations were surveyed and their
response rates are reflected in Figure 2.

Using tne data and inputs from the five sources of iiformation, we
generated the integrated prcfile of the co,,bat effective fighter pilot
which is shown in the accompanying tigere. In all, some 45 factors dis-
tributed a g,, 12 major domains (see Frgure 1) can be reasonabiy hypothe
sized to be of predictive value in identifying the coirrat effective air-
to-air fighter pilot. As an example, r!F che 45 factors which can
legitimately be supposed to underlic air-to-air figtiter pilot combat
effectiveness, 35 of them are not adequately tested for by the U.S. Air
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PILOT ORGANIZATION NO. NO.CK

AMERICAN FIGHTER ACES ASSOCIATION N X7 49

NAVY MIG KILLERS ASSOCIATION 22 52

RED HIVER VALLEY FIGHTER PILOTS ASSOCIATION N 51 51

NATIONAL GUARD PILOTS 40 13 33

ACEVAL - AIMVAL NAVY PILOTS 12 12'u

ACEVAL - AIMVAL AIR FORCE PILOTS 6 61100

AGGRESSOR SQUADRON AT NELLIS 12 12 100

TOTAL 735 37 51i 1 L .... -

FIGURE 2 PILOT ORGANIZATION AND RESPONS.S
Force in their entry selection program. Since the methodology either
exists or is within our technological grasp for testing the bulk of these
hypothesized predictor variables, we believe that a prima facie case has
been made for the overall feasibility of such a research orogram.

In the lower right hand portion of Figure I is an outline of the
ACES selection test program which would test for the 33 factors listed
within the fiqure. The hypothesized predictur variables art grouped
according to the class of testing device which -Nerged as most appropri-
ate in our analysis of Lost-effectiveness and practicality. We concept-
ualize a selection test proram as having similarities with the current
lraell program, although probably more comprehensive. Such a selection
test program could best be conducted at a single site, hnd candidates
would be testpd during ai, estimated seven te ten day period.

The next step in the ACES progrim, after the implementation of the
combat effective oilot selection test bttery, is the Peocetime valida-
tion phase (air comhat maneuvring range performnnce assessment program).
The use of success in pilot training as a criterion for pilot selection
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has proven unsatisfactory as a means of identifying the combat effective
pilot. While successfully completing pilot training is a necessary condi-
tion for becoming i pilot, it is not a sufficient conditi: n for becoming

combat effective, A performance criterion hving a stronger relationship

to combat success is needed to properly validate the test battery. Evi-

dence that tests which predict success in training also predict success
in the operational environment has riot been found. Figure 3 shows corre-
lations between three predictors and two criteria, passing advanced flight
training and the number of combat kills. Although the data are from

CRITERIA

PASS-FAIL COMBAT KILLS

.4 PILOT STANINE to __ ___.57 .12/.14

DIAL & TABLE READING .40 --.17/.13

SSPATIAL ORIENTATION .34/38 .08/.1

FIGURE 3 TRAN R A VERSUS OPERATIONAL CRITERA

different studies, upon inspection they suggest that we, at least, care-
fully evaluate the utility of using only training criteria for validating
our selection instruments.

Once this phase of the peacetime program is completed, the pilot's
conbat effectiveness scores would be correlated with the ACES selection
test ornrsi t rhe s, and the determination made concerning the predictive
power of the ACES selection test program. If, upon analysis, adequate
correlations exist between some of the candidate pilot's selectiot, test
scores and his perfonmance durinq dissimilar air combat testing, then
there will exist, durliti peacetime, a way of selecting pilots who will
nerform adequately in a necessary condition for combat success. Com-
bined with appropriately small selection ratios, the probability of
selecting combat effective pilots will be greatly enhanced.

Finally, we have prepared an ACES combat contingency validation plan,
for ultimately, should the situation eventuate, one could relate the
pilot's scores in both the ACES selection test program and the ACES pilot
air coobat maneuvering range performance assesaient program with perform-
ance in actual cortat. The combat contingency validation plan includes
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a specification of the combat data required to make a quantitative assess-
mrent of the combat effectiveness of individual pilots, uncontamiinated by
such issues as opportunity. We have used the Strawbridge and Kahn (1955)
study of combat effectiveness in the air war in Korea as a model for
developing the data requirements for a scientific and rigorous combat
data collection progra)m. Critical combat daia requirements identified by
those authors include missions, tightinqt as leaders, firings, and
weighted kills.

While the overall ACES program Is ambitious, it is, in our opinion,quite feasible .-'d is potentially a very high payoff program. The nature

and size of the ef'. rt required to accomplish this job is such that it
will clearly rv,oire high level endorseneft and sponsorship.

The ACES combat contingenicy validation program which we have sketched
out here is clearly provisional. However, it does supply a usable depar-
ture point for a more carefully contrived plan. Air Force efforts, both
In World War IT and, particularly the Korean conflict, were well conceived
and executed. Indeed, they form a large basis of what we can say factu-
ally about the factors contributing to air combat effectiveness. However,
the researchers, through no real fault of their own, had only very limited
relevant information on the pilots prior to their entry into combat.

If the ACES program recocinended in this report i implemented,
resea,ch sciertists will be armed with selection test scores for virtually
all of the dimensions presumed to underlie fighter pilot combat effective-
ness. Armed with these test scor.es and an effectively executed combat
data acquisition validation proqram, the military aviation research coin-
munity should be able to select those porsons who are most likely to be
combat successful fighter pilots.
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Initial Development of the Organizational Assessment PackaSe

William H. Iendr~x

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

T, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

INTROD;JCTION

Organizati nal effectivenoss Is an area of vital concern to the

Air Force. It Is an area that can not only result in financial loss

but loss of human resources. Most Air Force personnel can recall personal

experiences where they have witnessed organizaticns which were obviously

inefficient financially as well as having morale and productivity proble.m-s.

The problem addressed in this paper is how does one effectively model

organizational effectiveness and, in turn, measure it. Toward that end,

a Three Component Organizational Effectiveness Model is presented and

tne data collection instrurment package which is bosed on the model is

described. The instr-rent package is entitled the Organizational Assess-

ment Package (OAP).

BACKGROUND

The Organizational Assessment Package (OAP) is being developed for

use by the Air Iercc's Leadership anO Management Development Center (L.MHC)

Maxell AFB, Alabama. Thw objectives of LtlDC include: (a) providing

consultative services to A!r Force comnanders, (b) provide Leaderthip

and management training to Air Forc- personnel in their work enviroiment,

and ;c) perform research in support of (a) and (b) above. The consultative
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role Involves organizational problem area identification and recommenda-

tions for reducing cr eliminating problems identified. The OAP is being

designed to meet LMDC's objectives. First, the OAP will provide a mans

of identifying existing strengths and weaknesses within organizations.

Second, research results can be fed back into their Professional Military

Education, other leadership and managemnent training courses, Air Staff,

and functional Offlc,-s of Primary Respcnsibility (OPR's). Lcstly,

the OAP data base established can be used for research to strengthen

the overall Air Force.

THREE CO.......'"14T OWRANIZATIONA. EFFECTIVENESS MODEL

The Thic; Component Organizational Effectiveness Model (c.f. F[-.ure I)

was primarily reported by Hendrix (1976), and considered (0rqanizational

Effectiveness (E) to be a function of: the criterion selected (c);

the managerial style employed (m); and the ituational environment (s),

which includes the manager's subordinates, peers, and other personnel

in the environment. That is: E - f(cm,s).

ORGANIZATIONAL ASSESSMENT PACKAGE

The Organizational Assessment Package (OAP) is designed to measure

the basic components of the Three Component Organizational Effectiveness

Model. As can be noted in Figure I. the Supervisory Job Inventory (SJI)

IIn Hendrix (1976) the model was initially entitled the Three Component

kcadership Effectiveness Model and has since been exparded to focus
on the entire organization.
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is designed to measure managerial style (m), while the ,.tuatlonal environ-

ment (s) Is measured by two sections of the OAP, the BeI-kground Information

itecton and the Organizational Job Inventory (i). The criteria are

satisfaction, organizational climate, and perceived productivity. These

are measured by the sections entitled; Job Satisfaction Questionnaire

(JSQ), Organizational Climate Inventory (0cl), and Perceived Productivity

Index (PPI). Hard data when available will be collected separately and

merged with the OAP data base.

OAP FACTORS

Items within each of the OAP sections have been written to measure

certain factors. The Background Information section contains bloore'.hcal

:nfomation Items and Items associated with factors in the situatlonal

environment. The factors In t?*e situational environment which the items

attempt to measure nclude: (a) organizational level of work group, (b)

work group type, (c) work group ,Ize, (d) group member nhturity, (e)

Organization's geographic reiloo, (f) exteit to which work group meetings

are used to establish goals, (9) extent of cotrmunication between work group

members, and (h) stability of work hours. In addition, the situational

environment is in part measured by the Or'garzatlonai Job Inventory (OJI).

The factors included in the OJI are based, In the main, on the job enrich-

ment model proposed by Hackmnn, Oldham, Jansen, and Purdy (1975). They

proposed five basic factors which they called Core Job Dimensions, Those

were: (a) skill variety, (b) task Identity, (c) task significance,
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(d) autonomy, and (e) feedback from the jnb. These fdctors are to be measured

by the OJI plus one additional work related factoe which is labeled Work

Interference. This factor deals with the extent and adequacy of: (a)

additional duties, (b) equipment and supplies, and (c) provided work space.

In the criterion area, organizational climate is measured by the

Organizational Climate Inventor' which Includes the factors of: (a)

Communications, (b) general organizational conditions, (c) employee

concern, (d) employee commitment, (e) decision making, and (f) recognition.

Another criterion area is that of Job satisfaction which is measured

by the Joh Satisfaction Questionnalre (JSQ). This questionnaire contains

~30 Items whic., are descriptions of 30 factors out of 35 factors Isolated

by Gould (1975) in an unpublished stud/. The methodology and items used

to isolate the factors can be found in Tuttle, Gould and Hazel (1975).

The 30 factors are listed in Table I.

The last criterion is perceived productivity and Is measured by 4 Items

contained within the Perceived Productivity Index section. The items measure

perceived productivity in terms of tne work group's: (a) quantity of work

output, (b) quality of work output, (c) performance when high priority

work arises, and (d) whether flow of work to or from the work group is Impaired.

The Suparvisory Job Inventory (SJI) consists of 81 items relating to

supervisory tnhavior. Once an adequate sample has been obtained these items

will be factor analyzed and the resulting factors will be used to depict

differing managerial behaviors.

PROGRESS

A small scale %tudy (n - I44) was ccnducicd at Lackland Air Force Base
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during May 1977. One purpose of the study was to collect critique informa-

tion on the OAP in order to improve it. in addition, the data served to

provide an initial base line in terms of means and standard deviation for

each item on the OAP. An intercorrelation matrix consisting of the OAP

item variables plus a series of compound variables generated from the

original variables, was used to: (a) delete items which did not intercorrelate

well with the stated factors, and (b) establish simple correlational

relationships between variables in the situational environment and managerial

area with criteria items. The OAP previously described is the result of

revisions based on data collected from the Lackland study. The major

modification was the deletion of the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) (Hackman.

et al, 1975) frcxy the instrument package, tith the OJI being used instead

to establish the job enrichment variable values. The reason fo- deleting

the JDS instead of the OJI was to reduce the total pages in the 'AP

(i.e. the JDS is approximately 7 pages and the OJI is 2 pages) and to

have the format of the instrument the same as that of the other instrumients

within the OAP. The JOS is an excellent instrument and if the OJI indicates

a job enrichment problem exists within an organization, then a more

thorough examination could be accomplished using the JDS. Table 2 lists

the intercorrelations between the job enrichment factors on the JOS

with their counterpart on the OJI. Table 3 presents the intercorrelation

of selected criterion items with the situational variables of: (a) a total

score across items on the OJI (OJl Total), (b) the Motivation Potential

Score (WPS) and Growth Need Score (GNS) as defined by Hackman et al, (1975),

(c) the Need for Enrichment Index (NEI) which is derived for the OJI and

is the total score of all items indi.nating a need for enrichment, and (d)

the Job Motivation Index (JMI) which is computed with the some fer.,ula as
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DISCUSSION

The OAP is designed to provide indicators of the manager's behavior,

the situational environment and criteria of orgdnizational effectiveness.

Should problem areas be identified then a more detailed investigation will

be performed by on site consultatiun teams. Once validated the OAP

should provide a means for: (a) identifying organizational strengths and

weaknesses, (b) establishing appropriate managerial behavior in different

sititations with different criteria of success, and (c) identifying and

resolving functional, career field, or systematic Air Force problems.
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TAI.E I

JOB SATISFACTI' QUESTIONNAIRE FACTOR ITEMS

Addit'onal Dut leI Temperature of Work Envlronr uit

.q;u puent and Supplies i,':vc Pol ichcr,

Inorrmition on Policies and Procedures Work ItseIf

Frelin. of Helpfulness Work Sehedu'e

Control of Others (Non-Supervt~ory) Job Secirit:y

(Uiracterti-cq of the Loca) Area Safety Progra.mis

Work Space Travel

Fo. al. Contact (Other than Co-orkers) Acquired Valuable ,k.Ul.s

Co-worker Rvn ationshtirs Base Facilties

Family Attitude Toward Job B.se lousing and Eating Fncltities

Independence in Work Procedures

Joo-Associated Training

.1Jb Hazards

Moral Acceptability of Job

Self-Improvement Opportunities

Social C(itact Opportunities

Nosyifial Activity

Verbal and Wrt ten Cownuniction

superviso: Responsibilitl|s

Tmporary Duty (TDT) Costs and Ctonditlona
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TABLE 2

IL P, .AT!ONS OF JOB ENkIIIHE "NT FAC"OIRS ON
T1F: JDS WITH THOSE ON 1"1E OJI

FA{(7 (sR CORRELATION COEFFICTENT

Skill VariLetv .60

Task Identify .60

Tank Signifficance 'fil

Aut oi,,xv

hjob F'edb k .)9
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~TABLE 3

SITUATIONAL E.NVIROWENT VARIA3LE PREDICTORS OF CRItERIA

CRITRIA
4a

Work iat~sfaction Perceived Productivity imate

Situational Variable 1 2 3 4 1

Oi To!!Il 52 .26 .41 30 -.11 .26 .2)

,1P~ .b? .21 .39 .32 -. 21 .26 .Z2

21 .15 .16 .10 .14 .22

'WI .21 Jo€ .9 .16 -.04 .18 .16

.56 .32 .44 .32 -. 17 .30 .25

P.Ir.,ved Produ( I i ity

I (,*sa,1titv of Work Output

Perform ance whv: high prl;srit, ,' ar .

FW- it- .t,-v in, v ,r'k flow frm. and to wur, rop.

i 1i mat o

-you are' ;,r',d oi urganu,7at ion

v'u feel repon-bIble for your orgaH ization
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QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE U. S. AIR FORCE:

1977 vs. 1975
.I

Charles W. McNichols
T. Roger Manley
Michael Z. Stahl

Air Force Instittte of Techfailogy

In 1975 the authors reported on the developnent aud initial application
of a nine factor model describing the Quality of Air Force Life (QOAFL).1
Initiaily, the model was constructed to provide a theoretical framework for
the Air Force Management Improvement Group's (AFMIG's) surveys of Air Force
military membe's, civilian employees, spouses of military memaers, and base
co mranders. It has since been used as the unifying theme for an Air Force
wide survey of all commanders and in a second survey of Air Force military
r&embers, resulting in a total data base which includes over 50,000 responses.
Data obtained from the most recent military survey effort, performed in the
spring of 1977, offers an opportunity to examine the mrodel for stability arid
to look at a longitudinal comparlson )f Quality of Air Force Life perceptions.
These issues will be explored in this paper, along with some more detailed
comparisons within the 1977 sample.

THE QOAFL MODEL

The nine dimensiins hypothesized as encompassing the scope of the
Quality of Air Force life are listed and defined in Figure 1. In application,
each factor is presented to a survey respondent along with its definition and
a pair of seven point scales to be used in reporting degree of importance
and satisfaction associated with the factor. In the Air Force Quality of
Life surveys, each of the nine factors was followed by a sequence of more
detailed survey items related to the factor.

!n the earlier (1975) surveys, an importance scale with seven responses
ranging from "Low !mportance" to "High Importance" wa- ,ed. Most responses
tended to cluster toward tIe OHign Importance" end of this scale. While this
rcs,,'It rpinforced the authors' belief factors of major importance had
been chusen, the importance scaie was not very useful for discrimination

-"' es Therefore, in the i977 survey of nilltary personnel, the scale was
c0anged to range from "Moderate Importance" t0 "Very High Importance" as
sh-,un in figure 2. The rescaling resulted in the hoped for increased variance
ir the impjrtiance responses, but prohibits meaningful comparison with the
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erliter reported importance levels. For this reason, analysis in the
remainder of the paper is based only on the satisfaction responses for each
of the nine dimensions.

Figure 1

QOAFL FACTORS

ECONOM C STANDARD: Satisfaction of basic human needs such as
foo dTsheter, clothing; the ability to maintain an
acceptable standard of living.

ECONOMIC SECURITY: Guaranteed employment; retirement benefits;
insurance; protection for self and family.

FREE TIME: Amount, use, and scheduling of free time alone or
in voluntary associations with others; variety of
activities engaged in.

WORK: Doing work that is personally meaningful and important;
pride in your work; Job satisfaction; recognition for my
efforts and my accoriplisIhments on the Job.

LEADERSHIP/SUPERVISION: Has my interests and that of the Air
Force at heart, keeps me informed; approachable and
helpful r,,ther than critical; good knowledge of the job.

EQU.ITY: Equal opportunity in the Air Force; a fair chance at
promotian; an even break in my Job/assignment selections.

PERSONAL GROWTH: To be able to develop individvzal capacities;
educa toni/training; making full use of my ab4litles; the
chance to further my potential.

PERSONAL STANDING: To be treated with respect; prestige;
- ign-ty; reputation; status.

HEALTH: Physical and mental well-being of self and dependents;
Faving illnesses and ailments detected, diagnosed, treated
and cured; quality 4nd quantity of health care services
preyvided.
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Figure 2

QUESTIONNAIRE EXAMPLE: FREE TIME

Please rate the degree of importance of free time to you and your
degree of satisfaction with it based on the following description:

FREE TIME: Amount, use, and scheduling of free time alone, or in
voluntary associations with others; variety of activities
engaged in.

What degree of importance do you attach to the above?

A ..... C. .E. F ..... G
Moderate High Very High
Importance Importance Importance

To what degree are you satisfied with the FREE TIME aspects
of your life?

Highly Highly
Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied

ANALYSIS

In this section of the paper the nine factor QOAFL model will be examined
from a factor stability standpoint, mean satisfaction levels reported n the
1975 ,and 1977 surveys will be compared, and some of tne differences in QOAFL
satisfaction levels for various subsets of the population responding to the
1977 survey of Air Force military personnel will be reported.

Model Stabi 1i

Although shifts in mean satisfaction levels are to be expected over time,
the model will be most useful for longitudinal research purposes If the
correlation structure of the nine factors is found to be relatively stable.
To test the model for this factor stability, principal component analysis
results for the 1975$ and 1977 surveys were compared. Table I sunmarizes
the two analyses. In both cases, two strong factors can be identified,
explaining slightly over 50 percent of the total variance. The factor loadings
ifter varimax rotation suggest similar factor interpretations derived from the

o sets of data: a general ineasure of satisfaction with the work situation
ti-o fir;,' factor, and a meisure of satisfaction with economic aspects of

:re ds Air Force member as the second.
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oTABLE I

Principal Component Analysis: 1975 Military Survey 4 - 10,996

Cum % of Factor Loadilnj. After Rotation
Factor Eliqnvalue Variance Ditns on factor-I ... i tor 2

1 3.60 40.0 Economic Standard .16 .77
2 1.04 51.5 Economic Securi ty .10 .82
3 .81 60.6 Free Time 38 .41
4 .77 69.1 Work .77 .10
5 .65 76.3 Leadership .71 .14
6 .6? 8. I Equity .54 .38
7 .56 89.4 Personal Growth .73 .26
8 .51 95.0 Per-sonal Standing .73 .26
9 .45 100.0 Health .25 .47

Principal Cm~ponent Analysis: 1977 Military Survey N 1 10,687

Cum % of factor Loadings After Rotation
Factor Efjenvalue Variance Dimnsion Factor I Factor 2

1 3.50 38.9 Economic Standard .15 .80

2 1.05 50.6 Economic Security .12 .82
3 .83 59.8 r.ee Time .50 .20
4 .80 68.7 Work .72 .15
5 .66 76.1 Leadership .70 .01
6 .64 83.2 Equity .54 .38
7 .56 89.4 Personal Growth .71 .28
8 .49 94.9 Personal Standing .71 .25
9 .46 100.0 Health .31 .45

Comparison of 1975 and 1977 Satisfaction Levels

Although the correlation structure of the QOAFL satisfaction scores did
not change significantly between 1975 and 1977, there were so'ie shifts in
means for particular factors. In Figure 3 a profile diagram has been used to
illustrate the direction and relative magnitude of these shifts. The diagram
represents the mean scores for the overall sets of respondents to the two
surveys for each of the nine factors. As can be seen from this diagram, the
lar-est shifts in satisfaction levels occurred in the Economic Standard,
[quity, and Econt'wic Security dimensions, and were in the direction of higher
dissatisfaction. All other shifts were small in magnitude, with slightly
higher rean satisfaction reported with Leadership/Supervision, Personal
Standiig. free Tim, and Health aspects of resporlents' lives, and slightly
lower -(dn satisfaction reported with the Work, and Personal Growth factors.
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Figure 3

Comparison of Mean QOAFL Satisfaction Levels Reported in 1975 and 1977

MEANI QOAFL SATISFACTIOI

Distatisfied Nieutral Satisfied
Economic Stindard B_ _ C DE . ..... F

Economic Security - __...........

/

Free Tire-

Work

Leadership

Equity Y

Personal Growth

Personal Stancinq

Hea I th ,_-

1975 . . . . 1977

Differences Among Subsets of 1977_Respondents

In Figure 4 1977 mean satisfaction scores for officer and enlisted
per'sonnel have been plotted on the profile didgal's. Officer personnel report
significantly higher satisfaction with Economic Standard, Work, Personal Growth
and Standing than enlisted respondents, but mean satisfaction scores on all
other factors are quite similar for Ohe two groups.

As a final example of comparative QOAFL satisfaction levels, the mean
scores reported in the 1977 survey by first term Air Force personnel have
beer, plotted for ea:h level of career .ntent reported in the sar* survey.
The subset of the 1977 sample, in this case, represents all en!isted and non-
rated officer respondents with less than four years service, and rated officers
with less than six years service (because of the longer service obligation for
flight training. rateo personnel with under six years service were considered
first termers).
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F1rUR[ 4

Comparison of 14ean QOAFL Satisfaction Levels for AF Officer and Enlisted
Personnel, 1977

Dissatisfied N|eutral Satisfied

Economic Standard C D E F

Economic Security

Free Time k

14ork

Leadership

[qui ty

PersonaI Growth -

Personal, Standing

Health

Enlisted ..... Officer-
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Figure 5 indicates that, while higher levels of career intent are associ-

ated with higher levels of satisfaction for all nine factors, Work and Economic
Standard appear to be the most powerful discriminators of career intent level.

Ft-IGRE 5

QOAFL Profiles for First Term AF Personnel by Reported Career Intent in 1977

Dissatisfied Nleutral Satisfied

Economic Standard

Economic Security

Free Tire

U.ork

Leadership

[qui ty

Personal Growth

P,rsonal Standing

ea I th

Ofinitelv do not intend to nake the AF a career
:' ~t likely willI not make the Air Force a career
'Un,!ecided
""ls t lIke! y will make the Air Force a career
'Definitely intend to nake the AF a career
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II DISCUSSION

The nine factor Air Force Quality of Life model has now been used in six

major Air Force surveys performed over a two year period. While there have
been some changes in mean satisfaction levels for the nine factors during
this interval, the basic correlation structure of the model appears virtually
unchanged. Use of the 1975 satisfaction data as a baseline, and continued
use of the model as a framework for Air Force opinion and attitude surveys
seems justified.

NOTES

1. Manley, T. R.. R. A. Gregory, and C. W. McNichols, Qallty of Life in the
U.S. Air Force, Proceedings, 1975 Military Testing Association Conference,
ndianapolis, Indiana, Sept. 1975.

2. McNichols, C. W., T. R. Manley and R. A. Gregory, Measuring the alit
of Life of Air Force Personnel, Proceedings, 1976 Ps ygi the Ai
ToC -ymposium. USAF Academy, Colorado, 6-1O April 1976.
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Measuring The Ouality of Navy Life

by

Richard J. Orend. Robert N. Gaines,
Kenneth W. Stroad and Marsha J. Michael*

INTRODUCTION

Ultimately. the military's interest in the quality of life reduces to two
basic questions: (I) will improving the quality of life bring increased
reenlistment rates and, by extension, greater enlistment interest, and
(2) how is improvement in the quality of military life related to the on-
the-job productivity of military personnel? If it can be shown that
significant improvements will occur in these areas as a result of
changes in the perceived quality of military life, then extensive re-
search efforts will have been vindicated. If. however, the results of
these efforts are simply nice to know information and "interesting"
correlations, the resources spent on this research might be put to
more fruitful uses. O, course, the eventual achievement of goals as
ambitious as increasing reenlistment rates and productivity requires
the cooperation of both researchers and policy makers, since the
findings of any research efforts must be translated into concrete
policies and implemented in real environments. Thus, researchers
must operate within the constraints of feasible r'ilicies and policy
makers must be wilin. to experiment and modify some traditional
Ideas and procedures if useful results are to be forthcoming.

Our purpose here is to examine efforts to develop the first stages of
this process, namely, the measurement of the quality rf military life.
There are two dis-nct elements to this development, conceptual and
methodological. Previous efforts to develop qualit" of life measures
in the military have suffered because they generally ignored the con-
ceptual aspects of the development process. The most important
implications of this omission are the failure to treat all aspects of the
quality of life which might be relevant to reenlistment decisions and
productivity and the absence of a means to evaluate the lists which
were developed. E~sentally, there was no basis to judge, !priori,
the inclusion of particular elements of life quality and there was no
structure to serve as a heuristir. by which aiOitional variables or
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dimensions could be evaluated. This led to instruments which ex-
cluded a large number of potentiality useful variables and to the mea-
surement of what were presumably similar concepts with rather
divergent indicators.

Another conceptual problem which has received insufficient attention
is the dicirion process by which percepticns of military life are
transformed into decisions about behavior. Of particular importance
there are questions about the relationship of job and non-joh activities
and the context in which decisions about reenlistment are made. That
context includes the alternative courses of action open to individuals,
the relative improtance of each of the factors in the quality of military
life. expeviences in the military, and the fulfillment of expectatious
about what military life would be like. Each of these factors can
Infler.ce an individuals' evaluation of military life, i. e, , its quality,
and decisions about whether to remain in the military.

As is evident from the ioregoing discussion the approach we follow is
very broad and is intended to include all factors which may influence
quality of life perceptions. This approach represents our initial
attempt to identify a broad range of variables which may influence
the behavior of rntlitary personnel and to examine interactona be-
tween perceptions of different aspects of military life, and between
those perceptions atid the context in which they are made, Our
particular emphasis oi all elenents of the military life situation does
not preclude narrow appi naches which focus on one or a limited num-
ber of the factors which we feel are relevant to the descussion of the
quality' of militAry life. * in thn. following discussion an initial atempt
on developing a general model will be described.

MEASURING TIHE OUAIITY OF LIFE: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORE

The lessons learned, both from examining the theoretical and
methodological issues inherent in the previous research and from
Inspecting actual components of research instruments employed in

Work by David Bowers, which focuses on the job related aspects of
Navy life, is an example of the more restricted approach which
has produced useful results.
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these studies, will be applied in the following to the construction rAf a
concer.tual framework applicable to the measurement of the quality
of Navy life. The process through which this framework will be
fachioned involves: (1) estabiishing a theoretical structure which
provides a rationale of life quality assessment; (2) identifying a set
of life quality factors which adds )ubstance to the theoretical struc-
ture; and 13) explaining how the resultant conceptual frimework
satisfies each requirement inherent in me;;-.ring quality of life.

A Theoretical Structure for Measuring Quality of Life: The
theoretical structure offered here for the measurement of life quality
has for its foundation the assertion that the quality of an individual's
life is a positive function of the degree to which the individual's needs
are satisfled. Thus. if nearly all of an individual's needs are being
met, then his evaluation or expressed satisfaction with the quality of
that life will be very high. If almost none of his needs are being met,
then the evaluation of his life qual;ty will be very low.

Based on the assertion above, the notion 3f quality of life here
receives its primary structure from its analysis into several need
categories. While a number of perhaps equally informative need
taxonomies exist.* the most commonly accepted and fre4uently em-
ployed sche:me of categoritation is that proposed by Maslow. ** Thin
analysis will follow an approach adopted by several other quality of
life studies by utili'.in catergories which reflect only slight deviation
from the pattern established by Maslow's need hierarchy. ***

C

On this point see Arnold Mitchell. "Life Ways and Life Styles"
(Menlow Park. CA: Standard Research Institute, 1973). p. S.

**

S,.o Abraham H. Maslow. "Motivation and Personality" (New
York: Harper and Row, Publishers. Inc., 1954). pp. 80-98.

Instances of studies which follow Maslow's categorization of needs
include Angus Campbell. "Aspiration. Satisfaction, and Fulfillment,"
The Human Meaning of Social Change. Ed. Angus Campbell an6
Philip E. Converse (N.w York: Rusell Sage Foundation, 1972), 441 -

466. and Patricia A. Pecorel'a. Predictors of Race Discrimination
in the Navy (Ann Arbor. Mich: Institute for Social Research,
University of Michigan, 1975).
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The four categories used will be termed: (1) safety and comfort;
(2) belonging anJ love: (3) esteem: and (4) self-actualization. It is
with respect to these categories, which serve as sub-scales of life
quality, that overall quality of life will be measured.

Having received primary structure form an analysis of its conceptual
contents into need categories, the notion of quality of life achieves
secondary structure when these categor :s are themselves analyzed
to reflect the logical distincti-.n which exists between quality of
life" and "quality of work." This distinction is based on the premise
that some different factors impinge on our lives in work and nonwork
situations and insofar as this condition exists our evaluation of these
life dimensions and the context in which they operate should be
separately evaluated. In the military this distinction may be some-
what less prononced because of the overall control exercised on
various elements of behavior, such as family separation and living
and working on post often with the same supervisors.

The result of this secondary analysis is a conceptual matrix which
permits assessment of both quality of life and quality of career with
respect to each of the need categories. Table I provides a
general rep-esentatiot, of that matrix.

Factors in Quality of l fe/Work: Furnis}-ed above has been a
theoretical Structure for the notion of life/work quality assessment.
The objective now is to supply a set of factors which may be utilized
as specific measures of quality of life/work. The factors may he
generated by tneagls of the. following procedure. First, the component
variables from each of the civilian and military related quality of
life/work shdies may be analyzed on the basis of their general
content and logically associated into groups of similar variables.
The crucial concepts common to groups of variables were then
isolated and identified as preliminary life/work factors. Next, to
this preliminary group was addrled another group of factors discovered
in an initial analysis of the need categories furnished by the theore-
tical structure. The resultant factor set. which is composed of 39
,elements. is illustrated in Table II along wvith corresponding
variables from the studies treated above.

The quality of life/worL factors set having thus been presented, an
observation with respect to the exhaustiveness of this set is in order.
In Table II. the factor set not only exhausts each of the variables
utilized to assess quality of life/work of the mill'tary related
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TABLE I

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

,LIFE WORK

Health and Medical Care Income
Personal safety Secure Employment
Living Essentials Rctirernent, Medical, and

Local Environmi t other Fringe Benefits
SAFETY AND Convenience Work Environment

COMFORT Job Convenience
Sufficient Resources to
Perform Job

Organizational Climate
Competence o f Supervisor

I Contribution to Corn- Interpersonal Relation-
munity and Society ships in the Work

BELONGING Social Life and Environment
AND LOVF Relationships Work Related Friend-

Relationships with Close ships
Friends Family Disruption

Relationships with
Nuclear Family

Self- Etteern Authority'
Freedom of Choice and Responsibility
Expre assion Occupation R elated

Equality Prestige
Freedom to Decide How

ESTEEM Work Should Be Done
Participation in Decisions
Affecting Own Future

Meaningful Work

Cognitive Development Skill Development
Affective Development Utilization of Personal

Recreation Skills
SELF Travel Opportunity for Advance-
ACTUALIZATION ment

Advancement on the
Basis d Merit

Interesting Work
Creative Experiencf-
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studies, but also includes 80 percent of the variables employed to
measure quality of life and quality of career in the civilian related
itudies. In this way. the factor set displays a clear s'nperiority of
extension over the various sets of life/work quality variables used
in the military related studies, and demonstrates a coverage of the
variables critical to quality of life and quality of work measurement
which is roughly equivalent to the more specializd civilian related
studies. Second, despite the degree to %hich the factor set exhausts
variables relevant t:, ht' zaa-,,sment of quality of life/work, it must
be considered a provisional set. This is because certain factors may
be added or subtracted from the set based on the results of empirical
investigation, conclusions derived from logical inspection of the
theoretical structure, or specific research requirements.

MEASURING NAVY GUALITY of LIFE/WORK

A RESFARC!! DESIGN

General App roach

The foregoing analysis provides a basic model for the study of the
quality of li',/work in any context. In the proposed model we focus
on the satifa-rtion of individuals with their m;'-tary (Navy) lives, in

both lifc and career sit'uations. An analysis built on this framework
can prov-'de the basis for a relatively -asy to adminster general test
for use with Navy personnel.

The focus of this discussion ts both substantive and methodological.
Substantively. we set k to specify some of the major problems con-
fronting the Navy in terms of general satisfaction of personnel. Our
concern is to first identiy the general factors which comprise the
total life space of Navy personncel, then to determine which of those
factors is most closely associated with behavoral decisions, specific-
ally the decision to reenlist.

Comparative Analyski.

One of the most important methodological considerations n this
recearch will be the use of comparison. That is, j*"- -ant to analy7e
satisfaction not just with the Navy per se. but in comparison with
what is expected in the civilian world, the standard against which
individuals will be evaluating Navy life. Certain aspects of the Navy.
e. g. pay, may displease everyone, but the relevance of a particular

perception beco'nes important only when there is an alternative which
Is perceived as both better ard available. T'hus, we expect to be able
to learn more about reenlistment decisions from a comparison of



Navy and civilian alternatives than from a Navy evaluatiOn alone.

Other Contextual Factors

In a similar vein, each of the other contextual considerations men-
tioned previously is potcntially important in the analysis of perceptions
of the quality of Navy (military) life. For example, a difference in
the perceived ability of the Navy to provide free choice in jobs vs.
civilian choice is important only insofar as that freedrcn is significat..
to the individual. Another more popular example is the question of
hair length. Most of the young men in the Navy feel that hair length
regulations are restrictive, more restrictive than in civilian life.
However. whether or not thic perception is important in a reenlist-
ment decision is at least partially a function of how important hair
length is to the individual. We shall call this particular contextual
consideration salience.

Another consideration is the set of expectations about Na,.vy service
enlistees brought with them. If I entered the Navy expecting to fly
airplanes and ended up chipping paint, it seems likely that I would be
greatly disatisfied with at least the work dimenclons of my Navy
career. While the discrepency may not be that large in mnost cases.
there are undoubtedly many instances in which the reality of Navy
life did not correapond with the expectations. At a minimum we
would expect that s%%ch considerations would color evaluatioy. of the
Navy in the specific area where differences occur. They cou)d

influence Navy-civiiia.a comparisons as well.

Still another part of the decision context is what actual experiences
individuals had whi:e they were in the Navy. By experience we mean
in the institutional sense, such as rating. propnrtion of sea duty, and
schooling, rather than the day-to-day interactions with peers and
supervisors. The latter type of experience will be reflected in the
specific variables evaluated by each individual and would not
necessarily be associated with such general characteristics as rating.
The formtr experiences are related to the constant impact of being
at sea or working a particular type of job. While the previous context
factors had to he measured and analyzed simultaneously with per-
ceptioni of quality of lift variables, these experiencer can be
evah.ted on a post-hoc basis by dividing respondents into groups
which exhibit each of the relevant characteristics.
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SUMMARY OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The foregoing discussion may be summarized a. follows:

(1) Behavior of Navy personnel with regard to a reenlistment
decision is a function of perceptions of Navy life modified by each
individuall, comparison of each variable to alternatives in civilian
life and to the importance of that variable in their hierarchy of values.

(2) The variables which exhibit potential signifigance In these
decisions may be identified through the use of a needs model which
specifies the areas which are likely to be important to various groups
of Navy personnel. Such a model helps to insure the comprehensive-
ness of the variable list and a systematic balanced approach.

(3) Beyond these basic considerations are such factor,, as
expectations, and Navy experience, which may color the perceptions
of individuals and thereby influence reenlistment decisionto.

The usefulness of quality of life research will depend on our ability
to account for each of these factors in a syste:.,mtic way. By sys-
tematic we mean to evtluate decisions so that the impact of each of
these factors can be identified and measured. From this base it will
be possible to generate policy which reflects the reasons for negative
evaluations of the Nav'y and the precise means to turn such evaluations
(and presumably behavior) around.
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"MEASURENENT OF LEARNED BEHAVIORS IN COMPETENCY

BASED LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAMS"

A PRESENTATION

BEFORE THE

MILITARY TESTING ASSOCIATION

BY

DOROTHY VON K. PEPPER, ED. D.
WORTH SCANLAND, PH, D.

FOR MANY YEARS THE U, S. NAVY HAS BEEN ADDRESSING THE

PROBLEM OF TRAINING LEADERS, AS HAVE MANY OTHERS IN AND

OUT OF THE MILITARY SERVICES, THERE ARE THOSE WHO CONTEND

THAT LEADERS ARE BORN, NOT MADE, AND THERE ARE OTHERS WHO

TAKE THE POSITION THAT LEADERSHIP IS A DEFINABLE SKILL

WHICH CAN BE IDENTIFIED AND TAUGHT, AND THAT THE RESULTANT

BEHAVIOR CAN BE MEASURED. THE NAVY HAS BEEN IN BOTH CAMPS

AT ONE TIME OR ANOTHER, BUT AT THE PRESENT TIME HAS ADOPT-

ED THE POSITION THAT LEADERSHIP CAN BE DEFINED AS A LEARN-

ED BEHAVIOR, SUBJECT TO IMPROVEMENT THROUG4 TRAININGs AND

THAT THESE LEARNED SKILLS ARE MEASUREABLE IF VIEWED AS

COMPETENCIES. HAVING REACHED THAT CONCLUSION, THE NAVY,
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AND SPECIFICALLY THE CHIEF OF NAVAL PERSONNEL, HAS

COMMISSIONED MCBER AND COMPANY OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,

TO DEVELOP A COMPETENCY BASED LEADERSHIP TRAINING CURRIC-

ULUM WHICH CAN BE DELIVERED TO BOTH ENLISTED AND COMMIS-

SIONED PERSONNEL AT SEVERAL LEVELS OF SENIORITY, PRIMARI-

LY AT SCHOOLS ASSOCIATED WITH ENTRY POINTS INTO THE NAVY

OR INTO HIGHER LEVELS OF RESPONSIBILITY, IT IS THE PUR-

POSE OF THIS PAPER TO DESCRIBE THE METHOD BY WHICH THIS

TRAINING PROGRAM IS BEING DEVELOPED, THE McANS BY WHICH

THE LEARNED SKILLS ARE TO BE MEASURED, AND THE CONTRAST

BETWEEN THIS AND MORE TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO TRAINING

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT.

IN A PAPER APPEARING IN THE JANUARY, 1973, ISSUE OF

THE AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST, DR. DAVID C, MCCLELLAND OF

HARVARD UNIVERSITY TOOK UMBRIDGE AT THE CONCEPT SO PREV-

ALENT THEN AS WELL AS NOW, THAT INTELLIGENCE AND APTITUDE

TESTS ADEQUATELY MEASURED CAPABILITIES IN PEOPLE TO PER-

FORM CERTAIN TASKS OR JOBS. His THESIS WAS THAT SUCH

TESTS MEASURED, IF ANYTHING, CAPABILITIES TO PERFORM IN

AN ACADEMIC SETTING AT ACADEMIC SKILLS. THEY DID NOTHING,

HE CONTENDED, TO MEASURE THE ABILITY OF A POLICE CANDIDATE

TO PERFORM POLICEMEN'S TASKS, FO EXAMPLE. HE THEN WENT
O'N TO DESCRIBE THE CONCEPT THAT ONLY RANDOMLY SELECTED

SKILLS REQUIRED OF PERSONS WHEN PERFORMING THE DESIRED JOB
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COULD BE USED AS THE BASIS FOR A TEST OF APTITUDE FOR

THAT JOB. HE CALLED THIS METHOD 'CRITERION SAMPLING',

AND IT FORMS THE DATA UPON WHICH VALID PREDICTORS OF

FUTURE JOB COMPETENCY CAN BE ESTABLISHED. WHEN TESTS

FOR THE PREDICTION OF FUTURE SUCCESS ON THE JOB HAVE

BEEN DEVELOPED FROM SUCH DATA, THE VALIDITY COEFFI-

CIENTS HAVE RISEN FROM AN AVERAGE OF 0.33 FOUND IN THE

LITERATURE ON LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT'SKILL CHARAC-

TER!STICS TO A MEAN OF 0,60. INASMUCH AS THE SQUARE OF

A CORRELATION COEFFICIENT YIELDS THE PREDICTIVE VALIDI-

TY OF A MEASURE, THE NEW JOB COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT RE-

SULTS IN A THREE-FOLD IMPROVEMENT IN THE PREDICTIVE

QUALITY OF THE MEASURE OVER PREVIOUS, TRADITIONAL MEANS,

THE NAVY HAS THEREFORE CHOSEN TO DEVELOP SUCH A SET OF

MEASURES TO DETERMINE THE LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

QUALITIES OF ITS NON-COMMISSIONED AND COMMISSIONED

OFFICERS. THIS IS PROBABLY AN APPROPRIATE TIME TO STATE

A DEFINITION OF oCOMPETENCYI AS USED IN THIS DISCUSSION,

FOR IT WILL APPEAR MANY TIMES, "OMPETENCY IS USED IN

GOAL OR OUTCOME OPIENTED TRAINING TO IMPLY THE KNOWLEDGE,

SKILLS, ABILITY, MOTIVES OR OTHER CHARACTERISTICS THAT

CAN BE DEMONSTRATED TO RELATE DIRECTLY TO COMPETENT OCCU-

PATIONAL PERFORMANCE, IN THE PROGRAM NOW UNDER DISCUS-

SION THE ASSESSMENT OF THESE JOB RELATED COMPETENCIES
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AMONG JOB INCUMBENTS IS BOTH THE SOURCE OF THE DETERMINA-

TION OF THE COMPETENCIES RELATED TO SUPERIOR LEADERSHIP

AND MANAGEMENT AND THE BASIS FOR THE MEASURES WHICH SUB-

SEQUENTLY ARE UTILIZED TO DETERMINE EACH STUDENT'S PRE-

AND POST-TRAINING STATE.

THE JOB COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE MAY BE DE-

SCRIBED IN THREE STEPS, AS FOLLOWS:

1. THE IDENTIFICATION OF "SUPERIOR" AND "AVERAGEn

CRITERION SAMPLES OF NAVY LEADERS, IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH

THIS STEP, A SELECTED GROUP OF COMMANDING OFFICERS OF FLEET

UNITS WERE ASKED TO IDENTIFY COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMIS-

SIONED OFFICERS ABOARD THEIR SHIPS WHO COULD BE PLACED IN

EITHER A "SUPERIOR PERFORMER" CATEGORY OR AN "AVERAGE PER-

FORMER0 CATEGORY,

2. THECNDUCT OF "BEHAVIORAL EVENT" INTERVIEWS.

THE OFFICERS AND PETTY OFFICERS IN THE SAMPLES TAKEN IN

THE FIRST STEP WERE ASKED TO DESCRIBE IN BEHAVIORALLY

SPECIFIC TERMS CRITICAL LEADERSHIP INCIDENTS IN WHICH THEY

HAD BEEN INVOLVED. THE TECHNIQUE OF BEHAVLORAL EVENT

INTERVIEWING, DEVELOPED BY DR. IMCCLELLAND OF THE MCBER

COMPANY, INVOLVES OBTAINING A NUMBER OF DESCRIPTIONb GF

WHAT HE CALLS "BEHAVIORAL EPISODES." FOR EXAMPLE, A PERSON

MIGHT BE ASKED TO DESCRIBE AN INCIDENT IN WHICH HE FELT
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PARTICULARLY SUCCESSFUL (OR UNSUCCESSFUL) AND THEN TO

DESCRIBE IN DETAIL THE EVENTS LEADING UP TO THE INCIDENT,

WHEN AND WHERE IT OCCURRED, AND HOW HE WAS FEELING AND

REACTING BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE INCIDENT. THE DIS-

TINGUISHING ASPECT OF THIS INTERVIEW TECHNIQUE IS THAT IT

ELICITS INFORMATION FROM WHICH ACTUAL BEHAVIORS CAN BE

RECONSTRUCTED INSTEAD OF ELICITING INTERPRETATIONS OR

RECOLLECTIONS OF GENERAL OUTCOMES,

3, THEMATIC CONTENT ANALYSIS OF BEHAyioRAL EVENTS,

INASMUCH AS THE OFFICERS AND PETTY OFFICERS INTERVIEWED

WERE SELECTED ACCORDING TO RATINGS BY THEIR COMMANDING

OFFICERS, AND OTHER CRITERIA, IT IS POSSIBLE TO COMPARE THE

"SUPERIOR" AND "AVERAGE" INTERVIEWERS IN TERMS OF THE CON-

TENT OF THEIR BEHAVIORAL EVENTS, THIS COMPARISON PROCESS

INVOLVES, FIRST, THE IDENTIFICATION OF CHARACTERISTICS OR

THEMES WHICH CAN BE DRAWN FROM THE RELATED INCIDENTS IN

BOTH GROUPS OF THE SAMPLE. THEN IT INVOLVES THE DESIGN OF

A SCORING SYSTEM WHICH WILL RELIABLY CREDIT A SET OF BE-

HAVIORAL EVENTS FROM AN INTERVIEW FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE

THEMES OR CHARACTERISTICS. THESE THEMES WHICH ARE PRESENT

IN THE EVENTS RELATED BY THE oSUPERIOR" GROUP AND NOT PRE-

SENT IN THOSE RELATED BY THE "AVERAGE" GROUP BECOME THE

COMPETENCY CHARACTERISTICS THAT ARE LIKELY TO LEAD TO HIGH

PERFORMANCE. ONCE IDENTIFIED, THESE CHARACTER STICS WERE

SUBSEQUENTLY VALIDATED THROUGH TWO DIFFER"-AT MEA'IS,
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THE THEMATIC CONTENT ANALYSIS FROM APPROXIMATELY t1031

HUNDRED CRITICAL LEADERSHIP INCIDENTS COLLECTED FROM

FLEET INTERVIEWS PROVIDED TWENTY-SEVEN RELIABLY DISTIN-

GUISHABLE LEADERSHIP COMPETENCY CHARACTERISTICS, AND

SUBSEQUENTLY DISTILLED DOWN TO FIVE MAJOR LEADERSHIP AND

MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS, OR FACTORS. STATISTICAL SUPPORT

FOR THE DERIVATION OF THESE FIVE FACTORS MAY BE FOUND IN

THE MCBER AND COMPANY FINAL REPORT OF THE 'ANALYSIS OF

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT CUMPETENCIES OF COMMISSIONED

AND NON-COMMISSIONED NAVAL OFFICERS IN THE ATLANTIC AND

PACIFIC FLEETS." HOWEVER, BECAUSE THESE FACTORS FORM

THE BASIS FOR BOTH THE DETERMINATION OF THE BEHAVIORS TO

BE TAUGHT IN THE TRAINING PROGRAM AS WELL AS THE MEASURES

FOR DETERMINING THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE STUDENTS ACQUIRE

SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES THROUGH THE TRAINING, IT IS IMPOR-

TANT TO THIS DISCUSSION THAT THEY BE DESCRIBED, AND TO

SOME EXTENT DISCUSSED.

THE TWENTY-SEVEN COMPETENCY CATEGORIES, AS DIVIDED INTO

THE FIVE DISTINCT CONCEPTUAL CLUSTERS OR FACTORS ARE AS

FOLLOWS:

FACTOR I: TASK ACHIEVEMENT



NAVY OFFICERS REPORTED NUMEROUS INCIDENTS IN WHICH

THEY EXPRESSED CONCERN FOR ACHIEVEMENT, SET SPECIFIC

GOALS,# TOOK INITIATIVE TO SOLVE TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, OR

COACHED OTHERS TO IMPROVE THEIR PERFORMANCE. FIVE COM-

PETENCY CATEGORIES MAKE UP THIS FACTOR:

1, CNCERN FOR ACHIEVEMENT: OFFICERS EXPRESSED

A DESIRE TO "DO JOBS RIGHT", TO MEET STANDARDS OF EXCEL-

LENCE, AND TO ADVANCE IN THEIR CAREERS, AND FELT PROUD

WHEN THEY HAD DONE A JOB WELL.

2, JAKES INITIATIVE: OFFICERS DESCRIBED TAKING

PERSONAL INITIATIVE TO OVERCOME OBSTACLES IN ACCOMPLISH-

ING TASKS.

3. Si OAL: OFFICERS ARTICULATED SPECIFIC

(OFTEN MEASURABLE), CHALLENGING BUT REALISTIC AND TIME-

PHASED GOALS FOR THEIR OWN PERFORMANCE AND THAT OF THEIR

SUBORDINATES AND UNIT,

4, COACliU: OFFICERS DESCRIBED HELPING SUBOR-

DIITATES TO ACCOMPLISH TASKS MORE EFFECTIVELY BY PROVIDING

INFORMATION, "SHOWING THEM HOW", OR BY ENCOURAGING THEIR

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH TRAINING 'OR OTHER ENRICHING

EXPERIENCES,
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5, TECHNICAL PROBLEM SOLVING: OFFICERS, PARTIC-

ULARLY ENLISTED PERSONNEL IN TECHNICAL RATES, DESCRIBED

THINKING ANALYTICALLY IN SOLVING TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: OB-

SERVING DISCREPANCIES IN EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE (PROBLEM

FINDING), REASONING DEDUCTIVELY TO IDENTIFY THE CAUSES OF

MALFUNCTIONS, LOCATING NEEDED RESOURCES, ANTICIPATING

OBSTACLES, AND ACTING TO CORRECT PROBLEMS,

FACTOR II: SKILLFUL USE OF INFLUENCE

OFFICERS DESCRIBED BEING CONCERNED WITH INFLUENCE

STRATEGIES -- PERSUASION, EXPLANATION, INSPIRATION, RE-

W.ARDS -- TO ACCOMPLISH OBJECTIVES AND MOTIVATE SUBORDINATES

TO WORK AS A TEAM; INFLUENCE SKILL IS AIDED BY CONCEPTUAL

THINKING ABOUT SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE IMPACT AND BY EMOTION-

AL SELF-CONTROL, FIVE COMPETENCY CATEGORIES WERE INCLUDED

IN THIS FACTOR:

1, CONCERN FOR INFLUENCE: OFFICERS REPORTED

BEING CONCERNED ABOUT INFLUENCING OTHERS ("I WANTED TO

CONVINCE HIM"), USING THEIR OWN POWER IN INTERPERSONAL

RELATIONS, AND BEING SENSITIVE TO THE POLITICAL FACTORS

IN COMPLEX SITUATIONS,

2. INFLUNCES: OFFICERS DESCRIBED ACTING TO IN-

FLUENCE OTHERS WITHOUT HAVING TO RESORT TO DIRECT ORDERS

OR THREATS, USING INFLUENCE EFFECTIVELY TO ACHIEVE THEIR
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ENDS WHILE MAKING OTHERS FEEL MORE EFFICACIOUS IN THE

PROCESS,

3. CONCEPTUALIZES: OFFICERS DESCRIBED A HIGH

LEVEL OF CONCEPTUAL ABILITY IN PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION,

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, AND POLICY FORMULATION. THIS COMPE-

TENCY IS THE ABILITY 'TO SEE PATTERNS IN COMPLEX DATA,

SEPARATE IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR UNIMPORTANT. DEVE.,3P

INTEGRATIVE CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES AND SUPPORT THESE

WITH SPECIFIC DATA, AND RECONCILE EXCEPTIONS AND DIS-

CREPANCIES, USUALLY WITH REGARD TO HAVING AN IMPACT ON

OTHERS OR O:N THE SYSTEM,

4. ITEAfBjuj: OFFICERS DESCRIBED ENCOURAGING

SUrCRDINATES TO WORK TOGETHER AS A TEAM, TO "BUY INTO"

SHAR~v j.41T OR C0H1MAND PERFORMANCE GOALS, AND TO CREATE

SYVBOLS AND EVENTS WHICH STIMULATED UNIT PRIDE AND IDEN-

TITY,

5. FIMU,: OFFICERS REPORTED REWARDING OTHERS

FOR GOOD TASK PERFOR,,AUCE TO INFLUENCE AND MOTIVATE SUB-

ORDINATES,

6. Si trn .I : OFFICERS REPORTED CONSCIOUSLY

CONTROLLING THEIR EMOTIONS, PARTICULARLY ANCER AND AFFILI-

ATIVE TENDENCIES, WHEN THESE EMOTIONS THREATENED TO INTER-

-ERE WITH THEIR ABILITY TO INFE' ECE OTHERS OR TO MAINTAIN

A.4 EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP ROL%,



FACTOR III: MANAGEMENT CONTROL

OFFICERS DESCRIBED USING A STRAIGHTFORWARD MANAGEMENT

SEQUENCE OF PLANNING AND ORGANIZING, ISSUING DIRECTIONS,

DELEGATING, MATCHING PEOPLE TO JOBS TO BE DONE, MONITORING

RESULTS AND GIVING FEEDBACK IN MANY INCIDENTS, FIVE COMPE-

TENCY CATEGORIES WERE INCLUDED IN THIS FACTOR:

I. E LA i N RANIZU: OFFICERS REPORTED

IDEiTIFYING THE ACTIONS THEY NEEDED TO TAKE AT ONE POINT

:1 TIME TO ACHIEVE RESULTS AT SOME LATER TIME, SPECIFYING

PERSONNEL MATERIALS AND OTHER RESOURCES NEEDED, AND

PRIORITIZING TASKS TO BE ACCOMPLISED,

2. DIaf.-a: OFFICERS, WHEN THEY t)ID NOT INFLUENCE

SUBORDINATES, CLEARLY DIRECTED THEM TO PERFORM TASKS WITH-

OUT EXPLANATION AND IN THE ABSENCE OF PERSONALIZED THREATS

OR PUNISHMENT.

3. DELLaAJU: OFFICERS DESCRIBED CONSCIOUS USE OF

THE CHAIN OF COMMAV- TO GET SUBORDINATES TO TAKE RESPONSI-

BILITY FOR TASKS,

4, QPMUZES (PPLE-TASK): 'OFFICERS REPORTED REAL-

ISTICALLY ASSESSING PEOPLE IN MAKING PERSONNEL DECISIONS TO

ASSIGN TASKS TO THOSE INDIVIDUALS MOSI LIKELY TO DO THEM

WELL, AND IN MAKING TRADE-OFF" BETWEEN TASK REQUIREMIENTS

AND INDIVIDUAL. NEEDS (IN INAVY PARLANCE, "INTEGRATION OF MEN
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AND MISSION*),

5. MONITORS REAUL',: OFFICERS REPORTED MONITOR-

ING FOLLOWUP, CHECKING BACK TO SEE IF MANAGEMENT ACTIONS,

SUBORDINATES OR EQUIPMENT IN FACT ACCOMPLISHED WHAT THEY

WERE EXPECTED TO ACCOMPLISH IN A GIVEN TIME PERIOD.

6. RESOLES CC)FLICTS: OFFICERS DESCRIBED tEGO-

TIATING OR MEDIATING INTERPERSONAL DISPUTES TO A SUCCESS-

FUL RESOLUTION, DEFINED AS A "WIN-WIN" SOLUTION, IN WHICH

BOTH PARTIES IN THE DISPUTE WERE RELATIVELY SATISFIED AND

NEIT:iER LOST A DISPROPORTIONATE AMOUNT OF POWER, STATUS OR

RESOURSES,

7. GivEs FEAc : OFFICERS REPORTED GIVING

SPECIFIC FEEDBACK TO SUBORDINATES ON THEIR TASK PERFORMANCE,

FACTOR IV: ADVISING AND COUNSELING

IAANY LEADERS AND MANAGERS DESCRIBED LISTENING TO AND

COUNSELING SUBORDINATES IN A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF THEIR CrIT-

ICAL LEADERSHIP INCIDENTS. COUNSELING INCIDENTS DEALT WITH

tOUR ISSUES: PERFORMANCEj DISCIPLINARY MATTERS, PERSONAL

PROBLEMS (INCLUDING DRUG, ALCOHOL, FINANCIAL AND FAMILY

DIFFICULTfES) AND CAREER PLANNING. FOUR COMPETENCY CATE-

GORIES ARE INCLUDED IN THIS FACTOR:
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1, LisI : OFFICERS REPORTED NOTICING WHEN

SUBORDINATES APPEARED TO BE HAVING PROBLEMS, APPROACHING

PEOPLE TO INVITE THEM TO TALK ABOUT ISSUES CONCERNING

THEM, OR BEING PERCEIVED AS APPROACHABLE (".,.THE BLACK

GUYS CAME TO SEE ME BECAUSE, TKEY SAID, THEY FELT I WAS

THE ONLY ONE THEY COULD TALK TO."),

2. UND..RS.AND: OFFICERS DESCRIBED BEING ABLE

TO "HEAR WHAT OTHERS ARE TRYING TO SAY" (ACCURATE EMPATHY

OR I14SIGHT INTO SUBORDINATES NEEDS, MOTIVES OR HIDDEN

AGEND~A) .

3, iA i.E: OFFICERS DETAILED THE ACTIONS THEY

TO0 TO HELP SUBORDIIATES IN COUNSEL.6G SITUATIONS, IN-

CLUDING GIVING ADVICE, MAKING TIOE AVAILABLE TO TALK

ACTING DIRECTLY TO "FIGHT FOR THEIR PEOPLE," OR MAKING

APPROPRIATE REFERRALS TO SOURCES OF HCELP (MEDICAL PERSON-

NEL, CHAPLAINS, DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT FACILITIES).

4. POSITIVE EXPECTATIONS: OFFICERS EXPRESSED

POSITIVE EXPECTATIONS OF AND REGARD FOR THE;R SUBORDINATES$

FACTOR V: COERCIt

;iAVY OFFICERS DESCRIBED CRITICAL INCIDENTS IN WHICH

THEY USED RANK OR THREATS TO MOTIVATE OTHERS TO ACT, EX-

PRESSED NEGATIVE EXPECTATIONS OF SUi,3RDINATES, DISCIPLI"JD

THEM, kCTED !MPUJLSIVELY, AN'D RESOLVED CONFLICTS BY FORCE
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OR FAILED TO RESOLVE THEM. FIVE COMPETENCY CATEGORIES

WERE INCLU3ED IN THIS FACTOR:

1. L : OFFICERS DESCRIBED USING RANK AND

BOTH GENERAL AND PERSONALIZED THREATS TO MOTIVATE SUB-

ORDINATES.

2. NEGATIVE EXPECTATIONS: OFFICERS EXPRESSED

NEGATIVE REGARD AND EXPECTATIONS FOR THEIR SUBORDINATES

("HE [3 NO GOOD -- THERE'S N;O WAY HE'S GOING TO MAKE ITM),

,. IIPLINES: OFFICERS DESCRIBED PUNISHING SUB-

ORDINATES BY GIVING THEM NEGATIVE FEEDBACK, POOR FITNESS OR

EVALUArION REPORTS, OR USING STANDARD JCIMJ PROCEDURES.

4, CIS IMPULS1VELy: OFFICERS REPORTED EXPRESSING

THEIR EMOTIONS WITHOUT INHIBITION -- PRIMARILY ANGER ("I

BLEW 'iY STACK AT HIM") AND OCCASIONALLY AFFILLIATION ("MY

BUDD,ES HAD TO COME FIRST").

5. EAwstIfJaOLVE CONiCTS: OFFICERS DESCRIBED

SITUATIONS IN WHICH THEY DID NOT REACH "WIN--WIN" RESOLUTIONS

OF CONFLICTS, EITHER BECAUSE THEY RESOLVED CONFLICTS BY

UNILATERAL FORCE OR BY AVOIDING DEALING WITH THE CONFLICT.
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CONSTRUCT VALIDATION FOR THESE FACTORS AND SUPPORTING

CATEGORIES IS AVAILABLE IN THE LITERATURE, AND FOR THOSE,

WHO WISH TO PROBE DEEPER INTO THIS ASPECT OF THE COMPEIEN-

CIES, THE MCBER REPORT MENTIONED EARLIER CITES THE RELE-"

VANT REFERENCES$

AFTER THESE COMPETENCY FACTORS AND CATEGORIES WERE

DERIVED FROM THE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA GATHERED FROM THE

INTERVIEWS IN BOTH THE PACIFIC AND ATLANTIC FLEETS, THEY

WERE CROSS VALIDATED IN FOLLOW-ON INTERVIEWS IN BOTH

FLEETS TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE CRITERIA COULD

DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN "SUPERIOR" AND "AVERAGE" COMMISSIONED

AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS DRAWN FROM EACH FLEET. THE

FIRST FOUR FACTORS, THAT IS, TASK ACHIEVEMENT, SKiLLFUL

USE OF INFLUENCE, IKANAGEMENT CONTROL AND ADVISING AND

COUNSELING, CLEARLY DISTINGUISHED BETWEEN THE TWO CATEGORIES

O.F OFFICERS AND PETTY OFFICERS, ALTHOJCH THE FACTOR CALLED

COERCION FAILED TO SO DISCRIMINATE, IT APPEARING EQUALLY AS

A CHARACTERISTIC OF 0ZH "SUPERIOR" AND "AVERAGE" PERSONNEL.

PERHAPS THIS IS AN APPROPRIATE PLACE TO ADDRESS THE

WUESTION OF THE DIFFERENCE, IF ANY, BETWEEN.JOB COMPETENCY

ASSESSMENT AND JOB/TASK ANALYSIS. ITWOULD SEEM THAT THEY

BOTH ACCOMPLISH A COMMON RESULT,..THEY PROVIDE A DATA BASE

FROM WHICH INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS AND ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES
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MAY BE DERIVED, AND THEY PROVIDE A MEANS BY WHICH WE MAY

PRIORITIZE SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES REQUIRED FOR THE SUCCESSFUL

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF A JOB SO THAT WE MAY PLACE OUR TRAINING

RESOURCES WHERE THEY WILL DO THE MOST GOOD. BUT THERE ARE

ALSO SOME VERY IMPORTANT DIFFERE14CES BETWEEN THEM, IT

SEEMS TO US, AND THESE SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD. FIRSTLY, AND

MOST IMPORTANTLY, JOB/TASK ANALYSIS PROVIDES INFORMATION AS

TO WA. MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED IN ORDER TO PERFORM A SPECIFIC

TASK OR JOB, WHEREAS JOB COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT PROVIDES

INFORMATION ABOUT HO TO GET THE JOB DONE IN THE BEST AND

MOST EFFECTIVE FASHION. SECONDLY, WHILE BOTH ADDRESS THE

COGNITIVE DOMAIN, JOB/TASK ANALYSIS DEALS PRIMARILY WITH

THE PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN WHILE JOB COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT DEALS

PRIMARILY WITH THE AFFECTIVE DOMAIN, AND THIRDLY, JOB/TASK

ANALYSIS MOST OFTEN CONCERNS ITSELF WITH TECHNICAL MATTERS,

WHILE JOB COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT CONCERNS ITSELF WITH NON-

TECHNICAL MATTERS.

As WE HAVE DISCUSSED BRIEFLY, THE JOB COMPETENCY ASSESS-

MENT FUNCTION HAS PROVIDED US WITH A DATA BASE UPON WHICH TO

CONSTRUCT THE CURRICULUM FOR THE TRAINING PROGRAM IN LEADER-

SHIP AND MANAGEMENT SKILLS, IT HAS ALSO PROVIDED US AT THE

SAME TIME WITH THE DATA BASE FROM WHICH TO DEVELOP INSTRU-

MENTS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF PRE- AND POST-TRAINING SKILLS IN

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND PACKAGING OF A SET OF ASSESSMENT

INSTRUMENTS TO MEASURE THE COMPETENCIES IDENTIFIED AS THOSE

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN SUPERIOR AND AVERAGE LEADERS AND

MANAGERS IS CALLED THE NAVY LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

SKILLS TEST BATTERY. IT HAS BEEN ADMINISTERED TO APPROXI-

MATELY ONE THOUSAND COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED

OFFICERS AT EIGHT LEADERSHIP LEVELS, ALTHOUGH AT ThE TIME

OF THIS PRESENTATION THE DATA ARE NOT YET AVAILABLE FOR

REPORTING, THE LEVELS AT WHICH THE BATTERY WAS ADMIN!STERED

WERE PETTY OFFICER, LEADING PETTY OFFICER, CHIEF PETTY

OFFICER, MASTER CHIEF PETTY OFFICER, DIVISION OFFICER,

DEPARTMENT HEAD, EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND COMMANDING OFFICER,

THE PURPOSES OF THIS TEST BATTERY DEVELOPMENT WERE AS

FOLLOWS:

1. 10 MEASURE tHE COMPETENCIES IDENTIFIED AS

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN SUPERIOR AND AVERAGE NAVY LEADERS

AND MANAGERS,

2. To DEVELOP TESTS WHICH MLET THE AMERICAN PSYCHOL-

OGICAL ASSOCIATION PSYCHOMETRIC STANDARDS FOR RELIABILITY

AND VALIDITY.

3. To DEVELOP TESTS THAT ARE INAVY RELEVANT AND

FACE VALID,



I

4. To DEVELOP TESTS THAT ARE EASILY ADMINISTERED

AND SCORED

Now INASMUCH AS COMPETENCIES DESCRIBE ATTITUDES PEOPLE

HAVE OR ACTIONS THEY TAKE, INSTEAD OF WHAT THEY KNOW, TESTS

MUST MEASURE WHAT PEOPLE DO, NOT WHAT THEY KNOW. UNFORTU-

NATELY, MOST TESTS AVAILABLE HAVE BEEN DESIGNED TO MEASURE

KNOWLEDGE. So A NEW APPROACH TO THE DESIGN OF TESTS HAD

TO BE MADE, AND THIS WAS DONE UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF DR.

MCCLELLAND OF THE ICBER COMPANY, THESE TESTS HAVE THE

FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES:

1, THEY ASSESS COMPETENCIES, THAT IS, THOSE BE-

HAVIORS THAT DISTINGUISH BETWEEN AVERAGE AND :UCCESSFUL

PERFORK ,ACE INVOLVED IN CLUSTERS OF LIFE SKILLS,

2. THEY SHOULD BE DEVELOPED BY EXAMINING THE BE-

HAVIORS OF PEOPLE EXHIBITING THOSE BEHAVIORS TO BE MEASURED,

3. THEY SHOULD TAP OPERANT AS WELL AS RESPONDENT

THOUGHT, THE RESULTING BATTERY ARE A COMPOSITE OF FOUR

TESTS WHICH WERE AVAILABLE IN THE MARKET, AND FOUR WHICH

REQUIRED DEVELOPMENT BY THE MCBER TEST DESIGNERS. TABLE I

IS A DESCRIPTION OF tHESE TESTS BY FUNCTION AND NAME, AND

INDICATES WHICH ARE THOSE AVAILABLE FROM STANDARD TESTS

AVAILABLE IN THE MARKET, AND WHICH ARE THE RESULT OF MCBER
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DEVELOPMENT. THE OUTCOME OF THE PILOT TESTS OF THESE

MEASURES, AND A MORE ELABORATE AND COMPLETE DISCUSSION

OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW MEASURES MAY BE OBTAINED

FROM THE CHIEF OF NAVAL PERSONNEL IF DESiRED$

TABLE I

TESTS, THEIR FORMAT, AND COMPETENCIES TESTED FOR IN THE

NAVY LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT SKILLS TEST BATTERY

TESTS WHICH EXIST

Ti EQLI COQMETENCIES

STRONG-CAMPBELL RATE YOUR PREFER- TECHNICAL PRO-

INTEREST INVENTORY ENCES ON A NUMBER BLEM SOLVING

OF DIMENSIONS

PICTURE STORY WRITE IMAGINATIVE CONCERN FOR A-

EXERCISE STORIES TO EACH OF CHIEVEMENT TA.ES

SIX PICTURES !NIT!ATIVE HAS

CONCERN FOR IN-

FLUENCE. HAS

SELF-CONTROL

ACTS IMPULSIVELY

I
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TESTS WHICH EXIST (CONTINUED

im EQRMA C0VEE CIES

WORK ANALYSIS EXPRESS YOUR WORK CONCERN FOR

QUESTIONNAIRE PREFERENCES ON A ACHIEVEMENT

SERIES OF STATE- CONCERN FOR

MENTS INFLUENCE

ORGANIZATIONAL DESCRIBE AN CONCERN FOR

CLIMATE SURVEY IDEAL WORK CLI- ACHIEVEMENT

QUESTIONNAIRE MATE FOR YOU BY CONCERN FOR

RESPONDING TO A INFLUENCE

SERIES OF STATE-

MENTS

IESTS WHICH WERE FELPEi

IE COMPETENCIES

LISTENING AND WRITE OUT ANS- LISTENS

COUNSELING, PART I WERS ABOUT TAPED UNDERSTANDS

VOICE EXCERPTS HELPS

AND ABOUT PIC-

TURES

LISTENING AND ANSWER QUESTIOVS "LISTENS

COUNSELING, PART II AFTER HEARING' UNDERSTANDS

EACH OF FOUR HAS POSITIVE

MONOLOGUES EXPECTATIONS
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TESTS WHICH WERE DEVELOPED (CONTINuED)

IESI EQ T COMET1ES
MANAGEMENT OF CHOOSE THE THREE INFLUENCES

PROBLEMS TEST PREFERRED RESPONSES TEAM BUILDS

OUT OF SIX RESPONSES DIRECTS (AUTHOI-

GIVEN FOR EACH OF TARIAN)

TWENTY SITUATIONS# RESOLVES CON-

FLICTS

COERCES

FAILS TO RESOLVE

CONFLICTS

MANAGERIAL GIVE EACH OF THREE COACHES

STYLE RESPONSES TO A SER- REWARDS

QUESTIONNAIRE IES OF SENTENCES A PLANS AND

PREFERRED NUMBER OF ORGANIZES

POINTS DELEGATES

MONITORS RESULTS

GIVES FEEDBACK

PUNISHES

PLANNING FIND THE MOST PLANS AND

EXERCISE EFFICIENT SCHEDULE ORGANIZES

FOR A SERIES OF

TASKS
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To SUMMARIZE, WE MAY SAY THAT FOR THE FIRST TIME !N
THE NAVY THERE HAS BEEN DESCRIBED THROUGH VALID RESEARCH

A SET OF COMPETENCIES, THAT IS, SKILLS AND CHARACTERISTICS, -

WHICH ARE DEMONSTRATA3LY CAPABLE OF DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN

SUPERIOR AND AVERAGE LEADERS AND MANAGERS AMONG NAVAL

OFFICERS AND PETTY OFFICERS, AND WHICH CAN THEREFORE BE

RELIABLY USED AS A DATA BASE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRAIN-

ING PROGRAVS IN LEAr' ,SHIP AND MANAGEMENT, INCLUDING THE

INSTRUMENTS FOR THi 'EJIREMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT OF THE

REQUIRED BEHAVIO, FOR tC:O LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT IN

THE NAVY. THE BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL, THROUGH THE WORK

OF THEIR CONTRACTOR, THE "CBER AND COMPANY OF BOSTON, ARE

CURRENTLY DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING

PROGRAMS AT A NUMBER OF ACCESSION POINTS AND GRADE LEVELS

OF NAVAL 'ERSONNELo AND THE IAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

COMMAND, TO BE LATER CHARGED WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE PROGRAMS, IS CAREFULLY MONITOR-

ING THE PROCESS$ INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION IS PLANNED TO

COMMENCE IN 1978.
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TESTING IN THE AFMET PROGRAM
Wallace Bloom, Ph.D.

Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center

Introduction: Premature termination of military service is
often c-used by psychological problems that existed prior to service
and led to poor emotional adaptation to military life. There has
been previous research towards the development of an objectively
scored questionnaire capable of discriminating between individuals
who will develop emotional or characterological difficulties during
training and those who will successfully adjust to military life.
Danielson and Clark (1954) studied a sample of 15,550 Army recruits;
Jensen's (1964) 82-item questionnaire had been given to 9,194 Air
Force recruits, and Plag (1962) used a 195-item questionnaire on
20,000 Navy recruits. LaChar, et al (1974) reported on a 1972
investigation of 14,804 male Air Force recruits and the evolution
of the history-opinion-interest from (HOI). Guinn, et al (1975)
concluded that the HOI has some practical usefulness as a rough
preliminary screening device. They recommended that use of this
screening device be limited to preliminary screening only and
that addition psychometric and/or psychiatric assessment be
mandatory before any personnel action is recommended.

A proposal for further research and developmant of a military
adaptability s..creening test was prepared in 1974 by Captain Charles
I. Bisbee, major George E. Hargrave, and Colonel John C. Sparks.
The research protocol desioned by the Department of Mental Health,
Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center, in conjunction with the $urgeoA,
Air Training Command and other ATC agencies, was implemented in
June 1975 and identified as AFMET (Air Force Medical Evaluation
Test Program). (Bloom, 1977a)

PHASE I: On the arrival day, each airman entering the Air
Force was qive: a psychological test. Those identified by computer
scoring as low mental health risks (approximately 93%) continued
basic training without further evaluation.

PHASE Il: By the first day of training, those not identified
as low-risk were called in for individual mental status interviews
with mental healtn technicians and additional psychtdogical testsare given. The reports of these interviews and tests are reviewed
by a senior clinical psychologist who determined which additional
trainees will now be identified as lo4-risk and did not require
further evaluation.

Presented at th, 19th Conference of the Military Testing Association,
October 18, 1977, San Antonio, Texas.
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PHAZZ III: Usually by the fifth day of traivir.;, those airmen
(approximately 2 to 31 of the trainees) not already identified as
low-risk were referred to the Mental Hygiene Clinic for further
evaluations. They brought with them reports of behavior observations
and comments from their training squadrons (ATC Form 582). Clinical
mental health interviews were conducted and additional psychological
tests are selected and given on an individual basis as necessary.
Those without serious problems were returned to duty, and the few
identified as being psychotic were referred to the hospital for
treatment and further action. Some showed evidence of specific
character and behavior disorders of such a nature as to seriously
impair military performance. They were referred back to their
training squadron commanders with recomiendations for administra-
tive separation with medical classification and behavior reports.
A few are recommended for referral to other special agencies. (See
Illustration 1).

1101: Phase I testing was limited to th6 original History Opinion
Inventory (HOI) composed of 100 items that the subject was to
identify as True or False as applied to him. Examples are: I
quit school because I was failing. I was active in sports during
high school. I have been in trouble with the police. I liie
hufiting very much. Marking was on opscan type answer sheets which
were scored by computer and the names and other identification of
those selected for further testing were contained in the printout
sheets.

In 1975, during the initial days of the project, it was
quickly larned that the HOI Adaptation Index cutoff sccre of
12 that had identified 12% of the sample in 1972 only identified
S of 1 in 1975. It was believed that due to the termination of
the Draft Law and other factors, the new recruits were scoring
significantly different that the earlier subjecta. The cutoff
score was reduced 4 points. 38,529 basic trainees took the HO
between June I and November 7, 1975, and approximately 6% were
identified for Phase II screening. (Table 1).

The HOI has two subscales. PEI (Emotional Instability)
consists of 18 scored items and the PDA (Drug Use Admission of
26 scored items. Nine of the items are critical on both sub-
scales. In November 1975, the test was reduced from 100 items
to 50 without changing or eliminating any of the scored items.
The five-page booklet was replaced by a one-page card which
could be aligned with the answer sheet to minimize marking
errors. The cutoff score remained unchanged.

On 1 October 1976, the AFMET program shifted from a Research
Project to a Standard Operating Procedure. The HOI test was givenafter the first day of training rather than on arrival. The train-

ees would have spent at least one night in their dorms, and met
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PHAZZ III: Usually by the fifth day of trainir,;, those airmen
(approximately 2 to 3t of the trainees) not already identified as
low-risk were referred to the Mental Hygiene Clinic for further
evaluations. They brought with them reports of behavior observations
and comments from their training squadrons (ATC Form 582). Clinical
mental health interviews were conducted and additional psychological
tests are selected and given on an individual basis as necessary.
Those without serious problems were returned to duty# and the few
identified as being psychotic were referred to the hospital for
treatment and further action. Some showed evidence of specific
character and behavior disorders of such a nature as to seriously
impair military performance. They were referred back to their
training squadron commanders with recomendations for administra-
tive separation with medical classification and behavior reports.
A few are recommended for referral to other special agencies. (See
Illustration 1).

1101: Phase I testing was limited to the original History Opinion
Inventory (HOI) composed of 100 items that the subject was to
identify as True or False as applied to him. Examples are: I
quit school because I was failing. I was active in sports during
high school. I have been in trouble with the police. I like
Auhting very much. Marking was on opscan type answer sheets which
were scored by computer and the names and other identification of
those selected for further testing were contained in the printout
sheets.

In 1975, during the initial days of the project, it was
quickly Larned that the HOI Adaptation Index cutoff score of
12 that had identified 12% of the sample in 1972 only identified

of 1% in 1975. It was believed that due to the termination of
the Draft Law and other factors, the new recruits were scoring
significantly different that the earlier subjecta. The cutoff
score was reduced 4 points. 38,529 basic trainees took the HO
betweon June 1 and November 7, 1975, and approximately 6% were
identified for Phase II screening. (Table 1).

The HOI has two uubscales. PEI (Emotional Instability)
consists of 18 scored items and the PDA (Drug Use Admission of
26 scored items. Nine of the items are critical on both sub-
scales. In November 1975, the test was reduced from 100 items
to 50 without changing or eliminating any of the scored items.
The five-page booklet was replaced by a one-page card which
could be aligned with the answer sheet to minimize marking
errors. The cutoff score remained unchanged.

On 1 October 1976, the AFMET program shifted from a Research
Project to a Standard Operating Procedure. The HOI test was given
after the first day of training rather than on arrival. The train-
ees would have spent at least one night in their dorms, and met
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their primary instructors prior to taking this test. During a few
trial days, it was found that the cutoff score of 8 points now
identified 22% instead of the approximate 6 to 7% identified from
June 1, 1975 to June 15, 1976. The cutoff score was raised to 11
points with daily monitoring to shift it to 12 when the quota might
be oxceeded.

MMPI: The selectees MMPI responses were marked on Optiscan sheets,
i----ine scored, and computer print-outs were returned a day later.
These print-outs were based on a program developed by LaChar (1974).
The consolidated data (Standardized Report of Interview (SRI) and
MM4PI) were then reviewed by a clinical psycnt]ogist who dotermined
wh'ich low risk" individuals warranted contiruation in training
without referral to the Mental Hygiene Clinic for further action.
The others were referred to that clinic.

Approximately 400 subjects were given MMPI's each month
(Bloom, 1977b). As the program continued, it was noted that a
significant number of airmen scored highly elevated MMPI T-scores,
often above 100, but were reported as within normal limits by the
interviewers. During the first two months of the study, many air-
men with these elevated MMPI scores, but low risk interview reports,
were referred to the Mental Hygiene Clinic. Further psychiatric
assessment there usually resulted in these airmen's continustion
in basic training. The MMPI norms used were based on the general
Minnesota normal sample (Dahlstrom, et al, 1960, pp 437-8). During
July, the MMPI's of 17 year-old airmen were recorded by hand using
the T-score conversions for basic scales without K corrections of
Minnesota Adolescents, age 17 (Dahlstrom, et al, 1972, pp 397-99).
Although extreme T-scores were somewhat less elevated than when
converted the traditional way, it was questioned whether these
norms iere appropriate. It was hypothesized that neither the
traditiondl adult nor adolescents, age 17 norms were relevant for
judging the MMPI responses of basic airmen.

Subjects: Both male and female recruits in basic training
squadrons were tested rather than the HOI selectees which might
have been a skewed sample. Entire squadrons were tested during
the period August to Octoier, 1975. Personnel came from all over
the United States. Data was obtained from 1152 males and 805
females.

Procedures: Standard MMP! booklets were used and responses
were marked on Opscan sheets for subsequent machine scoring.
Raw scores for each category were punched on IBM cards and the
data statistically analyzed by the Biometrics Division of the Air
Force Systems Conand. The analysis of variance for disproporti-
nate data using a general regression model was based on Graybill's
work.
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Results: The demographic composition of the Lackland popula-
tion reflected recruit criteria that each must be high school
graduates or pass a GED test equivalent. Only 3.4% of the men and
2.8% of the women were not high schcol graduates. 12.2% of the
males and 18.9% of the females had reported education beyond
high school level (See Table 2). Over eighty (801) percent were
*Anglo-Americans" 'Caucasian), and about ten (10) percent of the
total sample were OBlack-Americans. Further details are shown
on Table 3. Only two-percent of the men, but almost 3 percent of
the women were over 23 years old (See Table 4).

Meant and Standard Deviations oi Basic MMPI factors were
obtained for 1152 male and 805 female participants (See Table 5).
Comparisons with traditional MMPI norms for adults revealed
statistically significant differences in all scaled except Social
Introversion (0-Si). A second set of analyses between the Lackland
population and the norms of Minnesota Normal Adolescents, age 17,
indicated significant differences in almost all scales (except
Males: Lie, Depression, and Hysteria and except Females: Lie and
Paranoia).

Conclusions: Norms for purposes of comparison must be
relevant and will be meaningless or even misleading if they are
not based on groups of people with whom it is sensible to compare
the individuals we are psychologically assessing. Neither the
MMPI norms for Minnesota Adults nor for Minnesota Normal Adoles-
cents age 17, were relevant foz comparison with Air force Basic
Trainees.

The standard iMPI norms were not designed for use with a
young adult military population and characteristics cited by
Hathaway and Briggs (1957) follow:

VARIABLES LACKLAND MINNESOTA

Geographic National Regional
Age Predominately 17-23 Mean 33
Race Included minorities White
Education 12 or more Mean 9.7 to 10.0
Population

Male 112 11 to 345
Female 805 118 to 397

Note varied by scale

Tested 1975 1940

It was appropriate to establish new nortis based on these
individuals and this has beer done along with appropriate T-conver-
sions (Tables 6 and 7) and plotting charts (Illustrat'ons 2,3).
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From November 15, 1975 to April 1, 197 these Lackland MKPI

norms were utilized and along with a sentence completion test as
part of Phase II testing. The MMPI was not used from April 1, 1976
to June 15, 1976 and fewer unnecessary referrals were made to
Phase III, the Mental Hygiene Clinic. The AFMET 177 program doas
not use the MMPI for Phase II but it is used in some selected indi--
vidual cases at the Mental Hygiene Clinic for Phase III. Formerly
one out of six Phase III selectees were discharged and currenly

about one of three. The MMPI proved ineffective for Phase II teot-
ing.

BSCS; In November 1976, as part of Phase II interviewing the

B m Sentence Completion Survey, (BSCS) was given to facilitate
establishing rapport between the trainees and the enlisted mental
health technicians conducting the interviews. Initially intended
to serva as an icebreaker for the interview and to provide some
advance inlormation, it was found to take only about 12 minutes
for group testing. The results were read by the interviewer
before the trainee was seen and some key responsec were under-
scored and often referred to during the interview. The inter-
viewers later became interested In numerical scoring and were
instructed in identifying each response as positive, neutral, or
negative by categories.

This test (Dlom, 1975) purports to indicate both positive
n:id negativi aspects of attitudes towards: people, physical
self, family, psychological self, self-directedness, work, and
accomplishment in addition to identifying some irritants in each
subject's life. After a week the inter-scorer correlations were
about .90 with rarely more than 4 items scored differently than
by the instructor. After a month, it was rare for them to differ
on more than two of the 35 scored responses. Scoring time was
usually less than seven minutes. For comparison purposes the
sceres of random trainees were compiled. These mean scores and
standard deviations are in Table 8.

The 2879 trainees interviewed at Lackland AFB during Phase II
i,, the AFMET research program (January 1, 1976 - June 15, 1976) had:
x ciical record notes, a standardi7ed report of their interviews on
an opscan type sheet (SRI), a scored sentence completion test, and
in most cases (all those from 2 January 1976 to 1 April 1976) the
computer print-out of each MMPI. 2213 of these trainees were
returned to duty in their training squadrons while 666 were sched-
uled for further evaluations at the Mental Hygiene Clinic. As noted
on Table 9, the BSCS composite scores of the returned to duty trainees
averaged 8.8450 while that of those referred to Mental Hygiene Clinic
for further evaluation was -.0376. There were statistically signi-
ficant differences on each subscore betwees the group cleared and
those to be further evaluated. These differences as reflected in
the T-scores were so lar. e that the chances of bei:g accidental were
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less than one in a thousand. Of the 666 individuals referred to
Phase III, 522 who were subsequently returned to duty (RTD) had
an average composite score of .3008 while 114 who were discharged
had an average comosite score of minus 2.0364. The subscores
for attitudes towards physical self, self-directedness and work
were significantl7 different.

Conclusions: Of the psychological tests used in the program,
the EbI functioned about as well as predicted as it identified
approximately one-third of the basic trainees give n mental health
discharges. The other two-thirds were referred by the traininag
squadrons .irectly to the Mental Hygiene Clinic usually after the
10th day of training. The recommendations made about the HOI in
1975 (Guinn et al) are still pertinent with regard to need for
revalidation, special scales for a WAF population and its use in
combination with additional aptitudinal and biographic data avail-
able on all recruits.

The IMPI did not wrrk out in AFMET as a screening device at
Phase II level but with cvrrent Air Force norms appears to have
use along with other tests on a selected individual basis as
part of diagnosis in Phase I1.

The Bloorm Sentence Completion Survey proved useful clinically
as part of the Phase TI interviews ano assessment. Statistically
it Aifferentiated between groups of trainees who did or did not
require *urther evaluations and between those discharged or
returned to duty. Further research need be undertaken regarding
tht composite score of the seven subtests.

Additional research on the HOI is being conducted by the
Personnel Division, Headquarters USAF which has given a version
of the HOI to over 80,000 subjects at the AFIE etations and by
analysis of earlier Lackland data by the Humaa Repources Lab.
Further research to follow trainees through their enlistments,
identify those with early separations for mental health associa-
ted c&uses and compare their AFMET test scores, &till remains
to be done and the first of the AFMET subjects will not complete
their enlistments until 1979.

During the research year of the AFMET program (June 1, 1975
to June 15, 1976) 80,732 new arrivals were given the HOT throuqh
Phase I of the program; of these 5369 received Phase II interview%
and tests which resulted in 1331 being referred to Phase III for
further evaluations. Four hundred and forty-tour (444) of these
basic .rainees were discharged (including 79 by squadrons, 59 for
Wedical recsons, and 306 recommended by Mental Health Clinic).

During the operational period October 1. 1976 to October 1,
1977, reportedly 73,666 went through Phase I; 4918 were selected
for Phase II; and, 1054 were referred to Phase III. Five hundred
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and twelve (512) were recommenoed for discharge through the
Mental Hygiene Clinic (Phase III) and 308 Phase II selectees were
discharged by other aqencies before the AFMET actions could be
completed. Seventeen were discharged by the hospital for mental
health reasons.

The early Identification of trainees with significant psycho-
logical problems facilitated their return to their civilian lives
without Xurthur trauma due to military stress and to termination
of further Air Force investment in their training. It has boen
estimated that well over one million dollars has beer saved at
Lackland each year of the AFMET program plus further indirect
savings by curtailment of investments in technical school train-
ing for individuals who do not complete normal enlistments. The
AFMET program seems to have benefited both the USAF and the indi-
viduals.
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Table I
HOI SCORES FOR BASIC TRAINEES

Lackland Air Force Ba.e, Txa
June I to Novemltet 7. 1975

HOI, High Risk Cumulative Cumulative
Adaption Index Number Number Percent

12 and above 299 299 0.78
11 181 480 1.25
10 34? 827 2.5
9 557 1,384 3.59
8 (cut off point) 905 2,289 5.94

71,619 3.908 10,14

6 1,825 5,733 14.88
53.353 9,086 23.58

44.938 14,204 36.40
34.742 18.766 4b. 71

29,118 27.884 72.37

4.952 32,836 85,22
0 5.693 38,529 100.00

I94I m mn mn •



Tab',e I1.

AUGUST TO OCTOBE, 1975

GRADE CG@Lfrn HALE FfEALA

80 0 1 001
9 o3 0 0

10 9 .6 12 1.3
it 26 2.3 10 1.2
12 971 84.3 638 78,3
13 82 7.1 78 9,7
14 35 3.0 38 4.7
5 8 .7 9 1.1

16 17 1.5 17 2.1
Post Orad, 1 ,1 2 .2

TOTAL 1152 805

Table :it.

ETHN4IC IDM1YICATION 0f TA114ES, IACrIAXD MP SA)0'LA
AUGUST TO OCOBER. 1975

KALE M~ALI

AN.GO-AHZICANS 999 86.7 656 8115
BLACY.-WMCI 104 9.0 116 14.4
HISPAXIC-AMERICANS 33 2.9 2 0,2
cxtI 4TAL 12 1.0 22 2.7
OTHlR/tWW 4 A.9

TOTAL 1152 805
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T.ble tv.
AGE OF TRAINEES. LACKLAND MPI SAMPLE

AUGUST TO OCTOBER. 1975

AGE MALE FEMALE
-PRCE T tREaUlY UMET

17 1al 15.7 88 10.9
18 1is 44.7 272 33.8
19 201 17.4 128 15.9
20 102 8.9 82 10.0
21 68 5.9 55 6.8
22 33 2.8 35 4.3
23 28 2.5 41 5.1
24 16 1.4 25 3.1
25 8 .7 20 2.5
26 1 .0 21 2.6
27 0 .0 15 1.8
28-34 1 .0 23 2.9

TOTAL 1152 805
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TABLE VIll.

BLOOt SWIM COMIPLII1 SURVEY - ADULT

207 Basic Trainees - Lackland An, TX

July & August 1975

ITi ANALYSIS OF SVEN SCALES

SCALE HNE SCALE SCORES

HIL, U(SD

People -1.0483 2.0353
Physical Sel .8019 2.0699
Tant1y 1.1304 2.4978
Psychological Self .6j22 2,2618
Sel-Dlrectednees 1.9517 2.1440
Work .7874 1.8581
Accomplishment 1.5459 2.1325

I NTEX-SCALE CORRELATICKS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 People 1.0000
2 Physical Self .1285 1.0000
3 Family .1704 .1723 1.0000
4 Psychological .2010 .3444"* .2124 1.0000

Self
5 Self- .2463' .2602* .1022 .4299"*  1.0000

Directedness
6 Work .1902 .1938 .0768 .2422 .3491"* 1,0000
7 Accomplishment .1285 .0387 .0084 .2407 .3966e*  .1817 1.00.

Z WNorE: *Significant at 52 level of confid".4e
"*Signtficant at 12 level of confideace
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TAILE IX.

ILOOK SERTEINC COMPLETIOW SURVEY SCORIS
USAF LSIC TRAINEES, LACILAND A73v TX

Jan 1, 1976 to Jun 15, 1976

ALL ITD mC t
-- a - 2879 n'  -. 22'13 . ..n - 66j

I ad 2 ad I ad

people -0.5922 1.9806 -0.3954 1.9232 -1.2462 2.0274 9.61
0*

Physical Self 0.6544 2.2540 0.9440 2.1750 0.3078 2.2447 12.71

Famly 1.2518 2.4717 1.4867 2.3862 0.4715 2.5878 9.03

Psychological Solf 0.032? 2.1665 0.3814 2.0597 -1.1261 2.1087 16.26
**

Self Directednesa 2.0597 2.1344 2.4550 1.9516 0.7462 2.1893 18.10
**

Work 0.9271 1.7902 1.1631 1.6627 0.1426 1.9665 12.15

Accomplimamsent 2.429 2.146% 2.8102 1.9118 1.2222 2.4223 15.52

NET S(OPIS 6.7437 8.8450 -0.0976

Phase IIs-RTD Phase I11-Disch 7 t

- d22 - i d 14 ad

People -1.2246 2.0271 -1.3509 2.0261 0.36,8 0.6056

Physical Self -0.2264 2.2621 -0.7018 2.1148 4.2645f 2,0650

Famlly 0.4982 2.5946 0.3421 2.5506 0.3054 0.5526

Psychological Solf -1.0960 2.1041 -1.2719 2.1246 0.3447 0.5871

Self Directedness 0.8,42 2.1722 0.2719 2.2096 6.5201 2.5534

Work 0.2372 1.9439 -0.3158 2.0101 7.5603 2.7496

Accomplishamt 1.2681 2.4629 1.0000 2.2084 1.1582 1.0723

NET SCORES 0.3008 -2.0364

o P ).05 .TD - Return to Duty
P >.01 MC - Referred to Mental Hygiene Clinic
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A WIJIGHTE.D SELECTION SYSTEM

Mr. M. eriwether Gordon
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to be significant predictors of the policy actually used by the Policy
Capture Board. These eleven were then submit ted to a process known as
Heirarchical Grouping (Hier-Grp),2

Hilerarchical 'Crouping Nller-Grp) is designed to reduce a set of
regression equations (also :'alled systems or criteria) computed from
proportional predictor surs of cross products matrices to a single
equation. In the procevss a to.xonocay of regression equations results,
based on the similarity between the systems. The Iterative process
begins with . given number of separate regression equations and, at
each ruccessive iteratio", forces s compromise equation to be substi-
tuted for two of the separate oystess. At each iteratian, a new
cluster of regression systemsu s fo: ed or an existing cluster is
enlarged so that, i.% the final step. all equa~tiontz form a single broad
cluster. The criterion for selecting the two eqvations is specified
at tOe start of the program and Is used i t every, step of the program.

Through the process of }iter-Grp, Human Resources Laborntory was
able to develop an v-quatton with the associated weights to be applied

• to each of the eleven key variables which when solved resulted In a
Quality Index Score (QIS) for eAch applicnnt.

Table 1 below shoui tho eleven variables w0th their respective

weighfts nnd a cooputation of a Quality Index Scor'e baseil on a mean
value for each vi.,inble and its percent of the total score.

TABLE 1

FY 79 WPSS AND 111F ELE'VEN VARIABLES

FY 79 WPSS

Variable Mean Wt Points Score

AFOQT-C 45.5 0. 1381 6.28 ( 8.4)
SAT 1045.2 0.0245 25.83 (34.5)
CPA 277.3 0. ]005 27.67 (37.2)

DET-C R 3.2 1.7975 5.75 7.7)
ASTIN" (Selectivity) 3.5 0.7172 2.51 (3.3)
JtA)rc-GPA 224.2 0.0130 2.91 (3.9)
~FQ-Q 47,0 0.0459 2.16 (2.9)

PROGRAM 0,6 1.5837 0.95 (1.3)
TECH-AU 0.4 2.5949 1.04 (1.4)
Nit RAN KED 36.6 0.0222 O.P1 (1.1)
DET-LAXK 14.7 -0.0870 -1.26 (-1,7)

Quality Index Score -74.83

2bottenberg, R. A. and Christal, R. E., An Iterative Technique
for Clustering. 01_ tria Which Rt~tatnsOptimum Predictive Efficiency,
WADD'-TN-30, AD 261 615. LAckland AFB, Texas, Personnel Laboratory,
Wright Air Development Division, March 1961.

3Astin, Alexander W.. Predicting Acade-mic Performance in CoiLe.,

The Free Press, New York, 1971.
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These variables were used in making selections for fall 77 ad-
missions to the advanced program (Professional Officer Course). All

selections were made or confirmed centrally at AFROTC, Maxwell AFB,
although the plan was to establlsh a Quality Index Score cut-off'
noint that would include about 80% of applicants who could be selected
at the Detachment level. Records of the remaining 202 would be submitted
to Maxwell AFB for ,rentr4l selection. This would insure that the best
of the low-scoring group would be selected overall rather than Just the
best at each detachment,

RESULTS

The results of the new system to date are encouraging. Subjectively,
the Detachment Comanders perceive the system as a ,Lluabhle tool for
assessing An applicant's potential for selection. Because of the
system's objectivity and face-validity, it has been readily accepted

by applicants for the program. A significant advantigi, of the system
is that for the firnt time selections are made on a quantified basis
that In stAndardixed on a national leve. AN a result, the competition
is truly national in scope. The Air Univesir.y oard of Visitors placcd
its approval on the system in its March 77 report when it wrote: "The
quality of cadets adnitted to the .unior a ,d senior year pro rams is

substantially enhanced by means of the complex Instriunents."t

The mean scores of those selected and non-aelected are po,*triyed

in Table 2 along with overall means, and merns by race and s'x. It

may be readily noted that:

a. Black applicants are encountering difficulty in the competi-
tion, largely becaune of their relatively low standazdized test scores.

b. The selectees are highest in Quantitative eptitude, as
measured by the AFOQT. (This it probably because of the large proportion
of science and technology majors in the group.)

4kir University Board of Visitors, Thirty-Third Meeting, 15 Mar

77. Min'utes and Report of Chatrmn, (D:. Arthur G. Hansen).
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TABLE 2

ALL AFROTC APPLICANTS

-Caucasian- --- black--- --- Other--- ---- Total---

Select Non-Sel Select Non-Sel Select Non-Sol Select Non-Sel

TOTAL APPLICAWTS 3835 313 333 211 134 28 4302 552

TECH APPLICANTS 1729 46 103 28 61 6 1893 80

2-YR APPLICANTS 1414 191 131 109 57 11 1602 311

4-YR APPLICANTS 2421 122 202 102 77 17 2700 241

MEAN SAT (OONV) 11O0.0 837.2 945.4 658.1 1052.0 777.5 1086.5 765.7

MEMN AWUQT-COMP 51.27 13.79 25.25 3.70 39.07 7.29 48.87 9.60

MEAN GPA 285.16 233,80 281.92 235.49 289.84 232.82 285.06 234.39

EAN AFOQT-QUAN 53.11 21.17 33.27 10.60 46.65 13.54 51.38 16.74

FEMALE AFROTC APLICANTS

TOTAL APPLICANTS 640 67 99 70 21 5 760 142

TECH APPLICANTS 150 2 17 7 4 1 171 10

2-YR APPLICANTS 352 56 53 39 11 3 416 98

4-YR APPLICANTS 288 11 46 31 10 2 344 44

MEAN SAT (CONV) 1059.9 160.4 887.1 626.7 1042.2 798.8 1036.9 743.0

MEAN AFOQT-COP 38.90 9.43 14.55 3.07 32.19 7.40 35.54 6.23

MEAN GPA 302.02 238.33 301.88 242,63 307.48 147.40 302.15 240.77

MEAN AW'QT-QUAN 43,71 15.57 2,!i.16 1,0.07 46.71 19.20 41.51 12.99
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

MALE AFROTC APPLICANTS

-- Caucasian- --- Black-- --- -Other-- --- Total--

Select Non-Sel Select Nn-Sel Selt.ct Non-Sel Select Non-Sel

TOTAL APPLICANTS 3195 246 234 141 113 23 3542 410

TECH APPLICANTS 1579 44 86 21 54 5 1722 70

2-YR APPLICANTS 1062 135 78 70 46 8 1186 213

4-YR APPLICANTS 2133 111 156 71 67 15 2356 197

MEAN SAT (CONV) 1108.0 830.8 970.0 673.7 1053.8 772.9 1097.2 773.6

MEAN AFOT-cOW 53.75 14.97 29.78 4.01 40.35 7.26 51.74 10.77

MELAN CPA 28..79 232.56 273.47 231.94 286.56 2;'9.65 281.39 232.19

MEAN AFOQT-QUAN 55.00 22.69 36.28 10.86 46.64 ).1.30 53.49 18.04
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There is some evidence of problems with the system as indicated
by the graph in Figure 1. The frequuncy distr'utior of Quality Index
Scores folls into the classic bell curve, risinL and falling in almost
perfect, stair-case increments until it arrives dt QIS 63--whieh was
the cut-off point. Ttere is a drastic rie in frequency just above

63 and an equally drastic drop just below it. Thereasor3 for this
asymmetry are not known; however, the cause is under ccntinued
analysis.

Figure" 3

FREQUENCY OF QUALITY INDEX SCORE

I4t4 for .iniN V

1hpl.otle C4 rtjt. q at

SW~~V* W' 0 f'.~ ~.C,tt br
#-t 00 9411fo

lullll ma o,
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!~

The rise in overall quality as a result of the first application
of the new systo is c!iarly dewnstrated ia Figure 2 The rise in the
Mean Officer Quality S.co-e from 4i.5 Alr Aci.demic Year 76-77 to 48.8 in
Academic Year 77-78 (.3 licnos) vas s3aller than anticipated but does
not tell tha entire stcry. ?Knve sigaificant is the redistribution of
frequencies within the groun resulting in a drop among those with scores
below 25 from 15.S% to 21.7%. Moreover, it is now certain that those
with low scorej remaining have other mitigating traits.

Figure 2

UPPER AND LOWER OQC QUARTILE
2 DISTRIBUTION + OVERALL MEANS

AY 76-77 (AS 300) OQC rJPSS SELECTEES AY 77-78
, - (AS 300) LESS DROPS

'9*1% 11) ~ I
1.82 90 26.0%

85

8o

70

30

201

15

5. 82 10 21.72

19.82 7.6%
01

AY 76-77 KFAN 41.5 AY 77-78 MEAN - 48.8
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Table 3 looks at distributions of eumulative Grade Point Averagen
for the VPSS selectees as compared to the AY 76/77 group. AS 300 further
reveals that the distribution of higher GPA's has increased while the
distribution of lower GPA's has decreased. This is clearly another indication
that the WPSS is enhaticing the quality of cadets who enter the POC this
falljor the AS 300 claas of AY 77/78.

TABLE 3

COMPARISCN OF GROUPED GPA DATA ON 76-77 ENROLLEES VS WPSS SELCTEES

76/77
AS 300 WPSS Selectees

f

3.75 - 4., 107N 3.5 205 4
3. - 3.74 36" ~ 5.431

3.25 - 3.49 283 21 9.1 445 10:
3.00 - 3.24 4:6e 14.1 669 16. )
2.75 - 2.S9 4112 1,5.9 679 16.4
2.50 - 2.74 563 18.2 680 16.4
2.25 - 2.49 510 16.5 576 13.9
2.00 - 2.24 420 13.6 430 10.4
1.75 - 1.99 92 3.0 97 2.3
1.50 - 1.74 17 .5 23 .5
1.49 ___5 .2 5 _.

30941 100 4150 99.9

In July 1977, a new selection board was conducted to test and vali-
date the findings ot the first board as applied through the system. Tite
sam care was taken to insure that board members were representative of
all 3spect% of thi AFROTC Program. Selections for the fall class had--
for the most part-already been made, but records of a representative
random sample of all applicants were furnished the board si if the
selectiois were yet to be made. The board members were not given the
Quality Index Scores but were gi'..n all the dath from which the scores
were coaruted. They were also given copies of the applicant's college
transcrIpts, and rAS's were allowed to provide a letter in the applicant's
behalf if they so desired. The findings of the board were again submitted
to regrossion)and Hierarchical Grouping (ilier-Grp) procedures.

54M, Norman H.; Hull, C. fladlai; Jenkins, Jean G.; Steinbrenner,
Karin; brent, Dale H., Statisttc.1 Package for the Social Sciences,
2nd Sdition, McGraw-ill Book Co., 1975.
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The new weights and the influence they exerted on the total score i.n
comparison wilth the old ones are listed in Table 4:

TABLE 4

FY 79 SYSTEM COMPARED WITH 77 REVALIDATION RESULTS

---- FY 79 WPSS ...... ....... 7" BOAR-----

2 2

VARiAplE Mean Wt Points Score Wt Points Score

AFOQT-C 45.5 0.1381 6.28 ( 8.4) 0.1698 7.73 ( 9.3)
SAT 1054.2 0.0245 25.83 (34.5) 0.0249 26.25 (31.5)
GPA 277.3 0.1005 27.87 (37.2) 0.0894 24.79 (29.8)

DET-CDR 3.2 1.7975 5.75 ( 7.7) 6.2485 20.00 (24.0)
ASTIN 3.5 0.7172 2.51 ( 3.3) 0.7614 2.66 ( 3.2)
ROTC-CPA 224.2 0.0120 2.91 ( 3.9) 0.0046 1.03 ( 1.2)
AFOQT-Q 47.0 0.0459 2.16 ( 2.)) 0.0378 1.38 ( 2..)
PROGRAM1 0.6 1.5837 0.95 ( 1.3) -0.2926 -0.18 ( -. 2)
TECIH-MAJ 0.4 2.5949 1.94 ( 1.4) 2.9,26 1.18 ( 1.')
Nir RANKED 36.6 0.0222 0.81 ( 1.1) 0.1126 4.16 ( 5.0)
DET-RANK 14.7 -0.0870 -1.28 (-1.7) -0.4152 -6.10 (-7.3)

The new wvights presented Bome anomalies and raised SoLe serious
problems. First, the draitic change in the influence of the Detachment
Co=.nnder's rating from 7.7X to 24.O7. seezed to amount to a complete
shift of policy ftom the f.st board to the second. Moreover, the
nw weight afforded the Dletachment Comander's rating wvs largely
drawn from the weights tireviously assigned to the SAT and GPA--mersures
more nearly vdtlid ncrs;a institutional lines.

Secotid, the slightly negative wvght assigned the 'Progrn ."
variabie seemed illogizal even though negligible. AFROTC can 1 a7dly
afford to penalize enrollees in Its fout-year progrars even by N1100ths
of a point.

For these reasons, AFROTC decided to adhere to the veights derived
from the firs: board and to ignore the findings of the second. The only
change will be to round the weights to twvo decinuvl places InsteAd of the
present four and to compute future Quality Index Scores to only two
decimal places. This will considerably simplify the computation and will
cause only a minimal change among thoe sele:ted. The modified system
to be imple-ented 1 November 1977 is displayed in Table
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TABLE 5FY 79 FOUR AND TWO DIGIT COMPARED

.. . 4 DIGITS ------- -- -2 DIGIT-......

VARIABLE Mean Ut Points Score Wt Points Score

AFOQT-C 45.5 0.1381 6.28 ( 8.4) 0.14 6.37 ( 9.2)
SAT 1054.2 0.0245 25.83 (34.5) 0.02 21.08 (30.4)
CPA 277.3 0.1005 27.87 (37.2) 0,10 27.73 (39.9)

DET CDR 3.2 1.7975 5.75 (7.7) 1.80 5.76 (8.3)
ASTIN 3.5 0.7172 2.51 (3.3) 0.72 2,52 (3.6)
ROTC-GPA 224.2 0.0130 2.91 (3,9) 0.01 2.24 (3.2)
AFOQT-Q 47.0 0.00459 2.16 (1.9) 0.05 2.35 (3.4)
PROGR&,M 0.6 1.5837 0.95 (1.3) 1.58 0.95 (1.4)
TECI-HAJ 0.4 2.5949 1.04 (1.4) 2.e'9 1.0 (1.5)
tNr RANKFD 36.6 0.0222 0.81 (1.1) 0.02 0,73 (1.0)
DET RANIZ 14.7 -0.0S70 -1.28 (-1.7) -0.09 -1.32 (1.9)

QIS - 74.83 QIS - 69.45

AFROTC will continue to monitoc and adjust the system as necessary.
The preliminary indications are encouraging, however, the real value of
the system will not be known for several years; when attrition rates
for U!F, misr111 school an( other tech schools can be compared with
accessions of new officers entvtlng active duty under these criteria.
AFROTC is sure, however, that this system will produce a better /Ir
F orce officer. 7he Weighted Professional Officer Course Selection
System represents an equitable and workable method of selecting future
Air Force offticer. The results to date indicate that improvements in
quality havve been anie.

I
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Military Testing Association Oonference

17-21 Otoer 1977
Fitnes Assesm t for Entry into the Service -

A wo Eed 9rd?

Denis M. Kowal, Car, MOC, Ph.D. and James A. Vogjel, Ph.D.
US Army Research Institute of Envirouental Medicine

Natick, Massahsetts 01760

7 e Armed Fooes are considering suplamtimi. the present entry
medical examination with an evaluation of physical fitness (stamina and
mucle strtngth). Thus, new enlistees would be required to met a
minim= standard for entry into the service plus an apropriate stan-
dard for particular job specialty assignments. Th.is ptrpsal is based
on the growing oncern for the high attrition during initial training
and the inability of sme enlistees to physicaly perfom teir military
Job specialties after assigrgent to their units. On the 'tM hand,
there is also a concern that additional screening at enlistmnt will
furtther aggrevate the anticipated shortfall in Amid Forces enlistment
requirements. In response to the above requirement, the US Army Pasearch
Institute of Enionetal Medicine has developed methodology for the

assessment of physical fitness (work capacity) that would be suitable for
use in Armed Forces Entrance Examination Stations. We now plan to eval-
uate the usefulnes of this fitnems test battery in a pilot study which
will de trmine ita ability to predict physical performance in the service.
our ultimate objective is to imrove our personal selection and classi-
fication procedres for entry into the services without sexual discrim-
ination.

our proposed physical fitness test battery includes the follwing
ccoponents: a) stamina (cudipul-moary eiuwa e or aerobic fitness);
b) mwcle strength of qper torso, trunk and lea; c) ntwale strength
encrance of uppr torso and trn*; am! d) coorination.

The selection of these masures was based on: a) their reliability
of nmasureent; b) face validity as ctmeuts involved in task per-
formance; c) simplicity and e~ae of meaurement; d) minimal equipment;
and e) suitability for poedicting actual ptrysical performance in the
job situation.

Stamna or aerctic fitness is measured with the use of a three load
stepping test to predict, mmxiiml xygen uptake from the exercise heart
rate response (1,2). The test crasists of stepping at a rate of 30
steps per minute at 3 of 4 possible step heights (depending on height
of subject): 4, 8, 12 and 16 inches. Stepping oontiues for 3 minutes
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at each ste!' and procseds immediately to tte next step without rest.
Heart rate is recorded electrocardiograpically with paper sti,*-omelectrodes and a criter with a digital meter display. The
heart rates at the end of each load are applied to a nomogram to pre-
dict mwmal oxygen uptake based an the near linear reltionsh.Lp bebmwn.
heart rate and oxygen uptake and the age-naaimal heart rate relation (3).

A device has been designed and built after the design of Amussen
(4) and Heimneen (5) which is used to make isometric strength meuures
of all three muscle gr previously mentioned. The device employs
cable tensiometm, a spring-tension device that indicates kilograms
of force placed on it by a c4bl attched beteen it and the muscle
group of the subject. For the uper torso (amclder-am) muscle group,
the subject is plaoed in a sitting position secured with a lap belt, and
grasps an overhead bar so that his elbow makes a 90 degree bond and tho
arm is parallel to the floor. The bar is connected to the cable tensio-
meter to record exerted force. For the leg muscle group, Vh 3ubject
reuains in the sitting position, and his legs flexal at 90 at the knee
with his feet pushing against a bar, also connected to a tensiometer.
For the trunk extensor muscle group, the subject stands facing an up-
right bar containiing a brace plate and a shoulder strap omected to a
tensiometer. The subject bernis back against the shoulder strap. All
three mscle group strengths ar recorded by having the subject exert
maximally (isometrically) for 3 seconds. Three trails are perfourv .

Muscle strength endurance will be measured with bent-leg sit-ups.
The maximal nuber of sit-ups that can be performed in a 60 sexd
riod will be recorded. Upper torso strength endtrance (shoulders and

&xma) will be tested with the flex-am hang. In this test t o twaximsn
time is recorded that the subject can hang suspded from a bar, with
their chin above th3 bar, hands grasping the bar.

Whole body or arm-leg coordination will be evaluated with a ladder
clinb test. The maximun nLmber of rungs traversed of a 10 foot vertical
ladder in 20 seconds is recorded.

A*1iticxal data to be collected along with the battery are:
a) body size and body fat estimation; b) physical activity history; and
c) a self reqxort on responses to demanding situations.

A pilot study to c.valuate this test battery will be conducted from
January to Ohm 1978 at the Training Center at Fort Jackson, SC. The
purpoee of the study is w: a) evaluate the ability of the propoed
physical FVta t:-st battery to predict ttmequent physical perforncL
during basic BT) arN advanced individual training (AIT); and b) which
can be used for MOB dsignment purposes (jcc profiling). Each cxxnent
of the battery will be evaluated for its predictive validity for the



criterion referc perf. The first criterion performance willbe the now Army Physical Fitnes Test which is administerers dur:Ui BT

and AMT. This is a 3 event test: 1 mile run, sit-ups, pxas-ups. 7he
second criterion Zovmz; o~sr onsists of the "z basic x! rn

soldiering tA*V: 5 mile road march, fig e m nt, 50 pon-50 meter
lift and carry, hand c.;rwd thrw, 75 meter crawl, 75 meter interupe
rash. Other data to be collected will include sic call incidec,
recycling and drop-out informtion and military -- meares.

The study desicn includes the initial evaluation of I0O new basic
trainees on the fitness test battery during the fill week of basic
training. Criterion perfonvn: ,mamur data will be ollectei as
thee individuals are follo through basic aM advanced individual
training. Ite Army fitness tost is performed at the middle and end of
BT and AIT. 7h* omon soldiering tasks will be performed at the end
of BT and AIT. Upon ompletion of the data collection, a xultiple re-
gression analyvis will be performed to specify the ombination of factors
(item on th, test battery) that best differentiate between successful
vs unsuiccessfi l individuals in DT and AT.

1. Haisman, M.F. Assessmet of the exercise capacity of young nen.
Ergoncmics 14:449-456, 1971.

2. Shephud, R.J. et al. Standardization of fibaximal exercise tests.
Bull. Wld. 1lth, organ. 38:765-775, 1S68.

3. Astrand, P-O, and K. Pbxahl. Textbook of %ork Physiology, New York:
Mtrav and Hil, 1970.

4. Amammse, E. Meamuwnent of muscular strength. Forsvaramed 3:152,
1967.

5. Hernanmn, L. Fitness, Iealth and Work Capacity: International
Standaris for Assesmwent. New York:Madil1an, 1974.
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Enhancing Quality Control in the

Testing of Military Applicants

M. A. Fischl

Robert M. Ross

U. S. Army Research Institute for

the behavioral and Social Sciences

ABSTRACT

This paper acknowledges that there are diverse sources of urror
which must be controlled in order for aptitude tests to have substan-
tial validity, discusses many of the sources, and describes a highly
cost-effective procedure for immediate verification of the veridicality
of operational test scores.

INTRODUCTION

There are both lasting and temporary, general and specific, charac-
teristics that cause the aptitude test score an individual attains to
vary from his theoretical true score. For putposes of prediction in se-
lection and classification through the use of testing, all reasons that
would increase this variance over a group may be considered error.

Such seai-permanent influences as the ability to deal with instruc-
tionu on tests, or general examinee strategies for answering test
questions, vary widely with individuals. The services have used several
means as attempts to reduce er'ror attributable to this "test wisenass".
Instructions are easy to understand and are targetcd to low levels of
reading ability, ane -ample test items md sample instructions are pro-
vided in an information pamphlet intended to familiarise everyone con-
cerned with the nature of the test.

Temporary influences on test scores may also affect measurement. A
person's physical and emotional condition, and the physical testing
onvironment may cause variation from true scores. To reduce these tem-
porary effects that add to measurement error, care is taken to excuse
from the testing session persons who are clearly ill or excessively
fatigued, or persons who are disturbing others; and there are regula-
tions that prohibit testing long hours without breaks or testing in places
without proper conditions of lighting and temperature.



Scoring und recording errors occur either as transitory human

errors or, at tines, as semi-permanent conditions when, for example,
an undetected malfunction develops in equipment used to score Lrd.
Generally the variety of scoring aids now used in hrmed Forces Ex-
amining and Entrance Stations (AIRES), including optical scanning,
provide not only error reduction, but time savings as well.

Another source of measurement error is test compromise. These
measurement errors, rather than being randomly distributed, usually
operate in one direction, to yield overestimates of qualifications.
Although compromise probably does not affect the measurement of very
large numbers of enlistees as could other sesurement errors, its non-
random character makes test security of great importance.

In the past, the most common moans of coping with test compromise

has been by use of alternatu test forms. There are two different types
of alternate forms, and they differ in cost of production and in the
kind of protection they provide. One type uses the same items, but
arranged in different sequences in different test booklets. This type
remedies situations in which the compromise has taken the form of ox-
amineea being provided with a key to the correct answers, but not the
content of those answers (for example: Ia. 2c, 3d, etc.). This type of
cospromise is believed to be relatively uncommon. The other type of
alternate test form is very such more costly to produce but also very
such more comprehansive in its protection. It consists of tvo tests with
similar (but not identical) content, matched in difficulty and other
statistical properties. The protection afforded is not just for cases
having the key, bit for cases having the full answers to one of the forms.
Both of the two typeL of alternate test form are now used in the tesot
quality control program of the servicss.

The parallel form approach provides reasonable protection, but at
an etrely high cost uf production. That appro,;ch also does not, in
and of itself, identify cases of suspect scores.

The present paper describes an alternative approach to test quality
control, one which involves animm test developwm.t costs as well as
minimum examining time on site.

APPROACH

The objective of this development was to provide an operational
tool to detect a substantial percent,ge of enlistment qualification test
compromise cases. The general stratogy was to capitualize on what is
known or can be deduced logically concerning the differential compro-
eise vulnerability of the various parts of the battery (ASVAS). and to
combine that information with known statistical relationships among the
subtests as as to "flag" highly unusual score patterns for subsequent
followup.



Operational exprience has shown that the main target for con-
promise has b*en the AT portion of the test battery. AMFQT has been
in joint services use the lon4est, for some of the services AFQT is
the principal selection standard, and the nature of its contents-
vocabulary, arithmetic problem, and geometric figures-are generally
the beat known of all military tests.

Within the APQT portion of the battery, experience has indicated
that, if compromise takes place, the compromise involves the vocabulary
items by far and away the most freqaently of all. This is not sur-
prising inasuch as vocabulary words are easy to remember and to look
up after the examination. The other two subtests do not lend themselves
to this kind of compromise; the arithmetic problems are relatLwly long
prose paragraphs and there is no readily available source of the right
answers as there is with a dictionary, and the totally pictorial test of
spatial relations is nearly impossible to compromise through memory, and
again, there is no "dictionary" available.

Given (1) that Word Knowledge may be the key ASVAB subteast compro-
mised, that (2) the other components are relatively hard to compromise,
and that (3) the psychometric relationships rmong these subteats are
stable and known: LIKELY COMFROMISE CAN BE DETECTED BY COMPARING DIS-
CREPANCIES IN SCORE BETW THE WORD XNOWL G SUSTEST AND OE OR BOTH
OF THE OTH. AMQT COMPONENTS (Arithmetic Reaoning, Space Perception).

UlPLI24D1TAT ION

The numeric values needed to begin to implement the logic of this
approach were derived from a national sample of 1,000 AFIES applicants
drawn in January 1976. These 1,000 cases were stratified on AFIQ to
conform t,, the standard mobilization reference population, and the sta-
tistics shown in Table 1 were obtained. As may be seen, the correlation
of ord Knowledge (WK) with Space Perception (SP) is 0.43. This means
that fairly sizeable score discrepancies betveen WK and SP can be ex-
pected just by chance. On the other hand, the correiation oi WK with
Arithmetic Reasoning (AR) is high enough to be usabLe. 0.68. la an
aside, the correlation of WK with the sum of AR and SP is no higher than
the W/AR ccrrelation and, if used operationally, obtaining the AR/SP

~sum would involve an extra hand computation at opational testing sit"s.

As a result, development focused on use of the WK/AR discrepance as
i being technically as sound, and operationally more feasible.

The Intention was to dewelop a procedure which wottld "flag", as
suspicious, cases in which the WK score excee*led the AR score by ore
than an expected number of points. The regression line of Al on WK
can predict the expected WK score from any AR score. The prediction
has tolerance bounds defined by the standard error of estimate of UK on
AR and the level of significance halp) selectd. A one - tailed
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TABLE 1

STATISTICAL ESCRIPTIJ OF AFT SOE S OF ASVAB-6

N = 1000 AFEES APLIC/ANTSESIE

I~~ IN JWMR~ 1976

CORI lATI4

1% S.D. WITH W K

W W?,,tEDtE c40, 30 ITEMS 17.5 7.5

ARI1llETIC WMtING (A), 20 ITEM 11.7 4,8 0.68

fSPACE PE.RCEPTIU! (SP), 20 ITEMS 10.,3 4.1 0.43

I STAIIN.R ErPh n I TE OF W ON AR 5.5
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alpbha eval of p s 0.16 (i.e., one sipma) was chosen in considtiation
of maximizing detectability for subsequent followup. Th4s resulted in
identifying 11 score points as the size of the IK/AR discrepancy which
would "flag" unusual cases. That is, knowing that WK and AR correlate
0.68, in a fair test a very emall perccntage of individuals (fewer
than 16Z) would be expected to exhibit a WK score 11 or more points
larger than their AR score. Those who do, must be considered unusual.

A group exhibiting the unusual score pattern, consists of two types
of individuals, (1) those for whom the abilities measured by the WK
subtest are truly well in excess of their abilities in the domains mea-
sured by AR, anO (2) these whose WK scores are artificially inflated
through some breech of test security. The next step then, Is to sort
these tyn.es apart.

The simplist way to sort the compromise cases from the genuine,
though unusual, ones, is to administer a 10-minute retest consisting of
known ecutra WK item , and to compare performance on the WKg retest with

performance on the original W:. For some of these, the original WK score
will replicate, plus or minus a calculable chance effect; for some, the
second Wk score will b& so much lower as to be virtwilly unexplainable
through normal chance variation.

Just as the initial screen utilizel the values shown in Table 1 to
define the critical WK/AR difference, values in the same Table plus those
in Table 2, were used to set the chance limits for the WK 1/NK 2 differ-
ence. For this step a relaLively low alpha level (pS 0,01) was set to mini-
nize the risk of false accusation and to identify cases virtually unex-
plainable by the hypothesis of chance variation. When raw scores are
converted to percentages so as to control for the different test lengths,
the critical (one-sided) difference of WK I minus WK 2 vas detemined to
be 26 points, and individuals exhibiting a larger difference are Idon-
tified ans most likely having received improper pretest assistance.

E14PIRI AL TEST

In the Spring of 1976 a sample of 111 enlistees who had be tested
with ASVAB-6 at AFEES was retested at the Ft. Jackson, SC, Reception Sta-
tion wLth AC9-73. ACB-73 contains WK and AR s, btests, and was the Army's
basis for computing AleT scores until replaced by ASVA-6 and -7 in
January 1976. At the time the test sample was drawn, ACB-73 was no
longer operational and, hence, its WK subtest could be lonked upon as com-
pletely secure.

The first step in the test was to calculate the one-sided difference
of ASVAB-6 WK minus AR, and to refer it to tha specified critical

ll1V:



TABLE 2

I STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF WD) nOU) S IST IN ACB-73

MR ATION WITH
tME OF ITEF P.AN S.D. PSVAB-6 WK

20 ii,8 4.6 0,76

STAAERR M OF ESTIIMTE OF ASVAB-6 WK ON A-73 WK= 3.0
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difference o! 11 points. j,-

The second step was to calculate the one-sided difference of
ASVAB-6 K minus ACB-73 WK, nd refer that difference to the specified
critical dixference of 26 percentage points. This procedure identi-
fied 11 oZ the 20, or 55%jas highly suspect compromise cases. These
and other iaportent relationships are sumarized in Tabla 3. As may be
seen, if 100% of the sawp.e had been retested on the secure WC, 23 cases
vould have been identified as highly suspect. Retest of only 18X of this
sample identified 11 of the 23, or 48%; that is, retest of fewer than
20% of the sample "caught" alst half of the compromise cass.

A final eapirical test was performed to assure wixiouu certainty
of the percentage of the input which would have to bn, retested under
the rule of WK-AR:- 10 points. It may be recalled that 10 points im-
plements an Alpha level of a littlb larger than 0.16 - i.e., a little
over 167 of thk population "flaged" f(c retesting - and one samplL at
Ft. Jackon, yielded 18Z so "flagged." In aid-1976, another sample of
AFEE3 data was drawn, of size 500, and the WK minus AR crit.erion was
agaiV applied. Results in this sample "flagged" 17% of the cases.

SU XARY ,U ID CONCLUSIONS

In recognition of the fact that the Word Knowledge aubtest is the
most vuln4rable to compromise of all t1he tests in the celection and
classification battery, a simplified procedure was developed to detect
WK compromise. The procedure has twc steps:

i.) At the time of scorisg rhe AFQT portion of the battery,
separate those papers in which the J1 raw score is lets that 15, and
the WK raw score in 10 or more points greater than tha.i AR score.
This step wili "flag", as potentially suspect, some 15% to 20%.

2) To only those "tlagged" ty step one, administer a 10-minute
Yetest consistiag of a completely secure WK, convert raw scores to
percentage corxect if necessary, and separate those papers in which
the W retest score is at least 26 percentage points lower than the
original "Y, score (checklist t ,bles can easily be prepared to accom-
pli~h all conversion* and all comparisone with critical 4ifferouces).
This combinaton of setps will identify, as highly sLapect, approxl-
mately h~l of all cAson oi likely rest compromise.

1 1 Actually tw modifications vere wdr. Ft: t for obvious admin-
istWsLive smphiW y, the I ioint cricical difference va .hanged to
1%). Socond, rogn.aAace a so had to be taken of the difference Ln to.t
lengrh betveen WK and AR. Thus, the full stateuacnt of the rule became
that the 'k score be ,.dar 15 and the d!fference ;e 10 polntc.
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PFMULT OF DPIRICAL TEST

iD"PLY f -AR PASSED W R(-AR MOTAL

Rur9 79 8

HIGHLYSUSRXTJ.

I UTAL 20 91 111
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Q1TY cUX IJ STEPS

4J SCORNS NT PARTS, IROUC FOR

AR < 15 NOW - AR 10

TO TIM~ ILRGD",r PJINISTER

~26 PEfftff- J01ff DFP W 1-W(2

o THIS Ci1ATI(I OF STEPS IEEJ{IFIES PJM'IOXTELY

MY (FNx' LIIEY Cw ISE~
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An alternaLive to the two-,step procedure is to administer the WK
retest to everyone and apply the rule of a 26 percentage noint drop.
This will detect twice the numbe of compromise cases, but at five to
seven times the coat (that is, retesting 1013 of AFEES applicants
instead of between 15 and 20Z).

Another alternative is to enlarge the requisite W/AR difference
no as to retest 10 percent of the Input. In cur Ft. Jackson sample,I this detected 30 percent of the likely compromise cases.

For any of these alternatives, tht conclusion uay be dravn that a
simple and cost-bneficial procedure for enhancing quality control in
the testing of allitary applicant* has bomn develored.
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EVAULJATIOt OF } E SVIB FOR PIM2ICUNG
CANADIAN mII YC 0L8 ATNRITN AND SZXXYM

CAPVAIN Pbbert W. WaIkr

Canadian Foro" Persomel Applied Research Unit
Toronto, Ontario

Intriu.uction

ecuicmnt and selection by an armed forz', owbined with
self-selection by the volunt-ering candidatis, tend to provide appLicants
to the military officer profession who ha e attitudwA c'mgenial to the
military etablishment. Nor~theless, candidates disenrol and fail from
militaxy colleges in sufficient nutWers to be viowed with comn 'by
military authorities. Such drop-cuts -prmnt failures in the
transition to officer status via the academies. The problem has beein
present throughout the existence of military colleges, however rwontly
the attrition rate has ben alarming. Padoay (1971) reported that. 33%
of an entezing class at West Point fail to graduate. SWWA reported a
254 attrition rate (Radway, 1S71) and Annapolis a 33% attrition rate
(Abrahwu and Neuarnn, 1973). Fonerly, the =ejor reasons were
acadmic, but have rtatly been motivational. Attrition is greatest
in the first yiar.

In Canada, the situation is worse. Classes entering the
Canadian Military C'llege system in the mid-sixties (1964-1967)
aproximated 380 cadets per year. of which aprcocinately 230, or 60%,
voluntarily c~sentcllod, failed or were released prior to graduation
(Officer CaLver Dev ,1pant ?lan, 1972). In the 1972-74 period, the
attrition rate for the Fbyal Military Collage was abixut 50%. As in
the American academies, the largest number of failur and resignations
occurred in the firs. year of sponsorship and were mainly motivational
disenrollees.

Kot of the cadets who leav the Canadian Military Colleges
before being, cxmissitwd can be classified as vluntary disenrollees,i icfailures and military failures. Comrely, within the

iipprzimte 50% of officer cadets who do graihwkte and are cmissioned,
varying degrees of military excellenco are observed and assewvAd during
tke training in the military colleges.

eivarch was ur~detaken to exam:e the usefulness of the Strongr 'ocati nai Interest Blank (SVI8) both for reducing the attrition of
military college cadets and for predicting military excellence of thooe
c vts retained in the systam.
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Rtention in the militar colLeges

Pleseardh on retention in the military coleges is only a uirall
portion of the total research on retention in the military. To
remit, owgrrehensive reviews of the literature aplicable to retention
in the military were published by Cul-ctssure (1971) and Tuittle and
Hazel (1974). Culclasure referred to exctazve research onducted by
n~aval personnel researchers wh evaluated the SVIB to determine its
efficacy in resolving retention. prcblani.

Abraham, Neumnn and Githens (1968a, 1968b) evaluated the
swxss of the SIB for selecting naval officer cadet applicants most
likely to rem~ain em active duty ber the minimaz obligatory periodl.
Their analysis yielded an emirical retention scale that had relatively
high validity, high reliability, and low fakaility. Neumnn and
Abrahas (1971) and Abrahams and Neim~m (1971) also evaluated the SVITB
as a predictor of career motivation, rrvtivational disrobolit and
aetc failure of naval offtimr cadets twxdergoing college educations
in civilian mniversities. Scales for ceach category of disenagarwmt
were derived that were acoeptadble for opesrational use.

The major socis of research an retention in a military college
are the three major nmrrican military acaemies. Additional research
has bcen cmwpieted in the Canadian military colleges. Throuftout,
aproaches and techniques vary, ref 1cc'-.ng the indepaidence of operations

mx*ng these institutions.

SVfIB to ditferentdat motivationial diswutollees and reninirg U.S. Naval
hzciew midshipmn folloing the initial, r taadmnic, t~l itary sumter
training proram at the academyr. Item analysis xvealed #. stars of
ite m., inc1ltdng sports, autwKa1y, leadership m ae thetic interests,
mom others, that differentiated the two groups. An wpirica1l scale

was devised to identify mtidshipmen mst likely to voluntarily. Uisewol.
Abrahams arid Neunann (1973) subsumtly validated the SVID for

of! naval acaiswj applicants. The resuits o'k this research clearly

wj snt ton eerheui n thav te Siesae vai rifcot of thed
shiie xess, atd sai rez on a it ried saerelsignificantl

scalesasigiiantly 1966)d icadetfingthoi nidte most kLkely?)

todienol Adiioalreenchcodute wthth SIBwa126lte

Lyirlm ew n ihn 190,trn n baa 1A



high school faculty ratings (M'augtahlin, 1971a, 1971b); personality
idif ftvsces (Cross and Cortez, 1971) ; vocational interests (Marron#

1971a); military att.itudes (4arron, 1971b); admission criteria (Butler,
1973, and Butler and Houstor, 1974); and adjustment reactions (U'sn,
1974). USAFA has a similar record of diversity in their research, e.g.,
adlustiment prob)Am (Lachar. 1974). In 1974, the Air Force acad
adrinistered the SVIB to academy aplicants, after which the naval
academy SVIB dis nrolment scale (from Abrahams and Neumann, 1973) was
scored. The reported results (fran peronal ommication) were highly
statistically significant in predicting voluntary resignations.

Published research on cadet attrition in the Canadian military
colleges has originated almost totally from Royal Military College:
high school acaumic mrks (Carpenter, 1969); personality factors (Ban*
1972, 1973; Carpenter, 1973, 1974); biographical questionnaire (Shields,~1973). The oonclusms were that the prediction of either distinction
or attrition was an elusive udertaking.

This omvrview of the literature on military college cadet
retention, excellence, and diewnljiment indicates that the area has been
investigated, but without great sucess. The single psychmetric
instrwent apparently most sucxcessfully employed in specific, military
envuirorts is the SVIB. Scales derived from its item bank have
predicted retention in the military coll*ge.

Method

The two aiis of this study were:

_ (1) To develop empirical scales frmn the item of th~e
SVIB to deter -ne their potential for predicting
vzcational stability (attrition or retention) and
vcational performance (ediocrity or exoellence)
in a military college.

(2) To test the validity of these empirical scales througha cross-validation study on a new sample.

Two saples of cadets ware used, one for vailidation procedures
and one for cross-validation. Tha first sample consisted of 400 cadets
who entered kyal Fklads ilitar College (rRMV), Victoria, B.C.,
Caravk in 1968, 1969 and 1970 with th e ,ectation of omplrstdng twoyears at t*C plus two years at oyal Military.College (W.), K"Lgstn,
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Ontario, Canada in order to graduate from JIC in 1972, 1973, and 1974
re pctivly. The second saple was 266 caets who entered RC in
1971 and 1972, expecting to graduate from *C in 1975 and 1976
respectively. All cadets ware ainistred the SVIB on entry.

The Instrumen~t

The Strong Vocational Interest Blank is an empirically derived
inventory deeloped by E.K. Strg shortly after World War I. In its
present form (Cappell, 1969), the SVIE for Men consists of 399 item
dram from several areas of life - ocu~pations, kadhl subjects,
m ussmets, kinds of people, work situatiotu, etc. There are 54
occpational scales, 22 Basic Interest scales and 8 non-occupational
scales in the SVIB.

Validacion Proceidure

In order to develop empirical scales that would discriminate
I between groups, it was first moessary to define referernce and criterion

.1oups. For the final status or disposition categories, the task was
not difficult. The 409 cadets in the validation sample were classified
as graduated on schedule (N-167), voluntarily disenrolled (K-104),
academically failed (N-37), and militarily failed (N-38). Fifty-four
(11.5t) of the swple did not fit into these categories and wer removed
frnm the analyris. In the onstruction of the scales, the graduates

aonstituted the reference grotp and oluntay dlienrollees or acadevdc
failures or military failures constituted the criterion groups, each in
Separate anlye.

For the scales constructed to discriminate excellence or
madiocrity in vcational performance, only those cadets reaching fou'th
yeawere used in the analyses. Performan e was assessed by academic
grades, military grades rnd cadet officer appointment leel. The
academic mediocrity/excI:ellee categories consisted of a referenoe group
with third class, pass or bderline academic grades (9'82) and a
criterion group with second and first class grades (N'88). The military
grades, determined by commissioned officers whse primary responsibility
was the care, managment and assesoment of squadrons of cadets, permitted
the classifi-,ation of cadets into mediocrity and excellence categories.
These consisted of a referc group with military grades of C-, C or
C+ (N-f18) ad a criterion group with grades of A or B (N"45).

The cwaet wing is partially self-regulated by a cadre of fourth
year cadets assigned to "cadet officer appointment" positions. The
cadet holding the highest position is called the Cadet Wizq Cozrnzr
(air force rank terminology) and wears five stripes or bars on his tunic,
hence holds a 5-bar position. Bar positions exist at the 5, 4, 3 and 2-
bar levels. Fourth year cadets tvt selected for cadet officer appointmets
receive no bars. Therefore, for the cadet officer appointment level or

4 "bars" categories, the referne group corsisted of fourth year cadets
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asigned 0 or 2 bars (N98) and the criterion group consisted of fourth
yur cadets assigned 3 or 4 bars (N-72). No cadets in the sairle
received 5 bars.

non2 ets in t ps m c literature
as to the apprpriate scale nth for scales intended for discr.,.nati
between groups. Too few its= (e.g., less than 40) reduce reliability
while too many itwme erasize chance differenos or create uwneoessary
redundancy (Campbell, 1971). Carqte1 suggested a scale length of not
ue than 100 item and preferably not less than 60, but if necessary,
a minimu of 40. In this project, to ensure that sufficient item
were ued while at the m time selecting only items that discriminated
between groups with prventage differences of acxeptable magnitude
(* 10%, Abrahwis and Nexmann, 1973), it was ccided that two scales for

each of the six criteria would be onstructed - a 50-item and a 75-itsm
scale. Therefore, 1. eipirical scales were onstructed.

The precise method for selecting and then weighting discriminating
ites has varial with now develoments and now instrzument in psydxmetrics.
In an exptioniaUy thorough investigation, Sands (1975) developed and
evaluated many item response weighting procedures. For the problew
adresed in his stuty, almost, all of the different waightivr methods W.
essentially the sm ability to differentiate between grtups. Sandssuggested, therefore, that the simplest p.rDcedures fo;r weighting =atize

to be used.

In this project, itm sing diffeences in percent responses
of k 10i between the reference ard criterion groups were identified and
given unit weights in the appropriate direction. The item were then
dimensionalized by weighting the opposite end of the item in the reverse
direction. The Indifferent response was weighted in the appropriate
direction (+1 or -1) if the percentaqe difference between the criterion
and reference group was about 10% or more. Otherwise, it was given a
weight of 0. Constants of 50 and 75 were akiec to the 50-item and 75-
item scales respectively to covert all scores to poitive_ values in
scale rangos from 0 - 100 and 0 - 150.

Validation of the cales was investigated by applying the scales
to the scale deveiopent sample. A cotarison of reference group and
criterion group scores for each scale yielded biserial orrelations
which indicated the scale's validity for predicting the particular
criterion being assessed. As well, e ectancy tables were constructed
to dowiuntrate graphially the mwgnitude of relaticrehips between the
sale soores and criterion variables.

Cros&-validation Procedure

s Ihis phase contituted a cross-validation study on a now

sple to test the validity of any relationships found above (i.e.,
validity generalization). The comparison of predicted and actual outcomws
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3in this now satl detenwxe whther the stircal wcale developmentmethod could be used to reduce attrition lossm in the military college

Results

Validation Phan

Ovirical scales. Table 1 provides descriptive statistcs for
the 12 pri=Ycal scale nsu . Same-named scales (in the order
listed in Table 1) of 50-itun and 75-item lengths correlated .950,
.950, .916, .951, .969 and .952, all p < .001, indicating that
onsiderable redundancy and little benefit resulted from the difference
in scale lengti.

Discriminating ity. The ability of the scales to
discrinat b the criterion groups and the reference qroups was
assessed by calculating biserial correlations as estimates oi the
relationship bbeten the scale scores, distributed cxtinumly, and
the criterion and reference grops, which together constituted a
didiotcuoj variable. Biserial oorzlations were used instead of point
biserial correlations (Abrahams and Nt'mann, 1973) since the variables
underlying the dictcumies were assmiad to be continuxus and normal
(e.g., a continum of predisposition t. voluntarily disenrol).

For all 12 scales, the biserial correlations were significantly
different from 0. Values ranged from .722 to .935, which indicated that
the scale scores were distributed significantly differently between
criterion and reference groups. These results ware not surprising,
howver, since the scales were being applied to the sae swple used to
develop them. This procedure artificially inflated the statistics,
reflecting a relaticvhip that could be expected to shrink in a
cross-validation sample.

The expctancy table in Figure 1 was prepared as an example todemxwmtrate graphically the magnitude of the relationships between the
salrs and the criteria. The expectancy table was construttd by dividing
the scale aorm distributions into quintiles and assessing these quintiles
as to their proportion of caw from the reference grow and the criterion
group. Figure 1 depicts the incroasing proportion of voluntary dis-
enrollees found in each quintile of the scale score distribution.~Following this exarple further, for the 75-iteh voluntary disenrolment
scale, voluntary disenrollees in the lowest through highest quintiles

constituted approximately 3%, 10%, 24%, 31% and 65% of the quintilee'
population. Only one of the twelve expectancy tables was presented here
since the trends were very similar across all scales.
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Cross-validation Pa

The ability of the empirical scales to discriminate between
criterion and reference groups in the cross-validation sample was
indicated by the nmgnitude of the biserial correlations. For 6 of
the 12 scales, the biserial correlations were significantly different
from 0 (Table 2). The t voluntary dismirolment scales possessed the
highest discrinminatiwg abilities, the two bars scales the next highest.
The two military performanc scales possessed discriminating abilities
that just redched significance. The bo academc failure scales, the
two military failuxe scales and the ths aoaderic performance scalef
failed txo discrimL-ate significantly between criterion and reference
groups. Table 2 contains criterion and reference grou means, biserial
coreletions and significance levels for all twelve scales. The
"shriv~ae" anticipated frcm applying the scales deveUVed in the
validation sample to the cross-validation saile did occur.

Due to several considerations not presented thooughly in this
paper (e.g., lack of discriminating ability as indicated Im expectancy
tables for military performance, the redundancy 1 n sralts in that
military perfomance scales and bars scales were essem-_.tially mea~ring
military sucess, the fact that the bars scale. were discriminating
better., etc.), the decision was vaie to drop thr! military perfonmane
scales from further consideration. This, ,, eaenoe, meant that, for
predicting attrition, the two vluntary .lisncolment scales would be
used and, for predicting ilitary x'c'Llence am-VVg graduates, the two
bars scales would be used. The e adctmucy tables for these scales are
preseuntcd in Figures 2 u-d 3.

t'or these four remairing scalez, Itan - scale score correlations
were calculated to identify those itams not contributing significantly
to the scale tntals. Itims not significantly correlated were rmvved
from the scales, prodtxing ro.v scales of shorter length (renaied VODI45,
W0)155, &S40 and MRS57 to reflect scale length). Biserial
correlations cal.cW)ted for thesw abbreviatd, "purified" scales
indicated that t 4 discrimirating abilities of these scales were not
significantly '(proved.

Ln the expectancy tables for the revised voluntary eisenrobwnt
wmles (Figure 4), all dist.'ibutions in all quintiles were within a fewpercentage points of the samN distributions before the scales were
revised (Figure 2). For the r-evised btr scales, the distributions !-n
the quintiles apeared slightly inpjrved in that the xtrteme cases (0 bm
,ind 4 bars) were better distributed across the quintiles. (Care
Figures 3 and 5).

Tests of internal consistency were conducted using split-half
r liahilitiw, to determlne if revising the scales through rv oval of
items not correliated with scale scores ha irt'oved the scalee. Forthe VOD145 and VOD155 scm-'"-.: co rreLat-i.n bewe test halves equalled
.478 and .582 that, when corrected with the Speu an-Bruwn formula,
equalted .647 and .735, p <.001, ompared to .592 and .567 before
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i FIGUR1E 2

LX ectencl Tubles Depicting Lika!be,)od of Volunta r" Diserrolment

Asociated wij Scre on the Volunt&r Disenrolment Empirical

Scalos Cross vaiidation
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FIGURE 3

Expectancy Tables Depictin Likelihood of Bars Asociated
with So)eb on the Bars Em irical cales. Crosavalidatio'
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FI101'AE 4
UExpectancy Tables Depicting Likelihood of Voluntary Disenrlmant

Apsociaed with Scales on the Hevised Voluntary Dasenrolment

Empirical Scal- -Cros.,validation
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i !FIGURE 5

EXpectancy Tables Depicting Likelihood of Bars Aenociated
with Scores on the Revised bare Empirical

Smles; Crosevalidaion.
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revision., It appered to be tie case that scale reliability was
iaprtm by the rcale revisions, as indicated by the reliability oo-
efficiets, however, the predictive validity of the scales did not
significantly change.

The potential advantage in using the scales for selection
could be exelified using the voluntary disenrohmnt likelihoods
otlin in Figure 4. Ih4ae candidates sooring in the top quintile of
the VODI55 scale were 4 1/2 times more likely to disenrol than
cmndidates in the bottom quintile. For Figur.e 5, cardidats scorJ ng in
the top quintile in the MAS40 scale were 3 tims more likely to
ai ve )-bar or 4-bar cadet appointmint than those sooring in thebobi uintle.

To identl fy the psychological traits underlying the differences
in &cale somr-s between criterion and referc groups, factnr analyses
of the scale ites ive conducted. A principal factors with Varimax
orthogonal rotations factor analytic technique (Nie, et al., 1975)
was carriad out with the items in the VODI and BAS scales. 1 factor
acconting for the largest peroentage (29.6%) of variance in the
voluntary disenrolment scale contained 8 items coxxied with artistic/
aethetic interests (e.g., art museumn ductor) which were endorsed as
"iad" by voluntary disenrollews. The second factor, containing 8
itau representing engineering/mxhanica1 interests (e.g., electronics
equipmet designer) arl the third factor, which irxludiz military
activities (e.g., military drill), both consisted of items that were
,vaponded to in the egative by .luntary disenrollees. The fourth
factor contined itms rufctbir acceptance of r xnfomity in
othe-s (e.g., like, as pecple, d yIreacnrs, beachoraxers) to which
volztavy disenrollees responded poeitvely. The fifth factor included
itam re senting military types (e.g., General of the Arey) to which
voluntary disenrollees responded negatively. Total variance accounted
for by t first five factors was 85.4%. In all, the candidates opting
for early disenrolbent appeared to have interests that were nore
artistic or aesthetic, less mechanical, less oriented toward military
activities and military people, and more liberal toward nonconformity.

The five clusters of itcms differentiating militarily
excellent csdets from mediocre cadets, aoording to the bars scales,
were all en&drsod more positively by excellent cadets than mediocre
cadets. Th* first cluster included soci l-artistic intere-tz %'c.g.,
dramatics, psycholqist) and the second cluster repres;ented athletic
and recreational leadership (e.g., athleti- director). The third
cluster involved social responsibilities (e.g., starting an activity)
while the fourth cluster consisted of item on teaching and directing
others (e.g., teach children, scout leader). The firal cluster involved
itens reflecting enterprising endeavours (e.g., stockbroker, corporation
lawyer). Collectively, these factors acmunted for S2.9% of the
variance, and indicated that cadets who excelled in the military college
system, generally, had more interests in aesthetic, athletic, social
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and~ aterprising activities, A Like to teach and direct otbers. The
ootrar apeared to be that mdiocre cadets had intervsts in mechanical
but Mot aesthetic areas, were less interested in athletics, were nore
reserved, ware not enterprising and preferred not to teach or direct
others. Hindsight allowied the observation that these factors basically
ientified the characteristics desired in a stron led er: artistic,
creative, flwd-ble orientation; physically active and irvlvedl
ectrr'wted and catable of infusing life into an organization; interested
in teachg or instructing othprs; and ossessing an enterrisinq ranerfand ability to influence others.

Conclusions

T7w arpirical r-Ales, developed to predict attrition or
retanti ao, and excellance or mediocrity for retained cadets, shwed a
stro )acity to predict. The scales designed to Srelict probsbilities
for voluntry di wnent did sucmessfully differentiate between cadets
who did voluntarily resign and cadets who stayad and graduated. As well,
separate scales differmntiated between mediocrity and exoelleno in

c d t perfonwn es indicated by the level of cadet officer appointent
boars) assigned in fourth year. This research s4Orts the ounclusion

that the SVIB is a valid predictor of military o0l1ege attrition or of
retention with excellent performanoo. On the basis of these results,
it is recamerded that the SVIB be further investigated for its full
potential to predict early dise-wolmit and !litary ce.ilenoe!
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Effects of Test Item Formata on
Difficulty and Reliability

David S. Vaughan, Capt., uSAF

MC Technology Applications Oter

and

William Fogarasi, SrA., USAF
USAF Occupational *asurem* Oenter

An extensive literature exists concrning constnrction, validation,

ard use of mental tests. In view of this fact, there is a surprising
lack of research concernixg the actual building blocks of objective
mental tests-test items. UMoan (1971) has pointed out that texts on
wasurement are filled with rules of thxt, for construction of test
items, yet little empirical research exists which validate these rules.
Only sparse Information is available concerning effects of violating
these rules for iter-writing or the strictness with which these rules
should be followed.

One aspect of test item ostruction which has received sme
attention in the I __-__ 1i itemr clueing. A multiple-choice itm
is cl's when structural or gramaticai f.-'lts aid unknowledgeable
exaninees to find the correct answr. Several qtudies have examined
gramnatical mismatches between incorrect ansrwti and the stem and items
in which the correct anmsr is much longer or shorter than the dis-
tractors (Board & Whdtney, 1972, and Mclobrris, Bron, Snyder, & Purzell,
.972, for example). The results ot this research have been inconsistent.

Rules crcerning test iten formats, such as those suggested by
Adkins (L974), have also received some study. Several investigators
hdve studied item which contain resxses such as "none of above" or
"all of above" (Rimland, 1960; Hughs & T:imble, 1965; Williamson &
HI*ins, 1967). Item containing alternatives such as these tend to
be more difficult, but do not differ fromt control item in other respects.
Furthermore, these results have been irxmistent. Board and Whitney
(1972) and Vitola and Cantrell (1961) have studied open-stan itemS-
item in which responses oplte the sten, as cont-asted with item in
which the stem is a gramatically camplete question. In both of these
studies, open-stem item were found to be mre difficult than closed-
stem item. Cieutat (1960) found that rote-ramory itm had both higher
reliabilities and validities tIan application item.

As can be seen, the research results ocerning format rules for
multiple-choice test itsms have been both sparse and inonistent. The
purpoe of the present study is to provide further information concerning
the usefulness of several rules that have been proposed for test item
formats. Four item-writing rules are examined here. These item formats
to be tested are (a) multifactor ittms-item in which the conect answr
contains several parts, (b) situational itema-- tms which require appli-
cation of knowledge to real-life situations, (c) negative items--items in
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which the exaninee must select the one incorrect answer, ratber than
ti one correct answer, and (d) open-stem items. Dependent variables

wined are item difficulty and reliability. For each item which was
onstructed to hav one of the experiental formats in this study, a
control item was written covering parallel content but which was single-
factor, rnositvAtional, positive, and closed-stem. Therefore, item
content was ccntrolled in tests of the experimental formats. This
&rign allowel a purer test of the experimental formats.

Method

Twenty-five four-alternative multiple-choice items were constructed
using each of the four experinwntal formats. The content of these itemwas general information in areas such as science, math, English, art,

and history. For each experimental itam, a control item was written
covering, as much as possible, the smui content. The control item
followed none of the formats to be tested. Instead, they were positive,
single-factor, cloeed-stem, and nonsituational. Tables 1 through 4
contain exanples of experimental and matching control item for each
format tested. Two 100-item test forms were compiled from these experi-
mental and control iterm. Each item appeared on only one form. The
experimental items for each format were divided evenly between thF, two
forms. An exrimental item and its natching control item always ware
placed on opposite forms. but in the savae sequence location.

Each test form was administered to approximately 100 airman who
hold grades betwen E-4 and E-6. The tests ware administered under
anonymous conditions. Therefore, no data is available concerning the
age, sex, or ethnic group characteristics of the samples.

4 OLat s

For each item, the difficulty %as conputed by determining the
proportion of airen who selectK1 the correct anser. Three reliability
estimates ware xriputed for each item. First, the point-biserial
correlation wias omiputed betwom the score on ewch item and the total
score for the test form on which the item appeared. Then each test
form was factor-analyzed. On each test form, an inspection of the
eigenvalues revealed discontinuities at 6 and 11 factors. Therefore,
varimax rotation was applied to both 6- and Ul-factor solutions for
each test form. Squared tailtiple correlaticms were used as commality
estimates. For each item, the factor was identified in each rotated
solution with which the item had the largest correlation. These
largest correlations were used as additicnal estimates of the item'
reliabilities.

Therefore, one difficulty three reliability estimates were avail-
able for each iten. For each experimental item format, an analysiz :,f
variance (ANOVA) was done with each of these four dependent variables.
The reliability estimates were squared before being analyzed. The unit
of analysis in these ANDAs was the individual test item. The indt
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variables were experimental vs control and test form. BecasI

experinental and cntrol item were matched on content but always
appeared on different forms, a Latin square design was used in the
ANOVAs. 11e layout of this design is illustrated in Figure 1. This
design permits both a betwen-groups test and within-groups tefts of
main effects for the two indepedent variables. Interaction effects
could not be tested with this design. Table 5 contains percents of
variance attributable to each effect for the various ANOVAs and
degrees of freedn. out of 48 F-ratios omputed in the ANOWs, only
ore was significant at the .05 level. Ths is probably a cha.ce result.

Discu-ssion anid (onclusions

Th1 present results indicate that no of the four test itemil formats examined influenc either difficulty or reliability, after

ditem content is ontrolled. Fraings of Vitola and Cantrell (1961)
c oncerin open-stem items and of Cieutat (1960) oncrnn applica-

~tion item were not repli(-ated.
The present results show that the four item formats tested

i should be neithex preferred nor avoided in order to control difficulty

or reliability. i ovr, the present results do not preclude the
possibility of forwat-by-aoxtent interaction effects on these depen-
dent variables. Same formats may be more appropriate for some content.
Furthermore, other considerations may dictate preference for or
avoidance of these formats in test construction. For example, situ-
ational itis may have greater content validity than rote memory item
and therefore might be preferred when content validity is important.
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Table 1

Sanple Tst Items - Multifactor

Experimenta Control

Ordinary table salt is made up of Orlinary table salt contAins
, what eleignts? which one of the following elemnets?

a. (hlorine and nagneolum a. Chlorine fI b. Potasrium and magnesium b. Fluorine
c. Potassium and oodi um c. Magnesiumi
d. ClorL-e and sodium d. Potassium |

if 2/y- , which of the fol- If 2x/4 - 10, what value for x
lowncx vales for x and y are is correct?
correct?

a. 10
a. x - 10, y- 3 b. 14
b. x- 14, y - c. 15
C. x 15, y -5 d. 20
d. x 20, y- 4

What state was the most recent In what year was the nmst
to enter the tnion, and in what recent state admitted to the
year did it enter? Union?

a. Alaska in 1959 a. 1958
b. Hawaii i', 1959 b. 1959
c. Alaska in 1960 c. 1960
d. Hawaii in i960 d. 1961
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Table 2

Sanp1e Test Item - Negative

IiI ExpIberimental Control

%hich one of the following animals which one of tie following aninwls
is Nor a verterate? is a vertebrate?

-- a. flumdMn blix a. octopus
b. Pattlema b. Starfish
c. Tfma fish c. E rtw=d. FArthor d. Rattlesnake

Vhich one of the following plays %hich one of the following plays
was NKT written by William was written by William Shakeseare?
Shakespeare?

a. Faustus
a. Pygmalion b. Pygmalion
b. The7ftest c. The T"ipest
c. Julius Caesar d. The Crucible
d. 7he Merohant of Venice

hich one of the following works Which one of the following works
of art: was NOT produced by of art was produced by Michel-
Michelangelo? angelo?

a. David a. The Mona Use
b. 1a Pieta b. Vemus De Milo
c. The Last StWer c. The last Super
d. The Sistine Ceiling d. The Sistine Ceiling
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Table 3

Smple Teast Itsm - (Aen Stem

i Expeimental control

ITe largest planet in our solar We planet is the largest in
systen is our solar aw'

a. Jupiter a. Jupiter

c. Uranus c. Uralus
d. Saturn d. Saturn

Suffrage is the right to Suffrage refers to what right?

a. petition a. To petition
b. armoeble b. To aswimble
c. worship c. 1o worship
d. vote d. lo vo)te

T prmkminant religion in Wat religion is predominant
Chile is in Chilo?

a. Fpiacopalian a. Episcopalian
b. Methodist b. Methodist

c. LWtheran c. Lutheran
d. Catholic d. Catholic
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Table 4

Suiple est Item - Situational

Experimental Contral

If a 15- ice bottle of dish- What is 1/15 of .9?
washing liquid cost $. 90, what is
the cost per ctzn of the liquid? a. .04

b. .06
a. 4 cents c. .10
b. 6 oents d. .15
c. I0 cents
d. 15 ocents

A student wishes to find infora- shat material is oontained in
tion in a library an the current the mderr' Guide?
state of the & in the U. S.
V4dch one of the followin sources a. Oxxnwaped novels
wou1d be =at useful in finding b. Fmious quotations
this infoniation? c. Definitions of words

d. Titles of magazine articles
a. An encyclopedia
b. The A~aders' Guide
c. The card cataloguo
d. An ecoomics textxxo

If a person planned a trip to %bat i, tJe official larguage
Brazil, what language oourse would of Brazil?
probably be nost useful to him or
her? a. Spanish

b. Dngish

a. E gli~h c. .arench
b. Spanish d. Portuguem
c. rrench
d. Portug%"se
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4

Table 5

ANDVA mults - Proportions of
Variance Attributable to Various Sources

Situatioal. cliff R1 R RU df

Between item contents .8403 .8379 .5856 .4806 25
item groups .0617 .0927 .0025 .0048 1
item within groups .7786 07452 .5831 .4758 24

Within item contents .0097 .0003 .0169 .0566 50
test form .0053 .0004 .0169 .0389 1
format (exp vs con) .,)44 .0000 .0001 .0177 1

Residual .1-500 .1618 .3975 .4628 48

diStfw rut R6 RUl df

Betwoeu item contents .9551 .7285 .6172 .6752 25
itam groups .0939 .0699 .0434 .0619 1
item within groups .8612 .6586 .5738 .6133 24

Within item contents .0003 .0069 .0642 .0190 50
test form .0001 .0049 .0642 .0187 1
format (exp vs con) .0002 .0020 .0000 .0003 1

Residual .0446 .2646 .3186 .3058 48

1
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Table 5 (contimmd)

ArVA 1Msults - Proportians of
Variance Attributable to Various Souroes

tegtive diff Rl R6 R11 df

Between item contents .7067 .7191 .5578 .6440 25
item grou .0297 .0008 .0244 .0470 1
itms within grous .6780 .7183 .5334 .59)0 24

Within item zontents .0685 .0133 .0362 .0347 50
test form .0573 .0039 .0250 .0264 1
format (exp v-3 con) .0133 .0089 .0126 .0096 1

SFsidual .2248 2676 .46 .3213 48

?bitifactor diff R1 R6 all df

Betmen itern cvontAts .8591 .8671 .6100 .4963 25
item groups .0007 .0098 .0019 .0257 1
item wthin g.u .8584 .8573 .6081 .4706 24

Within item contents .0110 .0093 .0005 .0169 50
test form .0000 .0000 .0002 .0163 1
format (exp vs czM) 0110* .0093 .0003 .0007 3

Isidual .1299 .1236 .3900 .4868 48

*p< .05
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Figure 1

Analysis of Variance Design

Experivental ontrol

ontent 1 form A form B
itan content 2 form A form B
9 ~rowp•

c'ntent 13 form A foln B

ontent 14 form a form A
item content 15 form B fr m A

2*

cont t 25 fom B form A
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The purpose of this report is to define the components and analysis of
a mental measuremec.t model which may be used to analyze responses classified
in one of several categories of the Item of the measurement Instrument. Such
measurement instroments may be the usual tests or oxamiiattons (with extend"
rosj'lumo allrrnn# Ivet) or quasi lonnalrea. This situat ion lslo covers perform n ce
measurement when It Is desired to have extended catitgorius of correct or incor-
rect response.

To fulfill the purpose we first present some background material to the
approach we use to specify the model and its parameters. The method used to
estimate the parameters is developed as a genrtlization of a psychometric
estimation pro'.eduro, called the Frequency Ratio Method, devised b- tne author
for analyzinj the Binary Response Measureamnt Model. Applieations are suggested

and an example is provided.

II. SACXGROU1ID

2.1 lnfluence -)f G. Rsch, S. . WrIht ad P. 51tamers

After the publication of a now book by Rech (1960) on measurement
models, this work received little attention at measurement centers and univer-
sities of the U. S. exept at the State University of Iowa and the University
of Chicago.

Siowe Reach's work w uniqie, interesting, provocative, and
useful, consierable speculation as to why the book did not generate more atten-
tion is justified. The most spectacular aspect of Reach's modals vere their
specifically objective," features meania, for example, that a person's ability,

as estimated from his responses, is independent of the item used to measure the
ability, and the esaima s or difficulty of the Items is independent of the popu-
1ottons from which the persons are sampled. &rce, Wright succinctly refers to
Rascb Models with "Person free item measurement and item free person measurement."

The truth of this property has often been challetged, but most
challengers forget that these properties ore easily proved mathematically and
ire emirically true,

a. only if the data fit the emasurement model being tested, and

b. only -ithin measu*ment error of the statitti:s involved.

Py thought on this issue i that many of the readers of Rasch's
work aufferod from "Objctivity Shock' meoning that they did not consider
Specific Objectivity possible and put the book aside. Neither Professor Sen
Wright of thw University of Chicago vor Professor Paul blomers of the Univer-
3ity of Iowa were greatly bothered by this problem but did their ov3 research
in thia type of moasurement and encoraged PhD, candidates to do likewise.
This liadorship greatly popularized Reach's work in this country ,nd served to
develop it further. Wright alao taught courses on Roach Modelt at professional
meetings. Most of Wright's wort as well as that of his students dealt with
Asch's achtv mvnt test model whereas Blomer's students vwrked with that

modil as well as Roach's models for eeading speed and oral redeng a,,curacy.
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Wright and Panchapakesn (1969) developed an unconditional maximum likel4hood
estimation procedure and computerized the analysis for the lach achievement
model.

2.2 The Binary and Polychotomous Measuremnt odfis

In most achievement and ability tests and examinations, the
responses to the test item are classifled into one of two categories--either
"correct" or "incorrect." This circumstance leads to a setrological model for
analysis which ay be termed a "Binary Measurement Model" or 310. The 114 is
also called a dichotomous model. It is this model that Wright (1968), Ranch
(1960) and Noonan (1974) considered and provided different, but equivalent,

analysis for.

However, there are many other response situations that are useful.
and must be accommodated and analyzed. One of these occurs in achievement and
ability testing and gives rise to responses, classiffed by testees or psycho-
metricians, into one of several (r)2) categories. This situation naturally
occurs in performance measurement and in 2ttitude, interest, and motivation
surveys and in questionnaires. In such cases the Binary Response Measurement
Models (31M) are not appropriate and a generalization is required. It is our
purpese to defiue an analysis for such a model, called the Polychotomous
Response Measurement Model (PHN), in thir report. Shch models have been con-
sidered by nthers: Ranch (1961), Vogt (1971) and Anderson (1973). Andersun
has provided a successful computerized analysis of the PHN4. This used a new
and very complicated mathematical estimation procedure celled "Conditional
Maximum Likelihood." The approach used here is greatly simplified and is an
extension used by Moonan (1974) to analyze the INK. Vogt msde her analysis
vith unconditional maxims likelihood techniques, but indicated her approach
was not entirely successful (pellonal comunication). Resch did not carry
the analysis of the PHN very far.

2.3 The Process of Mental hetrolocy

We shall attempt now to outline the considerarions believed
inportant for dwveloping and analyzing a mental ,etrological instrument.

2.3.1 The Instrument Goal and Objectives

The first thing for the metrologist to do is to decide what
mental quality or characteristic of persons he desires to masure. Thia is
called his "metrological goal" and indicates the general property that the
instrument is designed to measure. Other related sub-characteristics intended
to be also measured by the sam device are called "objectives."

2.3.2 The Item and Their Functions

The measurement Instrument may be thought of as a kind of
large "hurdle," the uccess in surmounti3 of which by a person, measures his
skill at the task attempted. Rather than having one single hurdle it is
customary 'or the instnment to have severel, I, related smell hurdles, called
items, each if which Is designed to

4
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(a) elicit a piece of relevant information, knowledge or
skill, or

(b) provide an indication of an attitude, interest, opinion
or judgment regarding a problem, situation or circumstance related to the goal
and objectives.

Each item is assumed to have a property, symbolized by c(i), and called its
easiness (or difficulty, 1(1)), which characterizes the facility with which
the most favorable responles to these items are evoked from persons in general.
Occasionally an item parameter, called the index of discrimination, is used in
the uodel. Both Schlmidt (1969) and Wright (1968) have indicated that the use
of this index in the model is fatal to the achievement of objectivity, to we
omit its consideration in our system.

2.1.3 Iesposes - Free and Controlled

ach item has assoiasted with It, a single or set of 0 2
replies, called responses, appropriate to the problem or question posed by the
item. It is most efficient if these responses are indicated by the same
categories for each item. Achievement or ability measuring instruments usually
have Binary Categories such as

(a) Crrect and Incorrect; 3.2

(b) True and False R-2

(c) Yes and No ; l-2

(d) 3igat and Vrong ; 3-2
Instruments measuring affect usually have either Polychotomous or Binary

categories such as

(a) like, indifferent, dislike ; Rw3

(b) strongly agree, agree, undecided, dis&gree,
stronly disagree ; .

(c) approve, disapprove ; R-2

(d) True, false ; -2

(a) yes, maybe, no R-3

(f) vyionym, antonym, neither ; 3-3

(g) satisfactory, unsptiefactory ; R-2.

lospona.s to woo item types are called "Free" if this repy is uncontrolled
or not constrained in any way but may assume any form, character or specificity
including written or verbal phrases, or statements, or numerical calculations.
On the contrary, controlled responses imply a set of categories, the ame ornot for each item, into one of which the natural reply of the person to theitem may be classified or designated by the person or the psychometrician.
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The response categories are often ordered and assumed

ofdrbeo cl of correctness, appropriateness, oultabilitv', desireability

or some other quality appropriate to the goals and objective. Th's scale is
calibrated and a point for each response category is indicated by 0(r) r-l,R.

of he mpotane o ths asumtio inoursubsequent drvtosw eint
it separately from the text as

: the dichotomous model the 0(r) are considered to be the observables X(n,J)
0 or 1. Although this couid also be done for the polychotomous model where
X(n,i,r) represents the rosponse category related, wt do not choose to do so
because we wisht to Identify the responoe category parameters to be quantified
via analysis.

Early analysis In psychometrics routinely made the assumption
given by (1). Since metrology aodels were Aot employed their only reason for
assuming (1) was "convenience". There is, of course, a more profound and neces-
nary reason which we shall discover.

2.3.4 Person Parameters

gach person receives a "scote" (to be defined later) on

the instrument from which a vAlue, rdnO, of the characteristic being meaured,
mty be est1mated. The estimation of c*(n) fo~r persov n Is usually the single
purpome for the psyctwmetrician to administer the instrument to the person.
The ct(n) for some scores are non-estimi'U*. Were a person to receive the
"best or - rat" store that it is possible to achieve on the Instrumnent it would
not be appropriate to estimate a~ts) in either case because the instrument is
either two easy or difficult for stich persons and the appropriate u(n) is too
tincertain. Consequently we stssue' that

(2) u(n) for "Perfec." or "Prom" scores ir, non-estimable.

2.1.5 !'sjcbometrtc Models

We have noted the desireability of considering the parameters,

(a) Item parameters, c(i); -1,1

(b) Response parameters. 0(r);r - ,

(c) Person parameters, n(n);n - lN

A measurement model establishes a relation or relations
asont, the responses, X(n~i~r), and the parameters of the model. If r-.2'mR the
model is called a Binary Mesurement Model, lIMM. if 02 the model is called a
Polychotomous Measurement Model, Fist. Measurement modele are of varying degrees
of complexity and form, see Lord and Novick (1968), depot.ding upon the relations
assumed and the number and nature of the paraawter3 Involved.
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2.3.6 )el Analysip

The vwa urt-vt rmodeli torn ,:he be,6i for £:i , AtiwAte1(
of parameters desirad to 5: estt-ed arm foe making a statistici rc cf
Agreement between thv nole anr the x reonses. Model analysit *at'r etiaAfw.
the parameters and t nt-ag the agreegvant- The techniq'es for vaklng aneiviie of
measurement models tni;luted vaxioug statist'4l and nahemat!cla1 procedurcs such
as

(a) 1,4t squares

(b) conditionai and unconditional maxivup likelihood

(C) simple statistical anail de

(d) ans lyse of variance

(e) probability analysis, *nd

(f) algebraic -aialysis.

III. THE PULYCOTONOUS KEASURJ'NT M)DEL (Pt4)

3.1 Odds and Knda

The odds the person n will respond to item £ with response r is
defined to bo

n I.l,
(3) 0(n,,.r) - (a(n)c(i)).O(r) i l l

r - 1.l

The aun of the odds for that person to make a reapnose other than r on ite £ is

(4) O(n.ir) - O(n,i.k)
k

The idea of developtng meamurea.ent models in probabiliitic terms via expressions
for the odds of a specific response is due to Rasch (1960).

rom elam tary probaoility theory % know that if the odds for the
occurrence of an event 9 are a/b, :hen the probability of the vvent I is

(5) (1) a.
a+b

Now let I be the event characterized In our notation by (ni.r) and
conaider tht odds ratio

b O(ni,1)



As the ratio of odds that person n will make response r to item i
to the odds that he will make some other response to that item. The probability
of this event is, by (5), equal to

(7) PGO~,r) a i~ir 0nirl
0(n,i,.)

E O(n,ir)
~r

Thi4 is a fom.a often assumed by other workers for the PMI. "r could
have started hare to satisfy those purists who do not beleve we are jubitied in
applying (5) to (61 in order to get (7). It is more convenient to work vth
probabilities than odds because the calcultis of odds is not as well devel-1ped an
the Theory of Probabilities.

Note that our model is unidlmensional in the scnse that we do not
have a separate dimension of ability and easiness for each response category as
was postulated by Anderaon (1973), and Vogt (1971). Such a multivariate model
may be useful, upon occasion, but is difficult to interpret arad use in practice
so we do not uaploy it. Otir problem is difficult enough without such complica-
tions and we are content ot start with this assumption, rither than, perhaps,
tuike it In the end anyway. The uultivariate parameters may be expressed as

(8)ch, ta(n)I °(k) - a(k ) ani [r(i)] (k) - c(k)

which, in our model and notation, are expressed as

k t~i)
(9) In O~k _ t(k) -O(k)t(n) And in c(k) -0(k)t(t) t* k

Thi problem with our simplfication is that it any be too simple
a model to adequately represent some sett of response data. In that case the
researcher should consult Anderson (1973) or ue another approach such as that
provided by Bock (1970).

3.2 An iLtn eFreguncy Ratio Method to the P?(

In 1974 the author developed an analysis for a simpler model, the
a41M. This procedure is called the Frequency Ratio Method btcause certain
probabilities, analogous to (7), were esttimsated as objectIve probabilities
using observed frequenciev. We employ the san approach here since we believe
it to be oasier, and almost an accurate, as the estimation procedures mentioned
on page 5.

Consider now the four possible events which can occur if *.he tiame
perbon n responds to Items i and j with either response s or response r. We
have, since the responses are assumed independent, see (7),

(10) P[(ni,s(nj,s)I - _(9s- 0n js)
0(n, ) * ..)
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(11) PI(n,,s),(njr)I - an Ias 0 n(q

0O(n. I,) Onj,.

(12) P[(n.i,r),(n,j,s)j - O(n,ir) O J ) 'an
O(n,i,.) j, .)

(13) P[(n,ir),(n,jr)) a O(n,ir) * ( •
O(n,i,.) • O(n,j,.)

Using (3) we can express (1l)-(12) in parametric teras vith (14),
as (15) and (16).

(14) D(i,j,.) - O(n,i,.) • 0(nJ.)

(15) P[(n~i,s),(n,J,r)]- Ja ( ) )OjS) l(n)c(J)l 0(r)/D(i,J,.)

VV
(16) P{(n,i,r)2 (n,j~m)J - [()()Or[~)()Oa/ ,,)

It is interesting and comforting to ncte that for the BMM with
O(s-l) - 1 and G(r-4) - 0 expresions (15 and (16) agree identically with
equations (7) and (5) tn Moo~nan (1974).

The conditio,,al probaiiity that peran n responds to item I with
response a given that he used both response* 9 and r for the titems .andS is

(18) [n,i (n,,)(nr)(ni,r)(nJ ] - (15)+(16
Also)

( t8) P([(n 'i r)I( (n i ')/)(n ,,I r)}U ((n t rW (n 'J s))] " 1 )(16) '

Simplifying (17) and (13) using (3) we note that m(n) cancels
shoving that the P)H has the same and usual property of objectivity that the
Band other Rasch wodels enjoy. This means that for response data sets
that fit (7) the estimeted parameters of c(I) and O(r) are invariant estimates,
axcept for measurement error, indopendently of the populations from which the
persons are obta'ncd, and fcom which the items were selected.

We can rewrite (15) and (17) using (3) as

0(a) [CM) 0(r) pt
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and (16) and (18) as

& (20) tij C() . )(CO>

Note that (19) and (20) are independent of a(n) and their
denominators are identical. Using response data we can *stim tj the probs-
bilities represented by (19) and (20) vith observables. If we take the ratio
of (19) and (20) we jet the ctsidetrable simplification

ij (C(IO(s)-e(r)

3.3 From Probability to-Fre ncy

(22) f(i,s;jr) br the observed frequency vith which persons responded
to item I vith response a, and to item J with response r.
Similarly, w define f(i.r;j,s) and g(ij;r,o) - C(i,s;J,r) +
f(i~r;J,s)

Nov (19) asy be empirically satimated by

(23) f(t,s;J,r)/(i, ,;r~s).

Stailarly (20) is esjimated ,y

(24) f(i~r;i~s)/g(iJ :r,s)

end hence C) is simply ,'stimated by the frqnemncy ratio

(25) f(1.s;J~r)/f(i,r ;l.s)

3.4 Item and Response ParaLtor Estimation

Given the ri4ponso data th-) frequencies for all pairs ol item
and responses may be easily tabulated. From these data the f~equency relt i'

(26) R(IJ) - is;jj) for i>j 1.I
t(i~r:js)

(27) K(J. ) - f . for Jpi 1,1;sr-1,R

f(is;Jr)

and,

(28) R(iJi) % lank. 165



IIy be easily computed. We note that (26) estimats

(29) 1C ()J (), and (27) estimatesIL (3) ]3s-0r

(30) [c(J)] °Pr) 'e() Also let[ 4) or)-e~s)

(31) e(s)-f(r) -

We now may express the natural logarithm of (29) and (30) as

(32) A(s.r)lnc(i) - A(s,r)lnc(J) - 1nR(i.j),J>i, and

(33) -A(s,r)l1n.J) + AMs.r)lnc(i) - -InR(i,j),i)j.

Now if we add (32) and (33) over I for fixed J, after adding
and subtracting A(s,r)ln(J) we get

I
(34) -rlnE(-,J) - 4,- - r)1lnc4J)

We sow mdk) the final asstmption for our method. For definita-
neon of the c(i) scale. we assume that

I t
(35) Eln(t) - tn(i) 0.

Vrom (34) ye wiy iuw i it

(37) t(I) - -T I (,r)lnr(i).
I

Because h(s.r) is a function of O(r) and 0(a) we have difficulty
in esa'Ating c(i) explicitly from (37). Fortunately we foresaw this dif-
ficul .v and made assumption (I). Setting *-I and r'.R, then 0(s) 1 1, 0(r) 0 0
and A(ur) O() - 0(r) ,. 1-0 -. We now write (37) as

(38) foc(i) t(i) or

(39) C(M) - e

Let the c(i) as esttpated from response categories 4|,k), k#R be
tegignated ag c(k). then by (9) we write

(40) t(i) - (ktf i. k IR
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Fquation (40) enables us to estimate the response parameters
O(k) having first estimated the c(i) using data for response categories I
and IR. Sine tOis process any rexult in considerable estimation error we
Vill use an averaging process in practice. This will be %)monstrated in
our examples.

3.5 Person Porameter Estimation

Our analysis has shown the theoretical derivation of the
.tea parameters c(i) and, the response parameters O(r). We need next to con-
sider the estimation of m(n) for a person. To do this we introduce the con-
cept of a "score".

Let the vector of estimated responwe parameters be denoted by
0 and its transpose by 0', then

(41) e - (1,0(2),O(3), ... , 0)

and let Y be the "score vector" of integers y(k) indicating the
number of P-'e I itms responded to in the kth response category by the nth
person. Then

(42) Y- (y(l),y(Z)..... y(k)), vnere

(43) y(k) * I
k

If person a does not respond to all I items because of time or
other reasons, (43) viii not be; strictly true. This does not bother our
theory, but merely extends the computations.

We no define the "score" of a person to b-

(44) S(n) n nYO'.

This definition is congruent with the usual definition of scores
In the Binary Model where the score in the number of correct resonses. For
example. suppose 1 20 and person n got 12 item correct awJ 8 Item incor-
rect. Then

(451 S(n) - 1,) 1o ) -2

In binary scorel tests the number of possible scores Is 1 +1.
but for polychotomoun tests the number of possible scores, even vith (43),
can be very large. This number, S. is the total number of permutations of
each part of the possible partitions of I, among t categories.

For example suppose I-5 and .4, the the partitions of 5 that
are of interest when 1.4 are given below for the parts of (46). In this case

S - 4+12+12+4+12+12 516
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%000* 0104 2111 0023

0500 OQr6 1211 0203

0050 3110 1121 2210

0005* 3101 1112 2201

4100 U130 3200 7012

4010 1031 3020 0221

4001 0131 3002 0212

1400 1310 2300 0122

0410 13(I 0320 1202

0401 0311 0302 1022

1040 1103 2030 2102

0140 1013 0230 1220

0041 0113 0032 2120

1004 3011 2003 2021

* non-estiaoble

Figure 1. Possible score veito-s to: the polychotosous
situation vith 1,5, ,-A.
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5,0,0,0 2,1,1,1
(46) 4,1,0,0 3,2,0,0

3,1,1,0 2,2,,0

Permuting each part of each partition among R-4 categories we
get the list of S-56 possible score vectors shown in Figure 1. We assume
here ttwit (43) holds otherwise the list is considerably larger.

In order to estimate the a(n) associated with a given score
we find thu a(n) for which the sum of (7), for response 1, over the Items
which ep.ils the score, I.e.

(47) P(,i,l) s(A).

Equation (47) is solved for n(n), recalling (7) and (3), by
iterazicn such as by the Method of Nowton-Mhphon. Accordingly, for eac.
score vector of interest the associated m(n) ay be determined. *)tice also
that in this procedure no infrcestion regarding which items were responded
to in th m tanner indicated )y the score vector is utlized.

In order to estimate the ability, *(a). associated with the
score S1.) for our model we write

(48) [ (i)LO(r) - S(n)

as the function upon which the eattmation of a(n) is to be based. Our prin-
ciple of estimation is that a(n) is to be derived by setting S(n) equal to
its expectavion in the modul. This i accoml1ished by using (48).

Our problem Is to find that n(n) that maximizes (48). This
problem is efficiently solved by using the Nevton-Raphson method of finding
a root of an equation of the form f(x) - 0. To this end we revrle (48) as

(44) (A) ~ I E ... - S(n) 0(49i) t xc~i))

Um start by guessing at the root, the guess being x a a() - x,
S Is(),say. Suppose however, that the root is acttlly a +b. Ten
by Taylor's c lculus expaekon of f(x),

(50) f(x4'i - ((x,) + hf'(x ) +

Our reasoning tabes the following ),ines

I. The error of approximation to the real root is h.

2. The error i smll enough to permit us to ignore the tere
in the Taylor expansion in which "h" appears to a power greater than the first.

3. We my therefore write, since the actual root is (xl+h),
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IT (Si) 0 - f(x1 ) + hf'ixl) approximately.

The error is,

(52) h - -f(xlV-(xj) approximately.

The iterated use of this method gives the general formula for
the approximation to x as

(3) xk+ - x- f(xk)

This iterative procedure is esily programed for digital
computers once the derivative of f(x) has been made explicit. Nona and
Potterton heve done this at NP-lDC. This subroutine can be used to develop
a tabli or indlvidual values of m(n) associated wich scores S(O) given vectors
of valus for the c(i) and 0(r) for a particular measuring instrument.

3.6 Kreemnt between the todel and the Response Dats

We can nov assme that we have rexpose data for which the item
parameters t(i) and the remponse parmters 0(r) have been estiated. We
desire next to ust these estimates to test if the model, represented by (7),
agrees vith the observed response data. This test gs sOa-tims referred to
as a "Goodness of Pit Test". The hypothesis tested is that the itemn used
evoked responses from the persons in accordance with the PM. To make this
test we use Fisher's (1948) X2 goodness of fit tet. To this end consider

(54) F(t) - A matrix of the observed frequencies f(is;Jr) sad
f(I,r;j.-), defined by (22), and arranged in I rows
and I columns for fixed s and r.

For every pair of I ard j both (19) and (20) can be comput.d
vWth the parametric estimates c(i) and 0(r). When these are appropriately
mltiplied by S(iJ r,s) of (22) ziwy provide expected frequencies unier the
wtdel, with 4ohich XI(IJ) may be computed and tabulated to get a () for
-..h Item with I-R degrees of freedom. This test also serves as a basis for
selecting items to include or not On the anolysis. See W onan (1974. p. 13).

IV. APPLICATIONS

4.1 ApplIcations to Ability Testing

Heasurement of Abilities with the IM is common practice and
need not be elaborated upou here ci :ept to say that in thl type of testing
binary responar categoriqs are often too restrictive. It would be better,
for so" purposes. If the response categories could be extended. for
exhple in performance teating ths method used to fied an asmer may be a
important as the answer itself. In se'h a case four respotse categories may
be appropriate i-hich w diagram as follows:
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corrot t aname incorrect asawor

correct method r I r 2 or 3

incorrect method r 2 or 3 r - 4

WMther the upper right cell or the lower left cell corresponds
to r -2 or r - 3 may be data dopedent.

4.2 Applications to Attitude Kstimation

An attitude instrument is often designed to appraise a parson's
favorablenwss to -rd some institution, group or, concept. Otter tpes measure
interests and motivations. Oftm the response categories are poly-.hotomous
and constst of prescaled stateamta indicating detoee of ainifi.anco or a
status condition. These devices sees most naturally to be aaslyzed witL a PH4.

4.3 Applications to Survey and Questionsaires

If all or part of survey or auestionnaire instruments seeks to
measure a unidimmslonal proer:y of peroon. and the responses can be trans-
formed or converted to the same set for each qusti-:n than the FMH is applica-

Lie and the analysis gi en here is Appropriate. An example of thir In ; survey
nstruent designed to ases the qwality of houses for the purpose of establish-

ing a value for ale or foi insuraace. It seem better to establish the uniform
respnse cAtegories a priori rather than go through a re-coding process.

V. UXANFLE

5.1 A Slaulation !Mple

Vs have not y-t coqileted a computer progran that carries out the
entire 7M analysis. Vo expect to do this in the future. In the mantime vs
shoav our procedure by means of a very detailed example using simulated data.
We organiz, tho computations in five phasa, as foiiows:

Phase

I lista Tabulations
(55) Ci Latimtica

IV Goodness oi Fit
I 0(n) Istimetion

Each phase involves sever'l ateps.

5.1.1 The Situation

Although real data for the FMU are plentiful we chose
to simulate the set we use here because, in doing so, we would them know the
true values of the parameters we try to estiate. The advsutages of this
practice are obvious.
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Itur simulatioa involved generating R - 4 choice Tesponses
to each of 1 5 items reo 1000e perarameters ere

c() - .350 c(4) - .50
(56) W() - 2,00 C(S) - .286

€(}- 1.00

The rewponse paras-ters selected wers:

0(1) - I.0(0 0(3) - -.3162(57),9(2) - .3162 G(O) - . 000

The alpha parameers were obtainMd by adding lXI to a

fixed cor.stant for different personi- z In a random selection from a norml
distribution N(0.1) and the constant was regularly modified so as to simulate
persons with different levels of ability.

1'hus the Ricslation program could compute R-4 odds according
to (3) and hence K - 4 prtbbilities a-cording to (7). These probabilities
could then be accumulatedu AA a unIUr" .andom number was generated and compared
With the accumlak.rd respo ,te probati).itied. From this information a response
was denigrated. Thts work was repeated ; - times for the Game person an
8- 1000 times for ali personc in the santple. The rerponse data and other
information were punched on cards.

5.1.2 Data 1latio

Ausuming that the renponse: have be j recorded on optical
mark sense forms or have teen placed on Hollerith cards we generate the
frequenciee in tabular formT(I'5 N, shown in Figure 2. Notice the array ot
frequencies given in Figure 2 'J Ir doubly oymetrieAl. The array consists of
blocks of responses, 5(1,j) t, ;airs of items I and J. Within each block are
the frequencies of response, ttpe to each Uem pair. For ,xempPr, 63 persons
responded in the second categcry to the tirat l:eu and in the third category to
the third item, etc. The total pepularl~y of a response category is indicated
in blocks B(Ii). For example, th, third category of the first Item is
telatvel7 unpopular.

rr
The matrix T(jj) is not required to be printed but its

-onstructiun is rtquired for nuhtscque.L phasee of our analysis. The construc-
tion of this table concludes he nato rm-ulation Phase.

S.1 3 cL Patimth,

from Corresponding to (22' for a - 1 And r - 4 we construct (54),

PFj), froi, I(I). This !n ;,sfly done and produces

1 2 3 4 5

I - R3 126 163 179

(5)V( 4  49 - 96 135 117
3 41 44 - 94 84

4 16 27 Al - 55

5 14 72 26 35 -
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kI According to (26) ve next find the frequency ratios in R(iJ)

1 2 3 4 ]
1 1.694 3.073 9.056 12.786
2 .590 - 2.182 5.000 5.318

(59) R(1,) 3 .325 .458 - 2.186 3.231

4 110 .200 .457 - 1.571

5 028 .188 .310 .636 -

The *k w-syvmtrilc matrix reaultinlg from taking logarithms

of R(i.j) by (32) and (33) is

1 2 3 4 5.
1 - .527 1.124 2.203 2.548

(60) R(ij) - 2 -.527 - .780 1.609 1.671

3 1.124 -.780 - .782 1.173

4 -2.203 -1.609 -.782 - .492

5 -2.548 -.1.671 -1.173 -.492 -

Then according to (34). (37) and (39)

-T(i): 6.402 3.533 .051 -4.142 -5.844

t(i): 1.280 .107 .010 -.828 -1.169(61)
i(i): 3.598 2.027 .990 .437 .311

Ite Parameters: 3.500 2.000 1.000 .500 .286

Notice that the item parameters and thair estimates are in

good agreetnent. Thiu conclude* the ;econa phase of c(i) estimation.

5.1.4 O(r) atimation

Our purpose now ta to estimate the O(r) fr (40). To do
this v* use the procedures of section 5.1.3 to estfite the t(r) k - 1.4. This
work has 1e)n completed and is aumarilsd below:
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kI
Sumary of the t( k ) calculations for k - 2,3 and r - 4

I k-2 k-3 a b

1 .342 -.330 .2672 -.2578

2 .232 -.113 .3281 -.1598(62) p
3 .073 .014 7.3000 1.4000

4 -.284 .103 .3430 -.1244

5 -.362 .324 .3097 -.2772

According to (40) we estimate 0(2) and 0(3) by dividing
column 2 and 3 entries above by the t(i) values O)taned at the end of se9ton
5.1.3. This division Sives '.olumns a and b above. According to our simlation
columns a and b above show, embarrassingly, considerable variance from these
values. Column averages, omitting i - 3 estimates give 6(2) - .3120 and
6(3) --0.2048. Using these values the estimates of tho response parameters are:

(3 () - 1.000 0(3) - -.205
((2) - .312 0(4) - .000

Where agreement with (5/), the parameters. is nothl~r8 to
write home about eien considertag their questionable estiwation procedure. This

concludes the O(r) esttmation phase.

5.1.5 Goodness of Fit Test

Our purpose is to use (19) ad our estimates of c(i) and
G(r) to compute the expected frequencies corresponding to (51). First, however,we o6.tsin G( 1 4 ) a

ij

£ 1 2 3 4 5

I - 132 167 181 193

2 132 - 140 162 139

(64) (G(1) 3 167 140 - 137 110

4 181 162 137 - 90

5 193 39  110 90 -

For i>J use (20) for the lmer segment of (65) and for Jvi use (19) for the
upper segment of (65).



412 4 5.
1 .63% .7842 .8917 .9204

( _( 2 .3604 - .6719 .8226 .8670
(65) P()" 3 .2158 .3281 - .6938 .7610

4 .1083 .1774 .3062 - .5842

5 .0796 .1330 .390 .4158 -

M ultiplying (65) elemient-wiue by (64) we get a amtrix of expected frequencies
E(14) as

2 3 _ _5

- 84.43 130.96 161.40 177.64

47.57 - 94.07 133.26 120.51
(6 3 36.04 45.93 - 95.05 83.71

4 19.60 28.74 41.95 - 52.58

5 15.36 18.49 26.29 37.42 -

e calculate x2 (i,j) using (58) and (66) with (67)

(67) x2 (ij) * jF(ij) - E(iJ)12E(I.J).

This gives

1 _ 2 3 4 5

1 - .0242 .1879 .0157 .0104

2 .0430 - .0396 .0227 .1022
(68) 3 .6826 .0811 - .0116 .0010

4 .1306 .1053 .0263 - .1114

5 .0255 .6663 .0032 .1565 -

We next add the previous table symmtrically to give (69) and then add across
the cols of (69) to give X2 (i).

1 1 2 3 4 5 X2 (i)

1 - .0672 .3705 .163 .0359 1.1199
2 .0672 - .1207 .1280 .7685 1.0844

(69) 3 .8705 .1207 - .0379 .0042 1.0333

4 .1463 .1280 .0379 - .2679 .5801

5 .0359 .7685 .0042 .2679 - 1.0765
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The row totals ire X'(t) withl I-R degrees of freotdom and

measure the fit of each Item to the model (7). The critical point for
d.f. - 5-4 - 1 and a - .05 Is 3.841. None of the x2 (i) even approach this
value, as *xpcted, slue* the data were generated from the model's equation, (7).
This concludes the goodness of fit phase.

5.1.6 n) Eatimation

1 tSee Section 3.5. This concludes the analysis for this
exampe.

5.2 A Questionnaire !xampe

Following we provide a description of an interesting and useful
situation to which the PIN and its analysis could be applied, but cannot be
because the response data are hopelessly unobtainable from the NPRWI Magnetic
Tape Library.

H. X)cDowell (1972) developed a seIes of questionnaires for each
of several Naval ratings. The items of these forms were atatemwts of tasks
which must be performed by Naval Personnel on active duty who were employed in
the rating. There were four responses for each task which indicated how
independently, if at all, each task was perforued by the Naval person. The
responses to such task-item wera.

a. I supervise the performance of this task.

h. I perform this task.

c. I assist In the performance of this task.

4. This task is not performed An my duties.

;t seems to this author that the variable which these questionnaires
cculd be thought to masure is "task-performance competency." For data which
fit the model a measure of this variable could be constructed and applied to
Naval personel who are actively, or not, engaged in the measured rating. These
mQsres would obviously be useful for advancement, assignment and re-aseigrment
decisions.

Although the survey data were useful and informative for othe:-
purposes, they cotld have been of even grtater benefit to the fHaval trsonnel
System.

Vi. SUMMARY

We have accomplished what wes intcnded as stated in the ittro4uction.
Specifically, we defined the responses, relevant paramters and masarement
situation related to a model called the Polycbotomous Measurement Model. both
the theoretical and numerical aslyses of the model were carried out in detail.
Background material to. and applicitions of the model were provided.
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ENLISTED ARM JOB EVALUATION ME1HODOLOCY
AND RELATED POLICY ALTERNATIVES

Raymond 0. Waldkoetter, Ed.D.

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences1
Fort Sill Field Unit

Fort Sill. Oklahoa- 73503

I NTRODUCT I ON

To develop a force structure or even a small organizational structure
there Is ordinarily a need to align duties by grade. This is a simple
matter of distinguishing responsibil'tv and providing the best gradation
of skill and expected performance. As the Department of Army faces
changing personnel requirements i- organizational design for particular
missions and units and for comprehensive restructuring such as the Enlisted
Personnel Management System (EPMS) changes, there must be available a
reliable and valid methodology to determine objective standards of grade
authorizat ion.

Since the pay grade allocation for enlisted jobs (E-1 through E-9)
generally carries increasing levels of responsibility and opportunity, the
job requirement factors require accurate estimation and scaling to develop
pertinent grade standards. Job factors such an Knowlodge and Combat
Exposure are rated to identify the level of the factor needed to expect a
job will have sufficient skill and authority invested to get the desired
productivity.

The DA personnel analysts and various WS job proponents and major
commanders have to have a methodology which can dependably identify grade
standards and which will relate to the total enlisted job structure. This
methodology has to compute grade optimally, but occasionally even must work
when grade is constrained to accomodate curtailed grade allocation to
satisfy grade ceilings.

IThe views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Army Research Institute, the
Military Personnel Center. or the Department of the Army.
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ccause grade determination follows a given administrative and
psychometric procedure, the methodology becomes a comination of judgmental
and rating behaviors. With the grade assignment process managed at the DA
le'Iel and recommendations for new positions or grade change.t coming into
the designated action personnel, there is quite often a tendency for the
requesting grade adjustment to appear out-of-balance on at least one job
factor or grade standard. The grade estimate then must translate what
appears at times to be rather subjective judgment into objective and pre-
dictable grade.

For many years the grading of joLs or positions could rely on tradi-
ttonal military structure and in most cases this reference to experience
and known mission requirements proved sufficiently adequate. From World
War 11 the Army began carefully documenting its techniques, policies, and
guidelines for assigning grade to enlisted jobs (Hadley, 1961). It became
more and more apparent that an approach that wa quantifiable and statis-
tically defensible would have to form the foundation of the Army job
evaluation methodology. Such methodology would help in distinguishing the
job requir--renti most equitably while supporting the best allocation of grade
for job types and functions to permi. better organizational and grade balance
projections for force and budgetary planning. At this point past approaches
were reviewed, and a concerted effort was directed to explore the predictive
valut of possible enlisted multiple regression equations along lines already
pursued experimentally for Air Force officer positions (Christal, 1965).

In 1966-67 the traditional and accepted job factors were used to develop
several mutiple regression equations to explain how enlisted grade could be
derived systematically and to explore the policy agreement of selected
raters evaluating job factors and the associated grade (Anderson, Corts,
ind Waldkoetter, 1967). This effort was modestly stccessful and provided
a pragmatic beginning for enlisted job evaluation in that the sample of jobs
rated and the policy-board grades assigned only re-rnded t a request for an
equation model. Treating any implications for those situations arising
with application of an equation, which is then tested against other policy
constraints, was simply avoided.

After riarly eight years and num;ous personel policy adjustments
leading to doctrine, traininq and forte structure changes, the question
about equation policy implications was raised in the form of a research
need in accordance with the Army Regulation 70-8 (1975). In 1975 a few
key policy changes regarding the EPHS, the objective force grade constraints,
and the career force development led to the situation of asking whether the
Job factors, the related formula weights, and implications of any equation
usage were really functioning in the same original context of 1561. Knowing
that grade is compensation for money and work identity and that economic
indexes aad shifted significantly in the post.-Vietnam era, it was believed
important to reassess the basis for the 1967 equation and account for any
noticeable reactions to changing stanidards for grade determination.
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M4ETHOD

A sample of 200 enlisted benchmark jobs or duty positions was selected.
A group of military personnel analysts slightly modified the sample content
toward more combat arm positions to r-.tain a concept that any job graaing
procedure should ha,;i an orientation lending more influence to the basic
mission of the force. These analysts were aware that the initial sample
was constructed oy a stratified random plan of selection. Once the sample
was agreeA on by the ana.ysts from the U.S. Army Military Personnel Center
preparations were made by the same analysts to write the 200 duty position
job descriptions, which wert supported using a bank of CODAP duty positici
descriptions and others maintained in their usual processing of job actions.

Concurrently, the 10 job factors used for the 1967 equation were re-
viewed to see that the definitions and scale -salues from one through six
were still icceptable for rating purposes, with two experimental job
evaluation or requiro mat scales being newly defined. The scales of Job
Satisfaction and Organixational Setting were designed to Assist in getting
at evaluation actions where a job's worti, is difficult to estimate: first,
because job satisfattion within a job may exist as an inherent grade bias
toward higher gradr or satisfaction decreases with grade when grade should
offer a career attraction; and secondly, because organizational setting is
positively weightcd regardless of the type of grade or job evaluation
action, may contribute too much toward some grade allocation, ond had not
been quantita.ively analyzed. The research design then called for using
12 job factor scales as prelictors of grades E-3 through E-9, the scalei
are: (1) Knowledge; (2) Supervision; (3) Concentration and Attention;
(4) Freedom of Action; (5) Physical Effort; (6) Combat Exposure; (7) Adapt-
ability and Resourcefutness; (8) Responsibility for Material Resources;
(9) Physical Skills; (10) Job Conditions; (11) Job Satiofaction; (12) Or-
ganizational Setting.

Three proups of policy boards were identified to estimate grade for the

dut positions and were comprised of 50 MILPERCEN officers, 75 Fort Harrison
officers. and 75 Fort Bliss NCO's. The three boards also independently rated
12 job factors. Policy Loard officers and NCO's each rated 20 duty position
descriptions with all 200 benchmark job descriptions rated in each group by
means of 10 stratified sets of 20 randomized job descriptions. Thus several
indepenaent situations were arranged with equivalent rating scenarios to
determine the degree job factors were required to perform the duties foi
each job and the most equitabla grade. The choice of three groups provided
for several comparative criterion policy b tilding steps. Also the range of
rating behavior wot.ld likely vary sufficiently to indicate to some extent
if the prediction of grade would stabilize enough to warrant use of Any
given equation within an operational set of limiLations related to the career
s'ructure, work design, and duty position identity. The :ob sample size of
200 benchmark positions and selection of policy groups were believed adequate
to obtain sufficient prediction of grade that reasonable job factor reliability
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L 'would result and a grading equation would function quite credibly through the

different levels of peroonnel review and accounting.

the Several1 policy '-hoices were dzvel')pe'd exploring wihat would happen when
the 200 officers and NCO's and combinations thereof furnished job factor
ratings and grade judgments. The MILPERC and Fort Harrison officer factor
ratings were used to predict criterion grade ratinps nf tho Fort Bliss NCO's.
Then the NCO factor ratings were combined separately with each officer group
to predict each set of officer criterion grade ratings. This would allow
for a range of possible factor ratings to observe the effects on grade pre-
diction while identifying the combination yielding the highest multiple
correlation coefficient. Such an approach also gave a notion of equation
differences wtich might arise as factor weights are varied and criterion
grade ratings are alternately substituted. Although the validation of the
best equation rests on conparison of the three equations, a certain funda-
mental stability of the highest multiple correlation coefficient was being
confirmed by obtaining correlations which vould show they were relatively
close together. In this instance it is surely a stringent alternative
procedure for cross-validation because there are deliberate variations
introduced rather than randomly dividing the groups into two subsamples and
having the same criterion grade judgments used to compare equations.

Policy choices further considered that equations represented different
perceptions of what might serve to determine grade. Should a mix of officer
and enlisted job factor ratings offer a more desirable grade prediction?
Or would the use of officer factor ratings best predict enlisted criterion
grade ratings? Then, too, could fewer factors predict 3rade almost as
accurately as all factors? These questions occur since they Qsn influence

V how job grading is done and whether particular values are consistent in the
grading process.

Besides trying to derive the optimal grading equation, there was
persistent question about the vulnerability of a job to a downgrade action
if a requirement is directed to lower grade or hold to given grade constraints
to keep the force within specified boundaries. The process of grading jobs
posen a series of conflicting requirements at times to provide the ost
equitable grade for the job and to hold the job structUre to authorized force
levols or budgetAry costs. Any policy should develop according to specified
steps. More often than not the best grade prediction should act as a solid
reference point and come from an independent rating process, then respond
to the limlts imposed by personnel structure and grade quotas. A question-
naire was administered to check on the rating effects of rater opinions and
what night help in the hopefully objective process of job grading and pay
allocation system.

RESULTS

After the 200 benchmark job descriptio.t. were rated on the 12 job require-
sent factors with proposed grade, the data were reduced to have estimates of
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I
factor reliability and stepiriso multiple correlations with factor validity
coefficients computed. Tlhe reliability estimates using analysis for variance
(Winer, 192) were computed for each job factor to Assure that an adequate
level of xeliability ,vas secured in the collected ratinga. Reliability
coefficients ranged from .87 to .98 with most falling in the middle ninety
range. The reliability coefficient for the mean grade ratings rcross
sampled jobs was .98. For the experimental scales, Job Satisfaztion and
Organizational Setting, the reliabilities were .93 and .96, respective y.
Validity coefficients for job factor ratings correlated with the criterion
of proposed grad't for tite combined groups were generally high to very high
ranging from .56 to .90, but across the three combined groups of policy
board raters four factors had negative or extremely low validity. These
were Physical Effort, Combat Exposure, Physical Skills, and Job Conditizns.
Both Job Satisfaction and Organizationa $..tting indicated high validity
(.82 and .88).

Multiple regression ,A) equations were derived for three combined
groupings: KILPERC.N atid Harrison with Bliss grade criterion; HILPERCEN
and Bliss with Harrison criterlocs; and Hlarrison and Bliss with KILPERCEN
criterion. The multiple R's were derived producing .94 using the Bliss

criterion grades, .93 using the Harrison criterion, and .92 usinh the
MILPERCEN criterion. Although the regression coefficients ,sed to multiply
each facto.- weight varied to a greater or lesser extent in arriving at the
multiple R for each combined group, the end result was a highly predictive
equation. The equation, almost uniformly predicted current or actual grade
given for the 200 Job descriptions at .83. Perhapu rather oddly the 1967
equation predicted actual grade then with a multiple R of .83. Super-
ficially, none of the three equations predicting optimal grade seems to
give much advantage in predicting current grade, yet an observation Is
suggested that the intervening 10 years and use of the 1967 grade equation
under personnel management constraints lid not materially distort the
grade allocation order.

Fince the multiple R of .94 was derived from the KILPERCEN and Fort
Harrison officers factors ratings correlated with the Fort Bliss NCO's
criterion grade ratings, it was tent&tively agreed that this equation
would provide more probable credibility. The officer factor ratings sug-
gest that officers must capably direct job requirement standards, while
t:ie NCO's should know most competencly what an enlisted Job is comparatively
worth and must obtain corresponding productivity. Mure analyses are being
performed to make sure thia equaion hat all of the statistical character-
istics to recommend a prototype application for a series of job grading
requests. There have already been sote trial data collected which give

*a trend of lower grace estimates than obtained with the 1967 equation,
but the sample of !obs is not representative and the personnel analysts
were not too experienred using the new equation. As it st inds the pro-
posed constant value and weights for mean factor ratings in the new
eqvation are:
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1.343 + 0.5411 + 0.23f. 11 + (-0o353)3i I.  + 0.258)[V + (-0.087)XV +OO9v

+398X vIl + O.093XVI:I + 1-0.016)X X+ 0.0,46Xx + 0.013X + 0.132Xx£

- computed grade.

When the first (lowest) level for all 12 job factors (i.e., I' T ..". Y )

is etered into this equation, the result is 2.63. T'his value would pro-
bably round Lo E-3. A shortened version of the factor equation in the
stepwise regression gave the constant value and positive weights of:

1.298 + 0.5408( + 0.2533 + 02(l- +i 0.5 * + -. 08)Xv + computd gade

Vhen the first (lowest) level for all five factors is entered into Zhis equa-
rion the result is 2.63.. Tis equation is a practical substitute when a
quick stimte in asked for end the 12 factor equation is npplieJ later for

review purposes.

The downgrading equation, or method by which downgrading could occur,
examined the policy f ratern who would perform downgrading of an tvailable

sample of enlisted positions. The rating groups were directed to reduce 10
of 20 job descriptions by one grade. The equation, then, predicted if a job
would have the factors for downgrading. Significant agreementt svemed related
to three job factors with a negative value for Organizational Setting (XLi).
and poJitive, counter-balancing valos for Combat Exposure (VI) and Responsi-
bility for Material Resources (VIII). The equation having a large constant
of 9.38, then had the fllowing weights -. 301 + .701 Vi + .801Vill

derived which are used basically to give an estimate for probability of a
"non-downgrading" action. Th, objective of predictinG 10 downgrading deci-
sions by 20 raters, led to the computation of a low-value index by dividing
the above equation solution hy 20 to determine the non-downgrading proba-
bility, with the probability of downgrading becoming greater as the numerator
becomes smaller. This approach only illustrates how downgrading may have
systematic formulation to guide such policy usage and control. Pragmatically,
It was found the factor weights could be substituted in the 12 factor equation
and the result was a realisLic operational estimate of whether the Job might
appear vulnerable to downgrading. An example of the projected use of the
downgrading equation would restolt in the probability of downgrading a posi-
tiono like Reenlistment NOC but the job of Rifleman would retain the assigned
grade.

A job rating questionnaire (.'RQ) was given to all members of the three
policy rating boards. This questionnaire was used to obtain possibly relevant
information connected with downgrading and rating behavior, inte.,:pretation of
grade prediction equations and certain biodaca. The interpretive sections of
the questionnaire explored three Areas which could systematically influence
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policy outcoms: job fac'cvM me.hodology and procedures; career management
considerations; and economic attitudes. The results suggest that the job
factors were adequately defined for the rating task and that the raters
brought their own judgment to bear with systematic gr&Lding standards.

. Responses indicated the majority of judges found the technical areas and
~special skill positions most difficult to evaluate. Ibis finding may suggest

that a vertical grade structure is not the bes, way to reward technical-skill
i performance, and that level of authority is hard to balance with amount of
~specialization. An implication ay encourage further research toward the
)! development of a skill progression and reward system separate from grade

~progression. -n terms of career management a variety of considerations
were dealt with relevant for promotion and regrading actions. It was
observed that nearly 80 percent of rater-judges believed that current
policies have resu-1ted in the grade structure and promotions being more
competitive than five years ago. There was fundmeental consensus among
the judges concerning retirement promotion A th 66 percent ludicatin8
promotion should be contingent upon evidence of at least one or more years
of active duty remaining before retirement. Given a choice between down-
grading some Jobc or holding grade for all jobs In order to met budgetar
constraints, 26 percent of the judges chobe the former and 36 percenL chose

the latter with the others votis,& to analyze the problem from a different
approach. The results ay tend to suggest that interfering with career
progression is not viewed positively to sat.isfy budgetary constrainte.. In
exploring the economic attitades of the judges, 66 percent indicated they
believed their grade estimates provide the income and recogniticn required
to assure adequate job performance.

Further, it was noted the promotion concept I:s not easily compensated
for and aa~y approach to offer other types of rewirds and recognitlon willl
soKhow have to be related P-o some concept of covttnued advancement cr
career probression. Another observation occurred to imply that any personnel-
training actions tied to promotion delay or substitution will not be readily
accepted unless promotion to trented as a separate transaction and any cost
problem in adjusted to show it In not managed to aiWect promotion. The
background iformation (biodata) qualified the polict raters as having 75
percent with 10 or more years of service. working in a wide cross-section of
units, the majority havtng three years or less time-in-grade, 87 percent
educated beyond the high school level, and 94 perccnt havng tr.&ining for
their military duties through resident courses and OJT.

DISCUSISION

The Army Research Institute in conjunction uitrh the Mil~tary Occupa-
tional Development Division, MILPERCEN has explored # new validation and
adaptation of job evaluatioa methodology in developintg vtntatively proposed
enlisted grade equations. The job requirement factor rfitAtgs given by 125
officers (Captain through Colonel) accurntely predict the !4rade assigned
by a policy board of 75 non-comissioned officers (E8/9) seloicted for
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experience and their extensive knowledge of enlisted duty positions. The

principal equation developed predicts enlisted grade 6y mak-ng use of the

strong relationahip between quantitative estimates of 12 highly reliable

and generally valid jot factors and the proposed grade for 200 well selected

"beachmark" duty psitions.

The 12 factor and 5 factor equations provide for contemporary im' - I
ment beyond the 1967 equation and related Job evaluation mAterials The job

evaluation factors were the same for 1977 with the excertion that two factors,

Job Sa' iofaction and Organizational Setting were added, received positive

weights, and Organizational Setting proved a very strong predictor. From

1967 to 1975 before the recently completed r2search, minor editing and

improvements were mde on the original 10 Job factors which were defined

aleng traditional lines to be compatible with other DOD approaches a&d

Civil Service to express job duties in term of similar, logically derived

scales of jb requirements.

Job factor methodology as presented by the 1977 equations provides a

reasonably valid grading and dacision-making process. Similar factor systems

have been dnveloped by and updated by the Civil SertIce Commission (Anderson

and Cortq, 1973) and Air Force (Chriqtal, 1975). The quadrennial review of

military compensation (Pappas, risher, and Martin, 1976) sought as a study

objective to link certain military jobs with their i.tvilian equivalent and

Oid not appear to find any other system more valid than the job factor equation.

Some direct use of task inventories may offer supplemental data for assigning

grade with a basis for determining the grades of personnel performing similar

sets of tasks. The consensus of expert judgment which gives validity to the

job factor methodolcgy is based essentially on a "votin& process," so that

any later adjustwnt to a job grade results likely from variables such as MOS

grade structure or some other girading guidelines. Comparative analyses of the

Armed Services and wade scale linkage in the civilian economy, or even grading
policies of major corporations and labor unions, can provide more insight

regarding the relationihips of grade, wage scale, and overall compensation.

No matter which line of grade estizating you follow, the job factor approach j
will provide an accurate base estimate from which grade determination can

proceed so that analysts are better oriented to apply required policy guidance.

The downgrading equation was not highly significant yet points the way

4 towmrd designing a unique poitcy strategy for rzacting to grade constraints

or limitations. This procedure along with a firm "rounding" guideline when

averaging position grade estimates gives a more conservative and slightly

lower grade projection that is arbitrated by expert analyst judgment using

at least five independent job ratings and Arny policy guidance.

The Job Rating Questionnaire is meant to offer certain supplemental

infonution related to grading and NOS structure design. This information

can help in modifying sclectad personnel actions so that the career patterns

and if'S management are more related to the policy understanding of officer

18
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! au~d tnl~sted personnel wh~o-muot p erform the operatior.al functions of personnel

utilizat-on. The strength and relatively obvious interVpretation of equtior
1 Laad questionnaire results did not recommnd further research to 6ifferentiate
~possible effects of rater characteristics. Howver, affter continuing purifi-

cation of the data base, a multiple R of over .97 has resulted and some
explanation of r~ter effects willl follow in a later report.

Iu summary, the job evaluation methodology was refined an Jd is being
r'evised by extended Army Research Institute effort to be flexible in relation
to ext.erna)ly imposed grade constraints. Policy forecasting questions were
explored for further dtvelopmnt so that grade requirempnts can adjust to
changing policy for time-in-Srade, MOS strength, and grade-pay phasing.
Career progression design can have a more equitable basis and future Army
enlisted grading can apply highly reli:able standards when deciding job value.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Officer Grade Requirements (OGR) research project was designed
to assess the appropriite grade (lieutenant through colonel) for
eacsh of the 62,000 jobs in the total non-airerew officer force.

The job evaluation technology which was developed in the course
of the OGR project is a systematic and reliable method which can
be used to determine grades for non-aircrew jobs based on job content
and responsibility. The present updated version of the technology
was developed foi use by the Air Force Mmnagment Enginecring
Teams (METs) to be employed as a manpower tool in assigning grades
tj jobs.

For those not familiar with the Air Force occupatiomal structure$
there are 54 career fields or job groupings for officers (excluding
pilots and physicians) which are made up from over 180 Air Force
Specialties. As an example, Table I reflects the scientific career
field made up of seven specialties.

f Table 1. ExLmple of Air Force Job Structure

One Career Field Comprised of: Seven Air ?orce Specialties

Scientific 2616 Scientif'.c Manager
2635 Physi.;Ist

26XX 2645 Chesist/Biologist
2655 Metallurgist
2665 Nuclear Research Officer
2676 Behavioral Scientist
2685 Scientific Analyst

II. REVIEW OF OwFCER GRADE REQUIREMENTS RESEARCH

The basic technology for the OGR job evaluation method has
been under developLent 4nd refinement for over 15 yvars. To understand
the methods and procedures used in the present study t brief explan&tion
of the initial phase of the OGR (1963-1966) is presented below,
prior to a discussion of the latest job evaluation exercise employed

f by METs.

Stx steps were involved in the first phase of the OGR project.
Figure I depicts actions, dates and job sample sizes for these six
steps.

Step 1. Collection of Job Descriptions (1963)

The first step of the project involved collection of accurate and
detailed Jeb statements describing the work performe,' by Air Force
officers in all Air Force specialties. Figure 1 shows the initial 1963
job collection of 79,750 officer jobs. Each job incumbent provided A
job title, a description of his job in the Air Force organzational
structure, and a detailed description of duties and tasks performd.
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The in-umbent's supervisor was asked to review the job description
for accuracy *nd provide a judgment concerning the appropriate grade
for that job.

Stop 2. Selection of Criterion Smple (1963-1964)

The second step consisted of selection of 3,575 representative
jobs in all ?-ades across all major air commands, both overseas and
in the continental United States. ,Jobs were selected from all Air
Force Specialty Codes (AYSCs).

Step 3. USAF Policy Board Ratints (1964)

In the third step, a policy board composed of 22 colonels was
convened bj HQ USAY. Policy board members were selected on the
basis of their experience in various career areas to that for any
of the 3,575 criterion sample jobs, there was at least one member
who could serve as an expert consultant to the rest of the board in
making Judgments as to the appropriate grade (lieutenant through
coloncl) for the Jobs. Board members were instructed to judge
each job on its merits.

In quantsfyiOng and recording the board's judgments the following

measurer were taken:
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I t
a) Board mmbers rated the appropriate grade level for a job and
then indicated on a 3-point scale their level of confidence in such
ratings. They were given access to any inforration needed to make
accurate judgments. This included consuitation with other members,
obtaining organizational, command, or installation information about
a job, and telephoning special air staff consultants or the supervisor
of the incumbent of the job being rated. However, ambers were
advised that their ratinga were to be independent and were to reflect
the unbiased judgment of the rater alone. The board members did not
have knowedge of the authorized (Unit Manning Documnt-UKD) grade
for the job being rated nor of the grade stated by the incumbont's
supervisor. They were not informed of the grade held by the incumbent
in the job, nor were grade ratings assigned by other board members
available to the rater.

b), Grade ratings for particular jobs were obtained independently
from five sopara.te board mmbers since earlier Air Force job evaluation
ritsearch indicated that an average of five independent ratings provided
stable estimatea for job evaluation purposes.

c1' Each job was rated in a context of other jobs since earlier job
evaluotion research on eontext effects suggested that more accurate
ratings of job level are obtained when a job is considered with other
Jobs of varying content and level.

d) Board members rated grade requirements using a 16-point rating
scale consisting of three levels of experience within each grade from
lieutenant through colonel, and one level for general. This scale
was based on findings that ratings are more stable when judges made
the fi r.at discriminations of which they are capable, and the assumption
that experienced officers can distinguish jobs requiring high, moderate,
or low levels of experience.

Step 4. Analysis of Policy Board Actions (1964)

Analysis of the policy board rating data was a critical part of
the project since these ratings formed the basis for establishing
grade requirements. A series of analyses was accomplished to determineif the grade ratings were stable; if there was high agreement among
board msebers concerning the appropriate grade requirements for parti-
cular jobs; if the raters had confidence in their ratings; and if the
raters were biased for or against jobs in various APSCs or comanda.
Main results from these analyses were as fol)ows.

a) The reliability coefficient (.92) of the mean grade ratings as

given by the policy board indicated there was hit agreement among
board members concerning grade requirements for jobs in the criterion
sample.
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b) Baaed on a 3-point scale of confidence, (I low to 3 - high)
board members expressed a high level of confidence in ratings with
at least 4 or 5 raters expressing the highest level of confidence
in their ratings of 2,389 ot the 3,575 'obs. In fact, only 59 of the
jobs had a confidence rating of less than 2.

c) Analysis designed to identify raters showing a bias for or
against jobs by command or occupational grouping revealed that individual
board members did not exhibit a bias to-wards Johs in any particular
coand or AFSC. The highest reported disagreement smong board wembers
varied from the man by only 1.7 points on a scale from I to 16, with
nost values being less than 1. The maximum level of disagreement
among raters varied by less than 1/2 of a grade.

d) Additional analyses indicated that board members agreed that
many jobs were inappropriately graded and that each job was considered
on its own merits. Comparison of ID versus board grade rvteale
no systematic tendency on the part of raters to confirm current UD
grade authorizations or to i.%flate .heir ratings of grade requiremens.
Many jobs were downgraded as much as one or two full grade levels,
while others were upgraded. Reliability analyses incicated there was
strong agreement mong board members as to which particular jobs shoLid
be uptraded and downgraded.

Step 5. Development of Policy Equation (1964)

The fifth step of the initial OGR development entailed the develop-
mant of a multiple linear regression equation which "captured" the
policy-making grade decisions of the criterion board using veverai
variables with judgments obtained from 1,246 field grade raters on
the 3.575 job set. A high agreement among board members concerning
the appropriate grade for jobc indicated they considered similar factors
in making their decisions. In developing the equation, over 200 predictor
variables and 350 tegression problem were considered. As a result
of these analyses, predictors were eventually narrowed down to 9 v4riablesI! involving 1) special training and work experience, 2) communication

skills, 3) judgment and decision making, 4) planning, 5) management,
6 & 7) two levels of organization information, 8) the supervisoers
judgment of grade for the job (lieutenant through general), ind 9)
the field grade judye rating.

Step 6. Aplication of Policy Eqution (1965)

The last or sixth step in this initisl Vhase of job evaluation
developed consisted of applying the grade policy equation to an
additional 8,250 job descriptions rated by field grade raters (see
Figure 1). Togcther with the 3,575 policy board ratings from jobs,
appropriate grades for over 11,000 officer Jobs had been determined.
From this large base it was possible to project to the grade structtre
of tha entire Air Force consisting of 105,908 jobs, and to compare
projected grade requirerent statements with the total Air Force
authorizations (IM).
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Results indicated that changes were necessary in many career
fields in order to align grades with jobs based on job content
and responsibility levels as stated by OGR. For some career fields
such as Research and Development, Developmental Engineering and
Financial the 0GR study indicated that too few colonel positions

were available; while in other fields such as Education and Training,
Information, And Legal, too many colonel positlons were allocated.
Overall, many jobs wer found to be undergraded, especially at the
rank of major where greater content and responsibility levels existed

than what UND authorizations indicated.

Develpwnt of Bench Mi&rk Rating Scales

In addition to the above technology, in 1966 benchmark scales
were Seveloped for tho, OGR job evaluation factors of special training
and work experience, communication skills, judgment and decision making,
planning, and management. Scales range from 1 to 9 vih three job
titles chosen to represent each of the nine increasing skill levels.
These scales allow were consistent and reliable Judgments to be made
by comparing isolated or single jobs with the berchiarked jobs of
the scale. The scales were valid.ated using 1,000 officer positions.
The job grades obtained with benchmark scales compared with the Policy
Board were in high agreement (r f .90). An example of a current benchmark
scale for the management factor is preseated in Table 2.

Table 2. A a1e ofa bma* sc.al.

MANAGEMENT. 11 -kI of CXtcut1W, 3nd miu.,"snj tktll ti tcqut tI tihe job
| ,lrl ' I . * . - , ld |c vi of the aciviti1 which are ditected. oqpnited.
%kildiviled t tit n led. commintd, ot evaluated

LEVEL 9

Dioe.c. o4 f udple. Ik Msjot As Coniand
(',,l,,J~ C-. 01.m it Sumlftl (JP (Ovcfsen)

Way* ('twinta.ikki Trct " Contit Wt (0",,:.,)

LEVEL?
Adniitti' llvv Olffict, Alt Raw Sq!

I ja 4 ivwcms Oflkv, r'ombat Suplyorn Gp
1,% Ik .d l'-ghtr Pilot. TactitAl Ftrhlate Sq

LEVLLI

IN°Ytitlast " StwuI Wo,, LSAF lkoq"a
lk.,r MR SIN*c "aoot, Ait S Sq
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III. DEVELOPME11T OF JOB EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR MET's

The first development of the technology using MET personnel
began in 1974. Previously the technology had employed field grade
officers as raters. The 1974 pilot test confirmed that METs could
also apply the technology with accuracy and consistency.

The process used in the determinstion of grades is presented
in Figure 2. The basic process involves seven actions from the time
the job description is filled out until the appvopriate grade for
the job is assigned. After the supervisor makes 4 grade Judgment,
MET raters make judgments on five grade factors with the aid of benchrark
scales which were discussed previously. When this informatioa is com-
bined with organization information, resulting scores can be converted
to a grr.de which reflects the job content and respo nlbilty level
of the job.

r.Itppe 1 .On Factoris

Job Awr l" edb z. w. to assess h l to O

Job deepttn. wtr, collected by W aamoevga on d rated no
job factors. In the 1974 pilot test, c job descriptions were
collectud to test the feasibility of MET application of the OCR
system. In addition, 485 of the original 3,575 criterion board
jobs were rated by MET mibrs to assess the vnlidity of the OGR
technique. Reading the crossbreak horizontally in Table 3 shows
2,172 jobs ratod in the 1974 pilot study, consisting of 485 policy
board jobs and 1,687 current Air Force officer jobs which were collected
by METs. Successful czepletion of the pilot test indicated thtt
PETs could systematically and reliably determine grade requirements
for jobs, and a full field test was therefore undertaken to refine
and expand this job evaluation technology. _npWles from the 1974
pilot study were Incorporated into the crossbresk design of the larger
effort as shown in Tble 3. In the 1976 study, as In the 1974 pilot
study, two kinds of jobs were rated. One set consisted of jobs from
the original 1964 policy board set and the other consisted of current
Air Force job descriptions collected during the study.
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Reading the crossbreak vertically, rather than horizontally, it
may he seen that, of the policy board jobs, a total oi 1,725 criterion
Jobs were rated by ?fT members. In addition, over 11,000 new jobs
were collected and rated in this phase of the OCR. This 11,000 case
sample was used as the base from which projections were made to the
total am-irczew force of over 62,000 Air Force officer positions.
In 1. OT ealueted emr 13,000 Je Is tWe mt xetatm adertakiag
of the OS meoeer& proJect.

Table 3. Sal. Crmssbreak of Substs &A Total
of Jobs Used In Job Evaluation

Ppl7ic Board Jobs Current A.F. Jobs Totals

19'4 Pi lot
NtyPlo N 485 (1) N 1,687 (4) N 2,172 (7)

Sudy N 1,240 (2) N - 9,634 (5) N 10,874 (8)

Stple N 1,725 (3) N 11,321 (6) N 13,046 (9)

Cells Description

(1) to (3) Policy Board Jobs used as the criterion in
conputing validity and construction of the

grade conversion table

(4) to (6) Current jobs nc- ly collected used as the base
for making projections to the total nori-aircrev
force

0) and (8) Rzting subset information used for reliability

computat iat¢s

(9) Grand total number of all Jobs used in the study

Th 1,725 critarlm we ple mt of JOU aste4 ot "t ftm
two-seirv jobs *hick ore still Is tha Air lsre tedsw. 21 wl
was used to derive a naw set of regression equation w*Uhts for
the Policy equation and to construct a conversion table for converting
composite scores to military grades.
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The second, current job sample, vws used to project grade re-
quirements to the total non-aircrew Zorce. Sampling specifications
were established for the 122 lIrs, with jobs stratified across Air
Force specialties and across grades (lieutenant through colonel) in
order to assure that description* were representative of the total
non-aircrow force. Sample specifications vere based on a December
Unit Detail Listirl (UDL - present version of the tMD). Over 900
MET raters from all over the world participated in the study.

Analyses of 1,725 Criterion Jobs

Analyses resulted in an 8 variable sltiple regression equation
using the five factors, two Ievel of organization variables and the
supervisor's j%,dgment. When compared to the grades assigned by the
Policy Board to the same jobs the Policy Equation reflects a validity
coefficient of .90. Individual validities for each of the variables
are reported in Table 4. Based on these findings, the 1,725 job set
was used to construct a stable conversion table to convert the composite
scores obtained from th& application of the regressiov equation to a
military grade. This permits the evaluation of a Job, using the grade

equation to provide a score, and a conversion of the resulting score
into the appropriate officar grade required for the job.

Table 4. Validity of Grade Predicturs In The Grade Equation for the OCR

Variable Validity

Special training and work experience .65
Communication skills .72
Judgment and decision making .74
Planning .78I
?anagemwnt .79
Level of organization .50
Level of job within organization .47
Supervisor'* judgment of appropriate grade .78
Final grade composite score .90

Based on an average of 13.61 ratings par job
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By usinr the grade equation, this mthod will assign the e&Ae
gratse to each non-aircrew position as would have been assigned b!
the Policy Board members. Table 5 indicates the variables of tht
equation and their associated weights used in determining a composite
score. The mean values of 5 job evaluation factors rated on benchmark
scales are weighted and combined with the two organization variables
and the supervisor's judgment.

Table 5. Application of the Policy Equation

JOB WEIGHTED
GRADE DETERMINANTS VALUE WEIGHT COMPONENT

Special training and work experience 1 1 I

Communication 1 1 0

Judgment and decision making I 0
Planning 1 3

Managemnt 3

Level of organization JD* 1 0

Level of job within organization JD* I 0

Supervisor ' . judgment of appropriato
grade IDA **

. .. . ..... SODRE

Sfrom Job description
I + or - dependnp on grade colonel threugh lieutenant

Analyss of 11,321 Current Jobs

To examine how veil the NET raters agreed among themselves
as to a jobs content and responsibility, inter-rater reliability
coefficients were computed. Based on 6.94 ratings per job. the
intra-class coefficient resulted in r - 97. This ctfftcient
indicated very high agreement among tkek raters and indicated that
if the 11,000 jobs were evaluated by another group Lf raters, Rimilar
results would be obtained.
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IV. PROJECTIONS TO THE TOTAL NON-AIRCItEW OFFICER FORCE

Based on the preceding findings and indications, it was possible
to project, with considerable accuracy, the results which would be
obtained if the HETs were to apply OCR technology to the eviti.'e
non-aircrew for;e. re 11,321 ample was rpresentative and large
enough (18 percent of the force) to provide stable projections ofc

the various career utfilzation faelds for the 62,602 positions listed
on the December 1975 Manpower and Organization UDL QUO UDL).

Table 6 presents the overall resulri from this projection exercise,
comparing the authorized manpower statements of the UDL, OR state-
mants of rade, and the December 1975 actual on-board manning strength
as reflected in the Uniform Officer Records (UOR). As may be seen,
OCR calls for a decrease in the nuab;r of currently authorized colonels,
an increase in lieutenant colonels, a very large Increase in majors,
and a significant decrease in the authorizations for captains and
lieutenants. In summary, an overall increase in the number of field
grade officers would be needed to match the grades of the incumbents
with the content and responsibility levels of Air Force non-aircrew
officer jobs.

Table 6. Projections to the Total Non-Aircrew Force

M&O PRESENT GRADE
tIDt. qGR DEC 1975 - U k

Grado N _ __ X Differen- e N %

COL 4,739 7.57 4,276 6.83 -463 4,306 6.53

LTC 10,358 16.55 I1,OOC 17.57 +642 10,153 15.38

M4LA 13,744 21.95 19,204 30.68 +5,460 14,307 21.67

CAPT/LT 33,761 53.93 ,8,122 44.92 -5,639 37.248 56.42

62,602 62,602 66,014

In addition to the needed increase in majors. other conditions were
found to exist based on projection data. Examinhg the projections
for the 54 career fields it was noted that some c"reer fields were
over graded at various grade levels and that some were undergraded.
For oxampl.;, turning again to the scientific career field, it may
be noted in Table 7 that many more majors and iiettenant tolonel
authorizatione are needed for scientific jobs based on the content
and responsibility levels of the work performed.
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Table 7. AFSC: 261M TITLE: SCIENTIFIC

N&O PRESENT GRADE
UDL OGR DEC 1975 - UOR

Grade N 2 N , Differenct N Z I

COL 12 1.07 6 0.53 -6 6 0.51

LT COL 102 9.09 141 12.57 +39 98 8.28

MAJ 273 24.33 504 44.92 +231 257 21.71

C.PT/LT 735 65.51 471 41.98 -264 823 6.51

1,122 1,122 1,184

V. CONCLUSIONS

The officer grade requiriments (OCR) project has been one of
the most extensive job evaluation research projects in existence.
In the course of over 15 years of research and development the techno'-fy
was used to deteraine the appropriate grades for 11,825 jobs based
ott individual ratings in 1963-1966. In the recent devilopment of
the t*echnolo.0, employing anaugement Engineering raterc, 13,046 individual
jobs were rated. Taken together 04-61r. constitutes over 24,000 jobs
which have bean ovaluatod using the OGR technology. When the 1966
projections to 105,908 jobs are coupled with the 1974-1975 projections
to 62,602 joba this results in over 168,000 jobs having been considered
by the OGR job evaluztion system.

The basic comp.)nents of the OGR system consist of five job
factors (special training and work experience, communication skills,
judgment and decision asking, planning, and management) judged
vth becchmark scales, two organization variables, and the eupe*visor's
Judgment of the appropriate grade. When entered into a wultiple
linear regression equation, these variables produce a composite
score which can be converted into an appropriate military grade
from lieutenant through colonel.

When applied by the METs, this technology will provide a systematic
and reliable device for deteruiiing officer grade requireents based
upon job content and responsibility associated with specific jobs.

Note: This paper has drawn freely from various Air Force Technical
Reports regardlag the OGR research. A list of key reports it. provided
in the references.
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JOB EVALUATION OF A LINKAGE
TECHNOLOGY I

Objective

This study was a research project conducted for the 197S
Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (QRMC). The project
was designed to test the validity of previousi.y developed job
linkages used to -ompare earnings for "equivalent" military
and Civil Service job levels and occupations. The study also
provided a demonstration of a method for evaluating job con-
tent (difficulty) which could be used both to determine linkages
and relative positioning of &iiitary and Civil Service occupations.
Further, the methodology provides a ready mechanism for a direct
comparison of the difficulty of military occupations to the
difficulty of jobs in the private sector.

The initial objective of the project was to test the linkages
developed in the first QIRC conducted in 1967, as well as other
proposed linkages. This analysis included a sample of military
(combat arms) jobs for which no counterpart exists in the civilian
economy and which were not evaluated by the 1967 QRMC. (The
combat arms jobs were not evaluated by the 1967 QRC due to the
limitations of the job evaluation techniques employed.) Analyses
were at-o maue of pay grades in the Civil Service to evaluate
their job content and relative position with respezt to selected
military pay grades.

It should be noted that pay comparability between the military
and Civil Service and the internal equity of military compensation
were not examined in this study. Instead, the focus of this
study was on the measurement of job content in military and
Civil Service occupations. Comparisons were made between tha
military service and the Federal Civil Service with respect to
the job content within selected pay grades of these two job
classification systems.

I This presentation is derived from the Executive Susiarary
of a study conducted for the 1975 Quadrennial Review of
Military Compensation by Hay Azsociates under contrct
number M'DA 903-76-C-0018, An Analysis of Selected Linkages
Between %UI% t ary an I Civi 1* eice-T cupatini. Linda- P.'
PipaT-iT_ H. u Fisher, Jr., an "-Ra- tin, Jr.,
April 1976
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The task of establishing the relative positioning of pay
grades in the military service and the Federal Civil Service
entailed the use of the following strategy for research: (a)
sampling procedures were use to insure that positkons with
large numbers of incumbents were represented at each pay grade
so that the sample jobs represented the norm of job content at
each pay grade; (b) jobs at each level were evaluated usiag a
common (single) standard of measurement, the Hay Method, to permit
comparative analyses to be made; and (c) the results of the job
evaluation were subjected to both visual inspection and statis-
tical analysis to evaluate linkages and determine the relative
positioning of pay grades in the military and Federal Civil
Servize job classification systems.

Details of the approach are summarized below.

Approach

The approach involved the selection of a representative
sample of military and Federal Civil Service positions. A two-
stage sampling proceduru was employed.

First, certain military pay grades and Civil Servic" pay
grades were selected. A total of seven (7) military pay grades
and thirteen (13) Civil Service pay grades were represented.
The seven military grades represent a broad spectrum of the
military pay structure. The military grades were E-3, E-S,
E-7, 0-1, 0-2, O-5, and 0-8. These grades include approximately
41% of the total Armed Forces population. The thirteen Civil
Service pay grades were GS-3, GS-S, GS-7, GS-9, GS-14, GS-IS,
GS-18, WG-S, WG-6, NG-8, WG-10, WS-9 and WS-10. These pay
grades tepresent approximately 46% of all General Schedule
(white-collar) employees and S4% of all Wage Grade (blue-collar)
employees.

dSecond, occuFations were sampled at each of these milltary
and Civil Service pay grades. For both the military and the~Civil Service, jobs were purposely selected to represent
occupations with large numbers of incumbents. Hence, jobs were
selected to best represent the typical jobs at each pay grade.
The military 2Th sample fas also selected to represent each of
the Armed Services. Further, the military sample included jobs
in each DOD occupational category including DOD category "0"
(Combat Arms) occupations. Jobs in this i-ategory were not
evaluated by the 1967 QRNC, because these purely military
occupations ca'inot be evaluated by Civil Service standards.
iloaever, the military job sample in the present study exclu,'ed
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jobs for which the incumbents were in training.

The military and Civil Service job samples were reviewed
for representativeness by the QRMC and the U.S. Civil Service
Commission, respectively. It was determined that the samples
constituted a fair representation of jobs at each pay grade.

A total of 140 military jobs and 193 Civil Service jobs
were included in the sample, for a grand total of 333 jobs.l
Although the number of jobs sampled may appear to be small,
the number is quite large compared to other surveys, e.g., the
PATC Survey.2  Further, these jobs were purposely selected to
represent occupational specialties with large numbers of
incumbents, and hence to provide the basis for estimating the
typical job content at each pay grade. In total, the sample
positions include 48t of the military population in the seven
selected military pay grades, and 421 of the Civil Service
population in the thirteen selected Civil Service pay grades.
This sample size is adequate for estimating the typical difficulty
of jobs at these pay grades in the military and Federal Civil
Service.

Written job description materials provided by the Armed
Forces and the U.S. Civil Service Commission were used to de-
scribe the content of each job. 3 Similar materials were used
by the 1967 QRHC in their evaluations. Existing written job
description materials were adequate for purposes of this study.
The quality of the materials did vary in terms of relevance and
completeness. For example, it was found that:

I The term "jobs" is used throughout this report to describe
occupations and skill-level combinations.

2 In the 1974 PATC Sur~ey, 84 nccupation/skill level combinations
comprised te sample used to estimate Federal Civil Service
pay requirements for jobs classified under the General
Shedole System.

The evaluation of 0-2 positions was in exception, since jobdzscriptions unique to the O-2 pay grade are te,erally
unavi lahIe.
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' The job description information was generally not
integrated. For example, military Tables of Organi-
zation (T/O's) were separate from the job descriptions;

* The accountability di iS4on, hich has key import&nce
in the Hay evaluation system, was not well specified in
many of the job description aterials. For example,
the military job descriptions did not report the numbers

of men supervised or the budget controlled by an officer;

e For some positions, the job description materials appeared
to exaggerate the content of the job. For example, some
of the Federal Civil Service classification standardslisted all duties an incumbent might perform, not the

actual duties performed.

# In contrast, the job descriptions for some positions were
so brief that it was difficult to underLand the fullrange of job content. For example, the military job

descriptions for some officer occupations were only one
paragraph long.

However, these problems were overcome in the course of the project.
For example, the job description : aterials were suppleatented asneeded with additional clarifying information as to the purpose,
nature, scope and dimensions of the positions. Military Tables
of Organization and inforaton on unit size ere used to
complement the military job descriptions. Fosition classification
experts in the U.S. Civil Service Co ission clarified the problems

noted for some Civil Service occupations.
It is important to note that the evaluations of the military

Occupations in this study may be conservative, in that each
military job was evaluated assuming a peacetime environment.This assjpton was also made by :he 1967 QRIC. As such, combat-
related aspects of military lobs were not considered. o weigbt

or score adjustment was made to the military job evaluation
scores to reflect the:e and other conditions unique to military

service which increase the difficulty of military occupations.

An Evaluation Comumittee of experienced private sectorconsultants was ormed to evau te the 3 positions. These
consultants had prior wrk experien in either the military
service or the Federa Civil Service. They also had extensive

job evaluation experience in the private sector.

in this application of the flay Method, job evaluators rated
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each military and Civil Service job based on an understanding
of the nature of the job. These rating3 were made using Guide
Charts which represent the three factors of Know-How, Problem
Solving and Accountability inherent in eac) job. These three
factors are, in turn, defined by eiiht dimansions. Know-How is
defined by: (1) the extent of knowledge required by the job;
(2) breadth of mana erial skills; and (3) human relations
requirements. Problem Solving is defined bf: (1) the degree
of original thought required on the job; (2) the degree of
limitations imposed on thinking. Accountability is the impact
of the job on end results and is defined by: (1) the extent of
freedom to act in the job; (2) the degree of primary (vs. shared)
accountability in the job; and (3) the mainitude (size) of the
job expressed in terms of resources.

In addition to the above factors, consideration was given
to Working Conditions when rating blue-collar non-supervisory
positions in the military and Civil Service. Working Conditions
are defined by three dimensions: (1) the extent of physical effort
required by the job; (2) the extent of exposure to hazards; and
(3) the quality of the environment, e.g., extent of exposure
to noise, fumes, heat, dirt, etc.

The following sequential multi-stage job evaluation process

was employed:

* Independent ("raw score') evaluations of each job were made.

# Clarification score evaluations were determined in
comr.ittee.

* Constnsus score evaluations were determined in zomitee.
9 "Sore-Thumbing" consisting of an internal consistency

review of consensus scores was done.

e Sponso- review of the evaluations was made. The QRHC
staff reviewed evaluations of military postions.
Representatives of the U.S. Civil Service Comissionrevie~wed evaluations of the Civit Service jobs; a repre-

sentative of the StarJards Division reviewed evaluations
of the General Schedule positions; a representative of
the Trades and Labor Section reviewed evaluations 3f Wage
Grade a.id Wage Supervisory positions.
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The evalution data were compiled, Tesulting in one final
total point score for each of the 333 positions. Sumary data
were computed, e.g., the median (typical) job difficulty at a
particular pay grade.1 The data were then inspected to determine
the relative positions of the military pay grades with respect
to the various Civil Service pay grades. A series of statistical
tests were also made of proposed linkages between pay grades in
the military and Federal Civil Service.

It should be noted that attempts to relate pay grades in
the military service to pay grades in the Civil Service are
complicated by the fact that different numbers of grades (levels)
exist in these two classification systeas. A one-to-one mapping
of pay grades between the two systems is impossible. For oxample,
the eight officer grades (0-1 t rough 0-8) do not line up with
the toen General Schedule grades (GS-7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, IS,
16, 17, and U8). Further, the nine edlisted grades do not line'up with the fifteen Wage Grades or the nineteen Wa e.Supervisory
grades, or the seven General Schedule pay grades (1S3 through

GS-9). For this reason, attempts to relate the different systems
require that estimates be made of the relative positioA of pay
grades in one system compared to pay grades in the other system.
Thus, exact linkages should not be expected and relationships
like E-3 between WG-S and WG-6 should be anticipated and readily
accepted.

Results

A. Enlisted Level

The present stmdy analyned the relationships of job content
(difficulty) between military enlisted occupations at the E-3,
E-S, E-7 levels and Civil Service jobs under both the Civil
Service white-collar (General Schedule) system and the blue-collar
(Wage GrAde'Wage Supervisor) system.

A.1. Reiationships Btween Pay Grades in the General Schedule
ian the Enlisted Grades of the "ilfary Service

The ladder iii Figure 1 shows the relationship of jobs in

I The median is a measure of central tendency. Half the jobs
are more difficult than the median value; half the jobs
are less difficult.
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selected ievels oi the Civil Service General Schedule system
and jobs in the military pay grades of E-3, and E-7.

In terms of relative job content, sample jobs in the
enlisted grades were evaluated as possessing increased
difficulty at each higher level. Sample E-7 jobs were
evaluated as more difficult than sample E-5 jobs. Sample E-S
jobs were evaluated as more difficult than sample E-3 jobs. Job
content also varied by pay gride for the sample GS jobs. Thus,
sample GS-7 jobs were evaluated as more difficult than sample
GS-S jobs, and GS-5 jobs were evaluated as more difficult than
GS-3 jobs.

Although the job content in the various pay grades of both
systems was evaluated as showing increased difficulty at higher
grades, some evidence of overlap in job difficulty tetween grades
was also found in each system. This implies that some jobs
have the same content (difficulty), although they are classified
in different pay grades. For example, some jobs at the GS-7 and
GS-S levels overlap in the Civil Service system, while some jobs
at the E-7 and E-S levels overlap in the military service.

The following relative positioning of the military enlisted

pay grades and the GS pay grades was found by inspection:

e The content of the sample E-3 jobs is similar to the
content of the sample GS-3 jobs. The content of the E-5
jobs is similar to the content of the GS-S jobs. The
content of the E-7 jobs is similar to the content cf theGS-7 jobs.

" In terms of median job content, the median E-3 job

lies near the median GS-3 job; the median E-5 job lies
near the median GS-5 job; and the median E-7 job falls
near the median CS-7 job. Note that the median job
content for each military grade exceeds the median for
the corresponding Civil Service grade. Thus, the E-3
median is 9% greater than the median for GS-3; the E-S
median is 7t greater than the median for GS-5; and the
E-7 median is 51 greater than the median for GS-7.

" In terms of ra.,g!, the E-3 and GS-3 jobs have an almost
identical range of job content. The relatively narrow
range of GS-S jobs falls within the wider range of E-S
jobs. The range of E-7 jobs falls within the relatively
%ider range of GS-7 jobs.
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Statistical analyses indicated that linkages exist at
E-3/GS-3; E-S/GS-5; and E-7/GS-7. The 1967 QRV!C had identified
a linkage of E-3 to GS-3. The 1967 QRMC also found a linkage of
E-S and GS-S, for the Navy and Marine Corps only. Linkages at
these levels were supported by the results of the present study.
A statistical linkage of E-7 to GS-7 was also found in the present
study.

A.2. Pelationships of the Wage Grade System to E-3 and E-S

The ladder in Figure 2 hows the relationship of levels in
the Civil Service Wage Grade system and in the military grades
of E-3 and E-S.

In terms of relative job content, the E-S jobs were evaluated
as more difficult than the E-3 jobs as noted previously.
Similtrly, the sample WG-1O jobs were evaluated as more difficult
than WG-8 jobs, WG-8 jobs were evaluated as more difficult than
WG-6 jobs, and WG-6 jobs were evaluated as more difficult thanWG-S jobs.

Although the job content in the various Wage Grades was
evaluated as showing increased difficulty at higher grades, some
tvidence of overlap in job content between pay 2rades was noted.
Overlap was found between jobs at the WG-5 and WG-6 levels, and
between jobs at the WG-8 and WG-1O levels.

Overlap was not found between the E-3 and 9- levels.

The following relative positioning of milittry and Wage
Grade levels was found by inspection:

9 The content uf the sample E-3 jobs is similar ta the
content of the sample WG-S and WG-6 jobs. In terms of
median job content, the median E-3 job Jes between the
median WG-S job and median WG-6 job. The E-3 median
is 24% greater than the median for WG-5. In terms of
rang , the range of WG-6 jobs lies otally within the
range of E-3 jobs. In contrast, all of the WG-S jabs
were evaluated below the median for the E-3 pay grade.

* The cortett of the sample E-S jobs Is generally similar
to the content of WG-8 and WG-1O jobs. The median E-S
job falls between the median WG-8 job and medliWG-lO
job. The E-S meian is 22% greater than the median for
WG-8. The range of E-5 jobs is similar to the range of
WG-1O jobs. n contrast, the range of WG-8 jobs falls
at the lower end of the E-S distribution.
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MILITARY-CIVIL SERVICE JOB CONTENT COMPARISONS:
ENLISTED AND WAGE GRADE
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Statistical analyses indicated a linkage of E-3 to WG-6.
A statistical linkage of E-S to WG-10 was also found. The
1967 QRMC identified a linkage of E-3 to WB-S (now WG-S).
The 1967 QRMC also found a linkage of E-5 to WB-10 (now
WG-10) for the Navy and Marine Corps, but not the Army and
Air Force. The E-3/WG-S linkage found by the 1967 QRMC was not
supported by the results of the present study. A linkage was
found at the E-S/WG-10 level, although interservice comparisons
were not made in this study. As noted above, a link at this
level was found only for the Navy and Marine Corps by the 1967
QRMC. The statistical analysis also showed that the E-S and WG-8
jobs differ in content and that the E-3 and WG-S jobs differ in
content.

A.3. Relationship Between Pay Grades in thi Wage Supervisory
E:" TFem and b-7

The ladder in Figure 3 shows the relationship between two
levels in the Civil Service Wage Supervisory system and the
military grade of E-7.

In terms of relative job content, sample E-7 jobs have
previously '.-en shown to be more difficult than sample E-3
and E-5 i'bs (3see Figure I for details). Similarly, the sample
WS-10 jobs were evaluated as more difficult than WS-9 jobs.

Although the job content in the two Wage Supervisory pay
grades was evaluated as showing increased difficulty in WS-10
compared to WS-9, there was significant overlap.

The following relative positioning of the E-7 pay grade
to the two Supervisory pty levels was found by inspection:

. The content of the sample E-7 jobs is similar to the
content of the sample WS-9 and WS-10 jobs. In terms
of median job content, the median E-7 job lies between
the median WS-9 job and median WS-10 job. The E-7 median
was 5% greater than the WS-9 median. In terms QF rane,
the ,Ange of E 7 jobs lies totally within the range ot
WS-10 jobs, suggesting an equivalence between these
levels. In contrast, 80% of the WS-9 jobs were
evaluated below the median for the E-7 pay grade.

Statistical analyses indicated that the sample E-7 jobs
were different in difficulty frot. either the Wj-9 or the WS-10

abs. No statistical linkage was found of E-7 to WS-9, or E-?
to WS-1O. These results suggest that the median E-7 job clearly
lies within the range of WS-9 to WS-lO.
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B. Officer Level

The present study also evaluated the relationship between
pay grades in the General Schedule system and in the military
officer grades. Results are discussed separatel} for the G-1,
0-2, and 0-S grades, and for the 0-8 pay grade, relative to
levels in the General Schedule (GS) pay structure.

B.1. Relationships Between Pay Grades in the Generul Schedule
Sseand the 0-1, 0-Z and 0-5 Grades

The ladder in Figure 4 shows the relationship of selected
levels in the Civil Service General Schedule system and in the
military grades of 0-1, 0-2, and 0-5.

In terms of relative job content, sample 0-5 jobs were
evaluated as much more difficult than sample 0-1 and 0-2 jobs.
The sample 0-2 jobs were evaluated as more difficult than the
0-I jobs although the evaluations were quite similar (See
statistical test results, below). In the pay grades evaluated
under the General Schedule system, the sample GS-IS jobs were
evaluated as more difficult than the GS-14 jobs, and the GS-9
jobs were evaluated as more difficult than the GS-7 jobs.

Evidence of overlap in job difficulty was noted In both the
military and Civil Service system, Overlap was found betvteen
0-1 and 0-2 in the military service, and between GS-7 and GS-9
as well as GS-14 and GS-lS in the Civil Service.

Overlap was not observed betwe.)n the 0-2 and 0-5 levels.This is to be expected, given the diiferences in jobs at the

0-S level compared to the 0-2 level.

No jobs in the interim officer ranks were evaluated in this
study. It is possible that some overlap exists between
positions in adjacent pay grades involving 0-2, 0-3, 0-4, and
0-S.

The following relative positioning of the military officer
grodes ard the GS pay grades was found in inspection:

* The content of the sample 0-1 jobs is similar to the
content of the sample GS-/ and CS-9 jobs. The
content of sample 0-2 jobs is similar to the content
of sample GS-9 jews. The content of the sample O-S jobs
is similar to thc contei,. of the sample GS-14 jobs and
some of the GS-IS jobs.
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MIILITARY.CIVIL SERVICE JOB CONTENT COMPARISONS:
COMPANY AND FIELD GRADE OFFICERS
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I
* In terms of median job content, the median 0-1 job iies

between the me-i GS-7' job and median GS-9 job. The
0-1 median is 161 greater than the GS-7 median. The
median 0-2 job falls above the median GS-9 job. The
0-2 median is 41 greater than the GS-9 median. Th,
median 0-5 job falls between the mtdiaii GS-14 job and
median GS-is job. The O-S median is lU% greter than
the GS-14 median.

o With respect to rang, 0-1 jobs do not fall exclusively
into the range oT-either GS-7 or GS-g;, instead 0-1 jobs
fall in a range bounded by the two rances defined by the
GS-7 and GS-9 job evaluations. In contrast, the range
fox 0-2 and GS-9 are very similar. GS-14 jobs fall
titally within the relatively wide range of 0-S jobs.

Statistical analyses indicated linkage3 of GS-9 to 0-1, and
GS9to 0-2. The 1967 QRC found linkage of 0-1 to CS-7. Tis

linkage wrs not supported by the results of the present study.
The statiutical analysis 4ndicated that the sample GS-7 positions
had less coitent than the sample 0-1 positions.

The finding that GS-9 could be linked to either 0-1 or 0-2
is explained by the additional finding that the job content of
0-1 and 0-2 is quite similar. In two of the three tests performed
on the data, there was no evidence of a statistically significant
difference bezween 0-I and 0-2 evaluations. (As noted earlier,
there was considerable overlap in the 0.1 and 0-2 job evaluations.
Their median job content was also similar; the intergrad6
differential in median job content was only 16%). This finding
indicates one problem of attempts to develop exact linkages
between classification systems with different grade structures.

StatIstical analysis indicated the equivalance of O-S and
GS-14 jobs. A linkage of O-S to GS-14 was found.

Statistical analysis also indicated that the sample GS-IS
iositions had morc job content than the sample O-S pusitions.

.1.2. Relationships Between the General Schedule System and the67. F-V y. rad el ........ .

The ladler in Figure S shows tht relationship of selected
levels in the Civil Service General Schedule system to the
military pay grade or 0-8. tThe valuei of 0-5, GS-?4 and GS-IS
from Figure 4 are :eproduced in Figure S for convenient reference).
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The followin; relative positioning of the military 0-8 and
the GS-i pay grade was found by inspection:

* The content of the sample 0-8 jobs is similar to the
content of the sample GS-13 jobs, to some totent. The
more difficult GS-i8 jobs are as difficult as soA 0-8
jobs. However, the less difficult GS-1S jobs were evalu-
ated as far iss difficult than any of the 0-8 jobs.

9 In terms of median job content, the median 0-8 job wasevaluated As'-u--Nc--more diffitult than the median GS-18

job. The 0-8 median is S71 greater than the GS-18 nedian.

* In terms of range, there was overlap hetween the range
of 0-8 posit'o'is-and GS-18 positions. The very wide
range of difficulty in the samplo GS-l8 jobs contributed
to this finding.

Statistical analyses alsi indicated that the sample 08
jobs were different in di'fficulty from the GS-IS positions. The
1967 QRW found a linkage of O0 8 to GS-18. This linkage was

not supported by the results of the present study. The statisticalanalyses indicated that the sample GS-18 positioas have less job

content (difficulty), in terms of median value, than do the sample
0-8 positions. The results suggest that GS-18 might be a
louer-bound or limit with respect to 0-8.

Discussion

This study indicated the feasibility of evaluating both
military and Federal Civil Service occupations using a point-
factor job evaluation apo.roac' (the Hay Method). Comparisons
of Job content between pay grades in the military and Civil
Service could be made, since jobs were evaluated on a common
standard. In addition, the data were anlayzed to deteTmine
overlap in job difficulty within each classification system.

Further. it was poqsible to analyze "pure" military jobs and
compare their difficulty to military jobs which hsve civilian
counterparts. Indeed, a significant finding of this study was
the fact that in the enlisted grades and in the company grade
officer ranks, the content of "pure" military jobs did not differ
systematically from the content of military jobs with c~vilian
counterparts.

12plicaticns of thl Findings

It contrast to previous efforts, ths -tudy employcl a
standard statistical criterion to determine if statistical
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linkages existed. This approach was more str .-oe;t than the
criteria applied in previous studies in that the job content
in two pay grades had to be quit similar before they could be
considered statistically linked.

By aiplying this statistical criterion of linkage, the present
study failed to verify some of the linkages identified by the e

1967 QRI C, and used in previous pay comparability analyses.
Thus, the present study did not find statistical linkages at
these levels:

* 0-8 and GS-18

* 0-1 and GS-7

* E-3 and WG-S

Statistical linkages of only E-S and WG-lO, E-S and GS-S, and
E-3 and GS-3 were found. Thus, only half of the linkages employed
by the 1967 QRMC were supported by the results of the present
research. Note that the 1967 QRMC study did not employ this
stringent statistical criterion of a linkage. Hence, some
differences in the results are not surprising. I

SUMMARY OF LINKAGE EVALUATIONS

Statistical
Sok rce P-roposed L-nkages

Ltn,,,teFound - -

O-S/GS-18 NO

o- I/GS- 7 NO

1967 E-5/GS-5 YES

QRMC E-51WG-10 YES

E- 3/GS- 3 YES

E-3/WG-5 NO

I In this sudy, a linkage required the demonstration that the
distrihution of job content in two samples (one military grade,
one Civil 'iervice grade) was similar. Tests were made to see
if tne results differed by less than P predefined minimum
o!Nount. Only when this condition %as satisfied was a
stati.uical linkage said to exiit.
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The present study also evaluated proposed linkages at
levels which were not studied by the 1967 QRMC. The
findingN support the possibility of a statistical link between
0-5 and GS-14, between 0-2 (or 0-i) aH GS-9, and between
E-7 and GS-7. A statistical linkagi of E-3 and WG-6 was also
found.

In total, only half of the linkages hypothesized by the
1967 QRMC were substantiated by th reuiis oi this study.

In spite of these findin2s, the need still remaine4 for
the 1975 QRMC to establish the comparability of job content
between pay grades in the military and Federal Civil Service
classification sys~emr.

Cognizant of the problems assoc.ated with attempts to
define precise linkages beteen the military service and the
Federal Civil Service, the thrust of this research was redirected
toward attempts to determine the relative position of military
pay grades with respect to Civil Service pay grades, instead of
trying to link military and Civil Service pay grades on a one-
for-one basis.

The relative posticning approach wa3 less stringent than
the linkage approach. In the linkag- approach, the objective
was to find two pay grtdes quite s~milar in jNb content. In
contrast, the relative positioning approach simpv required that
Civil Service pay grades be found whose median )ob c3ntent was
above or below the melian job content of the military pa? grade
in question. Such Civil Service pay gradcs wotild then bracket
the military grade and provide the basis for locating the military
grade with respect to the two Civil Service grades. Thus, oie
could position the rnedlan jab content of the military grade
as some fraction of the distance between the median job content of
the two Civil Service grades which bracket the "itary grade.

The relaiive positioning approach was successfully applied
at six uilitary pay grades: E-3; E-5; E-7; 0-1; 0-2; and 0-S.
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Results are presented below for the enlisted grades and
Ithe General Schedule (white-collar) pay grades:

RELATIONSHIPS OF SELECTED ENLISTED PAY GtADF
TO U.S. CIVIL SERVICE GENERAL SCHEDULE PAY GRADES

Statistical
L-vel Relationchip o! Media& Linkage

Hay Point Valse Findns

E-? Comptre4t G5.7 and E-7 and
Gs-9. the E-7 'nedian GS-1 link.
is Is 7#of the way from

GS.7 to GS-S.

Compared to GS-S and £-S and
CS-7. the E.'s "nedian GS -§ 5 k.
Is Ws% o! the way (rom
CS-Sto S-?.

E-,.3 C o ;rnLred to G5 -) and E - And

is I I' of the ai from

GS- 3 to C5. - .

The medi~n relationships were such that the median job content
for the military grades vas bracketed by the nedian job content
for the General Schedule pay grades.
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The relationships of the military enlisted grades to
Civil Service blue cotlar pay grades were also determined.

REL? 'rIONSHIPS OF SELECTED

ENLISTED PAY GRADES TO U.S. CIVIL

SERVICE WAGE GRADE/WAGE SUPERVISORY PAY GRADES

Level Relationship of Median Statistical
Hay Point Values Findings

E-7 Compared to WS-9 and WS-10 is au
WS-10, the E-7 meq.an is upper bound
24T rf the way from WS-9 on E-7; WS-9
to WS-10. Is a Lower

bound.

Compared to WG-9 and E.S and WG-10
WG-10, the E-5 median is are a statistical
847 of the way from WG-8 link. WG-8 if a
to WG- 10. lower bound on

E-5.

Compared tc WG-5 and WG-6, E-3 and WG-b
the E-3 median ir 79% of the &re a statistical
way from WG-5 to WG- 6. link. WG-8 is

an upper bound
on E-!: WG-S is
a lower bo-ind.

The median job content of E-3, E-5, and E-7 was bracketed 1y pay
grades in the Wage Grade and Wage Supervisory classification
systems.

The rcationship of mi!itary officer grades to pay graues
in the Civil Service General Schedule was also examined.
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P.ELATIONSHIPS OF SELECTED

OFFICER PAY GRADES TO U.S. CIVIL

SERVICE GENERAL SCHEDULE PAY GRADES

Level Relationship of Median Statistical
Hay Point Values Findings

0-8 The 0-8 median exceeds GS-18 is a
the GS-18 median by 57t. lower bound

on 0-8.

0-5 Compared to GS-14 and 0-5 and GS-14

GS-&1. the 0-5 median are a statistical

is Z43 -of the way from link; GS-IS is

GS-14 to G5-15. an upper bound
on 0-5.

0-2 Comp-ired to GS-9 and 0-2 and OS-9
GS-l1', the O-Z median are a statistical
is 147, oi the way from link.

G5-9 to GS-Il.

0-1 Zompartdto GS-7 and GS-7 is a lower

GS-9, the 0-1 median is bound on 0-1.
5410 of the way from GS-7 OS-9 and 0-I

to GS-9. &re a statistical
link.

The GS-I I median value -vas taken from research conducted in another

3 ttdy.

I No other GS-1l estimate exists for comparison purposes. How-
ever, caution is recommended in the use of this value because

the sample size is small (N-S). Further. different criteria
were established in each study for the representttiveness of

the PATCO categories, and different population frames were used.
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It was possible to bracket the military grades of 0-1, 0-2
and O-S using the General Schedule pay grades noted in the
table.

These relationships may be used for estimating grade
comparability between the military service and the Federal
Civil Service.

Summary

In summary, a limited number of whole grade linkages
are identifiable between military and Civil Service pay
grades. However, for many military and Civil Service grades
the identification of whole grade linkpges is not possible.
Therefore, the relative position of pay grades in the two
systems is important to consider.

The application of the point-factor job evaluation
methodology employed in this research permits the identifi-
cation of both the linkage oi whole military and Civil
Service grades and the relative positioning of military and
Civil Service grades.

Finally, even though it was not a part of the research
effort, it should be noted that this job evaluation approach
permits the linkage of military jobs to private sector jobs.
Virtually hundreds of private sector firms employ this
job evaluation approach and an extensive private sector job
evaluation and salary data bane exists.
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W41TE-COLLAR JOB EVALUATIO4 AND PAY SYSTEMS

BY; Rosemary Storm

CURRENT INITIATIVES

In the Federal civilian white-collar world, job evaluation and pay are
inexorably linked. This paper will set forth the existing statutory
framework, sow relatively recent history on pay comparability, aed
current initiatives for improvement.

t Jo5E VALUATOM

Job evalation in the Federal Government is probably the most sophis-
ticated, detailed and studied in the world. A wido range of occupations
is required to accomplish varied Federal activities. Under law, there
oust be equal pay for substantially equal work across the many agency
lines as well as across occupational lines.

Over 1.3 million white-collar positions are classified under the IS-
grade General Schedule. The 18 grade levels and their definitions are
set in law. Authority to classify positions is vested in the head of
each agency, and positions must be classified in accordance with pub-
lished standard- issued by the Civil Service Commission.

In 1977, Federal agencies began implementation of the new Factor Evalu-
ation System-an improved, standardised, factor/point methodology for
classifying non-supervisory positions in grades GS-l through GS-15--
after several years of CSC development, testing, modification and re-
testing. Key qlemnnts of the new Factor Evaluation System iclude a
common set of nine factors, defined degrees of each factor, benchmark
descriptions of representative positions at various grades, and a con-
version chart that translates total points into GS grades.

The overall reaction to the Factor Evaluation System is clearly favor-
able. It i relatively simple to apply and is easily understood by
classifiers, managers, and employees. Most commentators agree that
it provides accurate grades, improved alignment across occupational
and agency lines, and better documentation of classification decisions.

An accelerated standards production program is underway, using the nov
methodology. In PY 1977, the Civil Service Commission issued initial
standards covering 52,000 positions. Plans are to complete a basic
set of now standards within five years.
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PAY

The Federal pay comparability process was developed in th late 1950's
and early 1960's. It involved four years of data gthering by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (1958-1962), culudnating in President
Kennedy's urging salary reform and the tomparability principle, and
the Congress' enacting the Federal Salary Reform Act of 1962. At the
time of enactment, Fedezal pay was so far below comparabilitl that
comparisons could be mod* in rather gross terms.

In 1969 full comparability was reached, and more precise measurement be-
came crucial. There were also changes in the national labor market and
in the Federal work force that called into question same aspects of
white-collar pay comparisons.

In 1973, a General Accounting Office report pointed out the fellowing

needs for Improvements: (1) more emphatis on pay research; (2) broader
coverage of the PATC survey (this is the Bureau of Labor Statistics
survey of professional, administrative, technical, and clerical jobs
which Is used as a data base to set Federal white-collar pay); and
(3) breeder industrial scope of the PATC survey. Then, too, other
criticisms began to mount from both inside and outside Government.
These criticisms generally said that. pay for some joba was too high,
and pay for some other jobs was too low. Ir. 1974, the Civil Service
Commission undertook research projects in two major categories; (1) 1*-
proving the present system, and (2) euploration of other methods to get
to closer pay comparability.

It was against this background that President Ford, in his FY 1976
budget, announced plans to establish a blue ribbon panel to make policy
recommendations to him on Federal pay. Vice President Rockefeller was
appointed to head this panel.

The overall these of the recomendations was support for the cimpara-
bility principle to set pay. The specific recommendattkas were of t*eo
kinds: Those that could be implemented without lsgislatlon (a.g., i'a*
proved statistical techniques) and those that would require legislatien.
The major recommendations that wot;ld require legislation include:

splitting the current monolithic General Schedule into two
basic Services: a Clerical and Technical Service with
local pay schedulas and a Professional and Administrative
Servtce with national pay schedules;

- authorizing special occupational services when the regular
service hanper. management's ability to recruit, retain, or
manage a well-qualfied work force;
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- authorizing use of State and local government pay data
in Federal pisy surveys;

- conducting major pay surveys less frequently than annually
(but using a statistical indicator to adjust pay in inter-
vening years);

- combining or elhinting separate Federal civilian pay
sysrest as needed;

- studying and developing a pay advancement system for pro-
fessional and administrative employees based on quality of
performance; and

developing and testing methodoI- iies for extending the
principle of comparability to Lanefits as well as pay
(total compensation comparability).

4echodologies for ebleving a total compensation comprability system
are now being tested. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has conducted
successful reliaxnary tests of benefits data tollection. Expanded
testing is planned for FY 78. This is a proje(t of tremendous technical
difficulty. It has stirred considerable interest inside and outside
Government, and we look forward to viewing the results of the further
testing and developmental work.

On tay 27, 1977. President Carter establi,,,hed a Federal Personnel
KManagement Project to make a top-to-bottom study of Federal personnel
management as a part of his ieorganization effort. A report to the
President i due in November 1977. A legislative proposal to accomplish
those recommendatiors sibmitted by the 1975 Preiident's Panel on Federal
Compensation was sent to the Personnel Kanagewmnt Project for review
and consideration. As a part of this pro.ect, just four short days ago,
an options paper on job evaluation, pay and benefits was issued to the
ptiblic. Eight issues are discussed, with various options for each
issue. The issues are:

1. Shouli the Government extend its pay comparability policy
to include benefits as well as pay (total compensation
comparability)'

2. Wat methods of measurement should be used in comparing
Federal benefits with non-Federal benefits?

3. Should Chere be central authority for granting benefit
changes to Federal employees? If so. where should it
reside?

4. To bring about closer pay comparability wIth other m-
ployers,
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(a) Should the General Schedule be divided into two or
more homogeneous occupational groupings with separate
classification and pay system?

(b) Should sow or all of the General Schedule work force
be paid on the basis of local rotes?

(c) Should the President be authorized to establish and
abolish special pay system for specific occupations
or groups of occupations?

5. Should comparisons include State and local gover.nt e-
ployees for purposes of establishing comparability?

6. Can the principle of merit pay be used to improve and reward
employee performmnce?

7. What improvements are needed in the job evaluation process?
8. What should be done about the changing relationship betweef

blue-collar and white-collar pay rates?

Views from interested parties will be considered and recoemendatiois
formulated for transmittal to the President in Rovemer-and for ponsi-
ble inclusion in his budget essage in January 1978.
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CERTIFICATIUM A LICENSURE PROGRAM FOR

OCCUPATIONAL SKILL DOCUMENTATION

Roger G. Goldberg
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The Role of the Defense Activity for Nor-Traditional Education Support
(DANTES) in the Provision of Skill Documentatiots Program

The Defen.e Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DANIfES)
was estealished by Congress in June 1974 to provide independent study and
examination program for military personnel.

Through mo randa of understanding exefted witt approximately 65
regionally accredited colleges and universities, we *tblish a catalog and
provide descriptive information on over 10000 1 ndef dent study courses
from the high school and undergraduate level through graduate study and
professional continuing education. The availabilitj of this variety of
educational programs Is designed so that military personnel my be able to
continue to pursue their educational objectives no matter how isolated or
remote the duty station and inaccessible resident study.

Through contractual agreements with orpnizations such as the Educa-
tional Testing Service, College Entrance Examination Board, Amorican
Council on Education and Pmrican College Testing we provide examination
programs such as the GED High School Equivalency Examinations, the College
Level Examinatioh Program (CLEP), the DAM$TES Subject Standardiytd Tests
(DSST's), Graduate Record Examinations and any others. Examinations that
provide credit for high school course equivalency, high school equivalency
certificates, colleg* entrance and credit and graduate admis;ions.

Through approximately 880 testing sites located throughout the world
over 275,000 examinations are administered yearly.

In the college level credit exawination programs, the CLEP and OSST's,
191,000 examinations "ere administered through August of this year. Approx-
imately 101,000 individuals passed the examiations with scorps, at or
above the level, established by the American Council on Education for the
awarding of acadamos. iredit. These examinations providea a potential of
302,700 credit hours at a cost of $2.87 per credit hour. This compares
with the civilian adinisterej examination program cost of approximately
$7.00 per credit hour or the inservice tuition assistance cost of approx-
imately $25,00 per credit hour. We estimate, based on these two examin-
atior. programs alone, a potential cnst savings/cost avoidance to DOD of
over $5.,7:V000.

An addition to the academically oriented examiation programs, OANTES
has ten expanding both the role and number of vocational-technical and
par-professional examination programs within 000. We view our activities
in this area as supportive of the various service sponsored job recogni-
tion/skill documentation programs and anticipate significant grrrth n this
program are.

Capitalizing on our unique mle as the provider of examination pro-
gram for the Department of Defense, we have developed mimoranda of under-
standing with a number of nationally recognized certification organizations
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I I
allowlng for DA~h't$ Test C0ntrol Officeos world-wide, to administer tech-

i nical and profettional certification examinations.

To date, the foilo'wtn organizations have signed memoranda with DANTES
and their certification by examination programs are being admnistered by
DANTES Test Cont-ol Officers at military installations.

American Association of Medical Assistants

Certified Medical Assistant

Besic
Aamnistrative
Clinical

American Medical Technologists

Medical Technologist
Medi:al Laboratory Technicians
Registered Medical Assistant

Institutt for the Certification of Engineering Technicians

Certified Associate Ei nering TechnicanCertified Engineering Technician
Certified Senior Engineering Technician

Architecural & Building Construction Technology I
Civil Engineering Technology
Electronics Engineering Technolcgy
Fluid Power Engineering Technology
Indistrial Engineering Technology
Mechanical Engineering Technology
M4etallurgica1 Engineering Technology
Geotechnical Engineering Technology
Constructions Materials Testing
Electrical Power (Production/Tran=ission/Sub-Station' Distribution)

Nationa Institute for Automotive Service Excellence

Certified General Automobile Mechanic

Engine Repair
Automatic Transmission
Manual Transmission and Rear Axle
Fron". Erd
Brakes
Electrical SystAm
Heating and Air Conditioning
Engine Tune-Up
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Certified Heavy-Duty Truck Mechanic

Gasoline Engines
Diesel Engines
Drive Train
Brakes
Suspeinsion and Steering
Electrical Sysiems

Certified Body Repairer
Certified Painter & Rlefinisher

Institute for Certification of Cmuter Professionals

Certified Data Processor
Certified Computer Programer

Business Programin
Scientific PrgrammingSystem Progrlnq

International Society for Clinical Laboratory Technology

Registered Medical Technologist
Registered Laboratory Technician

National Reoistry of Emergency Medical TechniciansF Registered Emergency Medcal Technician

Ambulance
Non-Aftulanc*
Paramedic

Institute of Certified Professional Managers

Certified Manager

In addition to the above organizations. agreements have been effected
or are being negotiated uith the Amrican Society for Quality Control,, the
American Registry of Radiologic Technologists, the Acrademy of Certified
Social Workers and with approximately thirty-five tates using a uniform
examination for the licensing of real estate salespersons end brokers.

The preponiderance of state licensing examination program are highly
state-specific, in term of the various requirements for licensing. the
design of the test instrumnent and In the Jurisdictional acceptance of
the examination. The lack cof formlized reciprocity agreement: and/or

comity amongst the statos in regard to state licensing examnations has
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limited the utility of licening examination program for DANTES admin-
istration. The relatively uniform examination procedures mployed in
the field of real estate licensing adapt well to our testing program
and hopefully additional uniform icensing examinations wil1 be identi-
fied and incorporated into our testing progra in the future,

In the martiam, however, we are attempting to provide the Armed
Forces Education Centers with information on state licensing programs.
Recently, Florida State University, under a DANTES contract, comleted
a survey of the agencies within every state that had proponency for the
regulation and licensing of occupations. The results of the survey will
be pblish@. as the Directory of Selected Licensable Occupations and
will be distributed to all Armd Forces Education Centers world-wide.
Over thirty occupations will be represented in the Directory and inforva-
tion provided on age, experiential, education and residency requirements,
examination and licensing fees, dates and sites of examination adminis-
trations, retest policy and procedures, reciprocity ad comity agreements
and contact points for further information.

The Directory represents a first time effort to gather this type of
Information on a systematc and nationwtd basis. In the early research
phase of the project the Department of Labor was contacted and informed~of our intentions and has since expressed kmn Interest In providing fund-
Ing for this effort cn a continuing basis.

This pst year BAKETS conducted a pilot project .. grdi the use of
the Ntional Occupational Competency Testing Institute rNOCTI Examina-
tions. Originally developed under an HEW contract, the NOCTI Examina-
tions are designed to certify as vocational-technical instructors those
irltvtduals with any years of on-the-Job experience, but little formaleducation.

The NIg)! Examin4tions are available in a number of vocational-
technical skil ares and consist of a writt2n multiple-choice examina-
tion and a practical demonstration of skills eoxmirtion supervised and
evaluated by a certified NOCTI evaluator.

The NOCTI Examinations were administered to 159 military examinees
acress the country and the scores provided to the Los Angeles City Colleges
and the City Colleges of Chicago for credit evaluation. Credit recomend-
ations from the City Colleges of Chicago ranged from 0-38 semester credit
hours with the man recommndation of 15 hours.

During this fiscal year DANTES will be exploring with the Department
of Labor and the individual services, the adaptability of the WI Exam-
inations for credit towards tht formalized educational requirments ot
the service sponsored apprenticeship program.

Each apprenticeship proga registered with the Department of Lator
usually has a formal training vequirem t of 144 hours of instrtction per
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appvnticeship year. The apprenticeship programs registered by the mli-
tary to date, have achieved recognition by the Department of Labor, of
service school technical training as fully meeting program requiremmts.
However, this aspect of the apprenticeship programs would exclude Indi-
viduals who have not attended or completed a service school and who gained
their skill proficiencies through on-the-Job training and experience. We
are hopeful that the Department of Labor will allow for the use of the
NOCTI Examinations in lieu of formlized training so that all qualified
military personnel my participate in the various apprenticeship programs.

Acceptance by the Department of Labor of the NOCTI Examinations would
provide the NOCTI Exams with a potential dual capability; apprenticeship
credit and academic credit. This dual capability would further expand
career enhancement opportunities for service personnel as well as comple-
ment existing programs for obtaining academic credit. Military personnel
sky already tern acadwlc credit for their MOS (Military Occupational
Skill) or NEC (Naval Enlisted Code), as well as for the courses taken inswevice schools. With the comination of programs currently available,military personnel often find that after several years of service an

IAssociate degree or Baccalaureate degree is within reach.

If the Office on Educational Credit of the merican Council on Educa-
tion can successfully establish academic credit recommndations for #,,pren-
ticeship program and certification examinations, as they are now letves-
tigating, military personnel will benefit from inrased opportunities for
academic achievement, poer recognition and for greater meaningful alter-
natives for personal growth and career enhancement.

submitted by: Roger G. Goldbe
Head, Certification & Licensure

Program Branch
Oefense Activity for Non-Tradi-tima1 Education Support

E11yson CenerPensacola, Foortde 32509
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DANTES Discussion Panel

IIAT!0MAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAR

Proqram 14anager: Kn Te1ller

CONC!PT/ To provide a britf description of the National Apprenticship
PUIOSF Program for active-duty peronnel.

BACKCR~t On 24 March 1976, the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of
the Navy signed an agrement which vuld permit active-duty
Navy personnel to complete apprenticeships in civilian trs4e*.
in accordance with tie agreement, the fiurefu of Appr.tice-
ship and Training of the Deptment of Labor recognizes certai
Navy skills as civilian "appreoticeable occupations." Navy -

persons who ach.eve dotuaented levels of experienc, and training
in these skills are recognixed by the Department of Labor.
The Navy, on the other hand, agrees to civilian standards of
training and experience and adainisters the progroim in a manner
acceptable to civUian industry.

STATUS/ CNET has received approval from the Department of Labor to
0ISCUSSTON register And adalnLstnr apprenticeships for five Navy skills:

Office tlchine3 Mechanic
Watch clock Repairer
C( omrc lal Photographer
Camera Repairer
Hotel and Restaurant Cook

As of 15 September 1977, 123 personnel in the MN, PH, and HS
ratings have been registered in the five trades listed above
with the Deprtment of Labor. To qualify for registration,
the Wavy person wust have completed from 288 to 432 hours
of formal instruction in hit. trade (usually completed at An
appl'cable Class A or Cltev C school). To qualily for the
completion certificate awarded by the Department of Labor,
the rcgik.trred apprentice must complete from 4000 to 6000
)-ours of documented work experience in the trade.

There is little likelihood that a Navy pers;,i can complete
an appronticeship within a four-year enlistment. Progress
in an appren ticeship goes harnd-in-hand with advancement in
rating. After a Nnvy person has completcd the required
work experience and In rega.rded as a jouraeyman by the Depart-
nent of lAbor, he not only tta3 civilian proof of competence
in a trade, buit he is a more competent Navy person.
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Introduction 201 1;-3
TMxmino1ogy 202 11-3
IBegisLration Prooodures 203 Ul-5
Cancllation of Registration 204 11-7
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CRiAP' II

NATICAL APPRfElTICKIP PROGRRM

201. INIMMrOwrF

* 1. 7he National Program is a om~onent progrm of
the Navy Crm For Achie-meent establissa by written agreent beteen,
the S czetary of iloir and the Secretary of Lhe Z:avv on 24 March 1976.

2. The objectives of a National Apprenticeship Program are to
develop highly skilled Havy-oriented Jurneymen vt wi)1 cor tim. to
utilize their tectrdal skills and krnwledge within the Navy, and Whv
will incidentally qualify for ealoyrent in a reooxnized civilian trade
after expiration of enlistment or upon retira!ment. Adherence tc the 7
standards of an apprenticeship progr3m will also reintorce efforts
leading to advancement in rating by the inevidual apprentJoe. The
arcess of the program will gain wide recognition of the uorth of 1avy
training and experoenco.

3. The Chief of Naval Education arI Training will identify the
trxl6s to be introclucrd as apprenticeable occupations within the active
duty Navy. The identitication of a trade for an alprenticeship will
depend upz-i the follaoing: the conditions and trends of the natlomal
laor scene; the ,ranco that selected and registered active duty
apprentices will receive work experience and related in.truction similar
to thit rrccived in the civilian sector; the avallability of facilities
and supervisory lersonnel for on-th.-job training and related instruction;
ad the assurance that achinistrative procedures and controls will be
exercised in a nrianz thit will earn the confidenca and respect of thecivilian trade sector. n sbe h

202. TER41NOtGY. To be credible and usable, the National Apprentice-
ship Program br-active duty personnel i- obliged to utilize the
termiwo1oy employed by the bureau of Aprenticeship -and Training of the
U.S. Dcpartnent of Lahor. The follorinq tem are thst sam as used in
civilian aigrenticeship pvrograrms:

1. Nyfentice. A permon who is properly rcgistered with the
areau of Arentihip and Traini of tixv .ekpartiTent of Labor. It is

to be noted that tl words "apiqrnticx." ard *applteficeship" in civilian
progro are ot tM- sem as the aRprenticeship associated with pay
grade E--2.

2. Journi)win. A li.r:*,n w) h.r satisfactorily carpleted an

ant . .- h --- l hx i aw ed a cert ificatc attesting to this

mxxplet ion. avy peror:('l co'let irng an autnarizvd ipprenticeship
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under the National A p .ticeship Program will be aiwared a Certificate
of Apprenticeship QConletion by the Dureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing, Departnent of Labor.

3. M:tain The action by which a qualified individual is
earmarked by the K u of Apprenticeship and T'iining of the Departnunt
of Labor as an apprentice. Registration of an individual can only be
accomlishad by the conranding officer, officer in charge, or director
of the Class "A," Class "C," or Class "J" school providirq related
instruction for the appcenticeable trade. Registration is acoocplished
by €onpleting an Apprentice Registration Application, aer Fbrm 1560/1,
and by issuing a wrk experience log to the qualified registrant.

4. Wrk Ve e. Verified on-the-job i atio in the
skills reqM;i by an apprenticeable trade. It is the responsibility
of the individual apprentice to record the hours of work experience on
a Work Experience iburly Record, CNET Form 1560/3, and have such
entries verified weekly by the signature of the leading petty officer
or wok center supervisor. Work experience is not to be confused with
related instruction.

5. Previous ;,rk E erne. Verified on-the-job participation
in the ski -requ an apprenticeable trade which were completed
prior to registration. Hours o previous work cxperience, if any, are
entered in the apprentice registration application only by the Mc'itand-
ing officer, officer in chirge, or director of the Class "A," "C," or
"J* school at the time of registration.

6. Related Instruction. The formal and/or classroom training
acxutircd at an applicable Class "A," "C," or "J" school, which nust
be jrpleted as a condition of registration, and which provides the
potential apprentic with the rtjuired backgrtrul knowledge and
information of the trade Ralated instraction is not interchangeable
with work experience.

7. Work prxiee lcxj. A booklet issued to an apprentice at
the tine of 41if-fc t ,al held thereafter as a per.onal possession.
The work experience ]cxj sh~tll W- reviet~ed twice )early during apprentice
progress intervcws by thii ist accx- sible Ravy Canrxis education special-
ist, with particuar cphmis upxon the Vbrk 1krience Huxly Record,

MVf.r Form 1560/3. The vwrk exp.erience log identities th:' apprenticeahle
trade ai contains the follcF.Arx pa rts/(1ocM-nts :

a. Inforrition for the apprentice.

b. /ait ion-l k0 rcntic'cip Stai, uds for the U.S. Navy.

c. Work eses Schv ule for thw trade.
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d. ApreticVe PrLessVStatus Report (a=L Ze 1560/2).

e. Work Sqerience bourly Record (Ow Eorm 1560/3).

f. Apprentice Registration Aplication (a= Form 1560/1)
ge original of this form is inserted at time of registration.

g. Other dozmentation. (For example, copies of the service,.
record, page 4; letters frm previous employers attesting to previous
work experienos; oopies of doaments from no, Navy achools attestiM to
qualifyiM related instructio).

8. Vbrk Processes Schedule. A listing of the skill arem within
an map;r An!t~iRZ &09d, togetherw with the hcmar of work expeiev
assigned to each skill area (often referred to as a -%vk eaperieoe plan".
The uork prooesse scdule, which is contained in the xw-k experierce
log, tells the apprentice how many hours of experience mst be cmW ted
in each skill area of the trade. It is a breakown of the work experiemm
to be completed during the term of the apprenticeship. Before an entry
is vde in the rk experience hourly a d, e apprentice nu t refer
t the work prcesses schedule in order, t identify the skiaI area in

i twhich the work experience has been mupletedl.

9. Work t Hq ly o rd. A form containied within t
work exrb trade &nd is be rfn "the enry and verifiCAti n ocampletcd hours of on-the. -job skills.

10. artificee t .. r letion. A docamet issaed

2. Ilie cum of rii~ offic, icceeiscare or dectr of anbo
applicable~ ~ ~~~~Pnd Clainin oA, "C"o 3 co s the rizr owietetv

attesting to he fact that an icdivdual has copleted the apprentie-I ship.

!203. RWIST~lCN O CEUE

a . In order to qualify for registration, an individuali musthave graduated from the Class "A," "C," or "J* scol applicable wo the
apprenticeale trade wd nmst be serving, or about to serve,, in an
authorized a~prenticeable tr~le. Authorized apprenticeable trades are
listed in paragr, h 203.

2. The commading officer, off icier in chirge, or directxor of an
applicable Class "A," "C," or "J" school is autho>rizod to wive the Navy
school requirem'-n if the applicant can Imowide documentation of satis-

factory completion of the rc~xDrxcd 1mxrs of related instruction at an

Army, Air For , hrijn Cbrps, or civilian schcxl. T1 vL.arhnt of
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Labor reqVires 144 hours of related instruction for each 2000 hours of
an apprenticeship. 7herefore, a 6000-hour apprenticeship will require
432 hours of dcmiented related instruction; an 8000-hour apprentice-
ship, 532 hours, and a 4000-hour apprenticeship, 388 hours.

3. The registration process begins by su~nitting an Apprentice
Registration Application, QIET Form 1560/1 (Exhibit I-A), to the
ci iui.dl-g officer, officer in charge, or director of the Class "A," "C,
or "j" school providing the required related instruction. Piegistration
is usually accorplished in person; 1Ixever, registration may also be
aomxplihed by mail if the eligible applicant sends an original ar4 two
opies of the application, with the "Applicant Information" entered,

to the applicable Class "A, "C," or "J" school.

4. Personnel who register by mail and ,ho are also eligible for
previous work experience credit in the trade should include the follow-
ing documnts: (See Exhibit 11-B for a rexxededi forwarding letter)

a. A reproduced copy of page 4 of the service record which
displays assignent to a Navy Rdisted Classification (NEC) translatable
to previous work experience. See paragraph 208 for NEC2's which are
authorized for translation into credit for previous work experience.

b. Original letters or similar docuentation frum previous
employers which attest work experience in a skill or skills associated
with the apprenticoable trade.

5. The camnading of ficLxx, officer in charge, or director of
the appropriate school cxrpletes the bottom half of the apprentice
rcxjistration aplication. An applicant may be credited with 1000 hours
of previaus work experience for every full year that the applicant's
service reord (page 4) indicates assignment to an NEC cited in para-
graph 208 for the apprentiheable trade. 1000 hours of previous work
experience may also be crcxlited for every full year of work expericee
in the trade which is verified by an original letter from a pievious
ePloyer.

6. Creit for previows wrk experience cannot exceed more than
50 percent of the tern of the apprenticeship, i.e., no more than 3000
hotrs of previous work expericve can be credited to a 6000-hour appren-
ticeship. Portions or fractions of years of previous work experience
will not be cr dittd. only full years will be translated ad credited.

7. tklon c ipletion of all ituvs on the apprentice registration
application, the crn iztning officer, officer in charge, or director of
the sch.l will insue/maii the appropriate work exrience log co the
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applicant. The foLwing documents will be inserted in tle log
before isuanc~milizig:

a. One copy of the ccupletel apprentice registration
application.

b. Service record pages and le,trs, if an., citl in
4 &1xe.

8. Two copies of the coWleted apprentice registration, atie-
will be fowrded to the Chief of Naval Education and Training.

204. CANCELTIC OF I IS TMON T,

1. A registration will be canceled for any one of the folloiig
reasons:

a. epuest of the apprentice.
f

b. A rating in the lower 50 percent in VProfesslonal
(napetdnce" on the Enlisted Performance Ealuation.

c. Discharge or release to inactive duty.

d. Tetmination of work experience in the apprenticeable
trade for a perux! of more than one year.

e. Failure to report to a Navy Caimpus education specialist
for twice a year ptrgess interviews unless the apprentice has requeted
suspension of rgitstration.

2. Cancellation of registration is acxlished thro.4h
sutmission of an appropriately checked apprentice progress/status report
(Exhibit I-C) signed by one of the following personnel;

a. Ibe comwy ing officer or officer in charge of the

apprentice.

b. A &tvy Capus education specialight.;

c. The Chief of Naval Education and Training.

d. The apprentice.
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3. Cancellation of registration is tantamunt to reffoval from
the apprenticeship program. once a registration is canceld, an
individual can reenter the apprenticeship progm only by reapplying
for registration. The Odef of Naval Bucation and Trainn will
adjudicate all cases of appi cation for reregistration and will deter-
nine whether reregistration ot 4n acUtive duty meter will be pe.,uitted.

4. Cancellation of registrat-m should not be oonfused with
suspension of registration.

205. SUSPMIONA C EIS1RMI "

1. SuMasion of registration is temporary. Supewio retains,
the apprentice in a terporary inactive status for no more than one year
but still erables the apprentic: to awculate hours of work experience
for entry and verification on the work experience hourly record.

2. Suspension is aoomplished by submissiomi of an appropriately
checktd apprentice progress/status report (Exhibit II-C) to the Chief
of Naval Eklucation and Training signed by one of the following persmnel:

a. The commanding officer or officer in charge of the
apprentice.

b. A Navy Camuis cedocation specialist.

c. The Oief of Naval Education and Training.

d. The apprentice.

3. Suspension will be granted by the Chief of Naval Mruation
and Training and the Departmnent of Labor for any one of the following
reasons:

a. If the apprentice is unable t' o oplete, fo- reasons
bejind control, %,ork experiLe in the arenticeable trade fa. a
period of one year or less; that is, ho.spitalization, orders to light
duty, assigment to duties not relatrl to the trade in which registered.

b. If the apprentice is unable to r-port for W're ired
ap.,enticc progress interviw because of operational roquiranents or
bocause a Navy Cam;pus cdtatio, specialist is not available.

4. A susp'nsion will be lifted if the apprentice restmm-'s wrk
expierience In th| prenticoable tr&le within one year after date of
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suspension and reports to a Navy Cwpus e0,cation specialist. The
Nav e edcati specialist will submit an appropriately c"edwe
and dated apprentice progress/status report a4 will include bhuts of
work experience copleted during the suspension, if any.........

5. Suspmenion does not require re-registration. 7he Chief of
Naval Doucation and Training will examine all cases of repetitios
susensions and will determine whether cancellation is justified.

6. An apprentice is urgei to earn work experience bours, h"tmall, during a suspension.

206. MPOSIUAIE FMR TWHAPMCSIP PRGA4

1. Ibe Chief of Naval ftrzation and Training

a. Function as the single point of contact with the Depart
uInt of Labor regarding all policy and managawnt aspects of the Ny's
National Apprenticeup Program for active duty personnel.

b. Provide policy guidance for the operation and nanagemmt
of the fNational Apprenticeship Program for active duty personnel.

c. Identify the ratides which are to be intrduced as
apprenticeable trades within the active duty Navy.

d. After oonsultation with the Department of Labor, assign
responsibility for pramilgation of "work processes schedules" for
designated apprenticeable trades and esure the inttuLuction of these
schzdules into appropriate records.

e. %,aluata the overall effectiveness of th- Navy's National
Apprer.Liceship Program for active duty personn l ard ensure that
acceptable levels of proficiency for apprenticeab3e trades are being met.

f. Screi n and forward apprticeship registration, suspemion,
cancellation, and coqp]etion actions ard individual apprenticeship progress
reiorts to the Vq-xirtment of labor as required.

2. 7The Chief of NaviAl Edwuation a-nd Taiai.q SPv

a. Arrange for the printing, stocking, and distribution of
the formn prescribed for the National Apprenticebsip Program for a.tivee
duty personel.
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b. Ensure the irkoctrination and effectiveness of Navy Cus
e&ation specialists regarding the procedtres, controls, and action
required to provide effici.ent field usrgent and maxima assistance
to omiaeding officers regardin; the National Apprenticeship Program .
for active uty personnel.

3. Q Officers, Officers in Charg or Directors of
Cla~ss 'A," -C,. or J" Schoos

a. JLgister volunteer members as apprentices if they have
ompleted the required related instruction. Mw following wini be
regarded As required related instruction:

(1) Successful ccipletion of the ouirse appropriate to the
trade listed in paragraph 208; or

(2) Satisfactorily docuzmented campletion of the
muired hours of related lAstruction at an Army, Air Fa-e, larine

Orps, or civilian school. See paraNraph 203.2 for the hours of
required related instruction eared a4 a non Navy school.

b. Ensure that eligible registrants are credited only with
docz.,ented hours of previous work experience in accordance with
paragraph 203.4 through 203.6.

c. Issue the appropriate work experience loi to voiunteer
vembers at the time of their registrdtion.

d. Ensure that registrants are counseled as to the con-
ditions and requirements of theix apprenticeshin. If dirM5, request
the expertise of an accessible Navy Caaxw vducation specialist fcr
this counseling.

4. Om jcingCfficers of P Kjistcred Apprentices

a. Cancel the registration of personnel for any of the
msons listed in paragraph 204 .1.

b. Suspend the registration of personnel for any of the
rL\-sons cited in parag-api 205.3.

c. Upon conpletion of all requircd hours of %%6rk cxperience,
urge an apprczitice to stynil. a reqviest for issuawce of a Cortificate
of prewticeshi-2 (oilution.

d. Ensure tha- o1xjit urnte "hors completed" enhries aemade on tha uork experience hourly rooorxl in th work experience logs
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of apprentoe and that these entries are vpxified weekly by leadal
petty ofc.ers or work center supervisors.

e. Urge an apprentice to report twice a year, with work
experience log, to the trost accessible Navy Cmps education spectisk
for an a.:entice progress interview.

. en des ired, request the services of an accessible
PtAvy a-m. x .4ucation specialist for the actions outline in 4a, b, and .

C abovn.

5. ,, " __ js Education .,ialists .-

a. Provide muxkmn assistance, advice, and guidance to
canding officers, officers in charge, and directors of Clas "A"
"C," and "j" schools for the ,:egistration of eligible A for

the counseling of registrants as to the conxitions and requirents of
apprentice .iips.

b. Provide maximum assistance, advice, and guidance to
comnardirn officers of registered apprentices for the cancellation or
suspension of regisixations.

c. As permitted or requested by cxmanding osfioers, assist
individual atp entices in requesting a Certificate of Apprenticeship
Qompletion after all requirtxi bours of work experience have been co-
pletd. L-t preparing the final eppmntice progress/status report,
4e avy C :-vs educacion specialist will regard previous work experience
as distri±xtnd proportionately among the skill areas of the applicable
work proce-ss -s schdttle.

d. We availS. in for twice yearly apprentice progress inter-
Ie .s &d reviews of work experience logs. The Navy Canus eu=ation

specialist will inspect the work experience log of the apprentice and
amplete t2:e appropriate blocks of tie apprentice [irogressistatus rerirt.
A professin-Al advisement session will also be crructed, if appropriate.

e. Subit two copies of the apprentice progress/status
rep4ort to w*e Chief of Naval W ication and Training, together with one
repr-xouceA copy of any work experience hourly record which hac bakin
verifi;d s-ce the last apprentice progress interview. One copy at the
apprentice 7-rogre&s/status report will be inserted 3,n the work experi-
ence o oi to- apprentice.

. aiiitadn modest stocks of forms roquirod to a3minister
sject. _ . Provide copics of rcqaired forms to aqrentices and

potential -p: entices on an Jrdividual xsis as requested.
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6. Individual Narentices

a. IReot registration after successtul orpletion of the
ipplicable class 'A," "C," or "3" school.

b. At the time of registration, request the oarcmpriate
*kexperience log and thereafter asswie responsibility for its safe-

kceping-

c. Peua3t credit, if eligible, for previous work P-Ve-riaios
validatcd by pwaj 4 service remdr entries or letters~ from. previous
a~loyers. Assumie resionsibllity for p~xrmr.tnt of this docwmitation.

d. Enter conpleted hours of work experience in the %.ork
experienca hizily record of the iork experie'r-e log and nave eitries
verif iei by the lowdingy patty officer or work center supervisor.

e. Yeport twice yearly, with wk cxperience log in hd,,
to tho rmst acmoosible Navy Cantus eoation apecialisL for an
apprentice progress interview a-d suhiuission of an apprcntice progress/
status repoct. Wheever possible, these interviews should be acw1 ed
at least five mpnths apart.

to duties not relat~ii to the !-aei hc registord, or izvccossi-
bility of a N~avy Cmpwi' edwet-ion spcialist prevent twice yearly
progiress inLervic%^'s, reque~st. taq-,rary susfvtzia'n ofr~istration In
accordan-ce with parw~raph 205.

g.Upn oxxiletioni of till bows of work evperience requirel
by the zpprentlceshtip, report for a final apprentice progrenstatus
interview., 71v final reinrt will rvquaire verif iciitioni of total hours
01' w.ork exper icrx-e in each Ak il I.c~ I Le, y corrandiog of ficer or acmess ible
Navy CIKVUS educat-ion spcialist ar,1 iinission of one reprciducopy
of any vrk experience hourly ruoxizt v*iich h.ms been verif ied sirce the
last apprventice progress interviev.

207. AVMIAflIIAIY OF FMCS A) i~WI= 1*110r

1. Smipla copies of work ~'-iinelogs for a" ke~Atceable
traics will N.- pnwitim' to I'Rivy C-.pirs educat io spocialists by the
Chief of M-Avdl Wvltion aml Trair imj Supjxw*t, Only oonttvryli:V off icvrs,
offiov-rs in chKinje, ard dirm'tors i~f Class "A," TC," or ".J" .qch Wols
pro-ricing r,!itoi instr;;c'tion for deiit-W ii -prenticxmablc U~alaz are
mithizEx1 to issu- ukr k cjX:AiCn(O logs to rmJisteicd apw'rntices.
A~vailable wort. exp),riemn-v lcxjs are? istc-I in tA$X'r~li% A.
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I 2. ?&~est supplies of the f,3llowing forams will be povided to
Navy Canpi education specialists ard~ to Class "A," W C," and '"
wckols providing relat*ei i'strction for designa~eid apprei*.icadblis
trad3es:

Apprentice Pagistratica Aplication, C~ kbrm 1560/1

l.brk bqperienoe licurly Jeord, CNr Formi 15W/3.

pzirdgraphs ruty We obtained 'zj letter ran:.est to Owe Chief of N~aval
icato andi Traixiing Suort, Pensaozla, M' 32509. The forum will

unot be provided directly t:) Ldividuals or to axwrd other ta m.
cited above. Individuals hviN~ a reed for any of the forus will
obtain them frau the most accessible Navy Cm~s oducation specialist.

4. Reports required fo: the Natioral. Apprenticeship Progra have -
bee approved by the Chief of Iaal Cparations. Report tymols apply
as follows:

TiLic

CN4r Reort 1560-4 Appre'.tice --gistration Apjplictin OIL'P bm 1560/

OW#' Report 1560-5 Appre=ice Pr-oress/S1tatus Report CNEV P)M~ 1560/2.

203. A0110RUMf IIW*.5. 7ho Chief of Naval F-Jucation anl Training and
the D.ZR ,t ir-aki he.- O-JtKari zod the fol lowitV apprenticeable
tradesz witin the activa cl.;ty Navy:

1. Office 1'tchines !Pch~.ic

a. Thzii of apprettceship: 6000 hours of specified and
rexndcd u-,rk ex~prunc.

L. Dictliniry of Txyton~ it'lei (Wr) Qx~e: 633.281.034.

c. All rcquired relatL11 inqtruction satisfied by cxmpletion
of any three of the 1 is~t ed courses at the Service Schools
(lxnwil Naval #rri.nincj Ct 1-:-at Grtakies, IL 60038, provided that
the iapp) ioant has pr(mious' y expl~eted Ow. Instnrwmnnan, Class A
wzr!-*. Porsonne*l Axho are -w- cra~hvitos of the Tr;Irxrwnb-.an, CLas *A*
couirse are rvcjui ru to c-jx pete any' Iive of tl*'si.\ oourses in ode&r to
qualify for rr-9stration.

A-670-00201 IZ& S-2:tc~ric Typewriter Pqopir
A-670-0029 IM C-! Uiz'ctric- rypcwitcr W-Imir
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A-670-0031 Remingbon Adder, M~del 4, Repair
A -6Q')-0032 Friden Calculator, tidel SIW, Papair
A-670-0034 Electrnic Calculator Repxir
A- 70-0045 Bell and Ibwell Ditto Cciratic Oopier/Duplicator,

14odel 441M, Repair.

d. Source Rating: List zumn (IM).

e. NBC's which can be translated into credit fto:- orevious

urk e.erie: ,n.

2. Watch-Clc.i "'"

a. Term of apprenticmeaip: 6000 hxwus of wwcified and
recorded work experienoe.

b. DOT oc: 715.281.034.

c. All required related instructior satisfied by coxletion
of Wuixch Fopix L-burse, instruentman Class "Cl" (A-670-0011), Servico
Schools Caunv4, Naval Trainityj COntec, Great. Laker, IL 60088,

d. Source Kiting: Instnventman (114).

e. NEC's which can be translatW into crtdit for previous
work exparits= on a full year sis up to it naximm of 3000 hours:

1-1812.

3. Cmwrcial PKALograp'iex

a. Term of apprentic hip: 6000 hours of specfixd and
recorded mirk rAcpricnco.

b. rMCr a: 143.062.034.

c. All requircd related imnstruction ratisfied by Oompletion
of PlotorApawer's Mate , I-- ". '".Al" (Ievel 1) (C-400-2011) or
Photograpihwr's Mate Schoxl, Clss "C7" (e'l 2) (C-400-2012), Naval
Technical Trairn Center, C rry Staition Dotachm-nt (Photo School),
N aval Air Station, PensaMla, l 32509.

di. Sourc JPatincj: PI-otoqraiihox's M~ate (M~).

e. NECs which cam be translat d into credit for previous
work cr-xricr" on a full yrcar basis up to a maxim" of 2000 Iours:
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4. C~w

a. Tem of aprentceship: 4000 hours of specified aro
rwoorded vrk eeriexe.

b. DOr Code 714.281.014.

c. All required related instrction satisfied by oajletion
of Photographic Euipn t Repair Course, Clasv "Cl" (Level 3)
(C-670-2012), Naval Tchndical Training Unit, Corry Station ttdwyw*.
(Photo Sclool), Naval Air Station, Pensacola, FL 32508.

d. Source ating: Potograper's rte (PH).

a. NBC's which can be translated into credit for previoum

work experience on a full year basis up to a maxiam of 2000 hour;
1H-8192.

5. zx* (Motel and lastaurant)

a. Term of apprenticeship: 6000 hours of specified ard
ruoordod uor* mperlence.

b. IX Codo,: 313.381.022.

c. All rcx-ulrOr related instraction is satisfiod by ocepletion
of otw of the following courses:

Pie" Mana&c went Specialist (Ourse, Food Production,
Class "Cl" (A-800-0018), Service Schools Cwmi r d, Naval Training Center,
San Diego, CA 92133. (Fobrrly Cbcrassarytmn/Stcward, Class "Cl"
(A-80,0-0018), Fb Prudtvftion. Oyar, ).

ess hnaqiermt Specialist brse, Manserient Principles,
Clam "CI" (A-800-O015,, &arvice Schools Cmand, Naval Training Center,
San Diego, CA 92133 or Fleet Training Ceter, t1rfolk, VA 23511.

d. Source iPatiy: Mis Kvurvnmt Specialist (MS).

e. NC's which can b tranalated intQ. Yc dit for previous
work expcricrr-o on a full year basis up to a Klchmui- of 3000 hours:
M -3503; W4S-3527; 14S-3528; HS-3529; 1t-3531; KS-3532; MS-3533.
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29 July 1976

From: Ir42 ,ohn H. Mf=OLIG, USN, 399-64-6483
USS & (AD-26) R-5 Division, lO Now York 09501

o: Dirctor, CE4/I4 Scthols, Service Schools Cbnrdi , Great Lakes,
Iltiws 60088

Via: CbOving Officer .

&Sbj: Rgistration in Matioa Aprmeticeshi Program; reuest for

Fzcl: (1) AANrentice R.tgistration Aplication (triplicate)
(2) Copy of service record, page 4

1. Enlosure (1) is forwarded for comiedon of registration. I cx-
pleted the Watch Repair Oourse, Instnxtenbnan Class "Cl" (&-670-0ll)
on 5 June 1975 and have therefore satisfied the related instruction
requi'ents for th. Watch-Clock ,pairer ajrentioeship.

2. I request credit for lOnn !-nrs of :A-x =wck renoe baS
upon my assigrment to the ?avy Enlisted Classification Dl--1812 aince
7 June 1975. Enclosure (2) is forwarded in verification of this NBC.

3. It is further rcquested that the 1,brk Fqperiewe U9 for the
Watch-Clock Reopaize apprenti-ce-ilp t,: forwardid to me so that I may
begin to record ny uark ep.riene on a reguhr bxxsis.

30IN I1 MEIfIIG

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn- - - --

30 3Jly 1976

FIRSTI =2 0 Mzhr on IM2 John If. MIOG Itr of 29 Jul 1976

From: Ccxmawltij Officer, USS SIEMNkAXIG (M}-26)
7b: C~tmnrx ; Officer, Service Schools Conxnand (Director, Ot/JM

Schools), Great Iakes, IlUinois 60038

Subj: H"istration Jn Nat.io al A4)renticeship Program; request for

1. Forwarded. r e dlI ng apprval.

L.d. XcI|{.J

&y direction

DUTIBI B T 1-B
l~ncl';ur (l)262
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DANTES Discus ion Panel

1F THE COWUNITY COLLEGE OF THE AIR FORCE: TRADITIONAL
TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN THE NON-TRADITIONAL MODE

Naj William A. Wojciechowskt

OVERVIEW: Education program development within the Commu-
nity College of the Air Force (CCAF) is consistent with its
philosophy and in line with trends in both Air Force and
civilian occupational educatiun. Simply stated, CCA? intends
to focus the educational effort of airmen toward obtaining a
high quality, occupationally oriented career education which
will enable them to serve as a master of and a supervisor in
their specialty, either in the Air Force or in civilian life.

The U.S. Cf'a u' Education has estimated that 801 of
the work force will require occupational skills in the 1980's
as contrasted to baccalaureate skills. Concurrent with this
changing emphasii n needed educational skills, we hate seen
the Air Force enlhsted force decline from morse than 800,000
personnel to slightly more than 500,000 in less than 5 years.
With this reduction has com6 an expansion of technology re-
quiring our personnel to be famliLar with more complex weap-
on systems. Moreover, we see a growing need for more so-
phisticated supervisory skills. Past incidents of notable
unrest indicate that knowledge of technology alone is inade-
quate--skill in human relations acquired through an under-
standing of the social sciences and the humanities is neces-
sary. Therefore, the Community College of the Air Force has
systematically plotted the career education of Air Force en-
listed personnel to meet the demands of changing technologies
and to develop the social awareneso necessary for the effec-
tive management of people.

Thi& paper depicts a model for the continuous develop-
ment of CCAF programs and is a scenario describinS the CCAF
model in action. It explains how occupational requirements
are translated into needs and interacted with resources to
form thr basi3 from which CCAP programs are developed. Dis-
cussion follows on the process of quality control as it is
served by the CCAF Policy Council and the consultant advisory
panel for each pr Tra . After review and approval of the
program, articula .on between CCAF, the Education Services
Officer and the airman is defined. Finally, follow-up is
discussed in terms of a feedback loop which provides conti-
nuity to the entire process.

OCCUPATIONAL REQUIRZMTS: Requirements for specific jobs
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in the Air Forcn are determined from a review of programming
documents, such as the Personnel Manpower Change Program
series, which indicate numbers of personnel required in
specific occupational specialties. The documents also reflecthow many airmen, and with what training, leave the Air Force
annually. The quality of airmen needed is indicated in Air
Force Manual 39-1, Airman Classification Manual, and through
means such as job inventory programs conducted by the Occu-
pational Measurement Center of the Air Training Command, the
Air Yorce Human Resources Laboratory, and feedback from using
agencies.

aSince it has been estimated by the Aerospace Education
"ou tion and tho Air Force numan Resources Laboratory that
from 604 to 90% of Air Force occupations have civilian coun-
terparts, we believe a review of civilian occupational re-
quirements is necessary as part of our program development
process. The Department of Labar's Occupational Outlooki Handbook and comparable state guides "are reviewea to dleter-
i he projected rwquirements for specific occupations. Long
range projections are provided by the Departmant of Labor's
Industry-Occupational Matrices and the President's manpower
report.

An assessment of the quality of education required is
then made through a review of guidelines such as those found
in the USOE Technical Education Program series and Occu-
tional Criteria and Preparatory Curriculum Plans in-TWaical
Education Program. Curriculum guides such as oe r
aviation and eloctro-mechanical careers published by theAmerican Association of Community and Junior Colleges are
also beneficial. The ASEE* Engineering Technology Education
Study has been useful as a means of defining parameters of
education for technicians. Guidelines prepared by other
agencies such as the International Association of Firefight-
ers and the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement Education
have been studied and incorporated wherever possiblo to
provide the necessary prerequisites for future lic#nsing and
certification of CCAF gradvates.

RESOURCES: Prior to the existence of the CCA.'s educationalprograms for onllsted persons, little emphasis was given to
tying together service provided instruction and the related
technical and general education available to the airman
through a variety of sources. The Air Force provides tech-
nical training via some 2,500 to 4,300 technical training

V-mercan Society for Engineering Education
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courses to approximately 300,000 students per year. Approx-
imately 80,000 studants attend resident technical courses
upon entering the Air Force. In addition, airmen receive
management instruction through a series of NCO Academies and
specialized instruction from agencies such as the School of
Aerospace Medicine. Also, there is an extensive system for
providing work experience combined with on-job natm,4tin-
through a dual-channel OJT program--work and study. Comple-
tion of this period of apprenticeship is documented attesting
to an individual's ability level to R skills necessary
in a particular specialty. This superfised training is
identified as CCAF'd Internship program for which creAit i

Most of the aforementioned instruction is specifically
designed to prepare airmen either as technicians or as
managers/leaders. CCAr integrates this instruction with
courses in zelated general education available from almost
400 civilian institutions which are associated with our 172
Base Education Services Centers. Included in CCAF's programs
as an option ig limited credit by examination offeree through
DANTBS (Formerly the Armed Forces Institute (USAFI)).

CCAF CONTROL: If these myriad forms of instruction are to
be focused toward career relevant education for airmen, pro-
gram control must be exercised by a central agency. CCAF
serves thir function for the Air Force. The Program Develop-
ment Division of CCAF is charged with the responsibility for
analyzing service instruction to determine which parts of Air
Force instruction:

O Are at a civilian post-secondary level. (This eval-
uation ip made by program administrators, analysts,
and department heads who have an average of 18 years
experience in their occupational specialties as well
as undergraduate and graduate degrees).

o Have civilian applicability and/or are occupationally
related including that which is exclusively Air Force
oriented. Subject matter which meets these basic
criteria are evaluated on the basis of an average of
30 contact hours of instruction being equivalent to
one semester hour. CCAF credit is applicable toward
a Commnity College of the Air Force Associate in
Applied Science (AAS) Degree.
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Using service instruction as a core and guidelines estab-
lished by USOE and other standard setting agencies for 2-year
occupationally oriented associate level programs, a basic
career pattern for the AAS was established. Within a total
minimum le .gth of 64 semester hours, sub-minima of 24 semester
hours technical education related to an airman's Air Force
occupation, 25 semester hours of general education designed
for personal enrichment and to enhance supervisory skills,
and 6 semester hours of management instruction make up the
basic program pattern. Many technical electives and general
education courses in the program are obtained from accredited

^.. z by th. r.-I~z ... ' iA, ls i-duty time, either
with the Air Force providing 75 percent tuition assistance
or with VA assistance. Currently, only 24 houra of credit~by examination may be used toward this requirement.

As is cleax from the foregoing, we are interested in
focusing students' efforts on education related to their
occupational specialties within the Air Force in order to
maximize job performance and to enhance opportunities for
post service employment. Therefore, after outlining 64 hour
minimum program patterns, the Program Development Division
has reviewed all Air Force occupational specialties and
clustered them into 85 programs of study in 5 major career
areas, e.g., in Management and Logistics there are programs
in general business, business management, and computer sci-
ence. In the electro-mechanical career areas, some 17 pro-
grams were developed. Each of these was constructed using
the best available curr-iculum guidance. For example, U.S.
Office of Education guidance for technical education indi-
cates that programs should provide students with a facility
in mathematics, physical science principles relative to tech-
nical skills, and ability in communications skills along with
the knowledge of a particular occupational specialty. To~this core we have added a facility in social sciences* hu-
manities, and management to insure that airmen attaining
supervisory positions develop a social awareness necessary
to coping with the increasingly complex demands on personnel
in management positions.

After the 85 programs were initially developed, they
were reviewed by the CCAF Policy Council (annual review),
chaired by the Dean and consisting of members of the College
staff to include experts in the areas being reviewed. The
programs were reviewed against criteria such as the folliw-ing:
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!
o Does the program provide for Air Force occupational

needs?

0 Does the program 1. re % civilian occupational
orientation?

o Does tle program meet the established minimum of 64
semester hours?

o Does .he program satisfy minimmn critaria for acered-

.tatiosa such as those expressed in the Southern Asso-
ciatLon's Commission on Colleges guidelines?

After modifications suggested by the Policy Council to
the programs are made, advisory pmnela of consultants arebrought into action.

ADVISORY PANELS: To provide assuranca that programs devel-
oped and controlled by CCAF are consistent with Air Force
needs and, where possible, civilian requirements, we have
identified advisory panels of consultants. They are repre-
sentatives from the technical schools which offer instruction
reflected in the programs; representatives from the Air
Training Command Technical Training Directorate ar Surgeon
General; and representatives from business, edocation or
industry. Wherever possible, representatives from xppro-
priate professional organizations are asked to reviow CCAF
programs and comment on the:A in terms of adequacy irn pre-
paring individuals to fulfill professiothal duties at tne
technician level. If licensing or certifying agencies exist
for an occupational specialty, members of those agencie& -tre
also asked to review appropriate programs to determine their
adequacy in preparing students for certification and licens-
ing. Finally, in those areas where employment entry is dom-
inated by unions or specific industries, membera of the
unions or industry may also be asked to comment. As an ex-
ample, CCAF is interested in how its programs meet apprentice
requirements. Although these advisory panels cennot be
formalized because of federal regulations, informal contacts
are continuously occurring. Consultants representing the
groups noted above are employed and formally review CCAF
programs. Their reports are available for examination.

PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION/GUIDANCE: Subsequent to annual review
by advisory panels, programs are modified as necessary by
the staff of the Program Development Division and formally
approved by the Policy Council. Thereafter, the programs
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will be incorporated into the CCAF catalog for distribution
to Air Force Achools and bases, recruiters, high schools,
Education Services Officers, college registrars, and re-
questing employers. The catalog clearly indicates who can
enter a CCAP program. It also provides specific guida.ce to
Education Services Officers concerning CCAF programs and what
courses airmen should be advised to take to progress through
a degree program. The catalog clearly specifies how an air-
man may request a transcript oi his technical education con-
pleted while in the Air Force and how he may have an official
transcript forwarded to employers or colleges. Finally, the
catalog details the proo~.ure by which an airman may accum-
ulate the necessary semester hours for an AAS and submit doc-
umentation to CCAF in support of his request for the degree.

ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE APPROVAL: Once the
airman's documentatlon is received at CCAF (after reviev and
consolidation by Education Services Officers), it is re-
viewed by program administrators to insure that courses
completed are from accredited institutions and &re consist-
ent with p-ogram objectives and that the airman has a coher-
ant body of knowledge reflecting a comprehensive grasp of
his occupational specialty. Airmen who fulfill AAS require-
ments will be recommended to the Policy Council for approval
and award of the Associate in Applied Science degree.

F LLOW-UP: To assure that the degree programs continue to
meet theineeds of the Air Force and, where possible, civil-
ian employers, follow-up studiL_ ire conducted by the
Institutional Research Branch of the CCAF Registrar. The
studies determine how CCAF programs contribute to the
improvement of NCO quality in terms of vocational skills
and supervisory competence and how usef'il the programs are
to employers and to other agencies such as colleges and
universities. F'eedback from these studies, as well as in-
formal feedback from registrars, surveys, and other sources,
enable us to modify and improve the progras as necessary.

SUMMARY: The systematic model which illustrates CCAF pro-
gram development is educationally sound. Occupaticnal
requirements are illustrative of needs. Fducational re-
sources are available to fill these needs and CCAF programs
result. Zu-lity control in terms of subatance and amount
occur as a iesult of aubsequent reviews from the CCAF Policy
Council and advisory panels. Necessary modifications result
and, then, final approval. The resulting career programs
are published in the CCAF catalog. Interaction between CCAF,
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the airman and his Education Services Officer occurs. This
results in continuous vocational guidance with the Objective
being receipt of the AAS. Subsequent follow-up of CCA?
graduates is made to determine how well CCAF programs have
prepared the individual for his role as a technician and
supervisor. The follow-up serves as a feedback loop makingthe CCAF program development process a continuous one.
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DANTES Discussion Panel

j ARMY SKILL DOCU1ENTATION PROGRAMS

Lt Col Hal W. wney

1. Soldiers receive, in varying degrees, training and experience in
skills which have counterparts in the civilian community. As a result,
any soldiers leav!ng the Army are proficient in skills needed oy ci-

vilian industry and could be assimilated into the economy without
extensive training. Experience has shown that industry has not, as a
general rule, accepted exservicemeubers as skilled workers. Because
this attitude Is costly to industry we muse assume it is based upon a
lack of awareness of the value of military training sd experience
rather than a reluctance to employ veterans at an advanced starting
level. The Army, in an effort to create an awareness of the value of
military training and experience in civilian industry, in the early 1970.
began to develop program to oeatain recognition from selected industries
for the skills of soldiers in certain Engineer, Transportation and
Culinary specialities. Pilot programs in apprenticeship, industry
recognition of non-apprenticc-ble skills, and technical certification wnre

e initiated.

2. The initiai program were developed by Training and Doctrine Commnd
(TRADOC) Service Schools as the technical expertise in the skillI the
program represented was in the training committees of these schools,
There was no central Army control and therv were no uniform procedures
for program development. These latter facts caused concern at Head-
quarters, Departmnt of the Army and in late 1974 The Adjutant General
was given the responsibility for coordinating prograu development and
for prescribing uniform policies for program development &,n4 management.
At this tise the theee pilot program were well underway.

a. The National Apprenticeship standards for the Army were developed.
atnd in July 1975 were register*d officfally with the Bureau of Arprantics-
ship and Training (BAT), US Department of Labor. The Ligineer School
Apprenticeship Program, developed jointly by the Department of Labor,
the US Army Engineer School and three civilia agencies (the Intetnational
Union of Operating Engineer. the Associated General Contractors of
America, and the National Constructors Association) was registered with
BAT in August 1975 and became the Army's first apprenticeship program.
This program, consisting of four occupational skills (Plant Equipment
Operator, Grading and Paving Equipme.tt Operator, Universal Equipment
Operator and Heavy Outy Repairer (Conrtructio'a Equiprwt)) was implement-
ed Army-wide in February 1976. From the Intial pilot program in 1973
to implementation qf an Army program in 1976, we learned a great deal
about apprenticeship programs, such of it by trial and error. The
prolonged developmental period for thene first program shortened the

Aoverall development of the Army apprenticeship program.

I
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b. The Transportation School developed their pilot program to gain
recognition for enlisted personnel who desire a career in the fields of
motor transport operationn, marine craft operations and naintev-Ance,
aviation maintenance, or terminal operations and whose military expe-
rience and training has been in theee fields. This program was
developed in coordination with some 40 national and regional industries
which employ people in the aforementioned career fields. Industry
representatives, after reviewing training program of the Transportatiou
School, i.dorsed the Transportation Corps Industry Accreditatin Program
(LAP). The IAP is essentially a referral program thru which soldiers
about to leve the Army prepare a brief, fornsted resume of their Army
experience, list areas of desired awployment, and are referred to
employers who could provide them Jobs. This program will serve as the
model for the manner of developing Industry Recognition Programb in
coordination with interested national/regional industries; however, we
do not anticipate development of any further referral program.

c. The Qisartermaster School developed a pilot program in the area of
professional/technical certification for food service personnel. They con-
tacted national/regional agencies which were leaders in the culinary field
to Invite them to participate In development of an Army program. Only

the American Culinary Federation (ACF) had a certification program and
desired to work with the Army. The resultant program was one which

outlined procedures for soldiers to follow to gain ACY certification at

the various levels of culinary euprtise and provided for participants

to join ACF chapters. After much debate it was finally determined that

the Army would not sponsor any private association program and since

ACF was a private associa:ion the pilot was not to become an Army

program. Instead, the Quarter-mster School vas to dcvelop an Industry

Rocognition Program for food service personnel as a follow-up to their

cooks*' apprenticeship program or, an alternative form of documentation
for cook*.

3. The Army set as it# goals, th* de-lopsent of program to document
skills attaine, by soldiers, in a form which would have manivg to

civilian indcstry. There would be no slteration of Army training or of

duty assignments simply to provide -kills useful to soldiers in seeking
past-service employment; there would be no program developed to train

soldiers in civilian skills; there would he no program designed pri-

marily to gain certification from private associations.

a. The Army determined to target its initial programs on enlisted
personnel, as they comprise 'he bulk of the soldiers leaving the service.

b. Because apprenticeship programs offer a well structured and
meaningful form of docutentation of progression in skill;, we elected to
concentrAte first on Army skills which had counterpart civilian appren-

ticeable skills and then to move on to other directly relatable skills
or to program beyon4 apprenticeship, for apprenticeable skills.
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c. We determined to develop some experimental programs to attamt
to relate some of the general skills of persowel in specialities which
have no direct civilian counterparts (e.g. combat arm) to those expe-
riences employers would consider attributes in prospective employees
(i.e., leadership, adainJstration, stocking, etc.)

d. We will also, either usin$ the catalo$ developed by the Defense
Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DANTES) or thru our own
research, identify skills requiring licensing/certification as a pre-
requitite for employment and indicate the regulating agencies.

4. Army Apprenticeship Program for Mlitary Personnel.

a, These are programs paralleling those in the civilian community,
developed for Army skills which relate to civilian apprenticeable skills,
registered with the US Department of Labor (DOL), thru which participants
can achieve IDOL certification as Journeyman.

b. The TRADOC Service Schorils who have trairong proponency (respon-
sible for the development of training program to qualify personnel in
the skills of the )3S) for an enlisted speciality (IDS) design apprentice-
ship programs with the assistance of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training (BAT), DOL. They oend their program thru cosmand channels to
RAT retiuesting the program be registered under the National Standards
of the Army and the apprenticeship standards of their school. After a
program i* registered the school prepares a draft of a DA Pamphlet which
will Implement the program Army-wide. Once a program i implemented, the
school acts as technical advisor to Education Services Officers and
irures programs are kept current.

c. Army Apprenticeship Programs are a part of the Army Continuing
Education System. They are a means of professional developaient for a
soldier and are operated thru Army Educatloo Centers. Soldlrsi register
with their Education Services Officer who In turn sends registration data
to the Army Adjutant General Center (TAGCEN) where data is stored and
given each month to BAT.

" d. Soldiers have Individual logbooks which contain cumislative

records of work experience, validated by their supervisor*. Each appren-I ticeship program has a schedule of work processes in which an apprentice

must log a specific number of hours of satiofactory work in order to
roac Journeyvmn status. Programs vary depending upon the complexity of
the skill from a total 2000 hours of experience to 8000 hours and for
each 2000 hours there is a correwponding requirement th-,t the apprentice
obtain 144 hours of related instruction (in many cases Advanced Individual
Trcining will satisfy the full program toquireent for instruction).

e. If a soldier logs all required tours of work experience and
attends the requisite |,ours of related instruction he/she my apply to
the local Education Servicep Officer (ESO) for a Certificate of Completion of
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Apprenticeship. Thtse certificates will be issued by DOL. The EUO
simply verifies the logbook entries of the individwl and, once the
entitkement is established, requests that TAGCEN obain a certificato
from DOL. TACCEN sends the signed certificates to the ESO for app,-
priate proswntation.

f. Soldiers who leavi the Army after having completed only a
portion of the total required hours of vxqtgrience and/or r-lated instruc-
tion present their logbooks to the ESO for verification. The ESO will
then issue a letter cortifying the number (f hours completed in each work
process and attesting to the fact the individual was participating in a
Nationally registered apprenticeship program.

g. The Army had 29 program implemented as of 30 September 1977, 30
F more registered awaiting publication of DA Pamphlets for implementation,

and 13 at RAT undor review. This constitutes the initial group of pro-
grams to be developed. Additional program will he developed as new
areas are opened to apprenticeship (e.g. a law enforcement program was

TAGCEN in Sep 77, were furnished to the Military Policy School for
consideration). See Incl 1 for program listing.

Wh. e believe tahat apprenticeship programs will offer eldiere an
appealing means of professional development with a clearly defined
personal goal. As soldiers pursue this goal they will become noe
professional in their NOS and. because most all program vill tatke more

than one enlistment zo complete, there will be an additio i1 inccntive
for reenlistmeL for : 2d term of oervice. As the value of these pro-
grams can be documented (from surveys of soldiers leaving the service
and from ivaluations by participants) tey should present a valuable
recruiting tool. The Army benefits will accrue as ae1diers strive
towrd their Indi~idual gomls.

5. Industry Recognition Program (IRP)

a. These will be programs developed in conjunction with employing
industries, to establish a form of credential which will adequ.ely de-
fine for potential employers an individual's level of skill proficiency,
either in a non-apprenticeable skill or that achieved beyond journeyman
status in an apprinciceable skill.

b. Current plans call for the development of IRP"s to be coileted
by September 1978. The Veterans Employment Service of DOL has agreed
to assist the Army in developing IRP's.
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6. In suw&Ary:

o. We knov- soldiers possess valuable skills, attained thru ail-
ttary training &iid experience, which In many cases relate to occu-
pational skills ..n civilian industry.

b. Our program& are designed to document this skill proficiency In
a form vhi-h has prcctical significance to potential employers.

c. We do ,st alter training or assignment to qualify an individual
in a civillan skill, nor do we run special training program which
detract frok the time a soldier spends in readiness training.

d. We do not promise post-service employment nor are we in job place-
ment. We offer a voluntary means of professional development, as part
of the Army Continuing Education System.

26
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L IMPLEMENTED ARMY APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

i ENGINEER SCHOOL

PROGRAM TITLE LENGTH

Plant Equipment Operator 6000 hours
Grading & Paving Equipment Operator i

Hleavy Duty Repairer (Const Equip) o

Universal Equipment Operator (Conast Equip)

QUARTERNASTER SCHOOL

PROGRAM A'ITLE LErGTH
Cook 6000 hours
Laboratory Technician (petroleum) o

TRANSPORTATION SCHOOL f
.PROGRAM TITLE LENGTH

Sheet Metal Worker (Aircraft) 6000 hours
Electrical Mechanic (Acrft)
Marine Heavy Duty Mechanic (vy Dty Mech - Diesel) 8000 hours
Marine Hull Repairer, Ironworker (Boatbuilder, Steel)
Airplane Mechanic 6000 hours

SIGNAL SCHOOL

PROGRAM TITLE LENGTH
Radio C munications Technician 8000 hours

Aircraft Electrical Mechanic 
of

Centtal Office 'telephone Installer & Repairer
Automstic Equipment Technician
Radio/TV Repairer
Cable Splicer

ORDNANCE SCHOOL

PROGRAM TITLE LENGTH
Small Weapoti Repairer 8000 hours
Arttllery Repairer

Industrial Welder 6000 hours
Machinist b.00 hovors
Automobile Body Repairer & Painter
Sawing Machine Revairer 6000 Laurs
Automcbtle Mechanic 8000 h,)urs
Truck Mechanic "
Peavy Duty Equipment Mechanic

F,6



INPLEMENTED ARMY APPRNTICESHIP PROGRAMS (Cortinued)

MISS ILE/MUNITIONS SCHOOL

PROGRAM TITLE LENGTH
Electronics Technician (Radar') 7000 hours
Electrical Instrument Repairer 6000 hours
Hydraulic-Equipsent Mechanic 7000 hours

Si

(Inclosure I )
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I
ArTIrtol)INAL CORRBLATES OF RENLISTMENi INTENT AMONG WOM IN THE ARMY

Jack M. Hicks

U. S. AM Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

INTRODUCTION

The tnvestigation upon vhich this report was based, grow out of a
need for the U. S. Army to better understand the contributions which
young women might potentially make to its manpower system. This need
derived in pa'ticular from rhc 'act that women constitute 502 of the
general population, and thus gzeatly expand the Army'n potential ntan-
power source. The overall objective of thili effort was to generate a
better understanding of te tost of vsriaiblt4 pertaining to the adjust-
went of enlisted women (EW) in the Army, including current attitudes,
wrale, porceptio , mot ivations, aad reenlistment intent.

The present report was generally responsive to current /roy con-
cerns with respect to retencion of first-term enlisted personnel. More
specificalLy, this analysis addressed the currently litl* studied
domain of reenlistmnt 4ntent correlates smg Army 9W. The purpose of
this report was to idesat:Ky soma )f the most promoting correlates of
nelf-reported reo listzwnL intent among thnoe attitudinal variables
included in the above discussed pirent iodstigSation. The 1org-range
objective of this rasoarch is tc develop a profile of reliable correla-
tea of reer**dirwn intznt, spe..AXically applicable to LW. It is hoped
that ultimately, xuch aG aaslysis Wght zerve as a basis for an KW
reenlistment predictor 5atterl.

>'-4ed upon ,klteirnry ir.ervieww and a pilot study, a 162-itea
questlionnai i wq 4e*l.nod. Nine division-ioze Army iis!ctlations with
a hiuh percentege of EW ware sAspleC for data .ollection, yielding a
total of 7},8 W respondents. To the ,extent po siblo, selection of EW
w4s governed by ie folloaing spoc ti.,rtions: (1) length of service,
18-24 uonhs Cf rst-tfrm), (2) at leat 4 ontht from eapiration of
term of sarvtcr ( T.S); (3) pri.%-Ity E-3 and P-.4; (4) eligible for
reenli :; Ad (5) 4.iveri.r; of MOS.

The rcest~onntt. was ocstzvi terad uy civtiiaij ,ata collmction
tea. to coll.-..ives ol 1 to )0 LW per oission , ci 5eceber 1975.
Confitettal'.y ad 4n1ay' y weit aW*L ur',n Th vertatim Lastructious
war reed a&.)n.d,. w.ih tht -'spc.a4*.its follvvwi silently :rot, their

#ustiontale* ooooAets. I ot* vnr ,erie, prcved guffictlnt to complete
the questionnaire.
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RESULTS

Twn.:y-five percent of the EW indicated that they would definitely
or probably reenlist at ETS. An additional 26Z indicated that they
might or might not reenlist, with the remaining 49Z reporting that they
would definitely or probably not reenlist.

Enlistment Considerations. The interpretation of relationships he-
tween initial enlisa-mnt motivations and reenlistment Intent should take
into account that a minimum of 18 mon:he had passed since enlistment,
and that LTS was still perhaps 18 months in the future. Such time lags
might be expected to spuriously deflate whatever true relationships
exist. Nonetheless, several statistically significant correlations
resulted. The statistical tests employed were chi squ re to e:t-b1;1h
significance/nonsignificance, and Cramer's V to estimate strength of
relationship. Of the 11 most frequently reported enlistment motivations,
5 were found to be significantly associated with reenlistment intent.
Of some interest was the fact that the most frequently reported enlist-
maent motives were not those which proved to be most predictive of reen-
listment intent. In fact, the most popular enlistment motive, "to get
college benefits," was not significantly correlated with reenlistment
intent. The next most often given reasons for enlistment, "to get
civilian job twaining," "to travel," end "to find adventure and excite-
ment," were aignificantly, but modestly associated with reenlistment
intent. The stiongest correlates of reer.listment intent came from less
often reported otvations such as, "to serve my country" (V * .21).
and "came frou a military family" (V - .16).

Also worthy of mention is the significant correlation between
"length of time spent thinking about enlistment" and reenlistment intent
(V - .24). In this case, those who indicated a liklihood of reenlist-
wnt, were Agnificantly less inclined to say that they "joined oa
imptlse," than those who reported little propendity to reenlist.

Satisfaction with the Army. Ile strongest association found L,
the entire analysis was between "overall satisfaction with the Army"
and reenlistment intent (V - .56). Approximately half of those in-
clined to reenlist expressed high satisfaction with the Army overall,
as comparsA to only 6Z among .hose disinclined to reenlist. Or.ly 32
of those with reenlistment plans indicated low satisfaction with the
Army.

Almost as strtng a relationship was yielded bttween "work satis-
faction in the Army" and reenlistment intent (V - .47). As many as
, 11 of those intending to reenlist reported good to excellent work
satisfaction. Only 39% of those leaning against reenlistment reported
a *imilar leve, of work satisfaction. This finding was In direct
corroboration of the primary finding in a very recent report on job
satisfaction and reenlistent intent among enlisted men (Goldman and
orstine, 1977).

Interest in Combat. A major current issue regarding the utilii:-
ation of women in the military concerns their potential for combat WKS,
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from which they are excluded at present. One of the strongest correla-
i tions obtained in thip analysis w~s that between "interest in combat"

and reerlistment intent (V - .35). Approximately one half of thosewomn interested in reenlistmnt alai expressed an interest in combat.
By contrast. less one in fi-ve of those not intending to reenlist
reported a similar interest in combat. This finding is symptomatic

of a general pattern inherent in this body of data, which suggests that
women prone to reenlist are nore inclined to feel that they can and
should dc un's work, tian %omen not interested in rt..nlistment.

Perceived Qality of Personnel. Awong the srongoest correlates of
reenlisttant intent for enlisted women, was their perception of the
quality and desirability of their .ale counterparts. Approximately 1/3
of the wowm intending to reenlist reported the overall quality of the
men to be good to excellent, as compared to 132 for those planning not
to reup. (V - .27). Alost one-half of those not intending to reenlist
considered the men fair to poor, as compared to less that 1/4 of those
planning to reenlist who felt this way. A similar result w&s obtained
in connection with the perceived liklihood of marrying an Army man
(assuming single status). 2ully 1/2 of the rcenlistment prone respond-
ents indicated that they would be inclinad to marry an Army man, as
compared to approximately 1/4 of those not reenlistment prone (V - .27).
Much the same results ware obtained from the inclination to date an
Army man, as rlated ti reenlistment intent (V - .22), and the perceived
overall qualicy of women in the Army, as related to reenlJtment intent
(V * .21).

Likes and Dislikes. Finally, the reapondents were asked to indicate
the things they liked and disliked most about the Army. In terms of
relationships to reenlistment intent, the strongesc correlate among
these stimuli was "Army tradition" (V - .32). Almst 2/3 of the re-
enlistment prone respondente reported a liking fov Army tradittkn, as
compared to less than 1/3 for those not reenlistment prone. A similar
relationship (V - .32) was obtained botween "rules and regulations" and
reenlistment intent. Other slgnific'ant correlates of reenlistment inttnt
were "field duty" (V - .30), "dress/hair regulations" (V - .26), "the
NCO's" (V - .21), "dress uniforus" 'V - .20), "the food" (V - .20),
"comissioned officers" (V - .19), f.this Post" (V - .10), "my ROS"
(V - .18), and "fatigue uniforms"' (V - .18). In all of these instances,
the greater the liking, the greater tLhe expressed intent to teenlist.

Somewhat consistent with the above ftndings concerning quality of
personnel, liking of "most mn :L the Army" correlated more highly with
reenlistmuent intent (V - .16) than liking of "most women in the Army"
(V - .03). In both cases, however, the V's ware much lover than found
in regard to quality of personnel. It was also of interest that the
relationship of "heavy lifting" and reenlistment intent, Lhough statis-
tically significant (V - .15), waa not smong the strongest predictors
of reenlistment intent. Other poor correlates were like/dislike of
"the barracks" (V - .10) and "abuse from civilians" (V .04).
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In sumary, there appear to be, on the basis of this analysi a
substantial number of promising variables which might serve as a basis
for a first-term female reenlistment predictor battery. A key assump-
tion relevant to this objective, of course, is a high relationship
between reendistment intent a&d actual reenlistment behavior. On the
basis of previous research old and new, such an "as.uption would appear
to be r.tasonably sound. According to the most recent research, the
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (Guinn, BerbericL, and Vitola,
1977) found that 92Z of those first-teters a i*ressing an interest
in i military career actually did reenlist; whertas, 93Z of those who
expressed disinterest, did not renlist. Goldman und 'orstine (1977)
also reported that "...soldiers' stateMente re.aerAnjrs.... trn-
intent are highly correlated with actual reenlistment decision..."
Of course, these relationships tend to hold most strongly the less the
time lag between expressed reenlistment intent and actual reenlistment.
Nonetheless, there appear zo be sufficient justification for the
assumption that a high UeOationship exists between reenlistment intent
and actual reenlistment such that the present analysis might serve as a
useful preliminary exploration of the feasibility a predictor of re-
enlistment d-cision for woen in the Army.

RE~FERENCES

Guinn, N. herberich, G. & Vitola, B.M. Reenlistee/non-reenlistee
profiles and prediction of rewUistuent potential (AFHRI-TR-77-24).
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oratory, P~rsonnel Research Division, June 1977.

Goldman, A.C. & Worstint, D.A. Job satisfaction and reenlstment intent
for first term personnel: inititl findings (Survey Report).
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TABLE 1

TE WILL MAYBE I, OTI TOTALS

. FIRST V- 407 773 m.5 (9.1%)

MOT F1IRST 44 36 73 1.53 (9)

TOTALS '17 443 846 7

(2Z) (26%) (49%)

C11 ISr11-kr{ 1.78

p> .05
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TABLE 2

rOTIVATItS All IFNLIST INTENT

ENLISTE MVTIVATION WILL WONT P V

ETl C)LEGE tMNEIS 54 57 N

GET CIVILIAN J TRAINIt 53% 42% ,0001 ,103

TRAVEL 50% 41% ,01 .077

ADW E E II DENT 48% 37% 4.0 ,I

N 1EEIED EMY 25% 25% NS-

NO CIVILIAN JOB in m NS --
SERVE ML 27% 11 .,001 .206
GET MBWY FR HOME 1 ,% NS --

UE AWAY FROM Ai11 TOWN m m 'IT-

DIDN'T LIKE JOB 11% NS -

CAME FRM MILITANR FAMILY M.% <.001 16

1 UE ALL O ISi= 77
~P < .001
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~TABLE 3

1fl3Th! F.: TIPE ThO~rif ABL ENLISTING

AS IURA IJ TO FfI .IS1 N INTE~f

M OF TE WIlL WMT

SNOT , JOINED O 2ts 213

TIfT AM IT % WAA I 32% 3I

M ADM IT A fR OR SO 24% 212

WATD IN AM SINC WRY YJ 7%

0i SM 70

P <.001

V2 .235
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AS CEAlED TO FIBLISTNt INIEN

REutP TM

SAIFCINWILL wu

HIGH 926

MEDIUM C5

LLI3%43

A~H QM1 SUE396

P <.001

V2 .59
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T~ABLE 5

ORK SATISFACTION IN W

AS FE.ATED TO REDLSTIff IN 8E

ATISFACTION WILL WONT

43% 311

AVEPAGE 19 31%

FAIR 235%

POR1% 14%

KHI S 7 26

P< .0l1
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TOBE 6

IKIEFST IN MSAT AS IEATED

TO IFELIS1IENT INIE9f

INIMST IN C1MT WILL. WONT

sw~ 26% 12%

NDTW Yo w 21% 17%

tUIAT At!L6W

CHI SOXt-I58

v .354
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TALE 7

PEEIWI GWS OF LEING CIVILIAN J SKILL

AS RMEL TO Rl41.ISTME " INMEI1I

OWUS OF SKIUL WILL w

A EN 33 14%

GOOD 41%29

NAVMW3 2% 24%

FAIR 4% 12%

POR 4% 21%

Oil S -145

p <.001

V- .339
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TARE --J

puds mL wI1y a: oPs wITED To

FRIJSlK IW

QKJ1Y WILL wff

fXco 29% 0i

AOKI 43%3

FAI R im27%

v .274
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TAME 9

PERCEMW LIMHOODI OF WA.?f tK3 AN A"W IF SINGLE

A~S FfIATED TO IE4LSTTWE IN~TNT

IDEFINITELY WfLU 3 3
PRMABY WL 28Zm

MIWGHIM NUT 3I 6

PRFOMY WJWl'T 8 6

DEFINITELY W4111TU%'I

CHI SUEi- 89
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TABLE 10

PEIEID LIKI.IHOOD OF DATING AN ARMY IF

SUM31E, AS 1 ,EJD TO IREUSTMJ1 IM1EN

DATE ARY Ml WILL WONT

DEFINITELY WOM 34 21%

PROPALY OIJD 37% 28%

MIGKT/IMIGIT NOT 21% 34%

PROBABLY W 'T 4I8

IEFINITEY 4LDN'T 3% 9%

CHI SMUARE 0

P<.,001

V - .223
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PFaIS I W L RKIT1Y OF WM~E AS IEIATED TO

FEENLISrANE INTEM

9LIWY WILL WONT

FAIR1522

RXa 4% ]

V .214
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TABLE 12

LIKES N DISLIKES AM TIE AIW AS ILATED TO ;&LISWNY INTENT

STU'I.S WILL
~DILKE 2t

ARIY "Wl ITI LIKE , .325LIKE 63 2

DISLIKE 29 53

LIE 5C% 281

FIELD DMIY LIE V - .296

DR MR E3DISLIKE 144% 68 =a.5

LIKE 45%

DISLIKE 1%

DRE NIWS DISLIKE 28% 45% vw.0
LIKE 63% 41%

TEOMDISLIKE 47% 65%z 20
LIKE 44% 25%
DISLIKE 17n

TFFICES V - ,194
LIKE 51%

DISLIKE 46% 4a
SFSLIKE 47% 288

DISIE 17 33
LIKE m 55%

DISLIKE 3c 5112
LIKE 97V 41
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MALE/FMALE ATTITUDES MATED TO PERFOMRMACE
IN AIR FORE TEC)NICAL TRAIING

Jeffrey E. Kantor, Bart N. Vitola, and Nancy Guin
Personnel Research Division

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks Aic Force base, Texas

At the request of the USAF Air Training Comnmiad the Personnel

Research Division of the Air Force Human Resourcis Laboratory initiated a

research project designed to investigate student attitudes toward Air

Force technical training and the relationship between those attitudes and

performnc/attrit~on in technical training. This research wa divided

into three main phases: (1) the developant and validation of an instru-

ment both sensitive to student attitudes and related to technical training

performance, (2) a comparison of student attitudes from courses having

differential attrition rates, and (3) an assessment of the relationship

between attitude and performance in general and attitude and perfor.ance

within specific subgroups of interest.

The firot phase, development and validation of the Technical Training

Student Survey (TTSS) was completei in early 1977 (Kantor, Vitola, & Guinn,

1977), and the remaining phases are, at present, nearing completion. In

the course of this effort, a data base was established consisting of

attitudinal responses and technical training courtse performance measures

on 12,667 techniral training students. From this data base, it is possible

to abstract and study various subgroups of intere-t. Actitudinal differ-

ences between these groups can be identified and relationships between
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attitude and performance can be compared. In this study, the "Lgroups

chosen for comparison were sale and female students. Comparisons drawn

between males and females are of interest for several reasons. First,

male/female differences have, historically, been an area of both scientific

and popular inquiry. Second, with the increase in numbers of women enter-

Ing the Air Force, and the military in general, It ha become important

to identify and assess aleZsenale differences which lmight Impact n

personnel training and utilization. Finally, in many technical training

areas, particularly Mchanical and Loectrovic, males and females exhibit

differential attrit im rates unrelated to fntering aptitude scores.

Therefore, the objectives of this study were to (a) identify attitudinal

differences between malc and female students regarditr Air Force tech-

nical training snd (b) compare and contrast the relationships between

attitudes and performnice for male and female technical training students.

hhLjg=. A total of 12,667 nonprior service enlistid accessions

(10,980 males and 1,687 females) were administered the TTSS whi:* attending

one of 53 different Air Force technical training courses conducted between

September 1974 and August 1975* For courarative purposes, this sample

was subdivided, based upon sex and performance In technical school, into

four groups: (1) Male Graduates (9,984), (2) Male iainees (996), (3)

Female Graduates (1,430), and (4) Female Elimineus (257).

Survey Instrument. The TTSS contains 121 items designed to tap

student attitudes about specific aspects of the Air Force technical
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training experience. These measures reflect the student's expectations

about training; motivation for training; perceptions of instructors,

fellow students, and physical settings; degree of perceived stress in

training; and the degree of personal satisfaction derived from the

student's training and career choice. Approximate testing time for the

TTSS is 30 minutes. A copy of the 1TSS is presented in Appendix A. An

example of the type of item and response format used is presented in

Figure 1.

Survey Abinistration. The ITSS was bd nistered under stwardtsed

conditions to students In the trainiag setting. Sampling points were

chosen to allow comparisons across all technical training courses,

between technical training centers, and between courses having differing

attrition rates. It is assumed that the response patterns obtained

accurately reflected the spectrum (f attitudes present in the population

of Air Force technical training students.

Statistical Analysis. To evaluate male/female and graduate/elimine

differences, a stepwise discrtnimant analysis approach was utilized.

This technique provided both an identification of specific differente1.

attitudes and a relative Importance WoighLig of those differences. Since

only two groups were compared at any one tim, this approach to wu~loeous

to a multiple linear regression with dichotomously coded dependent variables.

Error rate (Type 1) was controlled per family of stepvise comparisons such

that the total a for each set of comparisons < .05.
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Agg and Discussion

The first analysis was accomplished to identify attitudinal differ-

ences betweeu male and female students. For this analysis, sex was the

dependent variable and significant relationships were identified between

the sex of the respondent and his or her responses on 33 of the 121 items.

These 33 items accounted for 9.482 of the dependent variance. bassd upon

the item content and the relative weight of that item in the diucrisinant

function, the major attitudina. differences between males and femalea wore

summarized and are presented in descending order of importance in Figure 2.

(A complete list of the 33 Items and their correlations with the dependent

variable is presented in Appendix 5.1.)

From these attitudinal differences, a fvw general findings seem

apparent. Females show more concern about academics (i.e., desire more

off-duty study time, desire more time be spent on difficult subject

matter). This is possibly related to their higher attrition rate from

technical training schools (males a 8.982; females - 15.232) but may

reflect a desire to perform up to standards even if additional time and

effort are required. Females are less satisfied with certain aspects of

the physical environment (classroom temperature, dorm sleeping facilities)

but have a more positive perception of their fellow students (lass pettyI quarrels, more support). Finally, although females "s more happy with

their military status (more satisfied with the Air Force, less bothered

by military bearing), it is the nalos who felt that technical training had

been a more beneficial experience. Overall, it appears that the females
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evidenced more academic difficulty,, more group cohesion, ore satisfaction.

but perhaps were less sure of what benefit they were ottin out of

training. These attitudes might be considered typical of those of a group

entering it3 a new %vtroennt, and it is possAble that as the numbers

and experiences of females in technical training increase, soma of the

male/female differences will be moderated and the similarities increased.

To differentiate between the attitudeu of male graduates and mal*

eliminees, an analysis was accomplished using the 10,960 sale subjects

with graduation/elmination being the dependent variable. Significant

relationships were identified between the dependent variable and responses

on 22 of the 121 TTSS items accounting for 9.76Z of the dependent variance.

(A complete list of these iteai is provided in Appendix B.2.) The major

attituiinal differences betwen male graduates and elltinees are summarized

in Figure 3.

From these attitudinal differences, it would appear that male

eliminees felt more stress (pressure for perfection, difficulty with

materials, lterference with studies), that sale graduates placed more

importance on system rewards (job security, avoidance of dties), and

that both sale graduates and eliminees held sow negative feelings about

each other. Overall, it might be that the sale elimlnee evidences more

susceptability to pressure. less personal motivation, and less affinity

for inherent system reinforcers. This makes the eliAines easily discouraged

aue very difficult to keep on track and working when arduous effort is

required.
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To differentiate between the attitudes of female graduates and

eLiamnees, an analysis was accomplished using the 1 ,687 female subjects

again ith graduation/eliination being thte dependent variable. Signifi-

cant relationships were identified on 12 of the 121 items, accounting for

11.522 of the dependent variance. The major attitudinal differences

between female gradueces and eliminees are summarized in Figure 4. (A

complete list of the 12 items is presented in Appendix 3.3.)

From these attitudinal differences, It would appear that female

eliinees also felt more stress (pressure for perfection, difficulty

with course materials, student workload), that female graduates were more

motivated (desire more study time, more time on equipment), and that

female graduates placed more importance on system rewards (job security,

off-duty privileges). Again, like the sales, it would appear that the

female elisinee evidences more susceptability to pressure, less drive

towards the goal, and might be difficult to motivate since she appears

les sensitive to system reinforcers.

The major attitudinal factors found related to graduation/eliamnation

for males and females are summarized and compared in Table 1. It woule

appear evident that considerable overlap exists between the factors

associated with technical training perf 5rmance for males and females.

Out of the first five most important factors, four are shared by both

males and females, leading to the conclusion that the siallaritis out

woigh the differences between the sexes. However, the differences which

do exist appear to point to the conclusion that females have somewhat
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sore academic difficulty than ales. Since all students entering any par-

ticular training course are qualified for that course and have generally

comparable aptitude scores, this finding is interesting because It suggests

a difference in ability not currently being easured. Several areas of

future research are therefor* suggested. First, it smoul4 be deterYIned if

the relationships between aptitude test snores and perforsan- in technical

school are the sae for both males and females. Second, course materials

and structure should be investigated for sex bias which ight negatively

impact on female performance. Finally, the Air Force selection and classi-

fication system, developed on a primarily all male force, should be

evaluated to ensure that females are being properly managed with respect

to the maximally effective classification of female pursonel Bnd their

assignment to areas wterein they will have the highest probability of

success.

Coclusion

T'n male d female attitudes regarding the Air Force technical

training experience were found to differ significantly in several areas.

Some of these differences (e.g., classroom temperature) may be dealt with

directly, but most appear to be reflecting the differences in attitudes

between a group with experience in a particular environment (sal"s) versus

those of a group entering a now experience (fesmale). It is possible that

as the 41newrwas" of having large numbers of females in technical train-

ing wears off, the similarities betveen sale and female students will

increase. The similarities Ietween factors associated with graduation/

elimination for sales and females are substantial and appear to indicate
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similar problems in eliminees of both sexes. However, some differences

were noted and appear to be indicative of females having more academic

difficulties. In sumary, certain attita.dinal differences do exist between

males and females in Air Force technical training, but there was substantial

comunality indicating similar perceptions, concerns, r~id a similar

relationship between attitude and performance.
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APPENDIX B.1

TTSS items signifcantly related to eex of respondent coding: Males - 1,

Females - 2: Item options coded as per Appendix A.

Item I Correlation Item I Correlation

11 -.117 75 -.034

Z 97 -.111 82 .064

51 -.075 104 -.079

84 -.049 66 -.025

98 -.104 4(2) -.035

49 .059 119 -.005

113 -.095 112 -.090

11/ .038 25(1) .018

120 -.063 54 .050

109 .007 59 -.036

2(2) -.054 62 -.030

19(1) .029

56 -.058

115 -.078

38 .025

29 -.054

88 .023

110 -.069

69 -.054

118 -.054

Note. Items are listed in order of entry into the sLe~pise discriminate
ana) ys is.
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APPENDIX B,2

ITSS items significantly related to graduation/elimination of male

students coding: Graduation 0 0, Elimination a 1.

Item I Correlation

72 .182

1(2) -.124

17(2) -.081

23(l) .074

95 .128

47 -.058

52 .061

74 -.020

29 -.091

88 .046

80 .099

110 .031

12(2) -.003

79 .139

13(2) -.082

51 -.032

70 .097

3(1) .019

82 .109

89 .041

69 -. 035

84 .031

Note. Items are listed in order of entry into the stepwise discriminate
analysis.
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APENDIX B.3

TTSS items significantiy related to graduation/elimination of female

students coding: Graduates - 0, Eliminees =.

Item # Correlation

72 .209

i1l .086

95 .154

1(2) -.117

23(1) .121

8z .142

89 .049

9(2) -.056

80 .134

84 .004

62 .009

33 .117

Note. Items are listed in order of entry into the stepwise discriminate
analysis.
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ARMY COWANDERS AS GATEKEEPERS FOR INFORMATION

David L. Hannaman
Dr Robert Pulliam

ABSTRACT

The Army's Chief of Public Affairs performed a study of company-
level command, to determine the effects of "gatekeepers" on the flow
of command information from DA to soldiers in the field. Commanders
and their staffs in )02 representative companies were surveyed, using
a structured interview analyzed by Q-sort techniques. Findings
confirmed the critical role of commanders and of other media in deter-
mining how soldiers perceive the Army and its wission, and revealed
interesting characteristics of modern small-unit command. Commanders
were found to be primary gatekeepers for only 30% of the information
flow studied. Films appeared to be less effective as media than is
commonly believed. and limits of enlisted reading skill appeared to
be a critical co-istraint on choice of media.

The survey technique used is of technical interest because of its
utility for further research in the Services.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been some kind of a formal discipline in military
psychology for aoout 50 years. Yet after 50 years we are not very
close to an understanding of the dynamics of unit behavior nor of
command. Alexander the Great probably knew more, intuitively, about
the psychology of command than we yet have learned from research.

My colleagues and I therefore continuously search for research
tools by which we can measure and describe the relationship between
command and unit behavior. And to us, one of the most promising tcols
is the study of the flow of information. This applies equally to the
formal flow of orders, regulations, or combat intelligence, ani to
the informal flow of private information and unofficial working
communications. It applies equally to military units in combat, and
to housekeeping duties in gcrrison.

We were therefore particularly pleased when the Army selected
Kinton, Inc., to study the flow of cor-mand information at the company
level. Today we will report that study briefly. We will describe
the requirement, outline our method and report some highlights of
the findings. We believe the methods used have wide applicability in
military research for addressing other problems.

But, first, we wish to express our tppreciatron to the many
persons in the A wmy who contributed to the out
whose assistance the study would not have been possible. First, we
would like to recognize the support of Colonel Ralph E. Ropp and
Captain Carroll W. Williams who recognized the requirement for this
research and who contributed substantially to Its design and direction.
We are further indebted to the Public Affairs Officers at Forts
Belvoir, Benning, Bragg, Dix, Hood, Lee,Meade and Polk, and to members
of their staffs for untiring work in scheduling and arranging inter-
views. Several valuable observations were first offered by senior
commanders and were later confirmed by company level interviews.

Finally, we are most deeply indebted to the hard-pressed company
coTanders and first sergeants who took time to tell us how the
information program operates in the working Army. This study is
prcperly dedica*ed to those professionals, and we hope it tells some
small part of their story.
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REQUIREMENT

The study we are reporting was planned by the Amy as a means of
evaluating the Amy's Command Information program. When we say
"Command Information' we refer to general information not directly
related to the Amy's tecthnical mission, which senior commanders
consider important to dissiminate down the line of command. It in-
clcdes a wide range of matters, ranging from changes in personnel
policy to the Amy's position on weapons systems procurement. Forconvenience we will refer to Command Information as "CI".

The Amy's Cl Program provides specific information, identified
as important by the Army, to individual officers and soldiers at all
levels. When it works it s ould ensure that major policies and pro-
grams are understood, and that troops understand the Army's role and
mission, as that role is seen by senior command. There are cases in
which the view of the Department of Amy is at variance with the
attitudes of some soldiers (such as concerning race relations) or
with popularly held attitudes (such as concerning the Soviet threat).
In these cases the mission of the information program is to ensure
that members of the Army at least understand the position the Army
takes Ni pursuing its constitutional mission. Soldiers are not
required to agree, but they need to understand the rationale for the
Amy's role.

Because of its importance, the Army is concerned sibout the
effectiveness of the CI program, and has in the past u,,dertaken
studies of its effectiveness and of the comparative vblue of various
media or vehicles for transmitting the program's messages. Research
studies, as early as World War II analyzed the nWhy We Fight Fight"
series, on separate scales for information, attitude and motivational
effectiveness. A general finding of most studies has been that the
informai:ion program, is never fully effective in delivering informa-
tion (cognitive content), but that the program is more effective in
comunicating information than in causing attitudinal or behavioral
change.

Company Commanders

This specific study focused on the role of the company commander,
as a "gatekeeper." We will iay more about "gatekeepers" in a moment.
There were redsons to believe that company comanders were the key
to effectiveness in the Army C1 Program. To begin with, they are in
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most cases the point at which the CI program's materials distribution
system stops, and decisions are made as to which materials will be
presented, when, and how. The commander is the person responsible
for formal Commander's Calls, and the one who must select what he
will say to his troops during the limited time they are assembled
together. Finally, he is the senior authority figure in the Army
chain of connand, the one who is most personally known and regularly
seen by troops.

The company commander is therefore probably the gatekeeper whose
decisions are most influential for the information program. There
are two reservations in that regard:

First, the decisions made by the commander are often difficult to
distinguish from those of the first sergeant and other orderly room
staff - such decisions may either be based on the recommondations of
others or may in fact normally bypass the commander. Many commanders
do not actually see or read completely the information sent them
through information progrim channels, but depend on others to screen
those materials first.

Second, the tenure of commanders is sometimes brief, and the
impact of the coimnander, when the turnover has been rapid, may be less
than in those cases where the commander has been assigned long enough
to establish his position and to develop an administrative routine.

Gatekeepers

The question we asked was about the commander's behaviar as a
"gatekeeper" of information, The role of gatekeepers was a key to
the study. Gatekeepers determine what other people receive through
channels of conmunication.

It is hard to fully appreciate how dependent each 9f us is on
the content of comvunications. What we know, what we believe, and how
we behave depends on the information we receive through formal
communication channels. Each Liman being can know directly only those
events which happen within his sight and hearing. All the rest of
his perception of the world results from indirect experience, reLeived
through communications. $

Thus most members of a modern society, including soldiers in the
Army, have no direct experience of realities such as floods in Bangla-
desh, the space program, the Soviet Union, or the fact that the world
is round. These things are observed by others, and communicated via
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a host of private or public channels. Nevertheless, most people

believe in the detailed existence of a wider world, most of which
they have never seen.

How the world beyond personal experience is perceived is totally
a function of communications. No citizen or soldier can know of any
event, unless that event is reflected in the media he receives.
How each person perceives an event (such as the war in Ethiopia) is
totally dependent on the content of communications. That content is
necessarily selective. The channels of counication could not carry,
and individuals could not digest, all that happens in the world each
day. So at many points in the world's conmunications, there are
"gates" or "filters", points at which signals are sorted, edited and
selected before being passed into the next channel. "Gatekeepers" are
critical causes of the way the world is perceived Ly others.

Gatekeepers necessarily exist within the communications of
society, the government, business, private institutions. and the Army.
Either consciously or by default, gatekeepers determine what signals
will be received by others, and therefore, how others will perceive
reality. In the Army, commanders are the primary gatekeepers for
information flowing with the chain of command. While they are not
the only gatekeepers, the decisions of company commanders are centrally
important in determining how troops and junior officers perceive the
Army, and themselves, in relation to the Army's mission. This gate-
keeping role is vital in oattle as well as in peacetime affairs. It
has never before to our knowledge, been the subject of specific
research.

Finally, it must be observed that in the company commander's case,

the term "gatekeeper" does not adequately suggest his information role.
Gatekeepers in government, media and business often function in a
manner closely analogous to the gate and 'ilter functions of a computer -

they pass or process information. But the company commander is in
addition an active medium of transmission and display. Commanders
are active advocates. How they promote a policy, and how they display
their personal concern, will determine how their subordinates behave
to a far greater extent than is the case elsewhere in goverrment,
business or industry.

We have explained that the objective of this study was to define
the company commander's role as a gatekeeper of CI. We will now
describe the methods of the study.
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METHOD

In designing a method for this study we recognized a couple of) problems to be overcome. One was that we did not yet know exactly

what questions would be most useful to ask, and the other was that
company commanders were likely to be on the defensive when asked about
their CI programs. We had a good method for exploring the wording
of questions in the "Q-sort" technique, but the question of defensive-
ness was more serious.

We know that military commanders are not likely to be frank when
asked how they do things. They are used to more or less constant
inspection, and habitually tell outsiders the story which will make the
unit look good. But we needed to know what actually happened to CI
at the company level, as contrasted to what the regulations or policy
might say. We knew that most commanders would not be t.sing all the
CI materials fully, and that in fact commanders have to avoid many
directed responsibilities in order to survive.

Structured Interview

Inforality and personal contact were obviously required. We
decided to use a structured interview, with open-ended responses, so
that we could ask stimulating questions and then let the respondents
tell us what wai on their minds. The three interviewers were each
former members of the military, with personal experience as a
coprander. This was our most valuable asset. But, first we had to
decide what to ask.

The Questionnaire

The Army provided us with a list of juest'ons which needed
answering. These concerned the effectiveness of several publications,
such as Soldiers magazine and Convuander's Call, an information
pamphlet. n addition, we were to ex--x-plb-re the effectiveness of media
such as radio, movies and TV, and to e,plore opinions at the company
level, about the CI program. This list of general questions had to be
pruned down to a practical number of concrete questions, and stated in
terms which would provoke useful, measurable responses.
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Case Study

A preliminary list of questions was drawn up, reflecting our best
estimate of what questions would be useful and how they should be
phrased. Those questions were tested in a case-study of 10 Arny units.
In each unit we interviewed the commander and his first sergeant;
four units were in the combat arms, four were combat support ard two
were in Army schools.

The interviewers used approximately two hours in talking to each
respondent. The questions were asked informally, in a conversational
manner, and respondents were encouraged to answer informally and at
length. Longhand notes were taken, in many cases recording the exact
language of key phrases or sentences. New ideas and perceptions were
picked up and explored further.

A principal purpose of these case studies was to discover how the
issues were perceived at company level, so that our interview would
reflect the language, issues and perceptions of unit-level conzand
rather than those of Army headquarters.

Responses of commanders and their first sergeants were compired
to detect unreliable data, and differences between enlisted and officer
perceptiun.

Q-Sort Scoring

A Q-sort procedure was used to identify scorable responses. By
this we mean that a panel of analysts looked at each question, the
analysts taking one question at a time and working independently. For
each question, each analyst sorted the responses into categories of
siinlar responses. A typical question will usually yield from two to
eight recurring responses (plus a miscellaneous category). Sets of
responses emerge which, though phrased differently, reflect similar
opinions. The panel then meets, compares its scoring systems, and
agrees on a common scoring scheme. This method makes it feasible to
score well-designed, open-ended questions as if they were multiple-
choice.
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Model Descriptl n 4
From these data a preliminary logical gated-flow diagram was

developed, to be confirmed and expanded later. That diagram described
the possible patterns of flow for CI information within an Army
company. Tes

Mini Field Test

As a result of the case study, majur modifications were made to
the wording of questions and the question sequence. A preliminary
field test was then conducted at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. Following this
test tOe procedures just outlined were repeated. Questions were
scored, their language was improved, a::d minor adjustmentz, rado informat and sequence. A survey instrument resulted whi;h wai clearly

in the language of users, was easy to Q-sort, which produced interest-
in5 data, and which was reliable to apply.

Field Test

This survey instrument then underwent a "inal rigorous field test.
Twenty-nine units were surveyea a Forts iragg, Dix and Lee. A total
of 26 company comanders and 29 first sergeants were contacted, in 10
combat arms, 9 combat s jppcrt, and 10 school companies. The data were
scored and analyzed after which minor changes were mdde. but it was
then determined that the field test data were sufficiently reliable to
include in the firnal report.

Final Survey

A total of 102 units (61 combat arms, 21 combat support aad 20
schools) from Forts Benning, Bragg, Hood and Polk we-e included in
the final survey. Eighty-eight ccanpan1 commanders and eighty-four
first sergeants were interviewed. Data from the Field Test and the
final survey were consistent, However, the structured interview was
changed in minor respect, followil' the Field Test, so the data from
the Field Test and Survey a,, rot I n every case fully comparable.
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Each installation involved in the final survey was visited by two
or more Interviewe~s. This was required in part to lessen the
probability of interviewer bias affecting the data. Additionally.
the interviewers conduted at least two interviews jointly at each
installation -- one interviewing while the other observed, then re-
versing roles for the second interview. This procedure ensured
standardization of interiiewing technique. Interviews were conducted
in 3 company setting, typically the office, ness hall, training room
or dayroom of the unit concerned.

Including the final survey, a tntal of 8 installatins (Forts
Belvoir, Benning, Bragg, Dix, Hoed, Lee, Meade and Polk) and 144
units were visited during the course of the entire study. The total
interview population included 127 COs and 124 first sergeants. Table
I reflects the composition of this population by phases.

TABLE 1

Persons Interviewed, By Phase

Phase Units COs Ist 3Gs

Case Study 10 10 8

Preliminary Field Test 3 3 3

Field Test 29 26 29

Formal Survey 102 88 84

TOTALS 144 127 124
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Data Analysis

All responses were evaluated using the Q-sort procedure. The dota
were posted to ,4 master tabular matrix, and analyzed by inspection.
Where the findings were interesting and significant, they were pulled
out as summary tables. Table 2, for instance, reflects the opinions of
commanders and of first sergeants as to whether enlisted men read
Soldiprs. It shows general agreement that Soldiers is widely read, but
that readorship is lower among less senior enlistees.

TABLE 2

Question: What percentage of your mn,
by grade, read Soldiers?

Interviewees

Grade COs Ist SGS

E1-E4 48% 47%

E5-E6 691 67%

PSGs 83% 88%

Platoon Leaders 88%

A final diagrai, .f Information flow, as reported by respondents,
was developed (Table 3). That flow was used further in reporting the
findings.
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FINDINGS

Our findings were reported to the Arnly in a series of briefings,
and in a final report. Most of these have to do with ndividual Army
publications and are not of general interest. We do want to report a
few things which are of more general interest, and which probably apply
.n sone feasure to the Navy and Air Force, as well. We will limit
ourselves to five points.

Gatekeepin and Command

In general, three dating behavior models were Jiscerned. Table 3
applies. Those models are described fr.llewinq:

Commander is Prime Gatekeeper

In about 1/3 of all units, the CO did personally receive, review,
and make principle decisions concerning Actions to be taken on command
inforration. In those cases, he would typically read incoming material
selectively, evaluate its importance, and mark it for the attention of
others and for further aissemination through formations, distribation
or posting.

First Sergeant is Gatekeeper

In a slightly sraller percentage of units this function was per-
formed by the first sergeant. Four situations were typical: (1) It
mnore than 50% of cases the CO specifically delegated responsibility for
reading and screening coammand information, and acted only on items
called to his attention. (2) In ,ther casei, the CO ccntinued the
practice which existed in the unit prior to his assignment, or other-
wise found himself within a pattern of established unit belavior. This
often involved Army "regulations" or policie; and existing SOPs,
directing the gating of information within the unit. This ws perhaps
the most interesting of the gating behavior ne)dels observed; it was
identifiee ebrly in the survey when one of the COs stated that there
was a unit SOP for the handling and disseminatlon of CI. When he was
asked who directed this SOP, he stated that he didn't know. "It was
here and in effect when I got to the unit a year ago." When his first
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sergeant was asked who directed the SOP, his response was identical to
that of the CO with one (,ifference: he had been the first sergeant of
the unit for more than 13 months, an. te SOP had been in effect when
he arrived, too. Where Ci disseminotion SOPs did exist in units, both
COs and first sergeants were asked who established them. In the
majority of the cases they were originated by someone other than the
incumbent COs and first sergeants. (3) Then there were cases in which
a strong first sergeant a&sumed responsibility, without deliberate
delegatioa by the CO. (4) Finally, in a few units, the COs disinterest
in CI led to the first sergeant assuming responsibility for its gating. I

TABLE 4

Question 3 - Who decides? I
Correlation of CO vs. First Sergeant

Opinion

Position

Response COs Ist SGs

rO only 31% 37%

XO only 1% 5%

Ist SG only 24% 31%

CO and Ist SG 36% 26%

Other 8% 1%

Senior Comander is Gaekeeer

A few units were observed in which a Senior Commander (Battalion
or Post-level) had pre-enpted the gatekeeping role, for instance by
conducting the major formations.

Each of the gating behavior models clearly represented a difference
in command style. !t would be interesting to know what effect those
differences had on unit effectiveness. Pertinent in this regard is the
issue of mandatory CI formations.
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Mandatory CI?

Some company leaders would like to see the institution of manda-
tory Cl formations. They remember that this was once an Army-wide
requirement and they feel that it would strengthen their resolve--or
their negotiating position vice other activities--to have a formal,
scheduled requirement once again.

Opinions of this recommendation were solicited (Table 5). Only
16% of COs and 30% of first sergeants stated that they would like to I
see mandatory CI once again. The remainder of those interviewed
(84% of the COs and 70% of the first sergeants) replied emphatically
"no"--that they were uniquely aware of their troops' information needs
and of the constraints affecting the dissemination of that information.

We r*coir.,end aginst any renewed requirement for these reasons:

o Much of the improvement which we observed in the Cl program,
and in attitudes toward CI among officers and men, seems to
result from a free hand and a soft sell.

o The company caon ander in n.ost Army units is actually assessed
more mandatory duty than he or his unit can perform. Further-
more, unit schedules are complex and crowded. Commanders need
as much freedom and local authority as they can get. We
observed several units with good projrams in which CI forma-
tions were a seasonal activity; they did not occur at all during
training season. These comnanders had made the rational
decision not to try CI classes for three/four months at a time,
but to have good ones when time permitted.

o The CI message has the greatest punch when the cornander
delivers It--on his own initiative, because he believes the
message important. A mandatory formation reduces him to the
role of a passive agent, filling a requirement.

A .datory formation reduces him to the role of a passive agent,
filling a requirement.

3
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TABLE 5

Question: Mandatory CI?

Response COs 1st SGs

Yes 16% 3%

No 84% 70%

Reading Skill

We made no direct measurenprnt of reading skill, but we did ask a
series of questions about who can and does read CI publications. The
general answer was that second enlistment soldiers read the publications,
but that those who had no career commitment did not. At all junior
levels there was a serious reading problem. Table 6 applies.

TABLE 6

Question: Who can understand Soldiers?

Unit Type

Response CA CS SC

Everybody 97% 39% 97%

This table refers to Soldiers magazine, a publicatiot which is
deliberately popularized and has the simplest reading level of all CI
publications. Note that, in the opinion of unit leaders, all members
can read Soldiers in Combat Arms (CA) and School (SC) units. In Combat
Support (CS) units, however, there is a clear recognition that some
enlisted men cannot understand Soldiers. Reading all the other
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publications studied, there was a clear belief that they were unreadable
to a substantial enliste6 population.

This suggests that any CI program which depends primarily on printed
media will fail to reach a large audience.

Fi lrIs

We found a surprising lack of interest in films (Table 7).

TABLE 7

Question: Have you ever used any CI films?

Position

Response COs Ist SGS

Yes 45% 52%

No 55% 48%

Only about one half of the units iurvthyed had eve. used films in
the CI program. Of those who had used films, many had used them only
because they were directed to do so, and fewer than 25% used them as
often as once a month. This was true in spite of the fact that films
were readily available. An alternative to films might be electronic
media.
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RECO*IE4DATIONS

Electronic Media

It nas been widely observed tnat modern young adults are of a
non-reading generation. For whatever original reason, they are much
less likely to turn to a printed source for information or entertain-
ment, than was the pre-TV generation. It follows that, if they are
to be reached with maximum effectiveness, they will be reached via
radio and TV. But the survey found a low level of interest in, or
knowledge of existing CI on electronic media. This is partly because
post and regional CI programs are faced with a dilemma in using
electronic media: they cannot reach their audience until prime-time,
and then they are unable to compete with commercial programing.
Cost constraints make it unlikely that the Army, or local installa-
tions, can compete with network programs for the atteition of the
soldier audience. Nevertheless, radio is reaching a small segment of
the potential audience steadily and effectively, and TV has a massive
potential, especially to reach the first enlistment soldier.

Locally-produced TV deserves a special note. It is hard for
installations to produce good footage, except for local news ana
commanders as talking-heads. These last two are of great value.

Finally, the impact of TV and radio on dependents should not be
under-estimated. Dependents apparently are more likely to be reached
by daytime programmirng, and may actually find the programming more
interesting. They like to know what the Army is doing, who the local
leaders are, and what the local units are doing. Soldier husbands
may not be very informative in this regard, and families are known to
be influential in such vital decisions as reenlistment. We recommend
these ideas to the Army.

Feedback

It is a general principle of systems' theory that messages will
be effectively transmitted only in the presence of feedback--inform-
tion which tells whether a message is correctly understood. This is
more than a theoretical consideratio,; perhaps the most effective
practical way to improve the performance of human organizations is to
syste atize feedback. TIhat principle has been widely used to improve
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industrial processes, communications networks, and instruction in
schools--to name only a few cases.

Several questions in the survey asked whether COs and first
sergeants knew what information their troops received and understood.
The worst of all possible conditions was found to occur: company
leaders thought they knew, but in fact did not know when their
communications to troops were received and understood.

We therefore recommend that the Army consider designing into its
system a means by which specific key C1 messages can be identified,
followed through the information system, and their receipt verified
by sampling conprehension at the troop level. Feedback studies could
be used in nonzl information operations, or experimentally to deter-mine what information strategies are most effective.

Reinforcement

The hypothesis that COs and first sergeants get little credit for
a good CI program was confirmed. Senior commanders often know little
about company CI programs--and in some cases do not care. There was
little monitoring of unit CI programs ir most of the units ;tudied.
More significantly, interviewees did not believe that the quality of
their CI program was likely to affect their effectiveness reports. We
were apparently observing a condition in which unit CI programs were
undertaken largely on local initiative (there were outstanding excep-
tions, in which battalion or more senior commanders vigorously encour-
aged good CI).

Here again, a feedback device would solve the problem automatically.
If a battalion commander really knew in which of his companies the
troops were (and were not) getting the word, he would learn a lot both
about the CI program and the effectiveness of his subordinate commanders.
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POTENTIAL OF THE METHOD

At the beginning we said that the methods of this research should
be applied more widely. In fact, we are now applying similar tech-
niques to study one aspe' t of fire control in the Field Artillery. We
hope to see it used particularly to address problems of two kinds:
morale, and tactical intelligence.

The applicability to problems of morale is probably clear from the
context of this report. But Kinton believes that this method of
research might lead to dramatic enhancement of small unit combat
potential.

It is a commonplace observation that battle takes place under
conditions of inadequate information. Researchers have repeatedly
reported what every soldier knows--that each officer and man at the
small unit level fights with astonishingly little understanding of the
situation and of his role. This is true in spite of the fact that
men at the company front may observe inforoation vital to the commander,
or to the squad at the flank, and not understand the value of that I
information nor report it. Staffs at battdlion level do not know what
information to pass, or when to pass it to the men at company and
platoon levLl.

An observation from REALTRAIN exercises has been that good internal

informal communications are one of the features of winning platoons.
However, conmnication, in conventionally trained units, tends to
freeze permanently on contact with enemy fire.

This matter has never been given specific study. KINTON
recommends it to the Army, and to other researchers.
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WORKER-ORIENTED A JOB-ORIENTED INSTRUMENTS FOR
EVALUATING JOB PERFORMANCE1 ,2

I am going to describe two instruments for obtaining performance ratings.
These two instruments have been developed at the task and element level of Jobs.
These instruments, the Performance Ana;ysis Inventory (PAl) and the Task Pro-
ficiency Inventory (TPI), were developed as part of an ONR study concerned witn
the performance capabilities of men at different aptitude lekels. The part of
the study concerning aptitude levels has not yet been undertaken.

In developing these instruments, we colle zteo data on men in ten Navy
ratings and three pay grades aboard the aircr;%ft carriers Enterprise and Con-
stellation.

Depending on the job being performed and the type of instrument, the forms
contain between 34 and 93 rating items. A particular fedture of this study
then, is the develepment of information about performance in many elements of
a job, rather than with regard to a few globdl measures.

The rating instruments are based upon two different models of job analysis.
Ernest McCormick (1972) has referred to these approaches as worker-oriented and
job-oriented models. A worker-oriented approach focuses on elements of behav-
ior that generalize across tasks and jobs. For example, observing visual dis-
plays, obtaining information from written materials, using nun-precision tools,
activating variable setting controls, following fixed procedures, estimating
quantity, analyzing information, or negotiating with reople.

A job-orientcd approach to job analysis focuses on specific technological
elements of job content. For example, repairing c3rburetors, drafitng businesi
letters, annealing copper tubing, organizing stock control functions, or trans-
lating Russian newspaper articles.

Forms of our worker-oriented instrument, the PA!, are based upon elements
of jobs taken from McCormick's job analysis questionnaire, the Position Analy-
sis Questionnaire or PAQ. The jobs in the study were first analyzed with a
modified form of the PAQ that we developed for use in the Navy. Each job was
analyzed by rating the relevance or importance of each of 139 possible worker-
oriented elements. Then, performance rating scales were developed for each
element of importance that emerged.

IPaper presented at 1977 Military Testing Association Conference, San Antonio,
Texas, 17-21 October 1977.

2Sponsored by the Naval Education & Training Command ano the Personnel & Train-
ing Research Program, Office of Naval Research, Contract NOQ1O14-?E-C-O938
(NR 156-047). The project monitor was Dr. Marshall Farr, Director, Personnel
& Training Research Program.
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rTABLE I

This slide shows the jobs in the study and the number of worker-oriented
items included in the various forms of the Performance Analysis Inventory for
obtaining performat..c evaluations.

Foms of our job-oriented rating instrument, the Task Proficiency Inven-
tory, were based on task inventory data furnished by the Navy Occupational Task
Analysis Program (NOTAP). Here, we used existing task analysis data to identi-
fy elements of performance to be evaluated.

OVERLAY TO TABLE I

This overlay adds the number of job-oriented items included in the various
forms of the Task Proficiency Inventory for obtaining performance evaluations.
Here, separate instruments were develored by pay grade where such Job analysis
data was available. At the tine we constructed the scales, NOTAP job analysis
data were not available for Electrician's Mate, Hull Maintenance Technician,
and Interior Communications. The essential feature of both methodologies is
that performance is defined aid evaluated in terms of very specific behavioral
or technological referents.

TABLE 2

This slide shws some sample items fiom the worker-oriented PA fcr Aviation
Boatswain's Mate - Equipment.

TABLE 3

This slide shows some sample items from the job-oriented TPI for the same
job.

To provide a basis for item analysis, performance data were obtained for
569 incumbents in the ten jobs. For comparative purposes, we also obtained
Performance Evaluation Report scores. This is the instrument that is used
operationally in the Navy for evaluating a man's performance.

FIGURE la

This slide shows frequency distributions of scale value usage for E-3 and

E-4 on the different instruments. The worker-oriented PAl and the job-oriented
TPI have seven-point scales, while the Performance Evaluation Report has ten-
point scales. The distributions are Jsplayed with the mid-points of the scales
coinciding in order to avoid the distortion that occurs if data from one type
of scale are expressed in terms of the other.

The PAl & TPI show less skew than the operational instrument, but it must
be pointed out that here we are comparing experimental and operational data.
Obviously, we do not know what characteristics our instruments would demonstrate
if they were administered on a continuing basis by military personnel.
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FIGURE 1b

This slide shows the distributions for E-5 and all pay grades combined.
As always, skewness increases with grade. The job element or task level
approach has not overcome this problem. Frequency data in the handout shows
respectable distributions for our instruments at the E-3 level, but deteriora-
tion setting in at the E-4 level.

The handout also contains tables of means, standard deviations of subject
means, subject standard deviations, and item standard deviation. These analy-
ses were undertaken to look for relative leniency, halo, and discrimination
between the two experimental rating instruments. Comparisons among these sta-
tistics show less leniency and halo and better discrimination for the worker-
oriented scales than the job-oriented scales.

This coinpletes my presentation. We presently ari awaiting permission to
use these instruments in the second phase of our study to collect data on the
performance of men at different aptitude levels.

REFERENCE

Ernest J. McC3rmick, Paul R. Jeanneret, & Robert C. Mecham, "A study of job
characte,-istics and job dimensions as based on the position analysis
questionnaire (PAQ)", monograph, ,Journal of Applied PosyIhoogy, Vol. 56,
No. 4, August 1972.
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TABLE I

NUMBER OF ITEMS IN THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS INVENTORY (PAl)
& THE TASK PROFICIENCY INVENTORY (TPI) BY NAVY JOB & PAY GRADE.

NAVY JOB PAl TPI
IE3 E4 E5

Aviation Bcatswain's Mate - - E-

Equipment (ABE) 56 40 40 63

Fuel (ABF) 49 I 40 40 50

Handling (ABH) 56 ;40 40 501

Aviation Ordnance (AO) 45 54 40 51

Electrician's Mate (EM) so - - -

Hull Maintenance Tecnnician (HT) 47

Interior Communication (IC) 49 -

Mess Management Specialist

(MS-S2 Division) 39 54 40 56

(MS-S5 Division) 38 Q3 68 86

Storekeeper (SK) 34 56 40 61

')VERLAY TO TABLE 1
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TABLE 2

SAMPLE ITEMS FROM WORKER-ORIENTED PA! FOR
AVIATION BOATSWAIN'S MATE - EQUIPMENT

2. Work produced using energy-poered tools to perform operations not
requiring great accuracy or precision. (Electric grinders and drills,
welding equipment, brazing gear, skill saw, etc.)

Exceptionally Exceptionally Never
Good Satisfactory Poor Has to

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X

3. Work accomplishod using handling dvices. (Pouring zinc from ladles,
!sing " echanfcal fingers, etc.)

Excepticnally Exceptionally Never
Efficiera Satisfactory Inefficient Has to

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X

37. Remembering information for a brief period of time. (Console recorder,
launch valve strobe timer readings, steam pressures, etc.)

Very Reliable Satisfactory Very Unreliable

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

41. Being aware of and alerz " the condition/quality of cquipment material,
or weapon systems. (For example, condition of components ir catapult
and recovry gear, etc.)

Exceptionally Exceptionally
Aware Satisfactory Unaware

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

42. Being accurate in transcribing. (Copying or posting data or informa-
tion for later use; water brake readings, fluid history reports, etc.)

Exceptionally Very Never
Accurate Satisfactory Inaccurate Has to

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X

53. Obtaining job information by seeing differenceb using far vision.
(Deck edge operator, aircraft identification to determine correct
settings for arresting gear, etc.)

Exceptional:y Exceptionally Never
Good Satisfactory Poor Has to

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 X
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TABLE 3

SAMPLE ITFMS FROM4 JOB-ORIENTED TPI FOR
AVIATION BOATSWAIN'S MATE - EQUIPMENT

j Very Very Never

L Effec:ive Average Ineffective Has to

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 x

Q 17. Applying preservatives to cables (CDPS, purchase cables,

bridles, etc.).

Q 18. Cleaning nydraulic tilters.

Q 19. Stowvng/breaking out parts/equipment.

l 20. Rigging the barricade.

Q 21. Changing Bridle arrestor straps.

Li 22. Replacing "0" rings in valves/cylinders.

O 23. Painting safety markings on flight deck.

Li 24. Repacking the retract valve.

0 25. Maintaining logs/records (c.tapult., flight deck, fuels, etc.).

O 26. Participating in working parties.

El 27, Functionally checking catapults by firing no-loads.

0j 28. Ensuring safety lines are in place during no-lolid firings.

0 29. Changing purchase cable on "AG" engines (re-reeve).

D 30. Safety wirinR equipment/gear/switches.

5 31. Measuring slipper wear.
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TABLE 4. FREQUENCY OF USAGE OF SCALE VALUES FROM E3 DATA ON

THREE RATING INSTRUMENTS (ALL NAVY JOBS, ALL ITEMS)

PAl TPI PER

SCALE NAVY
VALUES f % f % SCALE VALUE f %

1 420 4.14 144 4.02 1.0 1 .16
2 686 6.77 180 5.03 2.0 7 1.10
3 1306 12.88 355 9.92 2.6 12 1.88
4 2856 28.18 943 26.35 2.8 31 4.85
5 2394 23.62 851 23.78 3.0 34 5.32
6 1841 18.17 786 21.96 3.2 80 12.52
7 631 6.23 320 8.94 3.4 135 21.13

Never 3.6 174 27.23
Has To 1615 1585 3.8 142 22.224.0 23 3.60

TOTAL* 10134 99.99 3579 100.00 639 100.01

*Totals co not include "Never Has To" perform.

TABLE 5. FREQUENCY OF USAGE OF SCALE VALUES FROM E4 DATA ON
THREE RATING INSTRUMENTS (ALL NAVY JOBS, ALL ITEMS)

;PAI TPI PER
SCALE NAVY
VALUES f % f % SCALE VALUE f %

1 95 0.92 37 1.00 1.0 -

2 241 2.32 50 w.35 2.0
3 999 9.63 209 5.63 2.6 4 .46
4 2349 22.65 762 20.53 2.8 18 2,09
5 2821 27.20 909 24.50 3.0 30 3.48
6 2758 26.60 1122 30.23 3.2 47 5.45
7 1107 10.68 622 16.76 3.4 123 14.27

3.6 292 33.P3
Has T843.8 279 32,7
!as To 683 1444 4.0 69 8.01
TOTAL* 10370 100.00 3711 100.00 862 100.01

*Totals do not include "Never Has To" perform.
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TABLE 6. FREQUENCY OF USAGE OF SCALE VALUES FROM E5 DATA ON
THREE RAING INSTRUMENTS (ALL NAVY JOBS, ALL ITEMS)

PAl TPI PER
SCALE NAVY
VALUES f % f % SCALE VALUE f %

1 4 0.13 2 0.13 1.0 --

2 14 0.46 16 1.07 2.0 -

3 98 3.18 13 0.87 2.6 - -

4 355 11.53 119 7.96 2.8- -

5 915 29.71 326 21.79 3.0 1 .98
6 1052 34.16 571 38.17 3.2 1 .98
7 642 20.84 449 30.01 3.4 4 3.92

Never 3.6 29 28.43

Has To 118 4.0 20 19.61

TOTAL* 3080 100.01 1496 99.99 102 100.00

*Totals do not include "Never Has To" perform.

TABLE 7. FREQUENCY OF USAGE OF SCALE VALUES FROM E3-ES DATA ON
THREE RATING INSTRUMENTS (ALL NAVY JOBS, ALL ITE4S)

PAT TPI PER
SCALE NAVY
VALUES f % f % SCALE VALUE f %

1 519 2.20 183 2.08 1.0 1 .06
2 941 3.99 246 2.80 2.0 7 .44
3 2403 10.19 577 6.57 2.6 16 1.00
4 5560 23.58 1824 20.76 2.8 49 3.06
5 6130 25.99 2086 23.74 3.0 65 4.06
6 5651 23.96 2479 28.22 3.2 128 7.99
7 2380 10.09 1391 15.83 3.4 262 16.34

Never 3.6 495 30.88
3.8 468 29.20Has To 2416 348 4.0 IZt 6.99

TOTAL* 23584 100.00 8786 100.00 1603 100.02

*T-tals do not includr "Never Has To" perform.
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TA3LE 8. MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SUBJECT MEANS ON
ThREE RATING INSTRUMENTS.

MEAN STANDARD DEViATION N Raw
Converted PAl & N PER

E3 PAl TPI PER PAl TPI PER TPI PER Mean

ABE 4.44 4.71 5.05 .1.29 1.26 .94 46 29 3.42
ABF 4.13 4.35 5.35 1.23 1.13 .68 23 13 3.51
ABH 4.64 4.97 5.22 1.18 1,04 1.06 42 33 3.47
AO 4.30 4.77 5.28 1.52 1.37 .83 37 24 3.49
EM 4.36 - 4.94 1.00 - 1.19 17 13 3.35HT4.29 - 5.8 1.28 -- .66 19 9 3.63

IC 4.73 - 5.39 .75 - .33 8 6 3.52
MS-S2 3.47 3.82 4,86 1.22 1.29 1.20 20 12 3.36
MS-S5 4.29 4.56 5.38 1.33 1.34 .90 33 17 3.52
SK 4.16 4.63 4.77 1.23 1.03 .88 10 5 3.30

E4
ABE 5.19 5.25 5.51 .89 .92 .73 22 12 3.55
ABF 5.00 5.14 5.67 .87 .92 .64 28 18 3.60
AGH 5.31 5.31 6.01 1.12 1.12 .45 30 24 3.70
AO 4.87 5.02 5.69 1.29 1.27 .63 36 28 3.61
EM 4.4Q --- 5.26 1.10 -- .67 31 30 3.48
HT 475 -- 5.63 .88 - .94 24 22 3.60
IC 4.45 - 5.30 .99 .63 15 13 3.49
RIS-S2 5.01 5.12 5.73 1.09 1.03 .64 23 16 3.62
MS-S5 5.51 5.90 6.49 .56 .64 .59 12 8 3.85
SK 5.12 5.66 5.97 .87 .72 .53 18 14 3.69

E5 ,
ABE 5.45 5.58 6.50 .99 .87 NC 9 3 3.89
ABF 5.61 5.74 5.87 .63 .59 .11 8 4 3.66
ABH 5.78 5.86 * NC NC ** 3 ** **

AO 6.20 6.14 * 1.GO 1.07 ** 5 ** **

EM 5.03 -- 6.07 .26 - .58 10 4 3.72
HT NC - NC 4C -- NC 2 2 NC
IC 4.67 - NC NC -- NC 3 2 NC
14S-S2 5.35 5.54 NC .85 .86 NC 11 1 NC
MS-S5 6.00 6.26 ** .87 .60 * 17 ** **

SK 5.32 5.73 6.23 1.19 1.09 .61 7 4 3.77

E3-F5
Wk, - 4.77 4.96 5.28 1.22 1.16 .94 77 45 3.49
ABF 4.74 4.91 5.57 1.12 1.08 .64 59 35 3.57
ABH 4.95 5.14 5.55 1.19 1.07 .94 75 57 3.57
A( 4.69 4.97 5.51 1.45 1.34 .75 78 52 3.55
EM 4.49 --- 5.22 1.00 -- .87 58 48 3.47
HT 4.62 - 5.72 1.05 - .86 45 34 3.62
1C 4.56 5.35 .87 - .56 26 22 3.51
MS-S2 4.51 4.72 5.36 1.35 1.30 .98 54 29 3.51
S-S5 5.00 b.28 5.74 1.34 1.32 .96 62 25 3.62
SK 4.89 5.38 5.78 1.12 .99 .81 J5 23 3.63

OVERALL 4.73 5.04 5.49 1.23 1.20 .86 PAl 569 370
TPI 440

Te number of cases was so low, that the statistic was not computed where NC is shown.
**No data wre available.
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TABLE 9. NUMBER OF TIMES MEANS ON ONE RATING INSTRUMENT EXCEED ANOTHER

PAI > TPI PAI> PER TPI b PER

E3 0/7 0/10 0/7

E4 0/6* 0/10 017

E5 1/7 0/7"* 0/4"*

*A tie occurred in one comparison.

**PER data were not available for 3 Navy jobs, thus reducing
the number of compariosns that could be made between PA!
and PER to 7, and between TPI and PER to 4.

TABLE 10. lUt3ER OF TIMES STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF MEANS ON ONE RATING

INSTRUMENT EXCEED ANOTHER

PAi > TPI PA!> PER TPI > PER

E3 5/7 9/10 6/7

E4 3/6 8/10 7/7

E5 4/6 2/3 2/2
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TABLE 11. MEAN OF SUBJECT STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FOR THREE RATING INSTRUMENTS

E3 E4 E5 E3-E5

k PAI

ABE 0.84 0.94 0.59 0.84
ABF 0.72 0.67 0.69 0.69
ABH 0.86 0.74 0.63 0.80
AO 0.65 0.67 0.73 0.67
EM 0.75 0.79 0.68 0.76
HT 0.55 0.64 NC* 0.60
IC 0.71 0.71 0.75 0.1
MS-S2 0.70 0.71 0.62 0.69
MS-S5 0.69 0.68 0.60 0.66
SK 0.76 0.73 0.66 0.73

TPI
ABE 0.80 0.83 0.77 0.81

AF 0.76 0.66 U.65 0.70
ABH 0.74 0.78 0.69 0.75
AO 0.61 0.68 0.62 0.64
EM ** ** ** **
HT ** ** **
IC ** ** ** **
MS-S2 0.62 0.71 0.56 0.65
MIS-S5 0,57 0.61 0.56 0.51
SK 0,51 0.67 0.66 0.62

PER

ABE 0.47 0,66 0.29 0.51
ABF 0.67 0.48 0.31 0.54
AB 0.60 0.47 NC NC
AU 0.50 0.54 NC NC
EM 0.47 0.60 0.66 0.57
HT 0.36 0.44 NC NC
IC 0,56 0.52 NC NC
M4S-S2 0,q3 0.47 NC NC
MS-S5 0,33 0.33 NC NC
SK 0.47 0.35 0.46 0.40

*The number of cases was so low, that the statistic
wis not computed where NC is shown.

**No data were available.
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TABLE 12. NUMBER OF TIMES AVERAGE SUBJECT STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON ONE
RATING INSTRUMENT EXCEED ANOTHER FOR A GIVEN PAY GRADE

PAl > TPI PAl >,PER TPI > PER

E3 6/7 10/10 7/7

E4 4/6 10/10 71/7

E5 5/7 4/4 313
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TABLE 13. M.EAN OF ITEM STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THREE RATING INSTRUMENTS.

E3 E4 E5 E3-E5

PAI XSb XSD xSO So

ABE 1.52 1.18 1.14 1.42
ABF 1.38 1.09 0.88 1.26
ABH 1.40 1.27 0.62 1.36
AO 1.60 1.42 1.17 1.56
EM 1.26 1.35 0.74 1.21
HT 1.42 1.4E 0.16 1.24
IC 1.03 1.15 0.86 1.10
MS-S2 1.36 1.31 1.00 1.49
MS-S5 1.39 0.85 0.98 1.31
SK 1.34 1.07 t.23 1.27

TPI

ABE 1.45 1.19 1.07 1.28
ABF 1.26 1.15 0.81 1.24
ABH 1.26 1.27 0.49 1.09
AD 1.52 1.44 0.97 1.18
EM ** ** ** **
HT ** ** **
IC ** ** **
MS-S2 1.52 1.22 0.96 1.45
MS-S5 1,52 0.80 0.84 1.21
SK 1.05 1.00 1.05 0.98

PER
ABE 1,05 0.88 0,38 1.03

ABF 0.72 0.78 0.40 0.81
ABH 1.07 0,60 NC* 0.98
AD 1,05 0,82 NC 0.94
EM 1.36 0.88 0.75 1.05
HT 0.61 1.02 0.28 0.97
IC 0.55 0,81 0.56 0.75
MS-S2 1.26 0,80 NC 1.03
MS-S5 0.98 0.61 NC 0.92
SK 1.03 0.70 0.78 0 92

*The number of cases was so low, that the statistic was
not computed where 14C is shown.

**No data were available.
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TABLE 14. NUMBER OF TIMES AVERAGE ITEM STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON ONE
RATING INSIRUMENT EXCEED ANOTHER FOR A GIVEN PA'*' GRADE

PI > TPI PAl > PER TPI > PER

E 7/9 9/10 7/7

E4 3/6 1O/1O 7/7

E5 7/7 5/7 4/4
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Promotion Evaluation for Inter-Organizational Referral:
A khavloral Zxpectation Approach

Charles N. MacLane
U.S. Civil Service Cmmission

Introduction

This paper descrihs the design and the first phase of development
of a system for the initial evaluation of Federal personnel specialists
for promotion and transfer across organizations. It was created to be
part of an existing automated personnel record system (called the Federal
Automated Career System) which presertly screens individuals on back-
ground and exper iential data for referral to agencies other tham their
own. The existing FACS referral process is limited in that it can
validly screen individuals for particular positions only in terms of broad,
general categories of experience and background. A method of meaning -

fully assessing individuals within these broad categories waa needed.

It was considered important to tailor the methodology to the para-
meters of the proposed assessment system, especially in view of trends
in current research on performance appraisals. Grey and Kipnis (1976),
for example, found that variance in supervisory ratings of performance
showed a contrast effects that is, the more employees a supervisor had
whom he labeled *bad, the higher the overall mean ratinn he gave his
employees. Thu,, unless there is some means of standardizing ratings
across organizations, different ratings may be given based on the nkimber
of poor employees a supervisor has. Thus it is well to consider care-
fully the possibly differential effects of contextual variables.

In the present stu~y, the extent of coverage of the proposed
system (about 12,000 personnel specialists in four major specialty areas
and located in hundreds of different organizational settings) was seen
as the prim&ry variab]4 with which the methodology had to deal. This
in turn rained two issuea, 1) Most important was to establish that
there were dimensions of personnel work and of things which workars did
within these dimensions which were common to a&l or many of the organi-

ations involved; and 2) It was necessary to have a method of standard-
izing performance levels within these dimensions which could be used
across organizations. If these issues could be resolved, it would pro-
vide a basis for insuring the valid-ty of the appraisal process.
Howeyer, given the extent of coverage, it was not expected that a single
study would provide a complete enough sampling of the behavioral domain
to completoly address the two issues rais*d above. Therefore, a
sulti-stale developmental process was planned in which the initial
operation of the system would provide data needed for subsequent stages.
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In general, then, the project would proceed as follows:

1. A first-stage assaJsment instrument would be developed which
would provide ratings on dimensions of personnel work common
to the or ,aniztions involved.

2. There would also ne*4 to be a mechanism £ua. lri f&her

data on the work dimensions which would be collectid simultane-
ously with the assessments.

3. Data would be stored on each individual in terus of each di-
mension and this would irterface with biographical data.

4. Operaticnally, a request for referrals would be made in terma

of dimensions critical to the open position and a referral list
generxted based on the sun of critical dimension scores plus
the biographical data.

5. After some period of operationa) time, the data on the work
dimension would be used to revise and expand the instrument.
This process would be repeated whenever it was felt necessary.
Figure 1. illustrates a generalized model of the op7ratianil

ethodology

It was decid*A to adopt the behavioral Expectation Methodology of
Smith and Kendall (1963) because the 4evelopment and operational ude of
this type uf performance appraisal would provide much of the data re-
quired.

For the present study, a sample of 69 personnel specialists (re-
presentative of the grade levels, specialities and organizations which
were to be included In the system) wrote over 500 short, crktical-
lncident-typo statements describing highly effective, moderatly effec-
tive, and ineffectivb behaviors in personnel work. In addition, 23
broad dimensions or factors of personnel work were developed by a panel
of five very know, edqeable personnel specialists from list of dimensions
develt.ped previously. (In other studies utiliting this methodology, the
dimensions have boon derived fro groupings of the behavicral statements
themselves.) The 69 specialists then placed each behavioral statement
unde.r the on* of the 23 dimens ons which it best exemplified a"d, subse-
quently, indirated on a 1-7 point scale, the level of effective

performance which that statement represented in terms of the dimension
into which it had been placed.
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The first type of data obtained through these procedures was the
number of placements of each behavioral statement under each dimension
as a peoportion of the total :aumber of placements of that statement.
Statements and dimensions, were retained, altered, or discarded based
on a 60% criterion through what might be termed a qualitative cluster
analysis. The result was that 11 dimensions (each exemplified by nine
to thirteen statoments) remained. Thus, it had been objectively
established that personnel work in the agencies represented in this
sample of 69 personnel specialists could be, at least in part, described
by these 11 dimensions and that the dimensions had similar meanings in
common, in terms of beha-ior, across these organizaticms. Further, the
qualitative cluster analysis prcfided one check on the validity of both
the dimensions and behavioral atatements.

The second type of data gathered - means and standard deviations
of the effectiveness ratings on the seven-point scale-addressed the issue
of standardization of performance levels across organizations. The
criteria for retention were that the means of the statement scale scores
be distributed so as to represent the whole range of the scale and that
the standard deviation be below 1.20. (Only the statements passing the
60% criterion were used.)

Three behavioral statements were able to be retained for each
dimension although it had been hoped that five could be used. As
indicated earlier, it was expected that there would be difficulty in
finding qualified behavioral statements without more sampling of the
behavioral domain than was possible in this initial study. Table 1.
shows the final dimension definitions and the m~ans and standard devia-
tions of the effectivenoss ratings for their statements.

Performance Appraisal Pre-Test

Although scales which had been developed were less inclusive than
had been hoped, it was decided to proceed with the pro-test because,
given that the silection ratio would be very low, that the instrument
was for short-ter use, and that there were no assessment proceduirs
available at present, an instrument of lov validity could still be of
considerable utility.

The first instrument tested was a supervisory rating form based on
the retained dimensions and behavioral statuant,. The primary analysis
was of intra-ob, rver reliability. Inter-observtr reliability was
considered less satisfactory because of problems associated with ob-
taining raters ard recent studies showing that ratings may be affected
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Table 2

Comparative Zrror Statistics - Supervisor and
Self-Assessmmnt Data

Dimension Surervisor Self-Assessment
Scalability Coefficients

I .55 .55
II .45 .64

ZII .57 .68
IV .45 .51
V .46 .46

VI .60 .56
VII .31 .62

VIII .60 .68
IX .36 .70
X .18 .42
xi .51 .62

Estiated Total Rater Error (t)

26.7 8.9
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by organizational level, etc. (e.g. Zedeck and Baker,1972). The Lick
and Matthews (1968) developmental scaling procedure was adopted. Since
the three behavioral statements examplifying each dimension had been
ordered from ineffective to effective the ratees could be rated on each
separately. The Lick and Matthews procedure gives a measure of the
inconsistency between the order of rating and the order in which the
statements had been scaled. This coefficient of scalability is similar
to a Guttman coefficient but it is a finer measure in the sense that it
reflects not only th* frequency of reversals in the hypothesized "cor-
rect" order but it also reflects the severity of particular reversals
through differential weighting of each type of ordering. A representa-
tiva ample of fifty-two raters appraised one-hundred forty seven ratees
on each of the three behavioral statements for each of the 11 dimensions.
The statements were randomly ordered under their dimension. All the sub-
Jects were asked to batte their ratings on ratoe behaviors and half of
then were asked to rec-rd these.

The c:itical findings relating to supervisory ratings were: 1) As
Table 2 indicates, several of the scalability coefficients were un-
acceptably low; 2) Of the total number of ratings made, 26.7% were
reversals (i.e. errors) which could be attributed to the rater (as
opposed to scale error); and 3) The behavioral statements given were
unacceptable. The rater error statistic includes reversals which could
reasonably be attributed to rater inattention rather than an incorrect
ordering vf the behavioral statements. Anecdotal evidence indicated
that the sopervisor sample had neither the time nor the complete know-
ledge of subnrdinate behaviors to enable them to supply behavioral
statements an that lack of time and motivation had led to much of the
rater error. Thus it was decided that a self-assessment approach using
essentially the same format could reduce the type of error found in the
supervisory ratings because the raters would be more knowledgeable of
their own behavior #.nd motivated to seek new positions for themselves.

The Self-Assessment Instrument

A sample of 62 personnel specialists satisfactorily completed the
self-assessment form which was essentially unchanged from the super-
visory format excepting the instructions (Figure 2). Comparative data
on the supervisory and self-assessment ratings are given in Table 2.
The sealabIlitycoefficients shown represent the proportional difference
between randomly ordered ratings and ratings which follow perfectly the
hypothesized continuum of effectiveness, Since all the scalability
coefficients except two represent significant improvements over chance,
it is more meaningful to look at the trend acroas the dimensions from the
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supervisory to the self-assessment scales. It can be seen that there is
improvent in evry case but one and in som' cases the improvement is
considerable. The behavioral statements were significantly iLproved
both in quantity and depth of coverage.

The most important finding vas that the criteria used in developing
the scales were related to the level of the bcalability coefficients
found for the self-assetsment but not for the supervisory assessments.
That is, in constructing the assessment scaler, attention was paid to
selection of the behavioral statements with minimum standard deviations
and means squally spaced along the scale of on* to seven.

It is clear from a comrison of the Table 1 means and standard
deviations that the scale constraction was reasonably successful except
in maintaining the appropriate distance between the means of the be-
havioral statements representing the highly-effective and moderately
effective points on the scales for the eleven dimensions. The closer to-
gether the means were plact1, the more likely it would be that these two

levels would be confused and that a reversal would be made in the rating.
It was therefore hypothesized that the scalability coefficients (which
reflect errors) would be related to the distance between these two means,
if the scale were the cause of the errors, and that the scalability
coefficients would be unrelated to the other scple construction criteria.
Table 3 sows that this prediction ib borne out for the self-assessment
data and not for the supervisory data. This suggests that the error in
th* self-assessment scales can be decreased through improvements in con-
stnaction in the scale where the supervisory instrument could not.

Second Phase

It is now planned to put the self-assessment insLrUment into opera-
tional use for one year. During this time, thousands of personnel
specialists will be filling out self-ssessment forms and at the sm
time contributing behavioral statements for further development of the
instruments. These behavioral statemsats will provide a comprehensive
uampling of the behavioral ionain. The categorization and scaling pro-
cess can then be repeated. It is expected that the behavioral statements
derived from this large sample wiil allow more complete definitions of
the present eleven dimensions and that more 6imensions can be developed.
At the end of an operational year, the self-assessment fore will be re-
vised.
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Table 3

Correlational Data Relating Scale Construction
Criteria and Coefficients oL Scalability

Scale Construction Criteria Form

Supervisor Self-Assessment

1. Sun of scale standard deviations .24 -. 13

2. High anchor scale Riinus low anchor
scale mean -. 44 -. G7

w. lw iul music mean -. 33 .35

4. Moderate anchor scale mean -.36 -. 09

5. High anchor scale mean -.23 .49

6. Moderate anchor scale mean minus
low anchor scale mean -.46 -.37

7. High anchor scale man nins ..
moderate anchor scale mean -. 01 .63*

*p .05

t was hypothesised that the majority of variance in errors across

the dimensions would be related to this measure and that it vould
therefore correlate significantly with the scalability ccofficients.
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I
Discussion

This project was referred to as multi-phase because a continuing
feedback and revition process is envisioned in which the behavioral
statements which are qenerated as part of the assessment process can be
analyzed as retlections of the nature of personnel work in the Federal
government and, if changes are seen in the type of behavioral statents
being received, the instruments can be revised accordingly. The dimen-
sionality of personnel work can be eramined across-and-within organiza-tions by factor-analytic or multi-dimensional scaling procedures.

The data which will be collected has implications beyond its use
for the assessment system. As Blood (1974) has discussed, the data can
be msade available for training purposes, rOL ..... '' --'

(e.g. for ascertaining how different orgenizational ievels view the work
content), and for job analysis. The real value of the whole process
must lie in the on-going nature of the assessment procedurec, in the

built-in feedback and, consequentially, in our increased knowledge of
the performance appraisal process as one of many inter-rnlated organiza-
tional systems which continuously affect, and are affected by. one
another.
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EFFICACY OF CERTAIN HEASURES
IN PREDICTING ARMY OFFICER PERFORHANCE

Arthur C. F. Gilbert, Ph.D. li
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social SciencesIAlexandria, Virginia 22333

The leadership research program in the Army Research Institute for
the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) has included work in two areas
related to this paper. Oni of these areas has involved the identification
-f leadership styles (HelAe, Willemin, & Grafton. 1971) while the otherarea involves research on the validation if associate ratings (Par-ish &

Drucker, 1957, Haggerty, 1963; Gordon & Hedland, 1965; Downey, Hedland &
Yates, 1976). These two broad research domains form the basis for the
design of this research.

The objective of this research was to evaluate the efficacy of cer-
tain measures obtained in the Officer Basic Course in predicting subse-~quent on-the-job first duty tour perforrance with particular esphasts

on the value of final course peer ratings in the prediction scheme as
compared with the other predictor variables.

The predictor variables were the seven sub-scales of the Officer
Evaluation Battery (OEB). peer ratings obtained at mid course, final
course pcer ratings, and the final course grade obtained in OBC. The
seven scales of the OEB are Combat Leadership (Cognitive), Tachnical-
,anagerial Leadership (Cognitive), Career Potential (Cognitive), Combat
Leadership (Non-Cognitive), Technical ,Kanagerial Leaderphip (Non-Cogni-
tive), Career Potential (Non-Cognitive), and Career Intent. On-the-job
performance measures consisted of a special purpose Performance Evalua-
tion Form and a weighted average of Officer Efficiency Report (OER)
ratings.

{The views expressed in this paper are those oi the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.
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PRtOCED)URE

D~ta Collection

U4
Ii

All officers in the 13 Career Braches w~ho Attended the Officer
Basic Course in Fiscal Year !6974 were administered the Officer ftaluation ,

RatLery. Poor ratins wrt obtained at the aid-point of the OBC and
aain at the end of the course. Final course grades wore obtaied from

each OBC in either actual grades or in class standing within each OBC

close or both.

IN

he Performance Evaluation Form has boon described in detail *Is*-
where (Gilbert. 1975; Gilbert and Grafton, 1976; Gilbert, Htooper, 4
Hicks, 1977). Essentially this instrument was designed to yield a

meatsure of overall duty performance and rankigs and rating s of potential
perforsance along a number ot loadershtp dimensions. five of these leader-
ship dsnolons corrospond to factors derived by Holae, Willomin, and

Grafton (1971) and the factors of consideration and initiation ef struc-
ture identified by Fleishman (1974) and Stogdill (1974). In addition.
the form required ratings along the two more global dimensions of combat
leadership and technical-managerial leadership identificd by the Hlelms,
Willomin, And Grafton research. In Figure 1, the dimensions Assessed
by the Performance Evaluation Form are shown trlth the corresponding

scale of the Performance Evaluation Form, and the Abbreviated title of
each seal*. A seven point scale adapted from Willmmin (1965) shown in
Figure 2 was used for each rating. Raters were required to rank seven
of the scale& in terad of this officer's potential for fut-,r* performance

and then provide ratings in the"e areas. Three of the ecolea, duty
performance. combat leadership, and technical-suaapoial leadership

required ratings only.

Ratings on the Performance Evaluation Form wore obtained from four
raters as far as possible. Ratings were requesttd from Lho officer's
immediate supervision. from a superior officer othor than the officer's

imediate supervisor but not necessarily the OR indorsing official. and

from each of two close asmociates.

Data Preparation

The Offirer Basic Course grades *nd clean standings vire equtetd by
ranking the grades of those officer's for wbom only class grades were
available utthin the O5C class of whic!, he was a member. These ranking*
Were then converted to standard scores. What* ranking* ware available

they were convsrtod to standard scores within t , different OBC class**.
Sco-.es were standardised iha soon of 100 and a standard deviation of
20.
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PROCEDURE

Data Collection

All officers in the 13 Career Branches who attended the Officer
basic Course in Fiscal Year 1974 were administered the Officer Evaluation
flattery. Poor rati-nSj were obtained at the aid-point of the O&C and
again at the end of the course. Final course grade. were obtained from

each OSC in either actual grades or in class standing within each ORC
class or both.

The Performance Evaluation Form has been described in detail else-
vhnre (Gilbert, 1975; Gilbert and Grafton, 1976; Gilbert, flooper, 4
Hicks, 1977). Essentially this instrument was designed to yield a
meature of overall duty performance and rankings and ratings of potential
performance along a number of leadership dimensions. Five of these leader-
ohip dimensions orrospond to factors derived by Haelm, Willemin, and
Grafton (1971) and the factors of consideration and initiation ef struc-
ture identified by Fleishman (1974) and Stodill (1974). In addition,
the form required ratings along the two more global dimensions of combat
leadership and technical-managerial leadership identificd by the Helme,
Willemln, and Grafton research. In Figure 1, the dimensions assessed
by the PerformAnce Evaluation Form are shown with the corresponding
scale of the Performance Evaluation Form, and the abbreviated title of
each scale. A seven point scale adapted from Willemin (1965) shown in
Figure 2 was used for each rating. Raters were required to rank seven
of the scales in terma of this officer's potential for fut-re performance
and then provide ratings in the"e areas. Three of the staleo, duty
performance, combat leadership, and technical-manape~ial leadership
required ratings only.

Ratings on the Performance Evaluation Form wvre obtained from four
raters as far as possible. Ratings were requested from Lha officer's
immediate supervision, from a superior officer othor Lhan the officer's
imediate supervisor but not necessarily the O%R indorsing official, and
from each of two close associates.

Data Preparation

The Officer Basic Course grades end clean standings w.re equited by
ranking the grades of those officer's for whom only class grades were
available within the OBC class of whic!, he was a member. These ranking.
were theis coniverted to standard scores, Where rankings were available
they were convsrted to standard scores vithin t * different OBC classes.
Sco'es were standardized %Ath a son of 100 and a standard deviation of
20.
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' Figure 2

i OFFICER PERFORMANCE SCALE I

Scale Value Description

7. O UTSTANING: Par above the ' roggiromatt of the situation, suggesting
the highest kind of foot~j receiien through stritoriou award, or

decoration.

6. SUPERIOR: Markedly abovtthe re quirements of the situation , suggestn-
ins formal recenition through a pectal (favorable) efficiency
report. or letter of commdation.

5. ABOVE AVERAGE: Somewhat above the requieMnts of the situation,
sug st'ng informal rcoimnition through specific favorable conset
in hi recular efficiency report, and through informal appreciation
or commendtin ation.

2. AVRRAGE: ily up to the requirements of the situation, suggesting
engral appreciation (Perhap motly unexpresed).

3. ISW AVEAGE: Sogevhat below the requirements of the situation,
though uggestin only the mldest kind f corrective action through
informal recommendation for improvemt. or through change of duty
assiomont Aithin thrm ry.anitation.

2. MARGdNAL: Markedly belo the re(u)rements of the situation.
sUlg~etln$ formal corrective action through a special (unfavorable)
efficiency report, administrative admonition. letter or reprimand,
summary court. or transfer out of the org~anization.

1. UNSATISF ACTORY: F.a.r,,below the requirements of the situation,
suggseting the soot drastic kind of formal corrective action
through roclAssification, demotion, goneral court. or boarding
out of the Army.

I dopted fr.>n Willenin (1965)
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Completed Performance Evaluation Forms were edited to insure
compstability of ranking and ratings. The rankieg of an oiflcer's ires
of great&st potential performance should have had a ranking of "I" and
his weakest area should have had a ranking of "7M'. The highest rating
should be given to his strongest area and a lower or equivalent rating
should be assigned to his niit strongest area and jo forth. Hre, it
should be pointed out that the rating sTitsm permitted the rater to
give the rome rating on the scales of the form. Where discrepancies
vare encountered between the ratings and rankings, the ratings or the
ranking* were corrected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reliability estimates for each of the ten scales of the Performance
Evaluation Form are shown in Tablw 1. These estimato are hased on cases
for which all four ratings were available in the 13 Career Branches.
Estimates were obtained 1y averaging the six possible correlations among
the four raters and adjusting the resulting average by the Spearian-Brown
Prophecy Formula.

The reliability estimates ranged from .70 for the Combat Loadership
Scale to .55 for the Logistical Knowiledge Scale. These estimates
were reported by Gilbert (1977) And support the findings of Willemin
(1965).

The %orrelations between the ten predictor variables and each of the

ten scales of the Perfor-mance Evaluation are shown in Table 2 for the
entire sample. Also, the multiple correlations between the ten ptedictor

variables are shown in the %ame table. axamination of this table reveals

that final course fie- atings yielded the highest zero order cor-v-
lations with eight of the scales the two exceptions being the Technical -
Kanaertal scale and the Tactical Knowledge scale. Final cotsrrse peer

rAtings were most predictive of overall duty performance, combat leader-
ship, and making decisions.

In Table 3, the correlations among the same set of variables
and corresponding stultiple correlations are shown for the Combat Are
3ranches. These branches are Air Defense, Armor, Field Artillery, and
Infantry. In this analysis, final course peer ratings yielded higher

or equal zero order correlations with the criteria as did other predic-
tore in all but two instances these being the Technical-Kanagerial Stale
and the Logistical "novledge scale.

The correlations between each set of pcedictors and each of the ten

criteria and corresponding multiple correlations are shown in Table 4 for
the branches other than; the combat arms branches. Here for all of the
ckiteria, vith the exception of the Techuical-Hanagerial scale, the zero
order correlations between final cours* peer ratings and the criteria
were higher or equal to the zero order corr*.otions betveer each of the
other variables and each of the criteria.
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Table I

Reliability Etimates for Each
Scale of the Performance Evaluation Form

Reliability

Sc ale Estimate

Duty Performance .67

Combat Leadership .70

Technical-Kanagerial Leadership .58

Tactical Knovedge .68

Understanding Mission .59

Making Decisions .66

Defining Functional Roles .58

Planning and Organizing .57

hotivacing Troops .60

Loeistical Knovldge .55
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In general, the results of these analyses indicate that inal course
peer ratings obtained in the Officer Basic Course are the best predictor
of duty performance when measured by the duty performance scale of the
Performance Evaluation Form for the total sample. The zero-order corre-
lation in this instance is .26 between final course peer ratings and duty
performance while the next highest zero-order correlation is .19 between
the sme criterion and OBC final grades. In tne Combat Arms Branches
there is little difference between the predictive value of peer eatings
and OBC final grades when overall duty performince is concerned. However,
for branches other than the Combat Arms the correlation between final
course rat~nga and overall performance is .30 while that of grades and
the criterion is .16.

The last analyser involved the relationships between the predictors
and the weighted average Officer Efficiency Report (0F9) ratings. The

results of these analyses are shown in Table 5. For the total sample
final course peer ratings yielded a correlation of .21 with OER ratings

but oreain o btaIn the ombt Officer Bafic Course (OBC) yield
a correlation of .20. In the Combat Arms Branches OBC final course
grades yielded s slightly higher zero order correlation with OER ratings
while in the branches other than Combat Arm the reverse obtained.

Mhe results of this research are similar to that reported elsewhere
on the utility of associate ratings or peer ratings in predicting subse-
quent performance (Helme, 1965; Gilbert, 1975; Gilbert and Downey, 1977).
Further research will seek to explore how the predictive utility of peer
ratings say be enhanced. Possibilities in this regrrd is to divide the
sample into individual career branches since some differences in predic-
tive power between Combat Arms branches and the other branches were
observed in this research. Aother possibility along this line is to
divide the sample according to the similarities of specialties in which
the officers are engaged.
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Table 5

Correlation Between Each Predictor and Weighted Average
Officer Efficiency Ratings and Corresponding Multiple Correlations

for the Combat Arvi, Branches
Other Than Combat Arms, and for the Total Sample

Combat Branches Other Than
Predictor Arms Combat Arms Total

(N -2,486) (N -2120) (N - 4,506)

Combat Leadership
1W(Cognttlve) .06 .05 .06

Technical-Knagerial
Leadership (Cognitive) .02 -.01 .01

Career Potential (Cognitive) .01 .04 .026

Combat Leadership

(Non-,Cognitive) .08* .I0** .09'*

Technical-Managerial
Leadership (Non-
Cognitive) .10'* .09** .10**

Career Potential
(Non-Cognittve) 02 .01 .02

Career Intent .02 .06 .04

ONC Grades .25** .15** .20"*

Mid-Course Peer Ratings 12"* .11** .1"**

Final Peer katings .22k* .21** .21**

Multiple Correlations .30* .24'* .26**

*Significant at the .05 level.
**Significant at the .01 level.
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USING AN ASSESSMENT CENTER TO PREDICT FIELD LEADERSHIP
PERFORMANCE OF ARY OFFICRS AND NCOs

SFrederick N. De

i Richard E. Hilllgos
Army Rsearoh Institute Field Unit

Fort Benning, Georgia

!KTRODUCTION

The assesment center concept involves the lamersior of
individuals into situdtiono which simulate those he would face if
he were selected for entry or promotion. It has been widely used
in industry and business to select personnel for high level
positions. In 1973-1974 the U.S. Amy Infantry School (USAIS)
Assesment Center (ACTR) assessed students from the Infantry
Officer Advanced Course (IOAC), the Infantry Officer Besio Course
(IOBC) and the Advanced NCO Edvcational System (ANCOKS) to
determine the feasibility of the assessment center concept as a
leadtrship development and leadership prediction technique. It
also assessed students from the Branch Immaterial Officer
Candidate Course (BIOCr, to determine thu feasibility of the
assessment center concept as v selection device. Tie purpose of
the present paper is to discuss the effectiveness of the ACTR for
predicting field leadership performance.

ACTR D?.SC?1PTION

Table I presents a summitry of asser3ee characteristics and
group sizes. Asessees reported to Fort Benning one wek before
their schedul4 USAIS course to participate in the assessment
center. Day I was sign in, room assigument, meal arrangements,
eta; Day II, Day !Il and 1/2 of Day IV vre given to the
assessment process, providing 2 1/2 days of assessment. Two pilot
sessions were completed in June-July 1973, with the first regular
session beginning 11 July 1973.

The assessor pool consisted of asx Majors, seven Captains,
two Lieutenantr, three Master Sergeants, two Sergeants First
Claps, and one Staff Sergeant. The assessors were selocted by DA
using the following criteria: each man must be in one of the
combat arms, each Captain and above must have had oomwmnd
experience; each Major, Captain, and Sergeant must have served in
combat, and Officers must have had an advanced degree in one of
the behavioral sciences.
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Table I

A.SSSM 2UNW CRA3ACTSTWS AND SUES

000cdiptor 109C IOAC RIOcCCOcS) AMCOE

Number Asessd 9$18 14) $1

hoiber wth comulete
6-montb ratupg 45 36 40 38

pay Grad. 01 0) 313-6

Average ASO 22.6 26.8 25.3 33.3

Average y~are of

Active Duty 0.3 5.7 3.3 12.9
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LEADERSHIP DIMENSIONS

The staff of the asseament centor and Army Research
Institute and iunRRO scientists identified lists of behavioral
dimensions charaoteristio of efftotive le.Adership. The basis of
this selection was the Ohio State Leadership Study, The Army Var
College report, LeaderhiR far the 70's, and other prominent
studies on leadership.

The ten dimensions of leader behavior judged to be
appropriate for the assigned mission and hioh it was believed
oould be evaluated using the assesment center conoept were:

Adaptability
Administrative Skills
Communication Skills
Decision Making
Forcefulness
Mental Ability
motivation
Effectiveness in an Organizational Leadership Role
Social Skills
Supervisory Skills

ASSESSMENT CENTER EXERCISES

The staff then began the selection and construction of
exercises and questionnaires. In evalaating possible exeroises
and exercise concepts, a basic tactar of considsrstion was that
the exercises would place ;he assesses in uniquely ditferent
situations while simultaneously providing multiple opportunities
for the evaluation of each dimension. Exercises were ultimately
selected based upon their situational diversity, military
relevanoe and apparent potential tor eliciting behaviors related
to the designated dimensions. The folloving battery of exeroises
were selected:

g t Intervlew: A background interview to elioit inftormation
related to motivation, experlenoe and the asseee's self-
knowledge of his strengths and Aeaknesses (90').

a.raial Wn1 tiewj: An applied exercioe in which each
assessee interviewd two others to select one for a position
within a battalion. This interview 'licited behaviors related to
communication skills, social interaction and organization of
thought (100').
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Leaderless Oroun Di#!sion: This exercise was a ombined
individual and group task in which 6 IOAC assessees werm assigned
a mission to distribute year end funds among the represoited
directorates while attempting to acquire a maxiar amount tor his
own directorate. IOBC, BIOCC, and AUCOBS assesses were assigned
a mission to get a soldier from their unit selected as the Brigade

j 3Soldier of the Month and provtdit a rank ordler of merit list of

the available candidates. This exercise olicltad behaviors
associated with forcefulness, persuasiveness, organisational
ability and group interaction (120').

1n-saket Kxerctse (Three versioas: IOAC - aeessee was placed
In the role of a battalion commander; IOBC/DIOCC - as*ese was
plac d in the role of a company commander; ANCORS - assessee was
placed in the role of a 1st Sergeant). An in-basket containing
many Ites typical of the appropriate position was presented to
the aese* who had 3 hours to address each item in the in-
basket. This exercise elici.ted behaviors relating to problem
solving, decision making, work organization and leadership, It
was followed by an interview to discuss reasons for action taken
and the relationship perceived to exist among some of the actions
(180').

* QuaM (IOAC assessees only): This was an assigned-role
rotating leader exercise conducted in two 2-hour sessions. Teas
of 6 players engaged in cost effectiveness analysis in a military
force planning environment. Total costs, P.D, intelligence
acquisition, balanced offensive/defensive forces were all
considered under limited budget and time constraints. This
exercise elicited organizational and leadership behavior (240').

Eg.l1g Zxuil (Three versions: IOAC assessoes were placed ir
ocapany commander role; IOBC/BIOCC a~sessees were placed irt a
platoon leader role during a civilian eergenoy situation to
insure that lack of military experience did not preclude them from
participation in the exercises; AICOKS assesses were placed in
the role of acting platoon leauers). It was a 5-hour exercise
using radios as the only means of communication. It elicited
organizational and leadership behaviors (300').

ield UrJjj (ZOBC, BIOCC, ANCOlr): This was a 5-hour
rotating leader designated exercise involving a team of 6
aeeese. There were 6 lanes with a different obstacle provided
for each lane. A separate mission and choice of materials was
also available. It elicited emergent leadership, Pl.4sing and
organizational behaviors (300').
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tknment Axeroin ("Conglomrate'): This was a two hour
exercise divided into two planning and two trading period&. The
18-man assesment group war, organized into three 6-man groups who
competed against each other. This exercise elicited behaviors
relating to emergent leadership, aggressiveness and social
interaction (120').

hritin Ixerosee: This was an exercise designed to measure
accuracy of information provided, grammar, spelling, and
completeness. The IOAC asesmes responded to a Staff Action
Paper and the other assessment groups to a discharge action (60').

PSYCHOHEIC TESTS AND SELF-DKSCRIPTION INSTRUMENTS

A survey of tests in general was made revealing many
possibilities for adoption into the assessment program. The
primary oriterion for seleoting speoific tests was relevance of
the variables ,.o be tested to the dimensions of leadership:
administrative skills, communication skills, supervisory skills,
foroefulness, adaptability, decision making, and mental ability.

The secondary criteria used in seleoting tests were: non-
offensive ten . items, 3uitability in oontent and format for use
with mature adults, adequacy of normative data and theoretical
discussions, recenoy of publication or revision and efficiency in
test administration.

Both cognitive and non-oognitive tests were selected

specifically to (1) allow for the comparison of an individual
score with normative data and (2) verity the rsults of other
assessment measurements, Group tests were selected in order to
minimize the number of assessors and the mount of time required
for each assessment. The psychometric teats and self-descriptive
instruments selected are listed below.

1. Leadership Opinion Questionnaire
2. Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal
3. Nelson-Denny Reading Test
4. Henson-Helsou Test of Mental Ability
5. Leadership Q-Sort Yest
6. Social Insi3it Test (Chapin)
7. Work Environment Preference Schedule (Gordon)
8. Strong Vocational Interest Blank
9. Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
10. Person Description Plank
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Questionnaires to obtain speoirio background information
about the assess**, and to rolioit the assessools opinion of his
assesent experience, were also developed. The purpose of' these
questionnaires M*s to assist in th. overall research effort and to
collect suggestions for improving Assessment Center techniques and
administration.

FSEDACK TO ASSESSUS

To provide an Impetus for Individual self-development of
leadership attributes, IOAC and ANCOBS students were provided
post-assessment counseling feedback. The purpose of this session
was to enhance professional development through Identifying the
counselee's leadership strengths and weaknesses as observed at the
Asseasment Center. The counselor discussed with the counselee
each behavioral area assessed, described the obuervations noted by
assessors, and guided him towards available and effective
materials that would be beneficial to him in developing a self-
improvement program. The counselor's approach was essentially
non-directive, as any actions for self-improvement were left
entirely to the counsel**.

FIELD LEADERSHIIP PERFORMANCE RATINGS

The leadership criterion use" to validate th6 ACTR measures
consisted of ratings of ten leadership dimensions by two
superiors, two peers and two subordinates of the assessee. These
were made six months following the completion of the assesses's
USAIS course by personnel in his new unit. The sm ra~tings were
again obtained 18 months following ccmpl~,tion of sohool although
fewer questionnaires were returred at this later period. Where
ratings were obtained at both periods, there was only a 10%
ovtrlap in raters from the first period to the 6*eoond.

The ten leadorship d~mensions were Decision Making,
Administrative &kIlls. Interpersonal Ccaptenoe (Social Skills),
Communication Skills, Supervisory Skillis, OrganitAtional Role
Skills, Technical and Tactical Competence, Leader Motivation,
Leader Aaptaility, and Leader Forcefulness. For each dimension
five statements describing particular behaviors were rated making
a total of 50 items on the Leadership Porformance Rating form
(LPRF).

Approximately one-half of the questionnaires were returned.
Complete rating data was obtaiced on 159 of the original 408
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9sseseas at six months and oumplet. data was obtained oh 108
assessees at six and 18 months.

The average rating for all 50 items per questionnair* and all
six questionnaires was calculated for six months and for 18
mothe. The correlations between these two averages rarode from
.54 for the IOPW asesses, through .68 for IOAC amases, to .75
for the ANCORV assossees. Only 15 BIOCC as*ssee* had complete
rating 4atz "or 6 and 18 months and the negative correlation
between six end 18 month averages for this group (-.35) may have
been a spurious result. The six-month/18-month correlation may be
thought of as a test/retest reliability. These correlations are
surprisingly high since many factors could operate to change
leadership over the 12-month period between ratings and because of
the relatively short time for observation of leadership prior to
the first ratings (six months). Correlations between rater types
(su~erior, peer, subordinate) were also generally significant and
positive for each rating period (for IODC, IOAC, and AVCOES
assess..s).

Although these correlationis indicate the orerall average
rating at a rating period was highly reliable, the questionnaire
failed to discriminate asong the ten dimensions that preatmably
were represented in the fifty items. A faotvr aqalysis indicated
only on, significant fector which aioounted for 742 of this omon
variance. It is not clear whether the failure to disorininate
mong leadership dimensions reflected on rates performance or
whether the ditferet.t leadership dimensions are as interdependent
oar, these high correlations indicate.

Since much more data was available for the six-month rating
period (with almost no 18-month data fron the BIOCC assessees) and
since a high correlation exi3tsd where such data were available,
the average rating for all 300 questions (six rmters x 50
questions) At the six-month rating period was used ap the field
leadership criterion to va3 idate "%e ACTI measures.

RESULTS

The soores obtainel frou the ACTR fall into the following six
classes:

I. Assessor ratin 3 of asscsee performance during
£ndivy.dual and group formal exercises such as the In-Baaskt,



2. Peer rankings of assesses in those formal exercises
t.ere a group of assesees participated together such as the

Assigned Leader Group Exercise,

3. Sil-rankings by the assessee of his trformance relative
to other group ambers in these group exercises,

4. Leadership dimension ratings made by:a assessor during

the Entry Interview with the assessee,

5. Assets** prrsanoo on paper and pencil performance
tests, and

6. Assessee self-deacriptions on questionnaires and other
Instruments such as the Edwards Peraonal Preference Schedule.

The results will be discussed for each of the above classes
of score and, follnwixr this, the classes of ACTh scores
themselves wili be discussed and compared on their effectiveness
for prediction of the field leadership ratings criterion.

Proportiors of succoss.ful predictors will be compared among
claeris as will the amount of time required by assessors and
assessoes to obtain each successful wwasure. The end result will
the an ordering of the different classes of ACTR measure on their
utilit$ for predicting the criterion.

1. ASSS'3R RATINGS OF ASWES=E PERFORMANCE DURING FORMAL

Assessor ratings for this exercise provided good predictors
of the field leadership orittrion fo r the IOBC assesses group. In
particular, a rating of *aount of negative social behavior shown*
was correlated (r-.56, p(.01) with the criterion Indicating that
those ass~sses who showed sore negative social behavior were more
likely to be rated high on field leadership. 3Silarly, *social
oonoern" was related to the criterion with IOBC assesses* jho
showed less social conqsrn being sort apt to be ratod high on
field leadership (ra-.3'11, p4.01). One other rated dimension that

was significantly relatad to the criterion for this group was
*speaking ability". IOSC assesses& who wo~re rated high on this
dimension were more apt to be rated high on field leadership
(r .28, p(.05).
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For S.WCC asseesses, "social concern" was significantly
related to the Wrterion (ra.31, p.05) but,oontrary to IOSC, high
social concern was related to good rattngs on the ariterion.
*Amount of negative soctul. bebavior' M~owed a siailcr revirsed

relation to the criterion (comparsd to 1320) although the
corralation was not significmnt (ra 24, pm.06).

?or ANCO93 assessees, the Leaderless Group Disoussioa
produced a single signifiopat, relution with the criterion. The
dinenstion ",convoys information' was correlated negatively (rx-.32,
p(-05), indicating that persons rated lover on this ocumiation
skill dimension werm more apt to be rated high on the criterie.
As will ben shown throughout this section, poor performance to;,
NCO# on tits ACTR exercise* vas frequently relavtod Z'o higher
ratings on the criterion.

Assessor ratings on the Leaderless Group Discussion tailed to
predict the criterion for the IQAC assessee group.

Only two of the assessor ratings for this exercise showed
significant relationships with the criterion. For the ICBC
assesseas, ratings of 'energy and vigor" were negatively
correlated (m'-.26, p(.05) indicating that low energy and vigor
were more apt to be related to high field leadership ratings. For
the SIOCC asssees, the 'receptivity' rating showed a positive
correlation with the oriterion (rs.36, p(.01). koesees who were
rated higher on 'listening to a~d oonsivlering idea!, of others'
were mor* apt to receive high field leadership ratiligs.

Assessor ratings on the Ccnglomrate Rxeroise ttiled to
predict ft criterion for the ANCOES and IQAC groups.

Assessor ratings on the Radio 31aulate exercise were almost
coretely unrelat*A to the field leadership oritarion. Only for
the ANCO9S assessees were significant relatlomq found for ratings
of *ac~~vaioakticon skills' (rx-.27, p(05), "adapitability* (rs-.28,
p(.05) and Oorsanizational ietfcto*(eAK l.i

opc o these cases, poor NCO performance on the ezeroire, was
relat*c #o hJ~h criterion ;erforeance.
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Assessor ratings on this exercise ahowed signifioant
relations to the criterion for all groups but the IOBC assessees.
For IOAC captains, the field leadership oriterion was positively
related t.o good a&sessor ratings on wdeoision making' (rs.33,
A.05; and a *use of available tntonmtion" (r.36, p(.05). For
B1OCC assesses hign criterion ra A ngs were related to eood
performance on "planning and organ.ation" (r".27, p(.05) and
*task orientationO (ra.35, p(.05).

All significant relationships between In-Basket assessor

ratings and ANCCL, field leadership ratings were negative. Good
oriterion ratings were related to poor "directing ability'
(rn-,27, p.05), nocr 'task orientation' (rs-.37, pa.01) and poor

'sensitivity" (rv-.27, pa.05).

Annraial IrterView

No assessor rating was signifioantly related to the criterion
for the IOBC, IOAC an! BIOCC assessee groups for this exercise.
Fn, the ANCORS ansesse group only one dimension, "ability to
orsani .' was rated (--. 3 3, p<.05). The regative correlation
indicates that poor "ability to organise" en the exercise was
related to good field leadership ratings.

Ausssor ratings on *accuracy of' written information" weresignificantly related to the criterion for both the I05C and IOAC

groups (ra-.27 and rs-.29, respeotively, p(.05 for both). The
neative relationship indicates that poorer writing accuracy was
related to better field leade ship ratings. The other signi ioant
relatiovship for this exercie' was *spelling" which for the NCOBS
assessees was related positiveir to the criterion (r=.28, p(.05).

Asbessor ratings on the Writing Exercise faled to prediot

the criterion for the BXOCC group.

AssignJe ceer Gru xrte( l

All assessee groups exoept the OAC captains completed this
exercise. This exercise was suaOcs"ful in predioting the
criterion for the ANCOES g?-oup. Hligh assessor rutings on to
disensions were associated with high field leadership ratings.
rhes were emergoent leadwrshlp" (ra.29, p(.05) and 'group
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facilitation" (rx.29, p<.05). itenestingly, there were ths two
dimensions on the exercises that were classed P% Orollowvr
behaviors". The other significant relationship indicted that low
assessor ratings on Otlexibility were assoolated with high scores
on the criterion (ra-.30, n.05).

The ALOE assesvor ratings provit.*d no segnificoat
correlations with the criterion for th4 remaining IOBC and BIOCC
assessee groups.

Only the IOAC captains participated in this exorcise (it took
the place of the ALOE for this group) and one of the assessor-
rated disonlona flexibility" was successful L. predicting the
criterion. Asiwssees with high flexibility ratings were apt to be
rated high on field leadership (r'.36, p(.02). Among the
nonsignificant assecor ratings, dimensions of "le rshpO,
"planning", and *organization' which would be expected to have
*ven stronger relations to a leadership oriterion did not even
approach significance.

2. PEER RKIN0S OP GROUP XRCI0SES

.Leadoa. -as Gi-ouD Discussion

the six roup members who participated in this exorcise
ranked all six members on a nubor of different 4dimnsions at the
end of the exercise. No significant predictors of the criterion
were flund for any cf the dimensions on which peer rankings werq
made.

Similar rankings were obtained from group ambers
in this exercise with similar results, i.e., no
significant relationships with the criterion for any
asRessee group.

Asslaned Leader GrouDf xerogv

More predictive validity was found for peer rankings In this
exercise. In fact three of the four dimensions provided
significant criterion predictors for the ANCOES ass seo group.
These were "ability to lead, (r,.29, p05), "quality of leader
support' (r,.27, P(.05), and 'goeersting group morale (ra.33,
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p(.05). These positive correlations indicate that high-ranked
individuals on the exercise tended to receive the high field
leadership ratings. The only other significant correlation for
this exercise appeared for the B1OCC assessee group for a ranking
of *how mwh you would like to associate with them socially'
(rx.30, p(.05). Persons preferred for sooialixation were more apt
to be rated high on the criterion.

This exercise did not produce any significant peer ranking
correlations with t.he criterion for the IOAC assessees who
participated in it.

3. SELF RANKINGS ON GROUP EXERCISES

i r g ni~un
The assesse included hislf in the group rankings for this

exercise and his Pelf-r.tnking was tested also as a predictor of
the oritez ion. Only one of these soores was found to predict the
criterion. This was the self-ranking on "idea quality* (rs.32,
p(.05) for- the ANCOES assesseei. Persons who ranked themselves
higher on this dfAention were *oe apt to reoeive high field
leadership ratings.

Three self rankings were signiriitantly asooiated with the
criterion on this exercie for tho ANC ES assessees. hese were
"popularity (ra.29, p(.05), *energetic tupport of team effort"
(ru.34, p(.05), and "cusing conflict within the group* (r,.29,
p(.q5). High "*opularityr, high *energetic support of am
effort0' and low "amount of conflict" wore related to high ratings
of field lea'ersnip. For the IOAC group, self-rankings of -idea
quality* were related positively to the oriterion (ri.31, pp.05).
IOC and BIOCC asseseees did not produce significant se9 f-rasing
predictors for this exercise.

Msined Leader GrgMD Exerit

The AWCOES assessee grcup produced the only significant self-
ranking predictors for this exercise. These were for dimensions
of 'ability to lead" (rz.32, p05) and "generating group morale"

(rv.30, P.05). The 3os!tJve correlations indicate high awlf-
rankings were related to good ratings on the field leadership
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criterion. IOBC asease8s did not produce significant self-
ranking predictors and the IOAC did not participate in this
exercise.

As with peer rankings, self rankings produced nc significant
correlations with the criterion for the IOAC assessees who were
the only participants of this exercise.

4. ENTRY INTBRVZV PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Six of the 14 scores of the Entry Inverview significantly
predicted the field leadership ratings of the BIOCC assessee
group. i'Niase were *overall impression" (rs.42, p.01), "interest
in self-deyelopment' (r.28, p(.05), "effectiveness in conveyiz
information" (ru.35, p<.05), "derives satisfaction from work
acoomplishments" (rx.31, p(.05), "fluent and articulate' (ra.29,
p<.05), and 'how well he expresses his opinions" (r .29, p(.05).
These positive correlatlens indicate that good Entry Interview
ratings were related "* good field leadership criterion ratings.

The ANCOES assses who were rated high on 'animation and
enthusiasm" were much more apt to reoeive high criterion ratings
than their lower-rated colleagues (r,.45, p(.01). For tbts group
'interest in self-development" was inversely related to the field
leadership ratings (r.-.29, p(.05). The only other significant
predictor from the Entry Int.erview was for the IOBC group. As for
the ACOES group, 'interest in self-development' wes negatively
correlated with field ratings of leadership (ra-.27, p<.05).

5. PENCIL AND PAPER PE'FORMANCE TESTS

The four tests that fall into this cat'nry are the Heruon-
Nelson Tests of Mental Ability, the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal, the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, and the Social
Insight Test. Only for the ANCOES assessee group did these
measures successfully predict the field leadership ratings
criterior, However, it is questionable to ue the term
'successfully' since Mr performance on the Heo.',on-Nelson
Quantitative (ra-.30, p<.05); Heron-Nelson Verbal (ru-.Al,
p.O1), Hermon-Nelson Total Soore (r-.40, p(.01); Nelson Denny
Vocabulary (rx.,.36, p(.05); Nelson-Denny Comprehension (ra-.32,
P(.05) and Nelson Denny Total (rz-.3T7, p(.OC) v,',rs related to good
ratings on the field leadership criterion. Th, 4atson Glaser
Critical Thinking Appraisal and The Social Insight Test showed no
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ign.1ficant correlations with the oriterion for any of the

asaesee groups.

6. SELF-DESCRIPTION INSTRUMENTS

E£rd s 21rsnl Preterence schedule (KPPS)

One of the highest oorrelations obtained with tbe criterion
was from this instrument. IOAC assesses with a high *Need for
Order* tended to be rated higher on the field ratings of
leadership (r3.52, p(.001). In addition, the IOAC assessees
showed an inverse relationship between 'Need for Sucooranoew (to
have others provide help when in trouble, to seek encouragement
from others, et.) and the criterion (ra-.35, p(.05).

The ANCOES assesses group also .Ahnwed a number of significant
correlations between EPPS measurts a,d the criterion. "Need for
Exhibition" was inversely related to the criterion (ra-.31,
P405), and 'Need for Abasemen%' was reiated positively (ir,28,
p(.05). Finally scores on the *Consistency" varitble were related
to the criterion: po3tively for the IOBC assessees (r,.30,
p.05) and negativay for the ANCOKS group (r,-.34, p(.05). No
£PPS measures were significantly related to the criterion
performance of the BIOCC asrssees.

ork Enviror-CnMAI, Pre renE .

High soores on this measure "typil.y individuals who accept
authority, who prefer to have specific rules and guidelines to
follow, who prefer inpersonalixed work relationships, and who seek
the security of organizational and tn-group identifioation.' Two
of the assessee groups showed significant correlations of their
scores on this measure with their criterion field leadership
ratings. IOBC sasessees Who were lower on the WEPS were more
likely to receive high criterion ratings (r,-.25, p(.05) and OAC
assesees who were higher un the WEPS were more likely to receive
high criterion ratings (ra.32, p(.05). The BIOCC and ANCOES
groups did not heve significant correlations with the criterion on
this measure.

Leader ODinion Questionnaire (LOO)

ANCOES assessees scoring high on 'Consideration' on the LOQ
were more apt to be rated high on the criterion (r,.36, p(.05).
IOBC Essessees who were high on 0Structure" were more apt to be
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* rated high on the criterion (ru,25, p..05). No other LOQ soores
were significant for these or for the other asee groups.

L*d.rjUhio 0 Srt (LOS)

IOBC assesses showed a fairly strong relationship or
"Decision Making* to the criterion with the persons scoring low
on this dimension being ore apt to receive high leadership
ratings (ra-.39, p.01). 'Teaching and ComuinioationO scores, on
the other hand wore positively related to the criterion for the
106C group (r,.27, p(.05). High scores on 'Mental Health* wre
related to high criterion ratings for the ANCOES sesessees (re.33,
p4.05) while low scores on *Personal Integrity* were related to
high criterion ratings or this group (ra-.30, p(.05).

IOC sasesses showed an inverse relation between
'Consideration" scores and the ariterior. (r,-.36, p(.05). BIOCC
asim es showed no sIgnificant relationship of LQ3 measures to
the criterion.

Person Descrintion Blank

( Fifty pairs of adjectives were presented to each assepms
(*.S. VARY: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7: GULLIBLE) with instructions to rate
himself by circling the nuber that best described his position
between these rolar adjectives. Twenty-six of these fifty pairs
produced significant correlations with the criterion for at least
one of the assesses groups. The pairs of adjective. and their
correlations with the criterion tbr each assess" group are
presented in Table 2. Positive correlations indicate that persons
who rated thenselves higher than average on the rightmost
adjective were more apt to be rated high on field leadership.
Negative correlations indicate that persons who rated themselves
highet than averae on the leftmost adjective were nore apt to ipe
rated tigh on field leadership. A negative correlation does not
necessarily mean that people were closer to the *if end of the
scale than to the *70 en of the scale. It only indicates that
persons who were on the '10 side of the overall avarnM for that
Ites were more apt to be rated high on the criterion.

COMPARISON v DIFFERENT CLASSES OF ACTR SCORES

Table 3 presents summary data for all assessee groups for the
six classes of ACT scores. It can be seen that the number of
soirez per assase (Column 1 varied from 9 for the Pencil and
Paper Performance Tests to 75 for the Self-Description
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-Table

US ZCI O AKO )"O~~ OA

Crmmtul (7) .1 Tabl .2031. * .1

(7) 32 DtcX09 .AK(05) .103 ~ -. 0

KleMa~ltw. (1)

CY1440' (1)
Pigstu (7) JAL .20 9 (.026) 1 .41.05)

Toodov (7) -. 170.0~) .12 3.030

Itlary (1)
Vdal Utry (7) -. 20 .16 .11

Vary (1)
OClliblo (7) -. 49(.001)0& -. 45(.001)** -. 11 -1

ladeceiave (1)
V.1.1w.v (7) .0? .2;(.035)* .12 .16

Reckl.e (7) -. 16 -. 10 -. 01 -. 31(.00)ft

grow (7) -. 04 .04 -. 13 .3.2)

Covewrdl (1)

Sister* (7) -. 11 .15 -. 9(.06)** .16

*.05, 0*.01
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-S.--.. - * Table 2 (Cost'd)

MSON DSUMTIS 3LAPB (005) "Y0U~ ELWRI

cc= rmATsS VITV CRTRI0S

Amoopt GC'oup

"I3 D.crLtwo loxC 109C It=C MWICS

LV~&uas (1)

Active ().34(.0Z2)* .153 -. 11 .22

sootut" (1)
KreitatimQ (7) .03 24 -. 18 -3GO)

Ambitious (1)

D41*tb e ( 7) 19 .0-1

quist (1)
Talkative ()-.31(.031)6 .06 -. 1.07

Rscrtti (1)

PU ,.ios-rlentod (1)
people.0r1.uted (7) -. )I(.028)* .19 .21 -. 19

Colorful (1)

Narss-4oi*S (1)

Su~h.L.(7) -. 29(.043)& .03 .12 -1

CbfnRA~(7) -. 33(.023)* .03 -. 01 - .0

Athletlc (7) .20 .20 .31(.025)e .44,(.003)*0?

0r~Li. ~).20 .3(06* .02 .18

~ ~.~ .01
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V

.tI a*ta

Forest~ astrtlse 69 01.$ .4 10.9 115.9

?oo Rommuo
fetus) hoses 15 1 6.1 0 0 12.1 129.5

Wlt
Forgal Z'mrcls~s 15 1.75 11.7 0 0

try Intervew 1 43 46 33 46 3.

frfonmat Test$ 9 1.S 16.7 1.3.23.5 17.

. taj73 11.1 15.3 .30 1.99 1.O 12.0
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Instruments. The assessor time Per score (Zolumn 4) showed a very
wide variation from 10.9 minutes per score for Assessor Ratings on
Formal Exercises to less than one minute per score for the Self-
Description Instruents. The latter mall time per score reflects
the assor time savings that resulted f'rom presenting the Self-

Description Instruments in a group (Six assessees) setting. The
zero 'assessor times per score* that ap;ear for Poor Rankings and
Self Rankings reflot the fact that these scores were provided by
the assesees and did not require any additional tine of assessors
beyond that reqi4red for the assessor ratings on these exercises.
The OaUjlai tino per score" (Column 6) is prorated over Assessor
Ratings, Peer Rankings and Self Rankingt. Thus only a single
figure is shown for this oclumn for thet three categories. Itcan be seen that cabessee tine per score is also long for the

Foisal ACTR Exeroia. Assessee tine per score is long s for the
Pencil and Paper Performance Tests and shortest for the Self-
Description Inetruments.

A successful predictor is defined tn this report as one which
has a correlation with the criterion that is significant at the
.05 level. It,, Column 2 of Table 3 the average number of
successful predictors per aseeosee is given and Column 3 shoa the
percentage that this is of the total number of scores for the
assessee. Five percent would be expected hy chance due to the .05
significance level. This figure ranges from a h.gh of 16.7% for
the Paper and Pencil Performsanoe Tots to near choknoe levels
(6.7%) for the Peer Rank.ngs. The high figure for the Pencil and
Paper Performance Tests it somewhat misleading since all of the
significant predictors were for the ANCOES guoup and all indicated
poor pencil and paper test performance to be related to good field
ratings (see below). Perhaps the most interesting data is in
Column 5 where the assessor time per successful predictor for each
class of ACR aoo-e is shown. This ranges from 2 minutee per
successful predictor for the Self-Description Instruments to
nearly two hours per such predictor for the Asseisor Ratings of
Formal Exercises.

The assessor ratings of formal exercises represent the most
typical ACTR data and their collection is the raiagn dA.trt of an
asssent center. The poor predictions from these rate-4 scores

compared to interviews, and to questionnaires is thus especially
diappointin for ACThe prpeta. foor performane s not a

result of low rating reliability. Checks of rnter reliability )n
the exercises where more •tan one a.4sessor ra~ted the some asssse

indicated that reliability of the ratings was surprisingly good.
Spwason-Bron caloulationp indicate the three-rater sums for LOD,
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ALOE, CONG and LGAH to have rellabilities in the 70s and 80os.

The high reliability oe the criterion field leadership
ratings was described earlier. Sinoe both criterion and assessor
ratings are reliable, the failure of the asavasor ratings to
provide sore than a few aigni icaLt correlations with the
criterion must refleot none failure of the ACTR exercises to
elicit and/or measure the rome behaviors that pears, superiors,
and subordinates In field units olassify as "leadership".

Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 provide the data of Table 3 with a
separate breakdown by the different assee groups. It can be
seen that the ANCOgS scores (Table 7) provide much better
prediction of the criterion than the ACTR scores of any of the
other assessee groups. However, a sizable portion of the
signifioant ANCOES criterion predictors represent a troublesome
inverse relatiorn between ACTR performance and the criterion. One
normally would not intentionally set up an ACTR with the intent of
selecting for promotion or employment only those persons who do
badly on the ACTR tasks. These inverse relationships between
predictor and criterion reflect a failure of the ACTh exeroises,
the unsuitability of the criterion, or both - at least for the

4 ANCOZS group.

Another result that is apparent rrom Tablis 4, 5, 6 and 7 is
that diffteren assessee groups often have different patterns of
success for the different classes of ACTR scores. For example,
the Entry Interview does an excellent job for the BIOCC group (36%
suoeoosful predictors) but it does little predicting for any other
group. For IOAC assessees, the Self-Description Instruments do a
good job of predioting the criterion but the other classes of
ocoro have little predictive validity.

Table 8 represents a breakdown of the data in Table 3 by
separate exercise. The most effective single measure by almost
all criteria is the Person Description Blank. This instrument
required leoss than ton ulnutes to administer but provides much
sore effective criterion prediction than exeroses such as the
Radio Simulate which required five hours of assessee time, and
even more assessor time. However, it can be argued that self-
descriptions vould be much 1e8 erfeotive in a setting where
deliberately falsified self-deacriptions might occur. False "If-
doecriptions would have been at a minimum in the USAIS ACTR since
the asesoseeos were asured that the data would not afoot their
carear3.



Table 4

R"SULT Fol SIX DIV7FENT CU SSES OF ACM! SCORE: IOBC ASS!WSSFCS

Donciptor 0 a

Assesso latlass 69 5 7.2 10.9 151.4

?O.r Rankloss is 0 0 0 - 21 239.6

Selt Rinhlu is 0 0 0-

Entry !ntervlsv 14 1 7.1 4..6 64.8 4.6 64.8

Prmc11 4 Paper
?erfotuanc. Testa 9 0 0 4.3 00__._0

Salf-Doscription
Instrumonts 75 12 16.0 .30 1.15 1.63 11.4

4 - - -89
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RESULTS FOR SIX DFFEVW4 CLASSES 0? AM~ SC0?Z: WOAC ASSZSSM.

s IMCSt rs 1 6.7 0

Ietry Interview 14 0 0 4.6 00 4.6 CPO

Pencil & Paper
torkorumc* Toots 9 0 0 4.3 00 1.8 1

Self Doedfptime
Instrmons 75 is 20.0 .30 1. .8 9.13
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Table6

MUM~t Vga SIX DlflUZI C; SSS Of ACTR SC13~: S10CC ASSESSUE

( I t4p

Descriptor ~Z

1eer 3pmteaa is 1 6.7 0 0 12.3. £v.

$014'~e 1.5u ~ i 0 0 0-

ELtry Znoe.wi 14 5 X.7 4.6 12.9 4.6 12.9

Prncil & Paper
Peormatnce Tests 9 0 0 4A PO 08 1

Seka-060cripciom
lotuas75 4 5.3 .301 5.7 1.S3 34.5



ma ox six )mtivxvr cuss rAcrit scaE:-L4c=S ASS

00

A .e a a r R a t u t s 6 9 1 2 07 .4 1 . 0 2 61 .
PeRauItnp is 3 z0.0 0 01.1 76

Sell Imakinp is 6 0'.0 0 0

L'*try Int~rvi~w 14 2 14.3 4.6 32.2 4.6 32.2

P.enct 4 PaperI
PerforUsnco lostu 9 6 66.7 4.3 6.$ 17.8 26.7

Sell-Dsecrption .01.

Intut t 51 0. 0 1$16 .-



REULTS FOR SEPARATE ACTR EXERCTSES FOR ALL ASSS.EE CVfUPS

Desciptor *ow

gjb.so Ittct

IDiscussion 9 1.5 16.7 6.67 40.0

V.goeae8 .5 6.2 7.5 121.0

&SOAO. Simulate 16 .75 4.7 15.0 319.1 15.0 100

13bws' 1.73 11.7 7.3 62.4 15.) 130.0

Apptalsa1 Interview S .25 3.1 12.9 413.0 16.3 127.3

Assigned Los'o.r

Var Cam (IOAC' 9 1.0 11.1 16.7 150.2

CGOn 5 0 0 0 - .7 30.71

ALCE & Var Ga.. A .75 18.8 0 0 17 .6 a 133.3

IM6 .25 4.Z 0 0

Cons 5 1.0 20.0 0 0

ALGV & War Came A .3 12.3 0 0

g.t&y Inerview IA 2 16.7 4.6 32.3 4.16 :.I Perfornyince Tests

1qnm Nelson 3 .75 25 2.2 8.8 13.3 5
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Table A (cont'd)

ItEStLTS FOR SEPAATE ACTI EXERLIS S FOR ALL ASSESSEE CROUPS

a%4 0 1*IF

i elsn-~my . 18.8 1.7 9.0 10.0 53.2

t eon-Claser 1 0 0 8.3 *- so

Socital Insightt0 0 .
. ~~~al f-IIr ptn

Iiqe rumt.

Edwards Permna l
Preference Schedule 1. 1.5 10 .56 5.6 3.33 33.3
Work zavironuent
Preference Schedule 1 .5 50 1.67 3.33 10.0 20.0
Leadership Opinion

4 Quost tonn ire 2 .5 25 1.67 6.47 10.0 40.0
Leadership Q Sort 7 1.25 11.6 1.1' 6.74 7.14 40.6
Person ocriptlion
Slank io 1.75 15.5 .02 .13 0.14 .9

oree and self-ranktngs Included with Assessor rating.w for the%-* calculations.
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D193CUSSION

Two perspectives exist for discussion of these results. One
is in terms of the specific characteristics as &oasured in tVe
ACTR which predict field leadership ratings of the different
assesses groups. The other perspective for viewing these results
is in terms of the general question of what parts of the ACTR were
effective in assessment of leadership.

CHAqACTERISTICS OF SPECIIC ASSESS5S GROUPS

The young lieutenant who had recently been ocmissioned and
%ho, following nis Infantry course was rated high on leadership by
peors, subordinates and superiors, Judged hise1lr to be more wary,
ocapetitive, sootoi-Fg and leading. His deoiion-aaking skills
were rated low6ar by Liiself and by trained assessors. Ironically,
he was Judged to be somewhat lower on self-development than the
lieutenant who was rated wore poorly on field leadership.

The captain who was about to enter the Advanced Infantry
Course and who later received high ratings on the field leadership
criterion was apt to be high on his need for order and more apt to
prefer a structured work environment. He performed well on in-
basket exeroijes and vieed himself as sore hard-working, wary,

interesting, tough, ambitious, active, secretive, and stable.

The erlisted man about to enter Officer Candidate School and
who, following his OCS t-aining and Branch leadership course, was
rated high on field leadership, was more apt than his low-rated
oolleague to sake a good ispression and to be fluent, creative and
task-oriented. He viewed himself as more creative and persistent,
yet soaewhat less dominating and less sincere than his colleague
wh fared less will on field ledar-'hip ratings.

The NCO about to enter thA advanced NCO c. urse who later
reoives high ratings of field leadership was more enthusiastic
bat poorer in reading, quantitative and verbal sVills than his
colleague who received lower fiold ladersahlp ratings. He was
aore considerate, but less able to per1rnm on ir,-basket exercises
and in simulated emrgencios. He viewed himself as more athletic,
firm, careful, soothing and brave thcn did his load-rated
oolleague.
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PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF DIFFERENT CLASSES OF ACTR SCORES

Self-Desoription Instruments provided the largest proportion
of criterion predictors and also provided these scores ith the
,east assessor and assessee t"-. On thf other hand, the most
assessor-intensive forma ACTR exeroises actually do the poorest
job of predicting the field leadership criterion. Intermseiate
between these extremes is the Entry Interview which provided a
fair number of predictors with only a moderate mount of assessor
and Assesee time.

These results must be somewhat distressing to proponents of
the assessment center oonopt. Such formuai exercises as the In-
Basket, Assigned Leader Group Exercise and Leaderle* Grotp
Discussion are the backbone of such centers. For such exercises
to predict poorly in the current setting, despite good to

excellent reliability ot predictor and criterion measures,
indicatena mismatch between the ACTR exercise measures and the
criterion scores. A possible explanation of this mismatch is that
the ACTR was more effeotvi in eliciting leederahip skills than
the subsequent duties of these leaders. The USA.S ACTR exeroises
probably did provide tough challenges to leadership and actual
assessee leadership skills were probably dmonstrated for
assessors to rate. However, the criterion ratings we'e made
during peacetime when few it any emergencies would arise wbiah
required excellent leadership for their successful resolution. As
a result, the criterion ratings may have been made on some other
factor than leadership such as sociability. Another possible
basis for field ratings ma., have been the leadership self-
conceptions that the assessees held and somehow communicated to
the superiors, peers, and subordinates who provided the criterion
ratings. With few if any opportunities for assessees to
demonstrate genuine leadership, this 'talk about leadership' ady
have teen the basis for leadership ratings. Not only would this
account for the general 0%ilure of assessor-Intensive exercises to
predict the oriterion, it would explain the relative success of
Instruments such as the Person Description Blank which wpre
specifically designed to ottain leadership-related self
conceptions.

Future validation studies planned for the USAIS ACTP
assoasevs will utilize promotion data as a leadership criterion.
Hopefully, promotions of these leaders would be related to their
actual leaders:ip skills and not to sociability or to their
incorrect self-peroeptions of their leadership skills.
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ASSIGNMENT PROCEDURES IN THE AIR FORCE
PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

Joe H. Ward, Jr.
Donald L. Haney
William H. Hendrix
Manuel Pina

Occupation and Manpower Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks AFB, Texas

I. INTRODUCTION

In July 1973, pe-rsonnel from the Air Force Recruiting Service and
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) discussed strategies for
examining the feasibility of a computer-based enlistment reservation
system to enhance the existing Air Force Procuremnt Management Information
System (PROMIS). A small computer-based job reservation system was
developed using System 2000 data management system to demonstrate to
recruiting service personnel the feasibility of on-line job reservations
(Ward and Haltman, 1975). This demonstration, in September 1973, resulted
in the development by Air Force Military Personnel Center, Recruiting
Service and AFHRL of an operational job-reservation system (Pina and
Stifle, 1977). The system became operational 1 November 1976, with Air
Force representatives at the sixty-six Armed Forces Examining and
Entrance Stations (AFEES) inquiring through remote terminals to a
Burroughs 6700 computer located at Randolph AFB, Texas.

This paper discusses: (1) designing personnel systems for acceptance
and improvement, (2) a general framework for viewing personnel assignment
systems, (3) the procedure for offering jobs in the PROMIS system

II. DESIGNING PERSONNEL SYSTEMS FOR
ACCEPTANCE, EVOLUTIONARY IMPROVEMENT,
AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

A Personnel System may be viewed as A iehicle to aid in improving
the effectiveness of an organization. To be useful, a Personnel System
should be d esigned for:
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DESIGNING PERSONNEL SYSTEMS
FOR ACCEPTANCE AND IM ROVEENT

I ACCEPTANCE BY MANAGERS AND MEMBERS OF 1t ORGANIZATION

0 EVOLUNTIONARY (INCRMEHTAU ADJUSTMENTS LEADING TO
CONTINUED IWROVEAMT

* EASE OF INCORPORATING NEW UMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH
FINDINGS INTO THE OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL SYSTEM

Acceptance

If a personnel system is to have an opptrtunity to help an orga,-
ization, it must continue to exist. In order to exist, it must be
acceptable to managers and members of the organization. Designers of a
personnel system must plan for initial and continued acceptavice by
members of the organization.

Evoluntionary Improvement

Designers of a personnel systm must allow for future changes--both
expected and unexpected. The system should expect those future policy
changes designed to improve personnel effectiveness. However, it is
impossible to foresee the problems thot can arise after operational
iplementation. The design features of the system that allow for change
also help insure continued acceptance. The capability to change must be
upproached with caution, since too frequent or too much change might
lead to non-acceptance and d~struction of the personnel system.

Incorporating New Research

In addition to allowance for expected management chiges ar&W
unexrc!ted problems, it is highly desirable to design a personnel system
for acceptance of new human resources research findings. Some new
technologies may require major modifications to the system. However,
many future improvements can be incorporated easily into the perational
system if it contains a technology transfer capability.

11I. A VIEU OF PERSON-JOE ASSIGNMENTS

This section presents a view of person-job assignments that allows
for u,.er acceptance, evolhntionary Iprovement, and transfer of new
research findings. The concepts to be described emphasize information
about Jobs and people, pay-off or utility of particul~r person-job
assignments, and the contribution of each partirular assignment to
overall syst.em effectiveness. Sefore examining the details, it is
helpful to look at the Milittry Career Life Cycle.
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MILITARY CAREER LIFE CYCLE

6"6%

This picture represents some of the personnel decision activities
that take place during a military career. The objective is for rersons
to move through various jo. or training activities so that overall
system effectiveness is maximized. The following ideas reflect some
essential features of a personnel system designed for acceptance and
imrovement.

Activities to be Accomplished (Job and "raining Requirements)

A necessary first step is the determination of the kinds of activ-
ittes (jobs or training) that must be pe formed in the Air Force.
This will b. done from information ibous training requirements, job
requiremnts, occupational surveys, and other sources. The attributes
associated with jobs (or training positions) will be called job pronrties.
Figure 1, the JOB PROPERTIES ARRAY, represents the relevant Job-attribute
information that is used in the personnel assignment system. Tie word
JOB refers to any descriptive stats of being that is ocn b or is
potentially occupied b. a person. The general terl' s'-% n-nclu I
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all Air Force jobs, plus activities that might be termed "trcining
jobs." Another important *Job" concept is the last one shown In Figure
1--called an External Job. This category provides for a Job outside the
particular sub-systea of interest. The Inclusion of an External Job
allows for rejectihg personnel by assigru!yt to a "Job" oul.side the
system. In the Advanced Personnel DUta Svstem, Procurement Management

V Information System (APDS-PROMlS) each applicant occupies an External Job
prior to arsignment to an Air Force job.

Figure I

JO1 PROPiRTIES ARRAY

JWI

Job 2

0 Relevant Job-At ribste lnormlton
e - TMu lo be p#romd

0 - ReIlly 0iffKulty

- Atiude Required

- [z rience Required

e - Training Required

-Ciegrokul Locatiff
- Physical Charadcerltsil Required

Personnel Required to Accomplish the Activities

After the jobs have bee.r determined it is necessary to identify the
personnel that are availab!e rr potentially available to accomplish the
activities required to operate the Air Force. The attributes associated
with persons will be called person characteristics. Figure 2, PERSON
CHARACTERISTICS ARRAY, represents the relevant person-attribute informa-
tion that is used in the personnel assigrment system. The word PERSON
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refers to any individual that is a member of the Air Force or is a
potential member of the Air Force.

The last person indicated in Figure 2 is called e Shadow Person.
This Shadow Person provides for an imaginary person to be considered for
assignment. The inclusion of this Shadow Person allows for consideration
of Air Force jobs that are unfilled. The consequences of unfilled Jobs
(represented by assigning Shadow Persons) is important in the APOS-PROMIS
System.

Figure 2

PERSON CHARACTERISTICS ARRAY

Penm I

PelpOn 2

0 -SSAN

PERSONS 0- Age

Peru I Educ*Win
- Apthude Swr

-Home Address
-Interests
-Work bEgwret,

Shaftw
!Per .... . . . .

Pay-offs Associated with Personnel Assignments

Next, it Is necessary to determine some indication of effectiveness
or pay-offs to the Air Force of assigning a particular Person to a
particular job. It is desired to find a way to combine different
information related to pay-off or value into a single composite indicator.
Information from management policy, from operations analysis studies,
and human resources research must be combined to yield an indicator of
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pay-off. The attempt to obtain such pay-off measures will be done
through Policy Development procedures (Ward, 1977). Policy Development
includes the combination of Policy Capturing and Policy Specifying. For
Po;icy Capturi%, a group of policy makers are presented performance-
related information (technical school grades, job performance reports,
or predictions of these variables, etc.) about a sample of persons and
Jobs. The judges (policy makers) will be asked to state the "pay-off*
to the Air Force of this sample ! persons associated with these parti-
Sular jobs. Then, a computer wil . attempt to capture the policy of the
judges by developing a mathematical model for predicting the judged
values from the person and job infrmation.

In Policy Specifying, managers express their "pay-off"*to the Air
Force of various pIrson-job combinations through statements about
general constraints that the mathematical model should have. When these
constraints are Imposed, a model evolves which will produce pay-off
values consistent with the specified policy guidelines.

When appropriate, Policy-Specifying and Policy-Capturing can be
combined tq yield a mathematical model for estimating the value to the
Air Force of any person for any Air Force Job.

Figure 3, PREDICTED PAY-OFF ARRAY, represents the pay-off values
estimated from the mathematical model using the person-job information.
The pay-offs associate4 with the Shadow Person (last row) reflect the
values to the Air Force (possibly negative values) of not filling
various jobs. The pay-offs associated with the External Job (last
colun) reflect the values to the Air Force (possibly negative values)
of not assigning each persci to an Air Force job. In APDS-PRONIS, each
appThant ts already in an External Job and some applicants are not
accepted into Air Force assignments.

Figure 3
PRiDIC1iO PAYOFF ARRAY

JOBS Exnternal
Job J ? s s JobJ o e Job

Person I

Person?2
* Pradicled Value IPAYOFF) to the Air Force If Person I

* Is assgw to Job J IL. a paricular Person toa

PLA50145 particuler Ja

Person 402
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Allocation of Personnel for Overall Air Force Effectiveness

After the elments of the PREDICTED PAY-OFF ARRAY are available, it
is necessary to allocate persons to jobs in a way that will tend to
maximize overall Air Force effectiveness. The allocation process my
not always assign a person to the job for which he has the highest pay-
off to the Air Force since many persons must be considered for the Job.
The attempt is to make assignments that will tend to maximize overall
Air Force effectiveness. Figure 4, ALLOCATION ARRAY, contains allocation
indicators and represents the information that reflects the desirabillty
for overall Air 6orce effectiveness of assigning particular persons to
particular jobs. This nformation can reflect the results of an optimal
allocation algorithm when appropriate (e.g., Langley's Prim'. Algorithm
(Langley, Xennington, Shetty, 1974)). In this case, the elements of the
ALLOCATIOt ARRAY will contain vaues of 1 where the assignments result
in the maximum overall pay-off And 0 for the non-optimum assignments.

The A LOCATION ARRAY may also reflect a wide range of numerical
values (e.g., Ward's Decision Index (Ward, 1959)) that when used as a
basis of assignrent will tend toward maximum overall Air Force effect4ve-
ness. This approach is appropriate when a sequential-constrained-choice
assignment is desired (such as in APDS-PROMIS), the problem is too large
for optimum solution, or some of the data required for optimum solution
is not available (Ward and D6vis, 1963). Both optimum allocation
algorithms (for batch assignments) anJ near, oce dures (for
sequential-constrained-choice) should be available in a personnel system
and used as appropriate.

Figure 4

ALLOCATION ARRAY

JOBS ixternal
JobI Job? e * * JobJ e e * Job

Person I_ ____ I _

Persrn 2

SNumerical I nlormatn to r$ilt the cesirabitty of

assigning Person I to Job J f1r overall Air Foce
PERSONS ~'ivnes

Person !

Shadowy
Person
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EXAMPLE OF PREDICTED PAY-OFF ARRAY AND ALLOCATION ARRAY, Figure 5
Illustrates the difference between the PREDICTED PAY-OFF ARRAY and the
ALLOCATION ARRAY. The elements of the allocation array reflect that
assignment of person 1 to job 3 (allocation index 1 14.0), person 2 to
job 1 (allocation index a 14.0), and person 3 to Job 2 (allocation index

13.5) will maximize the sum of pay-off values (6 + S + 4 a 15). It Is
interesting to observe that an optimm allocation algorithm would produce
an allocation arre with values of I in the place of the index values
14.0 (Person 1, Job 3), 14.0 (Person 2, Job 1), 13.5 (Person 3, Job 2)
to reflect the optimm assignments and 0 in the other 6 locations.
However, the values that are now in the array provide for alternative
assignments that maintain near optimality. This is operationally
important ii a system that provides for choice in either a sequential or
batch assignment system. A person can be allowed to choose from Jobs
which have high allocation index values and thereby maintain high overall
Air ForcQ effectiveness. For example, if person number 1 were allowed
to choose either job 2 or 3 - and he chose job 2 (second highest alloca-
tion index) then a pay-vff sum of 13 would be possible. (Either 7 + 5 +
1 13 or 7 + 0 + 6a 13).

Figure 5

EXAMPL3 OF PR[DICI[D PAYOFF ARRAY
AND ALLOCATION ARRAY

PR[DICTED PAYOFF ARRAY ALLOCATIOM; ARMAY
JOBS Jo!s

Job)I ob?2 Job 3 Job I Job?2 Job)3

erson? , Person ) ,, I.
6 ,, 1.0 ,0

PERSONS 3 Person3

The hlhr numbers In the Allocation Array rolled the deslrtiilty of assignmems

for overall fledivtness of the Air Force
I Overall Effectiveness 64 5 4 i5)

When NIk h
Allocation Ingeas
Are Usd
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Suary of the Personnel Assigrnt stem

Figure 6 sumarizes the basic features of the personnel assignmnt
system. Information about jobs (Figure 1) and people (Figure 2) are

g mixed to generate a pay-off (or value) of each potential person-job
assigrment (Figure 3). From the pay-off array an allocation array
(Figure 4) is produced to indicate the appropriateness of each potential
assignment for overall Air Force effectiveness,

Figure 6

SUMMARY OF THE PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM

Figure..... Figure

M 0emso Aro"PFSON I
PROPERTIES Regression Analysis . . CHARACTERISTICSPR#RIS '--,. Poliky clturng-.eciying *. IARA I
ARRAY - Prerequisites. CutAfs

:.o... ... P.r.. .i...... ........ :

REDICYED
Figure 3 PAYOFT

ARRAY

" Decision Index
" Transportation Algorithm

*0S0000 *es*O*0T000-@

Figure 4 AWICAT I/

While Figure 6 summarizes the personnel assignment system which
considers personnel and jobs as they exist - Figure 7 represents the
modification of job properties and modification of person characteris-
tics so that the pay-off array can be improved. Continued personnel
training, occupational re-design and organizational improvement can
bring about desired changes in personnel &nd jobs.
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Figure 7
A VIEW OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTSINCL(IOING TRAINING AND JOB MODFITION

Figure I igure 2
O Regrssio Anal-s-s PERSOPR/ PER~TIES . POky Capur'ng-SpicIfying .- CS4RACTERiSTICSARRAY Prereq utoIs * ARRAY

" or Projctio d ls

' MODIFY JOB Niure 3 phYF=, m m P_. ... .
PRPurE ARRAY | MOOIFY PERSON

ARRAY 
CHARACTERISTICS

Now- THROUGA
1 JOB REDESIAN " TRAINING

* Oecion 1 1TANN•Tran rtatlkn A thm-INCENTIVE CHANGES.o.to(.o... 
S COUNSELING

O TECINOGI E y . XPERIENCE€_COANGES I

FIgrt 4 A O A I-

The generali ed, modifiable personnel assignment system describedabove combined with changes in jobs and people characteristics shouldresult in improved Air Force effectiveness. The following section,describes the application of these ideas to APDS-PROMIS.

IV. ADVANCED PERSONNEL DATA SYSTEM
PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM (APDS-PROMIS)

The Air Force Recruiting Service lists the characteristics of APDS-PROMIS shown below.

WHAT IS APS-PROMIS?

SReal-tiwe computer syitem to replace lelepho link

* Job cOunselling transkrrod to AF[ES process ing torn
o Computerized Prn Ilstmnt job classif kato IpIJ mtoc)
O Recruiting objvm for ?D0 days

a Improved requirement accoatlng

* otiucd manus! roporting

O More pl e ssiO al reruiting lim
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The following special fe3tures were considered in the design of the
system:

SPECIAL FEATURES OF

PERSON-JOS MATCH FOR PROMIS ENHANCEMENT

* Sequential consideration of persons to be assignad

* Fuiure accessions are unknown

o List of opportunitles must be provlifi

* Oporunities must be immediately available

SPECIAL FEATURES

FOR ACCEPTANCE AND MAINTENANCE

e Pay-off functions easy to define and modify

* Eflects of modifications are easily visible on opportunities list

9 o Provide capability through which human resources research

findings can affect and improve individual personnel assignments

Opportunity

The major component of PROMIS is the OPPORTUNITY command. The
followitg events provide the ordered list of jobs from which an applicant
may choose:

OPPORTUNITY

Per sonlJob Match

a Input applicant aptitude, physical & preference data

a o Test qualification for jok

* Test availability of jobs

e Compute 'worth' lippropriatenss) value o' each job

* Maximize tal worth lo Air Force and Individual

e Provide list of most aprooriate jobs

* GTEP

0 Open enlistment

* Offer op*ion to reserve job from list
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Predicted Pay-off Values. As Indicated above an essential step is the
creation of a oay-off array. There are five components contributing to
the pay-off values.

CREATING PREDICTED PAY-OFF

OF A PERSON-JOB COMBINATION

USING

POLICY SPECIFYING

*. Person-Aptitude and Job Difficuly

(The A-0 Component)
9 Technical training success
* Aptitude area preferences

0 Rate of job fill

* Minority jO fill

Aptittide Potential and Job Difficulty. Research findings and experienced
personnel people have indTcated that interacting a person's aptituie
with the job's aptitude requirements so that the most talented people
are assigned to the most demanding jobs will reduce training costs,
increase job satisfaction and productivity, and improve personnel
retainability. This concept has been implemented through the A-D
(Aptitude-D ifficulty) component.

APTITUDE POTENTIAL AND JOB DIFFICULT'

Y • A. 0)

A - Aptitude for parikular job

D * Reltive difficulty of prticuir job

A three-dimensional view of this component is showr in the following
figure.
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. MAXIMU VALUES IFOR FIXED APTITUOIU
X-t INFLECIWWOPOINTS IOR FIXEO A"TITUOES)

S-4
!I

'IL

t to

Pay-off Function of Aptitude and Difficulty

This figure indicates that for a low Cifficulty job--for example, D
40--there is a slight increase in p4y-off as aptitude increases;

however, for a higher difficulty job--for example D - 60--the increase
in pay-off is more rapid. Also, notice that for a low aptitde person
--for example Aptitude a 4C--the highest pay-off is on a low difficulty
job, with the pay-off decreasing rapidly as di'ficulty Increses. And
for higher aptitude persons the best pay-off is on higher difficulty
jobs. A person will have maximum pay-off when hts aptitude closely
matches the job requirements. And higher aptitudes matched to *ore
difficult jobs are more v-luable than lower aptitudes matched to less
demanding jobs.

At the present ;.ime, only that part uf the function to the left (or
higher side) of the ridge is getting any use because %x1-t ng ineligi-
bility rules do not allow applicants who ave aptitudes be'iow a certain
cut-off to be considered for a job-i.e., the worth below the cut-off is
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negative infinity! However, if policy makers allow applicants to become
eligible for jobs slightly below existing cut-off scores the pay-c'f
functio, is available for use. Slight lowering of cut-off rules woull
allow greater flexibility for making personnel assig"uents which should
result in better use of manpower.

Technical Tra!ning Success. The seconu component is technical training
* success. This functiun involves predicted tecnnic !l school suc:ess from

aptitude tests, high school cooirses taken, the par ticular technical
school, and high school graduation status.

TECHNICAL TRAINING SUCCESS

Y - f (AQE. AFQT. HS courses, Tocn Schools)

Aptitude Area Reference. Each applicant expresses f relative prefeterceweighting for th fouareas -- Mechan ical, Administrative, Geiieral, and

Electronics. These preferences are considered in the pay-off function.

APTITUDE AREA PREFERENCES

~Y - I M, A. G. F p-plermncesl

M • Mechanicl A

A - A~ministr tive Al

G • General A;

E - lectronics At

This component may be replaced in the future by thi Vocational Interest
Career Examination (VOICE).

Job Fill Rate. This dynamic feedback component is of extreme importance
to recruiting service. It reflects interactioai between the percentage
of Jobs sold, amount of time since Job w..s re-leased, and a priority
associated with each job. As each Job ii reserved, and as time changes,
this czmponent is rodified to chanie L-pha..s on iobs that are ahead or
behind a desired rate of fill.

JOs FILL RATE

Y - f1P T, K)

P Perccntaqe f Jobs SoWi

T Aoiount of time since job release21K Job filfiority
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This job fill rate component is in the process of bEing modified to
reflect the actual number of unfilled Jobs interacting with the other
three Job properties -- percentage "ill, time, and priority.

Mi nori ty Job Fi I I

This dynamic component is continuously adjusted to maintain a
specified minority balance across jobs.

MINORITY JOB FILL

Y " I P, G)
~wh~tre

Pm" PercenU of Job filled by miwiltls

G - DIMru minority job fill goal

Maximizing Overall Air Force Effectiveness. PROMIS requires presenta-
tion of an ordered list of Jobs from which applicants may choose. An
Allocation Index is computed that reflects the desirability for overall
Air Force effectiveness of assigninq the applicant to each job on the
list. An Allocation Index called the Optimality Indicator is used as
the basis of ordering. This index is based on the Decision Index (Ward,
(1959)) described above.

ASSIGNMFNT OF PERSONNEL

TO MAXIMIZE OVRALL AIR FORCE EFFECTIVENESS

Decision infde used as the aliocmin Index

Iot ordering the pportuniMeS IISt



V. PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS TO PROMIS

tThe evolutioiary capability of the system allows for incorporating
me-dificattors as required. Planned improvements are shown below.

PLANNED IMPROVEMEN1S

0 AMdxliy fill-rale comont to reflect actual nur W of~jobs ursold

0 Combine the aptitutldifficuly component interactiveky
with the fill-rate compoet to reied polky i which
the importance of fll-rate is different for dIffeantWatls of the aMthude-difficulty ompoet

a Combine 4trition predictiom Information with training

costs Intk te pay-af functon b 6rec VW risks to
vore e"nsiw traning and poot risks to less eglensive

training

* Int-oluce results from the Vocatonal Interest Career
Examination IVOICE) into the p4-of function to
Improvc job s4tisfaction and personnel retuinability

* Consider lnteractuin of the 4tItude-dificulty component
with the VLCE (interest) component

VI. APPLICABZLITY TO OTHER PERSONNEL SYSTE14S

wolThe concepts above can be 6pplied to any personnel system that
would like to match person characteristics with Job properties aqd
produce either an ordered list of Job opportunities from which an
applicant iay choose (as in APDS-PROMIS) or an ordered list of appli-
cants from which a job manager may choose (as when a Job must be filled).
The airmen post-enlistment nsignment system, now being developed,
should 4C applicable to A wide variety of personnel sub-systems--airmen,
office-s, and civilians.

APPLICABILITY TO OWHr.R PERSONNEL SYSTEMS

0 Air Force erlisted re-assignments

e Officers *ssIgnmh
e AF civiiians

O thers
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VII. SUW'ARY OBSERVATIONS

A mechanism is evolving through which human vesources research
findings can directly affect and improve individual personnel assign-
ments. System flexibility provides for modification and introduction of
new components to insure continued acceptance and improvement. The
approach has general applicability to personnel systems that can idertify
information about persons and jobs and specify a p;,-off generating
policy.

Implementation of this approach has led to identification of areas
of human resources research that wil" contribute significantly to
improved systems performance.

RESEARCH AREAS OF POTENTIAL VALU[

I SEARCH FOR PERSON CHARACTERISTICS AND JOB PROPERTIES
THAT INTERACT IN PREDICTION Of PAY-Off VALUES

I DEVELOP NEW MCMOT)DS FOR SPtCIYING TH PAY- OiF
VALUES ASSOCIAT[D WITH PERSON-JOB ASSIGNMENTS

* STUDY THE USE OF ALLOCATION INDEXES NOT ONLY AS AN
ORDERING VALUE FOR OPPORTUM4ITY LISTS, BLq AS A
SUPPLEANT TO APTITUDE INDEXES NOW IN USE
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On October 18, 1976, the 80th Maneuvev Training Command received

t he requireuent to produce the documents required to evaluate the combat

readiness of the 11th Specidl Forces Group--Airborne, a group targeted

against Eastern Europe. The actual adaptation of Arffy Training Evaluation

Program 31-101 (ARTEP 31-101), the prmary evaluation tool, was the re-

sponsibility of the Infantry Team in general and the author in particular.

The author realized that his biases were based on hii combat experience

in southeast Asia and that these biases had been reinforced oy the three

years he soent in a Special Forces unit targeted against Asia. Based on

this the author re-onminded that the production of the ARTEP he assigned

to an individual with extensive European Special Forces experience or

an attempt be made at quantifying the pe'ceptions of those who had European

Special Forces experience. The decision was made to quantify the per-

ceptions of those involved in the evaluation. This decision was based on

the assumption that underlies decentralized training, i.e., that the

Comunding Officers will train their units in accordance with their per-

ceptions of the combat requirements of the area they are targeted against

(in the case of Special Forces) and will use the ARTEP as a guide.

The ARTEP was dismembered and each combat requirement that it con-

tained became part of a pool of combat requirements that were used for

a Q-sort. The Q-sort was administered to Special Forces qualified per-

sons who had extensive European experience. Those specific combat re-

quirements of the ARTEP that were selected as being important to/for a

Special Forces Group targeted against Europe became the stimuli for a

pair comparisons test.

The pair coearison was admin 4stered to the Deputy Commaiding
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IF Officer (DCO), Operations (S-3), Intelligence (S..2), and Supply Officers

(S-4), plus the 2nd Battalion, 3rd Battalion and Support Battalion Corn-

mnding Officers. Three Operational Detachment Commanding Officers (ODA)

of the 11th Special Forces Group--Aivborne (SFGA) were also included.

The question then became, "Are the perceptions as measured by the

Pair Comparison a true reflection of the relative ipportance of the corn-

bat requirements of Eastern Etrope?" The answer to this question was

needed to ensure that an evaluation stressing the combat requirements of

greatest relative import was a true reflection of the actual combat

requirements of Eastern Europe. The answer to this question was gained

by iaiunistering the Pair Comptrison to a similar population in tie

lOth Special Forces, a highly regarded active Army unit targeted against

the same area. The administration of the Pair Comparison to the 10th

Special Forces served two purposes. First, it gave an indicator of the

accuracy of the llth SFGA's perceptions of the relatlie imort of the

combat requirements of Eastern Europe. Second, since the 10th SpecialrForces was turnishing the actual on-the-ground evaluators, an indicator

could be qained as to whether differences in evaluator-evaluatee per-

ceptions 4ould be likely to skew the evaluation.

The results of both administrations of the Pair Comparisons indi-

cated that the focus of the evaluation and training shouid be one the

training and use of the guerrillas. Because of the close coordination

required to develop and sustain a guerrilla force, the decision was made

to deveop three situstions. They consisted of:

1. An operation in which he selected operational capabilities of

the Operational Detachment are measured (ARTEP 31-101).

2. A situation that stres:ed the imortance of t guerrilla

through intelligence play.
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3. A brief situation that stressed S-2 (Intell f.nce) and S-3

(Operations) coordination.

The use of guerrillas can be divided int, two areas:

1. Operations support, which ARTEP 31-101 encompasses.

2. Intelligence support at both a tactical and strategic level.

7he lack of Intelligence requirements in ARTEP 31-101 required the gen-

eration of a situation in which intelligence reports would be transmitted

both up and down the chain of command. This was accomplished by inter-

relating intelligence reports from different levels. An examle follows.

SOCGULF (Evaluator control HQ)
SF08

Ft. Rucker, AL Special Forces 9perations Base (11th SFGA HQ)

Ft. Stewart ACB 2nd Bn Ft. Benning, ACB 3rd Bn
GA 11th SFGA GA 11th SFGA

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~XXXXXXXXXXXXFA XXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X FEA X

ODA ODA ODA ODA ODA ODA ODA ODA

G G G G G G G G G G G G G G G

In the play of the problem, the fact that the 12th Combined Arm Amy
(Soviet) was moving two tank divisions forward to reinforce was the result

of many indicators from each level. That tracked vehicles were moving for-

ward was based o, Side Looking Airborne Radar (STAR) reports that were

received at Speciel Forces Operations Base (SFO). That the tracked vehicles
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were predominately tanks was based on guerrilla agent reports given to the

Operational Detachment (ODA). Tiat the tanks were fro, at least two dif-

ferent units was based on the correct interpretation of photos taken by

the guerrillas, passed to the Operational Detachment, and exfiltrated from

the operational area and retbrned to the Advanced Control 3ase (ACB) level

and eventually to the Special Forces Operations Base level.

For the full story to emerge, the requirement was for each level to

synthesize the information it received and pass it on to both superior

and subordinate headquarters. The interrelating of intelligence reoorts

across levels prevented any single headquarters from independently piecing

together the whole story.

This technique was employed to portray:

1. The forward deployment of two tank divisions.

2. Coabat tailoring of enemy units to counter the increased insur-

gent threat being developed by the Operational Detachtnts as they trained

the guerrillas (guerrillas were actually high school ROfC cadets).

3. New troop deployments indicating a build up to halt the impending

friendly conventional offensive.

Each Operational Detachmient received the same intelligence reports

from the guerrillas. This allowed the Battalion S-2 (Intelligence Officer)

to assess the relative efficiency of each Operational Detachment to process

and forward the information received from the guerrillas. Whre the

photos of enemy equipment given to the Operational Detachmunt by the

gue rill s could not be interpreted and forwarded as messages, the imagery

itself was to be exfiltrated via the Fulton Recovery system.

Similar procedures were required of the Special Forces Oporations

Base when receiving information frin SOCGULF (Evaluator Control Head-
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quarters), Advanced Control Bases, or O.eretioala Detachments. T,$-,, re-
quirement was to synthesize the information with information already on

file, draw conclusions and forward the intelligence derived by either radio

message if it was of an immedate/critical nature or by a daily publication

called an INTSUM (Intelligence Summary). Photos that could not be inter-

preted at a lower level were the responsibility of the Imagery Interpre-

tation section of the Group Military Intelligence Detachment.

A third situation was based on the l1th SFGA resupply request message

format. An aerial resupply operation calls for the approving authority of

that mission to integrate all information available to ensure not only the

success of the mission but the survival of the Vrcraft. This is accom-

plistied o, notifying the Air Force el-ment that is to fly the mission of

any natural or manmaJe hazards that are associated with a particular drop

zone. The notification can take several forms--the most common of which

is requiring the aircraft to follow a specific track or azmuth when

crossing over the Drop Zone.

The Performance of the 11th SFGA could then be judged on three

criteria:

1. The extent to which they adequately performed tasks required in

ARTEP 31-101.

2. The extent to which the Operational Detachments, Advanced Con-

trol Bases, and Special Forces Operatlions Base were able to alert SOCGULF

to the:

a. forward deployment of two tank divitions

b. combat tailoring to meet the gue-rilla threat

c. new troop deployments.

3. The ability of the S 2 and S-3 sections to coovdina.e their

activities.
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The formal presentation of the evalu Jion b'.sed on ARTEP 31-101 will

not be made until October, 1977. It does appear that with the exccption

of communication that the Operational Detachments did reasonably well on

the operational nortions of the operation. The result of the intelligence

portion (#2) was less encouraging. The Operational Detachments failed

to communicate the information derived from the guerrillas to the Advanced

Control Bases and Special Forces Operations Base. This failurc cannot be

blamed on communication difficulties alone. The Fulton recovery extracted

no intelligence summaries, no raw intelligence reports, no agent rmports

and no imagery. Similarly, there was no indication that Special Forces

Operation, Base or Advanced Control Base INTSUMS were r ceived by the

Operational Detachments. One particularty disheartening aspect of the

intelligence portion of this operation was that the Imagery Interoretation

section of the l1th Special Forces' Military !nttlligence Detachment was

unable, because of lack of phot.) keys, to interpret over 85% of the imagery

th~t was administrativety provided to them. This was the same imagery

given to each Operational Detachment by the guerrillas, all of which was

organic to the Soviet Motorized Rifle Division or Combined Arms I MW.

More disheartening war the fact that the Imagery Intarpretors were unimble

to interpret major end iems, i.e., tanks, self-propelled artillery, or

to tell the author wiere, by number and location, in the Soviet system

these weapons would be found.

The third situation generated tested tthe ability of the S-2 and S-3

sections of the l1th Srecial Forces to coordinate or tie together their

activities for the Conduct of an aerial resupply mission, To this end

intelligeice reports positioning Surface-To-Air Missile (SAM) complexes

just out of range of several resupply Drop Zones (DZ) was forwarded from
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SOCGULF to Special Forces Operations Base. The requirement was for each

message/Drop Zone request sent to the US Air Forte to have a required

magnetlc azmet. that would route the resupply aircraft out of SAM range

incorporated in the request. This would have required that the S-2 re-

ceive the message, mark on A map the positions of SAM and determine range

fans for each SAM compiex. Coordination would thpn have to be made with

the S-3 to ensure thet the Drop Zone request included the required azmuth

to protect the USAF resupply aircraft. None of the Drop Zone requests

forwarded to the USAF included a requitd az. uth. The inability of the

l1th SFGA to tie the operations and intelligence sides of this operation

together in tis instance indicates serious training deficiercies that go

beyond the scnpe of this evaluation.

Of the three situations generated fo, the evaluation of the l1th,

only one was based on AkTEP 31-101. A cinclusion noting that the llth

SFGA was testbound would, however, be preoature. More likely, it is the

carry over effect of past Arn Training Tests which were almost totally

oper-tions oriented.

The use of the perceptions ef the 1Ith SFGA to focus the evaluation

was, as stated earlier, based on the premise that the comanders will

train for what they consider important. Unfortunately, the results of

the Pair Comparisons test, when cont.asted to the training conducted by

the 11th SFGA, highlighted aiditionml problemn. The Pair Comptrison re-

sults of both the 10th and 11th Special Forces place Airborne Operaticns

at the very botton of the priority ilst and the ability to effectively

train a guerrillA force at the very top of the priority list. Yet, during

Annual Training the l1th Special Forces spent approximtelj $300,000 on

air operationt and none on language training--a capability whikh,
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historically, has dictated the success or failure of an unconventional

warfare effort. The almost perfect inverse relationship between percetvej

importance of combat requirements and resource allocation for conat

requirements casts doubt on the authenticity of the mission statement for

Reserve Special Forces. The discrepancy between mission and resources

allocated by regulation leaves the command of the 11th Special Forces in a

position of beig unable to address those aspects of Special Forces op-

erations that are considere, essential (by bo .h the 11th Special Forces

and 10th Speciol Forces) to the success of combat opeir.ttons.

I
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COMBAT REO'JIREMENTS AS PERCEIVED Bf THE 10th

Iand 11th SPECIAL FORCES GROUP-AIRBOINE

10th SFGA 11th SFGA
Value Value Stinli

-.17 -.66 1. Infiltrate by parachute (static line)

-1.01 -'..62 2. Infiltrete by parachute (HALO)

+.32 -. 05 3. Assemble detachment personnel and
account for equipment

+.49 +.35 4. Contact resistance force reception
comi ttee

+.61 -. 05 5. Sterilize infiltration site

+.30 +.08 6. Begin movement to designate base

:.53 +.48 7. Begin areA assessment and contart
SFOB

+.28 +.65 8. Organize guerrilla force with
command and staff

+,43 +.69 9. Develop a training program for the
guerrilla force

-.77 -.05 10. Select ard report LZs/DZs

-. 99 -. 11 11. Secunr, Fork and operate I.Zs/DZs
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COMPONENTS OF 11111 SPECIAL FORCES EVALUATION

. ~1. A measure of selected operational requirements, i.e.,

ARTEP 31-101

2. A situation that stresod Intelligence play.

3. A situation that stressed Inte11lgence and Operations

coordi nati on

4
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CRITERIA FO& EVALUATION

1. Perfcrmance on Operatlanal Tasks f ARTEP 31-101

2. Ability to alert SOCGULF to;

a. forward deploymnt of two tank divisions

b. comuat tailoring to meet guerrilla threat

c. new troop deployments

3. Ability of S-2 and S-3 sections to coordinate their

activities
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S-2/S-3 COORDINATION

44-Optimal Azmuth

DZ

maximum allowable deviation

Required Azmuth somehe maimum dioviations
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RESULTS OF S-2/S-3

CDORDINATIMI REQUIREIENT

Number of Possible DZ Nuter of Zs

Coordinations Coord'inated

12 0
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EVALUATION CRITERIA

? ARTEP 31-101

X Intelligence requirement

X Coordination requirement
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CRITERION-REFERENCED SYSTEMS APPROACH TO EVALUATION OF COMBAT UNITS

Angelo Mirabella

Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences4!
System Engineering oi training and its subsidiary criterion-refer-

enced maLurement have been invaluable tools for increasing the jcb-
reievance of military training &nd evaluation. These tools have pro-
vided an indispensible point of departure and a framework f&r insuring
accountability. However, they have been developed within the context
of relatively gimple, procedural tasks that are necessary but not always
suffiuent for describing jobs as performed in working environments.
The tools work comfortably for hard, individ%.*l skille. But the demurrer
often heard is that the soft skills have yet to be attacked su'cessfully
with those tools. Those of us who have moved the focus of our evaluation
research from the school setting to the combat unit are especially
sensitive to thu3 demurrer because we face the added complication of
two-sided, tactical, collective behavior.

IA order to improve the training and evaluation of such behavior,
the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral Sciences has been pur-
suing research on Tactical Engagement Simulation. In addition, we have

j been developing a jupporting system of evaluation. It is the evaluation
system research that I would like to talk about, but for those of you not
familiar with our program let be briefly eescribe the Engagement Simu-
lation Test Bed.

Engagement Simulation currently is a set of techniques of conducting
real-time, two-Aided free play, tactical exercises at the combined arms
reinforced platoon level. One of its key features is a set of objective,
casualty assessment methods which ullow almost real-time feedback to par-
ticipants. A rifleman, for example, can fire at a target, and register a
hit b) calling out a number on the helmet of the opposing in'antryman.
A tank gunner can siailarly register a hit against another tank. Kills
are relayed via radio by a controller to a net control station, which in
turn radios the target that it is out of action. Suitable pyrotechnics
add visual cues an3, therefore, realism to the battle1 . With these and
other techniques for artillery and anti-tank weapons, it is possible to

measure casualties over time and thereby provide for objuctive assessment
of the outcomes of tactical performance.

Several years ago when Engagement Simulation was developed As a
training methodology, its developers felt that the evaluation problem
for unit training had been solved. Objectiz measures of casualties
were now availabletl What else was needed? However, an alternative view
was that a great deal else was needed; that the Engagement Simulation

1TC 71-5. REALTRAIN: Tactical Training for Combi jed Arms glements. U.S.

Army Armor School/U.S. Army Research Institute, January, 1975.
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test bed had opened up a Pandora's box with respect to the measurement,
and interpretation of unit combat performance. This alternative view
argued for a system of evaluation which included at least concern for
prccess measuZements, and " scheme for uncovering the patterns and
relationship mong thesc two sets of measures, taken continually tha'ough
i training exercise. Such a system included some other major features
ttich I would like to mention.

In fact, I would lihe to outline what an adaquate system of evalua-
tion sigbt look like for the Engagement S~mulatit$n test bed, and mention
some of our reazarch experiences with various parts of the System (Fig 1 .
If we were to proceed logically and efficiently throug;% the development
of an Engagement Simulatior relevant evaluation *. .em we would begin
with the development of a model or model(#) to define:

o measurement concepts

o data processing concepts

o data interpretation concepts

which are consistent with the purposes for measuring and asseseing per-
, ormance in the first place. It's at this point that evaluation aim aud

philosophical biases can be put on the line. If the major purpose of
evaluation is diagnostic feedback in %upport of a training system, that
purpose can be made explicit and the rest of the system designed accord-
ingly. This last statement may seem obvious and self evident, but in
practice, it may not be so obvious. One of the philosophical problems
with the Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) 2 , is that Lt does
not distinguish adequately between evaluation for training diagnoais,
and evaluation for accountability. A result has been that many comuisader
regard ARTEP as a report card in spite of TRADOC's guidanco to the con-
trary. This observation which came out of a current RI study lusgeste
at least one fundamental problem with ARTEP as a training model

The next step in system development would be to define the data
requirements and data processing methods that are needed to fit the wodel
or model(s) constructed in Step 1. If, in Step 1, fo" example, you de-
cided that information about patterns of tactical movement is useful tor
diagnostic purposes, that would auggest a need to know what fire elements
are where, when. You would need to go further and decide how much infor-

~ mation on position location Is needed and how accurate it needs to be.

Now you are faced with Step 3 uhich requires that you define the
methods for collecting the data identified in Step 2. If you are not yet
familiar with the realizies of collecting objective performance data

ZARTEP 71-2. Army Training and Evaluation Program for Mechanized Infan-
try/Tank Task Force, June, 1977.
3Human Sciences Resoarch, Inc. Interim Report (Revised). Improved Army
Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) Methods for Unit Evaluation,
2. October, 1977.
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under field operational conditions, you would soon learn about them, at
chis stage of system development.

Last, but certainly nct least, is Step 4 which is to define the per-
formance benthmarks or standards which make your system criterion-refer-
enced. This is probably the most difficult oi all. It has been side-
stepped to a large extent by ARTE? through the use oZ expressions like:
"Casualties shall not be excessive", with the definition ef the benchmark
being left to the evaluation team. n1TEP has also sidestepped the cri-
terion issue by using mostly procedural standards, which are at a more
global level than those in the old Army Training Tests, but which are
still procedures-Dased.

I would like now to review somc of the progress that ARI has made
in contributing to such a system.

Modeling. As part of a long-term effort to Validate Engagement Simu-
lation Training, new experimental versions of ARTEP are being produced.
These are being produced specifically for some developmental tests to
be run et Ft Carson in January of ncxt year. Accordingly, they are being

A designed for reinforced platoon missions, i.e., for tank platoons with
supporting iirantry squado and tube launched ortically-tracked wire
guidpd missiles (TOWS).

For those of you not familiar with A.FTF.Ps let me show you a typical
page, this one from ARTEP 7-45 FOR MEQIANIZED INFANTRY AND COMBINED
ARMS TASK FORCE. (Fig 2' Look particulariy at the column labeled TRAIN-
ING/EVALUATION STANDARDS. Phrcues like "Coordination...ill support...",
'"vust be responsive", "with-ut sustaining excessive casualties", place
a substantial responsibility on the evaluator. Now look at a roughly
comparable version of an engagement simulation ARTEP: At least two major
revisions in ARTEP concept can be seen. (Fig 3)

o The standards and the rating columns have been eliminated. In
their places sit a performance data and results sec:ion. Tle measures
are quantitativv: e.g., time, range, casualties.

o Major objectives have been further Analyzed into intermediate
objectives. For erample. the task of eliminating enemy resistance has
been analyzed into the weapons system involved and then further broken
dcn into weapon aystem sub-tasks.

What's happened to the standards? This particular model cf ARTEP
candidly admits that we don't know how to hundle the standards problem
yet and moves the problem to one side, until scientific progress in this
area provides some useful methodology. Eaphasis shifts here away from
GO/NO GO type of evaluasion. Emphasis is placed in3tead on obtaining a
rich, detailed descripticn of tIe beha-iors involved in two sided cosbat.
That emphasis leads to two essential questions:

o What patterns of behavior can we extract from the various per-
formance measures which wiil have diagnostic value? We have, fox example,
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a particular iLterest in showink the connectiov or correlation.s among
tactical movements (i.e., pozition by time), processo such as fire
enemy detections, and outcome measures such as cssualties inflicted or
sustair.d.

o What performance trade-offs cn we identify and mhaure? A
ccuunder may deliberately acrifice cover and concealment in order to
fight more aggresively o move wore quickly towar. some tactical cbjec-
tire. 1he significnt ..-d dl noaticatly useful measurement concept
would be ri.u-ltaking behavior, instead of just cover and concealment.

Again let me ask the question: "What has happened to standards?" We
haven't forgotten about them. Until the standards problem is solved, an
Ovaluation system is not criterion referenced. But we have conclu~d
that L-ome imaginative Anid fresh thinking is required hare along with
supporting research. The concept which we are currently working on can
be described as situation-specific forecasting of the dynamics of an
engagement simul4tion exercise rlonj with various tactical processes and
outcomes such as casualties. I'll say a little more about this in a
few minutes.

The second step in he evolution of an jvaloation system is to define
perforvAnce data requirements and data procesaing techniques. 1he model-
in8 of Step I can provide the gnerul guidance for this step. But more
specifically our approach hAs been to identify essential elements of
anlysiu (EEAs) and then to produce measures of effect~veness (HOEs) by
phase of combat. This iq consi4tent with the .S ARTEP tdel. Under
Contract to ARgL, Shman Syctam,. Inc. of kshs(11SS) hat; generated a
computer ltsting of EEA* ulong with methods for coding, processing, and

displaying the results of a computer analysis of a tactical asp . Fig 1
ihows the initial list which HSI generated. What the data file does,
in effect, is to describe and display the tactical movements of two
opposing combat team Alpha and bravo, involved in an Engagement Simu-
lation exercise. The list indicates which fire elements are in what
locations, at vhat time, what the terrain is like, whether or not there
are tjirgets oi opportunity and what casualties are resulting from direct
and indirect fire,

Currently. these EEAs are being put together in various ways to pro-
vide Measures of Ef.ectiveness (O)Es) for each of the phase of rein-
forced pl-atoon attack mission. This mission will be the basis for a
developmental test at Ft Carson in January. The Phases will be:

o Precparation (i.., Planning)

o Pre-Engagement (i.e.. ?I)vament to Contact)

o Engagement (Hotilities)

o Post-Euggosnt (Post-Attack S~curity)

H ansen, D.,. and Drewfs. Small Unit Data Input Structure and Graphic
Support System. Interim Report. Humwan System, Inc., 2P June 1977
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Some jxaaples of Measures of Effectiveness which we are looking at

might concretize what 1 an saying: Fig 5 shows an HOE for Tactical
Formation In the Pre-Engagement Phase. An exmple from the Engagement
Phase is shown in Fig 6. In this case an HOE for enemy detection is
ll ustrated.

The methods for processing data in the HSI/AKQ data file are some-
what constrained by their small quantity. Tactical exercises unlike
most Individual tasks require severai hour1 U au. daye t m-b t ro
and are very costly in manpower and supplies. Consequently, duta are
relatively scarce and dc not readili. lend thcemlves to sohpiaticated
multivariate analysis. Therefore, until a large data base is built up,
we will probably not be able to do much beyond cross tabulations of fre-
queucl counts. This is the tact which we have been taking so far. But
such a tact in coasistent with ovr near terom goal which is to build up
experience with objective measurement of tactical exercises and to learn
which measures are most useful for diugnosis of training deficiency.

Having -k4inid data requirements and even modest data processing
approaches, the next step in evolving an evaluation system is to dof~ne
data collection methods. From a technological point of view collection
of position location information is our hottest cbestnut. The problem
is a very critic*'& one because position location, i.e.. tactical trajec-
tr"-y, is the foundation -f the HS:i/ARI data sub-system. And without
good position data, that *ub-syst"z is a house of cards.

When we began researching the ES evaluation problem several years
ago, we anticipated access to aray instrum ated ranges. We soon dis-
covered that such ranges were few, far between, expensive to operate,
and mostly unavailable. As a reso'lt, we began a small study of low-cost

opments Exoerimentation Command and at Ft Hood. Ile study was parti-
cularly geared to supporting the upcoming Ft Carson test. The study,by
Behavior Technology Consultants, Inc., looked at optical triangulation,
optical ranging, unattended ground sensors and a number of radio ranging
techniques. It recommended a radar rangli, system which appears to be
portable, relatively low cost and sufficientlb accurate but which is
still bey.ond our esourcea and wtich could not be put together I- time
for Carson anyway As a teoult, we are developing some labor intensive
strategies for plotting tactical movements. These will involve inten-
sive map and terrain training of data collectors, and systematic cross
checking of results. In addition, the HSI methodology includes some
techniques for screening bad position dati and estimating missing points.

If we can aucceed in adequately solving the 5.leosa posed by Steps
1, 2, and 3 of an ES evaluation system we will have achieved a great

50'Heeron, M.K., Howell, W.Y., Frazier, T.W., and Johnson, E. Field

wasurement and Data Collection System for Engagement Simulation FieldIExercises. Final Report. Behavior Technology Consultants, Inc.

1 October 1977.
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deal. However, we still won't have, in W opinion, a criterion-referenced
system. Bring able to collect varlous kinds of process and product data,
and being able to relate these data to eorl other is ver critical. But
their inteepretation and usefulness for training diagnosis i incomplete
without performance benchmarks or standards. The problem of standards
has been avoided for two-sided combat training exercises because such
exercises %re situation-specific end involve a very complex and not well
understood set of variables.

Accordingly, we ;4ave underway a basic research program to explore

several years ago by Litton under contract to ARI. This model, the UNIT
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT MODEL (UPAX) used :he policy capture technique
to generate indices of combat proficiency. The index values resulted
trom a linear combination of variables, mostly reflecting various casualty
measures. Comanders' forecists of these maaiures for an upcoming exer-
cise were to rrovide benchmarks against which actual data were tc be
compared.

A more recc.it modeling effort is called COMBAT OPERATIONS TRAINING
nFFECTIVENSS ANALYSIS (COTEAM). This effort picks up on the concept of
situation-spocific forecasting to provi4 performance benchmarks, but
develops the concep further in some ways we think are quio.e significant.

COTEA.4 hopes to do several key things:

(1) Define methods for forecasting products, processes, and dynamics
of ES exercises in a situation-specific context. The UPAX eystem required
forecasting but left the problem up to the COs own devices.

(2) Partial out non-te1ning effects such as terrain, mission type,
fcrarto n t: iioiio. ..ddr..;;lni .- c in. to b-_nh..rks

T Training System Referenced

" Combat Referenced.

he curve in Fig I suggests why you need tv* types of benchmarks.

Iagine that you could unambiguously define training system bench-
marks (1-5) representing various points in n training cycle, e.g.,
I - ertry level performance, 5 , final stage in unit training. Now
imagine that you could define varltus sets of operatioLial conditions (SI,

$2' S2) where such variables as weapon mix, terrain type, doctrine, force
ratio define the sets. Further imagine that we cvuld generate perfor-
mance curves as functions of training level and ope:ational condition
set. What conclusions could you draw from Figure 7:

(1) The conditions of S1 are such that trigininp effects are com-
pletely overwhelmed. As a training manager you would avoid SI since it
does not allow for a differentiation across levels (f training.
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(2) S2 and S, on the other hand would both be potentially useful to
the trainig manager.

(3) The individual who sits above the trainlng manager, and balance*
training, force development, and doctrine would probably exclude both S,
and S as potential training conditions because neither sec of conditions
perails training to bring combat units up to an acceptable level of readi-
ness.

But, how do we go about actually generating the benchmark curves?

The answer to tht qamstion la ti,6 nubject of current research. We have
expectations of developmentally tasting some techniques at Carson in
January, e.g., the Delphi Technique as a way of sysrematically extracting
predictions f on experts. Other possible techniques would be combat board
games md computer simulations. We collected soe preliminary data on
forectsting during a developmental test of rifle squad engagement siau-
lation l"t April at Ft Ord withoat benefit of the Delphi method or
board gaaws. We wanted zo get a feeling for the kind of data which might
result.

Fig 8 describes the scenario and instructions which were given to
subjects for a squad movement to contact. The subjects were NCOs acting
as squad leaders.

thFig 9 shows the kinds of fore.asting that was done by the NCO's and
the data that resulted. Figs 10 and 11 show scenario, instruction, and
resulting data tor a hasty de-engo. Generally, our impression was that
forecasting could be done witi s.ome reliability and that the task of
forecasting for different assumed rtaining levels was not an unsurmount-
aible one. Our subiects did seem to be able to discriminate expected
tactical perfrrsance across assumed training levels.

I've tried to provide a broad and very surface view of a complex re-
search program. I really have not done Justice to the scope of effort
involved. Some indication of the size of the effort is its stalfing.
Approximately 16 ARI behavLiral scientsts with advanced degrees are par-
tially or fully involved with the program. They art supported by the
services of four private behavioral researcli companies. The very active
and indispensable support of our TIRADOC sponsors probably adds another
five professional man years.

What the pay-off for this effort will be, I cannot predict. But its
significice lies at least partially in irs potential contribution to the
Amy's proposed National Training Center at Ft Irwin, California. Large
sums of money are likely to be invested in the production of a very so-
phisticateJ instrumented range, capable of generating enormous quantities
of high rz;-Aution data. If the Army's capacity to select, process, and
interpret thosa data for training purposes does not ratch its capacity to
supply the hardware and engineering involved in instrumenting a range,
the Ft Irwin concept may not reach its full potential.

IFOur sponsorp are the Training System Manager foi Tactical Ertgagemont Simu-
lation Systems Ft Eustis, and The Directorate of Training Dovelopments,
Ft. Knox.447



FIG 8: MOVVWMENT TO CONTACT AGAINST AN OP

10 man att&cking squad (testing squad)

.4 man (standard) defense

Scenario: A ten-man squad is the point element of th! platoon in a

movement to contact. The squad will know that they can expect

contact at any moment. They will have just crossed a danger area

where they encountered sniper fire, without taking any unsses.

The squad is now approaching an enemy OP, consioting of four men

with A machine gun in well concealed positions. Time t " 0 occurs

as the squad clears th. danger area.

lIa tuctions

Your own opinions And estimates are being requested. This is NOT a
test of your personality; the data will be used strictly for scientific
purposes.

Assume that all members of your squad have only been through Basic
Combat Training (BCT). Now on the next tvo pages, go down the first
(BCT) coluan, and put your answer in each box for each question. If
a more detailed answer is called for, use the reverse side of the paper.

Now assume that your squad has recently passed Infantry Level 2 ARTEP,
shown in column two. Antwer each of the questions again for this column.

Assuming three days of SCOPES training, w wer the questions again in
the third column.

Finally, assume that all eubers of your squad are combat experienced
Rangers. and answer all questions in the boxes for the fourth column.
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FIG 10: HASTY W!FENSE

7 man attacking squad (controlled aggressor)

10 man defending squad ('ested squad)

Scenario: A ten-man squad eAtablished & hasty defense as part of a

larger platoon defensive perimer. They will have approximAtely 15

minutes from the delivery of the frag order to establish the basty

deiense. At that time an enemy counterattack, consisting of 7 man

with a machinegun will begin their approach toward the defensive

positions. The counterattack movement will bagin at a position

Approximately 100 maters from the defense. Tins t - 0 occurs with

the delivery of the frag order.

Instructions

Your own opinions and estimates are being requested. This is NOT a
test of your personality; the data will be aid strictly for scientific
purp ses.

Assume that all members of your squad have only teen through Basic
Combat Training (BCT). Now cm the next two pages, go down the first
(BC!) column, a~d put your answer in each box for each question. If
n more detailed answer is called for, use the reverse side of tne paper.

Now assume tha your nqard has recently passed Infantry Level 2 ARTEP,
shovn In ,.olucAi two. AnsA..r each of the questions again for this column.

Assuming three days of SCOPES training, answer the questions again in
the third column.

Finally, assume that all me mers of -our squad are combat %xperienced
Rangurs, and answer all questions in the boxes for th* fourth column.
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RELIABILITY IN MEASURING UNIT PERFORMIANCE

A centr al problem in all evaluations, and especially in evaluations
of combat units, is how to incorporate characteristics of good meAmure-
ment in the evaluations. Characteristics of good measurement include
conprohensivenecs: eot f r!**#:validitv, and reliability. Our
concern in this paper is with reliability; for without reliability,

comprehensiveness is of little value, and cost-effectiveness and validity
cannot be schiuved.

Reliability refers to the extent to which:

1. Two or nore independent observers produce
alilar results, and

2. Measures of an event taken at one time are
Identical to measures of he same event
taken at another time.

The performance of combat units, at least in the At" is increas-
ingly being evaluated in the context of large-scale. free play simulated
combat exercises. Ite ARTEP (Army Training and Evaluation Program) is
an example. The results of periormance evaluations in simulated combat
are tised by policy makers in decisions about training needs and combat
readiness. Given the imortance of decisions 4bout training needs and
combat readiness, and given the dependence of these decisions on unit
performance evaluations, a question naturally arises as to how to mexi-
mis. reliability in masu,'ing unit performance.

Purpoe

The purpose of this paper is to present hypothwees about variables
that affect the reliability of unit perforzance measurement, and to
outline research for testing the hypotheses.

Sources of jeaur!ZenA ReliabLiit

Measurement can be viewed as consisting of three phases:

1. Observer Preparation.

2. Observation.

3. Recording and Reporting.
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Variables that effect ueasurement reliability are at work Wthin each
of the three phase of assureuent -- variables that affect the extent
to which two cz more observers produce similar masrement results, and

the extent to which masures taken at a given time are represcntative
of maures taken at tnother. Hypotheses about the vs.r-ibles in each
of the three measurement phases fPllow.

Observer Preparation

Reliability of measurewint will Increase with the consistency or
uniforaity of unieUrtanding among observers about the rules of obsirva-
tion and recording, Ideally, observers should be standardized, and
measures should be taken to assess the degree to which they have been
atandArdized. Measurement reliability my be Increased by manipulating
the following variabias In the observer preparation phase:

I. Specficitf n t19. Reliability is

ilkely to be greater when the lastructions to
observers are highly specific than when
instructions are general and loosely stated.

2. Ti fittctlon. Itructions to
observers shnuld not be iven so far in
advance of observation as to permit forget-
ting, or so late as to preclude learning.

3. Practice in observing and, recordi.nA . Hasure-
ment relLability will be greater when observers
have practice measuring and recording the
events of interest than when they ihave rwt.
The practi, varable interacts with timin- of

instructions, 'n that instructions zo observers
should be given far enough in advance of
observation to allow tine for practice.

4. Testing observers. Heasureent reliability car
be indirectly increased by the use of tests to
take sure that observers are capable of perform-
in$ whatever xeasurement operations will be
required of them.

Observa&ton

Even with very careful observer preparation and totally standsrd-
Lied observers, vasaurement reliability will be aifec;ed by variable#
at work Puring the observation (evasurerant) process.
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Properties of the events or things to be iessp-rd can affect
measurezsnt reliability. Measurement of unidimnsional events v1ii,
for example, be more reliable than measurement of multidimensional
events (all other things being equal). This in related to perceptual
"clutter," or limits on observers' Iniormation-procelsing abilities.
Within rather broad liits, observers who are asked to make large

reliable results than will observers making smaller nu*ors of obser-

Another property of the evanl or ttings to be essured !:at
affects measurement reliability is stability (or its opposite,
transience). The results of measurins the diameter ef a wooden ball
will, for example, be more relible than will the results If euring
a mercury "ball" -- once again, all other things bel.g equal.

Other properties of events to ne measured that will influence
reliability are time-sharing, noise, and "observability"; that is,
measurement reliability say t e expected to decrease with the extent
to which the observed event Is-

1. Time-shared with other events.

2. Ebedded in noise.

3. M't dlrect.- observable.

Strategies. rules, and procedures for measurenent also affect
reliability. Observers may be expected to perform more reliably.
for example, to the extert that they are:

1. Required to make comparative rather than

absolute Judgments.

2. Given a veil defined standard stimulus.

3. Alerted as to 'ahat to observe (anticipate
likely errors?.

4. Given the opportunity to observe an event
more than once.

5. Given scoring Aids or templates.

6. Required to measure only, And not process
le"ourement results.
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Recordinz and Keporting

Even with adequate observer preparation and careful control of the
measurement process, measurement reliability will be affected by variables
operating during tha recording and reprting of measurement results.
Thete variables incl-ide:

1. Timinx. Measurement reliability will increase
with decr.ased time between observation of the
event of interest and recording of recults.

2. Desifn of recording form. Well designed
datA recording forms minimize the amount of
judgment and eci3ion-making required for
their use, and thereby increase the reliability
of recorded results. Simplicity In data-
recording form., for example, minimize data-
recording time, and therefore llows more t!m
for observation.

Unit perfnroance measurement probably is unreliable because of the
influence of all of the variables mentioned above. These variables
serve to decrease the reliability of operations as simple and straight-
forward as measuring length ith a ruler. The considerable complexity
of free play simulated conkat guarantees that measurment reliability

problems will bt great.

la the observer preparation phase, for example, observers may not

be standarcized for an' number of reasons. Inst:uctions for measurement
may be too general, and may not be given at the right time Observers
may not have enough practice to permit performing their measucement
duties in accordance with the intent of the test dea"i ers, And practi-
cal constraints (e.g.. time. money) may preclude ascertaining whether
observers are capable of performing their measurement duties before
"turnil', them loote."

In the observation phase, observers may be required to make simul-
taneous judgments along sore dimensiono chan their sensory apparatus
can comfortably handle. The measurement instruments may permit too
much subjictivity and expertising. Strategies for measurement may be
inappropriate (sinale rather than multiple observations, for example).
And the nature of the required judgments and decisions may invite
uvreliabillty.

In the recording and reporting phase, ,u-rliability may he pro-
moted by the length of time bet%.een obsereatlon and recording of results.
and by format- for recordiag results.
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The possible influences ef the variables discussed above deman-
that research be undertaken on methods for improving thq reliabilit
of ubit perforumance moasuremsnt, for measurement withouz reliability
will lead te wrong decisions about training needs and about readiness.

Phe zraphyiand LgsaLrement liability

The conduct of measurement reliability studies requires that what-
ever is to be observed cnd sasurqd (simulated combat, for example)
must:

1 "Sit still" long enough to permit observers
to make the required seasuresa.

2. Pe presented uniformly or varied systerati-

cally for various groups of observers.

These two requirements, and the high cost of field studies using smu-
lated combat, make the conduct of field studies of measurement relia-
bility impractical. The rouirmnts for "sitting still," for uniform
or systematically varied presentation, and for low coat can be met
by the use of photograpay.

lotion pictures of simulated combat cast be made, using real combat
vehicles or smodels. Models seem preferable for two reasons. The first
is low cost. The second Is that research omi reliability of measuring
unit performance does not require perfect fidelity or realism tn the
eventa to be obse,-ved and measured. As toted earlier, the main require-
Oent is for a set of events that can be presented uniformly to various

observers, or varied in accordace with requirements of the experimental
deirn.

Subtle errors in tactics and operations can be deliberately Incorp-
orated into notion Dictures, for the purpose of producing variability
in observers' response to events presented in the film. And by editing
videotape versions of the film, tho amOuuit of info.mation aallable to
various groups of observers can by 3ystematically varied.

Studies of reliability in unit performance masurement should take
the following general form: A set of events is ti-e:ted for observation
and meaauresent (e.g., a part of the ARTEF). Several groups of gubAecta

view the events, observing, measuring, and evaluating according to
instructions and experimental conditions. Systematic variati;ns are
introduced in virlables in any or all of the three phabes of messurement.
As implied earlier, variations could be Jntroducad in the kinds of
instructions given to observers, the specificity of the Instructions,
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amount of prictice given to observers, kinds of inetruments and measure-
ment strategies, and' so forth. In all sas the dependent vatirble is
an Index of inter-observer r.liab'lity; e.g., & simple "percent-
aSreement" *core to indicate the extent to which observers produce siti-
lar reeults measuring the same thiigs. Variables that affect reliability
are identified, and ctn be incorporated into "how-to" literature for
reliabl* unit performance measurement.

The conduct of vssearch along the lines suggested above seems war-
ranted, beause the results would lead immediately to action recommenda-
tions for improving messurtent reliability, and could be inccrporated
d1iectly into any program for measuring unit performne..
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PERSONNEL TURBULENCE AND TIME

UTILIZATION IN AN INFANTRY DIVISION*

Dr Hiltan M. Bale4'
Diana Zapf

Wendee McGui re

Introduction

In its attempts to comply with recent DOD policy "that learning
objectives which can be accompiished more economically in the opera-
tional unit, and without unacceptable degrad tJon of unit readiness,
ghould be provided as OIT rather than as individual training", the
Army has institute#' a number of R&D efforts desigaed to decentralize
training. A number of these efforts, and one I have been Involved in
for the past two years, utilizes the squad leader as a primary instruc-
tor. The idea, in addition to decentralization, Is to enhance the
leadership role of the squad leader by making hin primarily responsible
for the individual skill profiziency of the men u-ider his command.

For an inbtructiorAl system like this to work, some sort of per-
sonnel stability would seem necessary. A squad leader needs sufficient
time to learn the strengths and weaknesses of his men. time to creat
a group identity and cohesion, and time, of course, to provide instruc-
tion. I~ow stable then, are TO/E companies and squads' That is one
question we attempted to unswer. The second queition had to do with
the utilization of tiae: "How such time does a squad leader typcal-
ly have to actually devute to training?" These two questions guided
the design and conduct of the study I will now describe to you.

_ prach

To investigate these questions, two main sources of information
were used.

* The -anning reports submitted monthly by each company
to the battalion headquarters.

* A large sample of l5-mincte-by-15-ainute first-hand
observational records of the daily activities of
individual squad members.

Manning raports described the flow of personnel in and out of the four
companies in the sAmple, as well as the duty positions and MOSs of each
aan in the compan;. The second data source - observations - pro-

*Paper presented at Military Testing Association Confarence, San Antonio,
October 1977.
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vided infcrmatioa n oncerning what men in a sample of squads selected
from the four companies were doing on a quarter hour by quartsr hour
basis and how long they were doing it.

The operational unit in tht.s instance was a (XiOS infantry dlvi-
sion. Observations and sub-unlt sampling focused on li and iC MOSs
because these MSs had been selected as the initial contenc of the
individual skill training syitCX under development.

The Sample

The sample selected reflected our interest in studying turbulence
on both the indiv!dual and unit 4evql, for W03s 11B and 11C. The sample
of companies and squads vittLn those companies was chosen to represent:

SLIDE 1 HERE

Results

I will report first the analysis of the data available from tLe
manning reports and the accompanying Information obtained bu chetking
battalion records. Later I will focus on the datc o'tained frcm the
daily observation phase of the study. Movements in and out of companies
and squads is shown in Slidz 2.

SLIDE 2 HERE

Slide 2 shows that after 4 months:
242 were no longer in the 7ompany.
24% had movri to another squai within the company,

In terms of stability, at the squad level. we see that:
522 were in the sime squad.

362 were in the same duty posi; ion in the same squad.
16% were in different duty positions in the same squad.

As backup data for thiL manning report information, the observers
we employed to measure time utilization were required tc record the
actual names of squad members each time they spent the day with the
squad. Averaging the results from observing 10 squ&ds gave the results
shown in Figtnre 3.

SLIDE 3 HERE
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The results show that 31X of the or1ginal s(,1ad ambers left the squad
over a to month period. Assuming a linear relationship, there is
about a 152 turnover per month. Comparing this to Figure 2 - 481 left
the squad over a four awnth period giving a monthly rate of 12% - shows
the estimate to be quite close. Also shown are the number of "movments"

- th* arrival or departure of a member - experlenced for the comps-
ite (average o. the ten aqvads observed) squad, fhc total number, 8.67
is perhaps a Pore sensi ive turbulence indicator than saiaple turnover
(the proportton of positions initially cbserved that are held by someone
else at th,- end of the observation period) because it Includes individuals
who arrive, rd depart between the initial and final observation poiats.

We will reserve co',ent on thcie findings until after we have pre-
sented oar time utiliAtion results.

The scord par. of the study - measuring daily turbulence and
time utilization - involvfJ a direct observation technique. Four
volunteers ftom an engineering battalLon were trained as observers.
Each observzr was aRsigned to one of the four companios comprising tt.e
sample. Each day the observer would meet ,iith the company at morning
formation And spen6 .ht remaicdx of the duty day with a designated
squad1, following them wherever they went. The observer carried a clip
board with a copy of the observntion data sheet attAched, and every 15
minuter recorded the activity of each member of the squad on the basis
of tao decisions: (1) which of six major act;vity areas is the soldier
Involved in? and (2) within tha . acLivity area, which of four modes is

he in? The six activity areas *4re described in Table 1, along with ex-
amples.

SLIDE 4 iiERE

Within each of these activity areas, the observed person was categ,-rized
into one of four Lides: receiving information, performing tasks, wait-
ing to receive instruc ion, or t.route to or from activity.

During the training of observers, relidbility ch-cks vere conduct-
ed by having two observers cbserving the same squad for a fudl day. For
over 902 of those ttme-units obvervel and recorded, both observev., re-
cordeA the same categorles. The differences that did occur #ere mostly
in the "mode" dimension, whereas the major activity areas seemed L!, arly
discriminable.

I ,On ,Pse orcasions when the unit was engaged in night training exercises,

the t,').erver would spend the night observing the tquad.
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IUsing this data collection procedure, the activities of a totl

of 166 observer days or nearly 40,000 15-minute time units were re-
corded. I will now talk abou how these 40,000 time units were dis-
tributed.

SLIDE 5 HERE

The results are organized to show how, for a typical or average
training day, non-traininf day, and ovrall average day (the two tyjpes
of days combined) time and people are utilize4. Slide 5 shows the total
number of time units observed, broken down by number and percentage.
Each time unit reprtsents one man for a period of 15 minutes. For exam-
ple 290- time units were recorded as "unit training" during the training
days. This number Le 14% of the 20,626 time units observed during train-
Ing days, Note that a category labeled "absence" (turbulence) is includ-
ed in the total number of time units. This is the number of time units
loat because individuals who were officially available for duty were not
in fact present. These absences could range from one time unit durin&
the day to the entire day. The numbers shown in Table 2 indicate that
18% of the time units available during training days (152 during non-
treining days and 16% overpll) were unused because of absences.

Perhaps a more direct way of portraying the results is to show
what the typicil infantryman spends his time doing in a typical duty
day, and how much time he spend doing it.

SLIDE 6 HERE

The next slide shows thia for a training day; I'll not load you down
with too much by showing the non-training and combined day bu' otviously
they show less training time.

Turning to the question of what soldiers do when they are absent
from the squad (on the average of one hour 23 minutes per dny) a break-
down of their activities appears in the next slide.

SLIDE 7 HERE
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Results are, again, shown f or a training day, a non-training day, and
both days coaMbned. The major turbulence causing activities seem to be
work details (272 of the absences during a training day are a results
of this) and military schooling (another 21%). The remainder of the
tine is a result of the other activities listed on the slide. Absences
from the squad occur as frequently during actual training time (unit
and individual) as during other activities.

One final analls's shows that of the two hourr seven minutes desig-
nata as training (unit and individual) spent on a "training" day, the
average soldier spends 57 minutes of that time actually engaged in hands-
on performance behavior. He spends another 25 minutes per day receiving
instruction. The last slide

SLIDE 8 HERE

shceis how the remainder of hs actual training ime is distributed.

ComWents

First a methodologieal comment. I think this direct observation
technique for obtaining data Is highly useful and can be applied any
time one wishes to find out whether or not organizational polic7 changes
do in fact change patterns of action and time utilization. It is not
difficult Io train obseevers and tne system ii hardly affected by their
continuous and extended presence.

Turning now to the resu.ls themseives --

Although awareness of turbulence and efficient use of time is
recognized and vidvspread, it seems that this close look at a 3-4 month
period in the life of an operational unit is less than co#.forting.
During that period, overall, less than 25% of whe time is 4cttally de-
voted to tealning and oF that time about one-third is lost to delays,
movement, and other minor factors.

Certainly the amount of movemnnt of personnel both within and in-
to and out of an operational unit appears excessive and the obvious
quiestion is, "Is It all necessary?" Are there personnel management
policies ia the A'my which contribute to this movment? Are comandero
usually short-handed and therefore needing to shuttle people around to
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fill in gaps on a tempor-.cy basis? Are administrative and support re-
quirements given greater priority than training/operational require-
ments? Is the inofficient use of tise reported above a consequence of
policy decisions, a breakdown in line of command, or due to yet other
causes? In other words, is the picture conveyed in this study inevitable
or can certain elements be identified which, if modified, would change
the pattern of movement and tiAm usage described above.

If may well be, however, thj. te pattern revealed in this partic-
ular kind of operational unit - an infantry division - is not found
in other kinds of Army unita, operational or otherwise, There say be
something special about com.at arm (or infantry specifically) that
exacerbates the proble. For example, combat oriented operational units

are in the unique position of never (except in actial combat) having to
perforc, the jobs they are trained for. Thus, they are alwayt, in "train-
ing" or in a state of preparation. The distinction between such a unit's
operation and its preparation or training for that operation is, at beb't,
fuzzy. If may well be that this unusual circumstance leads to greater
tturbulence and inefficient time usage as compared to other operational
unito (a transportation unit, an aJuinistrative center - many combat
support activities). Another example of a factor that might contribute
to tturbulence is the actual priority trcining is given, via a via the
other demands placed on an operational urit. housekeeping, maintenance,
unit ,.4ssions, vff'cer career requirements, etc. The point of this dis-

cussion is that a case can be made for investigating the causes and con-
ditfor.s that relatL to turbulence and time utilization because (a) it
Is highly likely that these two phenomen are related to organizational
effectiveness and efficiency, and (b) the factors tnderlying them, once
identified and isolated, can probably be greatly modified so as to i*-
.rovw effectiveness and efficiency. It would appear therefore that the
need for further direct investigation into the causes and amelioration
of these phenomena is warranted while attempts to design training systems
which cnn handle them continues.
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SLIDE I

1. Brizades: Two companies each from the division's tvo maneuver

brigades.

2. at talions: Four of the six maneuver battalions were represented

in the sample.

3. Kinds of companies that contain mst of the Ills and 11Cm:

Rifle an4 combat support companies were studied.

4. The existing ratio of 3 rif le companies to 1 combat suport company:

3 of the companies in the sample were rifle companies, the fourth

was a combat support company.

5. Kinds of platoons: 10 different platoons vithin the 4 companieo

were studied, one squad from each platoon.

4
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SLIDE 3
AT THE START OF A TWO MONTH OBSERVATION PERIOD, THERE WERE

17VV7 717V MEN N ASUAD.

7.55 (00%)

DURING THE NEXT 2 1ONTHS:

\7V q NEN LEFT THE SQUAD30

2.33,(31% of the original fmbar)

AND, V ! NEW MEN JOINED THE SQUAD,

(4.78) * I
OF WHOM, THEN LEFT THE SQUAD. .

(1.56)

rOR,
THERE WERE

*@GO**Q4)0

SLIGHTLY MORC THAN ONE PER WEEK.

AT THE END OF THE 240NTH PERIOD, THE SQUAD COMPOSITION WAS

7 V7 qVV T M

(5.22) + (3.22)

69% of the original Number

Figure 2. Composite Squad Level Turbulence.
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SLIDE 4

TABLE 1. MAJOR ACTIVITY OBSERVATION CATEGORIES

ACTIVITY CATEGORY EXAktLES
UNIT TRAINING (U) ..... ...

Focuses on training indi- ARTEP

viduals to perform as mers Field Exercise: squad aubush.
of a team or unit. Indoor class on assembly area pro-

cedures.
Field Exercise: company defense.

NDIV[OUAL TRAINING (NOS Sklls)(I
Focuses on the skills (tasks Weapons qualification.

which the individual needs to do Indoor class on camouflage tech-his job. ) niques.
Outdoor class on mine detector

training.
EIB training.
Mortar Crew drill.
Class on first aid.

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING (PT) (pt)

Physical readiness training. P1
Unit team athletics.

TEACHING ACTIVITIES (T)

Teaching or assisting in Teaching a class on land naviga-
teaching for unit or individual tion.
training. Demonstrating how to set up a

minefield.

SUPPORT/GARRISON (S)

Activities which support Weapons issue and turn-in.
training; garrison dutizs. Maintenance of weapons, equipmnt,

vehicles.
Maintenance of billets/buildings.
Work details.
Parades
Garrison guard mount,
CQ

PERSONAL CARE (P)

Authorized activities only. Breaks
Taking showers.
Changing clothes.
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SLIDE 5

TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL TIME UNITS BY
MAJOR ACTIVITY AREAS.

TRAINING DAYS NON-TNG DAYS ALL DAYS'

ACTIVITY AREAS NUMBER % OF NUMBER S OF NON- NUMBER % OFOF TIME TNG DAY OF TIME T4G DAY OF TIME ALL DAYS

UTOTAL UNITS TOTAL

UNIT TNG 2901 14% 850 04% 3751 09%

INDIV TNG 3078 15% 782 04% 3860 10%

INDIV TNG (PT) 1722 08% 1982 10% 3704 10%

SUPPORT/GARRISON 6297 31% 10621 56% 16918 43%

PERSONAL CARE 2832 14% 1971 1OV 4803 12%

TEACHING ACTIV 139 01% 141 01% 2,0 01%

ABSENCES (TURB) 3657 18% 2778 15% 6435 16%

TOTALS 20,626 19,125 39,751

NOTES

1. Average number of men per Squad: Training a 8.03
Non-Training a 8.46
All Days - 8.25

2. Time units are recorded from the official start of the duty day to the
official close. Lunch time is NOT included as a recorded time unit.
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SLIDE 6

% OF

TOTAL
MAJOR ACTIVITY TIMqE SPENT DUTY DAY]

UNIT TRAINING 1 hr 02 minutes 14%

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING 1 hr 05 minutes 15%

PHYSICAL TRAINING (PT) 37 minutes 08%

TRAINING OTHERS 03 minutes (01%) -"

PERSONAL CARE 1 hr 14%

SUPPORT/GARRISON 2 hrs 14 minutes 31%
ACTIVITIES

ABSENT (TURBULENCE) 1 tr 18 minutes 18%

TOTAL DAY - 7 hrs 19 minutes

Figure 3. Pitstribution of Time Devoted to Major Activities
Gurlng an Average TRAINING Duty Day.
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SLIDE 7

TABLE 3. .REAKDOWN OF ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN WHILE
ABSENT FROM DUTY

% OF TOTAL TIME ABSENT

NON-TNG COMINED
ACTIVITY TNG DAY DAY DAY

MEDICAL 101 03% 07
PERSONAL 04% 01% 03%

MILITARY EDUCATION 21% 28% 25%

PERSONW . EDUCATION 08% 04% 07%

DETAILS/CQ 27% 25% 26%

DISCIPLINARY 0 11% 06%

LEAVE 081 11% 10%

CLEARING 10% 0)1 06%

COMP TIME 07% 05% 07%

OTHER 03% 11% 03%

TOTAL TIME ABSENT 1 hr I hr I hr
18,rin 02 min 13 min
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SLIDE 8

TABLE 4. ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIORAL MODE DURING UNIT & INDIVIDUAL
ITRAINING ACTI'.V!'!ES FOR A TRAINING DUTY DAY

I -O

% OF
TOTAL

MODE I1E TNG TINE

RECEIVING INSTRUCTION 25 min 20

PERFORMING TASKS 57 min 45

SWAITING TO
RECEIVE INSTRUCTION 10 min 08

ENROUTE 23 min 18

OTHER 11 min 09

TOTAL 2 hrs 07 min I 0
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SLIDE. X

Of the 24% (32 men) who left the company:

9 - OISCHARGF.O 23 - TO OTHER UNITS

2 ETS 3 OVERSEAS

2 CHAPTER 13 2 OTHER DIVISION

2 CHATER 15 7 OTHER BATTALION

2 AWOL-DFR 7 OTHER COMPANY,
SAME BATTALION

1 MEDICAL
1 SPECIAL SCHOOL

3 RE-ASSIGNABLE
OVERSTRENGTH

7
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PROBLEMS IN MEASURING TEAM EFFECTIVENESS

Albert L. Kubala
Human Resources Research Organization,1 iort Hood, Tex" 76544

Background

Borrodng heavily on characteristics of tem described by Glaser,
Klaus, and Egerm ,2  wael as Hall and Rizzo, Wagner, Hibbit, Rosen-
blatt, an Schulz define team training as:

SLIDE 1

The training of two or more individuals who
are associated together in work or activity.
The tern is relatively rigid in st;ucture and
communication pattern. It is goal- or aission-
oriented with the task of each teame umber well-
defined. The functioning of the tern depends
upon the coordinated participation of all or
several individuals. The focus of team trining
and feedback it on tea skills (e.g., coordi-
nation), activities and products.

It can be seen from the implied definition of a tea, that a tem could be
composed of anything from a tmo-man crw o u nurit of almost any site.
Hc-ever, most of the literaturc dealing with teams has considered rela-
tively small units such as theae associated with one piece of equipment,
such as a tank or aircraft, or at moVI, a platoon with a single objective
or mission. Vt ager, et al. further point out that, while the military

2This work was performed under Contract DAHC19-75-C-0025 to the US
Army Research Institute ror the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI).
Dr. Charles 0. Nystrom was the Contract Monitor.

2R. Glaser, D. J. Klaus, and K. Egersan. Ir nraeing teoo profi-
&cenay through training: 2. 7U~ (.iition and eartinctim of a tm
rosponse, Technical Repott AIR B64-5/62, American Institutes for Research,
May 1962.

31. R. Hall and W. A. Rizzo. An assessment of UF Navy taotioal team
training: Focis on the trained nx , TAlC Report No. 18, Training Analysis
axd valustion Group, March 1975.

4H. Wagner, N. Hibbits, R. D. Rosenblatt, and R. Schulz. Tea. train-
ing and evatuation strategies: State-of-the-art, Technical Report 77-1,
Human Resources Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, February
1977.
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services conduct up to 902 of their training in the operational cornands,
mst training research has been focused on individual training in in.ti-
tutional settings. For example, in FY 1974, the Army Research Institute
for the Beutuvioral and Social Sciences (ARI) Initiated the largest program
of unit training and evaluation research in history. Yet, only 111 of the
hun resources budget was spent in this area. Judging from the liters-
ture, the resources devoted to this area by the other military services
has been roughly comparable. This lack of amphasie seems strange in view
of the fact that most fighting has been, and will continue to be done by
tems. It now seems critical that we determine how wel our team do
function, for as MG Corman has stated, we mst:

SLIDE 2

...train the Army to win on the first be-ttle-
field of the next war against an enemy that
.utntmbers us, against an enemy whose weapons
will be as good as or nearly as good as those
we possess ....6

In other words, we can ill afford any but the most effective fighting
teems. And, to ensure uaximm effectiveness, Measures of Effectiveness
(HOE) mot be derived so that commanders can evaluate their own teams,
discover deficiencies, and take corrective meBaures.

Our HumRRO contingent at Fort Hood brcame involved in this area when
we were asked to determine what set of W1E were currently being mployed
to evaluate tank crews, and to determine what additional research was
needed to ensure c comprehensive evaluation capability. We soon found
that for all practical purposes, the only MOE in current use are scors
on Table VIII, othsarise known as the Tank Crew Qualification Course.
For those of you u4tfwliar with Table VIII, it should suffice for the
moment to knov that it is a live-fire gunnery exercise, where crews are
score4 on both hit accuracy and times to engage targets. Looking further
at this HOE, we were surprised to find that the reliability of Table VIII
scores has apparently never been determined, And that many question itsvalidity as a predictor of combat effectiveness. We wondervd why no other

HOE were in use, and why one which was somewhat suspect was in general use.
We wondered what the probleu(s) was(were). Therefore, we dicided that the

5W. E. DuPuy and P. F. Corean. TRADOC mission and resources brief-
ins," transcript from TV tape, US Army Training and Doctrine Command,
Fort Monroe, Virginia.

6 J. A. Larson, W. K. Earl, and V. A. Hensor. Ass#esm? t of VS t4pmc
cruw training, TCATA Test Report No. FM 331, Final Report (23 March 75 -
13 March 76), HQ, TRADOC. Combined Arms Test Activity, Fort Hood, Texas,
July 1976.
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next step should be a study of the probles associated with the develop-
ment and use of team evaluations, which is the subject of this paper.

I doubt that anything I say will really be new to any of you. y
purpose in presenting this paper is simply to re-focus your collective
attention on these problem. I feel that the areas of ter training and
evaluation, especially evaluation, have been much neglected. Hopefully,
this presentation vii generate some interest in and lead some of you
toward, solutions for some of the problem will discuss. We have
painstakingly developed procedures for building training program and
evaluating individuals. We have out inter-service procedures for in-
structional systems tevelopment, ? and are now, in the Aru7, developing
individual Skill Qualification Tests (SQTs). These tests will be design-
ed to test actual job performance as well as knou.,odge, end successful
performance will be a prerequisite for both retention and/or promotion.
However, we have no similar procedures for either curriculum development
or evaluation of tea, and they are sorely needed.

Pro'lems

The particular problems which I have chosen for further elaboration
are shown in the next slide.

SLIDE 3

* Defining Effectiveness
* Defining Team Effectiveneas
* Problems With Numbers
* Reliability
* Evaluation Strategies
• Resources

Defining effectiveness. Historically, MOE were derived to ensure the
quality of newly developed hardware. For one of our simplest weapons-ihe
rifie--sccur&..y was the original MOE. Somewhat later, rate of firn was
added as an OE. Still later, it was realized that a highly accurate
rapid fire weapon was of little value unless it were completely functional.
Therefore, the concept of "availability" came into being as an HOE, and
was measured by such things as Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and Mean
Time to Repair (MTTR). However, the primary reason for the proliferation
of OE was the recognition that ezfectiveness was aission-dependent. For
example, the weapon characteristics desirable for a sniper rifle are quite
different from those required for a weapon designed primarily for suppres-
s.on. In selecting a rifle, a sniper would be primarly interesteJ in

71WDO PAH 3PO-30. Irntereevice procaduea for inetoutional system
deveZop.eet, I'S Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia,
1 kigust 1975.
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accuracy and range, but would not be too concerned about rate of fire.
Jn the other hand, the soldier with the suppression mission would be ';ery
concerned with rate of fire, but not too concerned with accuracy.

An actual example from history serves to further illustrate the
problems in defining effectiveness and the necessity to consider the mis-
sion in selecting MOE. In the early phases of WII, a great many British
merchant vessels were damaged or even destroyed by aircraft attacks. As
a consequence, merchant vessels were equipped with antiaircraft guns and
crews. After a period of time it was discovered that only 42 of the
attacking enemy aircraft were actually shot doan. This led some to con-
clude that the systems were ineffective on ships and could be better
employed elsewhere, where kill rates were higher. IlotiuS this HOE, the
decision seemed inevitable. Howver, further examination of the data
revealed that the antiaircraft fire greatly reduced the lethality of the
enemy attack. In fact, the inclusion of antiaircraft weapons virtually
halved the probability that a ship would be sunk. Viewed in this light,
the systems were considered highly effective. In other words, the selec-
tion of the wrong HOE, or the exclusion of critical HOE, can lead to the
wrong decision about effectiveness.

One further point needs to be emphasized. Trsining authorities and
evaluators are not generaUy interested in the sane kinds of HOE as hard-
ware developers. The hardware is developed and f ielded long before they
get into the act. They must train persennel to use the equipment as It
is, and must evaluate the effectiveness ef the combination of the mon and
machine system. It matters little if a bench-flred weapon places 100 con-
secutive rounds within a 6-inch circle at 1000 moters, if, a typical user
cannot hit a stationary enemy at 50 maters when employing the weapon.
When evaluating training or unit readiness, the mission to be accomplished
must be considered and the criteria of success must be set realistically
in teoma of the potential for san/machin, effectiveness. Unfortunately,
written guidance for the evaluator to aid him in selecting or diveloping
HOE is nil.

Defining team wffectiveness. One of the major problems associated
with the evaluation of teas effectivenesu has been the Inability of in-
vestigators to agree on what differentiates team and irdividual tasks.
eost investigators agrie that it is wasteful of effort to measure perfor-

mance in a team context when the performance is actually nothing more than
an ategate of individtwl performances. Individual job skills can almost
alwayp be weasured more easily, completely and cost effectively through
indivl.,, job performance testi. It is felt that measuremet of perfor-
mance in a team context should be reserved for only those tasks which are
truly tean tasks; that is, ta*ks which N quire coopmtion or oorwtio"
to the ezt*nt that skilts, .nt be praotioed in a tow ittion in order
to te optimzsed.
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&.11 and Rvso characterized tasks performed by team. as being in
either ;establIshod" or "emergent" situations. In established task situ-
ations, the sequence of task performance and the activities involved can
be alswst complotely specified. Also, the assignment of task functions
mong team membors and the equipment they operate are virtually fixed.

In etmrgent situations, decisilon-aking, problm-solving and shasring come
to the forefront. The sequence of o"rations is not fixed, and the allo-
cation of functions is variable. Hall and Rizzo essentially conclude that
tasks performed in established situwtions are not really teem taks.
Rather, overall task performance is *iWp*y the sum of the performances of
the individual teao members. Therefore. tasks performed in established
situations should uot be evaluated in a tem context.

Unfortunately, in discussing various tasks with knowledgeable people
in the armor comummty, I have found little agreoemt as to which tasks
are estab ished and which are emergent. For example, some have told me
that riring on the move it definitely a team task. The advocates of this
position point to Phe need for precise timing betwmeen the driver, who must
fird a level spot at exactly the right im-ent and maintain his direction,
and the rest of the crew. Others feel that ay accomplished driver does
this habitually, and that so long as all crew ,,umbera are individually com-
petent, that tht procedures employed ensure the proper conduct of the
engAgement. I vill not attempt to defend either of these positions; I
mettoned this example only to illustrate the differences of opinion I have
encountered in trying to differentiate team performances fro performances
which are merely an aggregate of iu,, vildual performance*.

ProbleA with numbers. In attempting to fully describe the Job aitu-
atiors of a tank crew in gunnery. Kraemer, Boldovici, and boycan0 derived
a set of 11 classes of conditions or variables that could affect a crew's
capability to successfully engage targets. Some examples of these classes
and the number of levels identified for each class are shown in the follow-
ing, slide. The term "levsls" refers to subclasses within a main class. If
a tank gunnery objective were written for all possible combinations of
levels, a total of 1,679,616 objectives would result. However, a large
number of combinationa are unrealistic (e.g., a moving bunker) and were
discarded. Judicious, combination of other levels reduced the total number
of rteallstic combinations to the current number of 266. To test a crew's
ability to perfor all of these jot; objectives would be time-consuming, to
say the least, and it must be remegibered that these objectives cover only
tank gunnery. Obviously, it is not. feasible to measure job proficiency
on all possible job objectives. Tests designed to measure effectiveness
will be able to address only a limI ted number of the objectives. However,
the need to select a limited subset of job objectives for testing is likely
to produce unfortunate results. Training is almost certain to be concen-

8R. E. Kramer, J. A. Soldovici, cnd G. G. Boycan. Job objeetives
for W.OAIACAS tank untery, ART Researct, Memorandum 76-9. Human Resources
Research Organization, Aprll 1976.
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r
SLIDE 4

Conditions and Levels Within Conditions*

Conditions Level, Within Conditions

ft I
Weapon ma (h

• Coaxial 1kchinegun
! Caliber .5 0 Machinegunk

Fire Delivery Method Battlsight (wn-precision formachineguns)
Precision
Range Car-d

Range Card Lay to Direct Fire

Firing Vehicle Motion Stationary
moving

Target Visibility Visible Without Artificial Light
VIsible With Artificial Light

Not Visible

Target Range <500 meters

500-900 meters
-900 mters
'1100 meters
11001600 moters
500-3200 meters
1100-2300 meters
1100-3200 meters
ALL

*Condensed from FIG. 2,.psge 2, R. 9. Kramer, J. A. Boldovici, and
G. G. boycarn, Job objeetiv j'or M6OA1AOS tank girmy?, All Research
Menorindum 76-9, Hu= Resources Research Organization, April 1976.
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trated on those areas which will be tested, to the detriment of other

aspacts of the job. This might be avoided by testing each crew on only
a small sample of jobs fr-m the total job realm. If no c:ew knew exactly
which set of items they w3uld receive, they could not slant their train-
ing to the tests. However, the development of test items for every apect
of the job would be espensive. Also, the resources necessary for testing
all aspects of the job would be extensivo. In short, it appears that we
have too many tasks and too few resources.

Reyiability. We can only hope that our NOE are valid; that is, that
they a.s Indicative of how our team would perform in combat. However, we
usually can estimate their reliability. We were surprised, therefore, to
find that the reliability of Tab1c V111 scores has apparently never been
determined. The only data locited which even bear on the subject are those
reported by Raerman and Eaton. Thwy found a correlation of r - .68 between
ratings of tank conmander motivation and Table VIII scores. This would
indicate that the reliability of the Table VIII scores was at least 0.68.
However, there were several differences bQtwen hoth the conduct and
the scoring procedures employed by Baerman and Eaton and those typically
employed. A major difference was that scoring of hits was based on a
close-in, after-the-fact exemination of the targets rather than by an
observer riding the tank. Theo. investigators found early in their
research that the observer determinations of hits were subject to con-
siderable error. Therefore, hae the Table ViI scores been obtained in
the usual manner, quite different results might have been obtained. My
personal felini is that the text/ 1test reliability of Table VIII scores
derived as recommended in FM 17 - 12  would be unacceptably low.

Steinhelser and Snyderl pointed to another reliabillty-related rt:ob-
lm with Table VIIi. For axaavle, assume that 702 is a pa&viing score.
Further assume that we test 100 crews whose "true." lev-I of functioning
is exactly 702. by chance, 47 of these crows would score less than 702,
and therefore be misclassified as nonproficient. Similarly, 212 of the
crews whose true level of functioning was only 602 would, by chance, be
uisclassified as proficient. Errors of aisclassification could te reduced
by increasing the length of the test to improve its reliability. However,
increasing the length would also increat.:- th. resource requirements, and
resources are extremely scarce at this point in our history.

9V. P. ae sn and N. K. Eaton. "Crew assignment and training," Amvr,

January-February 1977, 50-53.

2OPW ) 7-12, Tank gunmo*, HQ, 1apartment of the Amy, Washington,

D.C., March 197'.

1 1F. Steinheleer, Jr., and C. W. Snyder, Jr. "Score quality issues
related to individual and weapon crew criterion-rferenced performance
tests," presented at the Military Testing Association Conference, October
1976.
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To recapitulate, our evaluations of tank crews are currently based
almost entirely on performance in Table VIII. Yet, Table VIII scores
are of unknown but questionable reliability. Because of this nearly total
reliance on Table VIII, it is imperative that its reliability be deter-
mined, and that every attempt be made to improve its reliability, either
by changes in scoring procedures or modifications to the conduct of the
test. However, to date, I have been unable to obtain the necessary sup-
port to conduct a reliability study.

I have not closely exmined specific tem evaluation procedures in
any other context. Therefore. I have no idea whether other branches in
the Army or other military services face similar rroblem, but I strngly
suspect that they do.

Testing strategles. Two principal issues divide evaluators in their
approaches to testing. These are the Iployent of (a) one- vs. two-sided
test situati-ns, and (b) process vs. outcoue riasurements.

One-sided vs. two-sided tests. In a one-sided test, such as
Table VIII, the examinees face a relatively structured situation in which
the sequence of events is relatively fixed. "Aggressor" forces, if pres-
ent at all, are restricted to specific preplanned activities. In a two-
sided test. aggressor forces must be present and typically have few
limitations placed on their activities. The advocates of two-sided exer-
cises stress the importance of realism, the opportunities for real-time
decision-making, and the morale-boosting aspects of competition. They
also point out that the inflexibility of ote-sided tests aakes them easy
to train and practice for. Therefore, they feel such tests provide only
poor indications of how the participants would actually perform in combat.

Those favoring the one-sided approach to evaluation point to the
fact that repetition of the identical circumstances ia virtually impos-
sible in a two-sided test. Therrfore, no two individuals or teams receive
exactly the asme test, making it impossible to set exact perforuanne
standara or to compare the performance of any two team, I should point
out that choosing the type of test is not always a problem, for the type
of data required frequently determine the most suitable type. For example,
if exact times are needed, such as the time to fire after line-of-sight to
a target Is achieved, a one-sided test should be employed. Knowledge of
the exact so.ent the target appeared would be virtually impossible in a
two-sided test. One-sided tests are also generally necessary if live-fire
is required.

[vo-sided exercises are considered essential when targets must be
generated. For example, a two-sided exercise would be necescary if the
MOE were to be the ratio of friendly to threat casualties.

Ptocess vs. outcome seasurements. Stated very simplistically,
'%rocesa" mea.urements are concerned with an evaluation of all of the
actions taken during an engagement, but are not particularly concerned with
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the final outcome. "Outcome" measurements are aot concerned with the pro-
cedures involved or the progress of the engagement, but only in who wins
and who loses.

Osborn2  is an advocate af process maeuremnt. He feels that to be

useful, a test must be diaostic. That is, it =st provide Information
on exactly why a particular aspect of performance was successful or un-
successful. Hamell , Gateyer, and Pesch23 state the case for process
evaluations in discusesing Advanced Officer (AO) tactics training as shown
in the next slide. In other words, Rasnell, et l. feel that process is
the onl Important aspect of perforance In traiin eluations. A good

decision or action " lead to a pot outcome, but the decision or action
should be evaluated on Its own merits, and not on the vsgarieo of future
actions by an unpredictable ensmy.

M.LIDI 5

...nuerous alternative sequences of actions may
exist, many of which may be equally plausible for
attaining a specific objective. The sequence uf
actions ewloyed by the AO contains a complex
series of evaluations and =tion selections which
are situation intended. The ottainment of the
ultimate objective mzo often be irrel et to the
vaZuation of the AO's pfoir ce. his hit or

miso philosophy, although distinctZy meninifu
in the coperational ew1rrt, is inaz&#quat. in
the trainig eituztion.

The case for outcome meacurements car. be stated rather vimply. In
an operational environment, comanders are more Interested in friendly/
*noy loss ratios, resources expended, and territory won or lost. The
attainment of some set of pradeteruined mission-oriented goals along these
dimensions is a much more meaningful measure of effectiveness to the field
comander.

12L. C. Osborn. P-oeess veresu product reaawuree in perfor~anoe t.-gt-
ing, Professional Paper 16-74. Human Resources Research Organization,
Alexandria, Virginia, October 1974. (Based on paper for Military Testing
Association Meeting, San Antonio, Texas, October 19731)

23 T. 3. Hamell, C. E. Casteyer, sud A. 3. Peasch. Adianoed Officer

tactics training~ device neods and per for-wtoc mvauan~et teohmique -

VoZwr,. I, TR:NAVTRAZQUIPCE4 72-C-0053-1, Grieral Dynaics Corporation,
Electric boat Division, Croton, Connecticut, November 1973.

24 Thid.

251talics added by author.
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Perhaps you are wondering why I bring up these strategies in a paper
dealing with problems. The situation as I see it is this: We need pro-
cess evaluations for feedback to training managers, and we need outcome
evaluations to meet the needs of field cananders. Yet, it is difficult
to obtain process information from a two-sided test and even more difficult
to obtain outcome information of the kind desired by comnders from a
one-sided test. It is difficult enough to obtain resources for even one
type of test, much less two. The problem is in finding a way to combine
the best features of both types of tests without undue expenditure of
scarce rorources.

Resources. I have already mentioned the resource problem in passing
several times. The military services are experiencing one of the longest
aud most severe periods of austerity in their recent history. Yet, as has
been pointed out, adequate evaluations are quite demanding of resources.
In less aurtere times, Baker and Cook 16 painstakingly constructed a "Tank
Platoon Combat Readiness Check." The final checklist, including instruc-
tion to the examiner, was approximately 90 typeuritten pages in length.
The authors also pointed out that the entire evaluation took approximately
30 hours to administer and required the use of "aggressor" forces. At
the present time, most commanders would con ider the resources required
for routine conduct of such an evaluation to be out of the question.

It asems obvious that we cannot develop adequate evaluatio tech-
niques for team performance unless additional resources can be found.
While such is unlikely an an absolute sense, the possibility of con-
serving resources for evaluations offers som hope. Simulation techniques,
for example, are being employed for training with increasing frequency and

with little apparent loss in training effectiveness. For example, Powers,
McCluskey, and Haggard2 7 trained four -- oups of tank gunners employing
1002., 662, 332, and 02 live-fire. There were no differences between the
hit percentages of the four groups in a live-fire poottraining test.
Therefore, it appears that considerable amunition could have been saved
with no loss in train.ing effectivemnss.

Whether through the use of simulation or by other mans, it is our
opinion that the problem is not whether we expend the resources but
rather, how we obtain the necessary resources. As 1G Gormsn has stated,
we must be prepared to fight outnumbered against ea enemy whose weaponry

16R. A. Baker and J. C. Cook. Te development and evaZuation of th1*

tank platoon oovbot roadineps ooeok, Research Memorandum, HuMn Resources
Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, April 1963.

17T. R. Powers, H. R. McCluskey, and I). F. Haggard. Dtemvination of

the oontribution of live firing to 6*qone profieo moy, Final Report FR-
CD(0)-75-I, Ifusn Resources Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia,
March 1975.
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will be virtually equal to ours. To do no, we suet be able to accurately
evaluate our fighting teams, and take corrective actions to eliminate any

deficiencies.
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TESTING FOR COORDINATION IN SMLL UNITS

Clay E. George

Texas Tech University

One purpose if this paper is to demonstrate the need for formal
testing procedures to determine unit member response coordina.ion in
n*all military units. I till attempt to show that "response coordina-
tion" is a major determinant of small unit efficievcy and that it is
neither a "state" nor a "trait" variable. It appears to be a rcharac-
teristic which an individual exhibits conistently within a given so-
cial-behovioral task setting but which may vary greatly acros- such
settings.

A second purpose is to suggest approaches to the measurement of
coordination in various types of military units. Research efforts over
the past 20 years have made it possible to specity precise measurement
operations for the rifl squad. They have also i-coduced guidelines for
ectablskhng such teperations relative to other types of units.

A model of unit performance (Figure-ji

Kfy analysts of the determinants of performance in mission oriented
groups is probably very much like any one else's. A group can not per-
form well if its tembers are not competent. The contributicns of pty-
chologists and others have been very great in establishing effective
procedures for individual selection and training in military nviron-
me nts. In effect, we have soee rather impressive echnoJogtep for en-
suring that our units are composed of proficient individtuls, within
the limits of available human resources.

Higher level leadership and "organizational climate" also affect
toit pcrfortmance. I think that the ideas presented hern are also rele-
vant to this topic (Klein. Gibbs. George. Pruitt & Patrizi, 1977) but my
central focus is on the lower level unit.

A number of "morale" variables havc been shown to correlate with
unit performance, especially in stressful circumntances (e.g. Dudek.
George 6 Ayoub, 1969; George, 1965; George, 1970 and Hodge, 1972). The
weight of the evidence, however, seem to indicate that these morale
variables are often symptoras or effects rather than "cae.,,s" of perfor-

s A' mance.

The primary concern herc is with delineating, observing and count-
ing specific coordinative responses available to unit meners. To fur-
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,her this objective, type of unit Is roughly categorized in a second
model.

?b de 1 of unit types (Figure 2)

It has been necessary to take into account both the degree of group
structure and the flexibility of that structure to p~lain the findings
from my research program. Degree of structure is measurable in severtl
ways (George, 1962). Perhaps the simplest way for present purposes, is
to use the ratio between the number of role specialties and ie number
of group membe's. If each unit member has a unique specialty within the
group, that group is completely (1OOZ) structured. If every unit member
could have exactly the same role specialty (no leadershi', ' the group
would be completely unstructured. Military ,nits tend to be relatively
highly structured. We are, therefore, primarily concerned with the
higher end of this dimension.

Flexibility of structure is measured (or estimated) by the proba-
bIlity of role interchange in the operatio,al (not necessarily training)
environment. The rifleman in an infantry squad has a very high proba-
bility of being required to take over some (or all) of the roles of a
grenadier or team leader during operations. A steward on a MATs flight,
on the other hand, has a tow probability of taking over the piiot's role
successfully. Highly but flexlbly structured small units will be called
teams. These include army and Marine Corps infantry squads and Navy and
Air Force advanced base security units, among others. Crews are highly,
but less flexibly structured unita such as aircraft and tank crews. The
team-crew distinction is a useful aid to the recognition and measurement
of intratmit responae coordination.

?,lasurement _ prjoaches iue3

k Symptomatic variables. Cohesion/status is perhaps the most thorough-
ly otudied of this class of variables. A common measurenmnt process in-
volvts rankings or ratings by each group member of the respect or affec-
tion tOey hold for each ether member. This measurable aspect of urits
does tend to correlate with performance and it probably helps to protect
performanci! levels from the deleterious effects of stress (George, 1962,
1965, 1967, !970). The validity exhibited Dy cohesion as measured in
research settins, however, tends to wane if used administratively in
ways that might produce contingencies for the group or tor any member(s)
thereof. The use of peer ratings or rankings in officer candidate pro-

zams produced fairly good prediction of combat performance in WW II, a
,-wer level of prediction derIng the Korean conflict (cf. Jennings, Rose
6 Kreug, 1974) and a negative relationship with leadership knowledge and
skills during the Vtetnatn er. The latter iinding is based on unpublished
research undertaken by myself and others as a parL of technical advisory
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services during the late 1960s. Any administrative use of this sort of
measurement procesa should be undertaken with great caution.

A second set af symptomatic variables results from Carter's (1955)
derivation of three factors describing the behaviors of persons in small
grnups. Inventory measures have been reported by Bass (1962) and by
George (1967). These scales indicate the person's tendency in groups to
maximze: (1) persoval achievement (intragroup competition), (2) social-
izing and/or (3) unit efficiency (caordination). Unit member scores on
the motive to coordinate do predict unit performance on tasks requiring
coordination, but those who start out low on this characteristic show
significant increases when their unit is reinforced for improved perfor-
mance (George, Hoak & Boutwell, 1963; George, 1967).

Each of the symptomatic variables is useful as a research tool when
looking for behavioral measures of unit functioning. Using these vari-
ables as primatry predictors or indicants of unit characteristics is a
complex and uncertain procedure, however. One is well advised to pro-
ceed with caution.

Behavioral response coordination

At the most general level, coordination is camposed of recognizing
and acting upen a unit's need without specific direction or instruction
to do so (Figure 4). This level may be illustrated by a study of 51
Army ROTC sophomore cadets working in 8 "leaderless" groups with 4-9 mem-

bers each (George, Simms & Lumpkin, 1969; (secrge, Simm, Deardorff b Hafer,
196; George & Dudek, 1974). The groups were given the task of assembling,
from a stack of parts, one fewer rifles Ehan the group had members. Those
who quickly assembled a rifle, or who had no parts to work with, could
choose to help others or to stand idle during the work period. One ob-

server per cadet tallied each unrequested, spontaneous action (sugges-

tion, direct aid, etc.). After the task was completed, each cadet wrote

a critical incident report on at least one other cadet whose behavior

had effected the group's performance. Spontaneous coordination (initia-

tive) correlated .47 with number of positive critical incidents credited
by peers, -.37 with negative critical incidents and .45 with global peer

leadership evaluat ions taken approximately 6 weeks late-,. Each of these
correlations wa3 3ignificant at the .05 level. Grade point average had
an insignificant correlation of .04 with coordination. The general pat-
tern of results indicates that, even in low structure groups, one can

measure coordinattion with some degree of consensual validity.

Experiments with intact fire teams and rifle squads (highly struc-
tured units with missions requiring flexibility of structure) also show

that observers can count coordinative responses (George, 1967, 1970).
Coordination responses in fire teams acting as base of fire elements in-
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eluded inc.easing sector of fire when another could not cover his sector,

redist iibutir.- a.mnition as required. taking the position of leader or
autoL-atic rifieman when casualties occurred, etc. This class of responses
increased over training trials (each trial facing the team w'Ath different
emergencies requiring dixiferent specific responses from the various peo-
pie involved) from 21% of the needed responses on trial I to 65% on trial
4 (p c1 .05). Over the entire problem, coordination scores correlated
.72 with a criterion fire distri;u-ion score and .56 with a criterion
fire volume score. Both correlations were significant at the .05 level.
In team situations, response coordination can be measured, it can be in-
creased by appropriate training and it can be shown to improve perfor-
mance on criteria of military importance.

The specification and measurement of spontaneous intracrew coordina-
tion is, unfortunately, less well established. It is true, of course,
that crew coordination can more often be achieved by leader direction
and control or by machine provided cues than is the case of teams
(George, 1970; Miller, 1971). Still, crews with military missions will
face situations requiring spontaneous coordination and outcomes may be
catastrophic in its absence. Task relevant communications are most often
suggested as appropriate measures for crew coordination (Brown, 1977;
McRae, 1966). A major problem is that efficient crews operate with an
absolute min!mum of communication of any kind. There are ind.cations in
the literature that number of task relevant communications may correlate
positil-ely with performance given tasks of sufficient difficulty (Figure
5).

McRae (1966) studied 12 four-ran crews of soldiers solving problems
of increasing difficulty over three trials. After partial ng out solu-
tion time, significant correlations of .68, .76 and .88 were reported be-
tween task relevant communications and response accuracy. The more diffi-
cult the problem, the more communication .%erved a coordinative function
to e~.ance performance. Although this explanation is not a compelling
one from HcRae's data there are additioual experiwents to support it.

Brown (1977) studied 12 four-womin teama working problems under each

of "our conditions of difficulty level. Time was held constant. Corre-
lations between task relevant communication (requesting infojimation) and
number of correct solutions was -.89 for crews working on the easiest
problems and -.31. -.16 and .19 tor those working on progressively more
difficult problems. Although only the largest of these correlations is
significant, it does appear that sufficiently difficult tasks may force

crew members to communicate when, and only when, task requirements demand
such coordinating responses.

c George, Keating. Lumpkin and Miller (1971) reported that five-man
crews could perform well with very limited communication allowed to them
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provided that they had been given an earlier training trial with unre-stricrted communication opportunities. Conversely, teams trained under

severely limited communication conditions failed to perform well on
~even the second of two transfer trials conducted with unrestr'icted oppor-

tunity to communicate. Perhaps we will have to learn the specifics of
coordination by studying crews under very difficult task conditionsh

S ummi ry

Leaning to measure coordination in the rfe squad has provided a~general approach (Figurc 3) which s9.ould be dpplicable to military teams
. in general. Irdications are that a resqear~lh effort similar to that used

4" with teams will produce equally good meabures of crew perforimnce: that
is, study crew performance under very difficult circumtances (Figure 5). "
Small ,mit evaluation is believed to be an application of behavioral sci-

ence which could be of major value to the military services. Such mea-
Ir surement should greatly effect unit training programs and readiness oval-

uat ion.
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Figure 1. A mode! of smill unit functioning.
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*Probabiity of role interchanize for ed by uncontrollabl" events.

Figure 2. Model of stwall onit structural characteristics.
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I. Symptomatic variables (individual and group characteristics within
the unit-task-setting environment)
A. Sociometric (quctionable administrative utility)

1. affection (stress resistence)
2. rentpect (mutual confidence)

0 , Unit member motivation to maximize:
1. personal achievement (intragroup competitive)
2. socializing (emotional support)
3. unit efficiency (coordination)

II. Behavioral coordination of response
A. Shared attention among:

1. one's primary Job
2. status of co-workers
3. machine(s) in the unit system
4. extra-unit task enviroament

B. Recognition of initiative taking requirement
C. Respond to requirement

1. individual, immediate action
2. comunicate status to other(s)

Figure 3. Small unit level correlates of performance.
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Coordination Coordination Cost if
CoordayiCue-event:

regureubl, rent__________ed

Enemy action, Lost effective- Take over, in- Poor fire volume
weather, ness, person/ form others and distribution
terrain weapon

Same as above Loss of contact Regain by move- Decreased effect-
ment, voice. iveness
visual search

Fear. tetraink Inadequate Moving, getting Lnecessary expo-
poor visibill- disrersion others to move, sure and loss
ty encouraging

Heavy or sur- Going to ground Initiate fire and Destructinn of
prise fires movement even with- unit

out orders

Personnel turn- Receipt of re- Accepting, support- Skill dilution,
over placement ing emotionaily, lost cohesion

tra I ni ng

Combat etresses Indecisive behav- Suggesting. encour- Loss of unit
lors aging, correcting initiative, drive

Figure 4. Operationl conditions leading to coordination requirements by
tean members.

Source: Stiall unit combat after action reports in Infantry
School library. Fort Benning, GC.
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Figure 5. Task oriented communications in crewH as correlates of per-
formance mediated by titsk difti'ulty.
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A CULTURE-FREE PERFORJANCE TEST OF LEARNING APTITUDE1

James K. Arima
Naval Postgraduate School

From World War I to the late 1950s, standardized mental tests with
tnationally based norms became widely used for selection, placement, and

classification decisions. Their great acceptance was due, in large part,
to their rile in furthering the American concept of an egalitarian society
(Holzman, 1971). That is, decisions of considerable importance to indi-
viduals could be made on the basis of merit, given a person's score on
an objective test of ability with the requisite reliability and validity.

The Armd Services were leaders in the testing movement, and the
ure of the Arnfy Alpha and Beta tests in World War I has been identified
with the beginning of the testing movement in which large numbers of
persons are routinely tested for selection and placement. Nearly two
million people were given the tests during the course of the war, and
the results provided much of the information for later studies of dewo-
graphic, socioeconomic, and cultural differences in intelligence and
ability (Matarazzo, 1972). World War II saw a similar emphasis on mass
testing and the development of the Army General Classification Test
(Melton, 1957). Again, the results of the testing program provided large
amounts of valuable information for scientific study that wcnt far beyond
the limited purposes for which tests were originally administered. Even-
tually, the AGCT was made available in commercial form for sale toqualified users in the general public.

In the post-World War II years, the Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) with a scoring in readily understandable percentiles became
the standard, general test of mental ability for the services. The AFQT
designation of mental categories is still in use today. Throughout
these developments, sepcial-purpose tests were also being created by the
individual services until a common entrance test was no longer the rule
with the advent of the All Volunteer Force (Melton, 1957; Windle and
Vallance, 1964). More recently, however, an emphasis on efficiency in
the testing program on the part of Congress and the Defense Secretariat
has seen the emergence of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) as a common test of general aptitude for military service. A
form of the ASVAB is also used in civilian, secondary schools in the
High School Testing Program managed by the Armed Forces Vocational
Testing Group (AFVTG).

)I
I am indebted to Peter A. Young for running the subjects and collect-
ing and analyzing the data as a part of his master's thesis (Young,
1975). Paul Sparks created the instrumentation for the experimental
administration of the test. The terms culture-free and culture-fair
will be used to mean the same thing.
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The growth and apparent success of the testing movement has not
been without its critics and detractors. The criticism did not reach
social significance until the middle and late sixties when many of our
institutions were put to severe test with a reexamination of our value
systems and the emergence of new concepts for improving the quality of
life in America. The routine testing of job applicants took a severe
setback in the Grlggs et al. vs. Duke Power Company decision of the
U.S. Supreme Court when it ruled that a test could not be used as a
selection device unless the measured abilities represented by the scores
on the test were shown to be required for acceptable performance on the
job. This decision had at least two implications for testing. One, ob-
viously, related to the traditional concept of the predictive validity
of tests, an4 the other was with respect to the use made of tests.

Regarding the predictive validity of tests, the court's decision
was quite telling, since most tests predict interediate criteria wail--
such as normatively scored achievement tests--but not more distont,
more ultinate criteria, such as occupational success (Goslin, 1968).
This situation is particularly prevalent in such large institutions as
the military (Thomas, 1972a, 1972b) and the nation's educatonal systems.
The question of the use, or misuse, of tests focuses on the results
that testing programs produce. T.ie argument has been that differential
prediction or classification of individuals results when they are Late-
gorized on the basis of ethnic and socioeconomic backgraunds. lte"dy
stated, differential prediction means that the proportion of individuAls
who, for example, pass a selection cutoff score is not the same for the
different categorical groups. Such differential prediction has been
labeled bias because culturally deprived persons have not had the oppor-
tunity to master the material content of the test, nor to develop the
test-taking motivation, experience, and specific skills of other groups
of persons (Goslin, 1968). The bias is usually attributed to the test,
rather than to the uses made of the test, but the argument is not en-
tirely convincing (Green, 1975). Even on a strictly psychometric basis,
several different definitions of bias are possible (Hunter, Schmidt, and
Rauschenberger, 1977).

While the Armed Services have managed to escape severe criticism
in the past, there are signs that the situation is changing. The use
of the ASVAB in the High School Testing Program recently received very
sharp criticism from Lee J. Cronbach, and the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) has instituted a series of inquiries into the management
of their testing programs on the part of the several services.

Complicating the issues of test validity and test usage as sources
of bias is the argument with respect to the roles of heredity and environ-
Fent in the determination of a measured, mental ability--such as
intelligence. If, as argued by Jensen (1968a), heredity plays the
predominant role by a margin of as much as 2-to-l, then the cultural
deprivation argumeijt loses cotsiderable weight. That is, 4he important
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differences exist, more or less, independent of environmental factors.
On the other hand, if it is argued that the range of performan:e capa-
bilities at a fixed hereditary level is b-oad and essentially unpre-
dictable due to the influence of many enironomental factors (Feldman
and Lewontin, 1975), then the role of cultural and socioeconomic
factors in causing the diff'crential r.ediction of testing programs must
be acknowledged and corrected. A deceptively simple solution would be
to create tests that are culture free. Presumably, a culture-free
test would be measuring the "real" or hereditary potential--the genotype--
of the person being tested. But, if an operational definition of an
tnbiased, culture-free test is that all categories of cultural groups
have the same mean and distribution function on the test, the use of such
a test for selection is highly likely to result in differential outcomes
on some criterion measure, such as the ability to complete a course of
training within a prescribed or reasonable period of time. The test has
been made culture free, but it has little or no predictive validity.
The argument could be made that the fault lies in the criterion, and
not the test. In this case, a third fundamental question regarding
the testing movement arises, and that is the construct validity of a

4 test or what is the test supposed to be measuring? (Goslin, 1968).

As explained in the preceding argument, the creation of a
culture-free test places a greater burden on the construct validity of
the test rather than its predictive validity, since it may not be
possible to determine the latter in the traditional manner. In addi-
tion to escaping criticism for being biased, a culture-free test of
mental ability with high construct validity would be of great value to
the milltary services and other large institutions that face increasingly
difficult problems in personnel procurement owing to the shrinking of
the pool from which new recruits must be obtained (Congressional Budget
Office, 1977). Under these circumstances, if standards are not to be
lowered, means must be fnund to identify individuals with high native
ability who do not score well on traditional tests. It was the purpose
of this project to explore the possiblity of developing such a test that
was relatively culture-free, had high construct validity with respect
to identifying individuals of high native ability,and would be feasible
and practical to administer in the military testing environment.

TEST DEVELOPMENT

THE MODEL

The first problem in developing the test was to find a model upon
which to build the test. A model, in this usage, is a procedure or
paradigm that reliably elicits for quantitative measurement a behavior
that is the result of a cognitive process that is frequently involved
in many situations in real life. Models of this sort would be available
in such traditional experimental areas as learning and memory, informa-
tion processing, problem solving, and decision making. It was felt that
most of the paradlgns for information processing placed an overly high
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emphasis on verbal behavior and materials ane that this feature would
make it difficult to achieve a culture-free test. The problem-
solving paradigm was thought to be inappropriate for test construction
from a reliability and measurement standpoint, since an attempt to con-
trol and standardize the set or approach an individual takes would tend
to destroy the objectives of the paradigm, itself, which encourages
experimentation by the subject. Also, the frequency of chance or "a
ha" solutions would tend to make test scoring difficult, categorical, and
unreliable. The decision-making paradigm was not considered appropriate
because of the paradigm's reliance on value systems in the elicited
behavior--value systems developed through life experiences and very much
the product of an individual's culture.

This left the area of learning as a logical choice for the model.
Learning paradigms have been the traditional vehicle of the majority o'
research in the behavioristic tradition, and learning ability is gen-
erally recognized as an important ingredient in an individual's adapta-
tion to a job. In the industrial engineer's armamentarium, the
"learning curve" is an importint ingredient for an entire production
process. There are many reliable measures of the learning process--at
least in the aggregate. And the law of effect, in its empirical form,
is without prncedence among the many, so-called "laws" in psychology.
As quoted and discussed by Estes (1974), Thorndike believed that intel-
sect is the ability to learn and that estimates of intellect should be
estimates of the ability to learn. In another sense, Thorndike believed
that intellect is the ability to learn more things or to learn the same
things mwre quickly. Typical intelligence tests that sample the products
an individual is able to produce seem to be assessing intelligence with
respect to the amount of stfed information. knowledge, and irttllectual
skills, whereas the typical eyperimental learning paradigm would seem to
consider the rate of learning as a measure of intellectual performance.

Within the field of learninq, visual discrimination learning was
selected as the general par3digm in which to build the test because it
has been widely used at many phylagenetic lvels to study the evolution
of intelligence (Bittemnaa, 1965, 1l75). There Is also an extensive
literature in the visual discrimination learnitig of human subjects as
well (Green and O'Connell, 1969). The typical paradigm for visual
discrimination learning involves two or more dissimilar. visual stimuli
of which one has been arbitratily designated as correct. The organism
learns to respond to the correct alternative--e.g., peck the middle
disc--by being reinforced for maklng the correct rhoice.

Examination of the Green and O'Connell (1969) bibliography will
show that most of the experimental tasks in visual discrimination learn-
ing h ve been relatively simple owing to the design of such tasks for
animals, children, and retardates. The visual discrimination learning
!,,ituatilon has been made more complex by manipulating reinforcement
contirqencies or the quality of reinforcements. In their altered form,
erhasis has been an such phe;,omena as reversal learning, probability
earning, and the effects of partial reinforcement and incentive con-
trasts. BitterrAn has shown that the acquisition (learning) curve may



be very similar for all organisms, but the svitch to one of the other
conditions following original learning has led to qualitatively

different behaviors by different species. Thus, it would be highly
desiraole to adhere to the basic learning paradigm but make the task
more demanding for the human subject. This could be done by having an
individual learn several discriminations simultaneously, which shall be
called multiple discrimination learning. Except for the fact that

npictorial materials would oe used, the situation would be very similar(( to verbal discrimination learning (Eckert and Kanak, 1972). In a

typical verbal discrimination learning experiment, a list of several
word iairs is created in which one member of each pair has been desig-
nated as the correct alternative. The pairs, referred to as items,
are presented individually and A complete presentation of the list is
a trial. The subject instrumentally learns the correct alternatives by
being reinforced tien the correct member of the word pair is vocalized.
Arima (1974) has shcwn that the paradigm is very robust in the sense
that the learning rate is constant regardless of the numberof alterna-
tives (up to four) presented in a stimulus (item) as long as the informa-
tion presentation rate is alsn constant. The key to determining this
relationship was the .easurement of information content in terms of
Shannon b.ts and learning in terms of the information transmission rate.

To recapitulate, the model for the test was a visual discrimination
paradigm presented in the manner of verbal discrimination learning
experiments. That is, the model calls for the subject to learn several
visual discriminations simultaneously, a process that will be referred
to as nultiple discrimination learning.

STIMIJLUS MATERIALS

Construction of a multiple discrimination learning test required
i relatively large set of stimuli that were homogeneous, yet discrim-
inable, and which were as free of cultural influence or implications as
possible. Homogeneity of stimulus materials was desired so that each of
the stimulus pairs within a "list" could be of comparable difficulty
and so that any stimulut pair would be representative of the test task.
Geometric shapes werc eliminated btcause of their limited numbers and
the possibility that their familiarity and association values might be
linked with cultural variables. Color, hue, and brightness were also
rejected because of the dif4ficulty in production and replication and be-
cause difficulties in sensory discrimination might result when a large
number of items was required. Additionally, there would be the problem
of using the test with colorblind individuals. For these reasons, two-
dimensional, black-and-white patterns of uniform size were investigated.
The set of 30, two-dimensional, random-shaped, metric polygons used by
Arnoult (1956) was found to fit the requirements admirably. They are
shown in Figure 1. Moreover, they had already been categorized, as a
group, as figures having high discriminability.

wsPrior to constructing pairs and lists of items using the forms,
it was necessary t~o obtain measures of the pa0i2se similarity of the
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FIGURE 1. Shapes selected for use in assembling
stimulus lists.

(From Arnoult, 1956)
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forms and to develop a set of pairs for which there would be assurance
that either member would be likely to be chosen as a correct alternative
on a first (guess) trial. It was particularly necessary to develop
pairs with an a p choice of 50-50 for either member so that the in-
formation content uncertainty) of each item would be at a maximum (I
bit) and constant within all lists. The similarity measure was desired
because similarity had been found to be a significant variable affecting
learning rate in verbal learning under some conditions. Accordingly, it
t as assumed that similarity among and between the stimuli should be con-
trolled in constructing the test items.

In order to obtain empirical values for these relationships among
the forms, a small, data-gathering experiment was conducted. The 30
stimulus polygons were arranged in pairs. All possible pairs were con-
structed under the constraint that zn item would not be paired with it-
self. Left-right order within a given pair was not considered. This
resulted in the assembly of (30 x 29)/2 - 435 different pairings. These
pairs were then arranged in three coitins on sheets. Three separate
booklets, each containing 145 pairs, were constructed and distributed to
60 graduate students at the Naval Postgraduate School. Each subject
received a single booklet selected at random from the three, and was
asked to perform two separate tasks--selection of one item from each pair
and rating of the degree of similarity seen between the items of each
pair. Subjects were told that one item in each pair had been arbitrarily
designated as "correct," i.e., the desired response, and were asked to
designate that item which they thought to be the "correct" response. This
selection was to be made with the knowledge that designation of the "cor-
rect" response was made conletely arbitrarily.

Subjects were cautioned to make their choices solely on the basis
of a given pair alone, and without regard to previous selections. This
exercise was intende.) to simulate as cInsely as possible the condition of
facing a stimulus pair in a forced-choice s;ituation with no prior know-
ledge of the correct item In the pair.

Subjects then went through the list a second time, rating each
pair as to whether the two items in each appeared to be very similar,
slightly similar, or dissimilar. Each pair was then assigned a simil-
arity factor of one, two, or three, respectively.

The choice preferences of the 60 subjects (20 for each set of 145
pairs) were translated into percentages and cast into a matrix. In
addition, averages of similarity ratings given for each pair were computed
and cast into the same matrix format. This pairwise estimates of choice
preference and item similarity were obtained and placed in usiable form.

CONSTRUCTION OF TEST LISTS

A subgroup of pairs was selected from the original 43r that had
Seen rated. These pairs were singled out on the basis of cz,-ice prefer-
ence. Subjects making choices within these pairs had disp1,o' ,d no
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significant preference, on the average, for eitner item in each pair
(selections were distributed either 50%-50% or 45%-55% between each).
This subgroup was then used to construct the test lists. Since no marked
preference for a given item in a pair had been demonstrated, it was felt
that the choice probabilities associated with each could be considered
to be "equally likely" for the purposes of evaluating the information
content of the choice associated with each pair.

Three stimulus lists of six pairs each were constructed from the
"*equally likely" subgroup of pairs. These lists were assembled under the
following constraints with respect to the similarity variable:

indList I. Figures in each pair were as dissimilar as possible.
In addton-, all figures in the entire list were as dissimilar as
possible. (Within-pair similarity factors were at least 2.50, averaging
2.60, while between-pair factors were not less than 1.75, averaging 1.98.)

List II. Figures in each pair were as similar as possible, but
dissimilarity between pairs was maintained. (Within-pair similarity
factors were no greater than 1.95, averaging 1.58; the between-pair
factors were no less than 1.90, averaging 2.20.)

List Il. Figureb were as similar as possible, both within each
pair and between other figures in the list. (Within pair similarity
factor was no more than 1.90, averaging 1.73; between-pair factor was
no greater than 2.30, averaging 1.92.)

These lists are presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
As can be seen, the lists were constructed in order to present discrimin-
ation tasks of increasing difficulty. Stimulus items in List I were
chosen to t: as distinguishable as possible, minimizing intra- and
interpair cunfusion, Similarity within pairs was added in List 11, but
each pair was kept as distinguishable as possible from other pairs in
the list. Similarity was extended to cover all items in List IlM.
List III, of course, is the most homogeneous.

When lists of six pairs each had been completed, three test lists
of 60 pairs were assemtled. Each test list consisted of !0 repetitions
of each of the six pairs of Lists I, II, and Ill. Order within these
replicates was random. Left-right order within pairs was varied in a
random fashion as well with the restriction that a given form was seen
on the right five times and on the left five times. At least one differ-
ent pa;r was presented before a given pair was repeated. The polygons
were not rotated or reversed, but were presented "upright" at all times.

Thus each tost subject could be presented a total of 60 pairs of
stimul'. Pairs appeared in no apparent order, and the correct response
was nct always on either the right or left side; subjects were forced to
learn the correct response in each pair solely on the basis of recogni-
tion of the items within that pair alone.
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pair I

pair 2

* pair 3

* pair 4

* pair 5

pair 6

FIGURE 2. Stimulus List I.

(Least similarity within and
bi-tween pairs)
*Tndicates "correct" shape
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pair I

pair2 *

pair 3

pair 4

* pair 5

pair 6

FIGURE 3. Stimulus List I.

(Maximum similarity within pairs; minimum similarity
between pairs.)I Indicates "correct" shape.
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* pair 1

pair 2

pair 3

pair 4

pair 5

* pair 6

F:GURE 4. Stimalus List III.

(Maximum simiiarity both within and between pairs.)

* Indicates "correct" shape.
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TEST APPARATUS

Test apparatus was designed to provide maxiww, flexibility in
test administration. The apparatus array used in administering the test
is diagramed in Figure 5. Critical units of the presentation and response
equipment were secured in place throughout the course of test adminis-
tration. Distance from the subject (edge of table) to the viewing screeti
was 42.p inches (107.95 cm); reinforcement lights were located 8.5 inches
(21.59 cm) in front of the screen. Stimulus pairs occupied an area on
the screen approximtely 6 inches (15.24 cm) high by 9 inches (.2.86 cm)
wide.

Stimulus pairs were mounted on 35 mn slides, one pair to a slide.
Since each list was presented a total of 10 times, the 60 slides required
for each list were placed in a carousel. Stimuli were rear projected
onto a Kodak shadow-box screen using a Kodak Ektographic Carousel slide
projector. A neutral light-reduction filter (Kodak Wratten gelatin
filter, no. 96 ND 0.50), rated to reduce light transmission by 50 percent,
was fixed over the projector lens to reduce excessive glare on the screen.

A modified Ohr-tronics eight-channel paper-tape reader was used to
control the reinforcement lights (described below) so that only correct
responses would receive reinforcement. Wiring was accomplished so that
the pulse used to advance the slide projector to the next stimulus pair
also advanced the tape reader. Tapes were punched to coordinate with the
ordering of the stimulus list in u:e.

The a~paratus was designed to permit a machine- or self-paced
mode of prenentation. Stimulus presentation rate in the machine-paced
mode was controlled by an interval timer. The timer was set to provide
an actuating pulse to both projector and tape reader simultaneously every
4.0 seconds. The time required for the slide projector to cycle from a
presented slide to the next slide was found to be 1.0 second. Since the
projection screen was blank during this cycle time, the stimulus pairs
were visible for only 3.0 seconds before the timer initiated the next
sequence.

Stimulus presentation during the self-paced mode was controlled
by either of two identical buttons located on the sides of the response
box. Pressing either of these buttons initiated the electrical pulse
that advanced the- slide projector and tape reader. (These buttons were
inactivated during the machine-paced mode to preclude accidental dis-
ruption of the stimulus presentation rate.)

Two identical buttons fixed on top of the response box were used
to designate choices. Correct responses were reinforced by one of a
pair of 2.5 watt light5 placed on a small box directly in front of the
viewing screen. Incorrect responses received no reinforcement. Respon-
sei. regardless of reinforceent, were recorded on a two-channel Clevite
brush recorder. "rhe tapes thus obtained could be used to confirm observed
responses, and in the self-paced rode to measure inter-response time and
total test time.
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Twenty-elght volt C current to power the tape reader and
reinforcement lights was obtained from a Power Designs, Inc.,
I del 3650-S DC Power Supply.

TR'AL ADMINISTRATION

In order to evaluate the characteristics of the constructed test
under corditions as close to operational as possible, and also to
investigate the appropriateness of the various test parameters (list
length, similarity, etc.), it was decided to administer the test to
as many subjects as possible during a five-week period in which they
1ould be available.

METHOD

Facilities

Testing was conducted at the Naval Training Center (NTC), San
Diego, California. All testing was performed in an isolated room at
the Personnel Testing and Classification Center of the NTC. Since
activity was planned for both morning and afternoon periods, windows in
the testing room were covered with opaque material to reduce antici-
pated glare froma sunlight and to achieve uniform lighting conditions in
the room.

Subjects

Subjects tested were 160 male U.S. Navy recruits at N1C. Ages
ranged from 17 to 26 years, with the average being 19 years. Average
stated schooling level for the group was 12th grade (11.78). School-
ing level within the nonwhite subgroup was slightly higheLr (12.2 years)
than the group 4verage. Nonwhite subjects were predominantly Negro,
although the sample contained Oriental, Malay (Filipino), and Mexican-
American recruits as well. Subjects were assigned to the various
test conditions in order of appearance.

Test Design

The experiment was conducted using four test groups. Forty-four
subjects were given the test using self-pacing to control the stimulus
presentation rate. Test List I was used throughout the self-paced
phase. The remaining three groups used the machine-paced mode to present
the stimulus pairs at a constant rate of one each 4 seconds. In the
three machine-paced phases, 43, 40, and 33 subjects were tested using
Test Lists 1, Ii, and III, respectively. Taoular representation of
this test design is shown in Table 1. There it can be seen that the test
variables were pacing mode (self- and machine-paced) and test list,
with the latter being nested under the machine-paced mode.
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Table 1.( Test Design

Test Subjects Stimulus
Group (White; Nonwhite) Pacing List

1 44 (31; 13) Self43(0 3 ahn

3 40 (31; 9) Machine I

4 33 (29; 4) MachineII

! Procedure

~Subjects were brought into the testing room in groups of not more
;'than six. The apparatus was displayed, and the experimental nature of

, the testing explained briefly prior to Issuing the verbal instructions,
Instructions emphasized the nature of the stimuli. what was required of
the subject in the way of response, and the operation of the apparatus
itself. Subjects were then liven the opportunity to ask questions

about the test and procedure, and to decline participation if they so~desired. They were then asked to wait outside the room and were brought
~in for testing one by one. The Instructions for the test were then

reviewed with each individual as he was seated at the response box

prior to commencement of the experiment.

Stimulus pairs were then presented one by one on tne viewing

screen for his test conition. Each group of six pairs was presented
in 10 consecutive tria'es with no break between groups. As a subject

selected the figure in each pair that he thought was correct, he pressed
the corresponding (right or left) response button in front of him.
Correct responses were reinforced by a small light in front of the view
screen, while incorrect responses received no reinforncement.

As testing was in progress, the experimenter stood behind the sub-

ject and recorded his responses on an answer sheet. Responses were

also recorded electrically on a two-channel Brush recorder. Upon cou-

pletion of the test, the subject was cautioned not to discuss anything
he had seen or done in the test with those who had not yet been tested.

This request was repeated to the entire group after all had been through
the test.
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Performances by six of the original 160 subjects were discarded.
Improper operation of the self-pacing buttos that put the tape reader
out of phase with the projector was cause for rejection of three per-
formances. Another subject in the first (self-paced) group was unable
to follow instructions. Timer malfunction caused two performances in
the first machine-paced group to be eliminated.

Seventeen other subjects' performances were not used in the data
analysis because of their Navy Basic Test Battery (BTB) scores and/orFdemographic data could not be retrieved from computerized records. As
a result of these subject losses, the 137 remaining subjects (white and
nonwhite) were distributed as follows: Group 1 (24, 11); Group 2
(25, 12); Group 3 (28, 8); and Group 4 (30, 3).

RESULTS

Individual performances in the test, in the form of number of
correct choices made per trial per unit of time, were computed to
arrive at the test measure of effectiveness, Information Processing
Rate (IPR). Specifically. IPR was defined as bits of information cor-
rectly processed per second. Performances in the first trial were not
used, since responses in the initial trial were dependent wholly upon
chance, and as such were not indicative of learning ability.

The number correct in each trial was divided by the amount of
time the stimuli were presented to the subject. (In the machine-
paced mode, this was a constant 3 seconds per pair. Scores for the
self-paced group were scaled to individual rates.) In both situa-
tions, the 1-sec. cycle time (inter-stimulus time) of the slide pro-
jector was not included in computing IPR. The resultant trial IPR
scores were grouped into three blocks of three consecutive trials each.
These figures are listed in Table 2. Rates of processing information
are seen to generally increase over blocks of trials for all groups.
(The single exception is the nonwhite subset of Test Group 4, where
performance declines very slightly over trials. This group contained
three subjects.) Overall performances by all groups were quite similar,
despite differences in pacit.g mode and stimulus similarity between
groups. Overall performance by the nonwhites in Test Group I (self-
paced) exceeded that of the whites; the reverse was true for the three
machine-paced groups. Figures 5 and 6 depict aspects of these situa-
tions.

The results listed in Table 2 were subjected to an analysis of

variance using a three-way design compensating for unequal cell popula-
"ions by test group, racial group, and blocks of trials as described
by Kirk (1968). The results of this analysis are presented in Table 3.
Significant effects were noted between racial groups and among blocks
of trials. The blocks effect is Important from the construct validity
standpoint in demonstrating that learning did occur over all conditions
of the experiment. It should also be noted that pacing mode and
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Table 3.

Analysis of Variance of Overall Performance bl' Test
Group, Racial Group, and Blocks of Trials

Term df SS MS F

Total 243 1,829,659.50 - - -

Test Group (T) 3 5,082.50 1,694.10 0.230 n.s.

Racial Group (R) 1 31,511.00 31,511.00 4.288 <.05

Trial Block (B) 2 117,910.00 58,955.00 8.023 <.001

T X R 3 24,396.00 8,131.90 1.106 n.s.

T X B 6 10,165.00 1,694.10 0.230 n.s.

R X B 2 21,346.00 10,673.00 1.452 n.s.

T X R X B 6 13,214.00 2,20.30 0.299 n.s.

Error 220 1,616,200.00 7,347.60 - -
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similarity were confounded in the test group variable in this analysis,
but had the primary effects of either of these variables been sub-
stantial, the analysis would have resulted in a significant F for the
test group variable. On the other hand, if the effects of both variables
had been substantial, the effects on the test group variable would have
been indeterminate because of the possibility that the effects of one
might cancel the effects of the other.

In order to assess the effects of pacing mode, an analysis of
variance was conducted using the total IPR as the dependent measure
and racial group and pacing as the independent variables. Racial group
was included in the analysis because of the possible interactive effect
with the pacing variable, as suggested in Figure 6. With the data
collapsed over blocks of trials, the rt,cial variable was not significant
(Table 4). The pacing effect was not significant and the hypothesized
interactive effect attained a F value that was between the .10 and .20
levels of probability.

in order to assess a possible similarity effect, an analysis of
variance was conducted using the total IPR as the dependent measure
and racial group and similarity (stimulus set) as the independent
variables. Only the machine-paced test gro-ups were used for this
analysis. The res-ilts, shown in Table 5, found racial group to be
significant at less than the 2 percent level of probability, while
similarity and the interaction term were not statistically significant.
In addition to the inlications for the similarity variable, the compar-
ative analysis provided by tables 4 and 5 with respect to race indicate
that race did have a significant effect when the subjects were machine-
paced but not when they were allowed to pace thefi.selves.

Finally, in order to confirm that subjects showed a significant
difference in their learning rates, as one would expect froxn the
sizable error terms in all of the preceding analyses, several analysis
of variance tests were conducted using a repeated measure-- design with
subje:ts and blocks of trials as the independent variable!, and the i-ter-
action of these two effects as the error term. The dependent variable
was t.e IPR per subject per block. Four such tests were conducted by
partitioning the total sample by race and pacing mode. The F ratios
were all highly significant for subjects and blocks of trials with most
of them at the .001 level of probability.

Internal reliability of the test itself was investigated using
a split-half design for each test group and each racial group as well
as for overall performances. Processing rates were compared for trials
4, 6, and 8 against those of trials S, ,, and 9. In addition, scores
on the latter group of trials were conared with those obtained on
trials 6, 8, and 10. The former comparison will be referred to as
"low triais" and the latter, as "high trials."

Correlation coefficients thus obtained were used in the Spearman-
Brown formula for split-half correlations. Both the raw coefficients
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Table 4

Analysis of Variance of Overall Performance
by Racial Group and Pacing Method

Term df ss MS F

Total 137 465,094.994 - -

Racial Grp (R) 1 4,417.475 4,417.475 1.310 n.s.

Pacing Mode (P) 1 242.501 242.501 0.071 n.s.

R X P 1 8,772.961 P,772.961 2.632 n.s.

Error 134 451,662.057 3,370.612 - -

Table 5

Analysis of Variance of Overall Performance
by Racial Group and Stimulus Set

(Machine - Paced Only)

Term df SS MS F 2

Total 102 5,316.928 - - -

Racial Grp (R) 1 342.169 342.169 6.810 .020

Stimulus Set (S) 2 4.758 2.379 U.047 n-s.

R X S 2 96.117 48.058 0.956 n.so

Error 97 4,873.884 50.246 - -
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Table 6

Split-Half Reliability Coefficients

Low Trials High Trials
Gop (468 vs 579) (579 vs 6810) Totals

Group r(raw) r2S-B) r(raw) r(S-B) Low High

White .767 .868** .713 .832"*
S.865** .872**
Noawhite .756 .861"* .864 .927**

White .800 .889** .865 .928**
2 .871"* .921"*

Nonwhite .700 .824* .826 .905**

White .615 .762** .632 .775**
3.722** .759**Nonwhite .367 .537 .535 .697*

White .674 .805** .664 .798**
4 Fj02** .794"*
Nonwhite .637 .778 .610 .758

Totals

White .835** 843**

Nonwhite .788** .873**

Combined .824** .851"* .838**

*Significant at P < .05.

"Significant at < < .01.
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and the Spearman-Brown coefficients are listed in Table 6. A majorityof the coefficients are seen to be statistically significant.

The relationship between scores on the experimental test and the
t-aditional methods of measuring Navy recruit potential was investigated
using the test subjects' scores on the Navy General Cla.slfication Test
(CT), a major portion of the standard Basic Test Battery (BTB). The
basis for the GXT lies in verbal ability; since the test consists of
sentence completions and verbal analogies. Test scores are scaled on
a normalized distribution with a mean of 5C and a standard deviation of
10. Perfomance on the Arithmetic Reasoning Test (ARI) is often com-
biir d with GCT scores to obtain a rough "multiple" used in determinitig
Navy technical school eligibility and aptitude.

Pearson product-.oment correlations were compued betwean test
scores and GCT scores obtained from individual service files. (One
norwhite subject was dropped from this analysis because his GCT score
was not available.) These correlations were determined for racial sub-
groups of subjects falling blow and above the GCT mean score of 50,
for both racial groups in toto, and for the entire sample. These figures
are seen in Table 7. STgnFant values of the correlation coefficient
are noted only in the white group as a whole and for the entire sample.
Nonwhite test scares did not correlate significantly with G'T performance.

~Table 7

Cortclations of T'est Performance (IPR) with Navy

General Classification Test (GMT Score

Group Average Correlation Coefficient
Group GCT I PIR GCT GRP Race GRP Total

Low (<50) 42.67 .208 .316

N-24
Nonwhite .213N=33

High (MO5) 56.89 .207 .601
N-9

.270**
Low (<50) 42.18 .207 .253

N=17
Wh ite.2 "
N=042?3*

High ( 50) 59.63 .218 .050
N- 81

*Significant at p< .05.

"*Significant at < .01.
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DISCUSSION

r CONSTRUCT VALIDITY

The test was constructed to be a measure of learning ability with
the implication that learning ability is a manifestation of the intel-
lectual capacity of a person. Differences in this intellectual capacity
between individuals was a.sumed to be measurable by the rate with which
new material is learned. Using IPR as the rate measure, the results
of the trial administration of the test showed that learning took place
and that the rate was different among individuals. Moreover, the results
were found to be highly reliable--especially for a 4-minute test--using
an internal (split-half) criterion of reliability. Thus, the basic
essential requirements for the construct validity of the test would seem
to have been adequately demonstrated. Additional experimentation would
be required to show that it Is, indeed, a differential measure of in-
tellectual capacity. Probably the best way to demonstrate this essential
requirement would be to give the test to different age groups, The
fact that the items had been standardized for information content (I bit
per Iten) would make it possible to administer shorter forms of the test--
e.g., four instead of six items--to different age groups and yet have
the IPR mean the same when corrected for total information content of
the stimulus lists.

Earlier in thit paper, it was stated that the construct validity

o0'a test required an answer to the question, What ioes the test measure?
The answer given here is learning ability. But, as Estes (1974) has
argued, a product-defined measure of intelligece or ability does not
provide an understanding of what intelligence is. Rather, the process
should be defined and the relationship between the process and the pro-
duct measure should be determined. The design of this trial admitistra-
tion of the test does not provide opportunities to answer the process
question. Since similarity, however, was r.ot a sigitificant variable,
visual discrimination of the stimuli would not seem to have been involved
in the learning process. Based on a great deal of research in recent
years in the area of human learning and information processing, it would
be safe to say that some form of coding of the individual forms and,
probably, the stim'lus pairs as an entity was required. Additionally,
short-te memnry was required to hold the information pertaining to one
item in working memory while processing a new item. Here, some sort of
mnemonic device might be involved, aaid in both cdses verbal fluency and
imv.,v foration might be the basic skills underlying these processes.
With respect to verbal ability playing a role, the small, significant
co, relation between IPR scores and the OCT scores for the white group
would support this contention. Taken in conjunction with this finding,
the absence of a significant correlation for the nonwhite group could
also be seen as not disconfirming the trend, if it is assumed that the
OCT score is not as good a measure of verbal ability for subjects in
the nonwhite group. These results, however, only emphasize that the
*aure of verbal fluency or the capacity to generate useful images

must be appropriate to the cultural background of thv individual subject.
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CULTURAL IMPLICATIONS

If the subjects--white and nonwhite--had comparable learning
abilities, no racial group differences would be found on the IPR.
The study found no significant differences among the self-paced sub-
jects, but a significant difference was found for r.cial groups in the
machine-paced mode. A problem in attempting to determine from the
experiment data whether the white and nonwhite group differed in learn-
ing ability lies in the fact that the subjects were a selected group
that was not representative of Aerica's youth in general. As noted,
the average education level was at the 12th grade. The information in
Table 7 sows that 60 percent of the sample was above the median in
GCT scores. There was a considerable difference In racial groups,
however, with 84 percent of the white group being above the 50th per-
centile, whereas only 27 percent of th,. nonwhite subjects were in that
category. lhere was a small but significant correlation of GCT scores
with the IPR, but only for the white group and the entire sample. How
can these data be related to the cultural implications of the test?

With respect to the differences noted in the paced and self-paced
groups, it may be that the machine-paced format placed greater pressure
on the subjects and generated greater test anxiety. Where short-term
memory and the learning of discriminations involving very similar items
constitute the task, the effects of anxiety could be disruptive ac shs-I
by Taylor and Spence (1952) and Ramond (1953) in serial, verbal learning
tasks. For anxiety to have a differential effect in the racial groups,
the anxiety induced by the test conditions would have to be greater for
the nonwhite group. This could be true as a part of the larger picture
of differences in test-taking motivation, attitudes, experience, and
skill that have been attributed to diffeent cultural backgrounds If
these contentions are valid, then the self-paced mode would be more
culture-free in its assessment of the test subject. If the finding
in this trial administration of the test for the self-paced condition
should hold up in subsequent administrations, then this would be strong
evidence for the culture-fair nature of this test.

The pattern of correlations between the IPR and the subjects'
GCT scores takes the form that Jensen (1968b) found with children of
high and low socioeconomic (SES) groups. Noting thit children from low
SES backgrounds with IQs in the range of 60 to 80 appear to be much
brighter in social and nonscholastic behavior than their middle- or
upper-middle SES counterparts, he gave groups of such children learning
tasks in the laboratory and compared their learning performance with
standard intelligence test scores for the children. There was a sub-
stantial correlation of IQ and learning scores for middle-class children,
but the correlation was negligible for children from low SES backgrounds.
Jensen attributed the difference to the fact that the learning tasks
and the intelligence tests measured two different levels of intelligence
with the lower level, measured by the learning tasks, being common to
both groups and the other being better represented within the high SES
group. In the present instance, it would seem more parsimonious to con-
jecture that the 1PR was a measure of intellectual capability for both
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roups, whereas the GCT, which has been found to be culturally biased

Stephan, 1973; Thomas, 1972c), was a fair measure only for the whi-ce
group. In addition, the significant correlations accounted for only
a very small portion of the variance in IPR scores, Accordingly, it
would appear that the multiple discrimination test is indeed culture
fair and provides an unbiased measure of learning ability, at least
in the self-paced form. Larger and more numerically balanced samples
from an unselected population would be necessary to confirm these
conclusions.

TEST AND TESTING CrASIDERATIONS

Discussion in this section will deal with the psychometric and
physical 4spects of the multiple discrimination learning test. Specif-
ically, the length of the test, additional matters pertaining to the
pacing mode, and the physical packaging of the test will be considered.

Test Length

The decision to stop the test after 10 trials was arbitrary.
Several subjects showed errorless performance within this limitation.
In the machine-paced mode where there was a theoretical limit to the
IPR of .333 bits/sec., examination of the third block of trials showed
that the white subjects attained a maximum of 80 percent of this perfect
learning rate, while nonwhites reached 69 percent of this 4uantity.
While it is not possible to tell how many trials are required for per-
fect learning, since a trials-to-criterion design was not used, it would
be advisable from a psychometric standpoint to stop short of perfect
learning when the difference in learning rate among subjects is more
variable. There vould also be a tradeoff between a test length of maxi-
mum discriminability among subjects and one of highest reliability,
which might not be the same. Thus, the optimum test length is not a
sinmle question that yet remains to be determined.

Pacing Mode

It has been previously shown that pacing mode appeared to have a
difference on test results with the self-paced mode being more culture-
fair. From a psychometric standpoint, the difference between the two
methods is that the self-paced mode places no limit on the IPR that a
subject might attain. This would lead to greater variability among
subjeocts and, presumably, a more reliable differentiation among test
takers. Since many more variables are free to exert their effects with
the self-paced mode, it may be, however, that less reliable performance
may result. The self-raced mode, though, should be more representative
of the manner in which a subject approeches and deals with a problem,
and the results of the testing, as a consequence, would be more general-
izable to real-life situations where learning is required. That is, it
should permit greater predictive validity.
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The self-pacing ,%ode would also be desirable on the basis of the
discussion on the construct validity of the test. There it was stated
that the rate of learning would be the measure of learning ability, and
the self-paced mode is the only one that permits an assessment of this
measure. The highest ra te in this study was .503 bits/sec., which
occurred in the nonwhite subgroup of the self-paced condition. Accord-
ingly, the self-paced mode would appear to be the better procedure for
this test.

Physical Packaging of the Test

The type of stimulus materials, their presentation method, and
scoring make it rolatively simple to institutionalize the test using
teaching machines with true-false or multiple-choice response provisions.
Scoring counters could be readily integrated with the machine. With tne
ever-expanding use of computer terminals at remote locations, the test
could easily be set up to be administered from a central location. This
would permit the ready selection of a test "form" from among several
that could be accessed, and scoring and performance analysis would be
almost instantaneously provided upon completion of testing.

A specific item that requires improverent over the set-up used in
this trial administration of the test is the advance procedure in the
self-paced mode. In this trial, the subject had to call for the next
stimulus after responding by pressing a button on the side of the re-
sponse unit. As a result, learning times for the self-paced group might
have been slightly biased upwards.

Another feature that requires investigation is whether the rein-
forcement should be given by a signal only for correct choices. That
was the procedure in this trial administration. The learning litera-
ture has i large number of studies that have investigated positive rein-
forcement, negative reinforcement, both positive and negative rpinforce-
ment, and correction vs. noncorrection methods--e.g. Arima (196b).
There is a good likelihood that the correction method might be best
for this test. That is, the next stimulus item will not appear until
the subject presses the correct button. If the subject has initially
chosen the incorrect alternative, he or she must press the correct
button. The best mode should be determined by experimentation.

SUMMARY AUD CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to develop a test of learning
ability that would not be affected by the cultural background of the
individual being tested. A test was created using randomly shaped,
2-dimensional polygons presented in pairs in a discrimination learning
paradigm. Three different lists of six such pairs were created so that
multiple discrimination learning was involved. The lists were presented
intividually in a manner similar to verbal discrimination learning in
both a self-paced and machine-paced mode.
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In a trial adinistration of the test using NWvy recruits as
subjects, significant learning took place over 10 trials. Nonwhite andi
white racial groups, which differed significantly on their Navy General
Classification Test Scores, performed at a comparable level in the self-
paced mode. The adjusted reliability of the test (split-half) was .85.
The correlation of the test scores with the GCT scores was marginally
significant for the white group and the total sample, but not for the
nonwhite group. There was no difference in performance among the three
lists, which differed considerably in the similarity of the s ".mulus
materials. This suggested that any combination of the forms could be
used to create equivalent alternate form.

It was concluded that a practical test of learning ability that
was culture fair to both the white and nonwhite ruups had been demon-
strated. Refinement of the test would be desirable with respect to
optimal length, reinforcement procedure (correction vs. nancorrection),
and the physical packaging of the test.
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Cutting Scorva--tc 0gal Lialeatioris

Lawrence S. Buck

Abstract

A vital step in the process of test development is determining
whether the test in question requires that a standard be set, i.e.,
that a cutting score is needed. Cutting scores are generally considered
essential for criterion-referenced tests (CRTs) while for norm-referenced
tests (NRTs) the issue is less clear. Cutting scores cannot always be
strongly justified on psychometric grounds for HTs but are often jus-
tified on other grounds such as legal issues, administrative reasons
and probabilistic term-s. Therefore, both CTs and NRTs will usually re-
quire the setting of a cutting score.

The process by which the cutting score is determined as well as the
particular choice of cutting score will have legal implications for the
test as a whole. As employee selection practices and procedures come
under increasing scrutiny and challenge in the courts, issues related to
the determination and settinf of cutting scores will also be scrutinized.

This report looks at some of the legal implications of setting cutting
scores for both CRT and NRTs in terms of professional guidelines, accepted
practices and related court decisions. Because legal precedence is one
of the basic foundations of American law, a close look will be taken at
some court cases that have at leabt in part been concerned with cutting
scores. This is done with an eye towards determining if or what legal
precedence exists and what positions the various courts that have dealt
with cutting score issues have taken.
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Cutting Scores-Legal Implications

A vital step in the test development process is determining whether

the test in question requires that a standard be set, that is, that a
cutting score is needed. The issue Is not always clear as to whether

cutting scores are in fact necessary. While cutting scores are general~y
considered to be essential for criterion-referenced tests (CRTs), for norm-
referenced tests (NRTs) the issue is less clear. Cutting scores cannot

always be strongly justifd on psychometric grounds for NRTs. With NRTs,
It is often difficult to determine from the number of test questions
answered correctly which score should distinguish qualified applicants

from unqualified applicants. However, the use of cutting scores with

NiTs is often justified on other grounds such as legal issues, administra-
tive reasons and/or probabilistic terms. In situations in which minimum
standards are thoroughly and validly determined to be essential to success
on the job, as is often the case with CRTs, little issue can be taken with
the cutting scores selected as long as they accurately reflect the minimum
standards. Therefore, one usually finds cutting scores used with both CRTs
and NRTs.

The term "cutting score" is often assigned a variety of meanings, often

depending on the test and situation in which a score(s) is designated to be

a cutting score(s). For purposes of this report, "cutting score" refers to
an established standard and Is considered to be synonymous with other terms

such as: qualifying score, critical score, passing point, cutoff score and

cut score when these termA also refer to an established standard. Regard-

less of the way in which one chooses to define cutting scores or the methods

used to set cutting scores, it is important to point out that the process of

selecting or setting a cutting score(s) is not totally objective for either
NiTs or CRTs. As Ebel (1972) so aptly points out,

Anyone who expects to discover the 'real' passing score...

is doomed to disappointment, for a 'real' passing score

does not exist to be discovered. All any examining

authority that must set passing wcores can hope for, and

all any of their examinees can ask, is that the basis

for defining the passing score be defined clearly, and

that the definition be as rational as possible. (p. 496)

While there will always be a need for some human judgment in the process of

setting a cutting score there are many aspects of the process that can be

realistically and appropriately determined. Any cutting score(s) used must

be thoroughly justified and documented.
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It is essential that any cutting score(s) used must be defensible as
employen selection procedur,s and practices have come under increasing
scrutiny in recent years, especially in regard to such issues as test bias,
adverse impact and discrimination. Cutting scores (when used) are a vital,
althouCh often overlooked, part of the selection process and as such are
also subject to careful examination. Many employee selection practices
have been and are presently being challenged through the courts by minority
groups, Where the selection process is at least in part based on normative
standards, the choice of any cutting score(s), no matter how it is deter-
mined, may be susceptible to attack. It is the responsibility of the test
developer to ensure that any cutting score(s) is properly documented and
supported.

The crucial question then becomes, how does the test developer ensure
that a cutting score(s) is properly and adequately supported? Where can
test developers look for guidance in this area and what kinds of guidance
can they expect to find? What are the legal implications of setting cutting
scores for CRTs and/or NRTs in terms of professional guidelines, accepted
practices and related court decisions? Increasing interaction with the
legal system of our country is having and will continue to have a great
impact on the field of testing. Legal decisio,. have in the past and wil2
in the future play a role in the manner in which the subject of cutting
scores is treated. A basic foundation zf American law is the concept of
precedence and it is to the courts that test develcpers will look for
legal guidance in the use of cutting scores. In addition, the test devel-
oper must also look to professional guidelines for advice and guidance on
cutting score issues.

Before delving into some of the legal decisions that impact on cutting
score issues, let us first look at cutting scores as they are dealt with in
some professional guidelines and regulations. The "Federal Executive Agency
Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures" state that:

where cutoff scores are used, they should normally
be set so as to be rmasonable and consistent with
normal expectations of acceptable proficiency within
the work force. If other factors are used in deter-
mining cutoff scores, such as the relationship between
the number of vacancies and the number of applicants,
the degree of adverse impact should be considered.
(Feder.l Executive Agency Guidelines on Employee
Selection Procedures, published simultaneously by the
U.S. Civil Service Commission, the U.S. Department of
Justice and the U.S. Department of Labor, 1976, p. 51753)
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The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's "Guidelines on Employee
Selection Procedures" (1976) treat the subject of cutting scores as follows:

.. for each test that is to be established or con-
tinued as an operational employee selection instru-
ment, as a result of the validation study, the
minimum acceptable cutoff (passing) score on the
test must be reported. It is expected that each
operational cutoff score will be reasonable and
consistent with normal expectations of proficiency
within the work force or group on which the study
was conducted. (p. 51985)

In addition,

... where a test is valid for two groups but one
group characteristically obtains higher test
scores than the other without # corresponding
difference in job performance, cutoff scores must
be set so as to predict the sam probability of
jcb success in both groups. (p. 51585)

And, in discussing continued use of tests which ere not fully supported
by the required evidence of validity:

It is expected also that the person may have to
alter or suspend the cutoff scores so that score
ranges broad enough to permit the identification
of crit~rion-related validity will bv- obtained.
(p. 51986)

The "Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection
Procedures" published by the Division of Idustrial-Organizational
Psychology American Psychological Association (1975) has the following to
say about cutting scores,.

If cutting scores are used a a basis for decision
(i.e., as rigid pass-fail points) the rationale or
justification should be known to all users. This
principle does not recoivend cutting scores. Rather,
'The intent is to recormend that test users avoid
the practice of designatig purely arbitrary cutting
scores they can neither explain nor defend.' If
cutting scores are to be established, some consid-
eration should be given to the different effects
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of different cutting scores; e.g., the effects of the
two kinds of error: selecting people who prove un-
satisfactory as opposed to relecting people who would
have been satisfactory if hired. (p. 1 )

The "Standards for Educational & Psychological Tests" (1974) discuss
cutting scores as follows:

If specific cutting scores are to be used as a
basis for decibions, a test user shculd have a
rationale, justification, or exp)anation of the
cutting scores adoptcd., ...The test user should
have some justifiable reason for the adoption of
a given cutting ccore. ...This standard does not
attempt to recoiawnd a specific pro-,edure for
developing cutting scores where they are to be
used. The intent is to recommend that test users
avoid the practice of designating purely arbitrary
cutting scores they can neither explain nor defend.
(pp. a-67) i

The Standards suggest a variety of ways of selecting a cutting score. For
example. with content-referenced interpretations of mastery tests, the
cutting score "might be determined as the obtained sccre at which one can
reject, at a preselected level of probability, the hypothesis that a pre-
designated confidence interval for that score includes the perfect score
on the test" (p. 66). In other situations the cutting score(s) might be
based on "a designated probability of achieving a specified level cf
success;" the score "that will maximize the discrimination between high-
and low-criterion groups;" or "on a distribution of scores in a 'predicted-
yield' situation" (pp. 66-67).

The guidelines and regulations that are quoted above do not give a
great deal of coverage to the cutting score issues. Hoever, to summarise
the main points, "hey generally stress that cutting scores: should never
be purely arbitrary; should be reasonable and consistent with normal ex-
pectations of acceptable proficiency within the work force; and, they
should be justified jid documented.

As I previously pointed out, the concept of precedence is a basic

foundation of American law. As legal challenges increase, test developers
must look to the courts for legal guidance on cutting score isnues. A
nmaber of court cases are reviewed below that. have, at least in part, dealt
with cutting score issues. This is done with an eye towards determining if
the various court decisions have delineated any clear and consistent guide-
lines for cutting scores. It will be readily apparent that there is not
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a great deal of agreement among the various court decisions in the stances
that they have taken towards cutting score issues. In fact, many court
decisions seem to contradict each other. In many court cases that are
relevant, cutting scores have been discassed only in very general terms.
It is also true, and unfortunxately so, that the judicial lawmaking process
tends to proceed on a case-by-case basis with little or nc, input from any
situations which have not become involved in a court case. No one can be
sure what the courts will do in the face of new arguments. At this point
in time, we are unprepared to elucidate a selection theo-y in terms of
cutting score issuesa from the legal decisions that have to date been
handed down.

At the present time one of the more important legal decisions in ,,.:
area of testing is the U.S. Supreme Court decivion in the Griggs v. Duke
Power Company case. Footnote 11 of this case states in part that:

,..an employer may set his qualifications as high
as he likes, he may test to determine which appli-
cants have these qualifications, and he may hire,
assign and promote on the basis of test performance.
(p. 6435)

In some cases the courts have held cutting scores to be legal if the
users present evidence that the appropriate subject matter experts endorse
them. For exanple, in Tyler v. Vikery, a case in which the passing score
for a bar examination was challeijedthe cutting score was evaluated as
follows:

... There (in Armstead v. Starkville Municipal Separate
School District, 461Y 2d 276 5th. Cir. 1972) we
suggested that a rationally supportable examination
should 1) be designed for the purpose for which it
is being used, and 2) utilize a cutoff score related
to the quality the examination purports to measure.
Both the essay and the MBE portions of the examina-
tion are designed solely to assess the legal *-om-
petence of bar examinees and while the minimum
passing score of 70 has no significance standing
alone, it represents the examiners considered
judgments as to 'minimal competence required to
practice law,' the precise quality the exam attempts
to meastde.

A district judge in Los Angeles ruling on height and physical a'ility
cutoffs for the Los Angeles police department ruled that such requirements

do not violate either the Constitution or Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act. In referring to evidence in the form of criterion-related validation
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studies the court stated:

. .. A stronger and taller officer can more quickly
andi effctively control another person in the

event of a confrontation. This officer is more
likely to be able to do so without having to
resort to eztreme forc, such as the use of a gun
or a dangerous control hold. ... As defendants'
affidavits clearly show arA common sense confirxm,
physical size, trongth, &nd agility have a direct
ralation to the quality of the er~oruanee of
these funtius. ... These qualities are essential
to an effective, efficient, and functional police
force.

In addition the court stated:

Since the teats are job related, the setting of
cut-off scores is a matter for the employer's
judgfent. Many factors mey go into this decision,
such as the number of applicants available, the
cost of failures in training and on the job, the
critical nature of the jcb to be performed, and
the level of perfomance at which the employer
desires oinployees to perform.

While the above cases were generally in favor of .he use o!
cutting scores, the following court cases have to one degree or another
ruled against the use of particular cutd rn scores. For example, in

Roers v. International Pa2er 2oMn (1975), cutting scores were judged
to be too high in that ent of skilled craftmen in the sample
would not have been able to achieve admission to their respective crafts
under this standard. In att Y. Berkeley (1975), the California Superior
Court ruled that the method in question or using tAsts as a pass/fail
standard was unjustified and arbitrary; tests that are not found to be
job-related should be evaluated on the basis of achievement. In U.S. v.
Central Motor Lines, Inc. (1971), it was ?4led that the detar natio of
te passing score was at the subjective discretion of the euJo yer on an
individual by individual ba3s and thus the test was unlawful.

The use of the National Teacher Examination as a licensing examination
for public school teachers in North Carolina was declared unconstitutional
in U.S. v. State of North Carolina (1975). The basis for the decision was
that the establishent of the cutting score was conriderd to be arbitrary
and was not shown to be a measure of the minimum standard for the teaching
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profession. Whle the court did not find anythmq wron with the test itself
or the use of a cutoff score per so, it did state that:

~such cutojff score *hall fir!5t have bee, vaidated
with respect to minimum academic knowledge an
applicant mst possess in order to becoro a reason-
ably adequate and competert teacher and tlat such
score be shown to bear a rational relationship to
teaching capacity. (Employment Practices Decisions,
1975, p. I)

Apparently the court felt that the rtate had selected a score calculated to
produce a given failure percentage for its cutting score, a practice which
was in this case declared unlawful.

The cases cited in this paper are neither a comprehencive sampling of
all cases in which cutting scores are at least an issue, nor are they necessar-
ily representative of all such cases. However, they do represent some im-
portant legal caces in whicn cutting scoros have been an issue and as such
they warrant some consideration. In addition, they rather vividi.y illustrate
the discrepat:t decisions and philosophies that are being taken in regard to
cutting score issues. It would be necessary Aor one to look at the total
picture for each particular case before claims for simlarities or dissimi-
iarities between the various cvurt decisimns could be made. However, from
a reviwt of the cited cases ani otheru not here included, it seems evident
that some basic philoronhical difference do exist among the various courts.

One crucial issue that does tend to stand out amidst the confusim is
the requirement stated in mony cases that test ns5ra must demonstrate the
validity and job-relatedness of their tests. For the mo.t part, while t.e
vario'us courts have not ruled out the use of cutting scores per se, they
hive insisted that ouch s3orei be properly documented and supported Li terms
of job relatedb*ss.

It is heped that profesonal t*6t developers will in tho future have
more of an opportunity to provide some input on cutting score isr.te, to the
cowrts. This may lead to aore of a concensue concerning these iscues and
better guidelines and regulations to follow when setting cutting scores.
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An Evaluation of Select Approaches
for Biased Item Identification

problem

pr~oximately 25 years ago, Eels and his colleagues onducted ;*-qt appears
to be the first serious attempt to examine test items for bias (Eells, Davis,

Ejp roi t ly 25 ar s ag , el a d his- -xle g e fd irs t i;es

~ d~zrick a64 Yl'yr, L 151 =vd elopqad arse o~f the ~ a~~

purported to be culture fair. sinoe that time, the entire issue of cultural'

bias in masurement has beome heated, complex, and prayoxxe in the litera-

be. Actions by the National Association of Black Psychologists, the

American Personnel and Guidance Association of Black PsychologJsts, the

American rersonel aad Guidwaice Asociation, the National Education Association,

the National Assocation for the Advanoment of Mclored People, the National

Association of Elementary School Principlas and the ouic il of the Society

for the Psychological Study of Social Issues calling for moritoria on certain

types of tests, banning tests, and requiring 4lternative plans for testing,

indicate the serious nature of the current situation (see Williams, Mosby

and Hinsen, 1977). The onc n is also apparent in recent litigation (Defunws

vs. Oflxard, 1974; Diana vs. the California State Board of Education, 1970;

Hobeen vs, !Wnsen, 1967). Naturally, all this has not gone unnotioed by those

involved in the measurement field. Bias and debiasing studies have occured

and varAous models been proposed in ever-expanding efforts to meet the chal-

lenge of bias in educational assesent.

On- major type of bias investigation is conceriwd with the ins'e t

as a %tole and examines the question: Does a test unaduly favor or impede

examinees from different parts of the country or of different backqgronft?

Another is concerned with the items within a test and asks: Wich items and

item formts are apprcpriate for a given population and which may be used

across given cultures?

The first type of investigation is of interest to the test users who

need to evaluate the appropriateness of the test information. The models
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proposed by Cleary (196,), Thrndike (1971), Darlington (1971), Cole (1973),

Einhorn and Bass (1971) and Gross and Su (1975) (also ses the entire Spring

1976 issue of the Jo of Edational 1* nt) exelwlify this first type

of investigation. The second type of investigation is of interest to developers

as it assists them in developing valid and cross-culture fair item and provides

a fram~,r for onstructing bettar tests in steequent efforts. By identifyin

and reovbwn such itews fron an initial item pool, test develepers could,

theoretically, develop a measure free of bias. The vork of Angoff (1972),

Cardall and Oofman (1964), Green and Draper (1972), Merz (1973, 1976),

Ruiner (1977a), Schewan (1975) and Veale and !brm (1975, 1976) (see the

review by Her2, 1977 and Rudner, 1977b) have been directed at this need. It

is this econd type of bias-item bias--*;hich the present paper addxues.

Typically, these researchers have ad*ed a single approach and uwd

etiAt approach exclusively in their work. As a result, studies applying vore

than one approach to a single set of data have betn sparce. This situation

has led to the problem identifLed by Merz (1977) and addressed by this study:

the psychmetric properties of the approaches have not boen fully evaluated

using hvothetical aml act-al itan respos data.

"to purpose of this study was to investigate the following four approacts

to biased item identification using conv sets of actual item rexose data:

1. Transformed item difficulties in which within group p-values are

standardized and cmpared between groups (Angoff, 1972);

2. g In which individual item are investigated in term of

between group aoore level differences in expcted and observed

proportions of cxrrect responses (Scdwuneumn, 1975);
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3. Item characteristic curve theQry in utich differ-enoei in the

probabilities of a correct response given examinees of the Same I

uncerlying ability and in different culture groups are evaluatedIl
(Ruxner, 1977a);

4. Factor score in which item bias is investigated in terms of loodffws

on biased test factors (Marz, 1973).

The investigation addresses the following questons:

1. Do the select approaches provide identical classifications of item

as to their degree of aberranoe when applied to item resonse data

corroepoming to two culturally different populations?

This question calls for a cociparison of the approaches as they would typically

be applied in test developfent or test evaluation studies.

2. Do the select approaches provide classifications of minmal bias

the appliod to subrples of a single population?

This question is similar to one asked by Jensen (1973) and serves to evalu-

ate the adequacy of the various approaches. Ikwe, an approach identifying

an abundance of itis as biased wou)(d be suspect as being inadequate.

The -kxels

Transforned Item Difficulties

Thias approach, Which examines the interaction of item and grous,

appears to be one of the best known. It has been advcated and used frequently

by Angoff (1972; w-d Ford, 1973; and dxlu, 1973) and others (Green and Draper,

1972; Jense, 1973; tHicks, Donlon, &-d l lnwk, 1976; Strassberg-Axxmberg

and Donlon, 1975; Echternacht, 1975; Ruduer, 1977c).

In this method, p-values for a group of items are obtained for two

different groups of examinees. Fach p-value is converted to a normal deviate

and the apris of normal deviates, on& pair for each item, are plotted on a
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f bivariate graph, each pair represented by a point on the graph.

The plot will generally be in the form of an ellipse. A 4, degree line,

passing through the origin, provides an hidication of the absence of bias.

ITuu greatly deviating from this line may be regarded as exhibiting an item

by gru interaction. Tiat is, relative to the other item, deviant items

are especially more difficult for msaters of one group than the other.

uAssuMing both rups received similar instructions, such items would appear to

reresent different psychological meanings for the two groups of exanns.

Since the intent is to make oriparisogn of between-group differences in

item difficulty, it is necessary to transform the proportion passing an item

to an index of ita difficulty vhich constitutes at least an interval scale.

L is acp l - eVmwsing each item p-valu_ in te vms of within-group

deviations of a ncral curve (see Guilford, 1954, pp. 418-419).

The distance of an item point to the line can be treated as a maam of

the degres of item bias. One ea= determine ich items are "greatly deviating"

from the line by incorporating outlier or residual analysis. One nathod is

to place confidence Limits on the line by using a multiple of the standard

error of estimntion. An alternate approach, aoptod by Strassberg1serberg

and Donlon (1975) and flicks, et al., (1976) involves com~ting the standard

deviation of the residuals ard classifying as bias.d those item deviating

by greater than 1.5 standaz, deviation units. Rudner (1977c) has aployed

a fixed item-regression line distance of .75 z-score units.

An e xmple of the approach is shown in Figure 1. The transfomed p-values

have a oorrelation of approximately .90, making the plot relatively long and
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Sflat. The solid line represents the main axis and the dotted lines represent

linear confidence limits. The item represented in the tfer left, outside the

confidene interval, would be considered biased.

Chi-Square

This approach to biased item analysis detexmines whether exadnees of

the same ability level have the mine probability of a correct respons regard-

less of cultural affilation. This is axclishsd by dividing the tryout

swipes into group based on their observed score and o aing the p o

of students within each level ait "f-h chi-r- t"t f r

iependent Obtervations (Scheunrm=, 1975, 1976; Green and Draper, 1972). An

item is considered unbiased if, for all individuals in the same total some

interval, the proportion of correct response is the saw for both grous uder I
conideration. A modified chi-squa-e test determines the probability that an

item is unbiased by this definition.

Scheuieman (1976), in applying the approach to several sets of data,

advocates usIng four or five total score levels based on the score distribu-

ticn of the smaller suple (Green and Draper had used withib-group quintiles).

Item Characteristic Curve Ther

Latent trait or item characberistic cur (icc) theory relates the

probability of a correflt izim response to a function of an examinoe's underlying

ability level (0i) and characteristic(s) of the item. While the various models

(Lord, 1952; Rasch, 1960; Birnbaum, 1968; Urry, 1970) differ in terms of the

ntztber of item parameters considered; they all describe the item parameter (s)

independently of the examined sample. Full developamt of these and other

umexntal m surement mxels can be found in Hxrbleton and Oook (1977).
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This rxiem me~asurement theory has been used to idontily biased items.

f(Green and Draper, 1972; Pine, 1976; Lord, 1977; Rdner, 1977a). In an early

study, Green and Draper (1972) had used observed total scores as estimates

of examees' abilities, Oi's, and the proportions of examinees responding

correctly at each total score level as estimates of P (%-l I O ) . Their

procedue called for plotting estimates ioc's for each item separately for

each culture group and caxing the plots.

By this and other latent trait theory approaches, an item is umbia if

examinees of the same ability level, but of different cultural affiliations,

have egual prcbailities of responding correctly. That is, an item is uniased

if the estimated ioc's obtained from the various culture groure are identical.

As an exanple of a biased item, consider the t hypothetcal curves show in

Figure 2. Thes curves are based on responses by two different culture grops

to the same item. Tbtal observed scores are used as estiwates at Gi and

portions of examinees responding correctly are used as estimates of P (uVljOi).

The curves are not identical, since the location paraweters for the two curves

are not equal. Such an item can be considered biased in that often examinees

of the same ability level, e.g. Xj - 58%, but from different culture grous,

do not have similar proportions of orrct repose. Whie this apnc

is appealing, total obser scores are directly incorporated and quantificatim

of the degree of item bias is difficult (an eyeballing procedure i used to

identify a "very biased item").

Rather than using total observed scores as estimates of ei and proportions

as estimates for P (ug= I 1oi), vore accrate values can be obtained using tn of

the recent methods of parameterization (Urry, 1975; Wingersky and Izd, 1973).
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During parameterization, the retric used for the 0 scale is defined by the

ability variance in the examined sanple. In order to arpare parameters

obtained from two different examinee groups, the obtained values mist be oquated.

Lord and Novick (1968, Chapter 16.11) have shown that this can be acocxmlished

Iby cLputing the regressions of the parameter values based on one group of

exxninees on the parameter values based on the other group of examines.

Rudrrer (1977a) has refined the procedure used by Green and Draper to

identify biased items by incorporating equated icc parameter values. The area

betwen pairs of equated ioc's is used to indicate the relative amount of

aberrance for each item and eyralaLing of the equated ice's is emloyed to pro-

vide additional information as to the nature of the aberrance.

Factor Score

In factor analysis, underlying factors (i.e., dimensions or traits) are

t~h esized and the correlations of each variable with the hypothesized factors

are computed. In an achievement test, eich ite is treated as a variable.

Such an analysis could be conducted twice using examinees from two different

cultural backgrounds. Ideally, the two separate groups of examinees would

yield smilar sets of itan-trait crr!ation- (factor loadings). Different sets

of factor loadings would indicate that the tv' groups are not responding to the

items in the same manner. Such a test would be considered biased in that it

appears to measure a different trait across grous. The items exhibiting the

rvst bias would then be those with the largest differences in factor loading.

Me-z (1973, 1976a) has suggested an approach which incorporates

factor scores and analysis of variance. In this approach, the item respotues

for the groups are ooxbined, factor analyzed, and factor scores for each exam-

imv on each factor oapqtod. These fhctor scores are then subjected to an

analysis of variance, with group mebership being the independent variable.
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I l
lhere significant mean differences are found in factor soores, the factor is

classified as biased. Biased items are defined as those with high factor

loadings on a biased factor.

Item SaLple

The 1973 Stanford Aceveent Test, Fom A, Primary 2 Battery,

Reading C ehension Suftost (SAT), -- which, item for item is equivalent

to the Stanford Aciievement Test - Hearing ipaired Version, Level 2, Reading

cCazehension suktest - formed the item pool for use in this study.

The SKT consists of 16 paragraphs with a total of 48 four-choice items.

Accrding to the test publishers, the Psydxlogi cal Corporation, reading wxcb-

ulary is geared to the primary grade levels and emphasis is placed on coqnre-

handing disconnected discourse. It was anticipated that the SAT would contain

wvseeal item biased in favor of one of the incorporated culture group sanples.
i ExMinree Saples

Item responses made by large sanples fr ia to diverse culture groups

ware used in the study. The first culture grogo was composed of 2,637 students

in p graf for the hearing impaired across the United States. The scres on

the SAT for this grou were approximately rnornl.y distributed with a mean

of 21.6 and a standard deviation of 7.42. This ctlture group was dividd

into two subgroups by randomly assigning the exa inees to one of two indepen-

dent groups with significantly different (p<.Ol) ain total soores. Both

subgroups were approximately normally distributed. The first subgrop oon-

tained 1,079 examinees with a mean of 23.7 and standard deviation of 7.43.

The second subg*oup containod 1,030 exaninow with a neawt of 20.9 and a

standard deviation of 6.97. Since the examinees ware from the sans cultvme

group, the expected degree of aberrance for each item %a zero. That is,
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the approaches were expected to be insensitive to the differential performanoe

of the examinee groups and consistently identify iten aberrance as umnimal.

The second culture group, representative of the population for which

the SAT was designed, was cxWed of 1,607 exmninees from a large west coast

public school system. This scores on the SAT for this bearing group were

binodally distributed with modes at 16 and 44, and mean of 28.9 and 12.44.

one major difference between these two culture groups is their exposure

to, and their ability to use, the English language (see Stoke, 1976 for an

excellent discussion on the social and cultural characteristics of the

hearing ivpaired). Thus, aside frani cultural differences, the two groups of

examinees greatly differed in their mean level of ability as measured by total

score on the SAT.

Procedures

The degree of bias for each item within the SAT was identified by applying

a select approach within the transformed item difficulties, ice theory, factor

score and chi-square cat.,jories to item responses made by (1) the two diverse

culture group saiples, and (2) two equal culture group samples.

Each itm bias detection approach was applied to item responses made by

these culture gr-Ap pairs in the following manner:

transformed item difficulties -- Tuo sets of item p-values were CnmPUted

for each culture group pair and transformed to within group normal deviates.

Frcm the bivariate scatterplot of the sets of transformed p-values, the abso-

lute values of the magnitudes of the item residuals, i.e. the item-45 degree

line distances, were computed. This residual magnitude served to indicate the

relative amrouts of item bias.

icc theory - Tuo sets of item ice partrers as defined by Birnbaum's

three parameter logistic nodel were estimated for each of the SAT item by
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separately applying the Urry (1975) iterative minimium chi-square procedre]

to the item responses of each of the two culture groups. The parametw

value estimates were then equated by omputing the betweer group linear

regressions for the difficulty and discrimination parameters. The a*as

betmm estimated equated ice's, as approxinated by:

W- r [I P(g=1lei) -
7z)i)

-95*000 4

wtere Pti-1101) and Piu -l1j define the estliated
. equated icc's

a i  .005

served to indicate the extent of item aber.azo-?.

factor score - The item responses on tiv SAT imade by the tw culture

groups within each pair were combined and inter-item product-momt orrelations

oomputed. The resultant matrix was then ieduoed using principal cmyont

factor analysis with an eigenvalue criterion of 1.0. The factor matrix was

rotated ortbogonally (varimax) to sinple sf:lucture and factor scores for each

examinee on each flctor =oputed. Separa' tx t-tests were omputed using each

set of factor eowres as dependent variables l group membership as the inde-

pendent variable. Factors for which there were significant (p.001) differences

between mean culture group factor scores were classified as biased. The

mignitude of the factor loading ()on such factors 9erv(-d as indicators of

#-he mgnitude of ite bias. 4g was then defined as the maximum item factor

loading on factors classified as biased. That is,

max (A J i, 2, 3 .. .nvb: of biased factors

- Each item was tested individLudly for bias using a modified
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chi-sqjure technique with i 2 culture groups and j 5 total Soore intervals.

By this apzrd, the exece values for each cel CC) were obaie by

nultiplying (1) the prr'4ortion of all examinees with total sorft Vithin inter-

val i respwtding oxiectly to the item by (2) the nLber of examires within

the cell. That ia,

- i i 1, 2 j (), 2, 3# 4 5

%are 0. is the nurber of exwiness in total score Inbwal
j responding correctly

N.j is the total nurbar of exwdneas in interval j

Nij is the total nutber of examinees in i and Score
core interval j.

As with a onmntional chi-qur, observed call valuu3 were aIr~ly the rurxe

of exambns within the call respoding corre-tly to the item. For adc itmi,

the mugnitudp of aberrance was indicated (1) by the value of the remultant

X2 and (2) by one minus the probability astrciatod with the X2 .

Statistical Analysis

Statistical and graphic analysis wore conductod to obtain a global

perspective of the similarities and differerces amng the mvthbdologies. 'If

following analyses wore aiployed:

I. The relative amwnt of sinilarity beten pairs of approam was

determined by respectiveo Poarson Prdct-Maivt corrxlations.

2. The identified logreas of bias were ocmparead, item by item, by

examining graphu Iwthich itims are reprezentod on the abscissa and degr

of itm bias o.i the ordinate.

Results

Diverse C'ulture Gr Ow

'Ahe indices of aberranox for each approach to biased item identification
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for the diverse culture group mx~arison are given in Table- 1. Un the, IX

approach, two itam, 21 ad 44, could not be parameteriz7d beause of neai

zero item-test corretlions, ond hence ould not be evaluated. Seven factom.

with eigenvalues exceeding unity wer extracted by the principal m.onents.

analysis and rotated ortogoral!ly. Significant differens (p<.001) between

the mean factor score for the two culture gro ere found for six factors.

Table 1 shmas the mxim= factor lodding for e Item on one of them six

factors. The vals for the Tramfomed Item Difficulties ranged from .04 to

1.25.

Because of the dissimilar total score distributions, a problem was

enomitered in a k1ying the chi-square approad. Initially, five oberved

wore intervals wre defined for each item acoording to the nwber of exmines

in the hearing smplo that responded ourrectly to tle itm. This resulted in

highly disproportionate nunters of hearing inpaired examinees in each interval.

Also, defining intervals based on the item response distributions of the

hearing inaired ,,-nineet resulted in highly dispoprxrtcmate nurbets of hearing

exainees in each interval. A oa~romise was achieved by averaging the pro-

portions tf emninees responding correctly to the item of each observed sore I
.cvels across grcups, and tsing four intervals instead of five.

In addition to using the X2 value to indicate the relative amount of

aierrar. , one minus th probability mociatod with the chi-square was used.

Both indices are incluea in Table 1. The ume of the probability value as

an index identified 56 percent of the itans in the SAT as substantially aberrant

at (?1-pi- (I-.01).0



Tt correlations bet#en the irncces of aberrance for each method in

the diverse culture group cmipartirn are given in Table 2. The chi-square -

ICC (.67) and the chi-square - transforned Item difficulties (.59) cirelaticM

were significant at P.01. All oc'relations involving the chi-square and

trinsformed item diffiwl ties approaches were sxitrfiimant indioatiro same Mgte

of similarity between each of these aproade and the other moels. The

factor score and chi-square (l-p) approaches showed the luwest degree of

similarity with the other approaches. The average correlatian of each of them

with thu other apmrache was .29 and .25, respectively; ui Un the average

correlation with other aproaches for the chi-eqmr (X2), transformed item

difficulties, and ICC appr~aches were .48, .37, and .36, resectively.

Rel-cultvre croup Oowrr

The indices of aberrance for the item responses in the agmil-culture

group caqnrisons for each approach are given in Table 3. The transfomed

itcm difficultea correlated highly (r - .98) and all the perpendi =lar item

min axis line distances were miniml. The nmaymum distance was .28. No

itms would appar to be identified as biased by this approach.

In the icc approach, again item 21 and 44 did not fit the nuxcei and

could not be mvnluatod. Ituls 28 and 39 shoied the most aberrance with values

4 of .51 and .74, respectively. Both of tjyese items stowed less aberrance in

vthe. diverse culture group omparisons indicatbg possible misclassification

by this apptxdich.
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Fourte facrs with eigenva mus exwed3g unity were extracted by the

principal ccaponents mialysis and rotated orthogonally. Significant differences

(p<.001) between the mea factor scores for the two equal-culture grois were

found for three factors. The maximum factor loading for item an thfte three

factors rangad between .06 and .72. This range is about the same as the

range noted in the di,#ers culture gro uomparisons.

Using th chi-square approach, five total score intervals were defined

based on the average proportions of exainees responding corrt.ly. The chi-

wsuare valuef, obtained were comiderably sauiler than the vau1m obtained in

the diverse culture group o aris i s, and no item would have been clamified

as aberrant at the .05 level.

Figure 3 gives a plot of the aber.ance indices for oach item for each

approach in the diverse ctlture group wcpzriwon and the equal-culture group

oomrion. It iv apparent from Figure 3 that for each approach the variance

of aberancx in the equal-culture grou coparicon is less than the diverso

culture group oparison. In the eual-culture gro oparisons, both the

factor score approach and the di-square (l-p) approach appear to have an

undesirable omt of variation.

DISC2SSIM

The divere outure group cmarison illustrated the approaches as they

might be applied in actual test development. Large nutzsbrs of "xdi es from

two different Vpolations mapanded to a pool of items purorted to measure,

the sawe aility - reading omprehensixm. Each approach idk-ntified a degree

of item aberrance for eAch itam. ILue results show that there was acre agreuant

in terms of the identiried degrees of aberr=nce betwe', (1) the transfon ed
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item difficulties and chi-square (manitude) oaroches and (2) the icc theory

and chi-square (magnitude) approaches, although the agreement ws not over-

whelming (r - .59 and r - .67, reswpetively). One minus the aribiitie

hswm. A~ - th Y2- ArKd te fimtjr __nr aroach shomed little aqremmt

with any of the other methodologies.

%keth r the identified degrees of ab-rrance are in agreement has little

direct neanin in test developcent. A more pertinent question is: Do the

approaches lead to the awe decisions with regard to which item to classify

as "very biased"? If the anger wr'e in the affimative, the rst appealing

approach would be the sinplest one. Table 4 Illustrates wldch itenu wrould

be classified as *very biased" by the icc theory, transforWd item difficulties

and chi-square (magitude) approaches under the fblowing ecision rules:

(a) icc theory- area > .50

(b) transformed item difficulties - distance > .60

(c) chi-squa- (mjgdit1) - X2 > 65.0

Then decision rules were dtermined by iWentifying, from Figcpe 3 cut-Mo4ints

which apper to define outliers. Sinne the variances of the identifiM degr e

of aberrance for the factor swre wid chi-square (pnrbabiListic) approaches

were sll, any reascmble cut-point wald have resulted in large nudmrs of

items being classified as "very blased" thu:s these approaches ar. not includ

in the table.

-, Table 4, it is apparent Uat the apprachas, under these

decision rules, woudd have ccmnly identified items 16, 17, and 22 as "wry

biased," wo aprochies would have icentifiod items 4, 15, 18, 26, 27, 30
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and 45 as being biased. Ithe 8, 23, 24, 25, 29, 44 and 47, hoer, were

identified by only one approach. Mre coiservative or more liberal decision

I rules wuld still have resulted in different sets of items being identifie.

Since there is sat disagreeent among the approachs, the results of

the equal-culture grou comparison warrant closer exaiation. two

groups of in this camparison were from the swm well-defined pXpu-

lation; nxrmly, stuients with a hearing loss sufficient enough to werrant a

speci". duzticmal ptogru . As sui, item bias between them two groups

is by definition minimal, and the expected amwits of abkrrano identified for

each item by each approach is assumed to be zero.

Of the approachs, only the transformed item difficulties a ac fully

met this criterion. The identified degrees of aberrance from this aproach

were mall, and by any reasonable decision rule, no items wuld have been

classified as biased. Thus, the model behaved as expected. The identified

degrees of item aberrance as indicated by the ice theory aproach were also

miniml. kimver, tw item could not be evaluated and two iteas would have

been identified as having fair amounts of aberrance under a liberal decision

r The ic theory appr unexpectedly identified item 28 and 39 as con-

tM!-_tnq fair awvunts of bias. A closer exaiination of theme item reveals that

v their latent trait iter difficulty parametern were extreme for the second

group of cx&An , naly 2.77 and 3.91 respectively. This can be loosely

interpreted as meaning that, ignoring guessing, an exawiwe's ability imat be

2.77 (3.91) standard deviations abwe the group mean abUity to have a better

than average dance of responding correctly. Since relatively few exwninees

were of thin ability level, paxameterization beome tenuous and the slittt

[ aberrance in these item is probably due to abnormally high parmeteri7ation
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error. Thus, this a.uroah is liable to yield spurious results when item

difficultV is extrerely high or low. It should be noted that die nuber of

items in the SAT is really insufficient for a proper evaluation of the icc

approach. From m Monte Carlo invest.igation of the Urry paraweterization

procedure, Schmidt and Gugel (1975, hav reoxmuP1ed that a mininum of 60 itus

and 1,000 subje.tR be used to obtain accurate paraieter estimates. Sinc the

T ontains only 45 its, the paramteter value estimates may have contained

more than the usual amts of errr.

Items 21 and 44 had ex xeffely low iten-test: point biserial correlations,

which irp!.ed that ability was poorly related to the probability of a correct

respotse. Such itws cannot fit the Birnbaum nodel and hence cannot be oval-

uated for hia with the icc theory approach. Althmrjh auh item are usually

the first to be eliminated in tect delopment, the fact that these item

cannot be evaluated illustrates a weakness in the approach.

The chi-aguare approach in the equal-culture gro comparison produced

wide fluctuations in the probabilities associated with the X''s used to test

the null hypothesis of no bias. Ikever at p<.05, I(l-p)>.951, no itemu were

suspected as beinxj biased. Thus, althoujh 56 percent of the iP'ums

were identified as biased in the diverse-culture group ctparison, in tenr=

of the equal-culture g p crirparison, the chi-square approach appeared to be

sufficient %tywn either probabilities or ragnitudes were eaployed.

The factor 9ore approach identifies aberrant items as those having a

major loading on a factor which yields unequal rean factor scores, In the

oqua-culture group couparison, three sets of man factor scoves were identified

-s unequal at crservative values (p <.001). The maximi loadings of uan item

on these factors wre high, several being higher than the m~uxtin loading in

tI diverse culture group omparison. The approach, as applied to the data
I
I
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in this study, produoed unsatisfacory results in the equal-culture group

con ison.

The above discussin has pointed out that ther were differences betwen

the approaches in the identified degrees of aberrance in both the divrse-

culture t.roup and equal-culture group caoaris. Of the mathobologies,

the transformed item difficulties and icc theory approads appear =oit

attractive. in the diverse-Culture grou omcarism sveral items were ide-

tified as kdasd, and in the equal-culture group omparison, the identified

degrees of aberranci were minimal. The factor score approach did not identify

zurh varianc in item bias in the divurse-culture group owuarisorn and yielded

major loadings in the equal-culture group caqprison. Using a onmervative

pxdxbity level (p<.001) the chi-eqare approach identified 56 percent of

the Item as biazed in the diverse culture group comparison and yielded wide

fluctuations in the munt of aberrance in the equal-culture group ocaparmos.

These later two approaches - the chi-square approach and the factor

square approach - both incorpoMrate significance testing of large amounts of

data. The chi-squar approach examines the hypothesis that the proportions

of examinaes imspxoding correctly are identical across individuals in the

same observed soore interval and of different cultural classifications. The

factor score approach incorporates the hypothesis that the group iman factor

scores are identical across the defined cultum groups on each feictor. With

smples as large as that used in this study, hypothesis testing may not be

appropriate. The sanple values are such that thay can be consbered

poplation values and smll differences are statistically significant.

In the diverse-culture group oamparison, the X2 values correlatod with

the distances of the transformed item difficulties approach ark the areas of

the ic thory approach. Hmwmver, their magnitudes were extreme. It should
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I be nted that in the divaxse culture group ou~wisone the total swre distri-

Sbutms of the exI samples were itedivergent. In the equal-cul ture

group comparison, the distributions were not as different and the X2 values x

were substantially less. L ,

Me did-squrre approa. analyzes the item response data in terms of

observed soore intervals. Thi observed value for an interval and culture I

group is sbply the nurber of examinees in the interval and culture group

responding corrctly to the item. The expected value for a culture group and

interval is the product of proportion of all exainees in the interval respond-

ing orrectly to the item and the number of examinees in the culture gop and

in the interval. Thus, the exected value will be influened by the culture

group with the greater nuaber of exminees in the interval when the cxved

score distributions are different. Since the item interval definitions are

often similar, this will result in a near systematic inflation of #I X2

values.

An example of how total sore distributions affect the expected interval

values (amid consequently the X2 values) is illustrted by the typothetical

item response data shown in Table 5. Here, the total observed score distri-

butions are quite different. Sroup I has more than five times as many examinee

in the interval as does Grot 2. Further, the total number of exa~diees at

each total score level within the interval decreases as total score increases

for Group I azvd increases for Group 2. 14ever, the proportions of exwdinees

responding correctly to the item at each total score level are Identical acros

gr-at. That is, the tut groups perform identically within the interval and

their total score distributions are dissimilar. If the approach were not
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sensitive to total score distributions, the observed and expected values for

each group would be identical. ttwiver, the obser.d and expected values are:

136+ 31
for group 1, 01 = 136 and E 1 4 + " 480 = 140.6, and

forgrou2, 02- 31andE - 136+ 31 9 0  26 .42 480+ 90

Thus, even thugh the two groups perftwd identically at each total

score level, the dxjered and expected valis are unequal and would have

inflated the X2 value. Had different distributions bew eMloyed, different

expTcted valuas and a different X2 would have been defined.

wThe factor score aproach entails mny decision points whic will affect

the results. In this study, phi-correlations of the cxbined data, principal

ocrient analysis, eigenvalues greater than 1.0, wrinax rotation, and prob-

abilities les than .001 wre used, and the results appeared to be unsatis-

factory. In the diverse culture group conparison 26 out of 48 iters had a

maxim= factor loading of .55 1 .10 on a factor yielding significantly different

mean factor scores, and the identified degrees of aberrance in the equal-culture

group oonparison fluctuated widely with several item being identified as being

rre aberrant than the wost aberrant itan in the divere-culture grzcj

ompaimon.

11Tt factor soore aproach attxats to identify items which rest strongly

measure traits in hich the groups differ significantly. In large scale

invstigations, groups are likely to differ on any measured trait including

the ones intended by the test publisher and those unintentionally built into

the test. Thus, a significant difference in the mean factor scores on the

main test factor rvy be of little interest. Differences on other factors,
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however, would indicate the p nc of items which inappropr itely influm= 1

rem scores. In order to identify these item, the underlying factors of

the test mist be well-defined and the mior factor clearly identified. Prin-

ciPal ma~xment analysis using eigenvalues greater than om- aid vaiax rotation

does not aear to allow for this. Principal omonent analysis yields factors

which are defined by the d'ta (as qosed to liferred), a unity eigemmIus criteria

does re-t guarantee Uhrr the correct nwi*ber of factors will be extracted and

var=X rotation can obfuscate the rajor factor. A different set of factor

analytic prooedures might have yielded more equitable results.

It should be noted that the factor score approach incorporates a defini-

tion of item bias which is substantially di fferent than the other appraes.

The approach seeks to identify item which measure a trait other than that

m mmed by the rw ni items of the test (by facto analyzing the combined

data) and heavily contribute to differential performance (by contributing to

differential mean factor scores). Generically, the other approacie are con-

cerned with which item measure different traits across grous and opexationally

with which items behave differently across groups. This distinction is not

as subtle as it my appear. The other approaches are incapable of iden-

tifying items which measure a trait other than that gauged by the other items

when the groups perform equitably.

',e two more attractive approaches, the transformed itcm difficulties

and the icc theory approaches, also incorporate different operational

definitions of bias. The transforned item difficulties approach identifies

items w[ch, relative to the other item in the test, are nore difficult for

mabers of one group than they are for mmbws of another group of examinees.

The icc theory approach identifies items for which examinees of the same true

ability and from different population groups have unequal probabilities of a
5
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correct response. Thus, the transformed item difficulties approach addresses

m,-g-regate grou perforimncie as indicated by item p-values and the ic theory

approach addresses the range of item performance along the ability continuum

as indicated by item characteristic -r mes.

The difference between these two approaches is illustrated by item 25

and 17 (in Figure 4). In the diverse culture group comparison, item 25 was iden-

tified as biased by the icc theory approach and not by the tranfzued itan

difficulties approach. The overall difficulty of the item for the two diverse-

culture groups was about equal. Consequently, the item was not identified by

the transfonred item difficulties approach. Mwever, low ability hearing

inpaired examines and high ability hearing exwunees are favored. That is,

%wen acimidered across ability levels the item behaved differently between

grops. Item 17, which was identified by both approaches, does not show this

type of inverted differential performance. Across the ability contimim,

hearing oaminm are favored.

hen comparing the transformed item difficulties and icc theory approaches

in terms of different decision rules, five itm were commonly identified by

berth approaches. AJl five of these item vAxe of this latter type - mioinverted

differential performance acrm3a the ability continum. This further illus-

trates that the tranaformed item difficulties approach is sensitive to dif-

ferences in mean item difficulty while the icc theory approach appears to be

sensitive to both mean item difficulty and to group performatce along the

continuum. Howver, it should be noted that different definitions of itm

dJ fficulty, and hence mean grow, performnace, are employed. he transfonmd
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item difficulties approach directly defines item difficulty frm the aggregate

data. The ice dwery approach infers item difficulty fran perfonvm a n the

I item alone. Since these different definitions are mployed, different items

were identified as beJr'g biased against a group as a whole.

ConclusiCAI

Based on the tw applications, the factor score and chi-square arpwaches

appeared to be iiidequate for identifying biased item. The X2 values in the

chi-square approach were sham to beoe inflated as total observed score

distributions differ, thus leading to erroraxos classificatims of bias. The

factor score approach, which incorporates a smc hat different definition of

bias, identified large degrees of aberrance in the equal-culture group om-

parison. It wes felt that the decisions used in factor aoalyzing the data led

to the unsatisfactory results. It was further noted that both of these

approaches employed inference testing which may not be appropriate with the

large sample sives used in this study.

The transformed itemi difficulties and the icc theory approaches appeared

to be rot promising. 1W, i&,tified degvees of aberrance Jn the equal-

culture group was consistently low for both approaches, although a liberal

decision rule would have led to the false identification of -e or two items

by the icc theory approach. Tih. tw approaches identified several items in

common in tha diverse culture grmtp cxcrparison. The mjor differmoe between

these two mthodologies is that the icc theory approach appeas to be sensi-

tive to bias against both individuals and groups of examinees and the trans-

fored item difficulties approach appears to be sensitive to bias only against

groups. i

Rec y nltndatiuns

-,I* investigation utilized a :ingle set of diverse culture group data
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for which the item parameters were tuknoqn a priori. While there was substantil

reason to suspect the presence of some biased items, the true nixrer of biased

items, their amonts of aberrance and their item numters were unkno:u. A

similar study using simulated data with knom p.-'weters my prove revealing.

% a stud-, c.ld ai i-nvest!cate the behavior of the azxroaches under dif-

ferent nubers of biased items.

One of the more promising and interesting approaches to the, detection of

biased items, the distractor response aralysis (Veale and Foreman, 1975, 1976;

Maw, 1977), was not evaluated in this study - du to the ladc of the appro-

priate item response data. Rather than analyzing the nuztes of exM hees

responding correctly, this aplvwch identifies differences in distractor

May prove beneficial to the field and should be oxnsidered in future investi-

gations of item bias detection methodologies.
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Degrees of Aborrance Identified by the Approachein the Diverse-Culture Group Comparison

Item ICC Transfore Chi Chi a ctArea Item Square Squre Score
Difficulties (l-p) (X -)

S.40 
.24 .98 5.92 .07 .31 .999 33.1 .533 .29 .13 .87 8.5 .55.75 .79 .999 54.2 .45.25 .21 .99 11.1 .j6 .17 .18 .89 6.2 .407 .15 .43 .99 11.9 .458 .50 .54 .999 27.9 .469 .27 .14 .99 12.6 3510 .24 .46 .99 11.1 4211 .34 .54 .999 42.8 o6212 .37 .52 .999 43.6 .6013 .11 .52 .999 55.1 t5214 .16 .05 .60 3.0 .1815 .25 .68 .999 105.4 .4216 .57 1.11 .999 107.7 .6117 .76 1.25 .999 i59.0 ,6518 .83 .85 .999 27.7 .2619 .37 .23 .999 30.7 .3020 .16 .18 .99 14.8 .3621 " .44 .99 14.4 .5622 2.30 .67 .999 240.9 .5223 .38 .67 .999 31.8 .2324 .61 .51 .98 10.2 .5325 1.01 .08 .999 49.5 .5726 .38 .67 .999 94.8 .6027 .04 .76 .999 65.2 .4828 .32 .18 .96 8.2 55

29 .29 .44 .999 65.4 .3430 .23 1.05 .999 122.3 .5231 .13 .07 .999 26.0 .3632 .19 .01 .65 4.2 02733 .14 .15 .99 13.7 .4434 .15 .05 .9 8.2 .1735 .14 .66 .999 17.7 03336 009 .17 .999 33.6 02237 .07 .32 .18 .9 .26
38 .14 .43 .999 34,7 .20
39 .23 .14 .99 1511 .3640 .08 .37 .999 23A4 4441 .27 116 .60 2.8 .5142 .27 033 .60 2.9 .4643 .07 .16 .999 22,8 .4644 " ,26 0999 133. .4845 .55 .04 85.1 .49S.25 .21 ft.99 13,4 .51
47 .60 .21 088 6.1 .5748 .34 024 .999 33.1 .44



Table 2

Correlations of the Degrees of Aberranoe Identified
( by the, Apro=c!m in the Diverse Culture Grouip Cox~irismx

TzansfornMd Chi-Smwar,- Chi-Sqtuae !Factor
item difficulties X2) " (opre

Icc theory .31 .67" .17 .28

TransfoxTwd item
difficmatie .59* .29*.4

C * 1
(Xi .31 .34

Chi-square
(1-p) .23

r p ,S

• p ,51
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TABLE 3

Degrees of Aberrance Identified by the Approaches
in the Equal-Culture Gronp Comparison,

Item ICC Transformed Chi- Chi- Factor
# Area Item Square Square Score

Difficulties (1-p) ( X2 )

1 .12 .02 .32 2.4 .19
2 .15 .02 .22 1.7 .07
3 .10 .16 .05 .5 .16
4 .06 .06 .32 Z.4 .36
5 .08 .18 .01 .1 .07
6 .28 .14 .48 3.3 .06
7 24 .09 .08 .9 .26
8 .19 .03 .01 .2 .02
9 .19 .08 .52 3.4 .32

10 .08 .02 .28 2.1 409
11 .18 .00 .03 .5 .19
12 .17 .11 .28 2.1 .14
13 .04 .13 .01 .2 .19
14 .21 .12 .12 1.2 .20
15 .04 .07 .18 1.6 .26
16 .22 .03 .40 2.6 .13
17 .31 .15 .48 3.3 .20
18 ..26 .07 .08 .9 .57
19 .32 .03 .68 4.8 .20
20 .24 .04 .15 1.4 .46

- .28 .68 4.7 .11
22 .17 .05 .40 2.6 .06
23 34 .14 .06 .7 .1524 .19 .21 .09 1.0 .20
25 .36 .09 .68 4.8 .08
26 .21 .01 .03 .6 o17
27 .11 .02 .07 . .40
28 .51 .16 .59 3.8 .14
29 .11 .09 .26 2,0 .40
30 .14 .14 .53 3.7 .19
31 .09 .10 .12 1.1 .14
32 .07 .03 .31 2.3 .24
33 .34 .12 .78 5.6 .25
34 .14 .13 .20 1.7 .72
35 .12 .21 .73 5.3 .70
36 .22 .18 .07 .8 .72
37 .06 .15 .26 2.1 .63
38 .23 .09 .48 3.3 .34
39 .74 .16 .88 7.6 .10
40 .38 .06 .47 3.2 .20
41 .35 .14 .P.1 6.5 .08
42 .37 .05 .52 3.5 .11
43 .29 .08 .12 1.2 .1144 - .12 .31 2.3 .08
45 .34 .06 .48 3.4 .48
46 .14 .10 .07 .8 .51
47 .32 .07 .08 .9 .68
48 .26 .16 .68 4.8 .43



TADB;E 4 -

Items clas.s-ied as biased (** by
three approaches under select decison

rules in the diverRe-culture group comparison

ITEM ICC TRANSFOPRED CHI-
* THEORY ITEM SQUARE

DIFFICULTIES ( X2 )

-3 a* -* -
4' -

10 -
11 - -

A- 1

13

19

13- - .

20 - - .
21 - - -

22
F23--
24 -

25
26 -

27 *28 2 -
29 - -
30 -
31 - - .
32 - *
33--
34 - .
35 - -
36 - -

37 --

V 38 - -

39 - - -

40 - * *
41 -a
42 - -
43 - - -

47 - a

4:38 - 5 - .



Table s

Hyptheic.d IemResponse Distribuitions by 'Ttal

Score Iewl1s Within a Sigle Interval

N Nin ach

total soor; level xxpnig orcl

10 200 10 40 (20%) 2 (20%k)

total
Wcore n 160~ 30 48 (30%) 9 (30%1)

t12 120 5o 48 (40%) 20 (40%)

480 90 01-136 02- 31

V
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A STUDY OF THE UTILITY OF LATENT TRAIT SCORING FORI
KWAURI4G THE CULTURE-FAW4NESS 41 TESTS

Charles It. Cory
Navy Persoviel R s sarch and Development Center

Personnel with submarginal literacy have been a continuing problem to the Navy
and over the years have been processed by miens of a variety of special program de-
signed to identify and either upgrade or eliminate them. At the present time the
Navy is administering a reading comprehension test early on in Boot Camp to a4out 30
percent of incoming recruits in order to identify the small percentage of submarginal
readers in the enlisted input. On the basis of the test results, recruits who are found
to have a reading grade level (RGL) below 3.0 are given administrative disrharges;
those having RGLv betweaan 3.0 and 5.4, inclusive, are assigned to Academic Rm8Gial
Training; and those with RGLs of 5.5 or better are assigned directly to Recruit Train-
ing.

1ading Grade Level is a good predictor of recruit attrition versus non-attrition
for personnel who are reading in the submarginal range. Studies at the Navy Personnel
Research and Developmeit Center (KPRDC) have found that 64 porcent of recruits with
RGL* lens than 4.0 attrite prior to completion of Recruit Training. This compares
with 20 percent Boot Camp attrition for personnel reading in the 4.0-5.9 ROL range and
10 percent attrition for personnel reading in the 6.0-7.9 RGL range. Recently an eff-
ort was undertaken to determine whether the relationship of reading grade level to
attrition from Recruit Training was substantiolly the same or whether it was subetant-
tally different for Blacks and Whites.

To examine this question, records for all Whites and all Blacks were extracted
from a large, full--snge sample of incoming recruits who had been given the Gates-
KacGinitie Test of Veading Comprehension, Survey D, grades 4-6. Two-by-two tables,
formed separately for the White and Black 3ubsmples were designed to show the dispo-
sition of personrel with RGLs less than 4.0 and greater than or equal to 4.0 relative
to attrition/nonattrition in Recruit Training.

Table 1 shows these data £'r Whites. You can see that reading score has a moderat-
ely high correlation with non-attrition In Recruit Training. As would be expected, the
great majority of the group reading above the fourth grade level did not ttrite In
Recruit Training and the phi coefficient of .29 indicates that a moderately high posi-
tive relationship existed between reading score aetd non-attrition in Recruit Training.
From the left hand column of Table 1 it is apparent that more Whites with RGLa below
4.0 attrited in Recruit Training than did not attrite in Recruit Training.

As in shown in Table 2, for Slacks the relationship between reading score and attri-
tion in Recruit Training was somewhat lpss than for Whites, (phi coefficient of .16
coimpared with .29) but it was still significantly different from zero at p< .001.
Correlations of these magnitudes in the two racial groups appear to met the require-
menty for unbiased tests which have been specified in the proposed Uniforn Guidelines
on Employee Selection Procedures of the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating
Council.

However, from the left hand column of Table 2, it can be seen that about one
Black In four with less than a fourth grade reading level actually attrited from
R.cruit Training. In fact, only 26 percent'of Slacks comparod with 57 percent of
'-,tites with RGLs below 4.0 attrited in Recruit Training. These differences are dist-
urbing, and they indicate that subtle biases, particularly at the item level, ay
be present in the test. Accordingly, It was decided to investigate if a more
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sophisticated scoring technique using 4 latent trait model could detect bias in. the
test. The study which was undertaken in this connection had the objectiven of (1)
detecting item bias in the test if it existed and measuring its maruitude and (2)'
evaluating the utility of a latent trait w~oel for reducing the differences in the
screen rates of Blacks and inxtes.

Latent trait or itas characteristic curve(ICC) models, relate the probabil ty
of success on an item to a functioi of the trait being measured and to the character-
istics of the item. A frequently ucod model for ICC and one which was u#ed for the
present study is a 3-parameter logistic model. This model assumes, that (1) an
examinee's probability of responding correctly on an item is unaffected by his resp6nse

M on any other item (i.e. the item have local independence) and (2) that all items InI
the test measure a single trait.

Figure 1, an example of an ICC for a mu tiple choice item with five alternatives,
relates the probability of answering tne item correctly (on the ordinate) to the ability
of the examinee, shown on the abscissa. Ability is normally denominated by the Greek
letter, 0.

You can see that the probability of a correct response is a monotonic function of
0. At sufficiently low level& of ability, represented by 1 1/2 standard deviations
below the mean, the probability of answering this item correctly is essentially at a
chance level. In contrast, for very high levels of ability, the probability of getting
the item correct approaches unity.

A formula for the 3-paramter logistic model, which would be used to etormine
the probability of a correct response for any given 0 to item 14,i shown at the bottom
of Figure 1. The tam P O is the probability that an individual with ability 8 will
correctly answer item i; D is a constant scaling factor, and a, b , and ci are par&-
mters of i which together describe the relationship between aiility level and prob-
ability of a correct response.

b , the item difficulty paramter, indicates the level of 0 which, excluding the
effeds of guessing, has exactly a 50 pa..ent probability of answering I correctly.
For the curve in Figure 1, b would be about 0. aI is proportional to the slope of
the item characteristic curve measured at the point on the ICC which is directly above
b . It indicates the rapidity at which the probability of a correct response changes
vth changes In ability level. Since it measures the ability of the item to discrim-
inate among levels, it is called the discrimination parameter. c is the lowea
asymp.ote of the ICC for item I and represents the probability tha a person having
no knowledge will guess the correct answer to i. Notice that c., the empirical prob-
ability of guessing correctly, may or may nnt be the same as thl theoretical probabil-
ity of guessing the correct answer. For a 5-choice item shown,the theoretical prob-I! o: .20. The item parameters a4, b,, and ci and the ability parameter, 0, are measured
ability of guessing correctly is the reciprocal of the numbar of choices for the item,

on the saoe scale and Are typII expresled as standard scores.
Extensive research has been conducted with latent trait models for scoring tests.

Tests created using these models have been found to produce substantial savings in
administration time and/or to be Associated with greater accuracy of measurement than
similar tests which are administered using traditional formats and methods of scaling.

The ability to develop tests which are free of items bias has also been claimed as
an advantage of latent trait scoring methods. In fact, Petersen (1977) and Lord
(1977) among others, have pointed out that latent trait techniques represent the
only adequate means for evaluating bias at the 1teL. level. In the latent trait model
an item would be considered unbiased if the probability of getting it correct is the
same for all examinees of a given ability, regardless of group membership.

Despite the theoretical attractiveness of the latent trait appreach, very few
studies of item bias have made use of .this technique. Furthermore, the major studies
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using latent trait *calin: to evaluate item bias have either employed suimulatod data

to test the characteristics of the model (Pine & Weiss, 1916) , or have been focussAe6:

identifying item whose ICCs for 2lacks and Whites were statistically identical, .zXctsp
for, sampling variation MLor4o 1977). There appear to be no studies in the Literatut r °

which consider the differences in ICCs of racial groups in relation to scores on

tenta criteria.
The Navy Personnel Research and Development Center has a computer program

developed by Dr. Urry of the U. S. Civil Service Commasion which uses a 3-parameter
logistic model to scale test items and to compute theta values. For the present
research it was decided to apply this program to samples of Blacks and Whites
extracted from a full range sample of more than 30,000 incoming recruits who had
been administered the Gates-HacGinitie Reading Test (GM). Survey D. grades 4-6 in
connection with research conducted by Dr. Duffy of NPRDC. Records of personnel in
this data base also contain a code for attrited/non attrited in Recruit Training,
the AT code.

Coeplete aaples of Blacks and Whites who took form 2 of the GM were extracted
from the data base and were used to create two separate Black-White data sets. The
Truncated (TR) data set consisted of personnel who had scores of 50 or lower on the
General Classification Test, a test of verbal ability. In other words, the TR file yes
composed of personnel having verbal abilities in a range that, in the Navy, is
routinely screened for reading ability. All blacks and every seventh White having
CCT scores in this range were included in tho TR data set-a total of 680 Blacks and
733 Whites.

The Full Range (FR) data set consisted of personnel having GCT scores across thi
entire range. Thus it included the total Black sample and every twelfth case in the
total White sample, a total of 951 Blacks and 993 Whites. For the TR and FR data
sets statistics on the Gates acinitie tests are shown in the next table.

it can be seen from tve table that the mean reading scores for Blacks were
about one half and one fourth standard deviations below those for the Whites in the
FR and TR samples respectively and the standard errors of the test were somewhat

larger for Blacks than for Whites. in contrast, the standard deviations and
KR 20 coefficients of Blacks and Whites verA substantially similar. These findings
are not very iurprising; in fact, they are consistent with the usual findi'ngs for
scores of Blacks and Whites on paper-and-pencil tests.

At the presunt time, comparison of potential racial bias in item characteristic
curves has a kind of stopgap or s:at-of-he-pants quality because the distribution
characteristics of the item parameters re not know. bonsequently there is no
specific test wh1ch is geterally accepted as appropriate to evaluate the statistical
significance of Black-White differences in ICCs--as, for example the Gulliksen-Wilks
test is appropriate for evaluating the statistical significance of differences in
linear regretision statistics of Blacks and Whites.

In the Urry program a 2-step process is used to develop Item parmters. The
first estimates of the parameters are based on standardized total teat scores and the
second are computed using Bayesian modal estimates of ability. The latter values
are basically etimates obtained by applying the first estimated parameters, A, 6,
and d, to the scored items for each examinee to compute an estimate of individual
ability, 6. In turn the probability of getting the item correct is plotted against
these rand revised ., T, and !' parameters are computed. During t e process of com- -

puting double-hat paramters, cses for which stable estimat of* cannot be
computed are dropped. Also, during this age p , Items with/ ̂4 ,Aand 0 values whitch

have poor characteristics are excluded from the calculation of 4'.
Thus the ' ability estimaes have been purified of internal inconsistencies lu

two respects: (1) they are not based 6n scores from ILms with ICCs which have
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kLor characteristics and (2) they do not contain unstable 4 values. For these reai son
40| i tt be expected to be more accurate than ROL as an estimate of ability. In additil"
the values In the present study were based on ICCa which were specific to the
individual racial group. If test bias were a cause of tho differential in the Black 4,
White screen rates of RGLs, comparisons based on. values computed in this fashion "W'od1 .-
be expected to decrease the differences. Based on there considerations, the following
sets of comparisons were carried out for both the TR and the FR data sets. I

I. Counts were made of the items, categorized as shown in the next slide.
2. For the items in categories I and 2 on the slide, the a, b, and c parameterS

of Blacks and Wites were formed into bivariate distributions and inspected for
similarities and differences.

3. Two-by-tvo tables relating scores on 0and AT and RGL and AT were formed and
inspected.

4. AT was regressed on 4 and on RGL separately for Blacks and Whites.
5. t values were correlated with RGL and other cognitive measures as well as with

an additional two performance criteria which were available on the records.
esults
F r oth Blacks and Whites the percentage of items for which stable ,', and

and V, and.-paramters could be comp~ted together with the percentages of
individuals in the samples who had stable"( values are shown in the next table.

The following relations'aips are apparent from the table: 1. Stable ICCs could
be computed for more of the items for Blacks than for Whites. 2. A drastic reduction
in percentages of items having stable values occurred for the computation of the
double-hat parameters versus the percentages for the single-hat parameters. 3. In general
the number of items for which stable ICCs could be computed was somewhat greater for the
TR than for the FR data Pet, but the differences were not large. 4. The percentages
of tho samples for which stable'f ability estimates could be computed was slightly
larger for Blacks than for Whites.

Thus the statistics look somewhat better for Blacks than for Whites.
For the items for which a, b, and c parameters were computed for both Blacks and

Whites, the values for each of six Item statistics for Blacks aad Whites were correlated.
These coefficients are shown in the next table.

It is apparent that the extent of agreemont among 83cks and Whites in terms of the
Item statistics was greater for the TR than for the Fit data set. Also, for both data
sets, the extent of agriement among the coeffitcents whs lower for the double-hat
parameter items than for the single-hat parameter iteaw. It is interest'ng that he
agreement is particularly high for the two item difficulty statistics, the p value of
classical test theory and the b parameter of latent trait theory. The extent of
agreement for the slope parameters also tends to favor the statistic of classical test
theory, the point biserial coefficient, although there is considerable variation in
these relationships across the sets of items and in one set, the coefficient for the
a parametmr is higher than that for the paint biserial.

The agreement was greater for the point biserial coefficient than for the
biserial coefficient for the single-hat items and this relationship was reversed
for double-hat item. The values for the c parameter had substantial correlations for
the single-hat parameter items but these correlations were completely eliminated
for the double-hat items.

Scattergrams for these statistics for the TR Dat-A Set are shown in the next
four figures. For each scattergram, the regression line of Whites on Blacks is
drawn as a solid line and a dashed lit. indicating perfect correlation is shown.
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Figures 2 and 6 illustrate the high degree of agreement between the .tem a fi-
j culties for Blacks and Whites which was characteristic of the statistics for both

classical and latent trait theory. As is shown by thu intercept of Figure 2, on
average, p values were about .11 htgher for Whites. in I-ontrast, for the b statistic,

j the differences between the racial groups were almost nonexistent.
Figures 3 and 5 provide graphic illustration of the greater correspondencet between the Black-White distributions ',for the point biserial coefficient than for

the a parameter, as was discussed previously. The location of the intercepts
indicate that the slopes of the item-test regressiona were generally greater for
Whitas for both the classical and the latent trait measures.

The next table provides comparisons for Blacks and Whites of the correlations of
and RCL with three criteria, two classification tests and a biographical variable,

years of education. It can be seen that the correlations in general are considerably
higher for Whites than for Blacks, a finding which is depressingly consistent with
those of most studies. In addition, the hoped fr increases in the accutracy of
prediction of Recruit Attrition from the use of-0 estimates of ability, not only did
not materialize, but "was actually not as good as RGL for predicting most of the
variables. As a predictor of attrition of Blacks during Rei.ruit Training, the most
important comparison, 4 did not even have statistically significant validity
coefficients, in contrast to the comparabl.i coefftc.ents for RGL which were signifi-
c~at at the .01 level. The same types of relationships were generally characteristic
for the other variables in the table. In general, 1 was not as good a predictor as
RGL for criteria and did not correlate as high as RGL with other test variables and
with years of education.

To provide a compariso;; with the Paarson product moment correlation coefficients
computed for RGL and Racru,.t Attrition shown in the previous table, phi coefficients

were computed for Blacks and Whites grouped into two-by-two tablss using the RGL and
Recruit Attrition categories that were shown in Tables 1 and 2. The results of these
analyses are shon tn th o e tables For both Blacks and Whires the coefficients
are generally about to or three points higher than the Pearson rt shown in the
previous table. Thus if it were desired to provide a pre-enlistment screen for low
readers, the best cut point would be at an RCL of 4.0.

However, the poor performance Qf' a a predictor of Recruit Attrition was
disturbing. Therefore an additional set of analyses was performed to throw some
light cn the reasons for this phenomenov.

As is shown in the next table, the two parts of the GM, Vocabulary and Reading
Comprehension, were moderately speeded and not everyone finishet; all of the items.
The speededness was somewhat greater for the Reading Comprehension section than for
the Vocabulary section, and for the TR than for the FR data sets. 7or both the FR
and tho TR data sets, Blacks were considirably slower than Whites. In general, for
any nuvber of items omitted, the percentage of the Black group at that level was from
30 to 200 percent greater than the percentage of the White group at that level.

The next table presents the same number-of-items-omitted comparison; however,
the sample for Whc'h it was made consists of personnel remaining after computation of
the double-hat parameters. You can iee that for persons in the refined sample, the number
of omitted items haa been reduced so that tho percentages omitting item at any level
is only about half to two thirds of the comparable percentage shown in the previous
table. The reduction is particularly drastic for Whites in the FR data set. This
inlicates that an effect of the refinecent process was primarily to e1iar
personnel having large n, . bers of omitted items.

Extrpolations were made from the complete percentage of omissions figures to
compute a mean number of items omitted for each of the eight groups. Thus for the FR
data ftetthe mean items omitted by Blacks for the complete and the refined s&mples
were 2.43 and 1.05, respectively. Comparable means for the Whites wqre 1.05 and .19.
For the TR data set the means were 3.27 and 2.21 for Blacks and 2.16 and 1.01 for
Whites. Tust. on average Blacks oittea one more item on the test than did Whites and
the falloff In mean number of items omitted in the refined sample was about one item
for each of the racial groups.
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From additional inspections urt r dicato we 'foundthat_Pros(1intdby h co utor program during _re .
prmarily had low reading scores and it 'was determined that the relatitdship wat
consisteit across data sets. An Indication of-the characteristics of the relationship I
can be seen in the next table. which presents the4 valuei for personnel.. . i the TR
data set classified into pers-nn . having stable 1;,values 4rd those having unstable 4
values. r;gures for personnel of the latter type ar* ihoyn in the 11. D. (missing
data) column of the table. An indication o*f the reading ability level of these two
different types isshon by the RGL designation in the left hand colutn of the
table. It can be seen that for both Blacks and Whites, in general, personnel having
RGLs of 4.0 or lower were dropped from the refined group, -personnel reading at fifth
and sixth grade levels were sometimes dropped and sometImes had f values computed,
and '8 values were computed for all person, reading above the sixth grade level.
Discussion and Conclusions

WNtever the advantages of lAte-%t trait 4caling may be in terms of economy and
accuracy of measurement, in the present study the technique did not serve to provide
a better predictor for Blacks and Whites than the coumonly used RGL. From the data
presented it is clear that several reasonn were respousible Zor the failura. The
major one was that, because of characteriptics of the progTam,4 values s'mply vere
not available for the personnel having the lowest reading abilities. The restric ion
of range resulting from this deficiency undozbtedly lowered the Pearson re computed. for t).f However, not all is lost for the latent trait model. For the present research

latent trait scorin", even after reducing the number of items between 25 and 50
percent for Blacks and Whites, respectively, ,rovided a measure which substantially
reproduced the total score on the complete G&.,-acGinitie test. Even the present
set of items, which in terms if their latent trait parameters are considerably b-
low tne desirable level, could save a great deal of administration time if they
were administered by means of a branching technique which selected each new item to
correspond as closely as possible to the estimated ability of the exatainee.

A number of comparisons in the study suggest that the item-test relationships
were substantially similar for Blacks and Whites. The correlations of $'with RGL were
94 and 90 respectively, fgr Blacks and White3. This suggests a high degri.e of
relationship between the 0 values and the possibly contaminiated RGL. In addition
the ltcm difficulty and slope parameters for the items reviewed indicate a con-
siderable correspondence in these relationships for Blacks and Whites. Although
these statistics were undoubted y for the best items in the test, the high re-
lationship between the RGL and" suggests that the other items in the test do not
substantially modify the correspondences in item statistics of Blacks and Whites.

Indications ftom inspncting the correlations of the item statiotics suggest
that greater divergences between Blacks and Whttes occur for the latatn trait
statistics than for the statistics of classical test theory. The determination
of which of these sets of statistics most accurately describes relationships in
the real world musc be left to future research.

The above data suggest that it would be desirable to look in other locations
for the explanation of the lower than would be predicted attrition rates fo7
Blacks. Two possible reasons for this phenomenon suggest themselves: (1) Blacks
assigned to Academic Remedial Training may simply try harder than Whites assigned
to Academic Remedial Training, or (2) beaause of the current concern with increasing
the proportions of Blacks in the Navy and the subsequent reluctance to eliminate
Blacks, teaching personnel ita ART may either provide more assistance to Blacks than
Whites in the training, or may employ more lenient evaluation standa,,ds for blacks
than for Whites, or both. Any of these eff ects would bring about a difference among
Bl,.ks and Whites in the strength of the reading level - Recruit Attrition relation-
ship.
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Product Mom~ent Correlations of 0 and RGL for

Written Test, Biographical and Criterion Variables

FR Data Set TR Data Set

0 RCL 0 RGL
Variable Black White Black White Black White Blac White

Successful Completion of
Recruit TrAiniag .05 .09** .09** .34*** .04 -.06 .l0** .19***

Highest Paygrade Received .24*** .25*** .26*** .40*** .10** .01 lt*** .23***

Total Number of Promotions .00 -.04 .05 .18*** .05 -.05 .08* .18***

GCT .72** .69*** .-7*** .68*** .54*** .47*** 5 9 * ** .53***

ARI .51*** .44*** .48*** .47** 27*** 23*** 29*** .31***

Years of Education .21*** .30-**.21*** .30*** .05 .09** I.i0** .13***

* p < .05

** < .01
** £ < .001
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PERCENTAGE OF REFINED SAMPLE OMITTING ITEMS

No. Items Omitted FR DATA SET TR DATA SET
Black White Black White

f Part t (Vocabulary)
5 5 1 5

10 2 0 4 3

15 1 0 2 0

20 1 0 2 0

25 1 0 2 0

Part 2 (Reading Comprehension)

5 7 1 11 5
10 2 0 4 2
15 1 0 2 .
20 0 0 0 0
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PERCENTAGE OF COAPLETE SAMPLE OMITTING ITEMS.

FR DATA SET Th DATA SET

NO. ITEM~S
OMITTED BL. wI. BL. WT.

Part I (Vocabulary)

5 9 4 12 8

10 5 2 7 5

15 2 1 3 2

20 1 0 2 1

25 1 011

Part 2 (Reading Com~prehension)I

5 13 5 1: 10

201 1 2 2

25 0 1 1 0
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Categorization of Blacks and Whites in the TR Data Set

In Terms of 0 Ability Estimates

Discharged--Recruit Training Not Discharged--Recruit Training

Black White Black 'White

RGL 8 M.D. 8 M.D. 0 M.D. 0 M.D.

2 6 1 1 3

3 4 9 2 11 5

4 3 11 11 28 14

5 5 5 8 73 4 18 20

6 4 1 10 3 8 45 2

7 4 9 96 65

8 7 13 82 106

9 4 12 103 1?2

10 3 17 114 141

11 21 37 64

12 4
Total 35 112 65 609
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INITIAL TEST OF ARMORED CAVALRY ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION

Claramae S. Knerr
US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral

and Social Sciences

MAJ Angelo A. Severino
US Army Training Support Center

John J. Bosley

Human Sciences Research, Inc.

Engagement simulation is a generic term for traizing techniques

-hat provide realistic tactical training under conditions that simulate

the complex modern battlefield. The emphasis for the realism is on the

psychological fidelity of the training environment ind procedures (Root,

1976). Fidelity factort include the cues to which the soldiers must

respond, their opportuiity to respond, and changes in the situation as a

result of their act.ons. Three characteristics of engagement simulation

(ES) exercises contribute to psychological fidelity: (a) they are two-

sided, free-play tactical exercises, with (b) objective, realtime

casualty assessment, atid (c) simulation of all weapons effects and

signatures.

The earliest type of ES, called SCOPES (for Squad Combat Operatione

Exercise, Simulated), was developed for infantry squads. 7n SfOPES

exercises, squads conduct two-sided free-play exercises, so that eacb

force opposes a motivated, intelligent enemy, Objective casualty

assessment is achieved when a soldier, looking through a six power

telesco-pe mounted on his M16 rifle, correctly reads a three inch, two

digit number on the helmet of an opposing unit member. The power of the

telescope and the size of the helmet number are calibrated to produce
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hit/kill probabilities realistic for the weapon's lethalpv. A casualty

is assessed when the soldier fires a blank round and correctly identi-

fies the opposing helmet number. The soldier must fire a blank. If

not, it is considered a misfire and no casualty is assessed. A con-

troller with the fire team radios the helmet number to the controller

with the opposing element, who informs the target soldier. Soldiers who

have been "hit" must remove their helmets, lie down, and not communicate

or otherwise participate in the exercise.

Physical fidelity of this casualty assessment method cannot be

considered high. The only indication that soldiers have that they are

casualties is when a controller tells them that they have been hit.

However, because they know that casualties are assessed using strict

rules, they know that they have performed incorrectly (e.g., did not

stay iindcr cover). Therefore. the situation has psychological fidelity.

Soldiers learn very quickly to low crawl.

Procedures to conduct tactical ES exercises with combined arms

elements have been developed and implemented under the name REALTRAIN.

Procedures for objective casualty assessment have been established for

the M60 machinegun, hand grenade, M18AI Claymore, MI6AI anti-personnel and M21

anti-tenk mines, tank main gun, and light, medium, and heavy anti-tank

weapons (LAW, DRAGON, and TOW). For weapons with longer range than the

H16 rifle, the controller is equipped with optics to sight the indivi--

dual helmet numbers, or numbers on panels attached to the vehicles. For

example, tank controllers have en power breech mounted telescopes, and

cortrollers witn TOW gunners have ten power telescopes mounted on the

IOW sight.
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Indirect fire, either mortar or artillery, is simulated by de-

tonating artillery burst simulators at the actual impact location

requested by the players. The artillery simulatnrs are delivered by

fire markers, usually mounted in jeeps. Controllers with the players

assess casualties within the "kill radius" of the simulated rounds when

the simulators are detonated. For example, exposed soldiers within a 50

meter radius of a simulated 4.2 inch (107 mm) mortar burst are assessed

as casualties, and vehicles lose communications although they are not

destroyed. The coe-nication loss enhances the psychological fidelity

by simulating confusion caused by indirect fire.

The sights and sounds of battle are represented by pyrotechnics.

Each soldier's weapon, crew-served weapon, and armored vehicle is

equipped with pyrotechnics to simulate the flash and noise of the weapon

signature. These signature simulators provide an important aspect of

the psychological fidelity. The firer may have an excellent position,

b-it upon firing the signature changes the situation by cuing the enemy

as to the firer's location. The firer is likely to be "hit" unless he

moves after firing. The signature simulators do not exactly reproduce

the actual weapon signature, however they do produce sitiation changes

that necessitate realistic player responses.

ES training entails three stages: (a) a free-play tactical exer-

cise, (b) After Action Review (AAR), Ind (c) successive repetitions of

the exercises and AAR. The exercise provides performance training under

realistic tactical conditions in a discovery, or trial and error,

paradigm coupled with structired feedback. Each exe-cise is followed by
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an AAR which recreates the action and provides additional information to

the soldiers as to the consequences of their actions. Soldiers who

"killed" another soldier or vehicle describe how they detected and

"destroyed" the enemy. Soldiers who were "casualties" hear from their

peers the errors that led to their being "hit." Although disagreementn

arise, which are sometimes very spirited since motivation and compe-

tition are high, the objective casualty assessment system indicates

convincingly "killers" and the "killed." Feedback from the opposing

force reinforces learning through peer dialogue. The AAP leader guides

the discussion, but does not critique or lecture.

I1he AAR leader is usually a eenlor controller, who is ,iot assigned

to a participating vehicle, but serves to coordinate the cintrollers,

control the exercise as a whole, and act as the unit commander. The AR

leader uses a record of the casualties to guide the discussion, which

recaps the exercise chronologically. The record is maintained in an

4exercise control station where personnel write the time and elements

"hit" as the controllers report them on the radio. For individual

soldier casualties, for example, the controller reports "29 killed by

45, 29 killed by 45." The controller with individual 29 acknowledges

the "hit" by reporting "29 confirmed, 29 confirmed." The exercise net

control stntion (NCS) recorder writes the time. target number, firer

number, and checks that the "hit" was confirmed. mus, the sequence of

casudlties is recorded for the AAR leader to guide the discussion.
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Between the exerci! and the AAR, the AAR leader meets with the

Acontzollers to review the NCS record, correcting and augmenting it to

enhance thE AAR. This controller debrief is used to settle controver-

sies over "hits" and derive -rainiug points tn emphasize in the AAR.

Validations of both the infantry squad 3COPES trnd combined arms

REALTRAIN indicate that E.; training is efi'ective in achieving tactical

proficiency. Tactica. ES trained units improved in aspects of tactical

proficiency such as (a) maximizing effects of aviilable wreapons on the

enemy, (b) minimizing effects of enemy weapons, (c) effective intra- and

inter-unit coordination, and (d) adaptive response to enemy actions in a

dynamic combat situation. In the SCOPES validation, performed this May

at Port Ord, SCOPES trained squads were compared with conventionally

trained squads (uanks, J.H., Hardy, G.D., 1cott, T.D., Kress, C., and

Word, L.E., 1977). In the REALTRAIN validation, performed In Europe in

1975-1976, combined arms units with three weeks of ES training were

compared with similar units in their first week of ES training (Root,

R.T., Epstein, K.I., Steinneiser, F.H., Hayes, J.F., Woot S.E., Sulzer,

R.H., Burgess, G.G., Mirabella, A., Erwin, D.E., and Johnson, E., 1976).

In addirion to the performance indicators listed above, the controllers

&nd participants reported that, in their opinions, the ES exercises

provided effective training (more effective "han conventional training).

The nature of arored cavalry presented a threefold challenge for

ES development: 'the reconnaissance function, a combined arms composi-

tion, and the inclusion of mortar. First, the armored cavalry fNtctions

as the "eyes and eara" of the maneuver forces, performing reconnaissance
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missions, i.e., information gathering and rvp- rtinvg. These missions do

not lead to the cas.ualty producing engageents typical of other maneuver

arms tactical training. In some instances, they are one-sided, with to

firing or casualty assessment, thus no weapons effects or signature

simulators. Thus, all three aspects of ES that enhance psychological

fidelity would be inoperative. An example would b., reconnaisance of an

area that does not contain enemy elements. In other instarces, enemy

elements may b* present, so that the exercise is to-vided. If the

opposing eleents fire, then the exercise converts to i casulty-pr,:-

ducing ES training, and the stand, rd ES procedures apply. On the other

hand, if they do not fire, but continue to perform information gathcring

and reporting fucctions (e.g., reports of enemy detection) th#In the

rconnaissance acti-Aties can be reenacted in the AAR. However, without

special techniques, the AAR dialogue would be the opinion of one op-

posing force against the other. atill lacking the objective *ssessmont

that sakes ES casualties credible and convincikg,

forSecond, the armored cavalry platoon is the smallest combned arms

fore* in the Army, containing scout, light armor, infantry, an mortar

sections. The task of simulating the entire array of armored cavalry

veapons set the scope of the developmeat, with the complexity of thu

exercises a major concern. For successful development and eventual
A implementation, the cavalry ES system had to be as siapl* as possible

for units to employ.

Third, the mortar section i organic to the armored cavalry pla-

toon, therefore it was included in the tactical exercises. In past ES

exercises indirect fire elements were merely simulated, and fire markers
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delivered artillery 1!urst simulators to indirect fire impact locations.

In contrast to the previous indirect fire methods, the mortar section

was physically present with the maneuver forces in the armored cavalry

Iv addition to the aspects unique to armored cavalry. all of the

usual 4spects of engagement sim~iation, described belowt, required

development.

X!#noteffects and siluature simulation. New hardware and accom-

panying procedures for its use were developed for nse weapons, including

the M551 Sheridan, Armored Reconnaissance Airborne Assault Vehicle (with

conventional HEAT and Shillelagh aiosile), M114 scout vehicle, Armored

Command and Reconnaissance Carrier (with 20m cannon), and th. 4.2 inch

(107mn) mortar on thi M106 Armored Mortar Carrier. Signature simu-

I lators, controller optics, and rules for their use were devised.

Exercist controi. Controller duties, rules of engagement, casualty

assesemeut, 4ne controller communicstions were tailoret; to the vehicle

type, crew, and weapon system. Each vihicle had one controller. except

for the infantr7 ?1113 vlich had two controllers, one for each fire team.

Each opposing force had a senior ccntrollar who functioned as the next

hihe uitcomander. Theseiriotol asash ropc-

medrtsnas~e cavalry platoons a::* the opposing forces.

Exerisee recor![ig. In typical REALTRAIN exorcises, Net Control

Station (NCS) personnel record the simulated casualties and confirm-

at ions. To incorporate reconnaissance information, sightings (any

detection of enemy activity and elements) were also reported. confirmed,
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and recorded on the NCS record. Other methods for recording recon-

naissance information were field notes, kept by the vehicle controllers,

and logo of the tactical radio re.

After Action Review. The REALTRAIN NCS records, tactical notes,

and reconnaissance information were compiled during the controaler

debrief after the exercise, and used as input to the M. Nor* emphasis

was placed in information tathering and reporting than in AA~.s for

typical REALTRAIN exercises.

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective was to develop engagement simulation for

armored cavalry. Specifically, the objectives in cesting the candidate

procedures were to examine:

I. Procedures designed to emphasize the reconnaissance functions

in ES exercises,

2. Procedures for incorporating reconnaissance functions into the

controller debrief and the After Action Review,

3. Controller procodures and the control system, and

4. Effectiveness of the weapons effects and signature simu!-iors

for armored cavalry weapons.

MTOD

To meet the research objectives, the following types of insru-

mets, described in the paragraphs below, were develop-' for data

collection:
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1. Records of inforuation gathering, and reporting functions, and

2. Indirect measures such as attitudinal data concerning the pro-

cedures, simlators, training value, and AAR.

kecords Gf intoration gathering aid reporting functions. A

variety of proceduzos were tested to incorporate reconnaissance func-

ticns into the exercises. Some of the forms used to gather data on

these functions are forms primarily used in support of the ES training

uehod, for recording the exercise events. The first one was the

casualty record sheet typically maintained by the net control station

(NCS) during the exercises. The NCS record includes the target, firer,

time, And confirmation of each casualty. This casualty record sheet v4s

altered to include reports of enemy detections (e.g., by sighting the

enemy) In addition to _asualties. The detection was called over the

exercise control net. analogous to the call o$ a casualty. The target

(sighted eney element, in the case of sightings), first (element that

sighted the enewy), time, and confirmation were recorded on the RCS

sheit. The altered sheet is shown in Figurv 1.

The senior controllers kept notes during the exercises, largely

critical incidente and reconnaissance Information from the troop tacti-

cal nets. The senior controller who conducted the AAR used these notes

to reconstruct the action and to focus discussions of the reconnaissance

functions.

Printed three by five cards were prepared for thw vehicle and

irfantry fire taps controllers (Figure 2). The controllers were in-

structed to write the individual helmet and vehicle numbers on one side
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CONTROLLER CASUALTY/SIGIITING RECORD SHEET

Day - Period .. .. No.

Senior Controller: Green Force - Drown Force .......

Senior Controller Op. NCO __________

VehcleNo. GREEN FORCE BROWN FORCE

_Vehicle No$. elmet Numben t elu No . Helmet Numbers

*a -or F r rr m ofa o fr

OrI s

4 ____-___--__ -. , - -, ________

0 607

i.I a __________

a a I -
I I - I __ _ _ _

i .. I _ _ _ _ _ S _ _ _, _ _

I I, ,

(The above portion wi be flild owl before die ezereb.)

EVENT SEQUENCE RECORD

OTareo Fr rTieofF.ZV, Confirm Comments, Notes

K___

, Fig. 1. Revised tICS Record
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Fros. 3x SCad

Day - Pwaod_ EX-N..

Vehi N._.. .Grea.._.. hw

GREEN ]BROWN
VehIc Numbm: Vehkk Nombm:

V,

Iimet Numbow Hlmt Numbe

Nect of 3 x 5 Card

Frog, Oz4v:

Lecskos (SlIapM A Wiun Sm.):

Fig. 2. Controllar Field Note Card



of che card at the start of the exercise. This form was designed to

encourage the controllers to keep records of the numbers, particularly

there they control, and the casualties. These practices had proven

useful in previoua ES exercises. On the reverse side of the card,

controllers were Ir structed to write notes to assist their participation

in the controller debrief (orders, plans, troop questions, problem, and

enemy deteccions).

Indirect Meisures. Questionnaires were developed to record subjec-

tive Judgments of the participants and controllers. Participants were

asked to rate training value, simulator credibility, and utility of the

candidate procedures. Vehicle and Infntry fire team controllers were

asked about c4sualty assessment and other ES procedures, hardware

utility, simulmtor credibility, cuntroller debrief and AAR, end training

value of the exercises for the controllers.

PRELIIKARY FIELD TESTS

o Procedures were drafted for trmored cavalry ZS and were examined

and re-ised in a ser ies of field tests. These field tests more develop-

mental in nature, rather than validations of a completed system.

Although data were collected whenever possible, no formal *xpsrinets

were conducted. Field validation, as conducted for SCOPES and REALTRAIN

avaits ccmplntion of an initial system for armored cavalry ES.

Figure 3 sumarizes the field tests for Armored Cavalry ES. Some

small scrie explorator tests were run to examine the draft procedures

and the hardvari devised to simulate the armored cavalry weapons. The
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exploratory tests were done during Basic NCO Courses (BNCOC) at Ft Hood

and Ft Bliss. BNCOC prepare soldiers for squad leader (E6) positions in

infantry, armor, artillery, coubat engineer, and air defense. The course

contains three days of ES exercisas

Ft Hood DNCOC Exercises. The Ft Hood BNC0C ES exercises cont3ined

infantry squads and tanks, with approximately ten vehicLes per exercise.

The instructors added a scout squad to one of the opposi4g forces and

used it with n- difficulty. The M60 achineguns mounted on the scout

vehicles had been simulated in engagement simulation before, and the

procedures were sat i-factory for the scouts. These exQrr.ises were *n

important first step in the armored cavalry engagement simulatLon da-

velopstnt. Although no formal datL- were collected, the inclusion of

scouts was obviously feasible. The BNCOC instructors provided ideas

that were very valuable for further development of armored cavalry ES

and they tried out data collection forms prior to use in larger exercises.

Ft Blisk BNCOC exercises, At the Ft Bliss BNCOC, tests focused on

integration of the reconnaissance functions and initial use of pro-

cedures for the Sheridan M551 weapons effects and sig re immulators.

Three exercises were conducted employing scouts, light armor and in-

fantry squads vith approximately eight vehicles per extrcise. BNCOC

students served as controllers, and se* of the Instructors assisted

with the managing of the exercises. Their highly skilled assistance in

smell, easily manageable exercises facilitated the examination of new

procedures.
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The scouts were mounted in 113s with .50 caliber machineguns and

in the same type of vehicles that had bhen tested at Ft Hood. Since

both of these vehicles and their weapons had been tested in ES exercises

before, it was simply verified that their simulation was satisfactory.

The primary vehicle to be examined during the Ft Bliss BNCOC exercises

was the Sheridar. 5l .

The intended signaare simulator for thQ Sheridan main Sun is the

Hoffman device, whic& has teen used successfully as the M60 tank main

gun simulator in previous ES exercises. Unfortunately. Hoffman rounds

were no- available for these tests. The substitute was an M116 hand

grenade simulator, detonated to simulate tht noise and flash of the gun.

The Hoffman device, which provides more realistic noise and flash, is

the preferred simulator.

A modified missile aft cap, with a ten power telescope inserted in

the center, was used in the breech of the main gun as the controller

telescope. It seemed to be satisfactory during the BNCOC exercises.

Some methods for ineorperating the reconnaissance functions wore

pretested at the Ft Bliss BNCOC. Enemy detection information was re-

ported over the exercise control net. A large number of sightings (25)

were reported but few were confirmed (4). These reports contributed

flittle to the AAR. Reporting then over the axercise control net sub-

tstantially increased the load on the net depending on the number of
jreports attempted.

Vehicle and infantry fire team controllers in the exercises were

j provided with 3x5 cards for them to record the ES numbers and their

notes for the controller debrief. Almost all of the BNCOC controllers
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used the cards. The controllers used the cards in 19 of the 20 possible

instances: 18 of these were used for notes for the controller debrief,

and 11 were used to record the ES numbers used during the exerciser.

The senior controllers kept notes during the exercise or had

assistants in their jeeps to help them keep the notes. They used these

notes during the AARs to reconstruct the action. They inccrporated the

notes with the maneuver exerclso control net records which contained

sightings reported over the control net. However, even with all these

sources of data, or perhaps because of it, it was very difficult to

incorporate the reconnaissanc4 information into the AAR. There were too

many source# of information and the functions were too complex to bring

together quickly after the exercise in the field environment.

The BNCOC participants and controllers completed questionnaires

(described in the Indirect Measures section of this report) and com-

mentei on them. Their responses and comments were used to revise the

questiounaires prior to their use in larger exercises.

PLATOON EXERCISES

Armored cavalry ES procedures were revised on the basis of the

BNCOC results, and tested in May, 1977, with troop support provided b

the 3d Armored Cavalry Regimenz 'ACR), Fort Bliss, Texas. C Troop, lot

Squadron, was the test unit.

Controller Traintng. The first three days of the two week te t

were devoted to controller training, in which C Troop personnel were

trained in ES procedures, controller duties, and the After Action
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Review. Approximately eight hours of practical exercises were conducted

for controllers and participants to practice their duties. In those

practical exercises, the platoon was divided into sections, so that the

opposing forces were scouts versus scouts, infantry versus infantry, and

Sheridan@ versus Sheridans.

A controller coimunication exercise was conducted to failieaize

the controllers with ES procedures and duties. The full complement of

controllers practiced sending, receiving, and confirming typical ES

control messages over a radio net prior to the first full-sized exercise

they controlled. The transmissions were tape recorded and played back

for discussion. The nession, with play back, was conducted twice. This

training was evaluated so favorably that it was incorporated forthwith

in the REALTRAIN implementation program.

Exercises. Six days of platoon versus platoon exercises were

condcted, with one exercise and After Action Review each day. The

armored cavalry platoon composition, with vehicles orgrAnic to the test

uuit are shown in Figure 4. Due to staffing levels and maintenance

requirements, fever than the full complement of ten vehicles per platoon

participated in some of the exercises. Each placoon in C Troop parti-

cipated as one of the opposing forces in four exercises (Table 1), and

as controllers in the other two exercises.

Missions. Missions were selected from the Army Training and

Evaluation Program for Armored Cavalry Squadron and Armored Cavalry

Troop (ARTEP 17-55), with assistance of let Squadron personnel. The
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HEADQUARTERS SECTION

PLATOON LEADER1114 I
(20mv CANNON)

SCOUT SECTION

SCOUT SQUAD SCOUT SQUAD

M114 M114
(20Om CANNON) (20i CANNON)

M13 M113
(TOW) (TOW)

LIGHT ARMOR SECTION

3 - SHERIDANS, M551
(152Mm CONVENTIONAL ROUND AND -"ISSILE)

RIFLE SQUAD

M113
(.50 CAL. MACHINE GUN)

MORTAR SQUAD

M106
(4.2 INCH (107mm) MORTAR)

-FIG. 4. ARMORED CAVALRY PLATOON COMPOSITION DURING ES EXERCISES1
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missions were those appropriate for a regimental squadron, were con-

' sldered to be of training benefit to C Troop, and emphasized the re-

connaissance fimctions. They ure repreuentative of level I ARTEP

missions, i.e.. those comprising the minimum acceptable performance for

r. combat-ready, full strength unit, Missions were paired in each

/ exercise so that c.e platoon had a reconnaissance mission while the

opposing plat.on had a screen or delay mission (Table 1). The platoon

wtth thft screen or delay mission had time to prepare a position before

the opposing platoon moved to contact. The 1:1 forte ratio was tac-I tically unreal'tic for what amounted to an attaca against a prepared

defense, but it was highly desirable to train each platoon as a unit.

I Terrain. The training area was flat desert, having only 40 feet

difference between the high and low elevation. It was dotted wiz.h sand

dunes and low scrub vegetation. Unpaved trails were the only features

that assisted in position location and they were visible for only short

distances because of the sand dunes. The exercise lanes were approxi-

mately three by six kilometers. The major axis of each exercis, lane

follo'el one of the trails. Position location proved to be very dif-

ficult and unreliable on this terrain.

RPSULTS AND DISCUSSION

Target %eports and confirmation. The objective casualty system is

a primry strength of ES craining, as described in the introduction.

Confirmed casualty information, with certainty as to who engaged whom,
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provides iLdiate and definite feadback. In contrast to typical ES

exercises, where virtually all of the asuailties are reported by number

and confirmed, only a third (31 of 104 targets) of the casualties wore

reported by number and confirmse in this test (Table 2). Of the 104

targets reported during the six exercises. 382 were reperted by ES

number, while 62% were reported by coordinates.

Terrain characteristics appeared to be responsible for the low

number of target reports by tumber. The opposing forces were unable to

maneuver without being detected (due to vehicle exhaust smoke or dust

clouds) at long ranges. Thus, vehiicles were engaged either at ranges

beyond those in which the nuWmLrs wiere legib'e, or when sand dunes

jobscured the nusker panels. The controllers ited problems in identify-

ing the ES numbers of opposing vehicles, giving the ergag*ment distances

as the main reason. Of the* 48 controllers who responded to the ques-

tion, 29 (602) reported that the cnemy vehicles were too far away to

j read the number.

Only 58% of the targets were confirmed (60 of the 104 tavgets

reported). The percent of confirmations was significantly higher for

targets that were reported by ES number (782) than were reported by

coordinstes (452: z -3.18, p <O1). Targets are eaier to confirm when

they ar? -ported by ES number, since the controller on the specified

opposing vehicle can hear and respond to the radio massage. Confirm-

ation of a target reported by coordinates requires that the senior

controllers carefully chtck vehicle positions, and contact the possible
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TMEL 2

Target R;ports 4nd Confir iatona u

Tarpets. Reportedii ~ Confirmation
Co, rIL onS Number t Coordinates Total

Yes 31 29 60

- No 9 35 44

Total 40 64 104

i
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target vehicles individually in an attempt to confirm the casualty.

.Lack of terrain features, and inexperience of the controllers, made the

location determinations difficult and inaccurate. The senior control-

lers had to locate the vehicles, often by extensive radio use, increas-

ing the load on the exercise control net substantially over the load in

typical exercises. These additional transmissions tared the senior

controllers, who were responsible for troop command as well as exercise

control. Transmission load on the control net degrades the exercises by

interfering with controller reports and confirmations of casualtiet.

Slow or inaccurate removal of elements reported as targets decreases the

realism during the exercise, and ake reconstruction of the action in

the AAR less convin-ing. For example, since accurate coordinates were

difficult to determine, the crews of target vehiclen were not convinced

that their vehicles were the ones reported as targets, especially if

other vehicles wre nearby. Thus, reinforcement value from the objec-

tive, definite casualty system was decreased in approximately half of

the simulated engagements during these exercises.

Results of incorporating reconnaissance functions. Enemy detection

information was reported over the exercise control net in the first two

platcon exercises. Only 4 sightings were reported, and only one of

these was confirmed. These reports contributed little to the AAR, while

they increased the load on the control net. Due to the low usefulness

and interference with the control net, sighting reports were discon-

tinued after the second platoon exercise.
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The AAR leaders found thti aotes that they kept during the exercises

to be the most helpful tactical record during the controllur debrief andVl
the AAR. Such notes are difficult for the ses-or controllers to main-

tain, since they are traveleng over rough terrain, and since they have I
the additional responsibility of functioning an the unit commander.

Future emphasis will be on improving methods and use of the senior

controller notes.

Vehicle and infantry fire team controll*ra. in the platoon exercises

were provided 3 by 3 cards to recor4 ES numbers and notes for the

controller debrief. The controllers used almost all of the cards (1ll

of 120, or 93%). They used over hal! of the cards to record the ES

numbers (68), and Just less than half to record notes for the con-

troller debrief (42%). About a third of the cards had both ES numbers

and notes (37%). This field note card usage is high compared to usual

pnper work in field exercise&.

The high usage rate is corroborated by the controllers' ratings

(N-48) of the field note card utility (including use for both ES numbers

and notes):

Good 58%

Fair 33%

Poor 8%

Overall, the controllers (N-48) reported favorably on the usefulness of

the field notes:
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Very helpful 44%

Somewhat helpful 19%

Not helpful 6%

Didn't take notes 25%

o re nnse 67

During the six platoon exercises, 91 tactical reports vere recorded

from the troop tactical radio net. Approximately half (45) were reports

of enemy sightings, which represent an averate of 7.5 reports per exer-

cise. The records proved too voluminous for the AAR lead3r to organize

prior to, or during, the controller debrief. However, procedures are

I being drafted to test in the next field experiment to 3nable the AAR

leader to use the Lactical radio net records in ordcr to reconstruct the

action. especially as needed for the reconnaissance functions.

Casualty Assossment. Casualty assessment rules, printed or cards,

were distributed to the controllers for their use dur-ng the exercises.

Theo* cards, used to reinforce the casualty assessment training, ap-

peared tj be effective. The controllers reported that they Lad no

problems with casualty assessment (39 of the 48 controllors who answered

the question, or 81%, marked the response category "no problem").

Their reports were consistent with observations by the training advisors

and research personnel.

Vehicle Casualties by Mission. Table 3 presents vehicle casuAlties

by mission type. Platoons assigned reconnaissance missions (zone or

route) lost 652 of their vehicles, while platoons with screen or delay
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Tal

Zone ~~Tbl 3e.181 2

Recon. Total 54 35 652

Screen 26 11 422

Delay 27 7 26%

Prepared Position

Total 53 18 342
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missions lost only 342. These outcomes appear realistic given the 1:1

force ratio* of the moving and defending elements. When equal forces

meet in battle, the moving force is expected to be at a disadvantage,

compared to the force in a prepnired position. The realistic outcome

statistics attested to the realism of the oxercise itself.

Weapons Effects and Signature Simulators. Procedures and hardware

for simulating the M551 Sheridan main gun. M114 scout vehicle 20M

cannon, and 4.2 inch (107mn) mortar were evaluated. The ?113 armored

personnel carrier with either the .50 caliber machinegun or TOW were

also played, but their evaluation was not a primary issue because they

have been played in past ES exercises.

Table 4 shows that the TOW missile inflicted the largest number of

vehicle casualties: 23 of the tutal 53 vehicles "destroyed." The TOV

missile has long range and high lethality, and so accounts for a high

p(.rtion of the casualties. The TOW scout vehicle is among the leading

elements of the platoon, therefore, it contacts the opposing force early

in the exercise. In this test, both the TOW missile and .50 caliber

machinegun mounted on the same vehicle were used effectively.

K114 Scout veLicl* with H139 20Om aiun/cannon. Thr. 20mm cannon

inature %ts simulated by an M4117 flash simulator. Several of the

simulators wore attached to a board on the 1114 scout vehicle front, and

were detonated by pulling a Lrip wire. The simulator was easy to hear,

but did not ideally represent the Sun signature. Safety was a major

problem as noted in incidents such as accidental firings. The M117 is

:u interim device to be used only until a signature simulator is de-

eloped for the 20mm cannon.
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Controller optics for the 20m cannon were fabricated from the TOW

controller optics. A 10 power telescope was attached to the cannon

above the gunner's 13 power sight. During the t-o weeks of the exer-

p i cises, threads in the ounting block became damaged so that the tele-

scope worked loose and did not remain aligned with the gunner's sights.

Thus, the controller had a different sight picture than the gunner, and

could not identify targets properly. The mount is being Improved to

solve this problem.

M551 Sheridan with 152mn sun/missile launcher. The same signature

simulator (4116 hand grenade simulator) and controller optics were used

as described for the BNCOC tests. The controllers and participants

reported favorably on the hand grenade simulator (e.g., easy to hear,

realistic jimulation of the main gun), but they also suggested that the

signature simulation be improved as to loudness, flash, and smoke. When

used in this armored cavalry application, the Hoffman device will

provide these improvements and the necessary realism.

The modified aissilq aft cap, with a ten power telescope inserted

in the center, proved unsatisfactory during the platoon exercises.

During the exercises, the aft cap vibrated loose, and on occasions fell

out of the breech. The missile aft cap has been further modified to

correct this problem.

Sheridans contributed relatively little to the vehicle casualties

(Table 4), despite the long range and high lethality of the main gun.

They were held In reserve to react to enemy contact rather than joining
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the casualty-producing engagements. This can be atrributed to the fact

that the TOW section was well forward, and the tendency was to engage

with the TOW because of its availability and to disregard the recon-

naiasance function.

M106 Armored Mortar Carrier with 4.2 inch (107mm) mortar. Two

procedures were tested to incorporate the mortar section into ES exer-

cises. One procedure used the M32 pneumatic training device, which

attaches to the mortar and shoots a plastic round, via air pressure,

The adjustment of air pressure determines the distance that the round

travels, and it is set for each shot to represent the propellant charge.

The direction of shot depends upon the sight deflection settings, Just

as it does a real round. A proportional conversion can be used to

calculate, from the plastic round impact location, what would be the

impact location of a real round. The procadure used in this test

simplified the proportional conversion by laying out a rope scale with

proportional distances marked for the range. Range was estimated by a

controller, with the marked rope as a reference, and lateral distance

(deflection) was estimated as distance from the rope to the right or

left. The rope scale was difficult to use on the Ft Bliss terrain

because the sand dunes interfered with placement.

In the alternate mortar procedure, a mortar controller observed the

fire direction and gunnery procedures. When he de-ected errors, he

computed an impact point and notified the fire marker to deliver the

simulated rounds to the corrected location, rather than the location
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requested by the observer. These procedures were too complex for one

controller (observe two sets of crew members, compu,e impact points,

operate the radio, and record the procedures). Future tests will

examine assignment of two controllers, and simplified procedures.

The mortars, which remained in the rear of the armored cavalry

platoons, were the vehicles least often engaged (Table 4). Hlowever, two

Imortars were hit by indirect fire from the opposing force. The first

was a preplanned target, which the mortar had selected a its initial

location. The training value regarding position selection was evident

after this hit, since the mortar crew had selected a position that was

a major terrain feature (trail junction) that was also a good point for

an opposing force preplanned target. The crews discussed this issue,

and quickly learned to select less obvious positions.

Fire Marker Transportation. Fire markers, who deliver the artil-

lery burst simulators to the requested impact locations, usually travel

in jeeps. In this test, an OH-58 helicopter was tried as the fire

marker vehicle. Only one helicopter was employed (for safety over the

small exercise lane), therefore only one of the opposing forces could

have indirect fire simulation at o;e time. The helicopter had to leave

the training area to refuel prior to the end of the exercises, ter-

minating indirect fire support. The helicopter was on station approxi-

mately 51% of the exercise time.

The indirect fire simulation system produced eleven (11) simulated

vehicle engagements, for 212 of the total hits. Note that mortar hits

f do not destroy vehicles, but knock out comunications and kill oxpooed
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per-onnel. Therefore, the 11 simulated vehicle engagements did not

destroy the vehicles. In one case, a vehtcle thit had betu hit by

simulated mortar fire early in thL exerclse was deptroyed by .50 celiber

machinegun fire l&.er in the exercise. Previous indirect fire sirm-

lation has shown a higher proportion of hits For example, during the

REALTRAIN validation in Europe indireit fire accounted for 31% tc 322 of

the personnel and vehicle casualties. Various characteristics of the

indirect fir* simulation in these exercises at Ft Bliss appeared to

reduce the mortar offectiveneu. The problems in use of the helicopter

were just described, ar1 solutions will be tried in the next test.

Other reasons for different indirect fire simulation effects itclude

terrain, unit composition, and type of indirect fire simulated.

SUBJECTIVE TRAINING VALUE RESULTS

Participants and controllers were at!zud for their subjective eval-

nations of the training value of the SS exercises, and how the ES eer-

cises compared with other training.

Participants (N-77) responded as follos to ch question "How much

would you say you learned during the training exercises you have just

completed?":

A great deal 44%

Some 38.

Little or nothing 18%

When asked to compare the ES exercises to other training. mst partici-

pants replied that the ES exercises were better:
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REALTRA'N auch better 36%
REALTRAIN better 43%

No difference 11%

REALTMAIN worse 11%

Compaed to the REALTRAIN validation data from Europe, approximiately the

same portion of the qestionnaire answers are in the combined "better"

and "much better" categories, but in the Europe data, the majority

rosponded that the ES training was 'much more effective". Some dif-

ferences in the responses may be due to scaling and administrativ

differences. It is possible that some of the training value, or at

least the perception of the training value, was decreased by the prob-

less that arose in conducting these armored cavalry exercises. Whether

participantx would report more perceived training value if the exercises

were run better (e.g., improved target reporting and confirmation)

remains to be tested in future exercises. It should be emphasized that

thz armored cavalry exercises entailed development of a new system, in

contrast to the Europe validation of smoothly conducted training.

Controllers (N-48) were asked how much they learned about tactics

when they served as controllers. Responses show that they perceive that

they are learning, often as much or more than if they are part of the

tactical team:

I certainly learned as much or more 54%
as a controller, as I would have if
I'd been part of the tactical team.

I learned a fair amount about tactics 33%
while acting as a controller.

I didn't learn very much about 13%
tac:tics when I was controlling.
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Compared to the PRALTMAIN validation in Europe, where 70% of the con-

trollers reported that training value was much greattr for controllers

than for participants, the controllers were lees positive concerning the

training value of these exercises. These responses may reflect the

exercise problems described above.

SetUARY

This phase of testing was designod not to produce final answers but

rather to explore and refine specific ES procedures for %&e by armored

cavalry elements. While not emphasizing training effectiveness data at

this point in the developmental sequence, perceptions of training valuo

were collected from participants and controller perionmel. Further, one

could trace changes in tacticai behavior over the series of exercises

which would indicate that some learning had occurred. However, these

measures do not repreent the type of trginin& effectiveness evaluation

that would be conducted in a validation otudy. Performance measures

appropriate for training effectiveness analygis will be tried in the

next field tet, but an objective training effectiveness analysis mast

wait for the validation.

These initial tests succeeded in determining several modifications

necessary for the controller optics, siqnature simulators, and mortar

controller pronedutes. The controller duties pertaining to casualty

assessment appeared to b. satisfactory. Given the modifications indi-

cated, the casualty related aspects are ready to be written into the

trainin3 program for armored cavelry IS,
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All of the exercises in these tests contained a large number of

simulated engageaent. Thus, they were similar to typical ES exercises

in that respect. Hovever, a special emphasis must be placed on recon-

naissance functions when dealing with armored cavalry, Voilt the

procedures for incorporating reconnaistance activities that were ex-

amined in the initial tests vere a step in the right direction, ad-

ditional developownt is required to fully play the reconnaissance

functions. An approach containing several interrelated techniques is

planned for the nex. field test. First, the exercise scenarios and

operations orders will be designed to limit engagements and to foster

reconnaissance behaviors, When the simulated engagements are limsited.

con .rollars can concentrate on observing and recording the information

gathering and reporting activities of the eliments that they control.

Toe controller records, combined with records that appeared to be

effective in the initial tests, are expected to increase objectivity.

Without such records, the 4ubjective and often conflicting judgments of

the opposing forces constitute the only basis for discuusion. Increas-

ing the objectivity, or recordii of "ground truth" are expected to

enhance credibility, and in turn increase the troop motivation and

training value. Continued development of armored cavalry RS will focus

on building the strengths of typical, casualty-producing ES into re-

connaissance ES exercises. This revolves around realistic combat

scenarios involving motivated opposing forces in &a environment with

vtrong psychological fidelity. Troops trained with ES may not have been

in co st but they hav* had the opportunity to learn the lessons of

combat without having to learn the hard way.
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KNOWLEDGE TESTS OF MANUAL TASK PROCEDURES1

The high cost of hands-on performance testing tends to complicate

life for the deleper of 4ob profci~aucy tacat. He is urged by rea-
sons of economy to dwvelop tests th"o. are administratively feoasble.
This usually means tests that can be administered on a group osis--
an interpretation that invarablr leads to paper-and-pencil knowledge
testing.

We know that knowledge tests ore appropriate for tasks that are
essentially mental, *nd we know they are inappropriate for tasks tat
Involve finely tunad motor skill. But what )f job tasks in between--
tasks that involve both manual and mental activity? Many job tasks
appear to be predominantly manual, but not particularly skilled.
Placing some machines in operation, asseabling objects, installing or
repairing components, represent tasks that are essentially manual,
but which, if performed without rigid time limits, cannot be considered
psychomotor skills. This is not to say that such tasks require no
skill. They mst be learned, and if one identifies the skilledness of
a task generally in terms of the amount of practice required to become
proficient, the the aforementioned tasks are to some degree skilled.
But the skilled aspect is probably mental, since knowledge must be
a-quired of what steps to perform, In what order and with what result.
It may be hypothesized, in fact, that such manual task procedures can
be performed with little or no practic4, .f one k what, when and
how to perform them.

If there is something to this hypothic, proficiency con be
measured validly in a knowledge tewing mode, given one additional
assumption: Chat the test medium is relatively neutral with respect
to examines differences in mental ability. Thuc second assumption is
necessary because we are considering 4a medium for teesting that has no
relevance to the mediua for task perforeace. In other words, we woulJV texpect someone who can perform a task to be able to pass a hands- n test
of that task; but if that person can't read or write at all well, we
would be dubious of their ability to read and interpret written questions

_#o. task performce. It seems important, therefore, when ubs;-4tting
W for a hands-on test, that the swbstitute medium not favor one type of

examines over another. We should strive to use test media that are neu-
tral with respect to task-irrelevant differences in abilities.

With this perspective, I would like to describe an experiment in
which we evaluated the validity of knowledge tests as substitutes for
hands-on tests of manual task procedures.

The experiment was designed to examine four methods of knowledge
testing In term of their relative and absolute correlation with hands-
on task proficiency for high and low mental ability subjects (Ss). The
specific research questions of interest were:

1 This paper L3 based on research done under Contract No. D*IC 19-74-
C-0059 with the U.S. Army Research Institute for the BehAvioral and
Social Sciences. Conclusions and opipnons expressed are the authors',
and not necessarily tnosi of the U.S. Arzy.
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Do the four types of knowledge test correlate with
hands-on task mastery?

.Do the types of test differ with respect to how

eDo the type of test distinguish masters from

nonmdters equally well for high and low mental
ability levels?

Do the types of test tend to produce the same
kinds of errors in predicting task mastery?

Test Development. Testa were developed for three Army tasks:
Installation of the Field Telephon (TEL), Setting up a Mechanical
Ambush with the Claymore (ANB), and Disassembling the H-16 Rifle (RTF).
The first two are clearly iow-sk led tasks. Rifle disassembly,
however, would be classified more accurately as moderately skilled,
since some of the etepe entail anipulations that are not easily ras-
tered in one or two trials. Each task was analyzed into steps on
which the test item were based. In addition to a performance (hands-
on) test, four versions of a knowledge test were developed for each
task. One version was a conventional multiple-choice test. The other
three employed pictures in an effort to minimize literacy demands, but
used different methods of eliciting task knowledge. A description of
the four tests follows.

Written Choice (WC). This is a standard multiple-
choice test consisting of one question for earh
step in tne task. A question focused on recogni-
tion of how a step is performed, when it is ptr-
formed, or what its correct outcome is. Alterni-
tive answers to a question were limited to
realistic optionst unrealistic distractors were
avoided. The test was scored by giving one point
for each correct answer; seven was the maximum
possible score for the TEL and AMB tasks, and
eight the maximum for RIP.

Picture Choice (PC). This method included he sme
questions as the Written Choice, but photographs were
..sd in place of the printed word in presenting answer
alternatives. The possible points and scoring pro-
cedure were the same as for WC.
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Picture Outcome (). In this method a photogroph
of the result of an improperly performed task was
presented. So were instructed to inspect the pic-
ture and circle any errors. This type of test
focuses on recognition of correct taik outeoes
only. Test score was based on one point for each
error circled, minus one point for each non-error
circled. Total score was not allowed to go below

-4zero. The possible range of ,cores was from 0 to
4 for TEL and RIF, and 0 to 3 for AMD.

Picture Sort (S). Photographs of steps in task
performance, including both correctly and incor-
rectly executed steps, were used in this tet
method. The pictures were scrambled and presented
to S with instructions to select the correct steps
and place them in the order they should be performed.
This method was considered to bo the soot compre-
hensive in its coverage of task knowledge; what
steps to perform, and how and when to perform then
sre required knowledge. The method relies on recog-
nition, as do the others, but all task eleatant are
tapped and the guessing factor is minimized. Scoring
was based on the award of one point for each picture
or group of pictures representing a correct step per-
forme in proper sequence. If two correct steps were
in improper order, credit was withheld for the first
step. Steps were judged to be improperly sequenced
only if it were impossible or hazardous to perform
them in that order. Maximum possiblt: score was seven
for TEL, and eight for ANB and RIF.

Subjec&s. Thirty-seven soldiers from units at Fort Knox were tested.
They were chiefly from combat arms MSs and ranged in grade from E-2 toE-6. For the purpose of study design, So were in two mentl ability (14A)

groups: CT over 110 (high 14A), and CT under 90 (low MA). 2 Twenty Ss
were ir. the high MA group and 17 were in the low.

Procedure. On arrival at the test site the project vas explained
briefly to S . What was said to them took the following general form:

We are working on a project to evaluate several differ-
ent methods of testing. You will take a hands-on test
for three tasks. Then you will take Iur other kinds
of tests for each task. After the test we will ask
your opinion of it. This is not an MOS test, so there

2 The GT (General-Technical) is a combination of scores on a verbal
and a quantitative apt'tude test. It is considered to be the best I
indicator of general mental ability in the Army Classification Test
Battery.
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is no reason for you to be nervous. But the project
1s very important so, of course, we expect you to do
as well as you can on every test.

All testing was done individually and began with administration of
the hands-on test. At this point some $s received training on the task
before going on to the knowledge tests. This war done to control the
range of task mastery within the two MA groups. The intention was to
create a rectangular distribution of mastery, with approximately a
third of each MA group being wholly unqualified on a task, a third
being partially qualified, and a third full masters. This approach
worked well at the full mastery level since only one S could perform a
task (TEL) without further training. Thus, 7 maters were created in
each MA group by training then to pass the three hands-on tests. The
approach dxd not work as wel within the nonmastery range sinc* most
So could perform some steps in the TEL and RIF tasks, only with che
MD task were any So trained to partial mastery.

Once an S had completed the hands-on test for a task, he was given
the four knowledge tests successively. The order of test administra-
tion was counterbalanced over Ss

In addition to test prformance, So were asked their opinio& of
the methods ky hav ang them rank them from 1 to 5 with respect to the
question: "Do you think this test is a good way to find out if a
soldier can (took statawnt)?"

Scores on the 15 tests--one hands-on and four knowledge tests for
each of tl.ree tasks--and Ss ratings comprised the data that were
analyzed.

JResults

Continuous score correlations between knowledge test and hands-on
performonce for the three tasks are shown in Table I for the two levels
of mental ability and for the total sample. With few exceptions the
correlations are both statistically and practically significant. They
are uniformly highvr, regardless of test method, for the TEL and AIB
tasks than for RIF, indicating that rifle disassembly is somehow differ-
ent from the other tasks; a difference attributable perhaps to a mrs
skilled motor component.

Comsparison by type of knowledge test, for the total sample and
and total performance on the three tasks, indicates that the Written
Choice, Picture Choice and Picture Outcome correlate equally well
(.83, .80, and .84 respectively) with hauds-on performance. The
Picture Sort method yields a somewhat smaller overall relationship (.58),
although the reduction is attributable to the near-zero correlation for
the RIF task. The trend toward higher correlations for total score than
for task vcores reflects a tendency fnr Intercorrelations among tasks to
be lower for a knowledge test than for the hands-on criterion.

3The reader will recall that, by dusigu, the same people were mamter on
all tasks *had wasrmus criterion scores) although nonmasters varied in
degree of nonaaery from task to tdsk.
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Further analyses of the effectiveness of the different knowledge
tests to distinguish wsaters from nonmasters, both within and between
levels of mental ability, were caried out by analysis-of-variance.
This is a reasonable way to examine the data, since mastery level was
=---re of a -- ipulated "trt-munt" effect than ae natural varlete

Knowledge test performance, summed over tasks, of maters and non-
msters by mental ability level is shown in Table 2. All test methods
did not have the same scale of measurement, so an AMOV (Winer, 1962)
was performed on each method. Results of the four unweighted means
ANOV are sumarized in Table 3 and shown graphically in Figure 1. A
clear and substantial main effect ie revealed for mastery level, which
merely represents the high correlations between knowledge test and
task perforsance already mentioned. The size of this main effect for
Picture Outcome relative to other test methods is worthy of note. The
graphs in Figure 1 indicate that masters tend to average about five
points higher than nonusters on all tests, even though the potential
range of performance on PO is only half that of the other tests. This
would imply that a longer test would produce greater improvement in
discrimination between masters and nonmasters for PO than for the
other methodr.

Performace on the k-owledge tests tended to be lower for low
mental ability So than for high, as indicated by the slope of the
curves in Figure 1. The difference is small, and in fact not statis-
tically reliable according to the separate ANOVs. However, when
performance was converted to standard scores within test method and
aggregated over muthods, the mental ability factor Is marginally
significant ( > .05). Moreover, the difference appears to be rela-
tively constant over test methods (Figure 2), suggesting that no
one method is superior in neutralizing mental sbility differences.

One of the more interesticg features of the data (Figure 1) is
the trend, however slight, toward a larger difference between masters
and nonmasters in the low MA group. This indicates a slightly higher
correlation between knowledge test and task performance for low mental
ability Ss, a tendency also observed in Table 1 where for 9 of the 12
method/task combinations the correlation with matery was higher within
the low mental ability group. Note that this is not a statistically
reliable phenomenon, but it suggests an interesting hypothesis: know-
ledge based tests predict task performance better among people of
moderate to low mental ability than among those of high mental ability.

Validity in a strict correlational sense does not tell the whole
story, however. The type of prediction or classification error Is of
practical interest. By converting knowledge test performance to pass-
fail scores and arraying them against the master-nonmester criterion,
four-fold tables were generated from which the incidence of false
negative (mscers who failed the test) and false-positive (nonmasters
who passed the test) classification errors were determined. The
correlation and amount of clasift-,ation error, of course, depend on
the standard used in scoring pass-fail. Classification error was
tabulated for a standard of full avstery on the knowledge test (pass -
all item right) and again for a standard of part matery
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TABLE 2

KNOWLEDG TEST PERFORMANCE (HMN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS)
Of MASTERS AND NONMASTERS BY TEST METHOD AND MENTAL ABILITY LEVEL

TEST METHOD
MASTERY MENTAL WRITTEN PICTURE PICTURE PICTURE
LEV ABILITl CHOICE CHOICE OUTCOME SORT

MASTXRS HIGH "C 18.71 20.28 10.29 18.71

e 2.98 1.60 .76 3.25

A' 7 7 7 7

LOW " 17.86 19.29 10.14 17.57

8 1.95 2.10 1.21 3.41

N 7 7 7 7

NONMASTERS HIGH X 13.69 15.00 6.38 15.15

2.56 2.80 1.61 4.56

N 13 13 13 13

LOW X 11.30 13.60 5.00 12.00
1.83 2.59 1.41 3.06

N______ 10 10 10 10
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TABLE 3

ANOV SUMMARIES OF THE EFFECTS OF TASK MASTER (N)
Ah' METAL ABILITY () ON K .4XDC TE$T PEUOYA.,CE

TEST METHOD SOURCE SS df MS F
WRITTEN CHOICE N 289.853 1 289.853 46.10O*

A 22.691 1 22.691 3.61

M x A 5.126 1 5.126 .82
Error 207.466 33 6.287

E eICTURE CHOICE N 260.120 1 260.120 43.73**
A 12.?57 1 12.357 2.08

N x A .364 1 .364 .06
Error 196.273 33 5.948

PICTURE OUTCO m 177.034 1 177.034 95.38*0
A 5.060 1 5.060 2.73

M x A 3.271 1 3.271 1.76
Error 61.2483 33 1.856

PICTURE SORT N 180.178 1 180.178 12.73"*
A 39.781 1 39.781 2.81

NxA 8.733 1 8.733 .62
Ert" 46b.939 33 14.150

p < .01
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+1 LO~ W MA
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KNOULEDGE TEST METhD
.

FIGURE 2. Mean standard score performance of high and low
mental ability (MA) groups for the four knowledge
test methods.
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(pass - no more than one item wrong). The reaults are shown in Tble 4
for high and low mental ability groups and for the total sample. With
exception of the Picture Outcome method, classifi4etion error is soms-
what less using the more liberal part mastery criterion on the knowledge
tests. Total error tended to run about 25% o the average, reaching a
low of 16% for the Picture Choice method with the criterion u! part
mastery. Of particular interest is the distribution of total error
between faise-positive and false-negative categories. As the standard
for passing a predictor measure is relaxed, the number of false-positives
generally increases. The optimal ratio of the two types of error is a
moot point, and will depend largely on how test scores are to be used.
B~ut if tet fairness is the 1lool, then ainimizing the number of false-

negatives should be the objective. The relative number of false-neSktives,
moreover, should be the same for groups differing in mental ability
(or any other ability correlated with test score but unrelated to cri-

terion performance). Comparing high and low L. groups we find a small
but consistent tendency toward more false-positives among the high MA's,
ad were false-negatives aeons the low. This trend was evaluated by

Chi-sq~are analysis of the difference in type of classification error
between high and low MA groups, and ts shown in Table 5 by test method
for *ad standard of test "matery." Observed Chi-squares weri tested
at the 10% leav. of 3ignificance, which provides for a conservative
decision with rempect to accepting the null hypothesis of no diffcrence
between groaps in distribution of classification error. Type of classi-
fication error produced by the knowledge tests does appear to interact
with mental ability. Mthough the number of cases underlying the
analysis or* too few to warrant firm conclusion, Indic~tions are that

if one were interested in vsntmizing the incidence of false-negatives
(i.e., the part mastery standard), the Picture Choice mthoe proditces
the most equitable results for both mental ability groups.

PerSonal Pre~erno__ for Test .ethods. Ss' opinions of the test
methods were solicited after each test was administered aad again when
all testing was concluded. Rsponses at the two points in time were
similar, so only the final ratings ar* reported here. 7a were asked
to rank the five methods (including the hands-on crite:ion test) from
highest to lowest in terms of the question, "Do you thllnk this test is
a good way to find out if a soldier cn...,e.g., set up a mechanical
ambush with a Claymore?") Rankings were .one separately for each task.
Overall mean preference was hijhest for the hands-on method of per-
formance testing, as might be expected (Tables 6 and 7). Differenes
in preference for the four methods of knowledge testing were less
pronounced, although the Picture Choice consistently received higher
average ranking regardless ol the referent task or rating subgroup.
Overall, the hands-on method was first, Picture Choice second, Picture
Sort third, Picture Outcome fourth, and Uritten Choice last in average
order of preference.
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TABLE 4

OF KNOWLEDGE TEST HETHOD AND LEVEL OF MENTAL ABILITY

KNoWLEDGE TEST M .EOD

MENTAL++T"EST ABILITY CLASSIFT ON EZltgb

STANDAR G Nv ,,P.. NTOT FN P TOTi To

FULL Hae IGHO 18e~a 05 23I T 0 2 0 71 2 23 03 26
MASER LOW 27 02 29 25 04 29 16 08 24 33 00 33

TOTAL 22 04 26 19 05 24 10 12 22 28 02 30

PART H{IGH (7 13 20 02 13 15 00 32 32 15 17 32
MASTERY LOW 18 02 20 G6 10 18 04 20 24 22 02 24

TOTAL 12 08 20 04 12 16 02 26 28 18 10 28

_a Averaed over the three tasks.

b FN -False Negatives (musters who failed knowledge test)

P - False Positives (nonamsters who passsd knowledge test)
TOT a Tote' Classification Error

TABLE 5

CHI SQUARz OF iE Di FEREKCE IN
TYPE OF CLASSIFICATION ERROR BETWEN

-IQi AND LOW MIWTAL ABILITY GROLTS
BY TEST STANDARD AND TEST METHOD

TEST KIOWLEDE TEST KETHOD

STNADWC PC Po PS

MASTERY 1.33 1.54 4.19* 2.26

PART
MASTEiY j 7.22* 2.49 3,38* 6.30*
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TABLE 6

EAN ORDER OF PREFRENCEa BY TASK i-.R
THE HANM-ON AND KN Oi.NE TFUST ._TOflS

TEST METHOD
TASK HANDS-ON VC PC PO PS

TEL 1.14 3.92 3.03 3.58 3.33

AMB 1.25 3.78 2.94 3.72 3.31

IlF 1.08 3.67 3.14 3.47 3.64

a The lover the nvuber the higher the preference.

TABLE 7

MEAN ORDER OF PREFER NCE BY SUBGROUP
FOR THE , ANDS-ON AND Kk.WLEDGE TEST METHODS

TEST METHOD

SUBGROT HANDS-ON IJC PC PO PS

MASTERS 1.00 3.85 3.08 3.38 3.69

1.30 3.83 2.65 3.87 3.35

HIGH A 1.35 4.10 2.65 3.70 3.20

LOW MA 1.06 3.50 3.00 3.69 3.81

TOTAL 1.19 3.83 2.81 3.69 3.47
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Discussion

number of interesting though tentative findings emer ged from
th-a sudy T__e m*111 samni. of people and tasks certalnly limits

generality of tht results, and the following interpretation and conr-
clusions should be so tomperot.

The data strongly support the hypothesis that performance on
manual task procedures is mediated by knowledge. Correlations betveen
task knowledge and task performance were high, particularly for the
two procedural tasks with the lowest skill requirements. The correla-
tions reached as high as .75 in spite of the fact that the range of
possible test performance seldom exceeded seven points. When perf~orm-
&sce was aggregated over tasks, the correlations tended to be more
on the order of .80.

Substantial differences among methods of knowledge testing were
not found. The conventional written vrltiple-choice test did essen-
tially an well as the pictorialy based methods In distinguishing
masters from nonmsters. (In this connection, however, It should be
voted that test questlons were carefully directed at steps necessAry
In task perforrme, aud did not Include those marginally relevant
knowledge items often found on such tests.) failure of the Picture
Sort tests to correlate higter with perforianco was an uvexpecteid
result. This method was designe*d to tap more fully all kxpowledge
"apcts of tssk performance, ).n,;uding recognition of the steps,
their correct outcome, and sequenc. la so doing, however, it may
well have become the aost4 demanding test technique from the tstand-
point of method-specific mediation requirements; that is, the examine*
must first analyze what he doe" in perforiig the task, and then
synthesize it a step at a tim by sorting through a large number of
pictures more or loe rcpresentative of his mental images of the task.
T7hat kind of abstract taripulation probably taxes the intellectual
aid visualization abilitloiw more than %e originally articipated. In
support of this speculation, there was some indication that So in the
low mental abilfty group had more trouble with thiat test method than
with others (Figure 1). The written and pictorial multiple-choiceI. tests, though more dependent on literacy, represent a culturally
familiar method. The Picture Outcome method appears to be the Simplest
in the sense of minimizing both literacy and mthoJ-sp~cific mdiational
demands, and is certainly worthy of further study and development a an
efficient method of knowledge testing.

Correlations between knowledge and performance were not significantly
different for hilh versus low mental ability So. Yet there was a slight
but noticeable trend t, wrd larger correlations within the low mental
ability group. The possibility that knowledge measures-including the
standard multiple-choice test-are better predcters of task masteary
for those of below average mental ability Is intrijuiug. If true, we
need to reevaluate the popular notion that knowledge toots of uranual
performance are unfair to those less apt in the academic skills of
reading, writing oad symbol manipulation. The notion is probably valid,
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but it may be so for reasons quite different thra normally offered.
Knowledge tests apparently are good predictors of performance on
low-skill procedural tasks asong people of low to moderate mental
ability. The unfairness lies not in the inability of thi!e group to
we a knowledge testing medium, but In the tendency cf brighter
people to over use it. The hypothesis here is that some minimum
level of ability, whether innate or acquired, Is necessary to handle
the symbolic ad eomantic de~ands of a knowledse test' but beyond

that level, correlated factors such as test-viseness begin to moder-
ate the true relationship between task knolodge and perforsance.
Two additional ftAtures of the data tend to support this speculation:
a) higher average knowledge test scores for the high mental ability
group, and b) relatively sore false-positive errors in predicting
mastery among this group.

If one were urged to recomend, on the basis of this study, a
method of testing knowledge on low-skill procedural tasks, the Picture
Choice would probably have to be noaed. The data ari certainly not
conclusive, but this method came the closest to meeting the overall
validity criteria: it demonstrated a high correlation with hands-on
task performarce*; the correlation was relatively constant over the
range of mental ability; and, the distributions of classification
error were more nearly proportional for the two levels of mental
ability. Moreover, the Picture Choice method was second only to the
hands-on test in examlnee prefer-nce.
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Differential Prediction from an Unexpected Source
Andrew N. Dow, d.O.

NETPDC, Ellyson, Pensacola, Florida

During the course of a validity study that is reported else-
where (Dow, 1977), some previously unsuspected patterns seemed to
emerge from the data. If the validation study had been run entirely
by com~uter, an!. the results picked up from print outs, there is a

good chance that these patterns would have remained undetected. How-
ever, circumstances were such that it wits more convenient to use a
stall programmable calculator, the Monroe 326, than to arrange pro-
grawing and runs on the computer. While the Monroe 326 calculates
like a computer from a stored program, each bit of data is entered
by hand, and each result is read from a visual display and recorded
by hand. It was while hand-recording results that the author noticeJ
the emerging patterns.

The test that was the object of the validity study was the
communication section of tihe U. S. Navy's advancement examination
administered to candidates for advancement to E-8 and E-9 rates.
This .,ction, or rather, these sections, as there is a different one
for each paygrade and advancement cycle, are based upon a technique
and structure devised by Haney (1953, 1955, and 1958)rand called the
Urcritical Inference Test.

Haney's Uncritical In'erence Tests consist of a short story
of 40 to 200 words followed by a series of true-false-? test ques-
tions. The directions tell the person taking the test to read the
brief story, and accept it as true and accurate. Then, if necessary,
re-read the story, and respond to the true-false-? item in order.
An answer of "7" means that on the basis of the story, the statement
is UEFI1NlTELY TRUE, an answer of "F" means that on the same basis,
the statement is DEFINITELY FALSE, an answer of "?" means that, on
the basis of the story, you can not be definitely certain about the
enswer.

During the development of the ttst, H.ney checked both the

reliability and uniqueness of the trait that he was presuming to) measure. For fors A and 8 respectively, he found split-half corre-

lations of .762 and .818; when corrected by the Spearman-Brown
technique, these increased to .928 and .947. The correlations from
the test-retest method were slightly lower, rutnn .67 wfien for A
was followed by form B, and .56 when form 8 was followed by form A.
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Correlations with reading comprehension and general ability ttsts
ranged from .20 to .33, From these figures, it is possible to con-
clude that the Uncritical Inference Test was measuring a definite,
unique, independent trait.

As mentioned in previous works of this author, (Dow 1977,
Ncaluso and Dow 1969), a communication section was incorporated in
each exam for advancement to E-8 or E-9. These comunication sections
were patterned after the Uncritical Inference Test, and always con-
taned exactly 20 of the True-False-? items. On a purely face-vali-
dity basis, a test of this type sems to measure an aspect of being
a military supervisor. However, this type of validity is not easily
verified; the mathematics is simle, but the criterion is elusive,
to say the least. Therefore, the author attempted to validate the
communication section against the decisions of the several boards
that select the candidates who are to be advanced. It was while he
was working on the data for the validation study that the author
noted that some ratings tended to have higher scores than others, and
that the trends seemed to be rather consistent.

As a first step, a series of correlations were run, using the
ratings' mean communication raw score separately for selectees or
nonselectees in 4 paygrade and series as the raw data. For example,
one correlation was between the mean scores of series 65, E-8 non-
selectees (65-8-NOt) and those of series 68, E-8 selectees (68-8-SEL).
Another correlation was between series 68 E-8 selectee (68-8-SEL)
and series 68 E-9 (68-9- N) nonselectees. These various correla-
tions are listed in tables 1, 2, and 3.

When tables 1, 2, and 3 are reviewed, it is noted that the coef-
eficients of correlation range from a high of .972 to a low of .527.
Table 4 is a frequency distribution of the coefficients found in
tables 1, 2., and 3; note that only one coefficient is smaller
than .650, and that the median va!ue is .812. The calculated arith-
metic mean is .808--rounded to two figures, the mean and median agree
at .81. Further note that five of the coefficients are greater
than .90; a total of 23 of them are larger than .75.

Before discussing the implications of these rather large corre-
lation coefficients, other facts must be put on record. First,
series 65 is the earliest of the three exam cycles, 71, the most
recent. Secondly, persons who were not selected (liONs) in a given
cycle may participate in the next cycle, and others until he isselected; this means that IrOs from a cycle will be included in bo~th

the liONs and SELs of the following cycle (series), at the paygrade.
The actual percent of overlap of personnel is ot known, but is
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TABLE 1

r
X DATA Y DATA wy

65-e-NON 68-8-SEL .776

65-8-NON 68-8-NON .972

65-8-NON 71-8-SEL .819

65-8-NON 71-8-NON .840

65-8-NON 65-8-SEL .783

65-8-SEL 68-8-SEL .681

65-8-SEL 68-8-NON .768

65-8-SEL 71-8-SEL .727

65-8-SEL 71-8-NON .692

68-8-40N 71-8-SEL .901

68-8-NON 7i-8-NON .905

68-F-NON 68-8-SEL .763

68-8-SEL 71-8-SEL .803

68-8-SEL 71-8-NON .724

71-8-SEL 71-8-NON .786

Correlation Coefficients Betwen the Scores Achieved by the
Several Specialties in the Various Groups of E-8 Candidates
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TABLE 2

r
X DATA Y DATA xy

68-9-SEL 71-9-SEL .844

68-9-SEL 71-9-NON .812

68-9-SEL 68-9-NON .756

68-9-NON 71-9-SEL .898

68-9-NON 71-9-NON .948

71-9-SEL 71-9-NON .893

Correlatiot Coefficients Between the Scores Achieved by the Several
Specialtes in the Various Groups of E-9 Candidates fIom Series A
and 8, Only
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TABLE 3

r
X DATA Y ATA xY

68-8-SEt 68-9-SEL .527

68-8-SEL 68-9-NON .771

68-8-SEL 71-9-SEL .816

68-8-SEL 71-9-NON .837

68-8-NON 68-9-NON .878

68-8-NON 68-9-SEL .721

68-8-NON 71-9-SEL .862

68-8-NON 71-9-NON .923

Correlation Coefficients Between the Scores Achieved by the Several
Specialties in the Various Groups, Across Paygrades using Candidates
in Series A and B, Only
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TABLE 4

Correlation Coefficients N

.950 - .999 1

.900 - .949 4

.850 - .899 4

.800 - .849 7 -. 812 Median

.750 - .799 7

.700 - .749 3

.650 - .699 2

.600 - .649 0

.550 - .599 0

.500 - .549 1

Frequency Distribution of Correlation
Coefficients Found in Tables 1, 2, and 3
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A, 4,

assumed to be rather high--over 50% in soine cases. In addition to the
overlap caused by reparticipation of nonselectees, some of those
Sseecl *40- dva"ceent to F-8 in cycle 65 caused a further overlap
by participating in the cycle 71 E-9 exams. However, because of other
data difficulties, there were no correlations involving the 65-8-SEL
to 71-9-NON or 71-9-SEL group.

Note that four of the five coefficients greater than .90 are
between successive series groups at the same paygrade, with the early
group a NON; pairs such as these probably have a high overlap of parti-
cipants. Even though these are group means rather than individual's
scores, these large coefficients probably indicated acceptable test-
retest reliability for reasonably equivalent forms of the test. These
tests (or sections) are not equated, and their mean raw scores differ
noticeably, therefore wo cannot call them equivalent. However,
because they are of the same structure, and because they do seem to
predict one another, they can be called reasonably equivalent forms.

From a different angle, the eight coefficients that are between
groups with overlap range from .972 down to .776, with a median of .90.
The 21 coefficients that were calculated between non-overlapping
groups range frim a .923 down to .527 with a median of .78. The differ-
ences between the two kinds of groups indicate that the test will
predict the score on the retest. These rather large coefficients of
correlation show that there is a rating-specific trait that is being
measured by tho" comnunication subtest of the E-8 and E-9 advancement
examinations.

While no detailed data are presented in this paper, the author
noted that similar ratings had similar means (high, low, or in be-
tween). This opens the possibility that the trait is not exactly
rating-predictive, but is related to an otcupational area. The pos-
siule existence of rating groups or clusters should be investigated.

As the original work was done with a small group of ratings, the
study should be repeated for all Navy ratinis. Also, the originalstudy used the records only of those candidates that scored high

enough to be considered by the selection board, all candidates should
be included in this new study.

If further studies do confirm that a reliable measurable trait
does exist, and that it is rating specific or interest-area specific,
then it becomes necessary to find out whether the trait pro-exists in
these persons, or it develops dunring the years that they have worked
in their ratings. Haney (1958) found that experienced policemen
scored no higher on the Uncritical Inference Test than police rookites
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did. He had assumed that several years of police experience would
make a person more criticai of the inferences he draws from written
material.

If it is found that the trait pre-exists, and is not developed
by specific Navy experiences, then it's use as a differential selec-
tion device should be pursued. As a rough guess, a predictive instru-
ment would necessarily have more than twenty questions; very likely
there should be several short stories, each with 20 to 30 questions.
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ARMY SKIL QUALIFICATION TEST

Or Clay Brittain -

US Army Training Support Center, Fort Eustis, VA

This is the third year runairgin which we have had a Military Testing
Association (,1TA) session devoted to SQT. Two years ago, we appeared
under the organizational rubric of the Army Enlisted Test Activity (or ETA).
Last year, the name was Individual Training Evaluation Group (or ITEG).
Now we are Individual Training & Evaluation Directorate (or iTED) of the
Army Training Support Center.

One might surmise that name changes as frequent as this, reilects
more thasi the usual bureaucratic proclivity for shiftine around boxes
and charging labels on an organizational chart and may be indicative of
an Identity problem, i.e., rhat we are still trying to find ou" what we
are aboat. This is not the case. Our goal is essentially the sama now
that it was !ast year and the year before that; namely, to implement an
approach to occupational proficiency testing which goes beyond the measure-
ment of job-knowledge to the assessment of job-competence. We recognize
that such a goal is not unique to ITED, or to the Army. But the SQT
program may be unique in the legree of commitment and the magnitude of
the effort it represents toward realization of this goal.

A premise which iq b-Alc to the SQT program is that testing serves
powerfully to stimulate and discipline individual training. Soldiers
are strongly motive'.d to acquire and supervisors to train those coupe-
tencies which are to be tested. Thus, the SQT program has been designed
not simply to serve personnel manar"ement needs but to give leverage fcr
focusing and enhancing individual training. The strong emphasis in
the SQT program on critical tasks tested realistically derives from this
basic aim of insuring that testing is relev.int to effective traitting. The
present symposium reflects this point of view.

As a prelude to the symposium, we have had on display for the peat
two days an exhibit on the SQT program. The display included corponents
of the Individual 'r,%ining/Evaluatic , System in which the SQT is embeddee.
It may be useful here to briefly review this system.

TAh initiation of SQT development presumes a comprelinsive job analysis
which identifies the job-tasks critical in an MOS; and for each tasR a
thLcough task analysis. The results of job and task analyses are i4icor-
porated into a Soldier'3 Manual. Tie Soldier's Manual defines for sol.'ers



the MOS. It lists the tasks which have been identified as critical to the
soldier's Job and for each task gives a description which includes a
statement of the conditions under which the task is to be performed and of
the standards which define satisfactory performance. Moreover, the
Soldier's Manual delineates the-domain of the SQT; i.e., the SQT samples
those Job ta~ke listed in the Soldier's Manuals. Thus, the Soldier's
Manual, in effect, says to the soldier "If you are to be competent in
your 3405, these are the taski you must be able to perform. In assessing
your occupational corpetence, we will not go outside the tasks listed heret
The, Soldier's Manual must be in the hands of soldiers at least six months
prior to the time they take the SQT.

Sixty days or more prior to the SQT, the soldier receives an SQT
Notice. This document identifies the specific tasks to be tested and
for each task specifies the SQT component. That is, the soldier Is told
whethar the task is to be teated in the written component(WC), the hand-
on component (1C), or the performance certification component (PCC). IY,
a c ccti.; tath for the SQT, the aim is to test those tasks on which
performance deficiencies are most prevalent and/or most serious. The
purpose in issuing an SQT Notice in fairly close proximity to the test
period is to focus indiviU',l training efforts upon those tasks most
in need of training.

SQT results are reported to soldiers and to various echelons of
command. The soldier getz an individual soldier's report (ISR) which
Identifies the tasks on which he (or she) failed and gives an overall
SQT score. Commanders - from the battalion to the major command levl
receive reports which show in aggregate how soldiers in their command
did on each task tested; i.e., paso/fail percentages for each task,
The aim is to provide to each level of command information useful in
mann ing, supporting, and facilitating individual training.

The SQT program is being implemented on a schedule which will ba
completed in about two years. Skill Qualification Testing for record
began last April with the testing of soldiers in Career Management Field
(CMF) 11 (Maneuver Combat Ares). The testing of soldiers in CMF 16
(Air Defense) and CHF 95 (Military Police) began in July. The testing of
soldiers in CMF 76 (Supply) began this month. With the phase-in of
additional C4F each quarter, SQT will have beeri implemented for all
enlisted COF in the Army in the first quarter of FY 1950.

With this brief background satement on the SQT program, we now
turn to the present symposium, which falls somewlhot logically into two
sections. In the first two presentations, SQT developed by the
Military Police School and by the Air Defense Artillery School will be
described aniJ discussed. Following these presentation with a slight shift
in perspective, we will present and examine some early SQT results.
discuss our experiences with performance testing, describe the training
of SQT developers, and reflect on some of our problems and lessons learned.
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Use of Video-Tape for the Military Police Skill Qualification Test (SQT)

Daniel E. Spector, PhD, Chief, SQT Development Branch
EPHS Division, Directorate of Training Developments,

USAMPS/TC, Fort McClellan, Alabama 36205

Many military police tasks involve quick decisions in reaction to
what a policeman or woman sees or hears. Conventional paper and pencil
tests have measured ability to perform these tasks by presenting a detailed
written situation and requiring the examinee to choose the appropritte action
for responding to the situation. As the task cues are visual and/or audial,
presentation of a "word-picture* involves a serious drop in test fidelity.
Responding to a written situation is simply not the same as responding to a
dynamic visual problem presented with sound. Moreover, the test developer
can never be sure the word picture conjures up the same image in every examinee's
mind. Finally, a written test cannot require a real time response. The
examinee can ponder the situation or go on to anotler question in hope of
a hidden cue or flash of brilliance. There is no such luxury in most real
world police tasks.

The US Army Military Police School is overcoming some of these
problems through use of video-tape in the Skill Qualific ton Test (SQT)
program. If a task involves response to visual or audial cues, these
can be presented to examinees on television through use of video-tapes.
Task fidelity is thereby greatly enhanced. All examinees see and hear
a situation very much as if they were on the job. As they all see the
same thing, the test developer no longer has to worry about a "word-picture"
meaning different things to different examinees. Perhaps the greatest benefit
of this testing mode is the requirement for a real time decision. To
paraphrase Omar Khayyam, the moving picture moves on and only the test
monitor can move it back. The examinee must make a decision quickly;
in but a few seconds another problem will be presented for a decision,
very iuch like in real life.

The 1977 SQ" for milit ,i$y police uses video-tape to test five tasks.
Perhaps the most obvious candidate for a video-tape test is the task of en-
forcing traffic regulations. Task cues are entirely visual and dynamic.
Written description of possible traffic violations, even when augmented
by pictures or illustrations, cannot capture the task very well. The video-tape
can do much better. The examinee is told to imagine himself, or herself,
behind the wheel of a patnol car. The camera is to be the eyes of the
examinee. The test then presents ten traffic scenes. For each, the examinee
must decide whether a violation has occurred,and, if so, just what it is.
We think this test comes very close to real world performance. It certainly
has greater task fidelity than a paper and pencil test, while avoiding the
obvious problems of administering a fully hands-on test.
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Another task in our video-tape test is use of observation and description

techniques. The examinee is given descriptions of several people and vehicles.
Again, the camera serves as the eyes of the examinee. The test then shows people
milling around a building, going in, or coming out. The examinee has to select
those that mtch the descriptions. For vehicle identification the examinee
is *driven" through a parking lot and forced to pick out those cars that match
the descriptions. Although this task could be tested in a paper and pencil
mode if adequate pictures were given, thefe would be soe loss of task fidelity.
The video-tape presents a dynamic situation and forces a real time decision.

We are also using video-tape to test the tasks of warning suspects of
their rights and receiving and processing offenders. The rights warning
is not as simple as it seems. The military police must know when the warnfig
is necessary; this is especially difficult in interviewing a witness who
says something that my make the police think they have a suspect. There
are also problems involving civilian as opposed to milibry suspects and
with determining when legal counsel is necessary. Our video-tape presents
five vignettes. After each, the examinee must determine what, if anything,
was done wrong. The same thing is done with the receive and process
offenders task. In these tests the video-tape presents the audial cues of
the task as well as the visual ones. A paper and pencil test could not doI this.

The other task in our video-tape test involves recording data in the NP
notebook. This is extremely critical as the notebook is the basis of subsequent
reports, and adequate notes could be critical to the outcome of a court case.
In this task both visual and audial cues are important. The examinee is told
that he and his partner are investigating a crime. The examinee is to record
the results of an interview in the notebook and ten walk around the crime scene,
noting possible clues and evidence. The camera is the eyes of the military
police.

This task presented two technical problems. In real life the military
police can ask a question over if the answer is not clear. The test cannot
allow this, but we do have the military police repeat the information as it
is being noted. We will be looking at this carefully to see if this serves
to overcue the examinee. Another problem was when to ask questions about the

j task. We wanted to insure the examinee used the notes, not Just his or her
memory. To force this the note taking part of the test appears at the
very beginning of the video-tape test. The examinee then takes the other
parts of the test. At the end of this, about 45 minutes later, the
examinee must answer questions about the notes. We think that the inter-
vening tasks will erase or confuse the examinee's memory, thus forcing
reliance on the notes.
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(Excerpts of the video tape test will be shown here).

The military police video-tape SQT was an *in-house" Army project.
It involved no contract. No purchase of equipment was required. There was
minimal TDY expense, as the Amy has complete video-taping facilities at
Redstone Arsenal, only 100 miles from the N4P School at Fort Mcellan.
The tests wore written by noncommissioned officers, subject atter experts in
the tasks. They were assisted by test development and video-tape production
personnel at the two posts involved. All acting was done by Amy personnel.

In short, this sort of test may be more d:,fcult to develop than a
paper and pencil test, but it is certainly not beyond the capabilities of
the average service school. The NP School plans to make heavier use of video-
tape in SQT for 1978. We will use this mode for testing our criminal
investigators and corrections specialists; we will also expind its use
for the military police.

This testing made may also prove useful for testing resident students.
It Can present the student with a more realistic problem than a paper and
pencil test. Furthermore, it's a lot more fun to develop. What more can
one ask?

6-
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' SQT I I'LEMENTATION: EARLY RESULTS, EARLY LESS014S

! ~Clay V. Brittain " ,

~~US Army Training Support Center i'

-' -

SINTRODUCTION

i In this presentation, I will describe some properties of SQT so

as to convey a sense of the rationale of skill qualification testing,
~~and within the content of this rationale analyse early SqT reiults. "
ii I will also allude to som of our experiences In implementing the SQT

; ' program.

-4 A bseii concept of the SQT approach to occupational proficiency
~testing is job-task. The primary alit is to test the ability of soldiers,

• o .erform ,|eb-taths which have been Identified as critical to their MDOS.
; At the risk of shunting aside a plethora of difficult questions, I an

going to assume that there are no serious problems in identifying andmeannfully definin job-tasks or in determining task criticality.

: : The basic module of the SQT to the i corable unit (SU). A task
usually is represented on the SQT by one SUo although complex tasks

night be represented b y two or three SU. The SU confronts the soldierwith a task or a series of subtaskes hich moe or less faithfully
dicapture the essential features of the job task which it represents.

I viiiThe SU ight be toegarded as a sub-test, and the SQT as an aggregate
of these subtets. The SU provides the bais for categorizing soldiers

as "performers" er "non-performers" of the referent task. Solders
are scored "O" or "NO-O" and receive a score of " " or "0" on each
scorble unit. Tha total SQT score Is derived from an aggregation

of these SU unIt scores; I.e. the SQT score reflects the proportion ofSU in which he soldiers scored "GO" Thus, the SQT scores run froma mintmu s of 0 to a maxtum of s0.

ihFor the ndvedtel soldier, the SQT score yields one ff three

possible outcone: i) failure (2) verification (or lower passing
scores) and ( ) qualification (or higher passing scores). Te highir-
passing score is 80 or higher and is taken to irdcatet ta the oldr
is technically qualified for awar of the skill-level nex abov he
one presently held. Th e lower-passing score is r0-v79, ed is taken as
indicative that the soldier is technically competent in hie proent
skill-level. The failg score is 9 or less and ISQ taken to indcate
that the soldier la o the required technical competence at his present

skill-level.

Tpese SQT scores aro highly significant for the poldier's carer
On the one hand, a qualification score on the QT is rerequsite
to ward of the next higher skill level antd to the soer's eligibility
io compete for promotion. On the other hand after two hspccessve
IQT failures, the soldier is vulnerble to adverse pexonnel actions.
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Responsiility for implementing the' SQT progra has'been assigned
to the Army Training and Doctrine Ccmmand (TRADOC). This is not
fortuitous. The SQT is tro4ning-oriented. The quest for training-
_xel~vace dictates much of the logic of the system. In selecting tasks
for testing, the aim is to select those tasks whici, need to be made the
focus, of-training. In reporting SQT results, the aim is' to provide info-
rmAtion for managing and directing training. But at the same time, SQT
scores provide a highly important input for the personnel management
system.

The import here is that the SQT must serve two masters: Training
management and personnel management. This can impose divergent
informational, requirements on the SQT. Resolving the competing, demands
of the trainers and personnel managers has been one of 'the problem
areas not easy of satisfactory resolution. But if this complicates
life for us, it seems a necossary complication. If the SQT is to provide
the leverage for focusing and directing individual training efforts,
then the SQT score must have Pareer-relevwnce. It must make a
difference in terms of the soldier's movement up the career-ladder.

SIAKEDOWN TESTING

Prior to testing for record, which began last April, SQT were
administered on a trial basis to soldiers in four WDS. The purpose
was to shakedown the SQT system. The scores were not entered into the
records of the soldiers tested. The results of the shakedown testing
vill not be reported in detail here. But, to summarize briefly, of the
soldiers tested, 76 percent failed, 23 percent verified their present
skill level, and less than one percent qualified. There any be mny
reasons for these predominanotly low scores, but I assume that to some
extent they reflect the fVct ti.4- the testing was not for record.
Promotion, classification, or retention ini the Army were not at stake
for the soldier.

Of the lessons learned from the shakedown testing, let me cite three.
I) Hands-on performance testing. Although data on soldier reactions to
the SQT were not systematically collected, there was quite a lot of
informal feedback which Jndicated that the soldiers reacted very positively
to the hands-on component. But at the same time, we became newly aware
of the just how demanding it can be to develop even a relatively simple
performance test. We spent long hours with the SQT developers in the
test development agencie-, in specifying performance measres in the
detail and clarity required for uniform and objective scoring. Also
the formulation of Instructions on setting up the tes station and admin-
istering and scoring the test was difficult and time conaumIng. Dut,
nonetheless, one of our major aims is to expand the HOC. 2) Logistics.
Another problem about which the shakedown made us wiser, or at least more
sensitive, had to do with the logistics or supporting hands-on performance
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testing. For expmple, if zoldiers are to be tested on the ability to
toss hand-grenades then it is necessary that "practice" hand-grenade be
available not only for testing, but for training, In our guidance to
the schools, where the SQT are developed, we have become emphatic on
this point, i.e., be sure that provision is made to insure the avail-
ability of supplies and eqtipment require- in the hands-on component.
Be very cautious in your assumptions on availability of equipment. 3)
A third lesson had to do with errors in filling out SQT answer sheets.
The SQT has thrve componeifts. There is a separate mark-sense answer
sheet for each component. Whatever else might be said ebout this , set-up,~it seems to be a sensitive and powerful test (if the soldiers!* clericalability. Almost 100 percent of the SQT answer sheets returned to ITED

for scoring contained at least one clerical error. It is a profound
tribute to the Field Services StAff and the Data Processing folks at
ITED that virtually all these answers sheets were finally scored. We
have succeeded in significantly reducing this error rate. But forms
simplificatiou remains one uf our major aim.

TESTING FOR RECORD

Testing for racord began last April with the testing of soldiers in
CMF 11 (Maneuver Coubat Arms). SQT 2, 3, and 4 were administered to
soldiers in the following NOS: 1IB (infantryman), 1lC (Indirect Fire
Infantryman), lD (Armor Reconnaissance Specialist), HlE (Armor Crewman).

Before presenting and discussing result# from this first round of
testing, it is necessary to turn aside briefly to clarify two points:
(1) the scheme for numbering SQT, and (2) the use of tracks in SQT.
First let ms comment about the numbering of SQT.

umbertngt of SRT. The number of an SQZ reilects thp skill-:invel of
soldiers who take it. There are five skill-levels in the .ray enlisted
MoS 9tructure and these are articulated with pay grade as shorM in slide 1.

A oi(Slide One)

Also shown here to the relationship betweea skill-level And SQT number.
SQT 2 matches skill-level 1, SQT 3 matche skill-level 2, SQr 4 matches
skill-level 3, and SQT 5 matches skill-level 4 and 5.

The logic in having the SQT on* number higher than -he skill-
level is that the soldier takcs the SQT as a means of qua fying for
the next higher ukill level. For example, skill-level 1 S,.diers
take SQT 2 as a means of qualifying for skill-level 2 and skill-level
2 soldiers take SQT 3 as a means of qualifying for skill-level .. The
logic if this system of nwbering SQT is the same as the logic for
calling them skill-qualification tests.

SQg Tracks. Now with the SQT numbering scheme hopefully clarified, let
me cosment about SQT tracks, It is not unusual that soldiers hoiding
the same 1o ano assfigned to duty positions in that MS actually wori
with different types of equipment or perform different types of dutied.j lor example, soldiers in a given 11S may work either with equipmtet A
or equipment B, but virtually never with both A and B.



This °poses a problem in proficiency testing. Should soldiers who
work only with equipment A be held accountable for proficiency in
equipment B, and vice-versa? Consistet with the aim of testing only q

those competencies which are directly relevant to the soldiLr's job, the I
re3olution of this question in the SQT prograw has been a policy decisionto allow NDS prqonent agencies to track SQT: ie., to have the SQT 1'made up of a core of tasks on which all soldiers in the KOS are tested

plus two or more parallel segments, each made up of tasks pertinent oil7
to certain equipmetit systems and/or duty positions. The proponent
agency decides on the number of tracks ajmd specifies the rules for assigning
soldiers to tracks.'

Infantry Results. W4, after this digression to talk about SQ' numbering
and the policy on cracking SQT, let me return to thd main thrust of the
presentation and discur3 some results of the first round of skill
9 ualification testing. The presentation here is limited to MOS 113
(Infantryman) and lbS lIC (Indirect Fire Infantryman). SQT results
for soldiers in these two HO are summarize-I in Slide two,

(Slide Two)

The slide shows - by skill level - the percentages of
aoldiers who (1) qualified for the next higher skill level (score
"GO" on 80 percent or more of the tasks tested), (2) verified th)
present skill level (scored "GO" on 60 percent to 80 percent of the
tasks), and (3) failed to vorify the present skill level (scored "GO"
on less than 60 percent of the tasks tested).

4 ' As shown here, the IIC soldiers scored lower than 11B soldiers,
with the 11B vs 1IC differences beang biggest at skill level I (SQT 2)
and smallent at skill level 3 (SQT 4). My mjor purpose now is to
examine the meaning of these differences, limiting the analysis to
SQT 2 of NOS 113 and 11C.

It is pertinert. here, to note that the llC test had two tracks:
Track 1 for soldiers who work with the 81 MM mortar and Track 2 for
soldiers who work with the 107 MM (4.2 inch) mortar. As a group,
soldi,,rs taking Track 1 consistently scored slightly higher than
soldiers taking Track 2. This superior performance of aoldiers
working with the 81 MM mortar was reflected in higher pass rates on

4tasks in the non-tracked portions of the SQT as well as the tracked
portions. In co-iparing 11B and 11 C SQT performances, the 1lC scores
will be from soldiers taking Track I (i.e., soldiers working with
the 81 MM1 mortar). The differences within H0S lC between soldiers
working with the 81 MM mortar and soldiers working with the 107 MH
mortar is a separate Issue.
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It is consonant with the logic of skill qualification testing to
say that, in the, absence of plausible competing interpretations, low
SQT scores are indicative of the need for training. The implication
here then is that MOS 11C soldiers are not as well trained as MOS 118
soldiers in tl.-a duties of their respective MOS. But there are competing .

interpretations which need to be examined; namely, Interpretations in
terms of test-practice effects and of difficulty.

Test Practice Effects. The role of test pruftice as a tcredible inter-
pretation ir. based upon the fact tl.at SQT 2 and 3*of MOS 11B were
administered Army-vide last year as part )f the shakedown tes'tinrg. Thus,
many of the 11B soldiers were teking the SQT for the second time. This
was not true of 1iC soldiers.

In connection with the question of test practice effects, it is
of interest to examine SQT shakedown scor.s in relation to the "For

..record" SQT scores. The scors are sumaried in Slide Three.

(Slide Three)

As shown here, the 11B soldiers did considerably better the second
time around. No soldier earned qualifying scores in the shakedown as
compared with 22 percent of the soldiers qualifying in the record testing.
In the shakedown testing, the failare rate was 82 percent versus a failure
of 31 percent in the testing for record.

Although f.insistent with a "practice-effects" interpretation, it is
not clear that these differences really reflect test practice effects.
Since the "for record" SQT scores had carter-relevance for the soldier
which the shakedown scorCe lacked, It is plausible to attribute the
higher scores I. tnu "for record" testing to stronger motivation to do
well on the test. It may be more relevant here to compare 118 and IC
scores on those tasks which 4re commnt to the two SQT. First, let us
examine the Performance Certification Component (PCC) and the Hands-on
Component (10C) ).

On both tho 11B And lIC SQT, the PCC included an arms qualification
test (Qualify wit M16AI Rifle) and the Advance Physical Fitness Test
(AmF).

(Slide Four)

The rifle qualification test is summrized In Slide Four. The soldier
was scored as follows:
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Failure to Qualify 0 Scorable Unit

mIarksmmn lScorabie Unit

She rpshooter 2 Scorable Units'

Expert 3 Scorab?.a Units

(Slide Five)

The AFPT is summarized in Slide Five. It was scored as follows:

IFailure to Quality 0 Scorable Unit

300-399 Points 1 Scorable Unit

400-449 Points 2 Scorable Units

450-500 Points 3 Scorable Units

(Slidt, Six)I Scores on the arms qualification test are summrizel In Slide Six.

(Slide Seven)

Scores on the Advanced Physical Fitness test are suoarized in Slide
j Seven. NOS 114 and 11C soldiers p'rforvd comparably on these tasks.

(Slide Eight)

In addition to the rifle qualification and physical fitness tests,
the 11C PCC included a Gunner's Exam' on which soldiers were scored as
unqualified w.ith no scorabie units, or as second class, first clase,
or expert gunner and credited with 1, 2, or 3 scorable un~its. The scores
are suamarized In Slide Eight. The percentages of soldier's qualifying
at these three levels was lower here, but mainly reflected a higher
percentage not rated (i.e.. wre soldiers who had not taken the~ Gunner's
exam).

(Slide Nine)

The hands-on component included six tasks, five of which were comn
to the two SQT. 'The HOC results are susmarized In Slide Nino. The two
groups performed very co *arably on the five comon tasks. On the sixth
task, which was unique to each SQT, 69 percent of the 113 soldiers scored

"GO" and 62 percent of the 11C soldiers.
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o~f practice effects. On those FCC and HOC task* comon to the two SQT,

the 11.5 soldiers did no better than 1IC soldiers. But It is of interest -- ;

here, to point out that the SQT Notice which soldiers get at least 60
days prior to SQT, gives very detailed and complete information on the
FCC and HOC. Soldiers could get a comparable level of information about
the WC only by actually seeing the test booklet. Thus, It would seemn
reasonable to expect that whatever advantage atight have accrued to 1113
soldiers for having taken the SQT before would not be as strongly reflected
in performance on the PCC or HOC a on the IIC.

(Slide ',,in)

Of 35 scorable units In the VC of these SQT, 15 were common to the
two SQjT. The 111 and lIC pass rates on these 15 tasks are shown in
SlIcI' Ten.

NOS Ill pass rates were hig her on eight and lover on six of these
tasks. Pass rates were equal on one task. The differences weri! generally
modest. with the most notable exception occuring on Task 071-1A10

(call for/Adjust Indirect Fire. using Grid CoorJfnate Method stf Target
Location and Bracketing Method of Adjustment). Thirty-f ivt percent of

118 soldiers scored "Go" on this task as compared t~o 53 percent of

)OS 113 soldiers did not perfoiim better tha 11C soldier on thu commn
written SU. Thus, the data here do not support the argument that 11B
SQT scqres werfs higher than '11C because of test practice effects. W!dat
the data do Indicate is that 11C soldiers most frequently failed thoue
tasks urique to the IIC SQT.
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DlIFFICULTY. ?be. three psychologists at ITED w art most familiar with g#T
112 and WSQ 11C2 agreed In the Judgement that the 11C test confronts
the soldier with questions which tend to be cognitiely moe, difficult
than 11B questions. In order to put these impressions to a more
cri a t the two SQTwere systematically examined-with raspect to
readability and content. ,

In assessing readability, it is recognited that conventional
readabilityformulas such as the fog-cognt probably are not fully
applicable to the SQT. These fotmlas utilize sentepce length and word
length as Indicators of readability. In a document which uses tech-
nical terms familiar to the audience, word length may cease to be effective
is A readabil-ty index. For example, the use of "camouflagis in an SQT
probably does not have the significance that a word of this length would
hsue in nontechnical writing. Howevar, it seems reasonable to assume
that readability analysis is no less applicable to one of these SQT than
the other. Thu., differenlial readability scores derived from the tests
presumably would be indicative of actual differences in readability.
Two different readability formulas were epplied. The fog-count est imted
the readability of both SQT to be at about the seventh grade level. A
readability formula proposed by Fry ielded slightly different estimates; -
about the st..':h grade level for SQT 11B2 and one grade higher for SQT 11C2.
The difference %.are reflects sentence length. The stItuational descriptions
and item stems included slightly longer sentences in SQT 11C2 than in
SQT 1152.

Along the same line, it ts of interest that the reading load as
reflected in the total number of words in the situational descriptions
and item stem is greater by about 15 percent in SQT 11C2 than in SQT
1132. The 112 written scorable units on the average are slightly longer
in terms of number of items. Of the 20 scorable units which are unique
to the 11B SQT, one-half have four or less items. Of the 20 SU unique to
the llC SQT, one-half have six or more items.

In summary, then, there are indications that SQT 11C2 may impose
Ulightly higher demands on the soldier in terms of reading burden.

In relation ?o the juestion of test difficulty, it is relevant also
to ask whether the 11B and lC SQT are different in terms of the kinds
of tasks required of the soldier? The distinction between "written
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performance" and "performnce based" testing is relevant here. lTED
guidance on SQT development characterizes written performance (WP)
testing *a that which requires the soldier to perform a task (or task
segment) essentially as it would be performed on the job; whereas
performance based (PB) testing requires the soldier to answer questions
about task performance. Two ITED psychologists analyzed SQT 112
and SQT IIC2 in term of UP and PR testing, and categorized test Items
as VP or PB and scorable units as UP, PB, or mixed. This analysis
revealed no differences between SQT 11B2 and SQT 11C2. Of the 20
written SU unique to the 115 SQT, 10 were identified as VP or mixed.
Of the 20 written SU unique to the lIC SQT, 11 were Identified as UP
or mixed. Thus, the two SQT were very comparable in regard to
utilization of UP and PS testing.

In another analysis, we grouped SU into the following categories
baed upon the types of behavior required of the soldier.

Wor4 recognition

Picture recognition

Chart reading

Mathematical computation

It was assumed that the SU in the first two categories are generally
easier than SU In the last two categories, and pass rates are consistent
this assumption, i.e.. lower on SU involving chart reading and mathematical
computation than on SU requiring word or picture recognition. Of the
20 written SU unique to the 115 SQT, only one InvolvIed mathemaitcal
computation or chart reading. Of the 20 written SU unique to the llC
SQT, nine involved mathematical compution and/or chart rending.

This analysis suggests that the liC SQT may have been a more difficult
test than the 115 SQT. It i pertinent to ask whether this is spurious
or is reflective of "real world" differences betwec-' these two NOS. Are
tasks which 11 soldiers are required to perform cognitively more complex
than tasks 11B soldiers are requl-od to perform? This question cannot
be answered from the present data, but it Is of interest that the more
difficult tasks on the SQT were thoie unique to HOS lC. These tasks
had to do mainly with gunnery operations.
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Nov let.m briefly tuamarize. SQ'T scores for two NOS were compared
and found to be quite disparate. M compared to their counterparts in
HOS 115, soldiers in NOS 11C scored substantially lower, It is consistent
with the logic of skill qualification testing to interpret these results
as IndicatAng differential need for training. Competing interpretations
have been examined. The analysis argues against attributing the differences
to test practice effects. There are indications that the 11C SQ! may
have been mre diffIcult, but not Plecessarily in a spurious way. The
11C soldiers had their highest failure rates on tasks specific to the
MOS. These tasks had to do mainly with mortar operations.

In concluding, a ajor aim in the SQT program is the identifitation
of performance deficiencis which need to be made the focus of training.

k- The present analysts provides an earlNy indication of the realization

of this aim.
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PAY GRADE, SKILL LEVEL, ND Si N~UMBER

E-1-E-4 12
1-5 2 3
E-6 34

NE-7 4 5
E-8 -E-9550

SLIDE
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SOT SCORES FOR 14OS llB AND llC: PERCENTAGE OF SOLDIERS

QUALIFYING, VERIFYING AND FAILING

9UALIFYING

22% j% 27% 10% 26% 23%

VERIFYING 46 26 49 39 49 44

FAILING 32 70 24 51 25 33

- _ -- _

.: '"SLIDE 2
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SA

SSOT 2 ScoREs, MOS 1IB:4 SHAKEDOWN VERSUS FOR'RECORD,

SHAKE DOWN

IS-HAEDOW I RECRD

EAQUALIFYING 0%22%

VERIFYIInG 13% 46%

FAILING 32% 32%
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V.,L SOT
HANDS-ON COMPONENT', SOT 2: lOS 1113 VS liC

TASKS~Il 11cJIXLiP

1. |NSTALL/RECOVER AN ELECTRICALLY
ARMEDCLAYMORe: MNE 01  IRE
CLAY&ORE 0 4502) 75% 73%

2. REPARE N M72AZ LAW FOR
6IRING. ANGAGE IARGETS1IA2201] 89 87'

ADIOS/0 -R 85 85

4. ENGAGE THE ENEMY I T IAND
GRENADES (6 i1A-4802) 87 86

5. P ON A MPROJ CT MASK

i-iA0103 87 86

6. LOAD, REDUCE A STOPP .!GE,
UNLOAD AND CLEAR A f' MACHINE
GUN (071-AAB- 001) 69

7, PREPARE 1116 PLOTTING BOARD FOR
OPERATION AND DETERI'1INE INITIAL
FIRING DATA FOR MORTARS
(01-i1C-1601 C,1602) 62

SLIDE 9
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WC SCQRABLE UNITS SHAREb By SOT 11B2 &SOT 11C2. ',

IA E ' PERCENT .GO " .

lI B.. licL
1. APPLY THlE FOUR LIFE-SAVING MEASURES (071-1.!A-0001) 53% 51%

2, M1AINTAIN PROTECTIVE MASK AND ACCESSORIES
(OIl-l A-OI1)1 93 92

'3. TAKE COVER ASPROJ'ECTION AGAINST NIBC
',HAZARDS (071-I1A-0104) .83 84

; /4. ADMIINISTER ANTDT 0O A NERVE AGENT
CASUALTY W911A0:0 53 47

5. MOVE UN4DER DIRECT FIRE (071-11A-0502) 77 . .9

G, REACT To FLARES (071-11'A-0511) 61 58
7. USE CHALLENGE AND PASSWORD (071 53 51

8.1^TJ gl EILSAD WEAPONS
86 87

9, INSTALL/OPERATE FIELD TELEPHIONES (TA-1&TA-512)
(071-IA-0902) 34 35

i10. CALL FoR/ADJUST INDIRECT FIRE (071-11A-1501) 35 53

ill 11, LAD REDUCE(A STOPPAGE. UNLOAD CL.EAR AN

II
IBC S R LE 07TS SHA -20S 13 2 51 SO54C2

1 ER APP TE A FORLIFLE (-SA 1NMASU2S004)HAOO 531 50

13. ENGAGE TARGETS TiAN M20 GRENADESLAUNCHER 99
3 PPY TKCVoy R AE CTION TO A DUCE A TOPPAGE

~(07-1 A=10) 56 48
14. MAINTA TA CABER .A5 PISTOL & AEUNITION

15. PERFORM D IRE 7ION ON A W0E 77E
VEHICLE OA7 A 86 87
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4 PERFORMANCE TESTING IN THE ST

Dr Frank K. Aversano
Mr David H. Poole

INTRODUCTIO!

As indicated already, the SQT may consist of three parts: A written
component (WC), a hands-on component (fOC) and a performance certification
component (PCC). The written component is d paper and pencil tert.
The hands-on test, as its name suggest, tests the soldier by observing
hi&!her performance on job equipment or simulators. The performance
certification component is a performance test given on the job. The
PCC is used when testing a task in the lHOC is impractic*l or requires
too much time, equipment or other resources. The focus of this paper
is the hands-on component.

In the SQT program we have proceeded somewhat cautiously In regard
tc performance tcating, axid so far the hands-on component has been
relatively small. But this is changing. ',Eventually, the SQT in some
MOS may be made up mostly of hands-on testing.

But the first steps Into Army-wide performance testing have been
taken. This Is an initiAl and somewhat limited progress report on our
early experiences. In no way should the papei be considered as the
last word on performance testing in the SQT program, or even the first
word in any official sense.

In organizing our contents here, we draw upon Fitzpatrick and
Morrison's chapter on performceand product evaluation in Educational
Measurement (1971) edited by Thordike. These writers discuss performance
testing in terms of stimulus aspects and response aspects. The HOC
will 4e disctissed here in terms of test Instructions. stimuli presented
to the examinee, stimuli surrounding the examinee, response aspects, and
teat administration. We will also present an examplao of a hande-on
score sheet and touch upon the topics of test reliability and validity.
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INSTRUCTIONS

All hands-on tests have extensive instructions which must be written
for four persons who are Involved in the admtinistraton cbf the hands-on
test. These persons are the Test Ccntrol Officer (TCO), Test Site
Managers (TSM), scorer and examlnee., The Test Control Officer is the
individual respon3ible for the administration of SQT in the field. He/she
is the point of contact between the field and ITED. It is important that

W, instructions be written in sufficient detail to allow the TCO to organize
for the administration of the HOC. ThiL places a burden on test developers
to consider all aspects of the testing tituation.

The Test Site Manager (TSH) is appointed by the TCO to supervise
th* administration of the HOC. The TSH is responsible for the equip-
ment used in the test, tho set-up of the test site, the rotation of
soldiers through the test site and the training of scorers.

Scorers are those individuals who actually administer the HOC and
score soldiers' performance.

The importance of explicit instructions, training and rehearsal for
the scores cannot be overemphasized. In some cases TV tapes have been
devwloped to show the scorers how to score the HOC. Examples of both
correct and incorrect performance are demonstrated with concurrent
marking of the score-sheet. In addition, the Acorers are required to
practice snoring using te scoresheet, In a simulation of the test,
scorers play the role of examinees and intentionally perform incorrectly
while fellow scorers evaluAte their performance. All scorers must play
the role of examinee and scorer before being permitted to score on
the actual test.

The fourth and perhaps most important role in the hands-on test
is that of examinee. The problems that deal with examinee instructions

tend to be o' two types. In the first type the instructions are so
vague that the examinee does not know what behavior is require4 tc
demonstrate mastery of the task. In the sec"-d type, instructio ,s are
too detailed. Instructions are too detailed when they cue the sridler
to the desired behavior. For example, there is one task that requires
the soldier to fire the LAW (Light Anti-Tank Weapon). One of the perfor-
mance steps is to inspect the LAW before firing to insure that the
weapon is free of r.racks. If the scorer tells the examinee to inspect

for cracks, he/she has cued the soldier to correct behavior. Eucessively
detailed and vague instructions can be reduced by outside raview and
trail runs.

Z"I
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Instructions are also clarliied for the examinee by releasing the
sccreshet 60 to 90 days prior to the test in the SQT notice. This
procedure has a number of advantages. In addition to providing the
examinee with information about the tas', to be tested, it may motivate
the examinee to pr.pare for the test and directs the soldier's training
to critical tasks. A disadvantage of this procedure is that the soldier
v. y have a tendency to practice only those steps that are on the
scoresheet; Sometimes the scoresheet may not be inclusive because
of the difficulty encountered in reliably observing some performance
step. In some cases this has been solved by putting the performance
step that in difficult to observe on the scorosheet but not scoring
the performance of the step during the test. In thiL way, training '.
maintained as well as reli able measurement.

-StAuli Presented to the Examinee.

The stimuli presented to the examinee during the test should approx-
Imate those stimuli found on the job. The stimuli on the hands-on
test aan come in three ft:rms: media, simulators and actual equijment.
Each one of these forms is appropriate in different situations.
Media, for example, are appropriate when no direct intervention is
required on the part of the examinee and when the Job stimuli are transi-
tory. For example, a Military Policeman might only see a suspect or
stolen vehicle for a few seconds before a decision to act must be made.
Similarly, a soldier may only catch a brief glimpse of a tank or
aircraft before he/she must dectde if it is part of some threat force.
However, when intervention is required by the examinee, media usually
are not approp .Iate.

Simulators also present a useful alteritative for the test developer.
When the use of actual equipmnt is Impractical or Impossible because
of expense, expendability of equipment, safety reasons, and the

large amount of soldiers veing tested, simulators provide a reasonable
alternative for the test developer. One problem encountered with
simulators concerns the degree of realism in the simulator. Iany
developers believe that similators are an inadequate form of testing
tecause they lack sufficient realism. However, thW is often not the
case if the tack and job analysis provide the necessary information for
setting-up realistic standards and conditions, and for creating t device
that tests the task in question. The major problem with this approach is
that it takes a good deal of time, requires technical and educational
resources, and is :ostly. However, if the device can be used in testing
and training, it becomes an important addition to rhe soldier's job training.

Another way in which Job stimuli can be presented is through the use
of real equipment. Sometimes, the only way iob stimuli cau be presented
i through the use of real equipment as is the case in laying a road bed
or using a ship's boom to move cargo. Obviously, it would be inefficient
to lay miles of road or tie up a large transport simply to test a soldier.
This problem has been partially solved through the use of the performance
certification component (PCC) described earlier.

(68S
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-hIle similar to the HOC, the PCC. presents its own unique problem*
and will not be discussed here.

Stimuli Sur-iunding The Examinee,.

"'The stimuli surrounding the examinee are the test conditions.
The most important aspect of the test conditions in the HOC is that
they be standardized for all examinees. Standardization helps Insure
that all examinees are treated essentially the same and the performance
situation Is defined clearly. Standardization is achieved by issuing
instructions that specify what conditions must be met before the test
is administered. The Instructions also supply the limits of the test
cosiditions. Conditions are especially important when the test Is
administered outdoors. At a minimum, the following environmental
conditions should be considered: light, precipitation, visibility
temperature and noise. If the conditions do not fall within those
specified by the test developers, the soldier receives a "Not Rated".
Thzreforej uondiflons mus. be sufficiently broad enought to permit
testing under many conditions and limited enough to prevent one
examinee roa having an unfair advantage over another.

Response Aspects.

Response aspects can be discussed in terms of process or product
scoring. In process scoring the behavior of the soldier is obnerved
and scored. In product scoring, the result of the behavior is scored.
We believe that it is better to use product scoring whenever possible.
If this is done the scorer can take sufficient time to review the
product and can get the opinion of other scores. Product scoring
also provides a record of the performance which can be used to monitor
the scorers.

A proble. that is somettmes encotintered in scoring deals with
error tolerance, This i a problem when perception is minute as
in the sighting of a weapon or in reading a measuring device that has
minute callbrations. Scorers must be made aware of this problem and
a realistic range set in order to reduce perceptial errors. Scorer
fatigue and bordom is another problem that must be eliminated if
*ccurate acores are to be obtained. Giving the scorers breaks from
Acrng and allo bnng them to score different parts of the test helps
m*I.imize this problem.

An Example

At this point, it may be informative to *h-v a scoreisheet used in
a hands-on rest. Figure I depicts the scoresheet for assembling and
reparing a tactical FM radio. The scoresheet contains seven critical

performance measures. the task is product scored. All performance
measures are scored after the soldier has completed the task. The
scorer does not senore the performnce measures by observing the soldier
during the process of putting the radio together. In this case, correct
process is determined by correct product. Essentially, the task can be
scored GO or NO-GO with performance %easures five, six, and seven.
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The other performance meaoures are there for 3everal reasons. First,
soldirs use the schoresheets in their SQT ,otices as guides in preparing-
and training for SQT. Secondly, feedback is more specific and useful

when these other performance measures are listed. Performance measure
seven "did not damage battery" is used because during tryouts of this
test, when Ferformance measurc seven vas not yet included, many soldiers
broke the batteries by incorrect assembly procedures. Thus, this
performance measure was added to cover critical process elements of

Ithe task.

The reference to the notes in performance ntes 6 and 7 refer to
special scoring instructions at the bottom of the page. These notes
provl'k.e more detailed informat.on about scoring steps 6 and 7. The
scoresheet also provides a place for recordina any additional information
needed to explain a NO GO. For example, if a soldier fAiled, thescorer would write down the reason for the NO GO.

6
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PREPAPE (AN/PRC-77) RADIO SCORESflEET (PREPARE/OPERAT£ TACTICAL 1 RADIOS)

(AN/PRC-77, AN/VRC-64, and AN/GRC-160) (071-11A-0930)

, PERFORMANCE MEWURES (Product Scored) PASS FAIL

1. Assembled radio to include the antenna
and antenna base.

2. Set the correct frequency

3. Turned radii on so that it can transmit

4. Turned volume up so r',at radio can receive

5. Completed the task in 2 minutes

- .• 6A Control station coinLted (by scoror)

7. Did not damage battery (see note 2)

STANDARD: The soldier i4 scored GC if he passes all GO NO-GO
the performance aeasures. If he fails any performance
measure, he is scored NO-GC. If the soldier gets a NO-GO,
record on the scoresheet any additlonal information
required to show the cause of the NO-GO.

ADDITIONAL REASON(S) FOR NO-GO:

Scorer's Signature

NOTE 1: At Vie end of 2 minutes when "STOP" is given, the scorer con-
ducting the test will go around the semicircle to each radio and conduct
a radio check with the :ontrol station monitored by the SA. If the
station can be contacted, performance measure No. 4 is scored PASS. If
the control station cannot be contacted, the scorer must determine if
the radio was properly prepared for operation. If the scorer is able to
place the radio "nto operati, n by correcting an error made by the exam-
inee, performance masure No, 4 is scored FAIL. If the scorer determines
that the radio is unserviceable through io fault of the examinee, the
examinee will be retested.

NOTE 2: After the radio check, the scorer will physically check the
radio battery to determine if the battery hav been broken. If the
battery is broken, the soldier will receive a NO-GO.

FIGURE I
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Administrative Considerations

When compared to routinely administered written tests, the hands-on
test presents a considerable challenge to test administration. In
order to trduce problems associated with administrative procedures,
the hands-on test undergoem fie-Xd tryouts auring development. Test
developers use tryouts to check the set.-up of the test, the clarity
of the Instruetions, the acceptability of the tent to soldiers and to
expert0 afd the feasibility of the test.

A common problem encountered is the failure of equipment. In order
to deal with the problem, all instructions say that the examinee has the
option to stop the test at any point if a malfunetion in the equipment
Is suspected. If there actually is a malfunction the examinee is not
penalized. However, if there is no malfunction. the examinee is
penalized. While some may consider this require~ment harsh, it never-
theless represents a realistic evaluation of performance, because deciding
if equipment is functional is a part of every task. The scorer normally
would not purposely program a fault into a piece of equipment, and makes
every effort to insure that the equipment is functional. The only
exceptions to this are in cases where the task requires the examinee to
discover some fault in the equipment. Many tests make use of these
so-called "troubleshooting" tasks. The only information the examinee has
is that there is a flaw in the equipment. He/she of course, has no idea
what flaw was programmed into the equipment. After the test is written
and published, rehearsal is used so that administrators can become
familiar with the test. The rehearsal is done as close as possible to
the actual test date aso that scorers and administrators will have recent
experience with administration of the hnnds-on test. This also Sives
scorers and administrators t!44e to solve unige problems -.a clarity
instructions.

Ai:cther requirement, that of having scorers be of the same or a
related MS of those being tested, also helps reduce tOe possibility
of scorer error. When the scorers have familiarity witb, the task, they
are better able to identify and solve problems.

Another aspect of ITED's plan to reduce and solve teating problems
is the use of a special hot line telephone number that test administrators
can call to ask questions or get information about the test. lowever,
even this is rf limited use when the teat is in progress or it takes
time to find the answer to a problem. While much ran be done to reduce
the occurance of problems during a test there is, of course, no way
that all problems can be foreseen and planned for in advance. For
this reason, it has been a policy of ITED that no soldier should be
penalized because of a problem that is beyond his control.
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If some unforseen problems appears, such as equipment failure,
equipment unavailability or weather change, the soldier receivte ao
score ofe"not rated". A "not rated" does not help or hurt a soldier
pin his/her overall testing program. the "not rated" provides a useful

option In situations that are beyond thie control of exasinees,4nd
administrators. In the Infantry tests only It of the soldiers received-
a "not rated". A statistic which may suggest that many of the field
problem have been solved.

Another administrative problem is the manrower required for hands-on
testing. This problem will probably never be solved complet~iy to
a comander's sacisfaction because he/she must provide numerous pirsonnel
to administer and score the test. Hiowever, if the testing provides
useful information and really enhances the effectiveness of training the
ranpower requirement becomes a much more tolerable problem.

19
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RELTABILITY AND VALIDITY

Reliability and validity are-beyond the scope of the paper, bu:. It
is important to mention how they are assessed. Perhaps, the most impor-
tant aspect of reliability to consider is inter-rater or scorer reli-
ablity. Inter-rater reliability is assessed empirically and must be
at least 80% before a scoresheet 'is accepted.

The other aspects of reliability, i.e., stability, equivalency,
and homoenity, have not bein considered because they are not germain to

hands-on testing. Mreover, the fact that the hands-on test is a
criterion-referenced test argues for not considering these aspects of
reliability,

A more pertinent consideration is that of test validity. Contenat
validity Isestablished for all hands-,on tests by having experts score
a hands-on test. If 75% of these so-called experts agree that the task
is an important part of their NOS and is a fair way to find out if a
soldier can do the task, the test is deemed to have content validity.
While not an empirical method of assessing validity the method provides
logical validity and insures that the task is representative of an KOS.
It also insures that soldiers who will take the test perceive it as a
relevant and fair form of teiting.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the Army is committed to
hands-on testing and will work to solve the problems associated with
performance testing.
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OVERVIEW OF SQT DWEWHEN WO)RKSHOP

The Training Developments Institute (TDI), the Individual Training
and Evaluation Directorate (ITUD), and the Hummn Resources Research
Organization (HumUO), are conducting workshops that present the basic
principles of developing criterion-referenced tests as the principles
apply to developing a 311ll Qualification Teait (SQT). The workshops
were developed by flumRS) under contract with the Army Research Unsti-
tute (ARI).

In this paper I will describe the need for such a workshop,, the
constraints on the workshop, and the characteristics of the workshop.

NEED

The QTis a highly complex system in form, development,, and
administration.

SQT Is & criterion-referenced test; that is, performance on the
test is measured against a standard determined In adac by an
analysis of job performance requirements. Criterion-referenced testing,
in various form and under various names, has been around for a long
time. But the SQT Is, In form, develcpment, and administration, dif-
ferent from other form of criteron-referenced systm. The n~ed
for training, as provided by the workshop, arises from these differencs

4 end the problems aociated with thin.

In form, the principal difference is in the three components, or
types of test moe, within an SQT. An SQT consists of:

Hends-On Component (HOC)

Performance Certification Component (PCC)

Written Component (WC)

The Hands-On Component represents the most common type of criterion-
referenced testing. The exeminee perform a task, or part of a task,
under standardized conditions, and is evaluated against a standard of
job performance. Even though hands-on testing Is mot clearly criterion-

g referenced, an SQT may have no hands-on component.

The Performance Certification Component also resembles traditional
eriterion-refrerAed testing. The conditions under which the teat io
performed are not always standardized, but the allowable range of conr-
ditions is specified. A soldier's performmnco is usually evaluated by a
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~~~~~sdipervisor as he perform the task an the job. The P s clearly - , ,: ,.  .

< critorlon-mren e- lcrformace is seosurod saanst a standard. .
But some sQr wIU have so IPC, .

U/

The third component of the SQT is the alritten Cosponento In ,, -
sparse, It reaibe any other written test: there are item sema. :
an aterntve respns, and the oxmns chooses the rigt rm esp is
or responses. But what* out written test* sae a domn of knoledss,
the Written Component is criterlon-refernced" the ox * performsuportions of rsk&,or t he task nm the stb. or fC i h cle ableI
cite, of -O ite each, cover s crete task and the item t tea -
tivtes represent the actual alterntie that the soldier enoutim.on

! the jo.Te wnne then receives a cr$GO or RD 00, for eac tak.
Al S QT will have o CtteC omponnt.

Thus the form of an S SQ is olex. Probien arise in tin
appe to be tested, adapting task ysis data s the suitble for
t rtConstructint of criterion-refe e reced tes :, and deteraiulne whie of

tie oree o ts In biat sothe for tetis each rmk. 'Voe se
-i us to d1 it" so eim interferes ia hon it tt rae.

In addition to fors of SQT, robteim also arise In develooet.
ives ep nt of the Sat aIlnves na se than the conitrucon of the
htest for each tak. The prmci prea sn deelor t arises fro the
a-lurent that an Sof ant 5e vaitoe. Ublike mat criterion-

treferncd testing syste, an nalt;b tria outfor re ibletyfo
catd vlidn ofcriteri c en be adadtleterd in the fieldn For the iOC

the prcedure involves checks of scorer reability and test fesibilitywsfor the dCC, scorer ribiltf teest sili, and systtbtic d-

orin8 of test mat be o ure for the s, preics ve and content
vidiy are of concern. The procedures for v idatin an St are unique

In the ar a of adinstrtion, the SQT also produces soum distin-tive r euirsent h priary problem in dvelna prticular Ns sfrl
level, i orle t de, tnl tas the Sl dud the same test cri . des
befe lar e scaltesti tin is aso decentried. Test ontrol Office s
at oah Iitbaton rel conduct Sis. ft r the fie and Fr this ons
that develoers mot prlve r very precis perform an tres, est
conditions, and Istructlions to the Tfet sntl Officers scorers, ani
torins. for the u, the srge sce decentrlied testi an tan t
evedy respnse mot in up as p mro k on a sahiue-scor answer sar .

These arquo hicteistion of t SQTa is foro, des someut,ind
tie strtion, tsve ra ted considerale poblap. p r en eiulrienil
test v lors, even tetrihend criterin-rference test developers,
hv t n that devel opier mn Spe is nt an peiy job.An at most tot
evioeAwt Aoencies (the ), the S developers ere not test ex oes, but

Thsubjet setter crta. cTeritcso an l i In fom developent,
; but not sufficient.
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Early in the history of SQT developmet, ITED became aware of
recurring problem on nine major tasks or aspects of the test developer'si l~ob: '

Select Tasks for Testing

Review Task Analysis

Allocate Tasks to Components

Construct Hands-On Component

Tryout Hands-On Component

Construct Written Component

Validate Written Component

Construct Performance Certification Componut

Prepare SQT Notice

Gdonce on the nine tasks was Viblished as the Guidelines for
eveloent .oSk ll Oulification Tests. In addition to this document,

however, a need was perceived for a controlled, systmatic approach to
training and assisting individual developers in the implementation of
the principles contained in the Guidelines. The SQT Development Work-
shop was proposed as a means to provide monitored practice in the skills
involved in the nine tasks.

The overall objective for the Workshop is to prepare people at Test
SDevelopment Agencies to perform these nine tasks, and to apply thIe to

their otn S(IT development.

£ CONSTIAIMTS

The workshop had to accomodate three constraints. 1bstfkrst of
these is that it had to be exportable. While responsibility for
development of the %.ourse was assumed by the U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Commad (TRADOC), ultimately the implementation of the course
is the responsibility of the individual IMA. TMA traditionally exper-
ience considerable turnover among SQT personnel. TM must be able to
repeat the coure as often as their needs dictate.

The decision was mde to ake the course a part of the total Faculty
Development Program under the direction of TDI. At the TDA or school
level, the course would be the responsibility of the Staff and Faculty
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Development section. The requirement then, was that the course be
exportable to the extent that it could be taught to staff and faculty
personnel who would then act as courue managers at their TDA and con-
duct the course as needed to meet their own needs.

The second requirement was that the course be self-paced. While
the TRAhOC training philosophy incorporates self-pacing In its instruc-
tioual odel, this was not the only basis for this requirement. Persons
who are asigned to SQT development have a variety of experience. Son
know a great deal about testing but little about the practical limita-
tions of SQT. When participants come to the workshop, their actual
experience with SqT ranges from absolutely no prior exposure -to SQT
to two years working In Q Development. Thus, as the need to learn
about various aspects of SQT varies, the workshop had to allow individuals
to work at thoir own pace.

The third constraint related to the time of the workshop. You
way have heard that t.aining should be limited only by the asount of
time. required for stud43utx to master the objectives. You may even

z have said it. But thete Is almost always an outside limit. For this
workshop the limit is two weeks. Managers are just not willins to
allow people to be away from their desks for sore than ten days to
learn to develop an SQT.

These constraints have been faced by other developers. Ak part
of the total Faculty Development Program, TDI has successfully
Implemented a Criterion-Referenced Instruction (CI) Workshop, developed
by Mager Associates. This CRI workshop has become the basic foundation
for a family of staff and faculty development program which will pro-
vide the necessary in-house training capability to each TRAC training
facility.

According to the CRi model, the overall objective for a training
program is broken down into subordinate objectives, and training is
prsatted in modules corruponding to these subordinate objectives.
Within some limits, participants choose the sequence In which they
will tackle the modules. At the beginning of each module, the objective
for that module is stated, the criterion test is described, and resource
referenco for the material are listed. Each participant decides indi-
vidually how much he must study and practice to pass the criterion test.
A course manager onitors student progress, evaluate criterion tests,
and serves as a learning resource when required by the student.

This basic framework was followed for development of the SQT Work-
shop.
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p f CHARACTRSTICS OF HERKuiSHOP

The workshop is designed for yorker-leveal development personnel,
that is, the individual who actually 'st produce an SQT. kcause
of the detail in which the material Is presented, it is not intended
for senior or met middle management level personnel.

The workshop objective, to prepare people to apply the principles
In the ulne tasks, was broken out into 346 subordinate objectives.
For example, one such subordinateobjective,(withiu, the task, Lp'Qstruct

the HOC, construct pen:forzance measures for process scoring, product
scoring, or coubination scoring." Thirty-four modules were p:.pared
for these subordinate objectives. Bach module contains explanatory
text, examples and practical esercise . The exaxples and practical
exercises are for the wo t part based on comnn military tasks.
Sample tasks were chosen to illustrate tha principles being discussed,
and are intended to be familiar to most coutse participants.

[br each module, there is also a criterion test. Each criterion
test involves one of two types of material. In sowe tests, the material
is standard, that is, the participant is given a situatiou, task, or

other information, and applies the coucepts put forth to the module
to satisfy the requirements of the test, In others, the participant
sexpected to work with a task and material of his choosing frow the
N OS and skill level that he will be working with durirg SQT developmLt.

The balance between the two types of material was not easy toi* achieve. Standard tests are amenble to very specific feedback, and

make the role of the tours* manager easier. However, requiring thedeveloper to use his -jw material helps to overcom ths 'VJ 14S is dif-

frnt" syWdro by z.;-NLiv developers the adaptability of the course
Smaterils, In this way, the participant develops a greater appTeciatfon
of the ftexibittty and relevance of tba principles to his own job.

Approximately one-half of the criterin tests involve developers in
" using their own tasks.

In the workshop, the nine major tasks discussed earlier were grouped
into seven phase of skill development. These seven phasee are necessary
for complete development. Although emphasis in the workshop Is on the
individual modules, not the phases, in the time rmaining I will briefly
outlne what is involved in each of the seven phases. (See Figure 1.)

The first phase, for all participants, is the analysis and planing
pbae. At the beginning of the workshop, participants salect an NOS
with whih to work, *oe with which they are familiar. They begin with
ton tasks from one skill level of that MOS. In one smdule, participantA

* "Ldentify 30UtCOG of informtion on each task that are objective Indicators
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of need for evaluatlin. In another module, participants group the ten

tasks according to the extent of known performince deficiencies. These
vodules lead paracipants to select for testing those tasks which
prmidmr the Irea ta t~p~v iff .tn teeft£ g. f o mshe 'e~ t d j,
manager then selects five tasks with which the participant :ontnuesa to
work. Then, in the criterion cast for the task analysis moule, par-
ticipants raviwe and, i-f necessary, revise existing task analysis data
for those five tasks to make then suitable for test construction. The
final module in the analysis and planning phase covers allocating tasks
to components. In the criterion test, participants a"sin each of
their five tasks to the HOC, the PCC, or the WC. Iwh skill physical
tasks are allocated to the HOC or the PCC; mental E4&ks and low skill
physical tasks are allceated to the WC.

After participants finish the analysis and plaonig modules, they
branch Into either the HOC construction phase or the WC construction
phase. During the construction phases, participanrs work with the
tasks selected earlier. For the HOC construction, -.here are modules
for sou* preliminary decisions caflld for in the Guidelines. Then
they work on modules which require that they construct two complete
hands-on e'corable units, to include performance measuras, conditions,
examinee 13structions and score Instructions.

The WC construction phase also requires participants to write
scorable units for tasks they selected. They practice constructing
two kinds of written test: written performance tests, which require
exduainees to perform part or all of a task, and performance-based

tests, which require examinees to answer questions about how a task
is performed.

After participants finish the construction phase for a component,
they move to the validation phase :or that component. Here, the
activities and criterion tests are standardized, and address the analysis
of data and revision of scorable units based on va idatiin results.

The HOC validation procedure checks intarrater reliability,
acceptability, and feasibility. The modules cover locating faults based
on a tryout with experts, computing scorer agreement, checking feasi-
bility of a scorable unit, constructing a station-load table, and
revising hands-on scorable units.

The WC validation procedure checks discriminant validity and
acceptability. Three options for validation are available, based pri-
marily on the number and types of soldi.ers to which the developer has
access. The validation modules cover collecting selforatins, locating
faults based on a tryout with experts, validating written scorable
units against htu4s-on tests, selecting a validation option and analyzing
data on each of the three options, and revising written storable units.
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The to-Asion modules cap each validation phase. IThD's policy
In regard to validatioa is that the rtsulto give a basis for locating
and correcting fault* in a test. The modules present troubleshooting

charts for hands-on or writtes tests. *The activities and the criterion

given Item or performance measures. Using the troubleshooting chatts,
participants then modify the test to correct the probable causes of

the malfunction. Theae modules call for additional practice of theI
X skill* acquired during the construction phaaes.

The sixth phase, dealing with the FCC, focuses not only on the
procedure. for constructing the FCC but also on protedures for vall-
dating and monitoring it. Participants again work with one of their
own tasks. They describe hov the test will be conducted, how it will
be validated, what kinds of results would Indicate units for follow-
up checks, and how the checks will be conducted.

In tht final phase, after participants have developed a scorable
unit for each compone&z, they prepare an SQT Notice. This is primsri-ty
a check on their mastery of the format for the :,1otic*. It also pro-
vides a nest wrap-up of the court*,

In this way, workshop participants work through a full cycle of
SQT development in about to days. Wrorkshop materials will be revised
based on our experience with 15 TDA currently belug trained. u, ction
from those who hac, already received the training has been overwhelmingly
favorable. Iven individuals who have had no previous contact with
test development or with SQT have expressed confidence In their ability
to fit Into the SQT system after taking the workshop. Likewise. par-
ticipants, who have had VrIor work with SQT state the'. the workshop
has Improved their skills and capat -2itiss. The revised workshop will
then be added to the Staff wvd Facuty Developmit ccuursos at the TD.
The concentrated practical work In t.'--.* workthop will thus be part of
the on-going TRADOC support of TDA to accomplish the unique goals of
SQT.
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TAXONOMY OF TERMS IN JOB ANALYSIS

Major J. L. Mitchell, USAF
USAF Occupational Measurement Center

Lackland AFB, Texas

The term "Job Analysis" is used to refer to the whole class of
studies of occupational information as well as to the study of a single
job. The same language is used to discuss job data used for a variety
of purposes, from the engineering of a new cockpit design to the break-! down of tasks into elements which can be used to develop criterion objec-

tives for training. Sach a diversity of usage for the term "Job Analysis"
creates some difficulties in cummunication and sometimes results in
evaluating job analysis systems which are designed for different purposes
and have radically different procedures. This is, of course, absurd and
a waste of valuable research time. To preclude such misunderstanding and
waste, we need to develop and consistently use a more refined set of
categories which will more precisely communicate the type of job analysis
and its purpose.

Obviously, as an initial step we must begin by defining just what is
meant by the generic term "Job Analysis". McCormick and Tiffin (1974) have
defined it in the following way:

"Job analysis can be considered as embracing the collection
and analysis of any type of job-related information, by any
method, for any purpose. Perhaps it can be defined moregenerally as the study of human work (McCo-mick & Tiffin 1974:49)."

As you can readily see, this very general definition is so broad as to
include any possible type of study involving human work activities. This
would encompass the entire spectrum of occupational studies; from the

Ivaguely worded narrative job description (which has been particularly
notable in its use to describe higher level executive and management
positions) to the most percisely specified and quantified job analysis

4systems used for the more repetitive or consistent positions (those which
4can be done by checklist).

A number of reviews and critiques have lamented the state of Job
Analysis in this country. Kershner (1955) observed, "As is patently
evident, job analysis has been a sort of handmaiden serving in various
ways a variety of needs and all the while floundering in a morass of
semantic confusion." This iv a bleak picture indeed, but is probably an
accurate picture ef the state of Job Analysis at the time Kershner was
writing in 1955.

Prien and Ronan in a 1971 review of Job Analysis suggested that a
considerable amount of progress had been made, particularly in the
military services and in some of the more quantified job analysis systems
Such as that developed by McCormick in the Occupational Research Center at
Purdue University. While they cited six major research areas which
remained to be resolved, Prien and Ronan seem to believe that a credible
amou,'t of progress had been made in the decade and a half since Kershner'sVcritical cm;vents
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In a more recent review, McCormick examined the area of Job and Task

Analysis for the new Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology.
In evaluating the overall area,- -cCormick concluded that,

"... with some notable exceptions, the study of human work
has generally been more in the domain of the arts than of
the sciences. Perhaps to express it differently, the study
of human work (which occupies a major part of man's life-
time) probably has not generally benefited from the systematic,
scientific approaches that have been characteristic of other
domains of inquiry, such as the study of physical phenomena,
biological phenomena, or of the behavior of man himself (as
through psychological and sociological research)." (McCormick
1976:654)

The few "bright spots" which McCormick sees in this whole area
include the work done by the US Training and Employment Service (UST&ES)
in occupational classification, the work of task anplysis done in the
military services (and particularly the development of CODAP by the
Air Force Human Resources Lab), and the few civilian systems which focus
on the quantification of job information (such as McCormick's own
Position Analysis Questionnaire system).

At the risk of being accused of bias, I would assert that the
occupational research program of the military services is oerh&ps the
brightest of the "bright spots" which McCormick outlined. Of course
it is impossible to evaluate these three systems or approaches since
they are designed for different purposes, use entirely differept procedures, I
and serve different populations. However, I think it would be accurate to
say that the COOAP-based military job analysis systems have probably had
the greatest impact in the sense of terms of providing a data base and
systematic analysis of that data base to assist managers in making
decisions concerning how jobs are structured, how they should be organized
and defined, and what training is both necessary and relevant.

Aks early as 1959, Dr Carroll L. Shartle, wo is perhaps the "grand-father" of occupational studies in this country, wrote that,

"Occupational information in the atined services has continued
to develop and today the Department ot Defense has one of the
largest programs in developing and applying occupational infor-
mation in the world. Technological changes make it necessary
that occupationial research be continued vigorously (Shartle 1959:8)."

Shartle also developed a basic taxonomy of terms used in the area of
Job Analysis. Recognizing that our normal terminology dealing with jobs
is often very loosely used in practice, he set forth certain definitions
of terms in order to establish a more realistic framework for our study
of occupations. His definitions are as follow:
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Career. A career covers a sequence of positions, jobs, or
occupations that one person engages in during his working
life.

Occu2ation. An occupation is a group of similar jobs found
Tnsevera" establishments.

I Job. A job is a group of similar positions in a single plant,
-business establishment, educational institution, or other

organization. There may be one or many persons employed in
the same job.

Position. A position is a group of tasks performed by one
person. There are as many positions as there are workers in
the organization.

Positions could be further broken down into tasks (those specificactivities which taken together, make up the position) and elemints(those very specific actions which comprise a task).

These terms, by and large, provide a comprehensive taxonomy.
They are fairly consistently used in the military services, with the
exception that we tend to collapse the first two categories into one
when we talk of Military Occupational Specialties (MOS) or, in the
Air Force, of Career Fields. Thus we tend to use the terms "career~field", "specialty", or "occupational area" interchangeably to refer

to what Shartle defines as Occupations and Career.. We should, perhaps,
be more consistent and use his terms in order to differentiate between
groupings of related jobs (an Occupation) and what an individu,l does
during hii time in the military service (a Career).

While this taxonomy of terms appears simple and straightforward, we
have already seen that there is some degree of confusion In practical use.
One of the problems is that we use the term "Job Analysis" to refer
generically to the entire area of occupational information. At the same
time, we aiso use it to refer specifically to the analysis of a group of
related positions within a given work context or organization. In the
Air Force, we tend to use the term "Job Description" regardless of the
level of groups we are talking about. With CODAP we can generate
quantative "Job Descriptions"' for an individual, for groups of related

Ipositions (where is would be most appropriate), and even across groups
to cover entire occupational areas. We would be more percise if we used
Position Description for describing tasks involved in a unique individual's
work, Job Description for outlining tasks for groups of related positions,
and Occupation Description for tummarizinij the tasks involved across
related job groups. This useage would let us grasp much more quickly the
exact level of our descriptions, and could more percisely comunicate the
level cf our analysis.
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A very serious compounding factor, however, is the use to which the
analysis is to be put. There is probably more variance in procedures,
type of analysis, and meaning associated with what we plan to do with the
data than there is with the level of grouping. A task, job, or occupational
analysis for the purpose of engineering design of a new weapons system
cockpit is necessarily considerably more detailed than would be required if
the analysis is to be used only for examining the job classification system.
And yet, at present, we continue to use the terms Job, Task, or Occupational
Analysis as if they are equivalent regardless of the purpose of the research.

usesWe need to look, at least in a very general way, at the varios possible
uses of Job Analysis data. McCormick and Tiffin (1974) have published a
summary table which very concisely summarizes some of the uses of the type
of information which is normally obtained through job and task analysis.
Their summary with some modifications, is shown as Table 1. As you can see
from this display, the possible uses of job information are quite varied
and implicitly demand quite different kinds of information. The kinds of
Job information needed for making personnel selection and placement decisions
must necessarily be considerably different than would be needed for equrltment
design, although obviously they are to a degree related or interactive. The
kinds of people available for -election does imapct on how you can design the
equipment to be used on a job and the reverse is also true,

While we could discuss these various uses in considerable detail, it

is more worthwhile here to simply note them and to understand that each
possible use of job information has its own unique requirements. While they
may be related to one another to a small or large degree, the information
needed is by no means identical. The same is true of the levels discussed
earlier. The types of information needed to adequately describe a specific
position are not necessarily what is needed to properly characterize an
occupation. The former by necessity must be much more specific and detailed
than the latter. Further, what can be done with the data is also relevant.
It is useless to assess the similarity of a position with itself; obviously
it is identical. However, such a contrast in terms of similarity is just
what is needed when we study job groups or when we wish to assess the
degree of relationship between various occupational groups or career
patterns. Thus, both the level anJ the purpose of the analysis are relevant
and we need some way to communicate both of these in our taxonomy of terms.

Before proceeding to an obvious solution to these taxonomic problems,
it might be worthwhile to cite at least one instance where this type of
basic definitional difference has resulted in a serious scientific problem.
Recently, a draft paper by a Navy research contractor has been circulating
among the various military organizations involved with occupational analysis.
The main point of this paper was to compare the relative cost effectiveness
of the contractor's method of determining Navy course content requirements
and that of the CODAP-based USAF Occupational Survey Program. This
researcher asserted that he could achieve the same objective of establishing
what needs to be trained by ising a job analysis expert and a small group of
training specialists qualified in the given occupation without needing to do
at expensive survey or use a sophisticated computer program.
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This report could be challenged on a number of points. For example,
the "improved" criteria of success is simply the opinion of an analyst
and a trainer, which is hardly an objective criterion. Further the contractor
asserts that no one has been concerned with the question of the validity of
surve data; in this he largely ignores the concerns expressed by Kershner
(1955 , by Prien and Ronan (1971), by Ash & Kroeker (1975), and by McCormick
1976), as well as others.

Quite aside from such criticisms of what the researcher said, a much
more basic issue is involved when his entire approach attempts to compare the
results of a training-specific task analysis with what is possible with an
Air Force occupational analysis, where the objective is much broader in
that career structure, classification, promotion testing, and other issues
as well as training are involved. He biases his results by essentially
saying that by focusing on one particular objective, he can accomplish it
more economically than is possible with a more comprehensive system. In
fact, he has not proven even that even though he ignores the other potential
uses of job information. The more sophisticated CODAP-based system can
address the question of whether training should b. given at all which is
not feasible in the proposed training expert system. The contractor ignores
the fact that changes made in the classification system also have a direct
impact on training requirements.

The contractor's system also makes the assumption that management has

already made most of the necessary decisions as to what the training
population will be and the degree of proficiency required, and related issues.
He completely misses the point that the USAF occupational survey program is
designed primarily to provide Air Force management with the information to
make data-ased decisions about an occupational area. As a spin off from
gathering such information, data is also available to be used in training
design and decisions. Additionally, within the Air Force system, a procedure
much like that proposed is used when decisions are to be made about specific
training content, except that in the Air Force program we are currently
having technical representatives from using commands (those who use our
technical training graduates) assist in this type of decision making
("Scrubdown" or "Technical Training Systems Review" Projects).

Finally, the Navy contractor asserts that decisions made in his
system by an expert and the trainers should be used as the basis for
designing occupational structures - that is, that training should drive the
classification system. This, of course, goes much beyond his limited data
(which is largely anecdotal). The Air Force system is predicated on just
the opposite assumption - it is necessary first to determine how people are
or should be utilized using the most complete data base available (which
includes occupational suriey data, the expertise of subject-matter specialists,
the experience of senior managers, and any other relevant data). Once the
utilization pattt~rn has been established, then the occupational structure
and the training will follow. Rather than expecting management to make all
the decisi3ns needed to specify training programs, the Air Force occupational
survey system is designed to assist those managers by providing a data base
reflecting current utilization for use as a starting point in the decision

process.
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This brief review of a contractor's research is cited here as perhaps
a rather extreme example of attempting to compare a "Job analysis" for a
limited purpose (training) with a "Job analysis" designed for a higher level of
generality and for various purposes. If we used more percise definitions,
it is evident that he attempts to contrast a task analysis for training with
an occupational analysis which is multipurpose (classification, structure,
training, etc.). Stated in these more precise terms, his attempt is both
unrealistic and unscientific. It does, however, serve as an excellent
example of why we need to be more explicit and consistent in our use of
Job Analysis terminology.

One obvious solution for this need for more percise language is to
: use a composite title which would include both the level and the purpose of

the analysis. Table 2 displays a matrix of the levels of analysis as well
as some of the uses of job analysis. A few of the cells in this table have
been filled in to illustrate the type of terminology which could be used to
very concisely depict the type of analysis being undertaken. Thus, a task
analysis being done specifically to determine training requirements would
be a 'Training Task Analysis" while a task analysis being done for the
purpose of human engineering would be an "Engineering Task Analysis". This
system would be most useful at the more specific levels and in those cases
where only one puroose is to be met.

For the higher levels of analysis (particularly in the occupational
analysis or career analysis categories), it may be best to drop the specific
purpose designation, especially where there is more than one purpose to be
served. Thus, where no qualifier is included in the title, we could assume
a multipurpose study. Where only a single purpose is undertaken, such as the
study of job satisfaction then a more soecific title would sti;1 be
appropriate (a Career Satisfaction Analysis? etc.).

While a more flexible and refined taxonomy of terms will Lertainly not
solve many of the complex and difficult problems of the study of human work,
it is a starting point for more percise communication about the kinds of
analysis we do. As such, it represents a better way of doing business and
is therefore proposed for your consideration and use. Such a system has
much to conw.nd its use and should provide a foundation on which we can
build a more comprehensive dialogue among ourselves and with the managers whose
need for data-based decisions we are in the business to serve.
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,]NTROEUTION

SOME YEARS AFTER HE LEFT THE WHITE HOUSE, PRESIDENT TRUMAN-

IN REPLY TO A QUESTION, STATED THAT HE WAS THE OLDEST LIVING

EX-PRESIDENT AND HE DESIRED TO REMAIN THAT W4AY AS LONG AS

POSSIBLE. As A CHARTER MEMBER OF THE MTA, MY FEELINGS PARALLEL

HIS. I WOULD LIKE TO REMAIN A LIVING CHARTER MEMBER AS LONG AS

POSSIBLE.

THERE IS ANOTHER ORGANIZATION TO WHICH THIS PARALLEL APPLIES -

THE PEARL HARBOR SURVIVORS ASSOCIATION - IT IS THE ONLY OUTFIT

THAT I BELONG TO THAT DOES NOT HAVE AMY INPUT FROM THE BOTTOM -

AND THE MEMBERS AT THE TOP ARE GRADUALLY DISAPPEARING. YOU

MIGNT SAY WE HAVE NO UPWARD MOBILITY PROGRAM, OR PARADOXICALLY

WE HAVE EMBRACED THE UP OR OUT POLICY TO ITS LOGICAL, ULTIMATE

RESTING PLACE.

SO I AM HAPPY TO NOTE THE YOUNGER MEMBERS OF THE MTA,
ESPECIALLY THOSE WITH THAT EAGER LOOK ABOUT THEM. AT TIMES

THAT EAGER LOOK HAS TROUBLED ME - I AM NEVER QUITE CERTAIN IF
THEY ARE EAGER TO AVOID THE MISTAKES WE MADE, OR EAGER TO

REPEAT THEM. PERHAPS I MAY BE ABLE TO HELP SOME OF YOU AVOID
SOME MISTAKES OR ONLY PARTIALLY RE-IAVENT THE WHEEL.

ill
tE 1

!,
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SLIDt

I WILL FOLLOW THE ABSTRACT AS SUBMITTED - HOW AND WHEN

NOTAP STARTED, CONDITIONS EXISTING AT THE TIME - ASSUMPTIONS

AND CONCLUSIONS MADE IN THE EARLY DAYS, BOTH ACCURATE AND

INACCURATE AS PROVED BY SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS, PRESENT STATUS

OF THE PROGRAM AND A LOOK AT POSSIBLE FUTURE USES OF OCCUPA-

TIONAL DATA.

SLEEOF

NOTAP WAS CONCEIVED BY THE SECNAV TASK FORCE' ON RETENTION

WHICH REPORTED OUT IN 1966. THE EXACT RECOt;FNDATION WAS AS

INDICATED ON THIS SLIDE,

THE HISTORY OF THE FROGRAM IS AS FOLLOWS: (SPEAK TO SLIDE)

SLIDEEO

WHAT WERE THE CONDITIONS EXISTING IN THE LATE SIXTIES AND

EARLY SEVENTIES? THE NAVY'S UNIQUE MANPOWER CHARACTERISTICS

WERE AS LISTED ON THIS SLIDE.



SLIE 4 .

WE HAD AN EXPANDING NAVY THEN A CONTRACTING NAVY. IN THE

t EARLY SEVENTIES THE WASHINGTON PAPERS WERE CARRYING ARTICLES

ABOUT MOVING OUT 25Z OF FEDERL GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL BASED

THERE,

IT WAS NOT THE TIME AND PLACE FOR A NEW PROGRAM TO GO

OPERATIONAL IN THE WASHINGTON AREA BUT, OBVIOUSLY WE MADE ITS

SLIDE W EE

SLIDE 5 O

TO REFRESH YOUR MEMORY, THIS SLIDE IS A COMPOSITE OF ALL

THE INFORMATION WE COLLECT. (SPEAK TO SLIDE)

SLIDEL5 OF

WHAT WERE SOME OF OUR EA1RLY RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS?

SOME ITELS:

1. .FSERvATION/INTERVIEW, PRIOR fO CONSTRUCTING A TASK

INVENTORY THE TEAM ASSIGNED INTERVIEWS A SMALL BUT HIGHLY

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF PERSONftL IN THE RATING - ANYWHERE

FROM 40 TO 150 INCUMBENTS. THIS COSTS MONEY, ESPECIALLY

IRAVEL FUNDS. IN ADDITION TO PROVIDING TRAINING FOR OUR TEAM,

IT HELPS PIN-POINT PROBL.M AREAS AND PROVIDES PEOPLE TO PEOPLE

CONTACT, IMOST IMPORTANT, IT INCREASES THE CREDIBILITY OF OUR

DATA. A PRUDENT INVESTMENT - WE THOUGHT AT ONE TIME WE WOULD

HAVE HAD A TOUGHER TIME JUSTIFYING THIS EXPENDITURE.
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DMT IOLLECTI1., ORIGINALLY, WE THOUGN1 THAT COLLECTING THE

DATA BY MAIL-OUTS WOULD BE CHEAPER. THE USAGE RATE FOR MAIL-

OUTS IS ABOUT 37%; FOR-ON SITE ADMINISTRATION BY OUR STAFF,

IT IS 99Z PLUS. CONSIDERING PRINTING, TRAVEL, POSTAGE AND

USAGE RATns OUR DETAILED COST STUDIES HAVE CLEARLY SHOWN THAT

ON-SITE ADMINISTRATION IS CHEAPER AND FASTER.

SAMPL..ESIE, 0RIG!?&ALLY, OVER 50%. NOW BETWEEN 20-30 PERCEdT.

IN ADDITION TO RATINGS, THE NAVY HAS NAVY ENLISTED CLASSIFICA-

TIONS (CALLED NEC's) WHICH ARE MOSTLY A SECONDARY LEVEL OF

IDENTIFICATION BUT SOMETIMES CAN BE A TERTIARY. SOME RATINGS

HAVE OVER 40 SUCH CODES. WE FAILED TO ANTICIPATE THE PRESENT

DEMAND FOR DATA BY THESE NEC's. As YOU KNOW, THE LARGER THE

NUMBER OF SUB-GROUPS, THE LARGER THE SAMPLE SIZES. ON THE

OTHER HAND, THE SMALLER THE SAMPLE THE LESS INTERFERENCE WITH

THE OPERATING FORCES.

tADuiiTRAtVE - BY THIS I MEAN THE AMOUNT OF TIME CONSUMED IN

MAKING ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEW AND DATA

COLLECTION. WE JUST DIDN'T ALLOW ENOUGH TIME FOR THIS IN OUR

EARLY ESTIMATES. SHIPS AND SQUADRONS ARE MOBILE AND THE NUMBER

OF SHIPS HAS DECREASED. THUS WE VISIT THE SAME SHIPS MORE OFTEN

AND WE ARE VERY MINDFUL THAT THE PRIMARY MISSION OF THE OPERATING

FORCES IS NOT COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRES.
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SUFF. WE ANTICIPATED A GRADUAL BUILD-UP IN OUR APPROVED
OPERATIONAL ALLOWANCE, BUT SUDDENLY WE WENT FROM FAMINE TO

FEAST - AS A RESULT OUR DATA COLLECTION CURVE LOOKS LIKE THIS:

SLIDE 6 ON AND OFF

THIS IS PRESENTED IN A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE IN THE NEXT TWO

SLIDES, AND OF COURSE, WILL RESULT IN SOME SCHEDULING PROBLEMS

IN THE FUTURE.

SLIDES 7 & 8 ON AND OFF
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Use OFDAIA

IN SOME AREAS TIVE USE OF THE DATA HAS EXCEEDED EXPECTATIONS,

IN OTHERS, IT HAS LAGGED -XPECTATIONSs

FOR EXAMPLE, ABOUT FOUR YEARS AGO WE WERE SERIOUSLY CON-

S!j)ZRIG DELETING ?HYSICAL DEMANDS FROM OUR TASK INVENTORIES.

NOW THE REACTION IS - IS THAT ALL YOU HAVE? IN TWO RATINGS

WE ARE CURRENTLY COLLECTING PHYSICAL DEMANDS DATA AT THE

REQUEST OF PRDC, SAN DIEGO TO ASSIST IN A LONGITUDINAL PHYSICAL

REQUIREMENTS RESEARCH PROJECT.

THE INITIAL REACTION TO JOB SATISFACTION/DISSATISFACTION

WAS MUCH THE SAME. NOW THE PRINTOUTS ON JOB SATISFACTION ARE

VERY MUCH IN DEMAND. PRDC, SAN DIEGO HAS TAKEN OUR DATA ON

FOUR SAMPLE RATINGS AND SUBJECTED IT TO EXTENSIVE FACTOR,

MULTIPLE REGRESSION AND CORRELATIONAL ANALYSES. BASED ON THEIR

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS WE ARE MAKING SOME MODIFICAT;ONS TO THE

JOB SATISFACTION PART OF OUR TASK INVENTORY.

THE USE OF OUR DATA IN VARIOUS RESEARCH PROJECTS HAS EXCEEDED

EXPECTATIONS. THE OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH AND THE VARIOUS

SYSTEM COMMANDS FREQUENTLY REFER COMPANIES, WITH WHOM THEY HAVE

CONTRACTS, TO US BECAUSE OF THE INFORMATION IN OUR DATA BANK.

THE TRAINING COMMAND IS THE LARGEST BULK USER OF OUR DATA.

OUR RELATIONSHIP HAS BECOME SO INSTITUTIONALIZED THAT, AFTER

COMPLETING CERTAIN INTERNAL CHECKS, WE IMMEDIATELY FORWARD A
'ALARGE BOX OF PRINTOUTS TO THEM AS INDICATED ON THIS SLIDE,

SLIDE 90 D



OUR MANAGEMENT BUREAU, THE BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL TASKS

I NOTAP FOR SPECIAL STUDIES WHEN CHANGES TO THE ENLISTED RATING

STRUCTURE ARE COMTEMPLATED.

To SUMMARIZE, THE DATA IS BEING USED, IN VARYING DEGREES,

ON MOST PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONAL AREAS. WE, OF COURSE,

WOULD LIKE TO SEE IT USED MORE IN CERTAIN AREAS. AN OBSERVATION

- MOST PERCEIVED PROBLEMS FILTER DOWN FROM THE TOP, NOT UP

FROM THE BOTTOM. THUS, IT IS DIFFICULT TO CONVINCE A MANAGER

THAT HE MAY HAVE PROBLEMS IN THE FUTURE AND YOU HAVE HELPFUL

INFORMATION. HE PROBABLY HA4 TOO MANY OTHER CURRENT PROBLEMS

AND HE SECRETLY HOPES WHAT YOU DESCRIBE MAY NOT COME TO PASS,

AT LEAST, NOT DURING HIS WATCH- THUS, THE BIGGEST ADVANCES IN

THE USE OF THE DATA HAS TAKEN PLACE AT THOSE TIMES WHEN A REAL

NEED BECAME APPARENT. WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR THE FORESIGHTED AND

STRONG SUPPORT GIVEN TO US BY OUR PROGRAM MANAGER ON THE STAFF

OF THE CHIEF, BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL.
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FUTURE USES OF DATA

IN ADDITION TO THE EXPANDING USE OF OCCUPATIONAL DATA

BROUGHT ABOUT BY REFINEMENTS IN COLLECTING AND PRESENTING

THE DATA, WHAT DOES THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE FOR NEW APPLICATIONS

OF THE DATA?

SLIDELI10flN

THERE ARE TWO AREAS THAT APPEAR PROMISING. THESE ARE:

1. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY.

2. LEGAL CASES CONCERNING SELECTION PROCEDURES AND JOB

REQUIREMENTS,

THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT WAS PASSED IN 1970,

IT CONCERNS HEALTH IN THE WORK PLACE. A FORTHCOMING EXECUTIVE

ORDER WILL APPARENTLY INCLUDE UNIFORMED PERSONNEL, SPECIFICALLY,

UNDER THIS ACT.

PERSONNEL OF THE OCCUPATIONAL AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

DIVISION OF THE BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY WERE INTERESTED

IN WHAT NAVY RATINGS WERE EXPOSED TO CERTAIN SUSPECTED CANCER-

CAUSING AGENTS$

ACCORDINGLY, THEY CONVENED A PANEL OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENISTS

AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICIANS AND ISOLATED THOSE TASKS

FROM NOTAP JOB INVENTORIES (RATING RELATED) THAT WERE RELATED

TO CERTAIN SUSPECTED CAUSAT'VE AGENTS. FROM THE COMPUTER PRINT-

OUTS, THE PERCENT OF MEMBERS WHO PERFORMED EACH TASK WAS THEN

EXTRACTED. THE SAME PROCEDURE WAS FOLLOWED FOR EQUIPMENT ITEMS,
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FOLLOWING OUR BREAKOUT OF USE OR REPAIR AND USE AIM REPAIR$

ILAST, AND ALSO FOLLOWING OUR BREAKOUT, THE DATA WERE BROKEN
OUT BY JOB TITLES, WATCH DUTIES, COLLATERAL DUTIES AND

PHYSICAL DEMANDS. REGRETFULLY, OUR RELATIVE TIME STATISTICS

WERE OF LITTLE VALUE FOR THIS USE OF THE DATA.

IN THE FUTURE, WE SHALL PROBABLY INCLUDE SEVERAL SPECIFIC

TASK STATEMENTS THAT WILL BE OF VALUE TO THE MEDICAL PEOPLE.

THIS IS A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AREA. FURTHER, JOB INCUMBENTS

ARE OFTEN UNAWARE OF ANY LONG-RANGE HEALTH HAZARDS IN THEIR

WORK AREA.

THE FULL AND EVENTUAL IMPACT OF THIS ACT, AS AMENDED, IS A

MATTER OF CONJECTURE. IT WILL HAVE, HOWEVER, A TREMENDOUS

2 EFFECT ON OUR ECONOMY AS HARMLESS. SUBSTITUTE MATERIALS ARE

DISCOVERED AND MANUFACTURED.

WITH REGARD TO THE SECOND AREA - LEGAL CASES - SELECTION

PROCEDURES INCLUDE APPLICATION FORMS, INTERVIEWS, AND REFERRALS

AS WELL AS TESTS, SUCH CRITERIA MUST BE JOB RELATED; LIKEWISE,

ANY JOB REQUIREMENT MUST ALSO BE JOB RELATED.

OF COURSE, WITH REGARDS TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE PRIVACY

ACT, AND OTHER LEGAL CONSTRAINTS, RELEANCE IS LESS RELEMATI!

IT IS NOT ONLY THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964 AND SUBSEQUENT

EXECUTIVE ORDERS THAT HAS RESULTED IN VIRTUALLY A NEW DIMENlON;

!T IS ALL MINORITIES, WOMEN AND, CURRENTLY, THE AGED. FOR

EXAMPLE, IF A WOMAN CR AN ELDERLY PERSON TAKES AND FAILS SOME

SORT OF STRENGTH OR DEXTERITY TEST, AND SUBSEQUENTLY CHALLENGES
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SAID TEST, MANAGEMENT MUST PROVE THE TEST IS REASONABLY RELATED

TO SUCCESS ON THE JOB OR IT IS A REASONABLE JOB REQUIREMENTS

SLIDE U0'OFF

THE COURTS HAVE, IN THE PAST, BASED THEIR FINDINGS ON TEST S

VALIDITY ON THE FOLLOWING: SLIDT1O
1. PROFESSIONALLY DEVELOPED

2. SKILL RELATED

3. CURRENCY

4. ESSENTIAL - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, MORALE?

5. REASONABLE - BUSINESS RELATED PURPOSES?

THE RELATIONSHIP OF OCCUPATIONAL TASK ANALYSIS TO MOST OF

THESE FACTORS IS OBVIOUS.

SLIDE 11QEE
ANY JOB REQU&REMENTS MUST BE JOB RELATED IN THE SAME CONTEXT

THAT TESTS ARE. A WORD OF CAUTION - JOB TASK ANALYSIS INDICATES

WHAT WORKERS ME DOING. IF MANAGEMENT CHANGES THE JOB CONTENT

(WHAT WORKERS SHOULD BE DOING) ANY RESULTING CHANGES IN JOB

REQUIREMENTS MUST BE VALIDATED ALSO. MANAGEMENT, IF THE JOB

ANALYSIS SO INDICATES, SHOULD EMPHASIZE THE NEGATIVE ASPECTS

IN COMPARISON WITH THE FIVE CRITERIA LiSTED ON THE SLIDE (IN

OTHER WORDS SHOW DAMAGES FROM THE EXISTING CONDITIONS) IN

ADDITION TO VALIDATING THE CHANGES,
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IN CONCLUSION, SEVERAL BROAD OBSERVATIONS. MANY OF YOU

HERE ARE IN RESEARCH - IN THE DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE WE KNOW IF

THE PROGRAM WENT OPERATIONAL WE WOULD LIVE WITH OUR MISTAKES,

So A GOOD QUESTION FOR A RESEARCHER TO ASK HIMSELF IS 'IF I

SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR OPERATING WHAT I RECOMMEND, WOULD

MAKE THE SAME RECOMMENDATION OR, AT LEAST, INVESTIGATE

FURTHER?*

SECONDLY, ALTHOUGH THERE IS WIDESPREAD USE OF THE DATA,

THE FUTURE IS STILL WIDE OPEN FOR INCREASED USE OF THE DATA,

ePECIALLY IN THOSE AREAS WHEREIN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT HAS

PROBLEMS,
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PR.eODUCTIvITY CURVE
AccumuIated % of Ratings entered In the Data Bank

-_Accumulated Sof Job Descriptions entered

i/
700%

I O' AI
50% 1

10%

0%da
Asf: JAN JAN JAN JAN JAN JAN JAN SEP
As f: 1971 1972 1973 1974 1973 1976 1971 197
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STATUS OF TIE OTAP DATA BAN K
Sof: I Sep 1977

Calendar Number of Ratings Percent of RI*tIngs
cEntet by Year Entered by Year

1971 1 2%

1972 2 3%

1973 $ 13%

1974 7 11%

175 11 18%

1976 20 32%

Thru 1I S 77 .AJ.

62 100%

70 Ratings In the Navy

6 Small Ratings plus Hospital Corpsman and Dental Tehnlclan
are scheduled or In process

--.
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jB DESCRIPTION

-STATUS OF' THE NOTAP DATA BANKas of: I Sep 1977

Number of Percent of
Calendar Job Descriptions Job Descriptions

,,l ered- Each Year -Entered Each Year

1971 M2

1972 2, 196 2%

1973 10. 970 12%

1974 12,v808 14%

1975 23.1108 25%

1916 32,341 36%
Thru I Sep 77 .3

Total 91,373 100 %
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STANDARD PACKAGE OF COMPUTER PRINTOUTS

FOR THETRAINING COMMUNITY

Task Inventory Optical

2§AMCRIPTION

NECSPG - NEC Listing by Paygrade

ACTCOD - Activity Code Usting
PRTDIC Print Dictionary (Background Variables)

TITLES Titles Listing (Duty & Task)

DIAGRM & GRPMBR - Diagram (ime) & Group Membership

PRTVAR - Print Variable (Background data)

DUVARS - Duty Variable (%of time spent by each
member)

JOBDEC - Job Descriptions (Paygrade, Skill Level,
Primary Diagram Stages, & Skill

Levels within Stages, & Total)

GRPSUM - Summaries by S of Members Performing
Each Task & %of Time Spent by

All Members

ASFACT - Levels of Task Performance

AVALUE - Average Paygrade Performing Tasks

VARSUM - Variable Summary, (Worker Characteristics,
Job Satisfaction, Watch Duties, Collateral

Duties, Equipment Items, Etc.)
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AN ALTERNATE COIIPUTER APPROACH TO THF

ANALiSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL TASK-FACTOR DATA

Richard W. Dickinson
Occitpattonal Research Program

Industrial Engineering Department
Texas A6LM University

INTRODUCTJON

The assumption is being made that the reader is at least vaguely

familiar with the CODAP analysis system. Whilu this paper is noL
intended to be a technical exposition on the manner in which the
functions of the CODAP task-factor programs in question were
duplicated, It in felt that some knowledge of CODAP is necessary
to place the Information presented here in the proper perspective.

Approximately a year and a half ago, the Occupational Research
Program (OR?) at Texas ALH Univers~ty was faced with the need to
analyze and trainipulate task-related Information. Normally, this
need would have been satisfied using the following task-oriented
CODAP aystem programs:

COMGEN
FACSUK
FACSPC
FACSTD
PREFAC
TSKCAT
TSKCOR
TSKFAC

Unfortunately, the export version of the CODAP source codes
doei not contain these programs. This state of nffairs lead ORP
to search for other ue ns of handling such data. Eventually,
methods were developed tr duplicatIng the functions of these
eight progras through the use of SAS (Statistical Analysis

Description of SAS

SAS Is a proprietary product of SAS Institute, Inc., a private
company devoted to the maintenance and development of SAS. It
is an integrated system of data management and statistical analysis
conceived for use on I.B.M. or related equipment. This PLI/'-like
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language combines statistical versatility with extensive capability
for data manipulation and report writing.

SAS can read data in almost any kind of format iron any kind
of file. For data transformations, SAS offers a complete lib-ary
of mathmatical and statistical functions. The user can create new
variables, delete observations and variables, accumulate totals,
and execute statements conditionally. File-handling tools available
in SAS include merging, sorting, interleaving, concatenating,
subsetting, updating, and interactive editing of data sets. One
of the most useful aspects of SAS is its ability to produce output
from procedures in the form of SAS data sets. For example, SAS
can put predicted values from a regression analysis in a data set
for further analysis or manipulation.

Description of Task-Factor Programs

below is a listing of the task-factor programs of interest alcng
with a short descri ion of their function. These eight programs
were written to allow greater flexability in the nanipulation,
analysis and reporting of task-oriented data, which, up until this
tive, was inaccessable to existing CODAP programs.

COWEN - Using user supplied program stateuents, this progrm
performs mthmatical operations on factor data files.

fACSN - Prints final report In upecified sort format. This
program can also create new files representinj
differences between various existing files.

FACSPC - Closely parallels program JOBDEC except that It
applies to faictor ratings instead of job deacrip-
tions.

FACSTD - Closely parallels program INPSTD except that it
creates a rater history file instead of a worker
history file.

PREFAC - Based on regrension weights this program produces
a deck of predicted score values.

TSKCAT - Produceo a card deck with "l's" or "0's" representing
specified tasks.

TSWCOR - Computen intercorrelatin matrices and user-6pecd-
fied regression problems.

TSKFAC - This program is used to create new records on the
job description file to be later referenced by
othei task-factor programs in the CODAP system.
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Statement of the Problem

That task-oriented information can now be accessed similarly to
that of information regarding jobs or persons adds significantly to
the tools the Job analyst can bring to bear on occupational problem
areas. Unfortunately, the source code in which the eight task-factor
pcograms were written has not been converted for use on non-Univac
equipment. Such a situation effectively isolates users of CODAP with
non-Univac equipment from benefiting from the convenience and flex-
ibility these programs offer in the handling of task data. It was
for this reason that ORP turned to SAS.

METHOD

The final output form of the repart presented in Table I was
produced in a single job run. All necessary data for the report
were input via the card reader, although it woulo have been possible
to accesa tape or diec devices. -Me following is a short, highly
simplified description :f tue means by which SAS duplicated the
functions of the task-faster prograL4.

As outlined in Figure 1 the data stream initially consists
of task statements, task-factor data, and job survey data. The task-
factor data consists of mean tagk values in punch card format pr.-
duced by program REXALL. Job strvey data is In the form of punched
output from program AVALUE and JOBD,'C. Normally, JOBDEC produces no
punched output other than a "JDC" card in which to reference the Job
Description File (to access data such a,' percent performing). For
our purposes, a modif'cation of JOBDEC was introduced allowing
punched output of any values created by the program. Background data
on raters could have also been input had there been a desire to
later reference data based on certain specified rater history
characteristi -s. As the data is input, SAS automatically creates
temporary files to be referenced for use later In the program.
The files of interest are merged (by task statement) creating the
master data set upon which various statistical routines c.2n be
performed.

At this point. SAS has performed in a manner analogous to the
following CODAP system programs: TSKFAC, FACSTl), FACSPC. Specific
regression annalyses can be performed on the merged data using SAS's
sophisticated General Linear Widels procedure along with the re-wuest
int predicted values be output to the master data set (essentially

the role of TSKCOR and PRLFAC). Prior to being analyzed, data may be
modified by SAS (squared, cubed, etc.) iimply through program state-
ments at any point In the data stream (COMGEN's function). Last,
the final report may be printed in any format or sort order desired
(FACSUM's function). TSKCAT's function could easily be duplicated
either through program generated "l's" and "O's" for specific tasks
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were no definitions of criticality to restrict the dinensious along

which raters' jdgment3 were to be made. Thirefore, we decided t- try
a riting technique that would:

I. Enable raters to compare tasks to one another
rather than to a numerical scale.

2. Simplify the Judgment process.

3. Provide an operational definition of criticality.

The paired-comparison technique, although used to scale a variety of
kinds of stimuli from things to peorle, has not been used, to or
knowledge, in rating Job tasks. In the paired-comparison approach,
raters are presented twn stimuli and awLed to judge which stimulus is
greater with respect to some characteristic s-ch as size, brightness,
beauty.

We have tried the paired-comparison technique in two studies
(Boldovici, .t al., 1976; Boldovici, et ai. 1977). In the first project,
two-huadred forty tank gunnery tasks were ranked in terms of criticality,
which was determined by the use of the paired-cowpaiaoa technique. The

I'Tank Commanders serving as respondents were presented with many pairs
oC target/range combinations. (An example of a pair of target/range
combinations is tank at 2000 to 2500 mters, and light-vroored vehicle at
500 -o 1000 meters. The respondents were instructed to assume that they
had .ucountercd each pair of target/range combinatior on the battlefield,
and that they could not engage the targets simultaneously. They were then
asked to indicate which one of the two target/range cobinstion4 that
comprised each item they would engage first. A criticality sc.re was com-
puted by counting thg number of times each combination was chosen as more
threotening ("'.uld be engaged first") and dividLng by the number of
tines it could have been chosen (Guilford, 1954). Inter-rater reliability
was in the high nineties. Sinct the cated items varied only in target
type and range, the judgments abou target threat or criticality were
easy to makc. The high degree of rater agreement probtbly also reflected
certain learning experienre3 thnt the subjects had in common: Tank
Comanders receive formal training in assessing target threat. The high
inter-ratur reliability, therefore, may smply have indicated that all
of the subjects had learned "the same 1.hings." The second project pro-
vided for answering tae question whether sL.larly high inter-rater
reliability could be achieved using the pak'ed-campariaon Lechnique with
a less homogenous sample of armor tasks, wliere the dimensions for making
the criticality judgments were less obvtout than target or, r-nge, aud
where the respondents had not received formal instruction in making judg-
ments of the kind required for the ratings.
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A PAIRED-COMPARISON APPROACH
FOR ESTIMATING TASK CRITICALITY

October 1977

Military Testing Associntion Conference
San Antonio, Texas

James H, Harris, William C. Osborn
and John A. Boldovici

Human Resources Risearch Organization
Fort Knox. Kentucky 40121
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A PAIRED-COMPARISON APPROACH
FOR ESTIMATING TASK CRITICALITY

Training resource limitations demand that choices be made about
what to include in training, and what to exclude Agreement seems
videspread that training programs should minimally include tasks that
are critical to effective job performance and cannot be performed by
new trainees. In military training contexts, this reduces to fneluding
in training those tasks that are critical to effective performance in
c-,Abat. Since combat cannot be realistically simulated, a measurement

problem irmediately arises; namely, how to measure task criticality.

Prescriptive training development literature typically mentions
task criticality as an important consideration in determining training
content. The literature is, however, vague on the question of how to
measure criticality, and silent on the neasurement issues associated
with criticality estimation.

Conventional training development methods deal with the problem
of selecting tasks for inclusion in training in the following way:
A job analysis is conducted, resulting in a task list or "inventory."
Expert judgment is then used to rate the criticality of each task,
usually on some n-point scale ranging from "irrelevant to the job" to
"highly critical to mission accomplishment." The tasks receiving the
highest ratings are selected for inclusion in trainig, and those receiv-
ing low criticality rating3 are excluded or deemphasized. Since the
content of training frequently is determined on the basis of criticality
ratings, a question arises as to how much confidence can be placed in
the ratings. One index of that confidence is inter-rater reliability:
to the extent that several raters independently produce similar criti-
cality ratings, confidence in the job-relevance of training content based
on the ratings increases. The test-developm~ent axiom is directly analo-

gout: reliability is necessary for validity. Applied to training content,
the axiom becomes "reliability (of criticality ratings) is necessary for
job-relevance ;of training content).'

The reliub.lity of criticality ratings that are used for determining
training content seldom is reported (McCluskey, et al., 1975; McKnight
and Hundt, 1972). In the few instances where reliability has been
reported Aw±%.in and Pratzner, 1975) rater a3reement has been poor-
too low in ai i ? the ratings to be of practical uwe. We suspected
that low-relW.411_ .n these studies was due to two important factors.
First, t ttsi - p'd on an absolute rather than comparative basis whtch,
among other thinga, tends to restrict the range of ratings. Second, there
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were no definitions of criticality to restrict the dimensious along
which raters' J.sIgmentn were to be mad.. T4-refore, we 4ectded tn try
a riting technique that would:

1. Enable raters to compare tasks to one another
rather than to a numerical scale.

2. Simplify the Judgment process.

3. Provide an operational definition of criticality.

The paired-comparison technique, although used to scale a variety of
kinds of stimuli from things to peo;Je, has not been used, to orar
knowledge, in rating job taska. In the paired-comparison approach,
raters are presented twn stimuli and auted to judge which stimulus is
greater with respect to some characteristic srch as size, brightness,
beauty.

We have tried the paired-comp-rison technique in two studies
(Boldovici, ot al., 1976; Boldovici, t si, 1977). In the first project,
two-hundred forty tank gunnery tasks were ranked in terms of criticality,
which was determined by the use of the paired-covpaison te:onique. The
Tank Comanders serving as respondents were presented with many pairs
oC target/range combinations. (An example of a peir of target/range
combinations is tank at 2000 to 2500 meters, and light-traored vehicle at
500 o 1000 meters. The respondents were instructed to assume that they
had .,ucountercd each pair of target/range combanatior on tho battlefield,
and that they could not engage the targets simultaneously. They ware then
asked to indicate which one oi the two target/range cowbination4 that
comprised each item they would engage first. A criticality scre was coa-
puted by counting tht number of times each combination was chosen as more
threatening ("-ouli be engaged first") and divid(ng by the number of
times it could have been chosen (Guilford, 1954). Inter-rater reliability
was in the high nineties. Sinct the rated items varied only in target
type and range, the judgments about" target threat or criticality were
easy to mak. The high degree of rater agreement probably also reflected
certain learning experienre3 thnt the subjects had in tomon: Tank
Comanders receive formal training in assesing target threat. The high
inter-ratur reliability, therefore, may simply have indicated that all
of the subjects had learned "the same Lhings." The second project pro-

vided fur answering tAe question whether siLtlar.y high inter-rater
reliability could be achieved using the pak'ed-compariaon technique with
a less homogenous sample of armor tasks, wlere the dimensions for making
the criticality judpents were less obvtout than target or rnge, aud
where the respondents had not received formal instruction in making judg-
ments of the kind required for the rat:ings.
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Forty-eight ceptains, who were enrolled in the Armr Officers'
Advanced Course (AOAC) at Fort Knox during the conduct of the project,
served as respondents. Twelve forrm of a paired-comparison question-' naire ,,ere used. The sti-ol to So rated in each form were the tans

for one of four crew positions (Driver, Loader, Gunner, Tank Comander)
in one of three tankp (HAl, M4WA5 M60A3). The design of each form
of the questionnaire can be illustrated by describing how the form for
the M6OAl Driver tasks was designed. Seventy M60A1 Driver tasks were
identified during the task-description part of the project. The number
of possible different pairs of 70 tasks, then, is 70 x 69/2 - 2415.
This. of course, would have been too many judgments for each respondent
to make. A partial paired-conparison design (McCormick and Bach. s.
1952) was used, in which each of the 70 tasko was paired with each of
seven other tasks. This partial pairing approach yielded 245 unique
paizs of tasks for the M60A1 Driver. The numbers of pairs of tasks for
the other 11 forms of the questionnaire ranged from 135 to 280.

The respondents were instricted to aume that they were company
commanders choosing crew members to take on a mission In which fire would
be exchanged with the enemy. They wort then asked to indltate which of
two crew members they would chooso., basud on whether the crew member
could do one or the other of a pair of tasks. An example of a pair of
tasks for the M6OAl Driver is:

1. Start tank engine.

2. Move vehicle into defilade firing position upon

enemy contact.

Crlti. ality values were calculated for each of the twelve sets of
t asks by A rtandard three-step procedure (Guilford, 1954) which placed
the twelve gnts of values on a similar positive scale. Inter-rater
reliability was estimated by correlating scale values for tasks common
to the three tanks. Trhe correlations ranged frou .55 to .79, with an

R average of .68, All were statistically significant (p < .05).

The paired-comparitorn technique holds promise as an approach for
estimating the relative criticality of tasks. However, the inter-rater
ILU'1,abz"iy siti-st and questions about the validity oi the results

~obt$si ed in the two projects raise separate issues for liscussion

rsgarding how to generate task criticality estimates that are reliableand valid.

Reliability

The reliability of the criticality estimates obtained in the second
pair.d-comsarison study, though statistically significent and pr6bably
greater than the reliabilities of criticality ratings in studies using
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absolute ratingg (Harris, et a., seat only marginally
acceptable, particularly when compared to the results of the first
p4ired-comparison project. The earlier project, however, differed
'r a sa ie'a thFra rlaatu whicb ri:: tc _ tnt-
tive operating assumptions on how to generate criticality es~Limate
that are highly reliable. The reliability of the criticality ratiugs
can bii expected to increase with:

1. Spcificity of the dimensions along which
criticality ratng, are to be made. o the
extent that Investigator3 can create a uniformset among raters as to the dimensions along

which judgments are to be made, rater agree-
ment should increase. Without clear spcification
of the dimensions for making judgments, raters
will "make up" their own dimen3ions. And if
these dimensions differ from one rater to the
next, rater agreement will suffer.

2. Comn learnins riences aong raters. The
obvious recammndation-that ratera should

practice rmaking judgmntg of the kivid required
by the cr~ticality study--is warranted only
when the condition just discussed (specific
dimensions) is met. Practice Ptight otherwise
simply reinforce idiosyncratic rater behavior
and thus reduce rater agreement.

3. The extent to which complete pairings of the
tasks to be rated is approximated. The desira-
bility of eliminating the "luck of the draw"
in determining which tasks get paired with one
another must, however, be traded off against
the heavy rater workloads that characterize
complete pairings with large numbers of stimulus
materials.

4. The number of times each stimulus ic ated. Every
respondent need not rate every possible pair of
tasks, though this may be desirable. Decreasing
the workload of each subject can be accomplished
in several ways. Partial pairings can be used,
with all subjects rating all pairs, Or complete
pairings 'an be used with some of the subjects
rating some peirs and not others. Various sixes
of the approaches also may be used-partial pairings
with some subjects rathtg some pairs and not others.
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The optimal compromises are unfortunately, not
known. Exainations would be interesting, of
the effects on rater agreewent of various reduc-
tions (combined san in isolation) in number or
proportion of compared pairs, aub r or proportion
of raters rating each pair, and number of observe-
tions per stiml'le and pair. The generality of
the results of such research would, of course,
never be fully established. Questions would always
remain about the effects of stimulus materials,
in'tructions to racers, rater experience and so
forth, on the results obtained. But if confidencm
is desired in the results of studies that purport
to measure the criticality of combat tasks, then
additional research on factors affecting rater
reliability seems necessary.

Validity

Any study which cirims to measure task criticelity raises questions
associated with the construct, content, and predictive validity of the
reculto ootained. Construt validity is concerned with the extnt to
which one imasured what one intended to measure. I-structions to the
respondents should be designed to create a 4at fo- *udgiug criticality
and criticality alone. But raters' judgments may be influenced by
extraneous consideratiot.s such as how difficult a task is to learn or
perform, or how frequently It is performed on the Job. Questions
about construct validity will remain as long as reasonable counterinter-
pretations of th4 results can be advanced (Cronbach, 1976).

Content validity AMdresses the extent to which items used in
questionnaires represent the universe of items. ne issue of how well
tho universe of subject matter is sampled can never be fully resolved.
Resolution would require widespread agreement on the adequacy of the
descriptors used to define the universe, and on precise definitions of
what constftutea adequate sampling. On the other hand, if a job domain
is carefully partitioned into tasks, and all tasks are included in the
criticality study, content validity is not a major concern.

Predictive validity is concerned with to what extent would the
criticality scores or predictions made from then, correlate with a direct
measure of criticality. Establishing the predicitve validity of the
results of a critical'ty *tudy would require correlating the obtained
criticality scores with a direct measure of criticality. Obtaining
direct measures of task criticality in combat is, of course, out of the
question. Intermediate criteria, combat simulations, for example, might
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be used in studies of predictive validity. Of course, achieving
adequate measurement reliability under simuatea combat conditious
would be very expensive, though absolutely essential if any izportant
d.eisions are to be made based on the simuleion results.

Concern with the validity of the ratings, though appropriate, may
be premature. Reliability issues associated with eatimating the criti-
cality of job tasks have only begun to be raised. Given a) that
nothing is known about the validity of criticality estimation, and
b) choices between results of known end unknown reliability, training
developers would seem well advised to use results whose reliability
is known. In this respect, it appears that the paired-couparison
technique holds promise as a method of rating task criticality.
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THE HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING OF VARIABLES

A PRAGMATIC VIEW

CAPT BARRY P. MCFARLAND ASD/ENECH

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this st,'dy was to evaluate the use of cluster analysis

techniques to define task clusters as a tool in the Air Force's Occupational

Analysis Program. Two Air Force job analysis surveys were used for the task

V clustering and the invariance of the test clusters were compared between the

two inventories. The clusters identified were generally independent and

homogeneous. The clusters also showed in a high degree of reliahility

when the two separate inventories were compared. A number of impl#cations

and potential applications for this type of analysis and results are

discussed.

-7 4
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i I1. INTRODUCION

The purpose of this study was to evaluate task (variable) clusters

as a technique and tool that might be applicable to a wide range of Air

Force personnel and manageoent problems on which raw data from the Air Force

Occupational Analysis Program already exists. The approach was to evaluate

task clusters In terms of'conwon characteristics of tashs and to replicate

the clustering and evaluate the invariance of the clusters identified to a

second independent set of task clusters.

CLUSTER ANALYSIS:

Cluster analysis reduced to its simplest definition is the groupinS of

like objects into Identitiable groups. As such, cluster analysis has

conceptuil roots that are as old as tan himself. Since assessment of

aslitrlties and difference among entities is a universal problem, cluster

analysis techniques have been developed and utilized in virtually all areas

of human thought and scientific endeavor. The modern scientific roots of

cluster analysis can be traced to Linnaeus who first developed a formal

taxonoay or genotyping based on the grousing of similar characteristics.

The mathematical roots in the measurement of smilarity is much more recent I
with origins based upon the work of Pearson (1901) and Spearman (1904).

It was not, however, until the advent of the high speed computer that

mathematical cluster analysis became a tool of general applicability to

scientif!c study.

The primary impact of cluster analysis has been in what Tryon et al

(1970) call "o-analysis,' or the clustering of objects. The objects

clustered =ay be individual job descriptions, cells or genotypes. In

biology this; type of analysis has come to be called ,traerical taxonomy

(Sokal 6 Sneath, 1963; Jardine 6 Sibson, '971). by factor analystsr.
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IM
this type of analysis has been called inverse factor analysis or in the

more simplified version the "Q-technique" (Burt, 1937; Cattel, 1952:

Stephenson, 1963). As such it has been relegated tc a minor role in factor

aaalysis and hat. even been completely omitted by some authors in the area,

(e.g., Harmon, 1967). Thus being omitted, mauy psychologists, while having

a working familiarity with factor analysis, are completely naive of any

modern cluster analysis techniques. In addition to p*ychologists' and

biologists' uses of cluster analysis, other disciplines including electrical

and mechanical engineering have found utility in object analysis techniques

for problems in pattern recognition.

in contrast to object clustering, very little attention has been given to

variable clustering. Variable clustering has long been the exclusive dowain

of factor analysiv,except for the data reported by Tryon & Bailey (1970).

There are a aumber of reasons why more attention neels to be given cluster

analysis of variables. Firut, it is not always rite Soal of the analysis to

explain the common variance in terms of the minimum number of constructs.

The cluster analysis, particularly the hierarchical clustering techniques,

Fermits the researcher the flexibility of identifying any number of clusters

based on a combination of statistical homogenelty of the clusters and

empirical meaningfulness. In contrast, factor analysis has as its most

serious weakness the need for rotation of axea. Since the goal of factor

rotations is to identify factors in termt of "apparectly" common psycholo3ical

constructs it is interesting to note that the most popular factor rotation

technique, Varimax (Kaiser 1958) i sadly lacking in its ability to provide

sound psychological constructs phat have stability and consistency. Although

Vacimax does provide an optiial soiutian (i.e., maximum common variance vith

minimu nimber of factors), the solutions are frequently of little utility
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in providing the researcher vith a better understanding of the data. This

is as much a criticism of our cmrrent psychological constructs as a criticisa-

of Varimax and factor analysis in general. Cluster analysis however does not

have the aforementioned dnalysis problems.

AIR FORCE OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM:

The Air Force haE used cluster analysis techniques as a part of the

occupational analysis program since 1958. The program uses Job tnventOrie s

for the collection of quantitative data obtained directly-from job incumbenta

who describe their job within an Air Force specialty area. In completing the

job inventory, each job incumbent supplies identification and background data

on himself and then checks an extensive listing of job tasks that are inclusive

of all tasks performed within the specialty. In addition to identifying each

task performed, the Licumbent rates all tasks he performs on a 7-point scale

indicating the relative amount of time spent on each task compared to all other

tasks performed. The ratings rrnge from 1 (very much below %verage) to 7 (very

much above average) with 4 being a mid-point (about average).

The technqluaes for developing the job Inventory and occtipattonai analysis

procedures are reported in a series of research reports dating back to 1958.

For the best summary of general procedures for the construction of job inven-

tories, see Horsh and Archer (1967). The past research and continuing

experience with job inventory data indicates that these clustering techniques

produce highly reliable information about existing Air Force jobs.

The technology that currently exists in the analysis of job inventory

responsea allows comparison of job types obtained through the cluster analysis

of Jndividuals (objects). The tasks or variables are not routinely clustured

into independent groupings. Since the total number of tasks for
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any given specialty may be .axtremely large, it would be advantageous to

have objectlve and empiricaLiy defined task groupings. Such groups would

provide the occupational analyst with task sumary information that would

benefit the analysis of a specialty code. Also such information could be

used to identify possible tedundant items in the inventory. As a data

bank of tasks Is developed, the relative independence and redundancy of

items would be available for future inventory development.

Perhaps most import.mt is the potential of Identifying task groupings

with the same or similar rubrics across different specialty areas. Such

groups would allow direct performance comparisons across Air Force specialty

codos with a number of comon performance measures. The possible applica-

tions of these measures are numerous, ranging from the identification of

common training requirseents, to grade and skill level authorizations, to

officer/airmen m4aning requirements. Each of these is of critical oparational,

au well as research,interest to the Air Force.

II. ?"KMhODOLOGY

The nurse Job inventory contained 648 tasks and was originally completed

by a totel of 2664 Air Force nurses. Because of some compoter programing

limitationsa sample of 927 cases were randomly selected to complete the

task clustering sample. All 648 tasks were used in clustering although only

r 575 of these were common to Medical Service Job Inventory.

The medical service Job invntory contained a total of 600 tasks and

was originally completed by a total of 2716 Air Force edicol Service

Corpsmen. A sample of 927 cases were randomly selected from the total

aample to be included in the task clustering operation.
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In the normal occupational analysis procedure, job typing is performed

~by tlustering individuals (objects) into homogeneous groups. The inpue

matrix appears as: TASKS

0

L

Ciwtering is, accomplished by combining individuals based on the

similarity of the percent of time spent on tasks.

To complete the task clustering or variable cluttering this matrix

was rotated so that the following input was used:

OBJECTS

• F
tnI

The clustering procedure u&d was the same as that reported by Christal

and Ward (1967). Thus matrices of size 648 X 927 and 609 X 927 were used

respectively for the Nurse and Medical Service input data.

The hierarchical clustering method used combines the two most common

Items into a single group and proceeds in an iterative fashion to combine

one group at a time until only one group remains. Thus, for the nursing

tasks, there were 647 iterations beore reaching a group size of land 599

steps for the medical service tasks. For the analysis a percent commonality

was used. This is a simple transformation of absolute differenee. The

formula for the procedure used is given as:

100 X 2 rain (Mi)_Xii - Percent Commonality

N (OBJECTS)
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I
Ncte, other measures could be easily used in the clustering routine. If,

fcr example, Euulidean distance is used, similarities between the clusterlng

technique and multidiuensional scaling become readily apparent. For this

initial effort, the sire-lest measure was employed since no parametric

statistics were to be employed from the similarity measures and since previous

research has shown that the clusters derived are empirically sound

(e.g., McFarland, 1974).

I1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figuras 1 and 2 are a summary of the major clusters identified in the

hierarchicalgrouping. The titles for each of the clusters were assigned !

based on the task statements and previous experience during job analysis

on nurses and medical service personnel. The clusters were defined as

task fiamili-,s. Each task family consists of a set of tasks which are more

homogeneous vitbin that task family then with any grouping outside the task

family. Thus, if an individual performed any one of the tasks within a

tAsk family, there is a higher probability zhat he will perform another

task in that family than he would perform a task in another specific task

farily. The tasks comprising each task family are independent and mutually

exclusive of all other task families.

Each task in each family was taken and applied to the Job analysis

dat~a obtained in the nurse and medical service Job analysis. Cumilative

time spent values were computed for each task family for all task families

identified (Nurse and Medical Service). Intercorrelation matrices -f tht

time spet", data were computed for sample of 3,115 nurse and medical service

corpsmento determine the commonality between tho task families. The

Intercorrelation ratrices are shown n Tables 1, 2 and 3.
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Table 1 shows the intereorrelation among the nurse 'task families based

I on the percent time-spent in ech task family for nurse and medical senice

Cirpsman. Note that the highest correlation is .6747 between task famiJl -s

100 and 351. As shown in Figure 1, these two task families came together at

group stage 90. Other than this one relatively high correlation, the rest

of the matrix clearly demonstrates a high degree of independence for each of

the task families identified. The relatively high correlations found with

task family 100 are somewhat inflated because of the large number of tasks

cotriained in this group. Table 2 shows similar results for task families

identified fron the medical service job inventory. Two high correlations

were identified. These were between Groups 349 and 211, and etween Groups

94 and 211. Groups 349 and 211, as shotm in Figure 2, came together to form

Group 89. Thus, the high correlation between these two task families was in

I fact expected based on the hierarchical clustering of variables. The two

task families, 211 an' 94, are highly related in that personnel typically

performing ine set of tasks also perform the other. It can be argued that

these two task families should have grouped together in the cluster analysis.

The reason they did not group together was that the two groups did not exist

at the same stage in the hiercharical clustering. This is considered a major

disadvantage of limitation in any acretion method of hifrarchical clustering.

The advantage that hierarchical clustering provides is that although the

tasks in the two groups are indeptndent and mutually exclusive, the similarity

between the time-spent values for the two groups was readily identified. Thus,

although hierarchical clustering does not provide an "optimal" s ution, the

occasional resulting discrepancies are easily identified. Aside from the two

high correlations already mentioned, the rest of the correlation Matrix in

Table 2 shows the telative independence of each job type.
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Table 3 shows the correlations between the task families identified

4' r.4. ".-". --. -. . vqi nurse and medical service corpsman. Unlike

the previous two matrices, the tasks comprising any one task family are

not mutually exclusive (i.e., common tasks do occur between task families

for the nurse and medical service 'amilies). This table merely identifies

the commonality or uniqueness of each task family previously identified.

In Table 3, note that three nurse task families and three of the medical

service task families were unique (having less than 25% comon variance).

From the medical service task families, the following were uniquely defined

as belonging to the medical service cereer field: Group 345 Inventory tasks,

Group 319 Admissions and Group 14 Emergency Room tarks. Thtrfe task families

are not only statistically unique from the nurse families but have a great

deal of logical and intttive appeal as well. Nurses do not perform, as a

rule, the relatively menlal administrative tasks Zhat would be associated

with admitting patients to the hospital or performing an inventory of supplies

(nor in the Air Force do they have the same responsibilities or near the same

numbers of personnel working in emergency rooms). (See NcFarland 1975 for

comparative analysis of Jobe performed)

The task families that were identified as belonging uniquely to the

nursing career were Group 283 Irrigation tasks, Group 93 Orthopedics tasks

and Group 43 Anesthesia tasks. These task families generally represent

specialized tasks for which nurses have been trained and the medical service

corpsmen have not bten trained to perform. ror example, the itrigation tasks

are generally performed in an operating room and the Air Force has an entirely

different career field for operating room technicians that is totally independent

of the medical service career field.

Overall however, high correlations were found between task families that

were independently identified from nt~tse and medical service job inventories.
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This is a good reliability check on the technique and clearly temonstrates

that, aside from the six unique task families identified, all othei task

families were consistent across these two sil4ai,, albeit separate, Air Force

occupations. This stability is a critical element if tne clustering of

variables is ever to be applied to the myriad ot problems for which It

shows potential.

POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF VARIABLE CLUSTERING WITHIN THE AIR FORCE

The Identification of task variable clusters that are homogeneous

within themselves but are independent and mutually exclusive has a great dcal

of potential benefit in relating task Information to many areas of management

interest. Potential areas in which task family data might be of benefit

include the development of models for the prediction of skill level require-

mants for airmen positions and the identification of aptitude requirements

based on task performance requirements. Closely related to these is the

potential for job redesiu. This could be useful in identifying task

families that require an unusually high aptitude. Two different career f.elds

might be developed, one consisting of a few high aptitude personnel, the other

(probably much larger) of lower aptitude personnel.

To test the potntital of using task family data to predict skill level

requirements for Air Fcrce job*, a multiple discriminate analysis was computed

using Job incumbents' self-reported duty skill level (DAYSC) as a criterion

against six of the task family time-spent vectors as predictors. The uee

of )AFSC as a criterion is very limited. It may not reflect the skill require-

ments of the current job because an individual with a supervisory skill level

may in fact be performing a journeyman level job vhch would not be reflected

in his DAFSC. The results of the predicted skill level using standardized

distance from the centroid as the measure of best fit are presented in Table 4.
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The results, although showiv% a regression effect toward the aid-point,

show the potential of using task family data for prediction of airmen skill

levels, Hd a better criterion been available, it Io felt the results

would have been even more striking in showiag the potential of using task

family data.

CONCLUSIONS:

Many questions are still left unanswered. As mentioned in the introduction,

there has been very little psychometric research on cluster analysis. Bssic

questions still exist as to the optimal measures of similarity that should

be used for a cluster analysis, and algorithm provides the most near optimal

clustering results.

Cluster analysis is a simple and straightforward analysis technioue.

It does not require the same rigorous definitions about the data that are

required in factor analysis while It still provides the user a certain

interaction and freedom in defining the clusters of specific Interest.

The results of this study clearly show the utility of using a variable

clustering technique and the potential that exists for its application to

a wide range of research problems.
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TABLE 4 PREDICTEL SKILL LEVEL VERSUS ACTUAL SKYIU. LLVEL

ACTUAL

Entry
Journeyma Technician Supervisor

Predicted
Entry
Journeyman 86.602 22.73% 2.272

Technician 12.522 63.37% 18.18%

Supervisor .882 13.90% 79.55%

Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.002

No 2141 374 44

Cell Entries ' Percentage of Cases
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CO0ONA.ITY AND COfMPLEXITY AS FACTORS IN SKILLS TRANSFERABILITY
by I

T. M. Ansbro, Career Development Group
Naval Education and Training Program Development Center I -

,!

As armed services' occupational data banks (ODB, CODAP, NOTAP)
reach storage levels approaching the monumental, recording of essentially
unique and specialized work/duty experience data osst eventually taper
off; inputs must begin to show massive commonality among elements of job
task performance: zoomnality inherent in the task elements if iot
i"mediately apparent in task statements. Irrespective of the historical
paroch'alism of woirk domains and their attendant descriptive language,
close examination of performances underlying tasks draws attention to
similarities in logic, application of routine, and manipulation.

Technicians (electronics and others) diagnose, using symptoms-analysis
and option-exercise techniques and logic not far removed from such exercise
in medicine, Draftsmen draw on paper; carpenters and molders draw on wood;
metalsmiths, machinists, and hull technicians draw on metals; others draw
on fabrics, For at least part of their work, they all draw: they, and
others, also drill, punch holes in, stitch, pin, crimp, nail, screw, rivet,
or otherwise attach fasteners to wood, fabric, metal, plastic, paper --
even teeth and bones. Dental tools transcend their designed special appli-
cation, as witness their use in micr3-miniature circuit repair and Jewelry-
and model-making.

Ccmonalities discevered in job/task/skill analysis do not necessarily
Sremin at the same levels, nor are they always obviously imilar throughout
the hierarchies in which they are found. but, when job-cumon items are
identified and their stratification determined, job-uninve items then
appear in equal clarity.

The importance of commonality and, hence, the finiteness of its dis-
triution, lie mainly in its potential for eventual use in training, man-
power management and performance testing. Commonality suggests
transferability across and among ratings, NECs, MOSs, and other work
categories; it is a factor tu be employed in building modularized train-
ing programs and tests. Particularly in testing, especially on a broad
scale, established and identified cowonality in task perfoimance elements

A maKes clear what specific work behaviors arm being tested throughout a
test or serles of tests. Further investigation of the impact of discovered
coamnalities within and among registered occupational categories may

The text o t-lis report is not to be construed as official doctrine of
the Department of the Navy, unless so designated by other authorized

7documents.
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confirm the theories of some researchers that there is an inherent
symmetry to the distribution of comon work items. If so, cowmnalities
abund at the lower skill levels -- job entry or apprentice -- and are
most obvious in task statements related to those levels.

With the acknowledgement of skill levels and the recognition thatcm Mnaltty alone has far-reaching tmplicattonso hierarchies of tasks.

skills. and other associated work data demonstrate the impact of inherent
task or skill complexity as well. The inclusion of the modifier "lnhereit"
to describe complexity is for the purpose of differentiating "complexity"
from "learning difficulty", two terms which 3re sometimes argued as
beng, if not practically interchangeable, ther, at least reasonably
close in meaning, especially within the training community. The distinc-
ton in term becomes important in this regard: whereas the difficulty
experienced in learning to perform a task may very well closely match
the inherent complexity of that task, learning difficulty can be affected
by variances in training methodology, breakthroughs in media application,
or by changes in sequencing. Learninig difficulty, then, becomes a
variable factor. At least relatively speaking, the complexity of a task
is fixed, therefore Inherent. Operation of a bulldozer, crane, or pipe
organ requires simultaneous coordinated use of both hands and both feet;
at least In a physical sense, hardly anything can change a complexity
factor pinioned by that fact, unless a significant change in the associ
ated machine or manipulation requirement takes place, thereby most

t likely changing t'e task itself. Gathering and examining these and
numerous other such examples provided mounting evidence that here were
numerous opportunities to establish reasonably fixed and almost universally
understood criteria (cuuonality, complexity, and eventually componency
and criticality) eventually reducible to quantification and data process-
Ing for front-end job/task/skill analysis. This realization led
researchers of the Navy Career Training Analysis Group (CTAG)* to a
re-examination of the structure of the Navy's world of work, the
language usel to describe it, and the established taxonomies of job/task/
training analysis and the systems approach. That a Gestalt approach was
appropriate became evident early: the reason -- the Navy's world of
work is a highly complex structure; it does not neatly coinciJft with the
existing categories descriptive of work effort in the other armed services
or with the components of the systems approach to training (job, duty,
task, task element, etc.). If, for example, "Job" aligns with or equals
MDS or AFSC it will not similarly align with a Navy rating. Of increasing
importance to the mechanics for conduct of front-end analysis within the
Navy, the available components in the Instructional Systems Development
or systems approach hierarchies were matched with those divisions of Navy
work effort that appeared to be most closely parallel in meaning: Job,
task, and task element were matched with rating, Naval Enlisted Classi-
fication (NEC), billet, and watch for the most compatible pairings. At
the outset, job and rating appeared to be a poor match, since the
inevitable conclusion drawn from such a pairing would be that there are

*'avis. D.0. & Ansbro, T.N., Occupational Ana1ysis for Navy Instructional
Systems Development (ISO): A Matrix Approach. Report to NTA Conference. 1976.
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only as many enlisted jobs in the Navy as there are ratings (84), a
number clearly inadequate to describe the complexity and variability
of scope of Navy work, except in the broadest terms. Within the
rating structure are more than one thousand NECs classifications that
tightly define and describe work in specific occupational areas and on
specific item of equipment, further aligned with the Navy's principal
activity communities: surface, sub-surface, and air. Were job to be
matched to rating, the limited compressibility of the available taxon-
ometric hierarchy would most likely force overloading of either th'
duty or task levels in the resultant inventories. A further comp; ca-
tion would be imbalances inherent in realignment of work assignments
among the three major activity communites and NEC distribution and
range among and within the ratings themselves. For purposes of job/
task analysis, it had to be possible to catalog to the level of single
discrete work behaviors, or task elements; therefore, among the sub-
ordinate work definitions of the Navy, NEC appeard to be the closest
match to job, frequently blanketing billet and watch to a satisfactory

Aextent. The compass of NECs is such that there appeared to be some
instances of redundant coverage in terms of assumed commonalities
among representative items of equipment operated and maintained, some
instances of apparent componency and/or personnel input spanning
several ratings, some instances of wide variety of technological
requirements; but, in the main, NECs appeared supportable and satis-
factorily definable as Jobs. Coupled wtith rating descriptions,
their numbers appeared to reflect adequately the characteristics, com-plexity, and variety range of Navy work.

Since rating aligns above job in a vertical matching, it may appear
to h&ve been Ignored, since job equals NEC, duty equals responsibility
grouping of tasks, and task equals task. Rating as 6 parent assembly
of jobs/NECs is affected by the results of job analysis, not necesserily
by, or during the course of, the analysis itself; therefore, it is not
ignored, it is merely a %.4egory level above those taxonometric items
used In the analysis, and It is recorded as a parent assembly. Further
modification to the taxonometric array w4s an attempt to maintain a
terminology strictly aligned with specifically identified skills
behavior. Accordingly, in the concentration on employoant of erf
ance characteristics only in conducting the analysis, it proveT
ncessary to drop wknoi~wledge" behavior out of the categories in use.
Knowledge behavior was then much more specifically dealt with as
identified mental or intellectual skills and mental skill-direct*d task
performance elements; the Amended taxonometric categories therefore
becoqie more definitive and detailed at the task behavior level and
below. "Knowledge", as a familiar catch-all term for sometimes
undefined work behavior was minimized, the major bonus being that all
the included work information became quantifiable performance data in
the computer. The leaner taxonometric array remained in harmony with
ISO philosophy, essentially driving testing toward performance measurement
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and increasingly orienting training to performance objectives while
the door appeared to be opening on consideration of eventual perform-
ance testing for advancement ad job certification in the fleet.

As indicated generally in the introductory paragraphs, the world
of Navy work shows distribution in more than one direction. Complexity,
difficulty, componency, and other interrelationships drive the data
toward vertical hierarchies commensurate with allocation of responsi-
bilities, tasks, and component skills among job-entry, whole-job
performance, upper (advanced) technicia, levels, and management,
herein described in the CTAG effort as: Basic Operator/Technician,
Operator/Technician Advanced Operator/Technician, and Manager.
Craft or tradesman ?technician, operator, administrator, etc.)
boundaries established historically (siven sometimes maintAined so)
and in consequence of weapon, hardware, and platform introduction
and change generally blanket the tighter NEC structure which responds
not only to hardware and the differirg environments of the community
(air/sub-surface/surface) overlays, but alsi to other evidence of
uniqueness in work. In such a work matrix, commonality weaves a number
of horizontal lines through the patterns. The included technologies
tend almost inevitably to group themselves into inherent associations,
or families, of work effort, straining at the traditionally or empirically
imposed boundaries. Essentially, Navy maintenance is divided into
categories (Organizational, Intermediate, Depot) that accomndate manpower

anAgOmne, staffing of maintenance organizations, flow/storage/distri-
bution of spares, and return of equipment to operational status.

The intenance categories establish clearly where (organizationally
and ge*graphially) mitntenance takes place. The nature of maintenance
performed (or kind of work actually done) falls substantially into four
other categories, essentially subsets: preventive, corrective, preser-
vative, and replenishment, only one of which (replenishe_,t) appears to
be the exclusive propert of a single officially established maintenance
category (organizationall. In addition, some maintenance personnel
(or ratings) perfom throughout the entire spectrum of repair without
actually fabricating any parts or other item used in rebuilding,
reassembly, or repair; others spend much of their working time in fab-
rication while nominally employed within the maintenance category. The
nature of equipment, ,ardware, materials, and manufacture enters here;

j for example:

a. Precision - manufactured and tuned components must be replaced
in toto on a go-no-go basis, a characteristic of some repatr work in
electronics.

b. Equipments like engines are reassembled with precision-
manufactured parts which may require some honing, fitting, or other
alterations during repair.
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c. Equipments like parachutes and other items of air delivery/
safety may require par'.ial or extensive remanufacture of items because
of the nature of their construction and the characteristics (wear,
durability, fatigue, etc.) of their materials.

d. Some fabrication of spares may be required in response to
emergency situations which occur only on rare occasions and are out-
side of the normal and predictable maintenance requiremnts.

e. In other applications, wiring a panel or soldering parts
into a circuit, plastering or cementing over damaged masonry, reolac-
ing rotted, rusted, or otherwise damaged planks, piping, railing,
ladders, gratings, etc. Mybe considered fabrication; they certainly
are considered maintenance.

Maintenance work generally includes operation of support equip-

ment, tools) and Tinstruments, a reasonably probable fabrication of
parts or other items (gaskets, seals, shims, etc.), directed modifi-
cation of the maintained items, some administrative recording, order-
ing. or reporting, operational testing or run-in of equirment uin-
tatved, many inspections and decisions concerning condition, quality,
and operational status of items maintained. Therefore, mainterince
work or a maintenance designation or assignment appears to include:
o--eation, fabrication, and a linstration. However, each of these
descriptors Is a primary work category by itself.

a. A builder primarily fabricates and constructs; he only
incidentally maintains.

b. An equipment optrator primarily operates designated equipment
(earth-moving/materials-handling; he seconiarTly maintains it).

c. A Personneltan or Yeoman primarily performs administrative
functions; he rarely, if ever, maintains anyTnei"nj-Ilhug h his job
description may refer to "maintaining files", it can be considered
out-of-context usage).

It is obviously impossible to avoid overlapping and general muddying
of the work descriptors. Also, they won't stay put. For instance,
medical personnel operate tools and instruments and conduct a great deal
of administrative records keeping. They also mrintain their instruments.
As ;dicated in the introduction to this paper, technicians do a great
deal of diagnosis, drawing, deciphoring, toot and instrument manipulation,
and Just plain thinking and figuring that may be more alike than they are
different.

Ongoing collection of work date continues to demonstrate commonali-
ties across as well as !mng crafts, trades, or other established divi-
sions o-TTbor, not necessarily at the 3ame levels, nor always obviously
similar through the hierarchies in which they are found.
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Obviously, in any attempt to catalogue commonality among identi-
fied areas, or families, of work activity, the methodology used also
points out uniqueness; thereby providing two useful categories. In
addition, it is where (at what level of skill) commonalities are
found, that form the major influence on employment of work activity
data. If the general groupings of ca on tasks and skills prove to
be essentially sisera'tal. that is. if fundamental work actions form
the bulk of com on items; then, personnel input into a particular work
force can be general and broad-based, and the supportive training for
appropriate job entrj could likewise be general. The most beneficial
result of the discovery of such symmetry in the data would be the
possibility of grouping work distribution and training factors to
provide co rn apprenticeships or job-entry qualifications in associ- I
ated fields of work.

The field of inquiry or area from whicn data input was to be
captured was arranged in broad categories of work effort assumed to
include significant common characteristics. The principal purpose of
such a classification scheme overlay wts to find and use associations

Lamong the data in such quantities that confident size, and some indi-
cations for early payoff from use of commonalities might be realized.rSuch arrangements of Navy work effort would incorporate presently
identified jobs and other classifications into families. The premise
is not new. It has been proposed in one form or other quite often.
Howver, as introduced here, it is not a recommendation for a pervi-
nent reorganization of the Navy we.rlJ of work. It was rather intend-
ed as facile and appropriate research system machinery designed to
effect some initial de.sired results from the CTAG researcn assign-
ment and to aid in setting the gen~eral parameters for the datA hase
fo that it would maintain its qeneral characteristics and projected
usefulness in a somewhat uniform manner and without major alteration
largely throughout the unavoidably long run of the Navy multi-job/
task/skill (and training) analysis.

Data assembly could then te represented by families of work effort,
such famlies characterized by cledr similarities in job responsibility;
representative equipment, tools and instruments used; similarities in
methodology; obviously associated fundamentals of technology (electron-
icsI. hdraulics, mechanics, etc.); and what tachnically expert experi-
ential y-derived assumptions could be made to set tp2 or
experimental boundarles for the families.

In general. the Navy world of work breaks down into the following
broadest categories: Administration, Fabrication, Maintenance, Opera-
tion, and (purelyl Military functions. "here are obvious overlaps, of
course (fabrication and maintenance, for instance); but these categor-
ies do identify general fields of Naty work within tWhtch are the familial
structures (famlies) introduced above. The familial boundaries
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the field of inquiry was introduced and given a trial run. It appeared
to reinforce the initial familial structure assumptions. An equal
opportunity for eventual massive consolidation may not occur again, and
gains further downstream in the overall run of the system may well be
much more modest.

It should be noted that some of the ratings proposed experimentally
for classification within the electronics family (figure 1) appear also
in the somewhat more loosely assembled electro-mechanical family (figure
2). Such assembly adds further reinforcement to the premise on which
accumulated occupational data would be employed.

The primary work categories mentioned earlier (Maintenance,
Fabrication, Administration, Operation, Military) are those recognized
at the pr-esent stage of research to provide reasonably clear boundaries
and sufficiently broad areas to include and generally segregate major
classes of Navy work effort according to what are determined to be the
primary characteristics of the work. The principal value of this
further venture into pre-analysis classification was its use in design-
ing individual -trices for the task analysis portion of the entire
analysis system. It is an indication of the inherent validity of such
classifications for the overall effort that tasks found in maintenance
show differing task element sub-structures than those found in such an
area as military watchstanding or administration. Also, operational
ana administrative types of tasks add duty sub-categories and change
reference and other requirements on the worksheets. The nature of~reference material changes as well. Military doctrinal materials,

regulations, and instructions tend to be duty rather than task oriented.
Rather than attempt to design a single an-v~is matrix (ang associated
data-entry devices like Job Data Worksheet, etc.) to cover all types of
task data input to aralysis and computer coding entry, it was decided
to construct separate matrices for the identified primary work categories.

in summary, pre-analysis classification overlaid on the Navy world
of work serves as a road map for the analysis route through ratings and
NECs, appears to enhance cumulative and orderly acquisition and earal
mp1yment of work data, and facilitates ongoing refinement of tfi tools
of analysis. In no way does such pre-analysis classification freeze the
accumulated data into categories that my1 ater prove restrictive
unwIeld, or Inappro riate. It merely plots the route and set% t
co "rse hWfr t eonofeort. The data base can be cross-coded to
f&:ilitate updated task comonality printouts, almost concurrent with
task data accumulation. At the present stage of research, this has
most recently been accomplished, although not yet in final form. Should
category overlaps prove obstructive or assumed associations wear thin,
adjustments can be made without harmlul effect on the analysis. Restruc-
ture is always possible, especially with the insights forthcoming from
accumulated experience with the rurl of the system itself.
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engerldered by the term "electronics" successfully cover associated
methodolcgy, theory of operation, equipment, tools, instruments,
refercoces, materials, and assumed technical background. So too,
do those described by: comunications, weapons control, propulsion,
navigation, and detection -- families and family sub-structures of
Navy work. They divide (in terms of functional field) generally into
operational and maintenance activity, and these distinctions are
clear and not obstructive to familial grouping.

Why, wi en there are already such established Navy work and personnel
classification entities as rating, NEC, billet, watch specialty, and
comunity, is it necessary or advis le to Include yet another work
classification; and an overlay, at that? Because overlaying a familial-
structure grouping gathers together those ratings that can be assumed
to encompass the associated methodologies, theories of operation,
equipment, etc., that can be termed a Navy industrial family. For
example, see figure 1, a listing of ratings assembled into the assump-
tively established "electronics" family. Ratings in this fa~iily appear
generally to divide into major areas of employments (navigation,
detection, etc), or family sub-structures, which are further divided
into two modes: operator and mainenance. These familial structures
suffice to set boundaries around twenty-six ratings that function in

-one or both modes in the area described by electronics.

Conducting analysis progressively across and among the ratings
and NECs withn this family before moving the research to another
group of ratings has the advantage of (1) proving or disproving the
assumed-association basis of establishing the family, and (2) makin
maximum use of commonalities discovered for the purpose of destgnfng
: q manpower input and associated training programs.
The data base so constructed tends to be homogeneous, and organiza-
tionally compresses the distance between initiation of analysis and
roughing-out career management and training program recommendations.

Examination of Figure 2 will show a further extension of familial
structuring -- an electro-mechanical grouping. At this point in
assembling the associated ratings here, no attempt was made to balance
the involvement of the ratings among the modes and sub-!tructures.
The groupings, as here demonstrated, represent a first cut at assembly --
an admittedly assumptive grouping intended to enhance data gathering and
programmed retrieval with a strong orientation toward examining such
commonalities as surfaced. In an experimental grouping across Navy
ratings, it was determined that the twenty-six ratings identified as
electronics-associated presented most fruitful prospects for early and
substantial payoff in terms of projected or at least viewed possibility
of consolidation of job-entry training and non-NEC-specific training
beyond the first enlistment, with constant manpower management and
enlisted career program development opportunities a well. Further, a
decision-making model to influence determination of the structure of
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ELECTRONICS FAMILY

1. COMIUNICATION 4. NAVIGATION

'4OPERATOR M4AINTENANCE OPERATOR MAINTENANCE

AC AT AC AE
CT CT DS Os
OS ET IC ET

IC OS ICTO IRI !Q To
TO TO

2. DETECTION 5. METEOROLOGY/OCEANOGRAPHY

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OPERATOR MAINTENANCE

AW AT AG AG
AX AX AM OS
CT CT OT ST
OS DS ST
FT FT

OT ST
ST TO
TO

3. WEAPONS CONTROL 6. DATA STORAGE/TRANS ISSION

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OPERATOR MAINTENANCE

FT AQ OP OP
GM ET DS
19 FT
MT GMT
ST M4N
TN MT

ST
TM

Figure 1
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ELECTRO-MECHANICAL FAMILY

1. PROPULSION 4. POWER-GENERATING

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OPERATOR MAINTENANCE

AB AB AM AE
BT AD BT AM
EN AS EM BR
EO BR EN BT
GS BT MM CM
mm CM UT EM

EN EN
GS IC
MM MM

UT

2. MATERIALS & LOAD HANDLING 5. PRECISION-EASURING

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OPERATOR INTENANCE

AE AS AD AD
AO AO AE CM
eM CM A4q EM
EN EM IN GS
ED EN mm IM

MNMNMR M"

BT,

3. ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT 6. WEAPONS

OPE&ATO MAINTENANE, OPERATOR MAINTENANCE

AS AB AO AO
AD AD GM AQ
AM AE MN AT
AD AM TM AX
em AO CM
ST AS DS
EM BM EM

IT

EN 7

PR ENPR

Figure 2
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Symposium: USAF Occupational Measurement Center Programs

Chairman: Colonel James A. Turner, Jr.
Commander
USAF Occupational Measurement Center
Lackland AFB, Texas 78236

This symposium outlines the ongoing programs of the USAF Occ:ttional
Measurement Center - construction ot occupation~al tests in support of the
Weighted Airman Promotion System and the USAF Occupational Survey Program.
These major missions will be outlined ii detail and recent tvend; and
developments will be dicussed. In addition, the interaction of thsese
programs will be examined. In some respects, the occupational survey
program can be considered as the initial step in ascertaining Air Force
utilization policy for each specialty area. Occupational Survey Reports
are used in utilization conferences which result in validation or modifi-
cation of Special Training Standards, Technical Training, Career Develop-
ment Courses, On-The-Job Training, and eventually in changes to the Specialty
Knowledge Tests. Thus USAFOMC is involved in both ends of the process and
is in a unique position to make a ijbstantial contribution to the Air Forcepersonnel subsystem.

Presentations in this symposium include:

Overview: USAF OMC Organization and Missions
Capt C. 0. Gorman
Management Applications Section

Trends in Test Development
Capt J. R. Johnson
Test Construction Section

USAF Occupational Survey Program
Mr J. B. Keeth
Airmen Career Areas Analysis Socti. n

Management Applications and Special Projects
Major S. 0. Stephenson, Chief, Officer Survey & Management
Applications %iction

The Interface Between Occupational Surveys and Test Construction
Capt David Vaughan
ATC Technical Applications Center
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THE USAF OCCUPATIONAL MEASURENENT CENTER: AN ORIENTATION

by

Captain Charles D. Gorman
Occupational Survey Branch

USAF Occupational Measurement Center
Lackland AFB TX

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the activities
of the United States Air Force Occupational Measurement Center, locatd at
Lackland Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas. The center's mission as
depicted by the organizational emblem, is to measure the job and measure
the people performing the job. More specifically, the center is charged
with conducting Air Force occupational surveys and developing personnel
tests in sipport of the Weighted Airman Promotion System.

The manning posture of the center is unique. There are approxi-
mately equal numbers of military and civilian people, with 57% of the
center's personnel identified as professional. Most of these professionals
hold advanced degrees, primarily in the behavioral sciences.

The center is comprised of four branches. The survey branch performs
all work associated with the operational Air Force Occupational Survey Pro-
gram. The support branch provides the many functions of an orderly room and
also maintains one of the largest technical and documentary reference
libraries on the base. The test development branch is responsible for major
test revision an4 test research. Support of testing programs and minor
test revisions are provided by the test services branch.

The mission of the Occupational Survey Branch is tree-fold. First,
surveys of airman specialties are accomplished on a recurring basis, awrox-
imately once each four years. A new system for maintaining up-to-date
task lists far job specialties, called the Curreit Task Inventory Bank, will
provide the center with the capability to survey more frequently if necessary.
The second mission responsibility is to survey officer utilization fields.
These surveys are accomplished on a selective basis depending upon re-
quests from major using commands or Air Staff agencies. Finally, the
branch provides occupational survey data relevant te specific manage-
ment problems throughout the federal government. These special projects
are accomplished ots an as-requested basis.

The occupational analysis process involves four steps. The first is
the development of a comprehensive list of all the tasks that may be per-
formed by an individual in the specialty being surveyed. The second step
involves a validation of the job inventory by subject-matter specialists
stationed at operational units worldwide. The third step involves adminis-
tration of the job inventory to job incumbents, usually through the personnel
office at the local installation. The final step in the process involves
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analysis of rasults. Dta ect o t ocator a ssd with the job inventory sdhy Computer through the use of the Consolidated Occupational Data Analysis
Proras or CODAI:. dveloped 1L the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
and ane then interpreted by an occupational analyrt who prepares tho rport,

Air Force occupational analysis provides several "ps of information.

For example, specific tasks that personnel perform in accomplishing their
job and the items of equipment they us# or maintain can be identified. Task
analysis provides data that allow the identification of the jobs that art
perform by graduates of Air Training Co nd courses. In addition, the
data provide tnformation Wch identifies the progression of work that
occurs within each specialty. Finally, task analysis provides data which
cn be used to assess the relative difficulty of jobs wthin a specialty,
the relative difficulty of tasks, and the ri tical nature of individual
tasks.

The final occupational surve report is sent to a numer of staff
agencies who utilize the information in a number of ways. One use of
the data is to determine if the existing classification structute is
appropriate. Officials at the Air Force tilitAry Personnel Center use
the data in conjunction with other Inforsation to restructure career
ladders. The data are utilized by the other mission element of the center
to aid In the development of promotion tests, All of the task analysis
data are processed and stored at the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
and are available for their use in many different areas of personnel re-
search. Th2 prime use of occupational survey data in the r*cet past has
been in tW determination of training requirements and in support of the
initructional systmns developmmnt process.

T3 summarize the Air Force Occupational Survey Pnrgram, it is a
program which provides data which help decision-moars determint what to
train; when to prowide additional training a.. what that traipinV should
consist of; the classification structure which will facilitate mission
accomplis. nt; and finally, how work should be designed,

Let's turn now to the other half of the center's d41 mission,
developing promotion tosts. The idea of usin a vighted formla for
promotion purposes was implnmented only in 1970. Its purposv was to provide
a visible systt so the airmn could tee his relativ standing In promo-
tion copetitoi and ensure more equit/b'e promotion opmrtun ties among
enlisted persu.nel throughout the Air rorce. Supprt of the weighted
Airian Promotion Systmuis the job of No of the center's branches.

One key promotion instrumnt is the specialty knowledge test, or
SKT, which occupies the efforts of the center 52 weeks a year. At ri svnt,
test, for approximately 230 career fields and their shreds art revised #t
least once annually. We also write the promotion fitness examination, or



PFE, which is administered to 400,000 airmen each year.

The factors and weights that were originally developed to surport
the Weighted Airut Promotion System concept have recently been revali-
dated at the Ai r Force Huumn Resources Laboratory. These factors have
beer found to result in highly similar decisions to those rendered by
actual promotion boards. As can be seen in Table 1, testing, in the
form of the first two factors, accounts for 42 percent of an airman's
total possible promtion points. Notice that the first two factors are
the only ones over which an individual has control. With this in mind,
the importance the Air Force places in having the best possible tests
should be obvious.

Non-comissioned officers Air Force-wide have almost unanimously
supported the Weighted Airman Promotion System. A major reason for
this approval has undoubtedly bmn the concept of tists "written by
airmen for airmen." The center's policy is to solicit only the most
highly qualified individuals to write these tests.

Two types of test construction projects are necessary to allow the
flexibility to meet Air Force goals of a new test for each promotion
cycle. A major revision is completed as necessary, or at least once
every two years. The minor revision is completed when a major revision
would be inappropriate or not feasible. The center asks for and normally
receives particularly good support from the Air Training Cammand both in
the form of career development courses, or COCs, needed to write the SKTs
and the COC writer or a highly qualified subject-utter specialist from
the school. The CDC writer is always an invaluable asset, since the COCs
are used predominantly as the sole source reference for SKT development.

TABLE 1

WEIGHTED AIRMAN PROMOTION SYSTEM

MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE
FACTOR POINTS VALUE

SKT Score 100 21%
PFE Score 100 21%
Time in service Score 40 9%
Time in grade Score 60 13%
Airmn Performance Rating Score 135 30%
Decorations 25 6%

TOTAL 460 100%
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Another selection instrumn that does not fall into the promotion
category but which affects thousands of i-llsted personnel each yer Is
the Apprentice Knowledge Test, or AKT. This device is not intended to
measure performance on the job. The results are used with other criteria
such as experience, training, and supervisory and command recomendations,
to determine whether or not the individual has the knowledge necessary to
bypass basic technical training in his specialty. The AKT has proven to
be quite a vlersitle instrument over the years. Upgrading to the appren-
tice level has contirued to be the most common purpose for which the test

is admintered.

Work on a test developmnt project actually begins months before
subject-utter specialists arrive at the center. The scheduling section

work. with the major command to obtain the best qualified specialists for
the test-writing team. Team members must be master sergeant selectees or
higher in grade.

The cycle begins with tedm members taking the current tests. This
is done for two reasons: First, to allow team members to see what type
of questions comprise an SKT; end second, to spot any faulty or obsolete
questions. Usuely a team consists of four people. Teams representing

A specialties with shreds may have more team members.

The next step of the test development process Is development of a
test outline. The outline is a reflection of the major paragraphs in
the specialty training standard. The occupational survey is also used
at this point to Oetermine how many questions should be written on each
major task area.

Each test construction project is supervised and directed by a
f test construction psychologist who is either an officer or a civilian

professional. A major source for questions is the current test; however,
a minimum number of new questions must be written. Teams begin by
writing a question. Tey submit it to the test psychologist who either
accepts it as is, rejects ic, or modifies it. The test psychologist bases
his decisions on psychometric priviciples.

Once the team and Vie test psychologist are satisfied with a question,
they pass it on to the review psychologist, who has had considerable prior
experience as a test psychologist. The review psychologist will look at
the question and either accept it or send it back to the team for modifi-
cations. A review psychologist can look at a question more objectively
since he has not been involved in the initial witing process. After he
has approved the question, he sends it to be typod. Questions are typed
on a magnetic tape selectric typewriter. This procedure provides easy
item retrieval and also allows corrections to be made easily. Portions of
the test may also go to the illustration departmnt, which is frequently
called upon to produce technical urawings for some of the test questions.
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After all the questions have been typed, the team picks the best 100
questions out of a pool of 125 that they have developed. The extra 25
questions are called alternates. The 100 questions are placed in te
order in which they will appear on the final test and sent to typing
where a test manuscript is produced. This manuscript is reviewed during
a process called the master review. The subject-utter specialists, test
psychologist, and review psychologist are all present during the master
review. Each question and its choices are read aloud. It may be neces-
sary at this time to substitute an alternate for one of the original
questions. Once the team is satisfied with the test, they sign the Rianu-
script.

The test psychologist anu review psychologist again review the
manuscript, this time checking for any gramatical or spelling errors
that may have been missed. The manuscript is then passed on to the
third level of control, a senior review psychologist. The center has
eight of these senior reviewers, and they are responsible for monitoring
career fields with respect to test development. Once a senior reviewer
is satisfied with the manuscript, he passes it on to typing where a
camera-ready copy is made. This copy is reviewed for typing errors and
then sent to the publishers. After the test has been published, it must
be reviewed a final time for printing errors before it is released to the
field.

The total project concept is emphAsized by the compatibility between
testing and training. These two factors are put on a coimon basis by the
uje of the same documents as the input tource for developments in both
areas. As you can see in Figure 1, the outline used for test projects
is developed with familiar documents, in:luding the Air Force Manual
39-1 job description, specialty training standard, and occupational
survey report. The sole reference a non-commissioned officer is normally
asked to study is the most up-to-date vetsion of his career development
course. Thus, whe he takes his SKT, he should have a feeling of conti-
nuity and significant understanding of the material being tested -- much
of it being common to his previous technital school training, skill up-
grading exam, and subsequent study. Thero',re, a degree of compatibility
between testing and training has been re°' ;d.

The dual missions of the Air Force Occupational Measurement Center
also complement one another. Data from the Occupational Survey Program
help insure that airmen receive the best rnd most relevant trainin? for
their specialty; and promotion tests developed at the center help nsure
that those airmen who best assimilate the knowledge of their specialty
are the airmen who are promoted. At the Occupational Measurement Center,
we like to think of it as "*anagement through measurement -- the basis
for the best."
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TRENDS IN TMs DEELMME~by
J. Roger Johnson, Captain, USAF

UMSAF Occupational Measurement Center
lAckland Air Force Base, Texas

T. INTROUCTION
The test development function of the Occupational Masurement Center

is tasked with the development of examinations which are used for occupa-
tional placement or promotion within the Air Force, These tests are
written by team of subject-mtter specialists (4SMS) selected for their
experience in the career field for which they are writing. A1wse teams
work in consultation with experts in general test writing technique.

In retrospect over the last two to three years, fot trends in this
test development function have merged: first (1), increased attention
to conformance of the test construction process with tha Utifom Guide-
lines on Roployment Selection Procedures established by the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Council (lMOC); second (2), increased interaction with
the Air Force training function; third (3), an expansion of the test
development role to beyond that of the active duty military service
member; and finallv (4) an increased cost-effectiveness in test develop-
ment as a respAse to an austere budgetry envirorent.

IT. 04NPR)@ a TO EEOC GUIDELINES

Emloyment systems across the United States are finding themselves
increasingly involved with grievences regarding the validity oi examina-
tions used for esployment selection and promotion. While Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, is mended, does not resently pertain to
Air Force military personnel per se, we have, nonetless, taken several
proactive research and procedural initiatives to verify and hisure that

the Air Force test constriction process remains fair, unbiased, and in
conforur~e with EIDC Guidelines.

Incorpoation of Occupational Survey Data. A study w,3 initiated by
which selected SMSs wre assigned to relate occupational survey tasks to
respective test outlines. Results ,f the study are expected to facilitate
the systematic conversion of job analysis datA into test construction.
At last year's annual convention, Captain David Vaughan reported a methodo-
logy that can eventually be used to translate occupational survey data
directly into test outlLne weights. These weights would be used to deter-
mine the number of test items to be written on various specialty knowledge
topics within a particula' career field. This incorporation of occupational
sirvey data into the test development process will enhance the job related-
ness (i.e. content validity) of our examin atIs.
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Attention to Potential Discriminatory Factors. A literature review
has been completed regaring the factors that contribute to biased
examinations. Subsequently, a study was initiated to review test data
for identification of possible etinic group or sex differences in test
scores. Further, test construction teams are instructed to avoid the
use of masculine and feminine pronomus that tend to arbitarily assign
stereotyped roles. Tbis policy supports the Air Force directive to
eliminate sex distinctions in Air Force publicatious. In additiom, a
selection procedure has been implmented for members of the teams tasked
with the development of our professional military and suprvisory upgrade
and prcmotion examinations. The pr'nctre is based upon major command

[: nominations which are screened by the Air Force Military Personnel Center.
This procedure enares an equitable career field, ethnic group, and gender
representation sng those tea members.

nves atio into SM!Msh Translations. A project was staffed to

consider the possibility of translating our tests into Spanish. In re-
searching backgrund information on the subject, mary positive and negative
aspects associated with translation of tests were identified. Primarily,
the concept of testing in the Spanish language for promotion to E-S and
E-7 was considered contrary to the basic philosophy of the promotion system.
dowever, the study did offer alterrative solutions related to the problem

I of language proficincy standards of Spanish-speaking origin Air Force
personnel. One such alternative was to identify individuals having
trouble in the mastery of the English language very early in their careers
and to provide them with the required remedial training.

Promotion opportunities of Detached Air Force Personnel. At threquest
of the Defense Commnications Agency (ICA), a std was coduted regarding
the promotion opportunity of Air Force personnel assigned to ,ty with
the lEA. The concern was that lEA personnel may be obtaining lower test
scores than non.-rA airmen. However, the remilts of the study indicated
that there was no significant difference between the groups. Such studies

4 ensure equitable! promotion oppnrtunities for Air Force personnel wherever
they may be assignd.

IIl. INCREASED INTERATION WITH TRAINING FtRJIONS

The test development function of the Occupational Measurement Center
has traditionally supported the personnel classification function of the
Air Force, initially with skill upgrade examinations and later with pro-
notion tests. Hlowever, in recent years, there has been increasing inter-
action with the Air Force's training fractions.

Smialty Training Stndards. Since 1971, test outlines ,hich are
devel to guide test w -rtng-have been required to be in conformance

with the published standards which guide training for each Air Force
Specialty. In addition, critiques regarding the adequacy of the training
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standards are made by the 945s who are assembled for test writing. These
critiques are forwarded directly to training ORs for reaction.

Career Develgt Courses. Whenver available, test reference
aterial s drawn from th Career Develojuent Courses (CDCs) published by

the Air Force's Extension Course Institute (BCI). Existing policy supports
the development and use of (CDs as the sole sourco for test references
for most career fields. Here too, critiques regarding the adequacy of
CDCs aro made by the SMs and forwarded to ORs for reaction. At a re-
cent conference convened by ECI, the inpact of modular extension course
materials was discussed. Such materials would have caomon volumem across

any career fields. If implomented, this would enable the develozeut ef
test item pools for those career fields with c== reference matczials.
BCI personnel have also visited the Occupational Meaueent Ceiter as
part of a study to detemine the extent of correlation between the content
and scores of r') promotion tests and their end-of-course exmdnations.
Initial findings indicate little content overlap.

Export of Test WritiM Expetise. During the last four months, the
Occupational Measurement Center has dispatched test psychologists to
four technical training centers to participate in local seminars on test
development. Rules for item writing, use of item statistics, outline
development, quality contrnl, and test validity were topics of discussion.
This exchange of expertise is intended to help enhance the overall test
develo/uent process of the Air Force.

IV. ThE EXPANDING TEST D EIAWITrOL

Although the Occupational Measurement Center's mission has traditionally
been mandated toward Air Force active duty military service members, that
role is expanding.

Tests for tte Guard and Reserve. [uring the early mid-seventies, the
center assistid in tGe development O' a weighted prootimn screening system
for the Air National Guard and the Air Force Reserve. Similar tothe Air
Force, this propesed systo includs a component derived from an individual's
score on a specialty knowledge test. Implementation plans and procedures
have been developxo for adoption of our active duty promotion tests to
Guard and Reserve use. Presently the project is in a deferred status due
to Guard and Reserve bugetary limitations. Per the last €cmunication
received, a re-evaluation of the system is called far during the 1978
fiscal year (FY) budget cycle with intended implementation in FY 79.

fests for Air Force Civilian Personnel. Since Cztober 1976, the
Cent hs ili -n a series of conferences and discussions on the
possible use of our promotion tests for civilian wage grade irisevice
placement actions. Sach considjrations as test security, the potentially
serious impac" of test comromise, and the incosipa-bility betwei military
and civilian orcupationel tasks led to the conclusion that wholesale adoption
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of our military promotion tests for civilian use would be inappropriate.
However, the possibility of the center assisting in the development of
separate civilian tests appears to be a viable alterrative. At this time,
dialogue continues on the subject with possible experimental test develop-
ments within the next year.

Coast aurd Workshops. Over the past three years, the U.S. Coast
ardhas perioi cally vited center representives to conuct workshops

at their training center in Petaluma, California. The workshops have
provided training in test writing procedures to Coast Cuard instructors
in grades E-5 to E-7.

V. IVXREASED T-EFFECINESS

In conformance with the austere budgetary enviroment in which military
agencies are required to function, several actions have been taken to en-
sure the most efficient and cost-effective test development system possible.

Test Construction Procedural Inrovations. In the last year, several
procedural innovations in test construction have contributed to increased
efficiency. For example, maxri career fields have common tasks dealing
with maintenance management. Given this cowmonality, a maintenance
managemnt item pool has been establisted to facilitate test writing in
that area for those specialties concerned. Other innovations include
changing the stagger in the scheduled arrival of tes in onder to even
the workload on our word processing section. reducing the nm r of re-
qitred lternate test tms, and excluding fro periodic revision thoseS-level upgtrade examinations which have a low frequency nf use. During
the last year, the net effect of those 'innovations has reduaced by St
the duration of test construction projects.

i Validation of Test gQqmtlon Formats. A study, was conducted to examine
the effectieness of" test question ro-r-at procedures (e.g. preferences of

sitive iteom over negative, multifacto. over single factor, 
situationl1sed over non-situation bas~ed, and open stem over closed stem). Exper-

imental tests have been devised and administered and data has been collected.
The pending results will ascertain the validity of these format preferences
and justification of the time and effort expended in developing them.

Lateral Trainee Test' g. Presently, most airmen who transfer from
one areer field to ano r attend a basic level technical school If
xva i-ble in the new career field. However, it has been hypotebesized
that many of these students aiy already possess enough basi. u-owledge
and skill to warrant by-passing the basic school. It ws therefore
sugested that the Iprentice Knowledge Test (given to selerted airmen
entering the service be administered as a screening device. Center per-
sonnel studied t issue and results indicated that in most specialties,many lateral trainees should, indeed, pass their particular Apprentice
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Knowl dge Test if mandatory administration was required. While action
is pending further evaluation of the criteria for minima passing scores,
the study appears to support the expectation for a substantial savings ini formal training resources.

Evaluation of Civilian Contract Test Writing. The center- reviewed the
possibility of using civilian contract test construction for sme special
occtrpational areas. However, the preference for the policy of test con-
struction '%by aimen, for airmen" via the subject-matter specialists and
the fact that the Air Force cost for test development was less than that
proposed by the contractor, contributed to the decision not to adopt the
civilian contract proposal.

VI. CLOMSt

The purpose of this paper has been to fmiliarize the reader with the
contemporary issues surr~mding test development at the USAF Occupational
Measurtment Center and to establish the emergence of four trends in that
development function, those trends being (1) increased attention to EBDOC
Guidelines, (2) increased interaction with the Air Force training function,
(3) an expansion of the test development role, Td (4) increased cost-
effectiveness in response to our austere budgetiry enviroment.
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THE USAF OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY PROGRAM

by

James B. Keeth
Military Occupational Analyst

USAF Occupational Measurement Center
Air Training Command

Lackland AFB TX

Good Afternoon. I would like to present during this part of our
symposium a brief overview of the operational occupational survey program
that is conducted by the Occupational Measurement Center for the United
States Air Force. The USAF Occupational Survey Program actually began
back in 1956 under the guidance of Dr. Raymond Christal of the Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory. During the first 11 years of the program,
the primary emphasis was placed on development of the methodology required
to conduct occupational surveys, including the computer program necessary
for analysis. This research was conducted by Dr. Christal and the Human
Resources Laboratory. In 1967, an operational program was set up at
Lackland AFB under the auspices of Air Training Command. In the early
years of the program, 15 professional, technical, and clerical personnel
conducted surveys on 12 enlisted career ladders a year. Today, the
program has grow substantially, with 59 assigned personnel and a capability
of conducting surveys on 51 career ladders annually, as well as conducting
officer surveys, special projects, and electronic principles inventories.
Over the last 10 years, we have surveyed over 250 occupational fields
involving over 500,006 personnel.

The occuaptional analysis program, as conducted hy the Occupational
Survey Branch, involves four primary steps. The first step is the
development of a job inventory. This consists of a listing of those
tasks which may be performed in a particular occupational field. The
second step involves validating this task list with subject matter
specialists working in operational units. Once the task list has been
validated, it is administered o the field. The fourth and final step
consists of analyzing the data and reporting the results to the various
using agencies.

In developing the initial list of tasks for the job inventory,
inventory developers at the Center research all pertinent career field
documents and publications, such as the AFR 39-1 Specialty Descriptions,
Specialty Training Standards (STSs), and Career Development Courses
(CDCs). In addition, previous tasks lists are reviewed for usable
tasks. From this research, a tentative list of tasks is developed.
During this Parly stage of the development process, the developer will
consult with classification personnel at the Military Personnel Center
at Randolph AFB regarding any potential chfines planned for the career
ladder or other problems that may be of interest. In some cases, functional
manager-s at the Air Staff or MAJCO4 level ay be involved.
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Many times, the occupational survey report will be the first step
in a restructuring proposal for an occupational field. An example of
this involved the recent occupational survey of the computer systems
occupational field. The Air Staff functional manager had received
numerous letters from t-,e MAJCOgs regarding weaknesses in the present
structure and possible poor utilization of some personnel in the field.
To help in comini up with some positive answers to these coments, an
occupational survey was requested. Upon completion of the survey, it
was indeed deterlnined that personnel were being utilized improperly in
some instances and that some restructuring was required. And based on
the results of that survey, restructuring has been approved and will
become effective next April.

Once the tentative task list is completed, the inventory developers
go out to the field to talk first hand with subject matter specialists.
This involves visiting the technical trainin center where training in
the specialty is provided. It also involves a visit to several operationai
units where subject matter specialists are actually doing the job. Once
it becomes evident that a fairly complete task list has been obtained
from the interviews, the task list is reproduced and mailed out to a
small sample of subject matter specialists in operational units in the
CONUS and overseas for validation purposes. Once the comments and
changes from this field validation are eialuated and pertinent changes,
additions, or deletions are made, the task lit is printed in a final
form and published as a United States Air Force Job Inventory.

Basically, all job inventories consist of two sections. The first
section is a set of questions relating to background characteristics of
Job incumbents as well as to work information. Here we ask for such
informAtion as name, grade, coniand, how long they have been in the
occupational field, how long they have been in their present job, aed in
the Air Force. They are a113 asked about their job satisfaction anJ
reenlistment intentions. In aWiition, we obtain information about their
work environment, the equipment they use or maintain, the types of
aircraft or weapons systems workeJ on, courses compieted, and work
section. The amount of information obtainable is almost unlimited.

The second sectinn of a job inventory is simply a detailed listing
of tasks which may be perfor'u&. When completing this section, job
incumbents check those tasks which they perform in their present job.
Once they complete this procedure, they Qo back and rate each task
according to the amunt of time they spend performing it relative to all
other tasks being performed.
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Once the job inventory is published, the first two steps in our
survey program are completed. Step three involves the administration of
the inventory to career field members. Local consolidated base personnel
offices receive the booklets and administer them to personnel specified
by us. Names of job incumbents who are to receive the booklet are
obtained from the Uniform Airman Record file provided by the Military
Personnel Center. Our sample is a random stratified sample by skill
level, command, and job locations. In occupational fields with 3,000 or
less incumbents. we sur'y the total population of job incumbents who
have been on the job at least six weeks or longer. Where there is 3,000
o vwore job incumbents, some percentage of the total number Is obtained.
I oomlly this will range up to 30 percent depending upon the diversity
of the field being surveyed.

and .ob inventories are returned to to the Center where they are scanned
and reviewed for competeness and accuracy. It is very important that
incorrectly filled out booklets are identified and returned to the Job
incumbent for reaccomplisment. Also, our survey analysts review the
returned booklets to make sure that we are receiving returns from all
skill levels, commands, units, and locations. This careful sampling and
checking of the returned booklets insure that the final sample will
adequately represent the total occupaitonal field population.

Once the returns are revieaed and acceptid by the survey analyst,
step four of aur atoyss process begins. The booklets are scanned on
an optical scanner and the background information is keypunched, and the~data is input into the Human Resources Laboratory's UNIVAC 1108 computer.

Using the Comprehensive Ocrupational Data Analysis Programs, or CODAP as
it is commonly known, the data are analyzed and a final occupational
survey report is written. As many of you already know, CODAP is simply
a series of highly ccmplex computer programs that are used to reduce the
large amount of data obtained into a more manageable form.

In analyzing the data, the central focus by the survey analyst is
to lo~k at how this occupational field is structured. One unique strength
rdof CODAP is its capability of grouping Job incumbents only on the basis

of task similarity and producing what is called a cluster merger diagram.~From this diagram|, the analyst can determine the job structure as it

actually exits out in the field. This powerful tool allows us to use
this Information as a foundation from which we can look at the career
field documents, such as the AFR 39-1 specialty do.scriptions and the
specialty training standard, and evaluate if they are accurately and
realistically describing what Job incumbents are actually doing in the
field. These documents are often times hased on what is believed to be
done in the field and how they are believed to be structured. Our data,
through this grouping process, provides information as to how jobs are
actually performed and how they are organized. Often times this preconceived
idea of jobs does not reflect the actual work performed (Driskill,
1975).
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In addition to looking at job structure, the analysis phase can
provide other useful information. It can yield a comprehensive listing
of tasks perfoed by personnel in the field. This listing can be
broken down into any given group performing each of the tasks. It can
show how may people perform each task, as well as the percentage of time
spent by those members who perform the tasks. In addition, task and job
difficulty data is collected for each occupational ';feld surveyed.
Interrater agreement is very high for this data, and we only report data
when agreement exceeds .90. Very few sets of ratings have fallen below
this criterion to the surveys we have conducted over the years (Driskill,
1975).

Once our data has been analyzed and an occuptiunal survey report

has been written and relemed, the data is put to use by the Air Force
in a variety of ways. The data is often used by classification personnel
to look at career field structuring, in which the present structure is
validated or restructuring is recommended. The data is also used by our
SKT branch to aid in developing promotion tests. One of the primary
issues today involves having valid criteria on which to base many of the
tests administered. Our data can help provide that criteria. Dr.
Christal and his staff at the Human Resource, Laboratory also %.se our
data for personnel research. Occupational data is also used in the
instructional system development (ISD) prcgram to analyze system require-
ments, to define education and training requirements, and to conduct
evaluation of instruction.

But perhaps the most important use today of our data is in determing
training requir.eents. In tolays environment where the training dollar
is tight, it is all too important that training be geared only to what
the person will need to do his Job effectively. In this regard, the
emphasis today is placed on determining how job incumbents will be
utilized In first Job assignment, identify those tasks for which the
probability of performance by airmen in this first assignment is high,
and provide initial training on these tasks. Therefore, our data is
useful in designing initial courses that train only for the first job as
well as providing valuable information for what to include in follow on
training.

This then is a very brief look at the Air Force occupational survey
program. We feel that the program has great potential in helping solve
many of the problems faced today by the Air Force. More and more people
are turning to us for help and we are taking steps to provide this
assistance. To help provide us with the capability to take on new
challenges, Dr. Christal and his staff are continually providing us with
new and improved techniques. All in all, ours is a growing program with
a bright future. Thank you for your time.
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MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS

Stanley D. Stephenson
Rodger D. Ballentine

As the USAF Occupational Survey Program and the awareness of it grew,

many special one-time only requests from a variety of agencies started being

received. These were handled within the existing structure simply by diverting

resources from the normal mission to accomplish the specisl request. A case

in point was the Electronic Principles Inventory (EPI) whose development

was presented in a paper at the 1976 MTA and elsewhere.

In addition to special requests officer surveys had not, for several

reasons, been a dominant factor in the overall occupational survey program.

By 1974, however, the normal program had grown to the point where we were

ready to start surveying officer career areas on a more permanent basis.

By 1975 it had become evident that the special projects and officer

surveys were an integral part of the survey program and that manning should

reflect this. The Officer Survey Management Applications 'Fection was

created and staffed in 1976 to haridie nroJects that were above and beyond

the normal enlisted career field occupational survey program. T4 section

was staffed primarily with experienced analysts and developers; in order

to achieve full manning, however, less experienced personnel had

to be added later. Among the le, oxpe.rnced personn.,l added to the section

were an educational specialist and a so(.ial psychologist, both of whom io-

creased the versatility of the section to examine unique problems. In fact

it has become obvious that such diversity of background ,,dds dramatically

to the flexibility of the section.
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The first special project undertaken 5y thi.s aew section was to define

the job performed by weapons officers flying tactical aircraft. Tactical

Air Command training managers requested data to develop training programs

for these officers.

Several surveys were developed to gtjher inforuimt , about tasks

performed, task difficulty and criticality, and job ;"'dges requiring

training. Traditional interview development procedures were primarily

used but a unique method was used to validate the Job survey task liet.

Rather than mail the survey instrument to job incumbents for validation,

experienced wecoons officers came together with survey developers in

a working conference to review and validatt the task list.

The job ,urvy was administered to 41l job incumbents and additional

task factor turvys were administered to smallet groups of experienced

weapons officers. A separate survey was also administered to assess the

requirement for formel training of knowledges unique to the fighter weapons

area,. Survey returns were 'rocessed and analyzed using the Comprehensive

Occupational Data Anal-sis Programs (COVP) package. These data provided

valuable insight -,t) the jobs performed and training required for weapons

officers. Overall, the success of this project proved that occupational

survey techniques can be adopted to meet the objective; of a requesting

agency.

Of all the experlences we gained from cur first major special project,

two stand out and have becom a part of our "look , for" list. The first,

an4 the more critical for application, is how the u ,er plans to make use
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of occupatiunal data. At the conclusion of the FWIC project it became

clear that the requesting comand siL ply WAs not fully aware of how much

information can be gleaned from occupational survey data bor were they

fully cognizant of the usefulness of much of the data. Consequently we

had to spend time educating the user on our project. To prevent this

situation from recurring, we now actively educate the requesting agency
~strting with the first weettng. This takes the form of briefings on

how the data can be used (often in ways unknown to the user); inclusion

of user representatives during the project life, especially during the

analysis stage; and an agreement on what user office will handle the

data and who will be the continuity link from start to finish.

The second mA&or learning eprience involved the use of operational

requestor personnel in the final validation of the job inventory. This

greatly added to our confidence in the job inventory and, in part, helps

overcome the uniqueness of each special project. It also proved adventa-

geous in one other way. By having experienced operationol personnel

involved in the final decisions about the job Inventory, it increased the

sallability of the inventory to the survey respondents in the field who

more often than not had never heard of the occupational survej program.

4owever they normally know of the experienced personnel who helped in the

final validation, and by citing their names we greatly added to the

quality and quantity of +urvey returns.

Besides the FIC we are currently engaged in a wide variety of other

projects. The EPI, mentioned earlier, is now winding down after receiving

heavy emphasis. For instance, in April 1977 we mraed over 10,700 EPI

booklets to all those career ladders receiving FP training who had not yet
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been surveyed. Quite naturally this massive effort severely taxed our

capability and the capability of the field. Nonetheless we did turn the

project around and now have delivered EPI reports on approximately 90%

of the career fields involved.

Several other projects warrant mentioning because of either their

scope or uniqueness. We are presently involved in an analysis of three

reporting identifiers for the Air Force Systems Command. Reporting identifiers

are a system of classifying airmen who perform widely divergent tasks; our

involvement %ill truly test our ability to describe job structure. The

Defense Intelligence Agency has requested we aralyze the job performnce

of their school graduates. This project is important to us not only

f because it is a DOD agency but also because it will deal primarily with

executive type tasks. Such will also be the case with our Professional

Military Education project for Air University. This project, being

conducted for the Leadership Management Development Center, will analyze

the managment, leaJership, ane communications behaviors performed by

both NCOs and officers. Finally our Job analysis task list development

project for the Federal Procurement Institute is important to us because

of its scope (over 20.000 federal procurement Dositions) and because it is a

federal agency versus an .r Force or )00 Pgency.

j Our increased involvnment with executive type tasks coincidws with the

growth of out, officer survey program which has served to highlight thv'

importance of being able to mesure executive behaviors. We have just

completed an analysis of the Security Police career area and are in the
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administration stage ior two other officer surveys, one for Weapon Controllers

and one for Space System Analysts. We have found that officer surveys are

not merely an extension of enlisted surveys; rather they are a process unique

of themselves.

It is obvious that the Management Applications and Officer Survey

Section has succeeded in its stated purpose. Perhaps it has succeeded

too well, for we find that as the awareness of the v6lue of our consuiting

grows we simply receive more requests for assistance. We view this with

encouragement for it is a validation of how we can assist in critical

management, classification, and training decisions. As we learn and grow

with each project, we only add to that capiility.
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The Interface Between Oocupatioal %ryey
and Test ( otnctin

David S. Vaughan, Capt., USW

A. Tecxnlogy Applicatios Center

The USAF Occuational Masuremet Oenter has two primary

Knowedgje Tet (SKU). 7hese WD© missions are certinly ditic;
in other ane services they are by different organi-
zations. However, the test -ontruction and oocipational surveyingI activitips within t a LU Oc Jponal iam mtOenter have

contributed a great deal to each other. lhe purpose here is to
discuss se exawples of this cross-fertilization betwemn ocpational
surveying and test om.tructio.

First, me examples will be given of contributions which occu-
pational iurver are making in test costrucion. lie Speilty
KnowKJedge Testr written at he USAF Occupational Measurent Center
are designed to measure job knowledge in particular Air Force job
specialties. These tests are developed by team of subject-ratter
specialists-senior NOa on tsporary duty status--along with the
test construction experts of the Ceter. Occpational surveys provide
extremely good information conerning what airmen actually do in .-ach
of the various job Vecialties and therefore oa be useful in deter-mining the topics to be covered an Specialty Knowledge Tlests. Since
the early days of Air Force oonpatinal surveying the survey data

has been mnaie available to test construction team. This data
has been useful. 14ver, test coxstruction team found the occupa-
tioial survey reports, -which contain a great deal of information,
diffl.cult to use. Several years ago, special occupational survey
computer printouts were made available for test construction. Those
printouts contain simple listings of all tasks in a particular job
specialty. Also printed are the task difficulties and percent members
performing and percent time spent on each task by airmen in the target
population for each test to be constructed. Such printouts present
the information which is most useful for test construction in a ompact,
easy-to-understand format. This pz intout format, which was developed
in close onsultation between test construction and ocational
survey personnel, has facilitated use of survey data in test construction.

Recetly, USAF .Ctvpational Meastw t Oeter persm l have
been working on even more effective wwys of using occupational survey
data in test construction. This author presented a paper at last year's
Military Testing Association conference (Vaughan, 1976) oncerning ae
of these efforts. The goal of this effort, which is still in ptogress,
is to develop metho&d of automatically converting o'cupational surv
data into numwers of test item to be written on each topic. tkrier
procedur" currently used at the Center, the numbers of test item to
be written on each topic are determined by the subject-iatter specidlists,
based on the occupational survey data and on their professional Judgments.
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7he research har used policy-capturing mt olgy to find an equation
for cobinng ocational data into numbers of test item to be written
on groups of tas)rs. 7he data gathered so far show that subject-iotter
specialists' judgmnts oewerning numbers of test item can be predicted
quite accurately from survey data. However, the results also show
t.at different equations are probabli neoessary in dilferent job
specialties. Further rewarch is iv xessary to investigate the useful-
ness of a simple, perhaps uaeighted, equation across specialties and
concerning identification of groups of specialties which can use rm"n
equations.

WF Ocpational 'Ia Canter personnel heve also been
conucting remrdc on another aproa&& for using oc.:at iMi 9-%-.4
data in test cstruction. In this approach, oocuat=al data is
used to onpute a testing priority index for each task. Tanks are
eliminated which are performed by insignificant nmbers of airman in
te target population of the test to be onetructed. 71t construction

team are given a list of the reiaining tasks In order of teutingSpriority. The subject-matter specia~ist study this list of tanks and

determine which tasks are suitable for inclusion on a paper-and-
pencil, multiple choice test. These tasks are overed on the test,
and the nuxbers of items written on each task are baset on the testing
priorities of the tanks. Several variations of this method have been
used wit!i taut construction team and have been sucoesful. However,
further rew-,- is necessary moncerni-np algorithm for computing
testing priorit4 and for removing tasks from the listing to be given
to the test oonsvtncticm team.

Both of the methods for vstematic use of oc.ational survey
data in datermiring test citent hate merit. n recent months, a
synthesis of thrse two methois has been worked out. However, thissynthesis tw yet to Le terted. Paardless of which method eventuidly

become operational, more systematic use of occuational survey data
in test construion will result in a significant tim savings for
the test ounstruct.ion process. FurO~zore, test content validity
will be m're systemntically assured.

The procedures just discussed use cocupaticval iurvey data for
content validlarion. Oouptional survey mrtodlogy is al~o being

used to gather J b performance data. In a project currently being
coducted by Center personnel, an occupational suwy tauk list is
being used to gather supervisory ratings of job parfbmnoe First,
an airman indicates which task-s ho or she perform. then, the air-
man's suervisor rates the air'ne performance on each task performed.
Hopefully, these task perfonran e ratings will be lens oonumuinated
with halo effects then overall ratings usually are and therefore will
be more useful in test validation. Furthemore, this approach will
allow test scres to be related to not only how well tasks are per-
forned but to what tasks are performed as welM. --§Rn returns are
cuxrently awsii,, Verefore, the suces of thi procedure camot
yet be determined. However, it seem likely that o tional survey
mwtfrdology will malhe a significant contribution to gataring job
pertbrmanoe dita fcr use in test construction.

Occptional survey data can be used in validating ilvidual test
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items. The first step in a procedure for item validation is to identify
all tasks which relate to each item on - test. Tim amount of experience
on tasks related to an item can be obiared to the probability of passing
the item This procedure has not yet been inplented at the USAF
occupatioal Masurement Center. Hma ver, preliminary planning is in
progress for a test of this procedure, which is another promising
application of occupational survey data in test onstrution.

Several iqortant contributions which the occuational survey
program has made in test construction were outlined above. In return,
test construction hae mode impotant oontributions to the 1cqatoa
survey program. Subject-imtter specialists play an inpurtant role

boti-, *A&-. t_ mlopment of a task inventory and in analysis of survey
results. Subject-otter specialists are an notant source of tasks
for an inventory. Ordinarily, senter inventory d lopmt personnel
tahe extensie o sY trips to other asws in order to get input from
subjef ct-matter specialists. However, many subject-iatter specialists
oouse to the crater for test o istructon. When scheduling permits,
these test contructicn resuli are used in developing task lists,
thereby mreuing the need for Oenter personnel to wake expensive trips

~~to other bas.

*Subject-imtter specialists can also play an in ortant role in
the analysis and interpretation of an occupational survey. Orsp step
in the analysis of a ourvey is establiert of the relationship betweenthe task List und inportaxt Air Force training documents such as the
Specialty Training Standard (SPTS) and the Plans of Instrcto (; OIs).

Use of subject-iatter specialists can be an iportant part of this step.
Again use of subject-matter specialists bmxht to the Center for test
constrcton duties can result in significant ermomy and efficiency.

Subject-fotter specialits can be helpful in interpretation ofocuptional survey results. The subject-n.atter speialists ana

test construction tam, who hav a wide variety of backgroundls and
experience in a job specialty, can be particularly useful to sre

~analysts in data interpretation.

While occupational surveying and test developmnt are two distinct
missions, the above examples demonstrate that these two activities are
omplementary. At the USAF ccupational basurwent Center, each has
benefited from the other. Because in the Air Force these two activities
are acomplished within one organization, the author believes that the
cross-fertilization between occupational surveying and job knowledge
testing has been greatly facilitated.

Reference

j ,laixftn, D. S. Prediction of Test Outline Weights from Occupational
Sursey Data. Eedit s of the l8th Annual coference of the

Tilitang Asscation, 176, 35-460
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THE STATE OF THE ART IN JOB TASK ANALYSIS

Dr Robert Pulliam

INTROOUCTION

Over the past two aMd one-half years, Kinton, Incorporated has
been working with AFHRL collecting learning difficulty data on

selected tasks in various career fields in the Air Force. These data
were collected using field teakm of expert observers and task-anchored
rating scales. The task-anchored scales were developed and used to
provide a "yardstick* for measuring learning difficulty across similar
Air Force career fields, using field teams as the mode for collecting
the data. In addition to the rating data, other significant products
of this effort were procedural guides for using the task-anchored
rating scales. The emphasis of this paper will be on the development
of the task-anchored scales and on our success with the use of field
teams. But first I would like to provide you with some background
leading to this effort.

BACKGROUND

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) is used to
assess the aptitude of new recruits in the Air Force, but there has
been no similarly objective measure of juob aptitude requirements. Pre-
liminary survey evidence indicates that some job aptitude requirementlevels are out of 4ltgnment. As a result, the most talented applicants

may not be receiving assignments to the most demanding Jobs. This in
turn could lead to increased training costs, Job dissatisfaction and
fewer rmenlistments. Thus, a requirement existed for research for a
means to assess job aptitude requirenent levels for tasks, jobs, and Job
types in the Air Force.

The USAF began this research with task inventories which described
the job content of career fields in terms of specific tasks and other
quantifiable characteristics. Included were initial estimates of
task learning difficulty. These estimates were gathered during an
occupational survey, and consist of learning difficulty ratings by
NCOs for tasks in their owm specialties, using an adjectival difficulty
scale. These data are useful as estimates of relative task difficulty
within specialties, but cannot be compared across career fields.

* This then was the premise for the development of a common scale by
which task difficulty both within and across specialty areas can be
measured. To this end, AFHRL has sponsored the development of task-
anchored scales for electronic and mechanical aptitude requirements and

administrative aptitude requirements.
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SU?4ARY OF TASK-ANCHORED SCALE DEVELOPM4ENT

The objective of each of these efforts was to develop a 25-level
scale to be used to rate tasks in terms of "learning difficulty.*
Learning difficulty is defined as "the time required to learn to per-
form a task satisfactorily."

Each scale was developed using a three-phase effort. The first

phase required the selection of 600 tasks across fifteen (15) career
fields. These tasks were evaluated by a field team of eight observers
who assessed each task at work sites. Each member of the team then
rank-ordered the 600 tasks in terms of learning difficulty. AFHRL
used the ranking data to generate a mean rank ordering of the 600 tasks.
This list was divided into 25 intervals, with two tasks selected from
each interval to form a task-anchored rating scale. The scale is now
representative of both task types and of learning difficulty across
the career fields.

The second and third phases of this effort involved the rating of
60 tasks from each of a selected group of career fields. In these
phases, the tasks in each career field were assessed at work sites by
two field teams of six observers each. Each team member then rated
the tasks using te 25-level scale by comparing the task to be rated

with tasks listed on the task-anchored scale. These data are ultimately~to be used by AFHRL to assess aptitude requirements for entry into the

sampled career fields.

PROCEDURAL GUIDES

It became apparent during the assessment and rating process that
it would be necessary to develop a procedural guide, in order to
ensure consistency between teams in the criteria used to assess learn-
ing difficulty, and in the methods for use of the scale.

The guide was developed in two parts. The first part describes
the assessment and rating procedures, and is based on guidance from
AFHRL and on Kinton's collective experience in managing the assessment
teams. It addresses novice panel members who are presumed to be
experienced in the USAF world of work, but who have no psychometric
training.
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The second part provides a detailed explanation of each task,

focusing on the skills or knowledge which must be learned to perform
it. The guide was developed after detailed study of each task,
principally with the aid of subject matter experts (SMEs) at USAF
technical schools. Detailed descriptions were prepared for each task
on the scale, noting conditions of performance, criterian standards,
specific skill or knowledge required, and any circumstances which tended
to mitigate or increase the difficulty of learning the task.

The procedural guide was validated by a field test using three
teams to rate 60 tasks in each of four career fields (two electronic
and two mechanical). One team had prior experience using the task-
anchored scales and rated the tasks in each of the four career fields.
The other teams consisted of persons who had no prior experience in
using the scale, but a broad general knowledge of the USAF world of
work and specific competence in mechanical or electronic career
fields (supervisor equivalence). One of these teams rated the tasks
in the two electronic fields, the other rated tO1e tasks in the two
mechanical fields.

The rating data from the tiovice teams shows an interrater
reliability coefficient of from .940 to .960, and a coefficient of
from .910 to .950 for the experienced team across the four career
fields. The two teams as a group had reliablilty coefficients of .97
suggesting that the task-anchored scale procedure is a reliable

method, and that the Procedural Guides are efftctive means to replicate
the method.

USE OF FIELD TEAMS

One or more field teams were used in each phase of a task-anchored
scale development. Each team typically consisted of from six to eight

ex-military personnel. The majority of the team members were retited
Air Force NCOs with experience in one or more of the career fields being
sampled. Additional conditions for selection included: a requirement
to have worked as a supervisor of Journeymen mnd to have had five or
more years' experience in the military. Thus, the field teams represented
a high level of Air Force/military background, plus hands-on and super-
visory experience in one or more of the career fields being assessed.
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Each team assessed the task sampling as a group through visits to
appropriate Air Force bases. Tite constraints precluded the physical
observation of each task; thus, the team evolved an interview tech-
nique with tours of the work facilities for task assessment. The
interviews were conducted as a group with two or more personnel from
each career field with each member of the team encouraged to ask
questions. The interviews were designed to identify those factors
which affect the learning difficulty of each task and "o determine to
what extent these factors play a part in the learning of that task.
After completion of the interview and tour of the facilities, the teams
would typically reconvene and discuss the information gethered at the
interview. These discussions were used to ensure that the boundary
conditions of each task are defined, that all of the factors have been
accounted for, and that any biases of the personnel interviewed have
been taken into account. Lengthy and often heated discussions occurred
at these sessions as the biases of the individual panelists also became
known. At no time were the actual ratings of the tasks to be discussed
at these meetings.

The ratings were then performed independently by each team ,obmber
the same day as the interview was performed. Data to date, using the
scales, indicate a median interrater reliability coefficient of .955
on over 1500 tasks across 35 electronic career fields and .940 coeffi-
cient on over 1bOO tasks across 38 mechanical cereer fields.

A

Conclusions on the Use of Field Teams

Our experience indicates that the advantages of using field teamsto collect data of the type described far outweighs the disadvantages.

The most significant disadvantages isre the costs of a team or teams
for travel and the problem of consistently maintaining an experiencedteam over long periods of time.

The advantages are that the data are collected at the source by
actual understanding of the task with observation of the equipment and
workstte. The team members not only get a worksite interpretation of
the task through the interviews, but also often observe or participate
in actual task performance. For example, one team spent a day in a
missile silo observing demonstrations of task performance. In addition,
various team members have operat-Ad devices from flight sfmulators to an
electrical lineman cherry picker. Additional advantages accrue wh.en
two teams are fielded in that data are collected from two different
sites in each career field.
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I The success in using field teas on these projects is a highrecommendation for the use of teams in future efforts to collecthuman factors data.
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The United States Navy's Chief of Naval Education and Training
(CHET) intends, insofar as possible, to deliver a trained man for
every billet at mi,inum cost. A major obstacle to this objective is
that required training decision and development information is not
available in a manageable form and timely manner. Needed is not only
training objective data, but huma, management data that will support
decisions and development processes about who, when, where, what, and
how to train--decisions and processes implied in the Interservice
Instructional Systems Development (ISD) Model. For this purpose the
Navy has embarked on the design of a sophisticated information system,
i.e., the Naval Enlisted Professinnal Development Information System
(NEP61S).

This paper will present a concept upon which the CNET is dependent
if full realitation of the Naval Education and Training Command's
(NAVEOTRACOM's) ISD effort is going to be realized. The Navy in this
author's opinion, cannot expect to exploit ISD to its fullest potential
unless an information system, such as NEPDIS, is developed.

PROBLI t

Like the other services, the N7,vy has .'dopted and is in the
process of implementing ISO - a sys,.ematic inethid of designing, develop-
ing, implementing and evaluating the total learniag prozess in terms
of specific objectives of the learner. ISD represents a major advance-
ment in tr'ainina technology and all services have the potentild of
realizing great benefits by Its implementation. However, ISD as it
presently exists in the services, represents a "what should be done"
policy. It does not, in most instances, specify how each phase or step
is to be accomplished.

The paramount and fundamental problem ISO presents the Navy is
one of data management. The CNET is responsible for the design,
development, management, and evaluation of 2,500 enlisted courses of
instruction. Following the ISD model, these ',$0O courses involve
approximately 7,000,000 tasks, 10,000,000 terminal learning objectives
TLOs), 11,000,000 TLS criterion referenced performance measures
CRPMs), 20,300,000 enabling learning objectives (ELOs) and 22,000,000
ELO CRP~s. Not only does ISD result in the generation of this data,
but it necessitates access to this data on a recurring basis. For
example, step 4 of phase I of the ISD model dictates that whenever a
training requirement is identified, not only all Navy but al DOD
training will be investigated to determine if there is ai, existing
course or portion of a (o,,rse that will satisfy the training requirement.
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If one does exist, a tremendous training development savings could be
realize and redundant training evoided. But how does one conduct
such an investigation? One approach would be to search existing
training by learning objectives and/or tasks, Even if the data were
accessible, could an adequate search be conducted manually in a cost-
eff.ctive manner? Probably not. H

Most of the effort that has gone into Naval course development in
the past ten years cannot be re-identified in any orderly fashion.
That is to say that it is not known specifically which tasks are
trained in which courses. Additionally, an audit trail (implied in ISO)
is lacking, through which tas t-' be traced from stated training
requirements, through design and development, coverage in a course,
and graduate perfrmance in the fleet .... then back to analysis for ar.y
reason. It is highly likely that training to specific tasks appears

* many times in many curricula....and this is probdbly necessary in somei instances, but probably an unnecessary redundancy in others. If the

Navy is going to manage ISO and to employ what it has to offer in a
highly effective manner, it must have an audit trail through each
existing curriculum, with each element of that curriculum linked to
all others, so that the data can be located for comparison and update.

The responsibilities for CNET to develop and maintain courses
continue to mount. Navy studies have recommended cutting back on
the numbers of NECs. This would have made training more feasible and
more affordable by permitting core (or common) courses, feeding bW.efic
or finger courses in support of NECs wHch have common skill requite-
ments. But instead of decreasing NECs, the Navy has gone from 677 in
1968 to 1179 in January 1976. This number of NECs may be necessary
and based upon valid reluirements, but tremendous savings might have
been realized in course development costs had it been possible to
identify the common skill requirements among related NECs and to com-
bine them into few core courses. There is little need here to address
diminishing resources; this is a common condition today in civilian
organizations, as well as in DOD. What must be done, then, is to
manage ever-diminishing resources better, so that it is possible to
respond to ever-increasing responsibilities with logic, based upon
quantified data.
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RESOLUTION

I believe that it is essential that an automated system such as
NEPDIS be developed, to provide NAVEDTRACOM with the resources to
exploit the opportunities of the ISD model fully and to analyze the
multitude of required data, critical to training development and in
order to:

o eliminate unnecessary training;

o achieve reductions in both training development and actual( training time;

o coordinate the development of training to eliminate duplication

of t,'aining development, as well as actual training activities;

o increase the efficiency of training development activities;

o develop the most cost-effective career training ladders for
enlisted personnel;

o efficiently evaluate work efforts and sequential output
materidl in order to discover and corret deficiencies in
a cost-effective manner;

o ascertain the actuel cost associated with the development and
conduct of traTlhng.

NEPDIS SUBSYSTEMS

To satisfy the objectives for which NEPDIS was conceived, five
subsystems or processes are required, as illustrated in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

NEPDIS

- T - - C,r

e dDevelop- AuditDerit Evaluation mOnt

NEPDIS SUBSYSTEMS

The Trainin2 Develop t Subsotem will proviJe a means to store,
manage, and quantify job data n a manner that will enable the identi-
fication of coemnallty, skill levels, and complexities. This sub-
system will also raintain a record of all training developmnt
activities including their current status, decisions, and the indi-
vidual or agency responsible.

The Instruction Subsystem will provide the means to record ail
Naval .nlisted instructional programs including non-resident and OBT
as well as residcnt orograms, developed and pvesently being developed.
All training material and literature, as well as the criterion
referenced performance measurements associated with each instructional
program, will be included in these records.
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The TraininU Record ar.d Evaluation Subsystem will support intonal
and external training evaluation by providing a flexible and readily
acceisible means for storing and analyzing evaluative data, a. well
as supporting the :,election of study samples and providing a means to
access sample poplations. It will maintain a record of all Naval
training (resident, non-resident, and OBT) acquired by Navy enlisted
personnel, as well as a record of skills and knowledge obtained by
triditional and nen-traditicna! civilian education, vocational schools, I
and so forth. Criterion referenced performance testing results for
each training or education course completed will be maintained and
readily accessible for training evaluation.

The Ca eloent Subsystem will provide a means for identi-
fying Nav enrer ladders. It will reflect the position of
an individual within a given cav'eer ladder, and of the career options
open to each sailor. In the process, this subsystem will identify,
for the Navy, the most cost effective career paths for enlisted
personnel.

The Audit Subsystem will provide the means to manage the entire
training developmen system by ascertaining the full impact of changes
exte-nal to the tr^inig conmnunity (hardware modifications, operating
practice, doctrine, etc.), as well as the internal impact of training
decisions. This suhsystem will provide an automatic alert to pro-
ponents of traininq activities, whein those activities are impacted
either by changes in the manpower requirements or in systems hardware,

NEPDI$ DATA BASE
The NEPDI5 data base described represents a conceptual design

only. No doubt several revisions of this data base will occur during
the development of NEPDIS. The paradigm belote illustrates the NEPDIB
data base as it is presently conceived. It should also be understood
that, although on-line storage symbols have been used to denote or
illustrate these files, it is not the intention at this time to
specify the choice between on-line or off-line (batch) storage or
processing. These symbols are used merely to identify files - not
storage or processing modes.
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TABLE 2

IEIM
TRAINING INSTRUC- TNO RCD CAREERDEV TION & EVAL DEVAUI

IOW fV TASK DISTmC TW MAT( IWJN OW0100 CAPtEfl

iI
NEPIS

SUBSYSTEMS & DATA BASE

The Task Inventory File will maintain a record of all enlisted
task tnvenTorles with supportive data that will permit the identit'i-
cation of task commonality, complexity, and skills. OSkills* in this
context would include enabling mental and physical skills as well as
terminal plysical skills.

The Training Developmet Management File will maintain a record

of all training developament activitles incld ing data such as:

(1) the identification of a task

(2) the decision whether or not to develop training (for a task)

(3) the method of training (resident, non-resident, or OBT)
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(4) training design and development

(5) instructional programs

(6) trainins literature and materials

(7) performance measures

(8) projected and actual training development milestones

(9) the organization and individual responsible for training
development activity

(10) the current status of a given training development activity

This file can be viewed as the catalyst for an automated training
development PERT.

The Instructional Program File will maintain a recod of all
Naval enlisted resident, non-resUnt, and OBT training programs
developed or currently being developed. For each program, it will
record the associated learning objectives, performance measures, and
a course synopsis. This file will provide for an audit trail that
can link instructional programs to tasks, training literature andI materials, and career ladders, This file will provide support not
only to the training development coumunity, but to the schools as
well. It cai be viewed as an ERIC for the Navy enlisted schools.

The TraininS Material and Literature File will include a record
of all training literature (instructor guides, progrdmmed instruction
texts, rate training manuals, etc.) and treining materials (films,
video tapes, audio cassettes, viewgraphs, slides, etc.) whether
developed or presently under development, for Naval enlisted training
programs. This file too would be conducive to an audit trail between
training literature and matorial to tasks, learning objectives,
performance measures, and so fnrth. It will support not only the
training development community but the instructors as well - an ERIC
for school staff.

The Training and Education File will provide a central, compre-
hensive educatio, and training record for all Naval enlistedpersonnel. This file will include biographic data, current assign-

mnt, high school, college, anM vocational education courses com-
pleted, as well as degrees or diplomas. It will record USMFI and
DANTES courses, and formal Naval training (resident, non-resident,
and OBT) to include the results of criterion referenced performance
measures. fEquivalency examinations and scores will also be included.
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A segment of each individual's training record will be reserved for
training evaluation data. This portion of the records will be used
by the CNET, N5 for depositing training evaluation data for analytic
purposes. Once an analysis is completed, this data would be deleted
and the file segment could be used once again for the same purpose.
This will enable CNET, N8 to have ready access to the entire Naval
enlisted population for purposes of training evaluation.

The Training Evaluation File will be a flexible, multipurpose
working file, designed so that most training evaluation data can be
stored in it and evaluative analyses performed against it. This file
should not be confused with the Training and Education File. The
Training and Education File will enable training evaluators to access
and store information about specific individuals. The Training
Evaluation File will be used as a depository of information extractedfrom the Training and Education File. Evaluative analyses can then

be performed on data from the Training Evaluation File in a much more
efficient aad cost-effect~ve manner than would be possible using the
Training and Education File, due to its volume.

The Career Ladder File will record all Naval enlisted career
ladders with acapah1ty To identify the grades associated with each
career ladder step, the core and finger training required to achieve
each of those grades, and information concerning where training may
be acquired and when during a given career continuum that training
is appropriate.

SLWtARY

The NEPDIS is achievable. It wili pay for itself. Furthermore,
in the long term it will be unavoidably necessary. Very soon the
Navy will not be able to keep up with technology, or to man a com-
petent Naval establishm!nt by using existing ad-hoc methods to decide
what will be taught, to whom, and when. Tomorrow's Navy will no more
be able to identify its training needs through use of human Judgment
and hand-procesfed paperwork than it could manage its logistic system
by those same methods. The problems are similar. Every billet in
every ship generates a continuing and unique requirement for electronic
parts, paint, pipe and paper clips. When those do not arrive on time,
the systems ao down; if too much is ordered or stockpiled, the costs
skyrocket- Those s&me billets each require unique inventories of
skills, knowledge, and experience, yet training developers and
designers ha;e nevdr really been able to meet those requirements,
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except by guesswork. Large automated systems have been developed
to support the logistics community, but so far, no such resources
have been applied to the equally complex, important, and costly
activities of training.
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VALIDATION OF CLASS 'A' SChOOL
ThAINING AGAINST JOb COI4TLNT

Richard S. Lanterian
U S Coast ruard Headquarters

G-P-1/2/62
Washington, DC 20590

David A. Bow:nas
Fersonnel 6ecisions Research Institute

G21 Marquette Avenue
Foshay Tower

Minreaplis, I11 55402

Content validation is a process for s'icwing that scrte
prccedure (a test, work sanpple, training course, etc.) Is a
representative sarple of a relevant doitin of activities. In
this study, cur object is ',) develup L procedure for deterntrtrg
it the iaterlal presented in a Coast Guard A school covers the
inforowition required to perfonr, B representative sample of the
demain cf tasks defiring the corresponding job (rating).

The first step in the process is to identify the target
detain of tasks. This vas relatively simiple, since the Coast
Guard hts recently cor.;pleteed task analysis surveys for the three
ratings we are considerirS. We will use the tasi' lists eerring
from these surveys to represent the task dcmains for the three
ratings, although ,e will ri.ake scat checks to ensure that the
lists are up-to-date. The inforn.ation availabiv for each tas
includes the proportion o. erscnnel ferfoning it, the relative
tin.e spent per task, and its average difficulty ratinr. In
addition, we %ill survey a swall san.1le of personnel frco each
,atinU tc obtain estimates of each task's criticality (the threat
tc the overall nission if the task is not correctly perforiied),
ard whether each task is erforned at a heFrer or doer level.

Our current plan is to cookine the criticality and time
spent data to obtain an overall i4.crtance index for er :'i task.
This will probalbly be done by either adding or niultiplying the
tiP.e spent anC criticaltLy ratings, producing an importance index
where either high criticality or high tine spent can result in a
t.oderate to high overall importance value.

In the next research step, we will identify the class A
school trainine content. Vie hcpe to .necif;" apprcxiaiately fifty
(50) curricultg, elements or traininG topics that are relatively
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discrete and internally hcncgeneous for each rating. The schol
fcr one ratin see..s to be broken doy.n rather nicely already,
with fifty-three (53) substantive topics covered. The other t,o
are less than ioeal, with approximately twenty-five (25) broad
weekly topics, and approxin.ately one hundred (100) specific
topics at the next level. We are currently meeting with
instructors tc identify fewer eluitnts at an intermdiate level
of specificity. In identifying these curriculun. elements, we
will con .ider the Ccast Nuard Enlisted Qualifications Manual,
course curriculum, outlines, and suggestions frcm class A school
training perscnnel.

After schcol content has been specified, the validation of
ccurse content will be accooglished by mapping the curriculmit
against the task to determine vhether the rest impcrtant tasks
are receivinr, the rest er.phasis in training. This napping will
be accc,plished through a series of judgments.

Class A school instructors will rmake three evaluations.
First, they vill estimate the extent to which perfon'arce on each
task is eiphasiszed durine foffal trainine. Next, they will
identify the three cr four curriculw, elemert: in which each task
is predco.inately trained. Finally, they will indicate how much
e~phasls each curriculun. element receives durirt training,
Fria.rily as a function of the anount of tine spent on each tcpic~or' elete nt.

A sanple of recent class A school graduates will make an
additicnal set of evaluations to serve as a reliability chect. on
the Instructor's data. Since instructcrs r,.ey have a tendency to
overesti.ate what is tautht in their courses, we will ask recent
graduates to indicate how well they can currently perfort each
task. We will cor.,are their rean ratings with instructors'
ratings of tne emphasis Civen each task to deteri:ine whether sc4,.e
tasks, ray actually be receivint, less attention ir training then
the instructors believe. Where such discre~ancies occur, we will
request sonx.) substantiation of the ir-structor ratings.

Class A school records will provide a second source of
infort.ation atout curriculum elepent enFhasis. Results of weekly
exan;in-tions, and final course results are recorded on Student
Record Forms for each student. by analyzing these, we can
detern, re et,,pirically how a curriculun: ele.ent, or a group of
curriculuti elen.ents for a week, contributes to a final course
grade, and hence to whether a student is propoted into a
specialty. We will compare these results with instructors'
ratints of cutriculun element enphasis to detervine whether
eleents are weighted in the final course Vrade in the sanie way
that they are eirphasized in class, both types of eleriert weisht
estinmates will b~e c~nsidered in evaluating course content
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val i di ty.
Trainn content validity will be assessed fron' thEse data

in three steps. First, each task will be "assigned" to the
curriculuh, elenents where instructors feel it is prinarlly
taught. A task may oe apportioned across several currlcului.
elenents according to the extent to which it is taught in each
element. The result will be a matrix of curriculum. elements by
tasks, indicating the extent to which perfornace on each task is
tJug!:t in each cuArriculu; element.

In the second step, the natrix entries under each curriculum
elew:ent will be weihted by the curriculum element's eiphasis
(either the ephasis it receives in training, or its weight in
deteniring final course scores).

Finally, the e weighted natrx vaues will be sur, d across
all fiy, (50) curriculur, eleents for easil task, to obtain one
index of how rnuch ephasis each task receives in the training,
and one estir-ate of how rouch each tas is weighted in the final
course trade.

These twc task training profiles (across the five hundred
(500) or so tasks it, each ratine) will be correlated with tasl
in.pcrtance data fror. the task aralysis survey, to ascertain
whether the task traininc, enph~sis prcfiles nPatch the task
inportance profile. For ratin's where this corrclation is high,
we will conclude that the tasks enphasized in course content are
the sark as thcse ,.cst ivpcrtant for successful job perfoy;.ance.
When the correlations are low, we will compute variances between
trainitne enphasis values and ifpcrtance values to identify tasks
that appear t. be over or under-emphasized ir training. Lists of
such tasks will be provided to curriculum developers, sc they candecide whether the course content should be chaneed to reflect

task irprtance n-ore closely, or whether there is sowe additional
factor vhich warrants the unusual esFhasis civen these particular
tasks.

Although the need for insuring the validity of trainirg
content has been stroissed for scne tine, and althcugh informlprocedures exist for developinj course curricula from task lists

or Qualificaticn Manuals, we believe this is one of the first
procedures for quantitatively evaluating the content validity of
an existing tvainint curriculi ; and we believe the nethodolocy
will provide a valuable contribution to the area of perscnnel
trainins and evaluation.
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r 1g.3
FINDING A SYSTEMATIC METHOD FOR DERIVING OBJECTIVESI FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE TRAINING

Francis A. Cartier
Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center

The views of the author of this paper do not puinrt
to reflect the position of the Army or the Department
of Defense.

The first principle of instructional systems design requires

analysis of the duties and talks that the graduate of the train-

ing will actually have to perform. From the information

gathered in that analysis, the objectives and criteria for the

training are dettrmined, and all other system development

processes, including the tets, are targeted specifically on

those objectives and criteria.

In recent years, the Services have performed job and task

analyses for a great number of military jobs and acceptable

procedures have been worked 3ut for tabulating the analytical

informetion and developing objectives and criteria for the

necessary training. As a result, the training has been made

more job-relevant and a great deal of training time,
~previnusly devoted to irrelevan-t k.owladge and skills, has

been eliminated.

The Defense Language institute has been exploring the

applications of instructional systems theory to foreign-

language training since abovt 1971 and has been thoroughly

committed to it for about two years.
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However, from the very beginning of this effort, certain

fundamental problems arose which are yet to be solved.

This paper will not present solutions to these problems,

but will describe some of them and discuss our effort to find

so)utions to them.

Our first difriculty in cvnverting to in&tructior.l syvtems

design is the great size and variety of the 0afense Foreign

Language Program. We teach abovt 120 different cours~a at the

Foreign Language Center, in about 30 different languaaes.

I say "about" in both cases becauLe the requiremcnts change

from year to year. Many of these courseA are nearly a yea:

in duration.

The saccond difficulty arises from the fact that the stidents

in some of our longest coursem--the Basic Courses--are nu,

it all heing trained for the same type of job. DLI Basic Cuurses

do not train personnel for any particular job, but train them

to perform part or all of their jobs in a foreign language. As

a Defense school, we have students from tho Army, Navy, Air

Fcc.: and harine Corps, all of which have slightly different

ways or identifying the jobs and stating the requirements.

We have, therefore, an enormous number and variety of jobs

to analyze. Practical considerations make it necessary for

us to trade off some precision in targetiraq die instruction

to the individual job in favor cf generalizing the objectives

of training for optimum ap~iicatillty to several st ident

populations.
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Fortunately, we do not bear the responsibility for job

and task analysis for each and every one of these students.

The great majority of our trairees come to us from the security

services. After several years of cooperation with the National

Security Agency and the cryptological training systems of the

Army, Navy and Air Force, DLI ts now receiving fairly precise

information about the jobs under their control. There are still

some unanswered questions in this job field, but these questions

are gradually being worked out. The result is that we are

getting acceptable terminal skill objectives for the language

training of security service personnel and also a considerable

arount of information about the enabling objectives. We will

not, therefore, discuss this area of language training further

today.

But for the students who go to other commands and agencies,

we have no systematic method for gathering similar information.

This was a major findirg of the Army Linguist Personnel Study

(commonly referred tc as the ALPS) conducted by DCSPer in 1975

and 1976. hw ALPS stUAdy helped define the problems so.Jewhat,

although rartowly. It deals only with the Army, of courso.
And it dealb predominantly with administrative problems rather

than with technical problems--as this paper has also done so far.

Now, however, let us turn to the tachnical problems, since

these are the ones that will be of greatest intersst to testing

specialists in an audience such as this.
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The terminal skill objectives for a foreign-language course

are typically stated in terms of the various communication

behaviors the graduate is required to perform. Such objectives

Iare centered around verbs such as reads, translates, speaks,
converses, listens, and so on.

The enabling objectives for an instructional system leading

to these kinds of skills are, on the other hand, mostly stated

in terms of the specific vocabulary, tenses, case endings,

idiomF, technical jargon, and so on, that the student must

master In order to perform the communication skills.

We are neccssarily dealing, then, with two different domains:

the domain of communication skills and the domain of linguictics.

Defining and circumscribing each of these domains separately

presents problems which are beyond the present state of the art.

But what is still more difficult is reconciling or combining

the two domains in a way that is meaningful for the writer of

terminal and enablIkg objectives and for the designer of the

criterion-referenced test that will be used to determine whether

the student is sufficiently trained for adequate performance on

the job.

If you are teaching Morse code, to take a simple example,

the entire domain is comparatively easy to describe. It is

quite finite. Each enabling objective can be readily listed

and its achievement can be measured with some precision.
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Furthermore, the performance test can include virtually every

element and significant condition, so the instructional system

can be designed quite specifically to prepare the trainee to pass

the test. One cannot say the same thing about a foreigni i language.

Because the esired product of language training is also

performance applied performance testing is highly desirable.

This point was made at the 1975 KTA conference in Indianapolis

by Dr. Thomas Sachae of the Northwest Regional Education Lab-

oratory. He went on to say, however, that a search for such

measures by the Clearinghouse for Appliad Performance Testing

produced nothing. That is not strictly true today, but shows

how new the idea of performance testing is in the field of foreign

language training. If it were easily done, there probably would

have been at least something to be found in 1975.

The vocabulary of any language is so large that not even a

native speaker of the language knows it all. Obviously, we do

not expect the trainee to learn more words than a native speaker

knows. The question is, *Which words shall be omitted?" It

might seem logical to omit those that are not known to the

average native speaker. Unfortunately, we have been unable to

locate that critically important individual. Every native

speaker seems to *%now a somewhat different sample of the total

vocabulary of the language, depending on his or her education,

profession, experience, etc. All right, then, let's take the

vocabulary that most educated native speakers have in common.
8i 823
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That should be sufficient for our trainee: after all, it seems

to oe suft'i"ient for the native speakers. Unfortunately$ that

crwnon vocabulary is also far too large for any practictl

instructional system.

So let's try a different approach. We know that many people

cai. got along fairly well with a limited vocabulary by choosing

their words carefully. If you have mastered about 2,000 words

out of the tens of thousands in a language, you can probably

express yourself adequately in moat situations. These words

would be, for the most part, the words th&t occur with highest

frequency in the language. One problem with this Approach is

that, while the trainee can limit his own speech to the 2,000

*ords he knows, he has no control over the native speaker he is

conversing with. The native speaker may very well use his entire

vocabulary and the trainee will be required to understand it if

he is to carry on an intelligible conversation.

Now, we know from experience that such trainees can learn

to make fairly good guesses about the words taey do not know,

but it is very difficult to eatablish firm objectives regarding

the rumber and the required degree of success at such guessing.

ro, we know in advance that our objectives will contain

some elements of ambiguity--some factors that will not be well

delineated and that will cause some problems for the writers

of criterion referenced tests.
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Can job and task analysis help us to define the objectives

it' greater procii. .? One would Ihope :, but oci ng in mind

that it will be quite impossible in any practical period of

study to gather enough data for full confidence that all possible

conversational content and situations have been collected.

It should be noticed, by the way, that by concentrating on

vocabulary alone, we have said nothing so far about grammatical

structures, idioms, dialectal variations in pronunciation, and
i many, many other aspects of A fa-r ign language--all of which

should be adequately described in the enabling objectives for an

instructional system. Of all the separate problems that these

raise for analysis, for the writing of objectives, and design

of tests, let me mention just one.

It is important that we identify the types of persons that

the student will have conversations with, and the circumstances

of the conversation, becaust languages change significantly

from place to place and person to person. We are all aware of

the fact that we do not spoak exactly the same way in giving a

brief inc to the commander as we do at a poker game with friends,

or with our wives. Linguists theiefore talk about the different

registoers* of the language, and they have a great deal to say

about how the vocabulary changes in different situations. What

is not so obvious is that the qrammar changea, too, and some-

times quite drastically.
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Some of these changes might be called gramatical errors by a

language teacher, but lincuists sometimes argue whether these

are really sub-standard usages or represent quite correct gram-

matical forms for the specific situations. The English language

is said to have five distinctly different registers, and it is

probable that all other languages have as many. So it is a

legitimate question to ask which of these registers--or degrees

of folmality--of the language we should teach our students to

understand and to use.

Now, zo¢e of you will have noticed that, while I have not

specifically addressed my remarks to the question of criteria,

many of these cozments about determining the nature of the

objectives themselves have also necessarily touched on how well
we expect the student to perform those skills. For many jobs,

such as Morse code, we can state the criteria with mathematical

precision, that is, with a percentage of permissable error at

a stated speed, and so on. It is not entirely meaningful,

however, to say that a person can carry on a conversation with

only 10% error, especially since it is probably not too far

from the truth to say that only about 10% of the usual conversa-

tion is of any significance. It becomes fairly important,

then, to be able to identify where the errors occur. Unhappily,

we have no sure way of determining that.

Well then, what can we do in the way of job and task analysis

in the foreseeable future?
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It !First, we must recognize that there probably will be no way to solve

all these theoretical and technical problems right away. We must,

instead, try to find some practical way of reducing the area of doubt

about the language skiil requirements or the job and reducing the amount

of error in our determination of the vocabulary, grammatical features,

etc., th~t we include in a foretgh-language instructional sy. tfm. I

short, we need some research.

We have therefore contracted with bevelopment and Evaluation

Associates of Syracuse, New York, for a research study into some of the

problems. This contract was awarded only a few weeks ago, so no

answers are yet forthcoming. In fact, the details of the procedure are

not yet fully worked out since the details of the proc,2dure are exactly

what we want to get out of the project. Howevor, I can sketch the

effort in fairly broad strokes.

First of all, we must select a manageable sample of the kinds of

* jobs we are concerned with. Even though we are excluding the jobs in

the security ervices, there are hundreds of such jobs. Also, we must

r limit the study to a very few of the nearly thirty languages we teach.

So far, we have decided to include Russian and Chinese Mandarin, but

have made no other choice yet.

Once we select the sample of jobs and of languages, we know we do not

need to do an exhaustive job of task analysis on the entire inventory

because all the jobs we 6re interested in also contain duties that do not

require use oi a foreign language. Those non-language tasks are not a

part of the task analysis challerge for DLI.
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Even an interrogator has a number of duties that do not involve

the foreign lan-guage, We c.n look at the Soldier's Manual for

an Army 96-Charlie and pick out those tasks that must be

represented in our terminal skill objectives.

The same thing is true for a naval officer in NATO Head-

quarters, for an Air Force Staff Advisor in Iran, or a military

attache in Argentina, except that no handy guide such as a

Soldier's Manual exists.

In each case, we have to determine quite specifically what

communication skills the job Lacumbent must have. Dces he

have to engage in conversations or not? Does he have to give

briefings in the foroign language, or morely attend such brief-

ings and be able to summarize thems? Does he read correspondence,

or write letters himself? Must he sometimes interview people?

If so, what kind of people? Is he required to make translations?

If so, what muat he translate: letters, technical manuals or

directives, political news, or waat? Our Job Analysis and

Standards Division is now doing a fairly good job of identifying

these communication tasks.

But once these skill types are identified, along with some

standerds of adequacy, we need to find out, in some way, what

general and special type of vocabulary is needed, what idioms

and technical jargon he will encounter, and what grammatical

features of the language are tither very common or, even if rare,

are critical to performance ct the job.
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It will be one of the contractor's most important tasks to

figure out how to determine which of thase linguistic features

is necessary, and just how many of them will be sufficient, to

prepare the student for the job. There are some serious theoretical

problems as well as practical problems to be solved here.

But the contract calls for more than that. When he has

determined what he believes is a p.;actical system, the contract

requires that he prove that it works. He must then try to apply

his method to the particular jobs in the particular languages

that have been selected eazlier, work out any difficulties that

arise in the application, and provide us with L workable method

that we can apply across the rest of the jobs and languages

for which we must devise instructional systems.

The entire contract effort is expected to take 21 months.

I'd like to conclude with a few remarks about what this may

mean to those of you who are not engaged in foreign-language

instruction. The Defense Language Institute Foreign Language

Center is not the only military organization that has problems

of domain definition, and difficulties in applying the

principles of job and task analysis to determination of both

terminal and enabling objectives. Many of the rest of you face

serious problems in dev*loping criterion-referenced tests for

the special skills you are concerned with.
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For example, the theory of criterion-referenced testi.ig

-e -ure- that all terminal objectives be represented in the i
final CRT for an instructional system, but some of you share

our problem in that the number of objectives is far too large

for inclusion in a CRT of practical length. In such cases,

the final CRT can only sample the required behaviors.

It seems likely that some of you aio have a problem parallel

to ours in that the skill you teach is not the actual content

of the MOS or the AFSC or wlitever, but a skill thK which

the job is performed. This is a particularly sticky problem for

job analysis and for test validation. Suppose we find, for example,

a logistical advisor in Iran who is not performing adequately.

How do we determine whether his failure is the result of inadequate

proficien-y in the language or because he doesn't know his

logistical channels well enough?

In the Department of Defense, a foreign language is never

learned for its own sake, but in order to do something else.

Therefore, unlike other military skills, such as performing
maintenance on an engine, on which the individual concentrates

wholly, the skill of language is one that must be performed

while working toward another purpose, such as the obtaining of

information or persuading someone else to do something, or whatever

it may be. The language skills must be so thoroughly established

that !.hey are habitual and require virtually no conscious attention,

and are, furthermore, wholly different in nature from the job

to be performed. C30I3



If nothing else, then, the research project points up the

difficulty of applying routine mt-ods of job and task analysis

to skills of this type. At best, it may provide some methodo-

logical clues that may be of u'se to schools with similar problems.

If so, I assure you that we will report these to you two years

from now.
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STUDY OF TASK DIFFICULTY USING FIELD TEAMS

. THE APHRL TASK ANCHORED SCALES

t Mr. Fred L. Hart

ABSTRACT

The history of the scientific study of work is suamrized from
ealy work by Charles Babbage, better known for his early attempts
to build a digital computer. Historical work by F.W. Taylor, the
Gtlbreths, L.H.C. Tippett, H. Munsterberg, and R. Gagne and R. Mager
are compared in relation to the task inventory method. The state of
the art is represented by the work of Ray Christal at AFHRL and his
counterparts in other services. Current capabilities of CODAP, task
inventory methods, and the 4-factor mode, are summarized as a basis
for other panelist p"esentations.
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This panel is concerned with Job Task Analysis and with the
things currently being done in the several US Services to improve ourability to aayze ad describA Jobs. Today we wili be primarily

interested in describing Jobs for the purpose of deciding the content
ef training. We will be talking principally in terms of job task
inventories, which have been developed using the CODAP system. Each
eof the armed services ts now able to describe certain enlisted special-

ties with lists of spcific tasks which people actually do on the job.
The CODAP system (NOTAP in the Navy) clearly represents the best means
yet available for the scientific description of work.

It may help us to recall, for a moment, the history of this effort.
Modern efforts to describe work scientifically and to use that data
in scientific management are about 150 years old. During that time
there has been an evolution of ideas and of techniques which is
interesting to recall. Furthermore, it may he useful for us to be

aware of the key approaches taken in the field, and of some presentalternatives to the task inventory method.

We are talking about description of the work process. Possibly
the first scientific attempt in this direction was that of Charles
Babbage in England, who in 1832 published his On the Economy of
Machinery and Manufacturers. Some of you will remember the name.
Babbage was the distinguished mathematician who is the true father of
computing machinery. With the primitive means at disposal he built
"analytic engines" which computed mathematical tables still used until
recently. His most ambitious machine was never built, but would have
been equal to a small modern comouter. His computers incorporated
most features of modern machines, including punched card input,
separate registers for data and program, and automatic printout.
Babbage is less well known for the fact that he pioneered in the
study of the industrial work proces; and in the rationalization of
manufacturing. His methods were reminiscent of "operations research,"
as that term was used by the British in the '40s and '50s. He was
particularly interested in quantifying work, and his practice was in
some respects very modern. His book was republished several times in
Britain and the United States, and his methods were applied, for
instance, to the manufacture of pins and in the British Post Office.
As a result, his research in the work process achieved more practical
application than his "analytical englnes."

Often a genius seems to be before his time; so it was with Babbage.
His notions on the computer and on the study of work were not system-
atically followed up, although they may have stimulated some similar
writings by J.R. Perronett in France.
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The Engineering Management Approach

It was not until a half century later that F.W. Taylor laid the
foundation for a science of work management. Taylor described the
basic principles of "time study" by which any Job was divided into
elementary tasks, measured for time, and ordered for productivity.
Taylor's emphasis was upon time for performance. He promoted the
production of more products per worker and per unit time. For this
reason, some of his results have been considered dehumanizing. He
observed motion and decision making only incidentally.

The concept of difficulty Is very important to us, because it
affects the differentiation of workers on the basis of aptitude.
Difficulty Taylor did not address, except as it may have been implied
in his use of terms such as "delay," "complexity," "skill level" and
"effort." Although he did consider training and worker selection,
he did not treat difficulty as an independent concept.

In the 1900s Frank and Lillian Gilbreth originated "motion study,"
incorporating a consideration for the physiological and psychological
capacities of the worker. They used photographs to document work
processes, and they implied difficulty when they discussed the problems
of learning, fatigue, monotony, attention and decision making. During
World War I, the Gilbreths developed training in the assembly and dis-
assembly of weapons, initiating (along with Hugo Munsterberg) the
tradition of military human factors research which we are continuing.

The Applied Psychological Approach

Babbage, Taylor and the Gilbreths represent an approach centered
on engineering and management. In 1913, Hugo Munsterberg became the
first formally trained psychologist to study industrial management,
and treated problems of task learning, adjuster'nt to physical condi-tions and economy of motion. He was active in applied military re-
search during World War I. It is of interest that the practice of
testing for personnel selection dates effectively from the Army Alpha
and Beta tests that were used during the 1915-18 mobilization.

After the war, L.H.C. Tippett studied the British textile Industry,
using statistical methods (Tippett, 1935). Tippett's contribution
included the concept of activity sampling (Barnis, 1956). The statis-
tical approaches Tippett used foreshadow the methods of modern man-
power research, especially in the military, where statistical tt-eat-
ment makes it possible to generalize about the characteristics of
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work and of populations of workers, like others before and sLice,
Tippett avoided confronting the concept of "difficulty" as a task
war'sauut.

Time and Motion Study

From these and other efforts a descriptive s:ience of work had
emerged by the 1950s, often referred to as "time and motion study."
In this classical practice, "job difficulty" was seen as that which
for:es a worker to perform at less than a "standard pace" theoretically
achievable. These ergonomic difficulties encompa:;6ed a numher of
factors which might impede the pace of work, such as weight to be
overcome, distances to be moved, hand-eye coordination and asymmetry
of movement. Not included was any notion of difficulty resulting from
complexity of information processing, nor from effort to acquireknowledge or skill. Central nervous system processing steps such as
#search," "plan" and "select" were considered, but were seen only as
"...elements that tend to retard accomplishment..." As a result, a
standard text on Work Measurement (Abruzzi, 1956) devotes half a
column of its irdex to "dolay," but does not list "difficulty." The
research so far described laid the basis fcr a science of task analysis,
but it provided no metric for difficulty which would assist the
decision to train, to select job content, or to select personnel.

Job Evaluation

Since about 1920 there has been continuing development of schemes
for the classification and grading of jobs. That effort has had littleIinteraction with the engineering-management approach or applied
psychological approach we have just outlined. Job evaluation is con-
cerned with the practical considerations of wage and grade administra-
tion. It seeks to rate Jobs on the basis of relative scarcity of
qualified workers, or expedient dollar costs for mork. The job eval-uation matrix is value; "difficulty" is implitd, but is not rigorously
definei. Task structure is never described, even on a sampling basis.

Systems were first developed which, in general, measured jobs in
their entirety rather than task by task. Early techniques used simple
whole-job rankings, in which a panel would rank a set of existing Jobs.
About 1922, the Grading or Classification Method appeared, pioneered
by the Bureau of Personnel Research at the Carnegie Institute. This
met;dod required the design of a scale, containing descriptive state-
mLnts of the levels of duty, responsibility of krtvwledge required at
each rating levei. Raters would then match jobs to the scale,
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occasionally using a factor weighting system, for instance 60-. filing,
40% typing. This system survives in the current practice of the U.S.
Civil Service Commission. A later system described by Lott required
identifying "factors," often a psychologically mixed bag: skill,
strength, effort, responsibility, mental requirements, or aptitude for
learning might be considered together in a list of 8-15 or more
factors. Different Jobs were then classified according to the degree
or level to which each factor was required for each job. Factors were
weighted for value, and job ratings derived by various algorithmic
procedures.

A further elaboration was the factor-comparison method, attributed
to Benge or to Mitten. This system used a larger number of factors,
not common to all jobs. Each factor was ranked independently, using
a benchmark Job factor scale which might include a dollar rate of pay
index to assist factor-to-factor comparability. In spite of the numberIof "factors," there was no systematic task breakdown.

The use of "factors" in job evaluation is comparable to a similar
use of factors in describing tasks. The various CODAP task inventories
match individual tasks to numerical values for factors such as
difficulty, criticality, frequency of performance and time required to
perform. Notice the difference: job evaluation assigns factors to
the job as a whole. The task inventory approach describes each task
separately.

Job evaluation schemes met the need of organiations to establish
hierarchies of jobs which were related to job market conditions, and
which could be defended as objective. They contribute little else to
managemet. The concept of "difficulty" they assume is a mix of
4tctors, including factors of aptitude, learned comoetencies, Job
attractiv.ntfes, and conditions of the labor market.

~Modern OeveLw..nt

Duing 3nd folwing World War II, new directions of effort emerged,
One was -Oper.to-.s Res^_arch," a Gritish term for mathematical modeling..
to find optin'm .trateries or paths within systems with several inter-
acting F-wn this concept of whole-system quiantification
came dvelopm.nt of the "systems approach" for planning within U.S.
Ari-d Services. The term had at least two implications of interest
here,
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First, it made obvious the need, in develoing new weapons
systems, to recognize human requirements and to have trained r.npower

Lready to man the new hardware when it entered service. This required
a means to predict the content of future jobs. Manpower research,
hitherto a measurement science, was required to undertake prediction.

A second and related implication of the systems approach was tiat
a whole-system model shouid be applied to the cycle of recruitment,
selection, training, and career progression. Scientifically quanti-
fied means were needed, by which to make management decisions regarding
the apportionment of recruit talent among competing fltIds, the content
of training, when and how to train, how co apportion tasks among
workers, and how to structure specialties and .. levels among
serviccmen. It was to meet this need that th, USAF began personnel
and iaanpower research in the early 1950s, and initiated its occupation-
al survey programs.

Meanwhile new dimensions were added to the practice of work studyby behavioral scientists.

The term "human engineeringj became common. Generally that term
identified the measurement of human strength, speed, perception a,d
mot.or skill in relation to the contrnl of machines. This work con-
tribuces to our understanding of the possible dimensions of difficulty.
Ryan treats difficulty as task e'fort required, a function of foot-
pounds of physical work, and metabolism. Required effort may be in-
creased by the intrusion of fatigue, physiological stress, or induced
inefficiency cauted by psychological stress or boredom. Windell
recognizes six categories of physiological "difficulty:" (1) the
percent of total body required to perform a task, (2) whether or not
foot controls are required, (3) whether hand motions required are
simple or complex, (4) level of hand-eye coordination required, (5)
grossness of hand moJtion tolerated, avid (6) weight (forcel, to be moved.
Such studies provide a limited taxonomy of physiological difficulty,
but are little help wh(re the primary obstacles to task performance
a-e the need for sk'lls or knowledge. Mentiun of human information
processing is still noticeably absent.

The term "job antlysis" describes var.ing methods for acquiring
data descriptive of a job. That practice is an advance in relation to
both time and motion study or job evaluation, combining features of
both. Job analysis seekc to provide a critical job-content profile,
using as source date interviews, activity logs, observation logs,
critical incident reports, biogr~pnical inventories, standardized
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tests, or similar material. A profile of required 3ptitudes, traits
and competencies is derived, and ide~lly is then validated to the
population for which it is designed, using a regression equation or
a multiple cut-off strategy.

The term "task analysis" often is used interchangeably with "job
analysis." That is unfortunate, for there is a cr;tical difference.
In Task Analysis the focus is on the component tasks of a job. TasK;
are to be described in terms of specific stimli, standards, conditions
and actions, or alternatively cues, conditions, actions, and S.
Ther fs an obvious parallel wTIF ager's statement of the elements
required for an instructional objective. Most task analyses have the
remaining weakness that they are descriptive, rather than quantitative,
and therefore difficult to compare one to another. They resist
computer handling, and are not convertible by an algortlhi either to
traini.g ojectives or to aptitude requirements.

Such quantificttion is possible however, using job inventories
as develoid by AFHRL.

USAF Research

USAF established its Occupational Research Project in 1958,
1i ating a systematic program for the study of military and civilian
jobs in relation to human resources. A major product of that effort
was the development of job descriptive information, under management
of the CODAP analysis system, with quantified factor data. AFHRL
selected the Job inventory approach as being reasible, and as providing
aata which could be quantified and mantpuilated by computer. A job
i.wentory is a list of all tasks normally performed by a worker, derived
from a survey of job incumbents. AFHRL prepared comprehensive lists of
task statements, derived from several sources. After several steps of
technical editing and review, those lists were mailed to workers. Each
worker checked off those tasks he normally performed, wrote in any
tasks 'Ich were not listed, and recorded time spent on a relative
scale. Using this procedure, the job of any worker or group of
workers can be defined by a subset of tasks from the Inventory.

As you know, CCODAP provides a sophisticated and flexible means
for managing the task inventories and associating them with factor
data of various kinds. The COCAP system has been adopted oir odifled
by each of the Armed Services for its own use. I will leave it to the
panel members present today to comment further on what those services
are doing. But I do want to make one point abouit task inventories and
training.
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Data for Training

One of the primary reasons for the scientific study of work is
so that we an train workers effectively. The systems model for
Training - ISD - presumes that training will be based on the content
of jobs. The ISD process requires that training development begin
with a task analysis. As a matter of fact, the ISO documents are a
little vague about how this will be done.

Conventional task analysis was descriptive. As usually practiced,
it was useful for management, but provided little specific data for
training developers. A typical task analysis reached a level of
specificity close to that of a course description, but not approaching

If the time-by-task by task description needed to write learning materials.
A specific job might be described differently by two diff- rent analysts,
and that data was not suitable for computer management.

The COOAP task inventories take us an order of magnituJe closer to
whAt training developers need. These data can be replicated and
machine processed. The task statements are moderately specifIc and
use a disciplined vocabulary. Each task can be tagged with valuable
data such as the frequency of task performance. Still the CODAP task
statements are not readily convertible to training objectives.

A typical USAF task inventory contains from 200 to 1000 or more
task statements, descri5ing the work in one Air Force specialty (AFS).
Yet a single task statement such as: "Perform alignment of aircraft
H.F. Radio Receiver" (AFSC 32850), actually describes over 100 dis-
crete task 3teps. Each of these steps includes its own distinctive
actions, conditions and standards. Just how those atomic learning
o',jectives are to be scientifically described, and based on the
objective study of work, ISD does not tell us.

Several of the speakers today are taking action, within their own
services, to develop methods by which tvaining may be objectively
based on work, at the level of a subtas or the level of a programped
instruction frame. With you, I look forward to hearing the speakers
who follow.
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A MANAGEMENT FEEDBACK SYSTEM I4
FOR THE AiP. FORCE

MAJ JON L. GROSS

ABSTRACTI

Systemdtic feedback on the management of people is required to
improve both management and organizational effectiveness. Rensis Likert's
questionnaire, "Profile of Organizational Characteristics." is a proven
technique for providing systematic~ feedback. The military manager's use
of this questionnaire will hiop to improve the maragement of the most

critical resource--people.
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A MANAGEMENT FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR THI A7R FORCE

Most Air Force managers are familiar with the func-
tions of management: planning, organizing, directing,Lcontrolling, and coordinating. All managers engage in
these fuctions to some extent in their efforts to improve
and maintain the efficiency of their operations or programs.
Likewise, to determine their effectiveness as managers, they
need some means of measuring the results of their actions
on people and on their operations. Rensis Likert's "Profile
of Organizational Characteristics" is a proven technique for
evaluating management style and organizational effective-
ness. Use of the Likert questionnaire can help the manager
to determine his current management style and identify areas
that should be changed.

A key to management improvement is a pocitive attitude
on the manager's part regarding feedback and a willingneg-
to evaluate the impact of his actions on people and his
organization. Such an attitude can lead him to consider
various ityles and approaches in his attempts to improve
his ability to manage. The Likert questionnaire can serve
as an initial step by helping him to determine his current
manaqement style and by identifying areas that should be
chanqed.

Purpose of Management Feedback System

The participative management approach is a current
trend in the management of people in the military. Some
managers resist changing from the traditional authoritarian
approach for fear that discipline will diminish and people
will no longer respond to orders.1  Most management authori-
ties believe that the participation of people in decisions
that affect what and how they do on their job is the most
valid, long-term approach to mprovtng the effectiveness
of people. Current problems require the fullest use of
people in order to be prepared for war iU it comes.

Traditionally, managers receive information on how to
improve cost control, make better decisiorq, and manage
people. In each of the first two areas, fetiback tech-
niques have been developed and incorporated in the manage-
ment of program and operations. By identifying areas that
require corrective action, the information feedback loop
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has proved helpful in controlling programs. However, few
techniques -re currently ubed to provide systematic feed-
back to military managers on what is happening with people
as a result of management decisions or actions. Admittedly,
'open door" policies and various councils provide some
information, but managers normally depend on these approaches
to identify and resolve grievances. If things are "OK" or if
the level of complaints is reasonably low, management usu-
ally takes no action.4 When these feedback systems identify
areas that require change, the manager may focus only on the
most visible and apparent problems. Apparent problems may
be solved, but the covert cause of a problem may remain to
create other apparent problems.3

A factor that generates a need for an effective manage-
ment feedback system in the military is the trend toward
longer assignment tours for managers and their personnel.
A traditional attitude has been expressed in these words:
"Don't let th -. personality problems bother you and affect
your actions. one of you will be transferred in a year or
so, and you can get by for that long." Longer tours place
greater emphasis on solutions to problems that affect the
performance of people. People want to feel that they are
needed and useful, that their work is important, and that
they have a voice in what happens to them. If they cannot
find satisfaction in their jobs and if they cannot expect
transferA, they will look outside their jobs for satisfac-
tion. Pe3ple need to understand the importance of their
efforts, know that they have a stake in what happens to
them, and feel dedicated and satisfied.

Just as people are keys to greater output with dimin-
ishing resources, the manager is the key to more effective
use of people. Feedback to the manager not only provides
direct benefits in terms of dollar costs; it also informs
the manager concerning his effectiveness in the management
of people.

Executives and managers need feedback on
their performance and effectiveness, just
as subordinates do. One kind of feedback
that can be extremely helpful is a survey
of employees' perceptions of their super-
vision, working conditio:n, opportunities,

* and other factors. This device ii not only
commonicative in itself; it also is a cata-
lyst to increase the quantity and qualit,
of communicatiors on a continuing bas.
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A Management Feedback System

Rensis Likert's questionnaire is a tested measurement
tool for providing management feedback on the following
organizational characteristics:

o Leadership Processes

o Motivational forces

o The communication process

o The interaction-influence process

o The decision-making process

o Goal-setting or ordering

o Control processes

o Performance goals and training

The questionnaire consists of 51 questions that measure the

per'eptions of members about their organizationj it does not
measure what is good or bad and right or wrong.: The mana-
ger must determine the characteristics that are appropriate
for his organization. The organization does not exist to
improve itself; it exists to fulfill a need. Thus, by
measuring the characteristics of his organization, the
man&ger can guide it toward the optimum conditions neces-
sary for maximum perEormance of the mission.

Figure 1 depicts the Likert approach to organizational

improvement.6 To measure the "state" or current condition
of the management system, Likert defined three sets of

~variables as follows:

a. "Causal" variables are independent vpriables
that determine the course of organizAtional development.
These are the only variables that management can change.

b. "Intervening" variables reflect the internal
state and health of the organization.

c. "End-result' variables are dependent variables
that measure achievemants of the organization.

7
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"Causal" variables controlled by management produce changes
in the "interv-ning" variables, which, in tarn, change the
"end-result" variables. Therefore, the most effective way
to change the organization is to modify the "causal"
variables. 8

The Likert questionnaire measures causal and interven-
ing variables.9  In using the questionnaire, the manager
can locate the management system of his organization on a
continuum scale ranging from Exploitive-Authoritative (Sys-
tem 1) to Participative Group (System 4). The two remaining
categories on the scale are Benevolent-Authoritative (System
2) and Consultative (System 3). Likert states that "the
four different systems really blend into one another and

* make one continuum with many intermediate patterns."10

After the manager initially locates the management
system of his organization on the scale, he can then, through
periodic use of the scale, track the movement of his organi-
zation. The thrust of Likert's work is that the organization
improves in effectiveness of production and management of
people as it moves toward System 4 (Participative Group).

Military Examples

The U.S. Navy uses a modified version of the Likert
approach to provide feedback information to Navy managers
and supervisors. With the assistance o' the Institute for
Social Research, University of Michigan, it has expanded the
Likert questionnaire and adapted it to Navy organization and
terminolcgy. The Navy program, known as the Human Resources
Management Support System, includes three major categories:

a. Human Resources Manarjement--leadership,

management, and overseas diplomac-.

b. Equal Opportunity/Race Relations.

c. Drug Abuse Control and Alcoholism Prevention.1 1

This discussion limits the Likert aprroach to the leadership
and management areas, which the manager directly controls
and influences.

Figure 2 provides one example of the data obtained by
the Navy's Human Resources Management Survey. 12 A compari-
son of Figure 2 with Figure 3 shows the similarity between
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the results achieved by the Navy survey and the results
from the Likert questicnnaire. The broken line represents
the survey results; the solid line represents the Command
Overall graph. The Navy approach allows the manager to com-
pare average perceptions within his organization with
average perceptions for the command. The principal differ-
ence between the Navy questionnaire and the Likert question-
naire is that the members did not indicate their organiza-
tional preferences.

A potential benefit of the Navy program is a determina-
tion of the effectiveness of certain management styles as
they apply to specific types of military units. Managers
with appropriate styles can then be assigned to jobs that
match their individual styles. ttnother benefit is that the
manager can monitor the trend of organizational change and
the relative magnitude of the change over a given period.

To date, the Air Force has made only limited use of
similar data-producing instruments to improve management
effectiveness. The Leadership Management Development Center
at Air University has used surveys in specific management
problem areas after the problems have been identified through
interviews. 13 The survey results cover only short periods;
the long-term effects of management decisions have not yet
been targets for investigation. Emphasis has been given to
immediate problems and immediate results.

The author of this article and two other Air Force
officers applied the Likert questionna ie to an Air Force
cesearch and development organization. The survey results
for the organization are shown in Figure 3, which displays
the average value for NOW responses and LIKE responses.l5
NOW responses are measures of members' perception of the
organization at the time of the survey. TIKE responses
indicate the characteristics that members would prefer in
the organization. In addition to the summary results, the
survey included specific responses by military rank and
civili&n grade on each question.

Implementing Survey Feedback System

The survey feedback system should be implemented at
organizational levels that a1low subject personnel to asso-
ciate with a specific mission, such as developing a weapon
system, maintaining a weapon system, or providing a partic-
ular nervice like transportation. That is, people in small
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organizational units can more readily identify with the
program and participate in the effects of the program.

Figure 4 shows P Q agram of the survey feedback system.16
The manager must dec-.e whether to use a survey feedback sys-
tem in his organization, and he must have support or, at
least. acceptance of upner-level management. Basically, the
proposal is a bottom-up program in which the manager using
the system is supported by his superior.17

The plan for implementing the feedback system should be
developed jointly by the manager and his subordinate super-
visors. By including the supervisors in the planring phase,
the manager can insure commitment and understanding.

In the same manner, the manager should explain the sur-
vey feedback system to the members of the organization. The
purpose and use of the survey, presented and discussed with
members, should aid in gaining acceptance of the system. The
explanation of the survey must stress the fact of respondent
anonymity. Emphasis on the anonymity of the reapondents
should encourage candid responses. As trust in the manager
improves, relationships between the manager and the members
of his organization should become more mutually supportive.

The time required to implement the system can be shor-
tened with an existing questionnaire of proven validity,
since a new survey requires testing for reliability and
validity. Problems in the initial phase of the system will
probably center around implementation and understanding of
the survey questionnaire. Once the system has become func-
tional, feedback for the manager should be forthcomirg.

Upon completioa of the survey, the manager should tab.-
late the results and present them to the members of the
organization. Sharing of results encourages an open atmos-
phere and gives members an opportunity to compare their per-
ceptions with group responses. Purthermore, common under-
standing of the results should enable the members to
participate in identifying group problems and developing
proposed solutions. By participating in the development of
proposed solutions, members will be more committed in imple-
menting the solutions.

With the initial survey results as a starting point,
the manager can monitor immediate changes in his organiza-
tion and, through periodic use of the survey every three to
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six months, he can evaluate changes in the characteristics
of his organization and the direction of the changes. He
may find it helpful to have a management consultant; the
Leadership and Management Development Center at Air Univer-
sity can provide such support for Air Force managers.

If several units within a large organization use the
survey feedback system, the measurement effort can be per-
formed at various levels by applying Likert's linking-pin 1
concept to tie the levels of the larger organization
together.18 It is not necessary, though it is desirable,
that all units use the program. One potential problem of
using the survey in some, but not all, organizations is Zhat I
people may be rotated to units that have nut implemented
management feedback systems.

Summary

This article suggests that the Air Force needs a tool
for systematic measurement of management and organizational
effectiveness. The results of systematic measurement of
man&gement effectiveness should be available to the manager
in the same manner as cost accounting and schedule control
systems. A management survey is available to improve manage-
ment of people.

The purpose of a management measuring system is the
improvement of management and organizational effectiveness,
such a system is not intended as a means of grading the
manager's performance. The idea is to close the gaps
between action, reaction, and corrective action. This is
necessary because management is not an exact science.
Action intended to produce a given result can produce some-
thing quite different, and the time between reaction and
corrective action can be critical.

Consistent with accepted organization development con-
cepts, manage.ment actions must be tailored to the organiza-
tion and its situation. However, tailoring requires measure-
ment of the current state of an organization and establishment
of a base for comparing the direction and magnitude of
change. 19 Just as the trial and evror approach to weapon
system acquisition is now an unaffordable luxury, so is the
trial and error approach to the management of people. Use
of a proven instrument such as the Likert questionnaire can
provide systematic, meaningful feedback for improving the
management of the Air Force'lu most critical resource--people.
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JOB ENRICHMENT IN THE MARINE CORPS
(A CONCEPT)

BACKGROUND

As Defense Department funds become tighter and the pressure

increases to do more with existing resources, we must find ways

to improve the performance/productivity of our manpower assets.

This fact of life is exacerbated by the shrinking manpower pool

and generally expanding economy which will reach its full impact

on recruiting in the early 1980s. If we are to compete success-

fully with the other services and the civilian market for the

high quality pf.ple needed in the Marine Corps, we must seek new

often bold initiatives to attract, train and retain Marines.

During the first half of this decade, the Marine Corps

experienced an alarming increase in unauthorized absence

(UA) and desertion rates and a decline in retention rates.

Lack of quality Marines was considered to be the most

significant reason for these unfavorable trends. In 1975,

the Commandant of the Marine Corps established recruiting,

discharge, and retention policies designed to ruise the

overall quality of Marines in the Marine Corps. Consequently#

the unfavorable trends in UA, desertion, and to a lesser degree

retention, have been significantly reduced.

Unfortunately, these very successes beget problems of

their own in that more "highly-educated" Marines require

challenging jobs, jobs with substance that draw on their

abilities, jobs with which they can identify and within which
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they can grow. In short, high quality Marines require the high-

est quality of leadership and manpower utiliz&tion if we wish

to attract and then both sustain them and retain them.

Major efforts continue to be exerted relative to the best

methods for effectively classifying and assigning Marines.

That effort of balancing individual ability, potential and

desires, to mission requirements must receive continuing atten-

tion for it is the basis upon which we can build meaningful

jobs and a motivated force of Marines.

Assuming the c]assification effort is optimized, con-

sidering current constraints, we must then take cognizance

of the3 followzng chronology of issues:

Farst, todays Marines, while possessing the same basic needs

as always, also brings to our leadership picture a signifi-

cantly now frame of reference arnd a new set of contemporary

expectations which must be met if we are to employ their talents

optimally in the accomplishment of our mission.

This issue of contemporary expectations deserves our utmost

attention. Possibly no one would deny any of our time tested

leadership principles and the identified traits of successful

leaders. Neither should we deny the social ane psychological

changes manifested in te youth of today. Traditivn has long

been a mainstay of military life. It provides each OF us with

an identify; it provides us with a code of behavior. Nonethe-

less, tradition must also be kept contuuporary. Failure to do

so will evidence an inability to identify with the nrganization
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in daily, ongoing processes. This fact alone requires that

we look at our recruits "as they are" and "not ns we want them

to be". Once we get on a common, humanistic, contemporary plane,

we can then begin to blend more closely, personal and organiza-

tional goals into a common mission i.e. we must build on their

talents. Doctor Charles Moskos, Northwestern University at

an attrition conference in Washington, D. C. in June 1977,

admirably identified the salient differences in attitudes between

the typical draftee in the late 1950s and early 1960s with those

of the typical volunteer of the late 197es.

INSERT CHART I ABOUT HERE

Doctor Moskos stated that the above topology should direct

attention to the kinds of expectations and behavior oZ te new

volunteer which can lead to high levels of attrition if not

properly handled. in short, pride and motivation are concepts

that must be kept contemporary. If Doctor Moskos' analogy has

aer.t, and I believe it does, then the recruit of today wants

to know why and how todays situations are relevant to him.

Yesterdays' heroes and successee were important in the derivation

of principles but we must now show their relevance in an ever-

changing svciety and in tho workplace that he confronts daily.

Again, this issue of contemp:)rary expectations is an area

requiring much exploration and research.

Second, recruitment offers thi young potential Marine, a

challenge to draw upon the full zange of his talents and then

to improve his competence in order to sustain himself as a
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flexible, tot&! Marine. We infer he will become a totally

competent, balanced professional.

Third, recruitment, in effect, establishes a psychological

contract between the potential recruit and the job we offer him

in the Corps. it is here that the expectations of the potential

Marine are established. Those expectations and concomitant

challenge should Uhn be heightened in Recruit Training where

his professional training is initiated and the often afduous

process cf conversion from civilian to self disciplined Marine

is to be accomplished.

Fourth, upon reporting for on the job training (OJT) and

the normalizing of a Marine's work day, he finally comes face to

face with the reality of his job. His identity as an important

(or unimport~tnt to him) individual in a larger organization with

a mission is established here. His niche in the unit solidifies

at this point. elis relation to his job and his peers for the

foraeeable future develop here. The fulfillment of his psycho-

logical contract with the Corps, which was established during the

recruitij process, should come to fruition at this point in the

Marine'r enlistment. If he 4oes not develop positive attitudes

as a result of work that is meaningful to him as well as the Corps,

then the gap between expectations and reality will produce either

malbehavior or at least nondescript behavior--neicher of which

!s beneficial to either party to the contract. Job design is

paramount at this point. Sick jobs rapidly initiate feelings

of uselessness and disillusionment for at this crucial point--his

job actual--the Marine sees what is truth to him--usefulness of

his talents or the converse.
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To reduce or eliminate the gap between expectations and

reality requires a thorough understanding of two issues:

(1) what we do TO our Marines (context/environment/extrirsic

factors and (2) what we do WITH, our Marines (job content

factors; factors that provide meaning to what people do,
motivating factors; in short how we USE our Marines). These

two issues are manifestly important to the mental health and

psychological grorwth issues so paramonunt to the young, high,

quality recruits we wixh to enlist in our Corps. Referring to

Doitor Moskos' topology again, we can plainly see that in

adequately answering the questions of how we triat and how we

use our personnel assets, we begin to answer the apparent

existential question implied in the profile of the new volunteer,

which is to bring meaning and purpose to the quality cf each

Marines' personal and work life.

THE ISSUE I.

It is postulated that if we are seeking an increase in

motivated behavior and if basic propriety in the classification/

assignment of Marines (competence to perform) can be assumed,

then a program of job enrichment should materially benefit an

organization.

Job redesign requires knowledge of the elements/indieies of
good and bad jobs, a knowledqe of situational dynamics and

ability to apply that knowledge in the existing workplace. In

short, we need to operate from a theoretical framework fro which

we can derive prinviples of sound job redesign. Such a program

siust ultimately support the Marine Corps proposition that
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responsibility for command performance rests with the leader

of the command. Accordingly, any program effort must, in the

final analysis, be employed by those who lead--not some

external agent as is the case in most organizational development

strategies.

Doctor Frederick Herzberg of the University of Utah is the

creator of Motivation-Hygiene Theory (M-H-T) which provides a

comprehensive framawork for his Orthodox Job Enrichment (OJE)

program. I content that this theory and job enrichment philoso-

phy constitute both a managerial strategy and a process con-

ducive to success. It is a strategy that involves theory, con-

cepts and views an the nature of man and a direction for

management. As a strategy it incorporates the dynamics of human

relations, communications, administrationi salary etc.. As a

process it involves putting theory to practical use via the

institution of good job ingredients into the work place.

It would be ludicrous to attempt a comprehensive explanation

of Doctor Herzberg's theory and applications in this paper.

However, the salient points of the theory are necessarily

reviewed since they provide the theoretical underpinning for

understanding behavior and attitudcs, situational dynamics and

OJE methodology.

STATEMENT OF M-11-THEORY

If any theory is to be consistently applied and tested,

then its premises must be assumed correct. In M-H-Theory

one must assume the bi-dimensionality underlying the feelings

of satisfaction and dissatisfaction i.e. the dual nature of man.
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The theoretical basis for job enrichment begins with this

particular view of the nature of man. Though man exists at all

times as a unity, conceptually we view him as having two distinct

natures. Each nature has itd accompanying need syutem. One

nature--his purely biological nature is similar to that of other

animala--an overriding concern to avoid hurt, discomfort, dis-

satisfaction from the environment e.g. the work aroutdc him.

This avoidance behavior pertains to both physical and psycholo-

gical situations (cold, heat, danger, loneliness, feelings of

inferiority etc.). By avoiding environmental situations that

can cause him discomfort/pain/hurt, he does not achieve positive

meaning in his life. Ile merely avoids discomfort. Because min

is so high on the phylogenetic structure, he possesses an almost

infinite capacity to learn and experience. Accordingly, the

number of environmental factors that can cause him hurt come in

an infinite variety and in an equally infinite number of shades

e.g. too hit, too cold, too much noise, too quiet etc..

Herzberg called these environmental factors that man is fa. Cd

with on the job as well as in everyday life "hygiene factors"

because when managed properly they prevent dissatisfaction.

Other authors have referred to them as maintenance factors. They

are extrinsic to the person. They deal with the issue "How well

are you treating me?". Their overriding dynamic is avoiding pain/

discomfort from the environment. These factors must always be

maiitainee. at a reasonable level, for significant deficiencies

in any maintenance factor causes pain and liKe a headache--will

impair all physical and psychological procesues until near
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homeostasis is reached. Only then can one talk about motivated

behavior.

The second aspect of mans nature deals with his distinctivelyv

human need for continuous psychological growth. Unlike other

animals who are primarily preprogrammed in their behavior with

a capacity to learn a fcw now things, man is born very dependent,

ix nurtured for a protracted period, but " ho begins learning at

birth and can learn now things until biological death. When man

does not receive cortical stimulation he begins to display that

common human characteristic--boredom. Thi human side of man

then demands approach behavior in a quest for constant psycho-

logical growth. He gains from experience. If he doesn't have

these growth oxperiencos he is not any worse off--he merely
gains nothing--he senses an emptiness or a lack of fulfillment.

lie feels no satisfaction in this work. Conversely, if he is
experiencing new growth, through challenging work, he experi-

ences feelings of personal growth and worth, feelings of

6atisfaction for he has added to his own personal growth fiber.

The need system associated with the human part of people

is served by the elements of the job itself. Theme factors

that lead to rtwth of people are termed *motivators'. These

items make the worker want to do hip job because it meets his

human need to grcw psychologically. Meeting these needs is

the specific managerial/leadership challenge we face today in

the work place. When met, they pay big dividends for an organi-

zation as well as the person.
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The following graphically displays the two continua

inherent in M-H Theory.

Job Dissatisfaction ninln,.txl No Job
Nature Dissatisfaction

No Job Dissatisfaction 1  Hism..n Job Satisfaction
Nature

The following diagram reflects the motivaticn and hygiene

factors associated with the theory (arranged in normal profi .e

format):

INSERT CHART 2 ABOUT HERE

Traditionally, management has placed almost total concern

with meeting the maintenance needs of people. This has resulted

in people movement but not iotivated work. In movement we cause

a person to do something he wouldn't ordinarily do by using

either a reward or a threat. When someone is motivated to do a

job, he does it for something contained in the job--he turns on

his own internal generator that doesn't need to be charged by

the loader/manager. These motivator needs are not typically

met in work today. That is why we need to restructure so many

Aefore proceeding to OJE per se, let me summarize the dynamics

associated with both hygiene and motivator factors. Such rn

analogy clearly distinguishes the two continua phenomena.

INSERT CHART 3 ABOUT HERE
OJE ROOTS

OJE operates from a motivated behavior relationship drawn

from 1C-HT TheoryO

IF-,ERT CHART 4 ABOUT VERE
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The first ratio of ability over potential (A) relates to what

a person can do; not what he is like, which is a comon displace-

mont error. The more ability a person has, the more he can be

motivated to perform. This ratio relates to personnel selection

and classification; getting people into the right jobs where they

can develop their potential and abilities. Concomitantly,

training programs are invcived heref to maintain personal develop-

ment in our rapidly changing technological industry which tends

to f-rce rapid obsolescence of talents, techniques, and conse-

quently, people. When a person is in job difficu.ty, look to his

competence first--*can he do the job?". All too often managers

are told they must motivate underachiever@ when in reality, the

underachievers lack competence to perform. Motivation therefore

becomes a slogan to protict ego against imcomptence.

The second ratio, opportunity over ability (0) , determines

how much of the person's talent is allowed to show itself. No

one can be motivated to do a good job unless he has a good job

to do. Since attitudes are manifested from the behavior of

people, we should not expect enthusiastic, motivated attitudes

in people who are given fractionated, dull, repetitious, "mickey

mouse* jobs. Given a job that uses only a small fraction of a

person's ability/potential, a job with little or no challenge

or opportunity to grow and to achieve, a job with no place to

grow into via recognition for achievement and thus advancement

to new responsibility; given a job which denudes a person of the

chance to become what he can become, then that person will

exhibit behavior and attitudes characteristic of a person in a

*sick" job--a job that needs enrichment.
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Reinforcement of motivators with more motivators and t-he

reinforcement of hygiene for hygiene purposes is the last factor

I in the equation. Hygiene must always be kept reasonable. Any

significant deficiences must be alleviated for no one can be

motivated while .e is in a state of hygiene deprivation.

Relieve the hurt and then proceed to motivate. On the other

hand, when satisfaction is being attained, when people have a

good job with motivators present, they must receive reinforce-

ment of those motivators. Does the appraisal system reinforce

growth behavior which often involves risk, challenge, a chance

to achieve and be recognized, does it offer opportunity to

advance and achieve more--to become "what I can become"?

OJE APPROACH

Any attempt to reevaluate a "sick job" requires a recognition

of the indicies/characteristics/symptoms of a "bad job" as well

as knowledge of the irgredients that should be injected into tha

rejuvenated job. Briefly, the indicies of a "Bad Job" are:

INSERT CHART 5 ABOUT PERE

Once the indicators of a poor job are recognized, the OJE

ingredients of a "good job" can be utilized to enrich the posi-

tion and improve the motivational a-pects of the work.

INSERT CHART 6 ABOUT HERE

Enriched jobs may not have all these ingrediints but a can-

scious infusion of as many as possible of these enriching ingre-

dients will certainly enhancv motivated behavior. These

ingredients are derived from motivators but are more realistic
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and practical to work with when focusing on job elements than

the more ambiguous terms of achievement, growth etc. found in

the standard profile.
IFinally, an operating framework is necessary within which

the job enriching motivators can be properly applieds in essence--

the OJE work process must be understood. Essentially, OJE is

an approach which requires top down understanding and support

while the application starts &t the grass roots level and works

up. Diagrammatically OJE looks like this:

INSERT CHART 7 ABOUT HERE

The job is analyzed with an effort to vertically stack

wfti':ators in the job. To do this we "push down" some cur-

rently highei responsibilities, to the job; concomitantly we

incorporate the job's pre and post processes which fractionate

jobs so often (e.g. prepare own preliminary work such as rough

drafts for a clerk and authorize that worker to sign and com-

plate the work task) and finally strip away menial, routine

tasks wherever possible. As the job is enriched, redefinition

of highax level jobs is necessary. These higher jobs are then

reorganized toward better management/supervision functions such

as planning, training, etc..

OJE ISSUES

As stated, the strategy of Orthodox Job Enrichment is to

start at the bottom of the management pyramid and work up.

First-line supervisors are involved in enriching the jobs of

the line workers. Later, the OJE principles are applied to

the jobs of the first-line supervisors, and so on. This
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approach is necessary because enrichment of one level has an

unavoidable impact on the jobs of the immediate supervisors.

Additionally, the bulk of the work force is on the line and this

is where the most deflated jobs exist.

A pivotal person in the enrichment process is the keyman.

Each organization must have one or more keymen. Keymen are

individuals from within the organization who have had extnsive

training in job enrichment theory and application and have a

broad knowledge of the functions and operations of the organiza-

tion within which they operate. In the OJE process, they are

involved extensively 7t Zirst, but to a decreasing degree as

the approach becomes more of an accepted and adopted strategy.

Implementation is on a project basis. Projects are approved

by commander,. The first phase in the project is the establish-

ment of implementing and coordinating committees. The

implementing committee is comprised of the supervisor of the

area to be enriched (the key supervisor) and other first and

second level supervisors who can be of assistance in the imple-

mentation of job enrichment. Size of the implementing committee

varies from four to eight. The coordinating committea is made

of middle and upper level management with which the unit involved

interfaces. !ypically, it consists of four to eight members.

The keyman serves as advisor to both groups.

After selection of the committees, the keyman conducts

training in Motivation-Hygiene theory. Training usually

consists of 30 to 40 hours of theory including classroom 6xer-

cises to highlight the major points of the instruction.
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Following the training effort, the implementing group has

the task of enriching the jobs under consideration. The tech-

nique used is called Ireenlighting and redlighting. Green-

lighting, or brainstorming, utilizes the concept of deferred

judgment. The purpose is to generate as many ideas as possible

about how to instill motivators into the jobs. After a lit

has been green lighted# the group enters a redhiht session.

Here the ideas are evaluated to determine which will be con-

sidered for immediate implementation, which will be kept for

possible future implementation, and which will be discarded.

A time-phased implementing plan is developed.

The implementation of the accepted greenlight itams is the

area where the coordinating committee can be most useful.

Having been trained in the theory, this comittee can now under-

stand the strategy behind the changes suggested by the implementing

committee and be of assistance in removing roadblocks to imple-

mentation. The coordinating committee also develop@ the measure-

ment plan for the project. Upper level management, as members

of the coordinating committee, provide important assistance to

the project by making it possible for the key supervisor to make

the changes he has decided are needed. They will also need to

make adjustments to their management strategy as more and more

of their employees have their jobs enriched.

OJE SU14MARY CONKENTS

When done correctly OJE gives the worker a job to do that

provides him with the motivation to work because the job pro-

vides a means to meet his human need for psychological growth.
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The supervisor/leader is now able to return to doing supervisory

functions and get away from b&bysetting functions. He will be

managing workers who have responsible jobs. The leader can

differentiate between *things" that prevent dissatisfaction and

the "things' that promote satisfaction. Higher levels of

management reap the benefits of motivated performance from

lower level performers.

OJE is a powerful management strategy to be sure--but it

must be kept in perspective. It is not a panacea for manage-

mont ills; it is not easy to do--it is work; healthy work

possibilities must exist i.e. you cannot motivate people tc. do

meaningless work; it does not offer a cookbook solution to the

problem of motivation and to work. Finally it must be accepted

as a personal strategy by the leader or it is doomed to failure

from the onset.

OJE AND THE NARINE CORPG (A PROPOSAL)

Since M-H Theory and OJJ, should become a way of thinking

and a way of leading and not an externally imposed edict to

improve this or that index, it seems obvious that four events

must take place. First, our top level leadership e.g. the

Commandant, DC/S for Manpower, CG of FMFLant/Pac and Division

of Wing commanders must sense a need for it and overtly decide

to pursue the effort. We must *buy in" all the way or leave

it alone. Next, we must gain a sense of direction. What are

we after? Third--where do we establish a test project And

finally, how do we institutionalize a program.
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TOP LEVEL LEADERSHIP

Each of the leadership echelons mentioned above have or

will soon be briefed on theory, concepts and methodology.

To date, each has shown a positive propensity to proceed with

a test project. Only with their executive mAnagement support

can upward changes be accepted as well as assets dedicated

to the effort. Additional briefings will be required if a

project is approved.

WHAT ARE WE AFTER

Combat readiness through well trained, highly motivated

Marines; professionalism is our goal. Emphasis must be on

people. Are we providing realistic, challenging training?

Are our people responsive to the training (productivity)? Can

we improve their perspective of themselves, their Corps, their

mission?

Traditionally we have looked at motivation/morale indicies

!ike C/A and desertion rates, attrition/reenlistment rates,

racial incidents, enthusiasm/unit coiiesion and most important--

how the job is done in the field. These are still a reflection

of the unit and they should remain as interim indicies. New

indicies may be discovered as any project progresses. Regardless

of the index, we are looking for that elusive quality of

"attitudinal change" that improves combat readiness. AL this

point, I do not feel we should look for monetary gains which

may well be fallout or even a new index in a project. This

could be especially so when we work in technical fields.
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Admittedly, some of these sought indicies are "soft" and diffi-

cult to measure. Again, my faith in the attitudinal-affective

results that are a mainstay of M-H Theory come into play. Go

and nsk the Marine--he will tell you what no questionnaire can J ;
ever do--give you feelings, impressions expressed in a real

setting, and he can articulate change& he perceives over tin . I

believo this "flavor" in ,ersonal perceptiora is imperative to

the results we hope to achieve.

WHERE TO ESTABLISH A TEST BED

I believe we must build on the basic experience of those who

have already tried this approach--the Air Force Air Logistics

Command (ALC) effort which has realized such success. Accordingly

I am recommending we establish two test projects--one technical

project with an aviation squadron and one project in an infantry

battalion--our cutting edge--a place most difficult to produce

high vizibility results but a place where attitudinal changes I
can mean s8 much in the execition of mission- Improvements

in this latter area will have a tremendous impact on our entire

leaderahip package which trust ultimately become the vehicle

to institutionalize the entire job satisfaction-OJE effort.

INSTITUTIONALI ZATION

Once the effort at the project level is deemed a success,

we must then incorporate the methodology into our school system.

It may well provide improved boundaries and foundation of our

current leadership package which is heavy in human relations

act-vities. This new concept places human relations into true
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perspective--a necessary hygenic/maintenance factor (interper-

sonal relations) within the total leadership sphere. Accordingly,

teaching 1-H Theory and OJE as a leadership/managerial strategy

and process simply subsumes our current program with a more com-

prehensive, substantive effort in an understandablo framework.

Teaching M-H Theory at the SNCO Academy, The Bosic School,

Amphibious Warfare School (intermediate level) and Command and

Staff Collele is necessary. The leadership is then established

for implementztion on the jobs these leaders inherit. Finally,

people and work issues are kept contemporary via the current

20 hour leadership package each Marine participates in annually.

The institutionalization mechanism ir in place now. Success

in projects undertaken should fuel the fire of rapid expansion.

Finally what will be tie modus operandi in project execution?

The following is offered in response to that question and in

summary of this paper:

1. Continue to educate down first to better facilitate

changes originating at grass roots level. Many more "briefs

of chiefs" must be conducted. A seminar of 3ome 8-10 hours is

in order covering theory. application, and executive level

expectations.

2. Identify the two project orcanizations. This is easy.

Volunteers abound. Sever ! units have already attempted a

piecemeal effort and are overwhelmed witIh positive response.

3. Select key-people for a 100-120 hour education process

under Doctor Herzberg's tuteledge. These people must come from

the project units--be flexible, knowledgeable in unit functions/
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activities, each must display a capacity for managerial growth.

Included in this group must also be a group of three or more

people from HQ Marine Corps Manpower who will subsequently aid

in the institutionalization process as well as provide guidance

for new projects if any are desire&. Doctor Herzberg will act

only as a consultant on request by this time. The keyman is

just that--the heart of the program. His selection is paramount

to success.

4. Key-men can then conduct briefings for Executive Groups

(if any) and Coordinating Groups usually 4-6 people.

INSERT CHART 8 ABOUT HERE

These are the middle supervisors; the commanders and/or

staff who approve and support the efforts of the implementing

groups.

5. Implement'ng groups where the work is done. These 6 to

8 people are the key supervisors--lieutenants, platoon sergeants

or squad leaders. These are the people who know and represent

the jobs to be enriched. Key,-men train these people in detail.

This group thenz

a. Blocks out the job and flow charts thent.

b. Identify bad job characteristics.

c. Greenlight changes.

d. Redlight changes (good job characteristics installed).

e. Develop implementing plans for approval.

f. Work with Coordinating Group on a milestone chart

for the implementing plan.

g. Determine at least interim indicies for both

measurement and feedback.
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6. Execute the plan:

a. Measure results.

b. Provide feedback.

c. Refine and modify indicies.

By utilizing the above approaches and measures we should be

able to track and evaluate the success and progress of our

OJE effort at all levels.
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S I
JOB SATISFACTION AND RETENTIONl

MY PRESENTATION IS AN OVERVIEW OF THE ARMY'S JOB AND

CAREER SATISFACTION PROJECT, MY INTENM IS TO PROVIDE A

CONCEPTUAL AND FACTUAL FRAMEWORK SO YOU CAOI BETTER U'3DER-
STAND AND EVALUATE OUR PROJECT AND PRESENTATIONS THIS

MORNING,

I WILL PRESENT THE OVERVIEW IN THREE PARTS: THE
CONTEXT IN WHICH THE PROJECT BEGAN, THE INTENDED USES

OF THE DATA, AND THE COMPONENTS OF THE PROJECT,

I WOULD PREFER THAT THIS BE MORE OF AN INFORMAL

DISCUSSION THAN A HIGHLY FORMAL, LECTURE-LIKE PPESENTA-
TION, SO IF YOU HAVE ANY IUESTIOIS OR COM NTS, PLEASE

TOSS THEM OUT AS THEY ARISE,

IN JUNE 1976, MILPERCEN BEGAIN EXPANDINS THE JOB
SATISFACTION PORTION OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY PROGRAM.

THE PURPOSE OF THE EXPANSION WAS TO BETTER IIIDERSTAND

HOW SATISFACTION WITH ONE'S ARMY JOB ArID MILITARY LIFE

AFFECTS THE DECISION TO STAY OR LEAVE THE SERVICE, WE

ESPECIALLY HAVE BEEN INTERESTED IN THE RELATIONSHIP

BET EEN JOB AND CAREER SATISFACTION AlD FIRST-TERM

REENLISTMENTS,
THE MILPERCEN PRnJECT IS PART OF THE ARMY'S INTEN-

SIFIED EFFORT TO GAIN ADDITIONAL INSIlIQTS INTO RETENTION,
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JOB SATISFACTION, AND THE ALL-VOLUNTEER ARMY, THE

ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE IS TO IMPROVE THE ARMY'S ABILITY TO

RECRUIT AND RETAIN A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF OUALITY SOLDIERS,

AS TUTTLE AND HAZEL HAVE POINTED OUT, MOST OF THE
RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS OF JOB SATISFACTION HAVE OCCURRED

IN INDUSTRY (TUTTLE AND HAZEL, 1974), HOWEVER, WITHIN THE

LAST TEN YEARS THE MILITARY SERVICES HAVE PEGIIN TO APPLY
THE RESEARCH FINDINGS FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND TO

SPONSOR THEIR OWN RESEARCH IN THIS AREAs MUCH OF MILPER-

CEN'S WORK BUILDS ON RELATED RESEARCH BY THE ARMY RESEARCH

INSTITUTE (ARI) AND THE AIR FORCE'S JPIMAN rESOURCES 1
LABORATORY (AFHRL). THE JOB AND CAREER SATISPACTION PflO-

JECT MOST CLOSELY RESEMBLES THE AIR FORCE'S APPROACH
(ALLEY AND GOULD, 1975). DR, LARRY AOLDMAN WILL EXPLAIN
MORE ABOUT THIS IN HIS PRESENTATIOr,

ALTHOUGH OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS BEGAN SYSTEMATICALLY

ARMY-WIDE INI 1968, THE JOB SATISFACTION PORTION WAS rlOT
ADDED TO THE OVERALL SURVEY PROGRAM UNITIL PALL 1974,

TWENTY ITEMS WERE USED TO OPERATIONALLY DEFINE A4D

EMPIRICALLY MEASURE SATISFACTION WITH ONE'S ARMY JOB AND

WITH MILITARY LIFE. THE OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF JOB

AND CAREER SATISFACTION WERE BASED ON THE HYGIENE AND

MOTIVATOR FACTORS THAT FREDERICK HERZBERG IDENTIFIED INl

HIS RESEARCH ON JOB SATISFACTInN (HERZTERG, MAUSNER, AND
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SNYIDER.W, 1959); THIS VUGRAPH (SEE FIGURE A BELOW)
LISTS HERZBERG'S ,MOTIVATOR A.D HYGIEVIE FACTORS, THE L
ASTERISKED VARIABLES ARE THOSE.FOR II-ICH SPECIFIC

OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY ITEIS HAD BEEN WRITTEIN,

HERZBERG'S MOTIVATORS HEPERG'S HYG!ETEE FACTOPS
ACHIEVEMENT COMPANY POLICY ", ADPWISTRATIOU

* RECOGNITIOI * SUPERVISION

WORK ITSELF * RELATIO;NSHIP WITH SUPERVISOR
* RESPONSIBILITY " WORK CONDITIONS
• ADVANICEMENT ' SALARY

6ROWTH " RELATIONISHIP WITH PEERS

" PERSONAL LIFE

RELATIO;SIIIP WITH SUBORDI:ATES
* STATUS

SECU! rY
ALTHOUGH THE HERZBERG-BISED ITJIS IERE ADECUATE FIR

OCCUPATIOAL ANALYSIS, IE DECIDED TO DISCARD THIS APPROACH
II FAVOR OF 'E THAT WAS DESIGNED TO HELP PREDICT CAREER
DECISIONS, WORK ATTITUDES, AND DUTY PERFORAICE (.A.LLE"'( A;ID
GOULD, 1975),
1SFS
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FACTION DATA WERE TO IDENTIFY THE RELATIVE DEGREE OF
SATISFACTION/DISSATISFACTIOt AMONG DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONAL

GROUPS AND TO AMPLIFY ON RELATED DATA COLL!CZTED I4 OTHER

PARTS OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE, THE

UDERLYING PURPOSE OF THESE EFFORTS WAS TO PROVIDE OCCU-
PATIONAL INFORMATION TO THE ARMY'S TRAINERS AqD OCCUPA-

TIONAL STRUCTURES PEOPLE&

IN REASSESSING THE INTENDED USES OF THE JOB AND CAREER
SATISFACTION PROJECT, TWO CRITERIA WERE FOLLOWED:

- EXPANDED USES WOULD RE BASED ON THE CURRENT AND
FUTURE NEEDS OF KEY ARMY DECISION-MAKING AGENCIES.

- THE PROJECT WOULD BE LINKED TO OTHER RELATED RE-
SEARCH AND STUDY EFFORTS IN THE ARMY, OTHER SERVICES, AND
INDUSTRY.

CONSEQUENTLY, CONSIDERABLE TIME AND EFFORT WAS DEVOTED TO
DETERMINI1IG THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF OTHEP ON-rOING WORK
AID IDENTIFYING THE NEEDS OF KEY AGENCIES,

THE OUTCOME OF TH IS REASSESSMENT WAS AN EXPANDEL LIST
OF INTENDED USES. THIS VUGRAPH (SEE FIGURE B BELOW) SHOWS
THE EXPANDED USES.

FGURE B

- RETENTION

- MORALE
- OCCUPATIONAL MISMATCH
- EFFECTIVE USE OF TRAINIED ASSETS

- SELECTED STZID[ES (E.G. WOMEN IN TPE ARMY)

I



JOB AND CAREER SATISFACTION1 3lRVEYS

OUR PROJECT CONSISTS OF FOUR PROJECT ELEMENTS: TPREE

ARM'Y-WIDE ATTITUDE SURVEYS ANtD ONE OCCUPATIONAL SUIRVEY,

I SHALL EXPLAI4 EACH OF THESE BRIEFI.Y,

IN AUGUST '76 A SAMPLE SURVEY qCAFED ON FIRST-TERM
SOLDIERS IN GRADES E-3 AND E-4 '",OXsr.!ATELY 3,700

FIRST-TER IRS RESP ADED TO 38 ,l70STI0.-,. AInll' JOP S;,,Il -

FACTiON AND REENLISTMEIT INTENT, THE RES!LTS ,ifERE PUB-

LISHED AS A SURVEY REPORT IN MAY 1977o THE REPORT IS

ENTITLED *JOB SATISFACTION AND REINLISTMENT INTL'IT FOR
FIRST-TERM PERSONIEL: INITIAL F1fil. IS,

IN FEBRUARY OF THIS YEAR WE RANDOMLY SAMPLED APPROXI-

M'ATELY 4,0,9 FIRST-TERM AND CAREER ENLISTED MEN AID WOMEN,

THE SURVEY CONSISTED Or 80 ITEMS ABOUT JOB SATISFACTION
IAID CAREER DECISIONS. THE FEBRUARY SURVEY WAS AN ABBRE-

VIA'IED VERSION OF THE AIR FORCE'S OCCUPATIONAL ATTIT'IDE
INVENTORY. IT WAS MODIFIED TO ACOU.IT FOR THE DJFFERENCES
.ETWEEN Tile ARMY AND AIF FORCE, TPE RESULTS (" THIS

SURVEY WILL BE PUBI.ISHED ;EXT )NTH. MR, DARRELL WORSTINE
I1 HIS PRESENTATION WILL HIGilLIGHT SiME OF THE MAJOR
FlIDINrS OF THE FEBRUARY '77 SURVEY,

IN MARCH OF THIS YEAR WE SENT OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY
OUFSTIOlIIAIRES TO 1,725 RECRI11TERS AID CAREER CO1NSELORS

(MOS OOE). THIS SURVEY WILL "IVIDE INSIHT INTO THEIR

I J
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PERCEPTIO11S ABOUT THE CAREER, MOTIVATInN OF ENLISTED

SOLDIERS, THE RESULTS OF THE SURVEY WILL BE PUBLISHED
EARLY NEXT YEAR,

AT THE END OF THIS MONTH, WE WILL RANDOMLY SURVEY

APPROXIMATELY 30,900 FIRST-TERM AND CAREER ENLISTED PEN

AND WOMEN, THESE SOLDIERS WILL BE ADMINISTERFD A

COMPREHENSIVE JOB AID CAREER SATISFACTInt! nUESTIn4NAIRE
(APPROXIMATELY 300 ITEMS), THE QUESTIONNAIRE REPRESENTS

THE CUL !iATION OF MORE THAN ONE YEAR OF DEKLOPMENTAL
WORK, THE RESULTS OF THE OCTOBER 1977 SIIRVEY WILL RE

PUBLISHED BY JUNE OP. JULY 1078,

89
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TIE AGT 1976 ARMY-W ID VE , NO X APRIL 977 P!UT SiT

DR~ LANME A. G~ilN

I THE kJGUsT 1976 fA-WinE SuRomy2

A. INTfnci

IN AUGUST 1976, AN 80 ITE qw QAT.Y ,S.A &V WAS

DISTRIBUTED TO A RANDOM SAMlU OF PERSONNL. AMY-WIDE. SINCE ITEMS

INCLlED IN THIS SLRVEY WERE FINALIZED PRIOR TO INITIATION OF THE JaB

SATISFACTION/REENLIS1TENT INTENT PROJECT, THIS QUESTIOINAIRE WAS NOT

DESIGNED TO BE A CMPREHENSIVE INSTRMtMNT FOR tlEASURING SPECIFIC

FACTORS INFUENCING SOLDIERS' ATTITUDES TOOS THESE TOO CRITERION

MEASURES, IN PARTICULAR, CVERAGE OF FACTORS WITH THE POTENTIAL OF

INFLUENCING REENLISTMENT WAS INCOMPLETE, JaB SATISFACI1ON WAS ADDRESSED

PRIRILY BY 17 IND(EPENENT FACTORS DEVELOPED BY TH MILITARY

0CCUPATiONAL DEVELm T DIVISION, FOR HICH DATA HAVE BEEN CO.EC1ED

SYSTEMATICALLY FROM ENLISTED PERSONNEL T.ROUGM MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL

DATA BANv QUESTIONNAIRES SINCE SEPTEMER 1974, To EXTEND THE DOMAIN

OF MEASUREMENT iNTO OTHER ARiAS BELIEVED TO INFLUENCE JOB SATISFACTION

AKJ POSSIBLY REENLISTMEr, AN ADITIONAL 21 ITEMS INCLIJDED IN THIS

QUIRTERLY SMPLE SUVY (NOT BE PERSONNEL AFFILIATED WITH TH'jS 'OECT)

WERE ALSO CONSIDERED IN THE ANALYSiS. THE MAJoR DEFECTS IN THE

COVERAGE OF REENLISTMENT RELATED FACTORS IN THE AUGUST .976 QUESTION-
NAIRE HAVE BEEN REDUCED TO A CONSIfRABL EXTENT IN THE FBmu 1977
PM-W-WIDE SURVEY TO BE DI.XUSSED BY MR. WORSTINE. As kaJR HumP

INDICATED IN HIS INTRODUCTORY REYAK, ANLYSIS OF THE AUGUST 197 SURVEY
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WAS OONDUcTED ON£ oPI{XIMTELY 3,100 mw4L IN PAYGRAES E-3 AND

EL4 F WERE IN TEIR INITIAL TERM OF EPLISTMNT,

B. SIGfImc*4 FimmNas AND rkr, ,c
1. INTERESTING WORK WAS IDENTIFIED AS THE BEST PREDICTOR OF BOTH

REENLISTMENT INTENT AND JOB SATISFACTION, AT LEAST FOR FIRST TER4

aL. THIS FINDIG WAS NOTED FO E-3's As w. As E-4's, wm

AND ,E.ES, NON-HIGH S0400L GRMDIATES AND HIGH SCHOL GRADUATES, WH'ITES

t BLACKS, AND SINGLE AND MARRIED PERSEL. FROM THIS IT COULD BE

INFERRED THAT THE EXWENT TO WHICH SOLDIERS PERCEIVE THEIR RK TO BE

INTERESTING STRONGLY ItnLLKES OllVERhL SATISFACTION WiTh MIR JOB APO

EIR INTENTION TO FMEE?.tT. Ttu,!s IS INDEED SIGtNIFICANT SINCE IT

I.ES THAT A Nf-f ITARY FACTOR PLAYS A GREATER ROLE 'N JOB

SATISFACTION AND REENLISTMENT INTENT THAN MILITARY FAY, AL.'W04CES

ND/OR BENEFITS, A BELIEF 01V&Y SHARED BY MANY CIVILIMNS AS WELL AS

INDIVIDUALS WITHIN IE ARMY, WIH THE COKMITANT RESPONSIBILITY OF

STHE ASW 70 REDUCE OVS ERALL 1 -R EIATED COSTS MHILE INCEAING

THE IRETENTTIM RATE OF ELIGIBLE Pf6WL ESPECIALLY UiNDE]R THEAL

VOUwNwI FoRa, ATT~-v'INw To mw ices MDE APPEALING MAY ALLEIATE

THESE TWIN COC ,M

2. WoRK IwmPOT cE, wowK owimLA , AN wo}RKIm ASSOCIATN wiTHi

CA E S SUPERVISORS WRE Re..'TIVELY CONSISTENT PREDICTORS OF JOB

SATISFACTION IN TERMS OF GRADE, SEX, EDIUATIONAL LEVEL, RACE, A10

MARITAL STATUS. IN ER ORS, A SOLDIER PERCEIVES A JOB TO BE

SATISFYING IF HE/SHE BELIEVES THAT IT IS TRULY StlBSTMTIAL WHILE
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ESSENTIALLY FREE ROM1 " ASeT By HIS/HER SPERVImm R.

3. SOLDIERS WHO BELIEVED THEY WERE GIVEN ACCUpATE !NFORTION

By AN ARw RECRUITER HAD HIGHER mENLisT INTENTIONS AND GEATER

JOB SATISFACTION THAN DOSE *0 DIDN'T. SOLDIERS WH FEEL THEY WE

GIVEN ACCURATE INF TION BY AN AM RECRUITER PROBABLY ENTER THE

tWARM' WITH A rUCH CLEARER IDEA OF WIAT TO EXPECT FROM ARMY LIFE. THIS

DOES NOT IMPLY THT ARMY RECRUITERS EITHER TRULY REPRESENTED OR

MIFEPSENTE THE FACTS AmUT ARMY LIFE. "T THIS REPESENTS IS THE

EXTENT TO WHICH THE EXPECTATION OF THE INDIVIDUL CORESPONDW TO THE

INRWITION IARTED TO HIM/HER BY TM ARW RECRUITER. THIS, IN TUR,

MAY BE A PRIKARY FASON FOR THE INCREASED LIKELIHO0D T.AT HE/SHE H A

SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER PROP SITY TO REENLIST AND JOB SATISFvCrI N,

I THERIL 197 PLOT TEST

IN 11* EN.Y PLANNING PHASE OF THE OVERALL PRWECT, SEVERAL tEEKS WRE

SPENT DISCUSSING 7HE NATURE AND SCOPE OF AN A"Y JOB AND CAREER

SATISFACTION t)EL. THE ORIGINAL INTENT WAS TO DEVELOP A MODEL AND

TEST IT. f -'bER, BE qA& OF TIME AND w COSTRAINT, IT WAS

DECIDED TO CAPITALIZE ON THE EXTENSIVE LITERATURE REVIEW AND LDNG-RMGE

iwEoi as'w B THE US AIR FORCE Hkm RSORCES LoAToRv

cmaO miNG j, cREER STISFAcTi., NOT ONLY DID THE AIR FORCE'S

EFFORTS PARALLEL MUM ,ES, BUT THEIR RESEARCH PROGMM WAS CLOSELY

LINKED TO AND BASED UPON AN OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM AND ONE OF
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THE MIN KWWPOES OF THEIR RESEARCHI VAS TO STHDE RELATIONSIP

uE1'EE JO SAISFACTION AND RETENT.t4 (REELISTMENT). SII~cE THE

AIR FbRCE OONCLZE THEm WERE ND ADEWAlE JOB smATActict EASR~4

INSTRINEMT FOR USE IN TIE MILITARY ENVIROENT.- AN OCCWATICE4A

AririxE INv'eNmo (COI) wAS DELoPED. IN THE INtITIAL. MEWWP?'T OF

t li~e OAI, % POTENTIAL SATISFACrION DIMwENSIONS (ALS REFERRED TO AS

IfYPO7HESIZED, FACTOR) WEiRIrDWIF i~ AIR FORCE sEiAVRM sciENTisTs

j FAMILIAR WITH THE M1L!TARY WORK ENIRONMENT. ITEMS5 WERE WRITTEN FOR

EACH DIMIENSION.. PS-5LTING IN A F!NAL POOL OF M ITEMS6 OF APPRIVXWATELY

10 ITEMS PER DIMIENSION. To vALIIATE THESE IfYPDIEIZED FACTOR, A

MOMI SA1IL OF 3X0O FIRST TERM AIP4IE' WAS ANALYZED.

IN THE INITIAL DEVELIWUIET OF AN *lrY PILDT TEST @JESTIOPIIAIRE, All. 0F

THE AIR FORE' S HYPOHEizED FAcTORS WERE LuED E)upT "PERAL (wjwT

NO D EVEOP'B , "INDEPENUXEI'E AN) ' WCASSIFIED". IN ADDITION TO

ADOPTtI THE BASIC AIR 1VRCE'S DIMESINS, RUJ FACTOR WERE IfVR)11ESIE

FOR DIE PiLDT TEST "FNIILY', 'It4)IxP,, "DLscR!miNATioI', noRw

thiQaE". THESE MR)U ADDITIONAL FACTRS, BASED ON THE ADLLT DEVEOPliV

REsEARcH OF DANIIEL LEviNSO AND R)G GOLL, APE BELIEvED, To BE

IIORTAtIT INFILUE4CE ON A PERSON' s 1vIATO AND BEmvioR. THEj

FACTOR wmPOmEizED By DHE AJ~Y AND lie NL~eR oF 1TEMS ASSOCIATED,

WITH EC FACTOR ARE SK01 IN DIE TAu

INSERT THE TABLE AnnI wiE
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TMLE

AIR FOU El

FXFOR DESRIPORZ~ FX1R DlESCRIPTOR

AcieVw 7 Acu~imm ~ 2
krivrry 8 ACtiviTY 4
AI~ FOM OW UIT ARW NO UNIT

MUOESN PRWZTICES 18 POLICIES AND RACTICES 17
AssimiENT LmCAi1Y 1V ASImieNTw LOCALITy

kaiTHO~Y 4 kNCRi1Y .3
LO-OR9 U"MwmER 12

1CRUTI1IY 10 CREATiviry 5
8 vwrncM 2

INMEJT 9 INETWFST 4
KIoumXOF RasU 7 *&xm DGOF ksuS.T 3

IE LOPMENT 9-

JmE~siGN 10 Jm D~siGN 3

PAY AND BeuEiTs 12 PAY Am wBEiTs 8
PH~YSICAL WRK EKViRGIE 13 BIVICAL WflK EwiIRorww 9
RIch ONt OPMTUNITY 8 RctOTION OPPUUNITY 4
WCOG41ITI(ON 9 RCOGNITION 4
RmSm~siBILITY 1.0 REspct~sIBILITY 4

V~uE F xP-RENEj VALU OF MILITARY EXPEIENCE 3



SCASTTS11 SDCIAz. STATUS 5

St~ci~yOFTAIIG 12 SJFFiciEN OF TRAINING 10

AM IIIS15 HmW3RSOERUL 16

18NCA Tm SUPERVISON 50

Ftw~xaEmuim8 -E~m vxAi

JOBWUA 1: JsDo
T- EJIJAD oo#Eu iNm

ES 18
UTILIATIO 8 UTLIZAION

VARIEY 9 m~m

WORK OMLE15 kbK &MULE



IN GENERAL, THOSE ITEMS WERE SELECTED FOR INCLUSION IN THE PILOT TEST

QUESTIONNAIRE MIICH ULED HIGEST UNDER EACH OF ThE AIR FoRCE'S 35
EMPIRICALLY DERIVED FACTORS USING PRINCIPAL CIPGETS ANALYSIS, ALSO,

MVST OF THE ORIGINAL ITEMS UT ILIZED BY "nE AIR FO ERE MDIFIED TO

REcr THE DIFFER0M IN tW AND AIR FRm ENvio T AND

EI NO.yY. EF E .ALSO AE TO em E IT a.A IrY.

OF THE )mIG. Wi8 ITEMS USED BY E AIR F Rm, 2M}8 nms W

RETAINED, EITHER IN THEIR ORIGINAL WORDING OR IN MWIFIED F . A

TOTAL OF 26 ITEMS wax Am TO THE wPESIZED AIR FoRC FAcTr

WHILE NOTIER 90 WERE INCIUED FOR THE FOUR NEW FACTORS USED IN THE
PILOT TEST aUESwiammt, THE comNED TOTAL OF324 IT3ms WAS THEN

!RED(CED TO 5 BASED ON THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA: (A) kD V OF

ITEMS; (B) REDUCING THE NLU OF ITEMS IN EAO OF THE HYPOTHESIZED

Co~sR~i~s iosE By Lem OFTH~ m SHETALLITEMS
A MEASURED ON A SEVN POINT SCALE, RANGING FRom DU LY DISSATISFIED

To E)EEY SATISFIED.

THE PILOT TST WAS ADMINIST D BY T E K OF T INDIVIDALS EACH

Fmm MILPEKN To AN AVAILABILITY SNPtE OF APPRO xITELY 1,60 PERSCJIEL

AT SIX US INSTALLATIONS, IN ADDITION, RO6W'tY 60 INDIVIDUALS WEE

PR ALY itmvim . THESE iNEmr.iE1 PRoiDE msIT INm T E

CN+ VALIDITY OF HE QUESTIONNAIRE AND ALi04 SOLDIERS THE

OPPORTUNITY TO CO4'4T ON "HE WIRDING, L , SENSITIVITY AND 001MM,



I

B. T N PILDT TEST As F TION FOR TlE ,,Iv&f-Wf_ Ss

1. EFFFCT OF OO b"R OF PDEINTATIIN OF MHE 225 .kiRItMrdi
SATISFal VMMM SINCE E SOLDIERS RESPONDING TO TE PILOT

mmR ASKED TO RESPOND TO 5 ITEP% (74 ITEMS IN EACH OF "lREE SECTIONS

AND TIEE IN AVNOTER SECTION), IT WAS HYPOTHESIZED THAT THE WAN VALUE

OF EACH OF THESE VARIABLES MIGHT VARY ACORDING TO WHERE IT APPEARED

IN "IE iESTIONNAIRE. To TEST THIS wYPOihEIS., TiESE nE SECTIONS

wm axtI4ErAL/cED (I ,E.,, THE OMR OF THE THREE SECTICTIS WAS VARIED

AT TlE SIX INSTALLATIONS.) (NE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE SIX

EAN VALUES OBTAINED FOR EACH VARIAALE INDICATED STATISTICALLY

SIGNIFIA DIFFEeNCES F ONLY 12 OR 5, PoRCENT OF THE 2 SEPARATE

TESTS. THUS, THERE WERE NO SUSTANTIAL DIFFERENCES IN TERM OF THE

EFFECT OF THE ORDER OF PRESENTATION,

2. , lcm O TE 7m .nC/ VAR i .Es To 124 FOR TWA -

STHE 22 ITEMS WERE REDCED TO A FINAL TOTAL OF 124 T.ow

APPLICATION OF THE FOLLOWING THE PROCEIDRES: (A) FACTOR ANA.YSIS,) (B)

STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS ND DISCRIMINNT FUNCTION ANALYSIS;

AND (C) SUlJECTIVE REVIEW, PRIMARILY BASED ON TiE PREVIOUSLY OBTAINED

RESULTS$

THE 22l VARIABLES WERE FACTOR ANALYZED W1TH A PRIM aECTIVE

OF IDENTIFYING THOSE VARIABLES WOSE LADINGS WERE "SINIFICANTLY HIVf'

(I.E., THOSE WHOSE CORRELATIONS WITH ANY OF THE ROTATED FACTORS WAS .40

OR HIGHER). THE 2M ITErs cosiDERED AS INDecENT VARiABLES WERE THEN

EX D THROGH STEPWISE lJLTIPLE REGRESSION AND DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION

II



ANALYSIS. FOR BOTH mEAi..S, THE n DE Iff VARIABLES USED TO

GAIN INTO THE MULTI-FACETED ASPECTS OF REENLISTMENT BE)IVIOR AND

SATISFACTON C(RISEED rE FmOuiG: (A) PE ws7mr KS (B) JOB

SATISFACTION; (c) wi SATISFACTIoN (D) DESCRIPTION OF UNIT MORALE;

m (E) ESipTION OF ONE'S JOB, A TOTAL OF 21 mms LOEDI

SIGNIFICANTLY ON AT LEAST ONE FACTOR NO WERE SIGNIFICANT PREDICTIRS

AND/OR DISCRIMINATORS OF AT LEAST ONE OF THE FIVE CRITERION MEASURES

UTILIZD. FIFTEE ITE WERE AllED SO THERE WXLD BE AT LEAST ONE ITE

FOR EAC OF THE 35 P TIZED FACTORS. THE 136 ITMS WERE Tn

SUBJECTIVEL.Y REVIB*D TO ELIMINATE DIUPLICATI ON WITHIN THE SW HYOhESIZED

FACOR. ALSO, SEVERAL ITEMS WERE ELIMINATED WHICH WERE JLDGED TO BE OF

LITTLE PRACTICAL VALUE IN TEPM OF joe/Aw CAREER SATISFACTION, MORALE,

AND RETEN-ION (E.G., "YoUR OPINION OF THE AR.y CCH*ED TO THE AIR FbR ).

STARING R m iE 136 iTEs BASED ON CJECTVE ANALYSIS, stEraET A.D

SUBJCTIW REVI RExCED THIS wwIBER T0 THE 124 ITEMS CONSTITUTING

SECTION B OF THE Ct mIVE A w-wIDE Jo AND CAREER SATISFACTION

SJ4EY*
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Implementation of a Model Adaptive Testing System at an
Armed Forces Entrance and Examination Station

Malcolm Jams Ree I .
Personnel Research Division

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

In a world of increasing technical complexity and diminishing resources,

it is the task of the m.litary recruiting agencies to obtain the most highly

qualified andidates for echnical training. Traditionally, paper-and-pencil

multiple aptitude test ba"teries have been administered to applicants of a

wide r4age of abilities. These tests have been peaked to be most discrimi-

nating rver a relatively narrow range because limited time precluded the

administration of enough items to gain maximal test informaLion over a

broad range of in. ability. However, selection and classification decisions

must be made which require discriminations at the 8Ort; percentile. At this

level, only limitd information is available frua a peaked test.

Adaptive testing, particularly compute--driven adaptive testing,

promises to enable the gathering of test information (Lord and Novick, 1968,

eq 20.2.7) at all levLls of ability with equal precision.und to increase

the predictive validity of our military accession testing. Furthermore,

adaptive testing promibes to reduce the time required to giin ability

estimates for applicants and thus possibly reduce overall costs by Waking

accession a one day process.

The model adaptive testing system was implemented in an Armed Forc s

Entrance and Examination Station (AFEES) in order to study its feasibility
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for use in a military selection setting. At the AFEES, the testing

system must be operated by individuals without any spccial training in

computer hardware or software. The systew must perform when needed; it

must be operational for the entire workday, and also accommodate applicants

for military service from very low ability to very high ability. It must

nct incimidate or frighten the applicants or the test administrators.

Finally, it ;ust provide valid and reliable measurement.

Prior to the implementci..on of an adaptive testing system, many

decisions must be made, both technical and administrative. The technical

questions include: who are the subjects, what ability areas are to be

tested, what items and item statistics are available, which scoring method

will be used, which item selection technique will be used, what media

for question presentation will be ,hed, and how pictorial itams will be

presented.

There are also many administrative questions. How can the operation

be simplified so that low ability, careless, or inattentive examinees

do not cause an abnormal ending of the program? What impact will the

demonstration have on day to day AFEES operations?

The San Antonio, Texas, AFEES was chosen as the test site because it

was close to the development center at the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory (AFHRL) which afforded considerable opportunity tor monitoring

the progress of the adaptive testing system.

The subjects for this demonstration were applicants for military enlist-

ment, and their abilities covered a very broad range of aptitudes. They

were tested in three aptitude areas which comprise the Armed Forces
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Qualification Test (AFQI): Word Knowledgt (WK), Arithmetic Reasoning (AR),

and Space PereepLion (SP). The AFQT is used for initial qualification for

military service. Other aptitude areas are usually measured only if an

I cceptablh score on the AFQT is achieved. The subjects were tested while

awaiting the results of the AFQT.

The items used for this model adaptive testing system were culled

from existing historic item files at the AFIRL. Only item difficulty (P)

and item discrimination (Phi) indices were available. Items were selected

to represent a generally rectangular distribution of difficulties from

bWit .2 to -bout .8 with the highest available discriminatiost index at

eLch difficulty level. There items were then assembled into booklets for

adinistration to Air F,..ce basic recruits in o.,der to estimate latent

trait parameters a, b, and c (Lord & Novick, 1968, for latcr phases of

this demonstration. Initially, the classicdl item Indices were transformed

via approximations and used to calculate the latent trait parameters useful

tor the project. Although these estimates would vary somewhat from the

more exact estimates obtained from the new response data, they did permit

a reasonable starting point from which to demonstrate the feasibility of

adaptie testing for applicants for military service. As soon as a satis-

factory sample has been collected and the parameters estimatdd, the

approximated pacwwn ters will be replaced by the .,ew, sore exact parametezL.

A medium size computer, 12M 360/65, was available for the demonstra-

Lion in a time-shared mode. The APL prograzwting laxguage (Gilman & Rose,

1970) was selected because it is interactive and has extremely powerful
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operators. In addition, experience has shown that APL leads to fast

development. It is also fast in execution and is particularly suited

fr i.tandling vectors and matrices.

A combination of Bayesi&n item scoring/ability estimation (Oven, 1969)

and selection of items by maximum information (Lord & Novick, 1968, eq 20.4.1)

was selected for ease of programming and low computer core utilization.

These are two criteria for termination item administration: reduction of

the posterior variance of the ability estimate to a low value (> .0625)

(dd/or the subjects having taken 20 items. This procfodure is also advantageous

LUcause it A.zes not require a structured item pool as would a stratified

ddlptive teSt thus making implementation of the testing system easier.

A modified Tektronix model 4006-1 Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) teriknal was

used for the demonstration. A viewing hood to reduce glare and a keyboard

cover to prohibit pushing inappropriate keys were fabricated. This

terinal supported the TektroniA Graphics Package, APLgraph 2, and was run

at 1200 BAUD in half duplex mode.

In order to insure proper operation of the system, operating

instructions and operating safeguards were bAlt in. Thl cxam;.Lee is caught

how to use and tespond to the terminal before any questif., ae prei.ented.

All solicitationq for input are for characters ('1,' '2,' 3,' '4,' '5'),

as opposed rt numbers. and are checked to determine the presence of alphabetic

(ABCD, etc.) or special ch racters (¢., etc.). If an out-of-range response,

an alphabertc character, or a special character is givoo., the instructions

for responding are repeated. Then the screen is cleared and finally thp
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question Is repeated. Proper character input is then converted to its

equivalent numerical form and processed.

As expected, the characters for the questions of WIK and AA( ara kept

on an external randomly accessible fiLe and read in as needed. Screen

control characters are stored with the literal charactern which Mamakes for

simplicity of operation. The last array of the tile, roughly equivalent

to the last record of a FORTMN filt, zentine a 4 by N (N - the number of

A items in ths file) matrix of the item patameters and answer keys. This

matrix is read in and maniptlated prior to the presentation of all questions.

* Producing the pictorial displays for the SP itema presented a unique

problem in storage and dravin. Onv proposed stort&* method was to use back

screen projcction from -- raWow zccess ?!ide projector. This was discounted

because it allowd only 10boj~t 10 lteuw v be 3tored, added a mechanical

crosonent to maintain, and required photographic slides of eact" item.

Simllarl the idea of writing a specific mathematical funttion to generate

each individual figure was dinmissei because Lt required extensive pro-

graming for each new item. Finally, a method of display was developedI'
using the sophisticated graphics capability of APL which'only requires

placing a d'awing of the Sr ;tem ou a "0gitixing tablet" and touching

varicus points on the crawiag. These ar tiet. transforwed into a vector

for each item, and the graphics pckage diaws the mny lines represented

by the vector at a very eapid rate (see F!Zure 1). At 1200 BAUD, the

figures almost flash onto the ocr&o; as Oa vector is read in foom its place

on the file. This techniqee cra.ud be ctended to any item requlring deaw-

ings, such as mechanica) principles or bltcrk conting.
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. Figure 1. DJirect copy of a typical Space Perception item from screen of CiT.
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All technology and software developed to draw the Space Perception',

items are general enou,4 to be used in other testing or educational

applications. The perspective and three dimonsional effect are very

good, and motion for rotating or shifting the figures can be added.

L Rotating figures, demonstration of mechanical principle, or moving lever

arms may l&ad to new item types not amenable to static paper-and-pencil

teats. Computer driven graphics may allow us to measure new and impor-

tant ability area,.

An operator's manual, algorithaicly written, was produced for the

AFEES personnel. It. contains complete instructions for initial daily

starting and stopping cf the testing system. It also gives instructions

for Gtarting the program if the terminal is already running. The manual

offers names and telephone numbers of people to contact in the event of

trouble. The program have been "locked" to the AFRES staff, and they

have been advised not to try to edit the prngraus. Back-up copies of

both the programs and the files are stored on line and require only a

comand from the proper user to reinstate damaged progrnna or to update

programs as they are refined.

Data grade telephone lines, a special telephone number for the AFEES

use only, and a special vign-on code were provided to reduce competition

for telephone ports in the time-shared environment. The "Speciai Tosting

Room" at the AES was used to house the terainal. This is a 10' x 12'

windowless room containing several student chairs with arm, one side

chair, and a 3' x 2' table for the terminal. The terminal and the telephone

connector need little space and can be operated in any room with 117 volts

AC; and o telephone.
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The feasibility of adaptive testing will be investigated in this,

demonstration by assesslng two important factors. First, did the system

run with little trouble and attention? This will be assessed from inter-

vlews with the AFEES staff and from daily logs of the systca's operation.

Secondly, was adaptive testing as valid as paper-and-pencil testing?

The validity of the adaptive testing oyster will be assessed by comparing

'I the subjects' adaptive scores and the sdajectO' AFQT subtest scores.

As ,aly~is of these data will help in making future decisions about

adapt.ve testing.

Foliowing this demonstration there will be questions to answer before

any large scale implementation can be undertaken. Some of these questions

are psychometric, some logistic, and some economic. As yet, no testing

configuration, local or nationwide, has been developed, nor have system

costs for ~iplementiig, operating, and supporting adaptive tesaLig been

established. Basic conceptual questions dealing with such diverse topics

as tuscing models, back-up systems, operating policies, and central versus

dispersed proce ,sing remain unaswered.

* It is conceivable that cartain other decisions will. facilitaze broad

scale implementation of adaptive testing. For evamle, the AFERS in Baltimore,

Maryland, already has computer-autometed managemenL and paper handling on

an il-house mini-computer. The addition of adaptive testing night reqv."ot

little additional hardware, and, in quantity, this additional hardware might

be inexpensive enough to merit it* use. Furthermore, adaptive testing could

add to test security because neither test hooklets nor answer key are
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distributed, and no one can have knowledge eforehaud as to which questions

will be administered to a subject.

In the future, the actual costs and benefits of adaptive testing will

be known. This will permit realistic decision making for its use. This

knowledge will allow adaptive testing to mve from the fad of the 1970's

to the operational tool of the 1980's and bey .nd.
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AN ADAPTIVE TEST OF ARITIHETIC REASONING

James R. McBride

In recent years there has been growing interest among test theoreti-
cians and practitioners in adaptive, or tailored, ability testing as an
alternative co group-administered conventional tests. The reasons for
this interest have been many, but a key reason is the rsychomatric effi-
ciency of tailored tests: by cailoring the choice of test items to the
individual test-taker, a short, well-designed adaptive test can match the
measurement precision of a much longer conventional test. In theory, it
is possible for an adaptive test to equal a conventional test's reliability
(and validity) in less than half its length.

The theoretical advantages of adaptive tests are not realized without
some cost, however. These costs can be expressed in item quality and
quantity. Urry (1970) demonstrated that the reliability/validity advantages
of adaptive tests depended on the availability of unusually highly discrim-
inating test items -- items with discriminating power equivalent to item-
trait biserial correlations exceeding .62. Lord's (1970) theoretical
analyses of adaptive tests focused on branching procedures such as the
stair-step (Lord, 1974) or pyramidal (Larkin & Weisi, 1975) procedure, and
the Robbins-Munro prucedure. The stair-step method required an Item pool
containing j(k(k+1)) items in order to administer an individualized k-Item
test to each examinee; thus a 15-item pyramidal test required a 120-itempool of highly discrimitnoting test Items. The superior Robbins-Munro

tailoring procedure required 2k-1 items in the pool for an individual test
length of k items; a 15-item Robbins-Munro test would require 32767 items
in the poolt

Other adaptive strategies made less exorbitant but still stringent item
pool demands. Jensema (1977) recomended an item pool size exceeding 100

r items in order to implcment Owen's Bayesian adaptive strategy. Urry (1974)
screened about 900 operational test items in order to assemble a 200-item
pool to measure verbal ability. In short, the number and quality of items
seemingly required to implement an adaptive testing strategy raised serious
questions about the feasibility of using idaptive tests in settings where
item resources are limited. The purpose of this paper is to describe an

available test items. The attempt was a theoretical one, but ts you will
see below ft was motivated by a practical problem, and was based on analysis
of the psychometric properties of re-l test items. You will also see below
that the attempt was successful, L fact which should have important implica-
tions for future practice.
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BACKGROUND

The mental testing portion of the military enlistment screening pro-

cess consumes about three hours of each examinee's processing time. That

time is used to administer the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB), which cons'.sts of twelve cognitive subtests and an interest in-

ventory. If the time required to administer the cognitive tests could be

reduced substantially, some of the available three hours could be used

profitably in other ways: to collect biographical data, for example, or
to assess reading skills. However, reduction of that testing time would
require either eliminating some subtesta, or shortening some or all of them;
an alternative solution, if it were feasible, might be to use adaptive tests
of the cognitive abilities. Part of the feasibility question hinges on the

availability of sufficient numbers of highly discriminating test items having
a wide distribution of difficulty. The purpose of the analyses reported be-

low was to assess the feasibility of constructing short adaptive subtects of

ASVAE., using available items, without detriment to the psychometric quality
* of the test scores.

The Arithmetic Reasoning (AR) subtest was taken as a case in point. AR
is a 20-item subtest in the currently operational ASVAB Forms 6 and 7, is
highly reliable for its length, and considered singly is one of the best
subtests in terms of validity with external criteria. A target objective
of the feasibility study was to determine whether an adaptive version of AR

could be devised which would use available tesL items, have psychometric
properties equal to an operational AR test, yet be only half as long. In
order to specify the target objective rigorcusly, an information analysis

(Dirnbaum, 1968) of the AR subtest ,f ASVAB Form 6 was performed, using
approximations of the parameters of each of the AR subtest's 20 items'
characteristic curves. The resulting test information function is illustra-
ted in Figure 1.

For those of you who are unfamiliar with this kind of analysis, let me
refer you to Birnbaum (1968) for a detailed presentation, but state briefly
here thAt the test information function is an index of the test's measure-
ment precision as a function of location of the ability scale. The higher
the local value of the test information function, the more useful is the
test for discriminating among examinees in that ref lon of the scale. The

test information function is related to the test !.:liability (Samejima, 1977);
unlike the reliability coefficient, however, the .iformation function is in-
variant from group to group. One important property of it is its relation-
ship to the conditional variance of errors of measurement. Asymptotically,

the conditional error variance equals the inverse of the Information tunction;
hence (aga:tn, asymptotically) the conditional standard error of measurement

equals the inverse of the square root of the information function. Figure 2

is a graph of the inverse of the square root of the values graphed in Figure
1, and may be Interpreted as illustrating the measurement error characteristics
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of the 20-item operational AR test. It and Figure I are standards against
which asy substitute for the 20-item test may be judged.

THE ADAPTIVE TEST

Constructing an adaptive AR test required identifying a source of test
items to stock the item pool and choosing a rationale for adaptive item
selection. The obsolete Foras 2 and 3 of ASVAB were chosen as the item
source, resulting in a pool of 50 AR items; this is a small item pool
relative to the sizes usually suggested for adaptive testing. The item
characteristic curve parameters of each item were approximated from avail-
able item analysis data.

The adaptive item selection rationale, or "strategy" (Weiss, 1974)
chosen was a two-stage variant of a multi-level test strategy similar to
that described by Lord (1977). This was motivated in part by the small
size of the item pool, and in part by the desire that the test be admin-
istrable in paper-and-pencil form as well as by computer.

The first-stage, or "routing" test, is a three-item branching test
based on a seven-item subset of the 50-item pool. The remaining 43 items
were used to construct several seven-item overlapping levels of a multi-
level test. Each examinee answers questions at just one level; the choice
of level is based on his performance on the routing test.

The Routing Test

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the routing test. Every examinee
answers item 1, which was chosen as the item which is locally optimal by
the least-squares criterion proposed by Owen (1969) for item selection in
a sequential 3ayesian tailored testing procedure.

Before the test begins, the only information available about an
examinee is tho population mean ability, 0.0. Using the Bayesian procedure
given by Owen (1969), we can update that information after observing per-
formance on tem 1. This results in two possible ability estimates: .40
after a right answer, versus -.94 for a wrong answer; associated with each
score is an appraisal of its standard error. The combination of the score
and standard error data permit us to choose two locally optimum items (one
for each score on item I) using the least-squares criterion. Each examines
is directed to the appropriate one of those two Items. The same ability
estimation and item selection procedure is used after the examinee answers
the second item, to route him to one of four optimum third items. After
the third item is answered, the ability estimation ,ocedure results in
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just eight different estimates -- one ability estimate corresponding to
each of the eight possible patterns of item scores. Thus, a unique ability
estimate is implied by the pattern of the examinee's scores on the three
iteme comprising his routing test; assignm~nt of the examinee to a level
of the multi-level second stage test is based on that implied ability
estimate.

The routing test may be computer-administered, in which case it is
identical in scoring and item selection to Owen's Bayesian sequential
tuilored testing method. It will retain these properties if paper-and-
pencL. administration is used, and wilL have several important advantages
over priviously propoti4ed paper-and-pencil branching tests. The primary
advantage is that the branching tajk is quite simple: from the first item
to the second, from the second to the third, and from the third item to

7 one level of the multi-level test (each level of which may be printed on
a separate page in the test booklet). The second advantage is that the
test is optimally scorable even if an examines makes an error in branching;
this is so because the test is Item response theory based; each item in
the pool has had its item characteristic curve parameters estimated in
advance, so that the test may be computer-scored using maximum likelihood
estimation, with all scores expressed in a commonimetric regardless of
what particular set of items the individual examinee has answered.

The t4lti-Level Tes

After seven items from the 50-item pool had been reserved for the
routing test, forty-three items remained from which to construct the
different levels of the multi-level second-stage test. Each ldvel re-
quired seven items, but some item overlap was considered desirable to
minimize the seriousness of routing errors.

There could be as many as eight levels -- one for each ability esti-
mate resulting from the routing test. Items were assigned to levels uaing
the "cut-and-try" method; the effect of each trial was analyzed psycho-
metric&lly. It was finally determined that due to the small item pool
there was no benefit to using more than six levels.

Figure 4 shows the allocation of Lest items to the six level tests;
each item's psychometric characteristics are indicated by its location in
the two-dimensional plane formed by item characteristic curve difficulLy
(horizontal axis) and discr~mination (vertical axis). The arrown below
the horizontal axis indicate the scale values of each of the eight
possible routing test scores. The cluster of seven items constituting
the level test corresponding to each routing test score is indicated on the
figure.
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Information Analyses

The c-mbinetion of eight routing tests, and six different levels of
the second-stage testo results in an adaptive test which administers one
of eight different combinations of ten items to each examinee. The test
information function of each 10-item combination was computed separately,
along with the conditional probability of thst combination occurring for i
specified ability levels. The overall information function of the
adaptive test was computed from that data, using the formula:

8

I () k (0) P (,k)
k-l

where

I (0) - the adaptive test information function value;

Ik(O) - the information function value of combination k (1k8);

P (vklO) * the conditional probability of response score pattern
k on the routing test.

OIk() is calculated directly from the item characteristic curve parameters
of the 10 items in a given combination k. P (vklO) is calculated from the
item characteristic curve parameters of the routing test leading to com-
bination k.

The resultirg information function is depicted in Figure 5. The graph
of the corresponding conditional standard error curve is in Figure 6,
overlaid with the counterpart curve for the 20-item conventional test
(repeated from Figure 2). Figure 6 can be interpreted in the following
ranner: The conventional AR test achieves its lowest levels of measure-
ment error in the region of the ability scale between 100 and 120; on the
Army Standard Score scale this Is the range between the population mesn
and one standard deviation above the mean. If a conditional standard error
value of 7.0 is taken as tolerable (i.e., a standard error of measurement
corresponding to a reliability coefficient of .88), the conventional test
has satisfactory measurement properties from about 90 (one-half standard
deviation below the mean) to 130 (one and one-half S.D.'s above the mean).
It is not satisfa:tory in the range from 70 to 80, which is perhaps the
most crucial region of the scale for Army enlistment screening purposes.

The cur e of measurement e'ror for the adaptive test shows it to be
satisfactory throughout the range from about 75 to 136 on the Standard
Score scale. It is notably superior to Lhe conventional test in the criti-
cal range from 70 to 80, which implies that it should be a better test for
screening prospective enlistees than is the operational AR subtest of
ASVAB Form 6. The adaptive test's measurement error characteristics are
inferior to those of the conventional test between 100 and 120 on the score
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scale; the ditferences are slight, however, and the involved region of

the scale is not critical for most Army screening or classification pur-
poses.

Another way to compare the 10-item adaptive test with the 20-itemj conventit.nal one is by means of a relative efficiency analysis. The
relative efficiency (RE) index is simply the ratio of one test's inform-
tion function to that of the other test. Since the adaptive test is here
being considered as an alte-crntive to the conventional one, its relative
efficiency should equal or enceed 1.0 throughout the range of interest on
the ability scale. Figure 7 is a plot of the relative efficiency of the
adaptive AR test, compared to the conventional one. It tells the same
story as Figure 6: The adaptive test has better measurement properties
than the operational AR test throughout the important range of the stand-
ard score scale, WiLh the exception of the region from the mean to one
standard deviation above the mean; where it is only slightly inferior to
the conventional test.

CONCLUSIONS

The information, conditional standard error, and relative efficiency
analyssi above show that it is feasible to construct a 10-item adaptive
test of Arithmetic Reasoning which has overall measurement properties as
good as those of a conventional test twice as long. It should be just as
feasible for the other non-speeded ASVAB subtests. By virtue of the
relationship between the information function erd the reliability co-
efficient pointed out by SamejIma (1977), the information analyses re-
ported above Imply that, for the military mabilization population, the

short adaptive test shoule have reliability (and hence validity) at least
equal to that of the longer, operational test.

The results reported above have important implications for the feasi-
bility of implementing adaptive testing in the military selection setting.
One implication is that successful adaptive counterparts of today's
operational screening and classification tests can be Implemented, using
relatively small item pools. Since the 50-item pool used for this study
was composed solely of items from now obsolete operational test forms,
a mqcond implication is that the quality and distribution of test items
-stituting our operational tests are quite adequate for adaptive testing
purposes. A third implication, this one follatlng from the simplicity of
the adaptive testing procedure which was used, is that in principle it is
feasible to develop adap'ive tests which can be administered in paper-and-
pencil form, without excessively complex instruiions, and without the
need for scoring intermediate stages of the test,
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ANALYZING THE TRAINING I.PACT
OF NEW WEAPON SYSTEMS

H. Anthony Baran
Andrew J. Czuchry

Duncan L. Dieterly

ABSTRACT

T he objective of the research effort described in this paper is the
development of a model that will project a training program for new
weapon systems early in their development. It allows for the introduc-
tion of time and dollar constraints and uses a basic unit of input
defined as a task. The target application is a new concept of avionics
integration. However, the computerized analytical model and its
associated data bank form the basis of a methodology for allowing the
potential training consequences of selected design options for any new
weapon system to be more fully considered in the design proness.

Quantitative analysis of the potential human resources require-
ments of weapon systems, still within the design process, has been
recently improved by technological advances in the application of
simulation modeling techniques. These advances have not, however,
been extended to the qualitative aspect of s~stem personntel require- ,

ments to enable the simultaneous conduct of a similarly detailed
training analysis. This is unfortunate because the analysis of training
impacts is essential during the design process to produce designs
which maximize operational effectiveness at minimum cost.

The methodology reported addresses the qualitative aspects of
human resources requirements through the choice of training options.
Using a technique for classifying learning requirements and requisite
training options aa a function of performance tasks, it bridges design
and training in a way which allows cost an~d operational constrairts to
be. not only considered but also, traded-off with each other. It ?ro-

vides a capability to rapidly assess training requirements and select a
training approach and program most appropriate within the limits
established by a set of user specifiable constraining conditions.
Examples of these are cost, training time, student flow, maintenance
policy, and planned use of job performance aids.
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Application of this methodology during the larly stages of design
can provide a means to relate operational training and personnel
constraints and design, early enough to allow designers to incorporate
results in the key decisions of design finalization within tht systems
acquisition process.

INTRODUCTION

The training model described in this presentation is being
developed to meet an immediate need for means to assess the impact
of a new concept of avionics integration on trainIng. It is also designed
to provide a basic tool for examining the consequences of almost any
set of circumstances which bears upon training needs and how they are
to be fulfilled. Although capable of independent operation, it is a part
of a life cycle cost (LCC) moucling system being constructed within a
LCC study in the Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) advanced

~development program. The overall objective of that study is to assess

the LCC impact of the DAIS and also to provide more adequate means
for incorporating LCC considerations into design, operations, and
maintennce decisions throughout the systems acquisition process,
particularly in its early stages.

Although the training model data bank development is currently
specific to avionics, the model represents an extremely broad
approach to training analysis. Its primary contribution to training
technology is its generalizability and the fact that it establishes an
increased degree of logic and mechanization in a task which is often
thought to be more of an art than a science. Rather than a completed
structure, it is the framework of a training evaluation process to be
built upon and expanded to more adequately address specific needs.

The model allows a training analyst to assign values to
variibles describing systems, policy, training operations, resources,
and cost. Within the bounds of the user established set of constraints,
it produces an estimate of the training program requirement which
their interactions generate. Results may be refined by iteratively
exercising the model using different values for constraint parameter'
and/or input data. The means to relate system/policy/resources/cost
input data to resultant training impacts are contained in the model.
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The rapidity and ease of their exercise, and the way in which the
model facl11tates their iterative implementation, solvera a iur-aber of
the problems in training impact analysis. Among these are the early
identification of excessive requirements, timely investigation of
alternatives, and training cost estimation.

The modeling approach to training impact analysis affords a

capability which the training community has been seeking for quite
some time. It introduces the methodology to play a more active role
in controlling the onset of training programs. By allowing attention to
be focused on the relative effects of input data changes rather than on
the calculations involved in quantifying their interactions, the
modeling concept also allows the training analyst to pinpoint causa-
tional antecedents in design, policy, etc., whlcb could give rise to
problems in the planning of training. This information can be trans-
mitted to the designers of weapon systems and policy planners for
their consideration along with other requirements. Providing the
capability to impart increased foresight to designers and planners is,
in fact, one of the primary functions of the DAIS LCC study underF' which the model is being developed.

The DAIS advanced development program is an Air Force
Avionics Laboratory program seeking to demonstrate a solution to the
problems of proliferation ,nd non-standardization of aircraft avionics.
It is developing and testing a concept of integrated avionics as an
information management system. This concept proposes that the
processing, multiplex transfer, and display functions of avionicssubsystems be common and serve all the other avionics functions on

an integrated basis.

Historically, mission information rouirements have been
established along essentially autonomous subsystem areas such as
navigation, weapon delivery, stores management, and flight control.
The resulting complexity of new system configurations, designed to
meet these requirements in the fashion in which they were established,
has led to ever increasing system support requirements. These
translate to increases in system LCC. This, and the fact that nearly

all avionics subsystems have trended toward digital methods which can
catalysts of the DAIS program.
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Clearly, the DAIS concept possesses a potential to effect
Significant changes in the desig'n, procurement, operation,an
support of weapon systems. Also apparent is the fact that these
impacts can be as variable as they are numerous, depending upon
such things as degree or manner of implementation. The DAIS LCC
study is addressing these issues by expanding upon available
technology for identifying and quantifying the consequences of design
on system ownership. The DAIS training model and data bank is but

ii one result of a search for means to pinpoint specific impacts of design
:+(+ on individual components of LCC in rapid fashion, using conceptual
ill level design data.

i Together, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory and
p+ Dynamics Research Corporation of Wilmington, Massachusetts, are
+i engaged in an effort to construct a LCC modeling system capable of
i +  assessing the various impacts of new weapon systems either singly or
i in concert. One of the components of this system is the DAIS training

: + model. It is a computerized analytical model which, in the context of
the overall system, provides requisite information so that DAIS

+ training costs can be computed. This presentation will indi.-ate how it
can be used: (1) to assist the training analyst in conducting trade-off
studies to define the most :ost effective training program; and (2) to

~suggest a procedure for influencing design and support system
~concepts based upon associated training requirements and their cost.

~As you all probably kn ow, the Instructional System Development

! process, defined in Air Force Manual 50-2, is the foundation of the
Air Force approach to tnsuring cost effective instruction. The
research tool described here parallels that prcs eyclosely. It

~might even be said that it represents a meaningful step toward its
m echanization in developing and refining education and training pro-

~grams. The following is an overview of its operation.

U

OPERATIDN OF THE MODEL

The training model (Slide 1) consists of three modules: a pre-
processor, and two analytical modules for training plan and training
program generation.
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Opermtion of the model is predicated upon the establishment of a
data ban, . containing the set of tasks to be learned. Their level or
specificity is a user defined variable, alowing ior fleibility of task
definition. Each task, howrever, is assigned five descriptor values
denoting: frequency, criticality, learning difficulty, taxonomy, and
sequencing.

The data bank is inputted to the pre-processor module which

screens the total set of tasks, in a series of go no-go decisions, to
select thodse which require training. The selected tasks then become
the subset of tasks that are the training requirement. The selection is
based upon pre-established dwscriptor value levels determined by the
user. For example, a criteria of tasks of a difficulty level above .60
may be used to discriminate between tasks on the basis of that
parameter. Thus, the use' maintains control of the decision process
by his selection of decision criteria, i.e., parameter combinations
and parameter value cut-off points. The list of tasks which the pre-
processor determines to be requirements for training retains its
associated set of descriptor values and becomes the input data set for
the first analytical module which is the training plan generator.

At this point, it is assumed that all of the outputted tasks are to
be trained. The user now has the option of designating a value for any I
one of three constraining conditions: personnel required (number);

maximum t.aining cost (dollars); or maximum training time (months).
He need, however, only specify the trained personnel requirement to

operate the module using internalized data and relationships. The
training plan generator th en produces an initial training plan. This j

4 is a two step process in which a minimum cost school/o.-the-job
training (OJT) mix is determined, followed by recommendations
concerning appropriate methods and media, e.g., lecture,
simulaticn, mockups, actual equipment, etc.
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After reviewing the initial training plan, the user may either
select a different set of decision criteria and exercise the training
plan generator module to obtain another training plan, or continue on
to the second analytical module to generate A tradning program.
Generally, the training plan generator will be iterated several times
by the user as an investigative/optimization procedure prior to the
selection of a training plan to be examined in more detail.

The training program generator uses the outputs of the training
plan generator, along with either user specified or standard model
values for decision criteria, to produce a representative training
program. This consists of a schedule; number of classes per pro-
gram; number of instructors, simulators, etc., per program; course
length; ostimated cost; etc. As in the exercising of the training plan
generator, it is expected that the user will also use the initial training
program as the basis for iteration to examine the effects of changing
the values of the input parameters under his control. We will now go
into further detail concerning data bank construction and the functions
and capabilities of each portion of the model.I TRAINING MODEL DATA BANK

The first step in analyzing the training impact of a new system
is the establishment of a data bank containing information for use in
translating the equipment and/or maintenance ch&racteristics of that
system into the basic elements which govern the establishment of

training plans and programs. Basically, this consists of a systems
maintenance/operations requirements analysis in terms of tasks and
their descriptors, and a subsequent analysis of the identified tasks in
terms of the behaviors they subsume. The latter analysis is, in many
ways, analogous to the former. It is conducted to achieve a more
used to classify and grade them. This classification and grading is the

basis used in the pre-processor for decision making concerning which
tasks are to be trained and later, in the analytical modeling compo-
nents, for decisions concerning trainirng plan and program definition.
The tasks are then grouped by career field designation. However, this
last step is solely for the purpose of data bank organization. It is
assumed that each exercise of the model is to be accomplished using
tasks within a single personnel category.
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Data for the DAIS application was gathered solely in the maint-
enance area, on the basis of equipment comparability analyses and
historical records. It Zould, however, have been gathered onoperator
tasks or have been bused on zurvey, interviow, or tirne and "aotion

study techniques. Perhaps one of the most critical aspects of data
bank development is the selection of the task descriptors which it will

Scontain. They must achieve a balance between the degree of specificity
required to perform meaningful translations and the latitude of
applicability required to maintain propriety across a wide variety of

tasks. The descriptors we have selected are representative but, not
exhaustive.

Each task description consists of graded assessments in terms
of the task descriptors used to translate equipment parameters to
training parameters. The DAIS training data banv. is formatted in the
manner of a matrix, as shown in (Slide 2). Tasks are related to
equipment and, when appropriate, the maintenance event or opera-
tional activity required to restore the equipment to operational
readiness. Each task is evaluated in terms of five descriptor para-
meters: (1) frequency; (2) criticality; (3) learning difficulty; (4) tax-
onomy groupings; and (5) a parameter describing sequenced tasks to
be trained as a group.

Frequency is a relative me,3ure of how often the task occurs or
must be performed. Task criticality and learning difficulty are
assessed according to Instructional System Development guidelines.
Criticality is determined on the basis of two factors: whether the task
is required under emergency conditions; and the cor.3equences of
inadequate performance. In the training model this is a simple
dichotomous choice category. Learning difficulty is assessed on the

, basis of task complexity and the knowledge and performance require-

iments associated with it. We are using a five step range to grade the
tasks. In the case where tasks can be broken into behaviors, these
are graded individually and their scores aggregated to obtain a
composite task score.

T
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d The taxonomy descriptor parameters and the scales which
define their levels were adapted from Bloom's representation of
human behavior. Tasks are described in terms of two classifications:
cognitive and psycho-motor activity. The tasks are then judged within
each category according to the scalar level designates shown in
(Slide 3). For example, the behavior of coding, within the task of
computer programming, might be a cognitive level four behavior and
a psycho-motor one behavior; whereas the behavior of soldering,
within the task of equipment reassembly, might be a cognitive level
two and a psycho-motor level three.

It might be well to note at this point that we recognize that this
particular method of task classificetion and grading is, by no means,

WE comprehensive and that the scaling is subjective. However, they are
practical starting points for providing a common denominator for a
wide variety of tasks. This is an essential ingredient in translating
equipment and/or maintenance characteristics of a system into the
task performance criteria which determive a need for training pro-

~grams.
gmThe fifth descriptor parameter, the task sequencing or "nesting"

factor, is relatively self-explanatory. It serves to designate tasks
which logically fall together, either on the basis of their performance
interaction or requirements generated by the actual provision of
training.

TRA ING MIODEL PRE-PROCESSOR

The pre-processor contains a set of selection algorithms which
4 determine the subset o. tasks that become the training requirements.

The five descriptor parameters are the criteria for a series of
decisio . A1lters, whose cut-off levels are set by the user. Their
function varies from simple sorting, as shown in (Side 4), to weighted
averagling for th. calculation of a task parameter which we call 'xt - -
intensity. This combinatorial parameter can be used in conjunctiou
with an algorithm within the module to more closely examine the
potential effects of either operational or policy alterratives of the
system which will provide the training. This mode of operation allows
the user great flexibility in emphasizing or de-emphasizing any or al )
of the five descriptor parameters.
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In order to assesa the impact of various criteria on the
establishment of training requirements, the user inputs his selection
of descriptor parameter cut-off levels (decision criteria), and
operates the pre-processor to yield a set of training requirements and
their characterizations in terms of the descriptor parameters. Each
dimg the training analyst exercises the pre-processor with a different
set of decision criteria, the result is a differmnt set of traininj
requirements. Thus he can anal)ze the direct impacts of design and/or
policy on training requirements.

TRAMLNG PLAN GENERATOR

The training plaa generator allows the vser to analyze the direct
impacts of varying either a personnel quantity, training time, or cost
constraint on the est.,blishment of a training plan. Its rec,:'red inputs
are te outputs of the pre-processor and specification by t..e user of
the number of trained cersonnel required. The opportunity to incluci
cost and time constraints and parameters which reflect his knowledge
of such things as training facilities, costing procedures, personnel
categorization within the organization. etc., allow him to tailor the
input to reflect known constr.L-ats governing the capabilities of the
training providers or conduct sensitivity analyses.

The output of the trainirg plan generator module is a minimum
cost initial training plan tut meets the Inputted constraints. It con-
sists of task groups identified by a school/OJT mix and appropriate
training methods and media, along witth cost and time estimates. This
is accomplished in a two step process which first determines an
optimum school/OJT mix and then procedes tc select appropriate
training methods and media. Both stnps are accomplished on the basit
of the descriptor parameter values assigned to each task. To deter-
mine the school/OJT nix, the module takes the training requirement
tasks. along with the user input of number of personnel required, and
examines their descriptor values in terms of a number of equations
relating cost, time, and type of training.
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Standard v.lues within the module for the descriptor parameter
decision criteria, as well as tor factors within the equations, are
addressable by the user for revision, It should also be noted that an
assumption is made that school and OJT are equally effective, at least
in rendering satisfactory results in terms of trainee proficiency. It is
also ausumed that all training is to be task oriented. Recognizing that
these assumptions greatly simplify the job of the training plan
generator. we have allowed in the module for thair revision.

Also, while the cost relationship equations within the module
appear sufficient for the school/OJT decision, they are not used in the
estimation of the cost of the training program which the model will
generate as a final product. Detailed costing of the training program

is a separate effort which uses the cost figures generated by the
training model as a starting point.

At this point, the module has grouped the tasks to be trained rai
the basis of the sequencing descriptor parem-eter, and designated them.
by traning type. In the second step of the tralnIng plan proce,-s, they
are again sorted by means of an algorithm which is eseentally a task/
training objective comparator. It first maps a training objective
profile for each tmsk group, on the basis of the taxonomy descriptor
parameter values for the tasks wvithin each group, (Slide 5), aknd
compares the results with similar profiles established for various

training methods and media. The profile of training objectives is the

common denominator for tasks acl training methods and media.
Those established for the training methods and media are based on
criteria established by Parker and Down in 1961 (Slide 6). Once the
task groups have been tssociated with specific training methods and
media, Gan output is generated which provides a training plan broken
out by talk group, by school/OJT designation, and by methods/media
recommendation. Cost estimates and time requirements are also
included (Slide 7).

The structure of the training plan generator allows the user

considerable discretion in its control. In similar fashion to his control
over the training type decision process, he caa alter the rules for the
process which associates tasks with training objectives or simply

specify a particular mapping. He can also alter the rules for the pro-

cess which associates training objectives with trainlng methids and
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Kmedia. These capabilities are avaflable as input selections and do oi

Ii

require any re-programuning. It should be noted that, while the train-
i E~~in mothodn / mdia 9- _.-*..-Wn-'" ... c..-nlar"a' '- - do-as WE br* ' .k do

~recommendations to specific implements nor deal with specific
:' numbers of instructors, simu luator types, etc., . is capable of doing

sno. The obstacle to this finer graiped analysis is a lack of data at the
! present time, not a programming Im'ttin.

' It should be clear at this time that each successive phase of the
model's exercise allows the user to investigate the impacts of results
that have preceded it. By inputting precise data, as it becomes known,

i the user can generate very precise impact estimnateoz. By using the
standard relationships within the model itself, he can also obtain

, relative impact estimates of great ralue early in the system design
process. Training program generation is the last phase of modeling
activity. It provides information needed to calculate a cost estimatefor the treining plan selected andlor optimize resource consumption.

TRALNLNG PROGRAM GEN'ERATOR

The training program generator module takes the outputs of the
training plan generetor and produces a training program on the basis
of internalized rules of resource management. The taining program
consistss of Insc or, suba students per program, number of

instructors, course length, etc. The user specifies the required
number of trained personnel needed per year. minimum/maximum
Class size, resources available and cost, and a ranking of both e
resources and training program objectives according to their relative
importance. For resources, this rankitn is usually based on avail-
abtlity andor cost. Training program objectives may be ranked on,

almost any basis such as safety, mission, or performance require-
ments. In the event that the user chooses not to specify a uarcing, the
algorithm within the training pmo,, t generator as ooes tnat
simulators are the high cost drivers and that instructors ere the
scarcest resource. Given the training plan, the ranking of resources
and traii ng objectives, and the personnel requirements, etc., the
algorithm undertaktns an optimization routine to yield a reasonable

first cut at a trainidng program of sufficient detail to be costed
(Sli de 8).
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Results may be iterated to determine various sensitivities.
DIic. so may reveal in-crdc -ces 4- reacurce cola-umptoit cost,, etc.,
which might be avoidd i oy changes upstream cioser to the equipment
design end of the training analysis procedure. The capability for
iteration, within and across the components of the traiuing model,
using different sets of criteria is, in fact, its strongest feature.

SUMMARY

In summation (Slide 9). 1 would like to re-emphasize that the
training model presented today should be thought of as the first of a
series to be modified and refined in the future. Perhaps its most
significant aspect is its potential to be useful in an extremely
diversified array of applications. This potential is based upon its
generalizable structure. This is best summed up by saying that it
provides a means to standardize training impact analysis.

An extensive repertoire of training technology exists which
supports the design of training systems. The training model provides
a means to facilitate its concerted and timely application. Decisions
concerning the establishment of training plans and programs are
becoming more and more difficult due to tha ever increasing number
of variables which trmining analysts must consider. Many of these are
incidental to training objectives. I refer to such things as cost, lead
time, and other variables which are primarily external to the analysis
of training.

Despite a good technology base, the increasing number of
variables and the tracking of their interactions tend to preclude
(.-mprehensive analysis by the sheer complexity of their calculation.
This sitAation is further exacerbated by the narrewness of the time-
frame in which the results of training analyses may provide useful
feedback to designers and planners. It is also assuming increased
importance as planners become more attentive to the life cycle cost
aspect of systems acquisition.
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Training is expensive. Its expense reaches far beyond the cost
of producing trained personnel. The real cost of training includes |
penaties paid in terms of lost opportunities. These are the costs
eatsocitted with failures to capitalize on numerous potentials for cost
avoidance, due to an inability to extend the analysis of training re-
quirements beyond its present role of reacting to given sets of
conditions. Clearly, it would be advantageous for training analysis to
change from a post hoc activity to become an integral part of the

weapon syatem design process. This requires a capability to take partI
in decisions concerning aspects of design and policy which create
training requirements. The fulfillment of training requirements is
only half the battle.

The modeling approach to training impact analysis can make
this change possible. It can increase the speed and systematization of
the procedures entailed in training planning and resource management.

I Quite apart from its potential to aid designers in developing more
maintainable and cost effective systems, its versatility makes it ideal
for even the most mundane problems concerning the provision of
training and resource management.

The training model described is a first step in defining a
methodology for the practical application of the modeling approach.
What remains is for the training community to continue its develop-
ment in terms of data arnd criteria. The model itself stands alone as
a mechanism capable of performing many oi the required data
manipulations entailed in training impact analysis, allowing the user
to quickly tradeoff alternatives.

r
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

L Typically aircrew station geometry requirements have been based on nude
male antlropometric data taken from measurements on a stan,.rd anthropometric
chair, a flat seat with a 90 deg perpendicular back surface. Since aircrew persons
do not fly nude, not do they sit on a flat surface with a 90 deg perpendicular back,
nor are they all male anymore, it is neeess, to quantify the effect of those items
worn in the alrcrew station envirorment. Th necessity to quantify the effects of
personal flight clothing and equipment is particularly important in presently
developing tactical aircraft since the anticipated higher g operational environments
are more restrictive to anthropometric mobility than earlier models of tactical
aircraft. Additionally, the primary flight instrument status of Heads-Up Displays
and similar electr9-optical devices may limit the design eye reference of the pilot's
eye position to a greater degree than other similar aircraft i.cdels.

Z. Many of the prior research efforts in the area of quantifyng the effects of
flight clothing relative to anthropometric accommodation have generally been item
specific; i.e., tLe effects of wearing a pressure suit or a helmet, etc. There has
been little research, if any, on the anthropometric effects of an entire complement
of flight clothing and equipment.

34 Military Standard 147ZB, the Human Engineering Design Criteria for MilitarySystems, Equipment, and Facilities, specifies that suitable allowances must be

made for the design-critical dimensions imposed by protective clothing or
equipment. Providing 'suitable allowances' for an unknown quantity can be
difficult at best, if not impossible. The failure to use data concerning the effect of
flight clothing and equipment on anthropometry in the design of arcrew stations
has historically been costly in terms of aircrew safetyp efficiencyt mobility, and
comfort.

4. The specific goal of this analysis was to provide data to quantify and describe
the effect of increased bulk and decreased mobility resulting from the wearing of
summ-tr and winter flight clothing and equipment in a typical ejection seat
envii-onment.

5. The data derived from this evaluation can be used in the following
Applications: (1) an correction constants to be applied to current computer based
Jlation models which have as their goal the early (blueprint) detection of

inconsistencies between planned cockpit geometry and anthropometric characteria-
tics of the Intended uaer population, (Z) as a design aid to engineers tasked with
providing the anthropometric accommodation in aircrew stations specified by
military standards, and (3) ca a reference aid to those organiz*ations tasked with
developing aircrew clothing and equipment possessirg the minimum bulk, weight,
and mobility restriction commensurate with the necessary protective characteris-
tics.
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DESCRIPON OF TEST FACILITY

6. Comparative anthropometric measurements of subjects in unclad, summer
flight gear and winter flight gear configurations were made using a Navy
64AI05HI-I Integrated Measuring Anthropometric Device and a standard medical
weight scale.

7. The cockpit specific anthropometric range of motion measurements was made
in a Douglas ESCAPAC IF-3 ejection seat and restraint system modified with
adjustable point-of-reference protractors positioned at range-of-motion joints (i.e*,
neck, clavicle, elbow, wrist, lumbarp hip, and ankle areas). The ejection seat
selected was typical of lap belt and inertia-reel torso restraint systems found in
ejection-seat equipped tactical aircraft.

8. This evaluation investigated the flight clothing and equipment effects on
volume and mobility for a sample of aircrewman representative of the entire
spectrum of Naval aviator body sizes. The 1964 Anthropometry of Navy Aviators
Survey, which listed body size data for 96 measurements of 1,549 aviators, was
used for anthropometric percentile-rank criterion of the measurements evaluated
except for buttock-leg dimensions. A 1976 data sample compiled on anthropometric
variables for 969 aviators was used to define the buttock-leg percentile-rank
criterion for this evaluation.

9. The anthropometric dimensionst joints, and respective range-of-motion meas-
urements included:

a. Dimensions.

(1) Weight.

(Z) Stature.

(3) Standing waist height.

(4) Functional arm reach.

(5) Shoulder-elbow length.

(6) Forearm-hand length.

(7) Hand length.

(8) Standing hip breadth.

(9) Sitting height.

(10) Bideltoid diameter.

(11) Buttock-knee length.

(IZ) Sitting hip breadth.

'!i 91
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(13) Poplteal height.

(14) Buttock-leg length.

(15) Foot length.

b. Joints and respective ranges of motion.

(1) Neck - head/look angle.

(i) Elevation.

(b) Declination.

(c) Azimuth right.

(d) Azimuth left.

(2) Clavicle/humeral - extended arm movement.

(a) Elevation.

() Declination.

(c) Azimuth right.

(d) Azimuth left.

(3) Elbow - lower arm movement (measured with upper arn, extended
touizontally and vertically from clavicle joint).

(a) Elevation.

(b) Declination.

(c) Azimuth.

(4) Wrist - extended hand movement.

(a) Elevation.

b) Declination.

(c) Azimuth right.

(d) Azimuth left.

(5) Lumbar - #orso movement, sitting.

(a) Declination.

L 952
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(b) Torsion right.

(c) Torsion left.

(6) Hip - upper leg movement, sitting.

(a) Elevation.

I, (b) Azimuth right.

(c) Azimuth !oft.

(7) Knee - tibial movement.

(a) Elevation.

(b) Declination.

(8? Ankle - foot movement.

(a) Elevation.

(b) Declination.

(c) Azimuth right.

(d) Azimuth left.

10. The parameters for both series of anthropometric dmew iwms and angular
range-of-motion joints were selected from a crew station assssment of reach
computer based simulation model. Over Zv300 measurements were taken for this
evaluation.

11. The scope of the flight clothing and equipment evaluated icluded those
current inventory items typicaily worn by those Navy crewmen who fly tactical and
training aircraft equipped with ejection seats.

12. With the exception of those data directly affected by, the torso harnew and
ejection seat retraint systems, other data can be applicahle to nonejection seat
aircraft.

METHOD OF TESTS

13. The subject crewmen were measured in thrte separate c..fiprations :
(1) uncla4 (Z) dressed and equipped for summer flight, and (3) dressed and ck uipped
for winter flight. Each dimensional and angular measurement was made foure timesrand averaged to reduce measurement error variability. The quantification
procedures are listed below:

e, 41e subject was weighed.
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b. Cockpit specific anthropometric measures were made using the Navy
64A105HI-1 Integrated Anthropometric Messuring Device. Data were
recorded on an anthropometric data form.

c. The subject was seated ta the ejection seat. Specially mounted transparent
protractors were then adjusted horizontally or vertically with the protrac-
tor center of radius point aligned with thb estimated locus of the Joint
center of mass. The protractor zero deg reference line was then adjusted
vertically and horizontally forward from the subject's respective joint. The
subject then moved his joint segment (e.g., arm around clavicle joint) to a
point of maximum possible elevation, declination, or azimuth. The
experimentee aligned an index marker line which originated in the
protractor center of radius with the estimated n!.tline of the respective
segment and read the degrees of rotation from zero deg as indceted on the
protractor by the index marker line. The maximum angles tof motion about
joints were recorded on a second anthropometric data form.

d. Additionally, wle secured to the ejection seat lap belt and inertia-reel
torso restraint sy3tem, each subject's reach distance was measured relative
to three specified "reach zones.' Zone I defines the subject relaxed in a
locked harnes reaching to controls without straining against the harness.
In Zone 1, the lumbar, thoracic, interclavicular, &ad clavicular segments do
not move. In Zone Z, the subject strains against the lock.d harness to
obtain maximum reach. The lumbar, thoracic, and interclavicular segments
do not move except fcr the stretch in torso restraint system. The clavicular
segment does move since it is not securely held by the torso haress and
restraint system. In Zone 3, the shoulder harness is unlocked and the
subject is free to lean forward or to the side to obtain maximum reach
within the limits of shoulder harness strap length. The lumbar and thoracic
segments move within the limits of shoulder harness strap length. The
reach distances were measured from the thumb and forefinger grasp to a
point at the intersection of the seat back surface and top surface midpoint
of the subject's shoulder.

I
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

14. The subjects used in this evaluation were seven m.les, carefully selected to
represent the range of anthrepometric characterittics found Lt the Naval aviation
population. Subjects representative of 5th, ZSth, 50th, 75th, amnd 99th percentile
population members relative to stature and weight were selected. For subjects I
through 5, each of the 16 anthropometric variables waa screened to be within one
standard deviation of the population percentile equivalent being represented.

15. The primary purpose of the evaluation was to quantify the added bulk,
displacement of posture, and restriction of mobility which results from the averae
effects of flight clothing and equipment. Therefore, population-wide representative
sampling of pertinent anthropometrfr parameters was employed. The data are,
therefore, presented as plus or minus correction factors relative to the dimensional
and angle of motion differences quantified between unclad and sunmer gear aud
between unclad and winter Cear configurations. The average Increased bulk
anthropometric dimensional correction factor data are presented in appendix A.

16. For angular quantification, a forward-facing seated posture was assumed by
the subjects. All joint measurements were made un the right side of the body; left
side mirror-imege reciprocals were assumed. Vertical measurements were made
from a line extending 90 deg to the right of the joint at zero deg elevation. All
horizontal measurements were from a line extending forward of the joint at
zero de azimuth. The angular quantifications of average decreased mobility
resulting ftom sumuer and winter flight gear with locked torso restraint systems
are presented in appendix B. Appendix C presents reach data as a function of reach
zone and flight gear worn.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

17. A maximum effort redesign of the complete flight clothing and equipment
system is necessary to reduce the bulk and weight effects o" such clothing and
equipment on mobility within an arcrew station.

18. When designing crew station geometry and locating controls and diplay
designers should incorporate the maximum available data describing reduction in
anthropometric mobility and increase in anthropometric volume resulting from
flight clothing and equipment worn on the body.

19. The following comments are relative to bulk and mobility restrictions per item
or per group of items comprising the f Uiht clothing and equipment.

a. Helmet (APH 6-3)/Oxygen M:k (A13-A) - Five and one-half lb (Z.5 kg);
weight, bulk, and oxygen h..e/regulator "drag* compromise vertical and
horizontal hea4 motion and look angle. The anti-exposure suit hampers
horizontal mobility less than it does vertical mobility.

b. Flying coveralls (CSFRP-I), gloves (GSIFRP-1), torso harness (MA-Z) - Six
and six-tenths lb (3.0 kg); weight and bulk not oppressive. When secured to
Ian belt and shoulder restral-it, mobility is naturally resticted. However,
redesign of the lap belt to an inertia system such as the shoulder restraints
and increasing shoulder inertia-reel strap length would ease mobility in
Zone 3 conditions. The flight gloves were the least bulky and least
restrictive iten of wear.

c. Anti-G coveralls (MK-ZA) - Two and two-tenths lb (1.0 kg); slightly
restrictive due to necessary tight fit. As a result of interviewing
operational pilots, it was determined that this item was generally not
accepted to wear in conjunction with CWU-33P anti-exposure suit.

d. Survival vest (SV-;.A) - Two and four-tenths lb (1.1 kg); weight and bulk
interfere with torso and arm movements.

e. Boots (B 21408) - Four and five-tenths lb (Z.0 kg); slight mobility restriction
due to weight and length of vertical dimension.

f. Life preserver (LPA-2) - Four and five-tenths lb (2.0 kg); displaces posture
slightly due to packaging. Occasional interference with inertia-reel
shoulder straps.

g. Anti-exp.sure suit (CWU-33P) - Six lb (2.7 kg); this was by far the bulkiest,

most restrictive item of equipment. The anti-exposure suit significantly
reduced angle of motion in the arms, legs, and torso. The bulk was
restrictive not only about the shoulders, elbows, and knees, but increased
the effective retention of the torso system regardless of harness locked or
wilocked condition. Reach to cross-cockpit, vertical, and side-console areas
w .s considerably hamp-ered, if not prevented, by the anti-exposure suit.
Some subjects had difficulty reaching the overhead ftce-rurtain ejection
handle as a result of the anti-exposure suit bulk and mobility restrictions.

In
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h. The total weigt of either summer or winter gear was subJectively
identified as one of the more objectional factors of the flight clothing and
equipment by each of the subjects as well as numerous aircrewmen
interviewed during the project.

i. All aircrewmen involved in the project expressed the need for an all-
encompassing integrated redesign of the entire package of personal flight
equipment which would reduce weight and increase mobility.
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SUMMARY TABLE OF AVERAGE FLIGHT
CLOTHING/EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONAL CORRECTION FACTORS

Mean Differences Mean Differences
Between Nude Between Nude
Dimensions and Dimensions and

Antbropomatric Measurements Summer Fli~jht Gear Winter Flight Gear

1. Weight +28.3 ib (+12.8 kg) +3?.0 It (+14.5 kg)

2. Stature +3.2 in. (+$.1 cm) +3.2 in. (+8.1 cm)

3. Wodst height +1.2 in. (+3.1 cm), +1.2 In. (+3.1 cm)

4. Arm reach(1) +.3 In. (+.8 cm) +,S in. (+1.3 cm)

5. Shoulder-elbow length +.1 in. (+.3 cm) +.6 in. (+I.S cm)

6. Forearm-hand length .1 in. (+.3 cm) +.3 in. (+.8 cm)

7. Hand leneth 0 0

8. Hip breadth, standing +1.1 in. (+2.8 cm) +1.5 in. (+3.8 cm)

9. Sitting Height ( Z )  +2.2 in. (+5.6 cm) 4Z.5 In. (+6.2 cm)

10. Eye height, sitting +.3 in. (+.8 cm) +.5 in. (+1.3 cm)

11. Bideltoid diameter +.2 in. (+.5 cm) +1.8 In. (04.6 cm)

12. Buttock-knee length +.Z in. (+.5 cm) +.4 in. (+1.0 cm)

13. Hip breadth, sitting +.9 in. (+2.3 cm) +1.8 In. (+4.6 cm)

14. Popliteal heightj sitting +.Z in. (+.5 cm) -. 1 in. (-.3 cm)

15. Buttock-leg length ( 3 )  +1.4 in. (+3.6 cm) +1.7 in. (+4.3 cm)

16. Foot length +1.4 in. (+3.6 cm) +1.4 in. (+3.6 cm)

NOTES: (1) Clavicular joint, Lumeral, radial, hand finger-grip links.
(Z) Lumbar, tioracic, vertical neck, lower head, upper head links.
(3) Femoral, Tibial foot links.
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SUMMARY TABLE OF AVERAGE FLIGHT CLOTHING/EQUIPMENT
CORRECTION FACTORS FOR JOINT-MOTION REDUCTION (1 }

ANGULAR DIFFERENCE DATA

Differences in Differences in
No Flight Summer Winter

Joint Gear Average Flight Gear Flight Gear

Neck: elevation 73 -ZZ -34
declination 61 -1Z -16
azimuth-right 85 -8 -18
azimuth-left 85 -8 -18

Arm: elevation 105 -ZZ -47
declination 152 -13 -6
azimuth-right 132 .1 -12
azimuth-left 55 -19 -38

Elbow: elevation 116 -2Z -33
declination 7Z -7 -13
azimuth-left 63 -8 -14

Wrist: elevation 61 -1 -3
declination 75 -1 -11
azlmuth-rlght 44 0 0
azimuth-left 26 0 0

Torso: declination ( Z  86 -55 -68
torsion-right 45 -14 -3Z
torsion-left 45 -14 -32

Leg: elevation 46 -8 -Z0
(femur) azimuth-right 7 -Z -3

azimuth-le't 28 -6 -11

Ankle: elevation Z3 -9 -9
declination 15 -4 -S
azimuth-right 45 -8 -8
azimuth-left 40 -9 -10

NOTES: (1) Measured In degrees. Corrections are + from right arm and leg
extremitiesp left side mirror image Is assuled.

(Z) Average of lumbar and thoracic link harness unlocked.
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SUMMARY TABLE OF AVERAGE FLIGHT CLOTHING/EQUIPMENT
OP.RnCTION FACTORS REACH ZONE DATA FOR JOINT-MOTION REDUCTION

Zone I Zone 2 Zon 3

Summer Gear 3Z.1 In. (81.5 cm) 36.8 in. (93.5 cm) 43.5 In. (110.5 cm)

Winter Gear 32.? In. (81.8 cm) 35.3 In. (89.7 cm) 40.3 n. (10Z.4 cm)

//// ,, //
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ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE DATA TO IDENTIFY
"ACE" ATTACK HELICOPTER PILOTS

Robert F. Eastman
Marie Leger

Brian D. Shipley, Jr.

US Army Research Institute Field Unit

Fort Rucker, Alab~ma 36362

At the request of US Army Training and Doctrine Command, the Army

Rutarch Institute Fort Rucker Field Unit is engaged in a program of
research to determine the characteristics and traits required and/or
dei,;irable for combat effective attack halicoptv- pilots. The acronym
"ACE" refers to AH-i Combat Effective pilots who are defined by combat
performance criteria other than the traditional criterion of five air-
to-Air kills.

The construction of profiles derived from the study of combat
proven attack pilots and the development of methods to select potential
candidatus for Attack Helicopter (AH-I) transition training are the
objectives of the "ACE" program. 7he accomplishment of this effort
involves the following three interrelated sub tasks which are being
con ulcted concurrently.

Sub Task 1. Survey of Combat Proven Attack Helicopter Pilots to
Develop Profiles of Potential "ACE" Pilot* and Predictive Instruments

to Select Them.

Sub Task 2. Development of Ratinj Forms for Both School and Unit
Level Ai.lication to Assess Desirable Traits and Characteristics and

Identify Potential Attack Pilots from Among Candidates for Training.

Sub Task 3. Evaluatio; and Assessment of AH-i Trainees Against

Characteristics and Traits Determined in Research Tasks 1 and 2.

This paper describes the operational procedures and results of the

survey of combat proven attack helicopter pilots (Sub Task I). Hw.ever,
the results and conclusions presented should be interpreted heuristically,
as part of a larger research project in progress, which will be finished
with the completion of fllow up effort2.

There are a number of studies available to indicate that a masurable

relationship exists between attitude variables and effectiveness in aerial
combat (e.g., Knoell, 1953; 953; Strawbridge and Kahn, 1951;

Torrence. et &1, 1957; Youngling. et al, 1977). Likewise, there is strong
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evidence to support the notion that backgroend/biographical material is
related to the combat success of aviators (Bond and Burchell, 1944; Torrance,
(n. d.); Torrance, et al, 1957; Youngling, et al, 1977).

None of the studies available in the literature has dealt with the
relatWonship between these variables and the combat effectiveness of attack
helicopter pilot*. However, the working assumption was made chat attitude
and background variables would also apply to the problem of identifying the
population of combat effective attack helicopter pilots.

The method adapted for assessing of the potential value of these
variables was to mail questionnaires to samples of "ACE" pilots and controls
and then analyze theiz responses to determine if these variables privide a
means for discriminating between individuals in the two groups. The
following sections will describe these procedures in detail.

METhOD

The Army's Military Personnel Center (MILPERCEN) provided the names and
unit addresses of the following two samples of aviators from Officer Master
File Records.

iACE.,: The "ACE" sample (actually a sub-population) consisting of all

cotnmissioned and warrant officer aviators meeting the following criteria:

1. Recipient of the Silver Star or a higher award for valor.

2. Served in Vietnam during the period 1965-1972.

3. Attack Helicopter rated.

A total of 280 officers who mt these criteria were included in the
"ACE" group. Only aviators on active duty were tncluded.

Controls: The cont-ol group consisted of a "random" sample of
commissioned and warrant officer aviators meeting the following criteria:

1. Had not received the Distinguished Flying Cross or a higher award

for valor.

2. Served in Vietnam during the period 1965-1972.

3. Not gunship qualified.

A total of 385 officers who met these criteria were included in the
sample. Only aviators who were still on active duty were included in the
study.
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SURVEY MATERIALS.

Addressees in tha ACA and Control groups all received a set of questiow-
nalres %hich Included:

a. Letter of Instruction

b. Military Background Form (MBF) 15 Items

c. Background and Activities Inventory (1J) 30 Items

d. Aviator Attitude Questionnaire (AA) 35 Items

e. Self-Description Form (SD) 25 Items

The letter of instruction explained the purpose of the survey in very
general terms, assured the respondents that they would remain anonyomous,
and requested that thi questionnaires be completed and returned to ARI at
Fort Rucker. The Military Background Form was designed to get information

regarding such variables as the aircraft qualifications, flying experience#
combat experience and decorations for valor of the respondents. In addition,
it was intended to provide validation of the samples provided by MILPERCEN.

The Background and Activities Inventory contains items selected from
existing Army inventories (e.g., the Biographical Inventory of the Flight
Aptitude Selection Tests (FAST) (Kaplan, 1965). Interest-Opinion Question-
naire) on the basis of preliminary "hypothesis" obtained from the research
literature, structured interviews of Attack pilots, and preliminary item
analysis of the responses of more thar, 50 Attack pilots as compared with
sodent pilots.

The Aviator Attitude Questionnaire was developed from the content
analysis of the comments of 10 Attack pilots during unstructured inter-
views at Ft Rucker. All items in the questionnaire were mentioned by at
least two of the pilots Interviewed.

The items in the Self-Description Form were dravm primarily from the
Self-Description Form of the FAST battery. In addition. the themes for
several items were obtained from standardized personality tests (Butcher,
1969).

The Military Background Form and sample items from each of the question-
naires are included in Appendix A.

PROCEUURE.

The packages of survey questionnaircs were mailed to ACEs and Controls
during a four month period from Dec 76 to March 77. Addressees in both
groups received an identical set of questionnaires, except that each
questionnaire in a set was stamped with a 3 digit identification number.
The two samples were assigned different ID number sequences. Therefore,
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the set of questionnaires completed by a single individual all bore the
sai,e three digit number. The range within which that number fell was
deteriined by he group the individual belonged in (e.g., 001-449 Controls;
501-999 ACE).

As questionnaires were returned, data was coded for both groups. Survey
returns received after mid June were not included I the analyses reported
below. Seventy-four percent (74%) of the ACE sample (208) and 58% of the
Controls (224) returned completed survey questionnaires. W en questionnaires
which were returned as undeliverable are taken into account, the return
rate was 79% for the "ACE" sample and 65% for the Controls.

RESULTS

1
Analysis of .uestonnaire Items.

Anal)sis of categorical data of the mBF and the personal data section
of the AI reveal several sigrificant differences between the ACEs and
Controls; the responses of the ACE pilots indicate that they differ signifi-
cnintly from Contrel pilots by being: (1) of higher rank (p -. 0002), (2) Have
more time in service, (3) more likely to be in rhe combat arms (p<.OOO1)',
(4) lave more combat experience (p<.O001). (5) more likely to report having
higher efficiency ratings (p -. 033), and (6) lower in civil education level
(p -. 027) (see Table 1 below). Although the ACE group were of higher rank
(vea Tabe 1) and had more median years of service than the Non ACE Controls
(14 yrs vs 12 yrs, p<.O1), they did not differ significintly fron the
Controls in median age (ACE - 35 yrs, Controls - 34 yrs). Tlie combat arms
affiliation and combat experience variables are predictable, and do confirm
the effectiv ness of the sampling criteria in identifying combat experienced
attack pilots. The principal source of the difference between ACE and Control
pilots in civil education is due to the smaller percentage of ACEs (35%)
than Controls (512) who have a college degree. The questionnaire items for
which the responses of the ACEs and Controls differ significantly are
presented in Table 1. The BAI items, other than the civil education, wh-h
were significant indicate that, as a group, the ACEs differ from the Controls
by reporting that they engage and excel more often in sports and activities
of a physical or active nature.

The results also indicate that differences in interest items which are
not of a physical or active nature do not discriminate between the combat
effectivej and Controls. None of the items asking about the frequency of
engaging in activities such as reading, hobbies, special interests, etc.

lit was possible to include data for 208 ACEs and 222 Non ACE Controls
in the analysis. However, because of ,Irksing data the Ns for a

specific item w.re often slightly smaller.
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Mark how often yoU h ave participated in the activity listed according to the
following scale:

A-Never

I - Once or Twice

C - A Number of Times

D " Frequently

BAIl10 N A 5 C D(i

Water Skiing 8.713 3 .0334

ACE 206 5.8 16.0 36.9 41.3

CONTROL 222 10.4 22.5 36.9 30.2

BAIl11

Boxing or Wrestling

ACE 208 9.6 35.1 38.0 17.3 8.419 3 .0381

CONTROL 222 14.0 36.9 40.5 8.6

SAt 12

Drag Racing 7.964 3 .0468

ACE 207 37.7 33.3 21.7 7,2

CONTROL 222 49.5 31.1 15.3 4.1

RAI 15

Fist Fights 15.763 3 .0013

ACE 208 13.5 55.3 26.9 4.3

CONTROL 222 23.0 59.5 16.7 .9
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ment of a quad track for cargo/lift pilots have also been discussed. These
developments will have the following effects on a differential selection
program for Army aviators: (1) emphasis must shift to selection of flight
training students rather than experienced aviators, (2) a multiple classifi-
cation system based on the results of discriminant analysis of effecttva
aviator specialists must be developed. This means that questlonnare items
to be effective with IERW students will have to be general in nature, i.e.,
they cannot be tailored to the opinions and attitudes of experienced Army
aviators as are many of the Aviation Attitude items. The multiplication
of tracks will probably result in the identification of a second discriam-
nant function reflecting a set of technical specialization items to supple-
ment the combat oriented discriminant function identifiable in this research.
It is anticipated that the centroids of the aviation specialities which
would result from a multi-track system would be meaningfully represented
in such a discriminant space.

SUMMARY

The responses of 208 combat effective st..ack helicopter pilots (ACEs)
and 222 control pilots to foor questionnaires, (1) Military Background
Form, (2) Background and Activities Inventory, (3) Aviator Attitude Question-
naire and (4) Self Description Form, were analyzed. Items on which the two
groups differed significantly were identified. It in anticipated that the
items will provide the content for the construction of profiles of indiv-
Iduals who are suited for training as attack pilots. Discriminant analysis
of the data indicates that a single, shorter questionnaire can be developed
to classify pilots as potential AH-l combat effectives(ACEs) or non-ACEs.

S9
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produced any significant differences between the two groups. The Aviator
Attitcde items that were the most discriminating, as noted above, were
derived from the analysis of comments by combat experienced attack pilots
obtained during interviews. Because of this, much of their effectiveness
may be limited to selection of experienced aviators for advanced training.SHowever, some of the more significant items may be of a general nature,
(e.g., "I enjoy the power of weapons"). The difference between the ACEs
and Controls on these items are consistent with stereotyped notions of how
the aggressive combat perferuier "should" differ from his less aggressive
peers.

Discriminant Analysis.

Discriminant analysis was applied to the questionnaire data to identify
the combination of items that best differentitate between the "ACE" and
Control helicopter pilots. The stepwise discriminant analysis procedure
was used (MINRESID method) to elimin~te less useful items from the dis-
criminant functions (Nie, at al, 1975). An arbitrary maximom nuaber of
15 steps were specified for the analysis. This wae done to obtain a re-
duced set of items for inclusion in a sPinle new instrument along with
additional "fillel" and untried items. The summary table for the analysis
is shown in Table 2. As Indicated in the table by the 15th ste? the

TABLE 2

SUMMARY TABLE OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF QUESTION4NAIRE DATA

Item I  F to Enter Change In
Step Entered Or Remove Rao's V Significance

1 AA 04 94.26 94.23 < .001
2 AA 07 14.22 17.98 < .001
3 )l 13 9.76 12.86 < .001
4 BAI 16 10.97 14.89 < .001
5 AA 34 8.06 11.31 < .001
6 AA 01 7.41 10.66 < .001
7 SD 02 6.21 9.13 < .003

8 RAI 14 6.43 9.65 < .002
9 RAI 04 4.80 7.36 < .007

10 AA 16 6.32 9.64 <.002

11 AA02 4.87 7.75 <.005
12 BAI 27 3.82 6.18 < .013
13 SD 10 3.13 5.12 < .024

4 SDO08 2.77 4.60 < .032
15 AA 4 2.51 4.21 < .040

1See Appqndix A for content of items.
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contribution of -any additional variables to the discrimination was approach-
ing insignificance (change in Rao's V, p -.04). The items selected for
inclusion in the discriminant fwction were for the most part included in
the set of statistically significant items In Table . In addition, several
apparent suppressor items were selected. The complete set of 15 items are
presented In Appendix A. The set of original variables Included in the
discrlminant function were then useJ to classify members of both the original
samples to see how many would be correctly classified into their actual group.
By this process the probability of belonging to one or the other groups is
calculated by separate linear combination of the variables for each indiv-
iJual case, then assignment is made to the group with the highest probability.
As Is shoua in Table 3, this procedure resulted in a 802 probability of correct

3 classification of the ACE and Control pilots in their actual groups.

TABLE 3 CLASSIFICATION OF GROUP MEMBERSHIP

Actual Group Predicted Group

-,..........*ACE Control

ACE

COtNTROLS 24.5% 75.5%

A total of 69.9% of cases correctly classified

This relatively high 2 of correct classificatcon is a necessary
prerequisite for using the discriminart function to predict or classify
a new or unknown satmple of aviators into the group their responses in-
dicate they are aort suited for.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSI(NS

The analysis of th' questiornaire data indicates that personality,
attitude and background measures can be used to discriminate betweep
co)mbat effective attack helicopter pilots and control pilots. It is
apparent that further research to develop instruments to select helicopter
pilots for attack training is worth pursuing. It is anticipated that. in
addition to providing training welection/classification instruments, the
content of the Items can provide the basis for developing representative
profiles to assist unit commanders in assigning aviators tor triaining as
attack pilots.

The BAI item-s, for example, suggest that ACE pilots are more like-ly
to report that they participate, and are roflcient, in phywical/aggressive
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"ctivItes, Target shooting, .ombatives (boxing, wrestling) and strength/
endurance/fitness type activities are all more typical of the combat
effective. This suggests that the ACE pilots are individuals who have
an image of themselves as highly physically active, aggressive and are
confident in their ability to perform activities which conform to this
image (whether objectively justified or not).

ad The SD items for which there was a significant difference between ACE
and Control pilots indicate that the combat effectives are more likely to
be active, argumentative, patriotic individuals who like taking risks, but
want to feel they are in control of their actions. lri.y are also more
quick to anger and be viidictive than the Non ACE Controls.

The AA items, as mentioted above, are aimed at tapping the attitudes
of experienced Army aviators and ro that extent are limited in reflecting
more general attitudes. However, the xollowing generalizations are possible:
The "ACE" pilots as a group are -ore likely (1) to express a desire for
combat duties, (2) enjoy power of weapons, (3) feel that their Job is important
or critical, (4) to feel that aggressiveness is important for combat, and
(5) enjoy heated arguments.

The adcquacy of the discriminant function in classifying the original
set of cases was relatively high (80%). This indicates that the discrim-
inant fonction derived from the analysis of ACE and Non ACE Control pilots
can be used to classify aviators of unknown group membership. This will be

-angrcomplished by calculating two classification scores, i.e., ACE and No ACE,
for each !.r and classifying him into the group ulth the highest score.F In this way questionnaires can be ued in conjunction with other information
and data (e.g., ratings), to assT c.--nders in assigning aviators to types
advanced training (e.g., Attack AH-I vs Cargo/ill. 0!-47).

Research is currently uoiderWay to determine the predictive validity of
a rating form for AH-l pilot candidates (Eastman and McMullen, 1976). As
an indirect result of thi,, research, the trainig performance grades of a
large sample of A11-1 pilots will be available. Follow-tip research is planned
to try and classify high scoring All-I graduates and a group of non AH-1 rated
pilots using the classification functions developed from the discriminant
analysis of these sorveys. In addition, new items --I be tidded to assess
areas not included in the present questionnaires. These will include the
following: (1) question the aviators about childhood experiences reganding
risk taking, aggressive behavior and troublemaking behavior, (2) measures of
confidence in physical prowess, and resistance to stress and (3) ank whether
he "sought out" or "drifted into" a Military career.

The research objectives of this program were to develop instruments
for selecting aviators for advanced training. However, a development in
the Army's Initial Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) program has been the Initiation
(in June 76) of a dual track program in which 252 of the students will be
trained in the 011-58 Scout for the fl-al (tactics) phase of IERW; A triple
track program in which another sizable percentage of IERW students will be
tracked into an AH-1 attack helicopter transition and tactical training as
an attack pilot has been scheduled for 1978. Plans for eventual establish-
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sent of a quad track for cargo/lift pilots have also been discussed. These
developments will have the following effects on a differential selection
program for Army aviators: (1) emphasis must shift to selection of flight
training students rather than experienced aviators, (2) a multiple classlfi-
cation system based on the results of discriminant analysis of effecttvo
aviator specialists must be developed. This means that questionnaire items
to be effective with IERW students will have to be general in nature, i.e.,
they cannot be tailored to the opinions and attitudes of experienced Arm
aviators as are many of the Aviation Attitude items. The multiplication
of tracks will probably result in the identification of a second discrimi-
nant function reflecting a set of technical specialization items to supple-
ment the combat oriented discriminant function identifiable in this research.
It is anticipated that the centroids of the aviation specialities which
would result from a multi-track system would be meaningfully represented
in such a discriminant space.

SthARY

The responses of 208 combat effective at',ack helicopter pilots (ACEs)
and 222 control pilots to four questionnaires, (1) Military Background
Form, (2) Background and Activities Inventory, (3) Aviator Attitude Question-
nalre and (4) Self Description Form, were analyzed. Items on which the two
groups differed significantly were identified. It is anticipated that the
items will provide the content for the construction of profiles of indiv-
iduals who are suited for training as attack pilots. Discriminsnt analysis
of the data indicates that a single, shorter questionnaire can be developed
to classify pilots as potential AH-I combat effectives(ACEs) or non-ACEs.
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APPENDIX A

"ITEMS SELECTED FOR DISCRIHINANT FUNCTION

ITEM ID (Check) ITEM CONTENT

AA04 T - True If I have to be in a combat assignment
I want to be doing the shootinS.

F - False

AA07 T - True In case of another war I want a combat
aviation assignment.

F = False

SD 13 Y - Describe you My behavior is largely controlled by the
customs of 14y society.

N - Does not describe you

II How often have you Sport parachuting or sky diving

participated?

A * Never

B Once or twice

C a A nuber of times

D - Frequently

AA 34 T - True Exceptionally good eyes and hands are mor*
important than aggressiveness to a gun-

F - False ship pilot.

AA 01 T - True Some people are naturall.y adapted to
F - Facombat.

NF - False

SD 02 Y - Describes you I don't like to argue.

N - Does not describe you
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BAI 14 How often have you Surfboard riding
participated?

A.' Never

B. Once or Twice

C. A number of times

D. Frequently

BAI 04 How far did you go in school before you
came into the Army (or other branch of

armed forces) on extended active duty?,

A. Less than high schoo,

B. High school graduate

C. High school equivalent (GED or other

equivalent).

D. College, less than two years

E. College, two years or more

F. College degree

G. Graduate work, no degree

H. Graduate or professional degree

Al 16 T a True The best scout and gunship pilots have

strong suicidal tendencies.

F a False

AA 02 T - True A guy i:,y be a turkey when it comes to
aircraft control, but if he's an aggres-

F - False sive competitor he'll be a good combat pilot.

BAI 27 How well do you Weight lifting or strength exerci3.s

perform?

A. Outstanding

1B. Well

F. C. Adequately

D. P'crly-

1. Do not engage actively
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so 10 Y '~Describes you I sometimes tease animals.

N Does not describe you

SD 08 Y Describes you I don't like doing things on the spur,
of1 the moment.

N Does not dercribo
you

MA24 T -True I'm amoi~g the best but the Army isn't
giving me any credit for it.

F -False
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Pilot Selection Research in the Air Force

I David R. Htmter
Personnel Research kivision

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

As part of the mission of the Personnel Research Division oZ the Air

Force Funan Resources Laboratory, continuitng studies have been conducted

to investigate ways to inprove the solection procedures for admission to

IUergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). This research has included attempts

to improve the existing paper-and-pencil selection measures, investiga-

tions Into the use of new solid-state psychomotor apparatus tests, and

evaluations of learning ability through the use of a light-plane simula-

tor. This report will outline the research that has been performed by

the Personnel Research Division in these areas and will indicate some of

the tasks that remain to be addressed.

Since the early 1950's, when psychomotor testing was discontinued,

the prJncipal selection instrument fov pilot training has been the Pilot

Composite of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT). This coa-

posits, in the previous (Form H) version of the AFOQT, consisted of the

1 seven subscales shown In Table 1. Also shown in Table 1 are the eight

subscalas which comprise the pilot composite in the version (Form N) of

the AFOQT which will shortly become operational.

As can be ieen from comparing these two lists, there is a consider-

able difference between the two form This modification arose out of a

search for mans to improve the predictive validity of the Pilot Composite

through the use of different item types.
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An experlaentaZ reference battery consisting of the 21 scales listed

in Table 2 was administered to a saople oi officers and office trainees

slated to attend UPT and validated against their performance. The

correlations for each of these scales with a dichotomous Pass/Fail

criterion and a dichotomous Pass/Flying Training Deficiency (M11)

elimination criterion are also presented in Table 2. Based upon the

results of this study, five now scales were selected for the Form N AFOQT.

Additionally, as a result of research performed by Guinn, Vitola,

and Leisey (1976), a Biographical and Attitude Scale w" included. This

s-*le was developed as a result of research using the Strong Vocational

Interest Blank (SVID) and the Officer Background and Attitude Survey.

The correlations between measures developed by Guinn et al. frou thee

two instruments and the two training criteria Pra shown in Table 3. In

contrast to most of the measures daveloped for screening personnel

entering UPT, these ecales soon to have greater validity for prediction

of overall attrition than for Flying Training Deficiency elimination,

thus possibly indicating that they' do riot tap the abilities related to

flying skill but rather the attitudes and habits that allow one to

succeed.

Table 4 presents the multiple correlations between the paper-end-

pencil measures and tha Pass/Fail UPT criterion. As can be seen from

this table, the ultiple correlations are typically of a rather low order

and, in most cases, did not achieve statistical significance. Only the

SVIB consistently oaken a significant contribution to prediction of the
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criterion; however, the multiple correlation reported for the AM is

seriously attenuated by restriction of range due to preselection using

this test.

To examine the relative contributions of these masures, the null

hypotheses listed at the botzon of Table 4 were tested with the noted

results.

4 In general, it seem that it would be possible to obtain signifi-

cant increases in the predictive validity of the AFOQT through the

addition of a scale measuring attitudes and interests, and this has been

. done for th l.est revision of the AFOQT.

IL The secorol area of pilot selection research has been concerned with

the measuremcnt of psychomotor abilities and their relation to success

in U fT. Sanders, Valentine, and HcGrevy (1971) and McGrevy and Valentine

(1974) have reported on the development and validation of two aircre.r

pychouctor test s which have shown promise as possible instruments for

pilot selection.

The first of these tests, To-Hand Coordination, requires that the

subject track a moving target with a small X shaped cursor, using twa

hand joysticks. The right-hand joymtick controls the movement of the

cursor in the right-left (X) courdinate, while the left-band joystick

controls tee movemmnt of te cursor in the up-down t() coordinate.

Figure 1 shows the display used in this test and in the second test-

Complex Coordination.

The Complex Coordination test involves a compensatory tracking task

in which the subject controls the X and Y displacements of a cursor with
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a single, large iloor-mounted Joystick. The suoject's task is to keep

the cursor as close as possible to the interscction of a vertical and

borizontal line of dots. At the sae time, he must use a rudder bar to

keep a short bar of li.ght alignte with the vertical row of dots.

Scores for both of these tests consist of the summed absolute diQ-

placements (in CRT units, approximately .(l inch) from the target point

to the cursor in the X and Y axes and the rigt-left aria (Z-axis) for

the rudder bar. These displacements are summed over the five 1-sinute

periods of the tests for the X, Y, and Z axes separately.

Table 5 presents the correlations of these measures with ULT

criteria for two independent samples. The first sample (from an unpub-

lishid study by McGrevy & Valentine, 1975) consisted Vrimarily of officer

trainees slated to attend LIFT. The correlations betweem sco-es from

the fourth and fifth minutes of the two tests for the X, Y, and Z axes

with UPT Pass/Fail ard with Flying TrainiAg Deficiency Elimination versus

any other disposition.

The second sample consisted principally of offi.ers about to attend

the Flight Screening Program (FSP) at Hondo, Texas, The F3P program is

the first phase of UPT and consists of about 15 hours of instruction in

a T-41 aircraft.

Correlations are reported here for the arithmetic s4L of the scores

from minutes four and five for the two tests. As can be seen from this

table, these two testr correlate significantly and consistently vlth

performance in UPT.
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As a result of the initial stuetes conducted using these two tests,

which used a small minocomputer for the generation and sviring of the

Itests, two new portable test devices were obtained. One of these devices

is shown in Figure 2. These devices are entirely self-coutained and use

solid state electronic components to increase reliability and decrease

1problems of calibration which contributed to the discontinuance of

psychomotor testing for the selection of pilot trainees in th irly

1950's. A continuing reaearch program is under way to assess the

validity and reliability of these devices, with the expectation that they

my be included in the screening process for the selection of pilot

trainees.

The third najr ar of pilot selection research has focused on the

evaluation of learning ability using an experimental task highly siziler

to that involved in pilot training. An Automated Pilot Aptitude

Measurement Systm (GAT) was devised by Long and Varney (1975), which

utilized two light-plane simulators (Link-Singer General Aviation Trainers)

interfaced to a minicomputer to collect performance data on a number of

flight parsmeters during the course of a 5-t4our syllabus of instruction on

:' how to fly the simulators.

Two studies were conducted using this aye. The first study was

reported by Long and Varney (1975), and data frm that study has been

renalyzed so as to ensure comparability with the data anaLysis performed

on the second study. Because of the large number of varlables (190)

collected on each subject by the system, some method of data reduction

Sas considered desirable. The Long and Varney study used a factor
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analytic approach to reduce the ntaber of variables; therefore, that

approach was replicated in the reanalysis of the data.,

A principal coqronents factor analysis, followed by Varimax rotation,

was performed on the 190 variables obtained from the system. Yigure 3

shows the eigenvalues for the first ten unrotatod factors. Figure 4

shows the proportion of variance for the first ten rotated factors. From

an examination of these two figures, it would seen that further examina-

tion should be limited to the first six rotated factors. Based upon

their loadings with the raw variab]qes, these first six factors may be

identified as shown in Table 6.

I> The correlations of these six factors with the two Ufl criteria are

shown in Tables 7 and 8 for Study I and Study II, respectively. There is

considerable variation in the validities from onet study to the next, a.d

this can be attributed, at least in part, to the instability of fActors

determined from 190 variables while using only 140 subjects.

because of this instability, it was considered desirable to develop

a simpler, sore stable data reduction procedure. The simplest a"d most

obvious procedure was, of course, to simply form sum or averags of the

sets of the 190 variables that were in the same mtric--that is, to

simply take the average of all deviations from command heading, all

deviations from cowmnd altitude, and so on. Tables 9 and 10 show the

correlations between there simple 64T scores and the two training

criteria for the two studies.

The correlations here are as high, or higher, than the c.s reported

for the OAT factors, while retaining their validity across the two studies.
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The multiple corr'elations of these five simple scores with the two

criteria are given in Table n for Study I. Table 12 shows the multipe

ccirelations of the six factor scores froa Study I aud also the cross-

61' validated ultipla correictions obt&,ned from Study 11. These results

show that t. CGAT fartoru did not retain their validity for the prediction

of the Pass/Fail criterion, and there was substantial decrease in

validity for tbe prediction of the Pass/FTD criterion, As noted earlier,

these decreases may be attributed, in purt, tu the instabi.ty of the

01 factors based upoa such a relatively small sample. While the cross-

validatod saltiple correlations for the simple GAT scores are not yet

available, it is expected that there will be coritdertbly less shrinkage

in these correlations. Table 13 gives an approxinatio-a of th*se shrunken

= tiple correlations, clculated using the standard Cofrection for

shrinkage,

In Table 14, the mltiple correlations are reported i-or 3ome of the

combinations of variables used in Study I. In general, it seem that

the best conbin.tion to achieve maximum validity should involve the

psychomotor and GAT variables. &sthough the GAT factor scores are used

in these regression problems the same erder of validity should be achieved

through using the simple CGAT variablias, with considerably less shrinkage.

While the GAT variables can make significant contributions to UPT

prediction, analyses p rformed by AFHRL staff membirs have indicated

that the use of a selection systom which included the GAT along with paper-

and-pencil and psychomotor measures, may prove w.onomically unfeawable

under the present pilot flow conditions. as compared with a selection system
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which consists of only the paper-and-pawil and psychomotor measures. This

is due not so much to the cost of the testing apparatus, but rather to the

, cost of trantrorting applicants to the testing sites and providing for

them while they are undergoing testing Because of these considerations, further

research it contemplated which will examina the degree to which validity

comparable to that obtained with the CAT ay be obtaine4 from smaller,

more portable, .ow fidelity devices. Specifically, whether a "desk-top"

light-plans simulator, without wti-n base, or possibly a simple cathode

ray tube display and small minitomputer M11ht be used to replace the CAT

system while measuring the same critical learning abilities.

In conclusion, thon, it has been found tha, the validity of paper-

and-pencil measures may be increased thjugh the addition cf items which

addres* the background and actitudes of the pplicants. Furthermore,

the use of psychomotor measures can make a significant contribution

through the measurement of abilities not tapped by paper-and-pencil

meAsures.

The use of learning sample measures, such as those obtained from the

CAT syitem, can also make significart independent contributions to

increased validity; however, additional research must be performed to

develop a more cost effective vehicle for this tyF of testing.
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Figure 2. Portable Psychomotor Device
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Table 1. Pilot Composite Subscales

Form M Form N

Mechanical Information Verbal Analogies

Mechanical Principles Table Reading

Pilot Bioraphical Inventory Electrical Maxe

Aviation Information Block Counting

Visualization of Maueuvers Scale Reading

Instrument Comprehension Mechanical Comprehension

Stick and Rudder Orientation Instrument Comprehension

Pilot Biographical and
Attitude Scale
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Table 2. Experimental Paper-and-Pencil Scales
(N= 245)

Scale pas/Fail FTD/Other

Scale Reading .19 -.16

Letter Sets .10 -.15

Tool Functiol, .04 -. 08

Electrical Information .02 -. 10

Mechanical Principles .10 -. 12

Word Knowledge .03 -. 15

Word Grouping -. 01 -. 04

Verbal Analogies .13 -.19

Block Counting .18 -. 15

Poinc Distance .04 -.06

Electrical Haze .13 -. 14

Pattern Detail .07 1-.14

Rotated Blocks .08 -. 10

Tools .04 .02

Figure Analogies -.01 -.04

Hidden Figures .05 -. 03

Answer Sheet Harking .05 -. 09

Table Reading .17 -. 08

Large Tapping .05 -.10

Trace Tapping .05 -.03

Discrimination-Reaction .06 -. 02
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Table 3. Attitude and Interest Neasurea

(N - 265) (N -227)

SYID

Key A .13* .06

Key ] .16* .09

Kay C -.06 -.01

Pass/Fail, Pass/FTD
(N - 257) Qni 220)

OBAS

Total xautnatton Scale .15* .05

Flying Deficiency Scale .13* .03

*p < .05
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Table 4. Regression Problems Using, Paper-and-Pencil
Measures for UP? Pass/Fail Criterion

Problem No. of

Number Predictors N Predictors - R

1 ArOQT 715 5 .12

2 Reference Battery 745 11 .20

3 OBAS 257 2 .15

4 SVIB 265 3 .18*

5 OMAS & AFOQT 206 7 .23

6 OBAS & Reference Battery 250 23 .25

7 SVIB & AFOQT 214 8 .24

8 SVIS & Reference Battery 258 24 .28

9 SVIr & OBAS 256 .23*

Field Ren-
Null Hypotheses Model tritted df1  df 2  F Ratio

OBAS makes no contribution to AFOQT 5 1 2 198 4.02*

SVIB makes no contribution to AFOQT 7 1 3 205 3.13*

OBAS makes no contribition to Reference Battery 6 2 2 226 2.71

SVIB makes no contribution to Reference Battery 8 2 3 233 1.89

*p < .05
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Table 5. Psychomotor Measures

Pass/Fail FTDIOther
(N - ASO (N -1502

Test 1 - X4  -.19* .27*

Test 1 - X5  -.20* .29*

Test I - Y4 -.14 .27*

Test 1 - YS -.20* .30*

Test 2 - X4  -.21* .27*

Test 2 - X5  -.20* .25*

Test 2 - Y4 -.24* .26*

TCwt 2 - Y5.18 .261

Test 2 - Z4  -.15 .25*

Test 2 - Z5  -. 19* .28*

Pass/Fail Pass/IDFT
(N - 234) (N - 201)

Test I - X4 + X5  -.19* -.15"

Test 1 - Y4 Y5 -. 17" -. 16*

Test 2 - X4 + X5  -.16* -.16"

Test 2 - Y4 + Y5 -.10 -.12

Test 2 - Z4 + Z5  -.12 -.06

*p < .05
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Table 6. GAT Factors from Study I

Factor Title

i Heading

II Bank

SIII Altitude

IV Traffic Pattern Side Slip

V Traffic Pattern Bank

VI Traffic Pattern Position

Table 7. GAT Factors - Study I

Pass/ Fa il Pass/Ff
Factors (N " 140) (N - 117)

I .18* .03

II .27* .37*

III .00 .08

IV .1 .09

V .20* .13

V1 .04 .08

*p < .05



','able 8. GAT Factor4 - Study II

Pass/Fail Paa/FTh
Factors (N - 116) (N - 99)

I .18 .18

II .15 .16

.II .20* .25*

IV .16 .14

V .06 .16

VI .20* .21*

*P < .05

I
Table 9. Simple GAT Scores - Study I

P FT/Fail Paa'/FTD
,;AT Variable (N - 140) (N - 117)

Average Pitch Angle Deviation -.26* -.18

Average Bank Angle Deviation -.28* -.33*

Average Side Slip Deviation -119* -.11

Average Heading Deviation -.27* -.19*

Average Altitude Deviation -.20* -.22"

**p < .0 5
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STpble 10. Simple GAT Scores - Study II

Pass/Fanl Pase/FD

GAT Variable (N - 116) (N - 99)

Average Pitch Angle Deviation -.28* -.37*

Average Bank Angle Deviition -.27* -.26"

Average Side Slip -.15 -. 19*

4 . Average Heading Deviation -.09 -.14

Average Altitude Deviation -. 18 -. 22*

*p < .05

Table 11. Multiple Correlations of Simple GAT Scores

No. of

Criterion N Predictors R

Pass/Fall 140 5 .32

PassFTD 117 5 .37
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Table 12. Cross-Validated Multiple Correlations

No. of Study I Study II
Criterion Predictors N R N R

Pass/Fail

Gat Factors 6 120 .42 99 -.08

Pass/FZD

GAT Factors 6 98 .48 99 .27

Table 13. Multiple Correlations of Simple GAT Scores
Corrected for Shrinkage

No. of
Criterion N Predictors R Rc

Pass/Fail 140 5 .32 .28

Pass/FTD 117 5 .37 .33
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Table 14. Joint Contributions - Study I

No. of
Criterion Predictors Predictors N R

Pass/Fail Psychomotor & Gat Factors 11 120 .49

Psychomotor & SVIB 8 218 .29

Psychomotor & OBAS 7 210 .30

Psychomotor & Ref Battery 26 224 .32

Pass/FTD Psychomotor & Gat Factors 11 98 .51

Psychomotor & SVIB 8 186 .25

Psychomotor & OBAS 7 179 .24

Psychomotor & Ref Battery 26 192 .37
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?STCUOETUIC SUPPORT FOR ITEM TYPES USZD IN A NEW WITTEN

XAMINATION FOR ENTRY-LEVEL FIREFIGHTERS

Lois C. Northrop

This paper briefly discusses the psychometric background of, and the
item types chosen to measure, the six ability constructs represented in
a new entry-level examination for use by the D.C. Fire Department. Docu-
muetetion of this nature is but one phase in the process of developing a
nam measuring instrument. Extensive task and duty analyses, the linkage
of knowledges, skills, abilities and other worker characteristics to these
task analyses and the development of the actual test plan are other phases
of the entire process which will not be dealt with here.

The six constructs discussed here are the six which were determined to
be the most critical and measurable of the 19 cognitive abilities studied.

Since human cognitive abilities are correlated, three to five of these
abilities will account for almost all of the variance iu performance that
can be measured. The addition of more ability measures does not apprecia-
bly increase the predictive validity of the test, i.e., the ability of the
test to predict future training and job performance. Therefore the six
caiical abilities selected for inclusion in the entry-level firefighter
examination are, for all practical purposes, representative of all the
requirements for job success.

The six critical abiliti, are defined as follows:

1. The ability to read and understand written materials and
instructions.

2. The ability to understand and follow spoken instructions or

orders.

3. The ability to use simple mathmatical formulas or equations.

4. Thit ability to discover Several rules or principles from
spf.+cific situations or events (learning from experience).

5. The ability to recognise or identify problems ur potential
problems.

6. The ability to make judgmerts sd4 decisions when information
is incomplete or conflicting.

A search of the psychological literature provided six matching ability
constructs which have been consistently identified in numerous factor-analytic
studies over the past 30 or 40 years, Vany of these studies represent the
foundation research in the field of psychometrics. There are differences,
of course, smong the studies due to the use of a variety of subjects varying
in age as well as in ability level. The stability of these ability constructs
has persisted despite the diversity of conditions in the iactor-analyticj studies in which they have been identified.
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The first ability - the ability to read and understand written mat-
erials and instructions - is represented by the well-known Verbal or
Verbal Comprehension factor which, according to the 1976 manual of
factor-referenced cognitive tests by Ukstrou, French and Rarman of the
Educational Testing Service, can be found in at least 125 published stud-
ics. The factor is a very stable one. It repeatedly appears in factor
analytic studies when a variety of tests in the verbal medium are included
in the test battery and it shovs great resistance to breaking up into sub-
factors.

It has been suggested that multiple choice vocabulary tests based
on synonym are the best for picking up individual differences in verbal
comprehension. Nowever, assessing verbal ability with isolated vocabulary
words alone tends to suggest that Verbal Comprehension is only a subfal-
ter of a broader factor which involves reading comprehension, verbal
analogies, matching proverbs, gramar and syntax. leading Comprehension
was chosen to measure verbal ability on the entry-level D. C. firefighter
written examination bocause it represents a more diver3ified aspect of
the ability and has identified a Verbal factor along with a number of other
tests of a verbal nature, (analogies, proverbs, gramar). In addition,
Reading Comprehension items seemed most appropriate for assessing what was
required - the ability to read and understand written materials and instruc-
tions.

During World War I, the Army Air Force research psychologists used
tests of Reading Comprehension to assess verbal ability in the Air Force,
Classification Batteries. Items were based on pAragraphs which were
"simple descriptions of Air Force jobs, the training involved and the
individual characteristics required for success." Several questions were
asked about each paragraph basid either oa specific information contained
in it or on inferences which could be dran from the material presented.

leading comprehension ites for the entry-level D.C. firefighter

written test consist cf very short paragraphs or parts of paragraphs taken
directly from the official fire department manuals, training guides and
other written aterials used in the work of the entry-level D.C. firefigh-
ter. These item sample directly the reading sweurial which entrylevel fire-
fishers deal with both during training and subsequently on the job. Such
item test their ability to read, understand and interpret this material.
Only material of an introductory or very general nature is selected. Somt
editing may have been done to eliminate any technical wording, which an
entry-level applicant would not be expected to be familiar with, or to
clarify the statements. No changes are made in the concept or maning of
the information or it. the general lsvel of difficulty of the passages to
be read and comprmhended.

The second ability - that of understanding or following spoken in-
structions or orders - was iWentifla4 with an Integration factor in Army
Air Force research during World War 11. The fatcor was characterised by
the ability to adapt quickly to new instruczions and carry then out suc-
cessfully. Items In the test presented modificat'ons or variations in
the instructions given at the beginning of the teQt.
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8 The some factor was identified as Attention by Vittenborn, the asstp-
tion being that attention is required when following a series of rapidly
given oral directions, none of which is difficult by itself, but when
several are given at once, considerable effort is necessary in order to
follow all simultaneously. Tests of attention ere desigsed so that per-I forance on them woo not dependent on intellectual ability. Tasks presented
were independent of knowledge and content, and involved material familiar
to anyone, i.e., digits or letters of the alphabet. Scores depended on the
ability to continually sustain mintal effort or "concentrate."

The entry-level firefighter test for this ability provides a special
action sheet which in addition to letters and digits contains a number of
simple geometric shapes. Each item consists of a set of oral directions
such as: Make a cross in the first circle and also a figure 1 in the third
circle."

When the instructions for an item are complete, the examinees are given
from 5 to 10 seconds (depending on the complexity of the instructions) to
respond before the instructions for the next item are presented.

Instructions for each item in a test of this nature can be given con-
siderable variety and a wide range of intricacy and yet no single instruc-
tion is difficult by itself. The content material (digits, letters of the
alphabet, simple geometric shapes) is familiar to all. In this test, an
examinee's ability to comprehend and adapt quickly to changing instrucLions
is well ttsted. This particular test has been in use in the U.S. Civil
Service Commission for many years and is considered to be one of the best
measures available for measuring the ability to understand and follow spoken
instructions or order6.

The third ability - the ability to use simple mathematical forwlas
or equations - is best represented by the clearly defined Number factor
found In over S0 studies. This factor is not a major component in mthemati-
cal reasoning or higher mathematical skills. It is simply the ability to
perform basic arithmetic operations with speed and accuracy.

The best reference tests for the Number factor are those with the
greatest mount of number handling, i.e., tests of the four arithmetic
operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division). Such tests
are outstanding in purity (i.e., they do not load on other factors) and in
th,2 site of their loadings on the Number factor.

The item type which will be used in the D.C. entry-level firefigbter
written test to assess the ability to use simple mathematical formulas is
very specifically job related. A comprehensive study of the mathematical
abilities required to perform the entry-level firefighter job in D.C. was
undertaken and the appropriate level of difficulty for these required
abilities was determined. Simple formulas taken directly from the training
manuals are presented with merical values which my be substituted in the
formula in order to calculato some quantity. The formula, of course, in-
volve the four arithmetic operations and facility with the operations
determine how easily and quickly an applicant cat arrive at the correct
onswer. Such item, of course, are ot as pure a measure of numerical
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I ability as simple arithmetic problems, since the additional took of sub-
stituting a number for the appropriate letter in a formula is required.
Bowever, the format of the proposed item. is more suitable for assessing
the ability actually required in the entry-level firefihter job.

The ability to discover general rules or principles from specific
situations is best represented by the Induction factor which appeartd
as one of Thurstones' 16 primary mental abilities and has continued to

9appear in the literature. The factor fits the concept of inductive reason-
ing well, nmely reasoning from the specific to the general.

The typical induction test presents groups of words, letters, numbers
or figures and the examinee is asked to discover a principle or rule used
in their makeup. Using the discovered principle or rule, the examinee can
select he appropriate addition or continuation for the group.

The identification of induction as a factor separate from Deduction
and/or General Reasoning is not as straightforward as that for the Verbal
and Number factors. There exists some controversy as to whether individ-
ual aspects of the reasoning process are separately measurable. Neverthe-
less a inductive ability throughout the psychometric literature. One of
the most enduring of these is Letter Series, Such items consist of a series
of letters which follow a pattern. The examinee's task is to discover th*
rule or principle underlying this pattern and thus fkd the next letter in
the series. Because the Letter Series item type is well documented in the
psychometric literature as a measure of Induction it was chosen for inclus-
ion in the D.C. Fire Department entry-level written examination. This item
type has been used in other written examinations developed by the Civil
Service Commission and has been found very satisfactory for aesessing in-
ductive ability.

The ability to recognize or identify problems or potential problem is
identified vith a factor which has been defined as Sensitivity to Problems.
The factor's appearance has been confined to Guilfcrd's laboratory, where
it has been isolated in a number of different, studies.

The item type chosen for the problem ilentification item. on the entry-
level firefighter written examiation presents a plan or a situation; the
examinee's task La to determine the chief problem with, or the most serious
defect in, the given plan or situation. The item type is complex - that is,
it has factor loadings on factors other than Sensitivity to Problem.

Although subject matter for faulty plans or futile activities is drawn
from common situations which can have been experienced or heard about by
anyone, the task of finding the correct answer involves analysis and eval-
uation of a situation and then thought beyond the given situation in order
to generate reasons why the plan or action is faulty and will not lead to
the desired result. For these reasons the item type was considered the most
appropriate weasure of the ability to recognizc or identify problem or ps-
tential problems.
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The last of the six abilities tested in the entvy-level firefighter

examination - the ability to make judgments ad decisions when information
is incomplete or con'licting - is best represented by the Judgement factor
which was first isolated in several studies, most of them carried out by
the Army Air Force Aviation Psychology Research program during World
War II. Typically judgment items present a problem requiring a best sol-
ution. Not all of the facts bearing on the solution are given and some
reasonable assumptions or guesses suet be made by the examinee as to what
-the most likely of several possible *occurreaces mfgh be. This concept of
judgment is obviously complex.

Any suitable item type to assess judgment will have variance in com-
mon with other verbal tests but the crucial task in measuring judgment is
the supplying of additional data (general knowledge, experience) by the
competitor in order to solve the problem.

A review of possible item types suggested te Wechsler (WAtIS) Compre-
hension Item as the best single measure of judgment; such items present
"cameon sense" questions, successful answers to which depend upon one's
funO of practical informatin and one's evaluation of past experience.
Questions are of a type which adults have had to answer for themselves or
have heard discussed.

Other item types to measure judgment have been of a similar nature
and were used in the Air Force research program. Items presented problems
of a "commn everyday" type, soe having to do with work planning, the
solution to which rested not upon logical reasoning grounds but on the
ability of the examine* to drsw upon his "coemon sense," experience and
general informaiion background.

Acts of judgment are necessarily a part of many ntellbctual func-
tions. Judgment tests will therefore be factorially complex but neverthe-
less, judgment is an important and assessable aspect of human intellect,
Qecessary to practical success in many occupations including that of
f irefigh ting.

Judgment items for the entry-level D.C. Firefighter written examina-
tion draw upon knowledge or experience of a very general, non-technical,
and current nature, the level of which is based on that for any high
school graduate. A five-alternative sultible choice format is used. A
short stem is sought in order to reduce the reading comprehension variance
of the question. Distractors may be based on false, irralevant cr icom-
plate asaumptions; the correct alternative should have a documentei source
and should not be predicated ov mere opinion. Such item will aipropriately
measure the required ability.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING PREFERENCES IN SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS

Jim Ingram Martin
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

San Diego, California 92152

Gail Metzger and Colleen L. Zelazny
San Diego State University

INTRODUCTION

The design of living spaces has a strong impact on the "quality of
Zlife" perceived by those who live and work within those spaces. For the

N&vy and other organizations which control the physical surroundings of
their personnel for prolonged periods of time, there is an increased
awareness of ihe Importance of structuring he ab i rom of the Navy
needs and desires of ta occupants. The habitability program of the Navy
has looked at a wide variety of means of improving the perceived quality
of living spaces. Such a program is recognized as being desirable for
the sustained physical and psychological well-being of those who are in
the Navy. With the advent of the all-volunteer force, improved life
spaces are recognized as being essential in order to both attract an4
retain the personnel the Navy needs.

Many factors have been examined by habitability studies. Some of
these factors have involved light levels, color schemes, tarface treat-
rents, noise levels, temperature variations, and ventilation rates. An
area which has not received such attention has been that of spatial
arrangements. The studies that have been conducted in this area have
primarily involved the redesign of work spaces. In thlose analyses, the
arrangement of physical space to meet time and energy requirements, not
personal desires, has been the primary objective. For the life spaces,
no effort has been made to examine optimal spatial arrangements.

A prie requirement for developing improved habitabilit7 progrem is
the determination of spatial preferences. A second reason for being con-
cerned with the assessment of spatial preferences is the possibility of
differences in the ways in which men and woman perceive and utilize space.
Many architects, both sale and female, profess that such sexually-
distinguishable differences exist. For the Navy, with the prospect of
sexually-integrated crews, differences in the 4patial preferences of men
and women would impact the effectiveness of habitability improvement program*.

A study of the Attitudes of en and women crew mebers aboard the
USS SA!TUARY led to the :hservation that "womn aboard ship express a
greater need for personal privacy than do the men" (Martin et al., 1973,
p. 62). W.ether this expression was simply a verbal phenomenon, or whether
it reflected some 3tronger, behaviorally-based need, could not be ascertained
at the time of tluat earlier study.

The primary objective of the research reported in this paper was to
develop tools and techniques which could be used for determining preferences
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in spatial arrangements. A secondary objective wee to administer these
tests to a limited sample of men and women to determine whether conspicuous
differences in spatial preferences existed between the two sexes.

METHOD AND RESULTS

After examining a number of means of determining spatial preferences,
three sets of assessment tools were developed. These were a layout diagram,
a figure selection test, and a questionnaire. For this exploratory effor-,
the life space selected as the basis for the study was a dormitory room
shared with one other person of the same sex.

The first tool, the two-dimensional reduced-scale layout diagraw,
permitted respondents to move cutouts depicting two twin beds and two
wardrobe/dresser units iu a 9 x 12 foct roes. The second assessment
tool presented sets of four possible room arrangements (derived for the
same furniture and space as for the first test) which the subjects were
to rank in order of preferences. The third tool was a questionnaire
obtaining responses to verbal statements about preferences in layout
design as well as to the need for privacy.

LAYOUT DIAGRAM

A prelisinary experiment was conducted with the layout diagram in
which it was given to 53 ale subjects ranging in age from the late teens
to early twenties. With only four items of furniture and with a relatively
small space, it would seem that the varieties of responses would be limited.
In fact, however, a considerable number of different responses was possible.
Considering only the positions of the two beds against the walls, there were
ten basic possible configurations. If one or both of the beds were moved
out from the walls, more variations were possible (but these were counted
as variants of the basic layouts). The intrcduction of the two wardrobe
units greatly increaseJ the number of designs. A total of 33 basic varia-
tions for beds and wardrobes was found to exist.

Considerable Individual ciffercnces in preferences for spatial
arrangements were found in this prellmInary experiment. O the ten
possible basic configurations based in bed positions alone, eight
were selected by the respondents. While 40 respundents chose basic
configurations with both beds touching the walls at corners of the
room, 13 respondents chose to have at least one of the beds free-stondIng.
3! the 33 possible configurations based on bed and wardrobe positions,
18 were selected by the respondents.

Despite the diversity of the responses, some general findings could
be promulgated. Fully 70 percent of the respondents arranged their
beds so that they were parallel with their roommate's. More than
77 pozcent positioned their beds so that they were in corners of the
room. Slightly over 62 percent could be acccuodated by a selection
from three basic designs.
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Following this pilot study, the layout diagram-test was modified and
presented, in conjunction with the figure selection and questionnaire
tests, to a sample of ten miles and ten females. This limited sample
group also differed from the first In that the respondents were primarily
in their 20's and 30's.

Considerable dis.rrsity in responses was found. Of the ten configura-
tions based on bed position alone, six were selected. Of the 33 configure-
:ions based on bed aud wardrobe positions, 11 were selected.

Nevertheless, acm uniformity of response was observed. One parti-
cular bed position configuration was selected by 40 percent of the
respondents. In fact, one specific bed and wardrobe configuratio
was selected by 30 percent. Beds were positioned against the walls,
in corners of the room, by 90 percent. The preference tot locating
the beds parallel to one another, observed in the pilot study, was not
upheld in this one; the selection of parallel versus perpendicular
orientations was made by exactly 50 percent of the respondents.

These differences in responses between the pilot study and thisF4ter experiment may have been due to the increased age, and, hence,
maturity and accumulated experience of the respondents in living in
dormitory conditions or In visualizing space from two-dimensional
cutouts.

The most surprising finding was the reduction in diversity of
responses and the concentration of such a large percentage of respondents
on a single configuration.

SCORIM: OF LAYOUT DATA. The tabu~lation of results fr'om the layout
data proved unexpectedly difficult. The preliminary studies had indicatedt

sume of the types of data which could be collicted. The-Yoom designs genar-
atd certain ipressions which were difficult to define.- Efforts to stipu-
late definitions almost inevitably ran0afoul of excepti6fti. W6"were
reliable instruments available to make all the measurements. A planiseter
for measuring surface area gave discrepant results each time it-was used,
Nevertheless, some 16 difforent items were developed which could be con-
sistently measured. These are listed in Table 1 and a diagram of the room
and its iurnishing is depicted in Figure 1. The Item on ihch data were
taken Included factors relating to the orientation of the beds, the diutances
from ta* beds to other objects, the visibility of other nbjects from the
bed, and the personal area defined by esah bed and wardrobe combination.

The analysis of the data obtained from the men and women Indicated
remrkable overall similarities. Table 1 presents the averages of the
responses obtained from each sample. The greatest difference between the
men and women appeared to 14e Ln the division ,of the room iuto personal
areas. Whereas the men generally divided the area equally, the women',
tended to divide the area unequally (70 percent versus 30 percenc).
Nevertheless, the unequal distribution of area by both the men edfi the
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Table 1. Layout Diagram Results

CATEGORY AND ITEM MALES FEMALES

Bed Orientation: ,
1. Pirsllel 40% 60%
2. Perpendiculr 60% 40%
3. Converging view 100% 100%
4. Diverging view 0% 0%

Bed Distances:
5. Pillow separation 10.8' 10.0'1
6. Bed separation 4.0' 3.9'
7. Respondent to door 8.9' 9.91
8. Roomm&te to door 8.7' 8.0'
9. Reapondent farther from door 50% 80%

Bed Visibility:
10. Respondent to roommate 80% 80%
11. Respondent to door 80% 70%
12. h oo door 70% 80%

Personal Area:
13. Respondent's frontage (bed to ward.) 6.)' 5.4'

14. Roommate'a frontage (bed to ward.) 5.6' 5.8'
15. Equal frontages for both roommates 60% 30%
16. Equal arear for both roommates 70% 30%

Percentages indicate respondents arranging their
** room layout to include the listed feature.

Measurements indicate the average distance in feet.

Figure 1. Room Layout Diagram
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women was not dore for personal gain; in both casts, the roommate benefited
mere frequently than the :espondent.

The figure selection test was designed to ensure that the respondents
would consider the major alternatives possible with the room layout design.

It also attempt6J to separate out the component decision points involvedin artiving at a satisfactory deoign.

The test consisted of sets of four possible configurations. Within

each set, the respondent was required to rank order his preferences. The
h sets were designed so that, inasmuch as was possible, one primary factor

was being varied sihile the others were held constant.

The first two sets conisted of the room with two beds in different
arrangements. Tho locations of the pillows on the beds were not indicated
and the wardrobes were not included in Lhese sets.

The first set offered the choice between beds which wore parallel ard
beds which were perpendicular. Both the males and females were equslly
divided between parallel and perpendicular arrangements.I!

The second set offered the choice betwcen beds which were positioned
in different corners of the room at increasing distances of separation.
Both the males ano females prefered the greatest separation (with beds in
opposir.e corners) and avoided the least separation (parallel beds occupying
adjacent ccrnern on the shorter wall).

The third and fourth sets consisted of drawings of the room with two
beds on which the locations of the pillows were indicated (the wardrobes
were not included in these sets).

The third set offered the choice, with beds arranged in paral~el at
opposite corners nf the room, of having the heads of the occupants facing
in converginS, parallel, ot diverging directiono. Near universal *gree-
ment was obtained favoring the converging arrangement. This preference
was followed, in descending order, by the parallel arrangement with both
roommates looking into the hall; by the same narrangement with both looking
at the outside wall; and by the diverging arrangement.

The fourth set offered the choice, with the beds in perpendicular
arrangements at adjacent and opposite corners, of having the pillot posi-
tions at varying distances of separation. Again, near universal agreement
was obtained favoring the maximum pillow separation, with the heads of the
beds in opposite cornern of the room. The rank ordering of this and of
the remaining preferences indicated that two factorh were at work: One
factor involved keeping the heads of the L,4ds against wmlls (i.e., in corners
of the room); the other involved attaining "ximum stparation within that
constraint.
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The fifth and sixth sets oi drawings complicated the selection process
still further by the addition ot the wardrobe units.

The fifth set offered the choice, vitb the beds in perpendicular
arrangement at opposite corners, of locating the wardrobes at various
positions with regard to the heads of the beds. Both males and females
prefered to have the wardrobe positioned so that there was a maximum
amount of open area. They least prefered selections which closed off
an area of the room from visibility from other areas.

The sixth set identified one of the beds as that of the respondent
and offered the choice of having it be visible or hidden from view from
the hall. The respotses of the sales and females showed little consistency
with thJs set. In general, a slight preference appeared to exist for the
more open floor plans, but the results were so highly individualized that
no general conclusions can be supported with any degree of confidence.

The figure selection test revealod several findings that were also
reflected in the room layout diagrait. Respondents had little preference
between parallel and perpendicular bed arrangements. They prefer to mmxi-
tze the separmtion between beds. The heads of the beds must be positioned

against a wall and respondents will accept a lesser separation between beds
In order to have the heads in this position. The positions of the heads
should be such that roommates are facing In a converging direction; parallel
viewing arrangements are not prefered, but, if they must be selected, the
respondents would require that they be orientcd to afford a view of the
entry to the room. A preference for maximizing the amount of open area in
the room appeared present in most responses. Designs with sections of the
room visually closed-off from the other were not regarded favorably. When
respondents were given the opportunity to shield their beds from view from
the hall, they showed no preference for selecting those arrangements.

QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnnire was designed to tap the thought processes which
might be underlying Lne room lajout and figure selection test behavior.~Because it was a written test which required the verbalization of a response

(as opposed to positioning the cutouts or selecting a design), it was anti-
cipated that the respondents might exhibit more social constraints in deve-
loping their answers.

The questionnaire asked specific questions about the design process

and some general ones about the need for privacy.

DESIGN PROCESS. One portion of the questionnaire consisted of a
series of items related to the various identifiable aspects of the physical/
psychological arrangement of the rooms. These qestions were related to
the discernable features which were being easured on the layout diagram.

The resonses to the questionnaire were compared with the room layouts
designed by each respondent. This was done in order to determine whether
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the verbalized expression was realized in a physical manifestation; in
other words, to find out whether the questionnaire and the layout would
indicate the same response. ('his had been an issue because annecdotal

Sevidedce had 6uggetted that the verbal behavior way be quite different
from the actual phynical behavior.)

In general, the responses of the subjects tracked their actual layout
diagrams fairly closely. In some cases, tradeoffs were necessitated by
the room design and not all idealized responses could be accomodated. In
most instances, however, the verbal expres.ion about design characteristics
was paralleled in the actual behavior.

The one major exception occured with the respexses to the question of
whether the respondent would consider It desirable for both roommates to
have equal amounts of personal area. All respondents, sale and female,
replied affirmatively, but, as was noted earlier, 30 percent of the men
and 70 percent of the women did not achieve that goal iu their layout
diagramr.

PRIVACY. CPne portion of the questionnaire was directed at determining
the sensitivity of the respondents to the need for privacy. This was assessed
in two ways. A direct assessment was obtained by ssking the respondent to
indicate, for each of nine activities performed in the room, his feelings
of a need for privacy on a 5-point scale. An indirect assessment was ob-
tained by asking, for the same activities, whether or not the door would
be open or closed. Responses to these two questions (presented in Table 2)
were used to determine an overall level of sensitivity to the need for
privacy for each respondent.

The responses of the subjects to the two types of questions tracked
one another closely, supporting the belief that both questions were directed
at the same basic area. There was a confounding of results by some additional
factors, however. For example, with regard to listening to a radio, a number
of subjects indicated that they would close the door even though they ex-
pressed no particular need for privacy (they would close the door out of
consideration for their neighbors).

In general, the females fricated a greater feeling of a need for
privacy than the males. (The one exception to this generalization was
with regard to writitg where a greater number of ales than females would
close the door.) Thete findings were significant at the 0.025 level.

The privacy rating was used to divide the sa.ple of men and of women
into additional subgroups of high and lzw scores. Tho data obtained withthe layout diagram, the figure selection test, and the design process por-

tion of the questionnaire were then examined to determine whather there
were any significant differences in the responses of those experiencing
different levels of need for privacy. Despite the numerous measurements
and comparisons, no conspicuous and consistent results were apparent.
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Table 2. Privacy Questionnaire Results

PRIVACY DOOM POSITION

ACTIVITY Hale Fouale Difference Hale Female Difference,

Sleeping 4.3 4.7 0.4 90 100 10
Napping 3.6 4,5 0.9 80 100 20
Reading 3.3 3.6 0.3 80 80 0
Dressing 3,3 4.5 1.2 80 90 10
Grooming 2.4 3.9 1.5 60 90 30
Writing 2.8 3.3 0.5 80 70 -10
Talking 2.3 3.3 1.0 40 60 20
Listening 1.6 2.2 0.6 50 50 0
Relaxing 2.0 2.5 0.5 20 40 20

SRated on a scale from 5 to 1 of decreasing need for privacy.
Scored as percentage of respondents who would close the door
while engaged in the listed activity.

CONCLUSIONS

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

The results of this study indicate that, although there are a great
manny individual differences in terms of preferences for the way in which
a romr will be arranged, there are some basic design characteristics which
will be more appealing to the greater number of people. Such factors as
having the beds facing in convergent directions, positioning beds so that
the heads are against the wall, maximizing the separation between the heads
of the beds, etc., are prie considerations. Other factors such as orietting
the beds in perpendicular or parallel fashion are not especially important.

A major finding of this study is that. although there are significant
differences in the expression by males and by females of the need for
privacy, these differences are not reflected in sexually-differentiated
preferences for spatial arrangements. Both the sales and females demon-
strated substantially similar responses to the layout diagram and to the
figure selection test.

If substantiated by further research with additional oubjects, and if
upheld for other life spaces which would need to be examined, these findings
would allay the concerns of habitability engineers about designing life
spaces which may prove equally satisfactory to sale and to female personnel.
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ASSESSMENT TOOLS

This study has alto indicated that a battery of Assessment tools my
be used to determine spatial prefe ences for life spaces. The results ob-
rained with such varied tools as the free-response, layout diagram; the
forced-choice, figure selection test; and the verbally-oriented question-
naire, all led to similar concluains.

The layout diagram permits &aximum variation in response, yet is liaited
because the subject may be constrained by his ability to cinceptualize alter-
native patterns. The figure selection test permits particular design factors
to be isolated by holding certain factors constant while mcn.ipulW,'ing others.

The questionnaire permits an assessment to be made of internal factors, but
Icare must be taken to distinguish between those questions pertaining to

tangible, physical aspects of cdesign and those pertaining to the emotional,
psychological aspects or feelings.

Each test has its own particular merits. A battery of tests such as
was developed for chis study could be used to determin, the spatial prefer-
encee of subjects for the improved habitability design of their life spaces.
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OBVERSE FACTOR ANALYSIS TO ENHANCE THE VALIDITY
OF SELECTION TESTS*

Benjamin b. Weybrew
Read, Personnel Assessment Division
Naval Subnsrine Medical kesearch Laboratory
Naval Submarine Base New London
Groton, Connecticut 06340

Fourteen years ago I was privileged to he the keynote speaker
at the 6th annual MTA conference held at the Coast Guard Institute
in Groton, Connecticut. Entitled "Testing is Serious Business",
Sy address cnntained several examples of my discontent with certain
test methodology in vogue at the time. One of these problem areas
I mentioned was the relatfve usefulness of configural versua linear
or summative -models in scoring our tests and in deriving our pre-
dictive foruulae. This paper then becomes a modest attempt to sub-
stitute action for talk by providing a demonstration of what happens
to the validity of selection tests whose scores were derived from
weighted Latterns of responses rather than weighted or unweighted
sum of responses, the latter being the commonly acceptel scoring
technique used by most test practioners.

The need for a new approach to submariner selection was based
upon several observations regarding certain aspects of the sub-
mariner self-ction data collected over the past two decades. In the
first place, invclving a variety of aptitude, interest 4nd personality
tests, our linearly-derived, validity coefficients, single or multiple,
rarely exceed 0.40 with our available training criteria. Secondly,
in an era of shortages of quality submariner volunteers when false
positive selection errors (reject a good candidate) are very serious,
the observation that there are almost an infinite n~imber of trait
configurattona descriptive of the 30-402 of the submariner candidates
who fail at various phases of their career. Aptitude deficiencies,
deficient or inappropriate motivation, attitudes or interests, and
emotional Instability in an endless variety of patrerns characterize
most submariner "attrites" (Weybrew, 1963). It seems much too simple,
certainly unrealistic, to expect a linear, suummative equation made
up of one or more aptitude scores for example, to yield substantive
predictive indices with respect to these attrition criteria,

Thus, stated more precisely, the objectives of this study were

twofold: (1) Empirically, to identify personality types character-
izing "aurites" "nd successes, then (2) to investigate the differences

*The opinions or assertions where they appear in this paper are those
of th~e author 4nd are not to be construed as the official views of the
U.S. Navy Medical Department.
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in the predictive validity of standard selection tests for "good"
and "poor" fits to these "types". There was one assumption under-
lying tOis study, viz., that variables interrelate differently
within different classes or types of individuals. It follows,
therefore, that only whey the test battery contains a single co ao

factor and the criterion population is homogeneous in the sense
that the interaction matrix of the variables (items of a questionnaire,
in this parttular study) are equivalent for all criterion sub-grocps,
will a given prediction formula be maximally effective for the total
criterion population. It was therefore the burden of this study to
show that obverse factor analysis is one possible technique for
grouping the total criterion population into homogeneous sab-groups
within which differential predictive validity may be found.

NETHOD AND PROCEDURE

As alluded to in the introductory comments the method of choice
for deriving personality "typen" was obverse nr inverse factor
analysis (Cattell, 1952), a tactorization technique by which hypo-
thetical factors are derived from between-person covariance oe
correlation matrices. Found early in the history of submarine
psychology to be useful in identifying trait patterns characterizing
successful submariners (Weybraw, 1953), this factor analytical techniqce
(called Q-technique if Q-sorts are involved) yields factors whose
structure is defined by factor loading on persons rther than loadings
on tests or measures produced by the imore common between-test or
R-technique of factor analysis.

Subjects. The sample upon which the typology derived by obverse
factor analysis was based consisted of twenty enlisted candidates for
submarine training. This sample was Jrawn randonly from a population
of 800, 152 (3 Ss) from high-achieving successes (stanine 9), 152 from
the stanine "I" success group and the remainder (14 Ss) from the
attrition segment. The validation samples consisted of two independent
Submarine School classes, N-277.

Data collection and analytical techniques. A psychiatric screening
questionnaire, "custom-tailored" for submariner candidates, the Personal
Inventory Barometer (PIB), was used to identify the adjustment types
(Weybrew and Youniss, 1957). Volidated mainly to identify adjustment
failures at the training level, the 52 keyed items of the PIB yielded
high concurrent validity with such well-known personality tests as
Scale 7, Psychasthenia, lMPI (0.73, N-250) and with the Guilford-Kartin
(GAMIN) -0.66 and -0.73 with the Absence of Inferiority and the Nervous-
ness factors respectively. The PIB employs a 10-point multi-category
response format extending from "0", "Not at all like me" to "9",
"Exactly like me" with 3 intervening anchor-categories.
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The analytical procedure consisted of the following steps:
(1) The 52-item array for each of the 20 Ss was first converted
to ipsative form, that is deviation scores (stanines), were calcu-
lated from the means and SD's for each of the 52-item response arrays
for each of the 20 Ss; (2) Thurstone's Group Centroid Method of[ factor analysis was applied to the 20x20 inter-ptrson matrix of

Wr Pearson Product Moment coefficients and (3) the resulting 6x20 factor
matrix rotated orthogonally by a simple geometric technique (Fruchter,
1954). The rotational criterion was simple structure. The "person-
vectors" were coded but not identified during the rotational pro-
cedure so as to provide a "blind" control on the person (the author)
car:ying out the calculations.

RESULTS

Delineation of the Obverse Factor Types. Thirty-six per cent of
rhe between-person correlation coefficients were significant at the
5Z confidence level. Nevertheless. the correlations were low, with a

i mean coofficient of 0.23 and a S.v. oi 0.i2. For the most part, the
residual matrix was exhausted after the extraction of six reference
centroids although Tucker's criterion was met after the fifth re-
siduals were computed. The mean and S.D. of the residuals were .07
and .05 respectively. These six reference axes were then rotated
orthogonally until simple structure was approximated. The factor
matrix is presented in Table I. (Table 1 on following page)
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TABLE 1

Orthogonally Rotated Factor Loadings of

Twenty Enlisted Hen*

Subject Obverse Factors
Code

Number I II III IV V VI h

1 .40 .35 .36 .38 -.09 -.02 .56

2 .23 .58 .06 -.04 .09 -.13 .42

3 .31 .59 -.24 .15 .23 .06 .58

4 -.02 .06 .34 .11 .72 .00 .65

5 .37 .20 -.07 .28 .08 .00 .27

6 .42 -.24 .54 -.19 .43 -.15 .77

7 .65 -.27 -.04 .34 .18 .00 .64

8 .29 -.25 .10 .16 .11 .31 .29

9 .47 -.26 .15 .08 .25 .03 .38

10 .56 .23 -.05 .18 -.28 -.05 .48

11 .66 .14 .17 .46 -.14 -.09 .72

12 .12 .01 .16 .06 .84 .00 .75

13 .08 .00 .12 .82 .02 .00 .69

14 .13 -.06 .19 .13 .70 .17 .59

15 .23 .12 .16 -.14 .30 .00 .20

16 .62 -'10 -.02 .15 .28 -.21 .54

,17 ._2 .30 .15 -.22 .23 .00 .48

18 .55 -.14 .02 -.01 .09 .10 .34

19 .17 -.12 .87 -.09 .36 -.02 .94

20 .35 .35 .29 .21 .37 -.02 .51

*Factor loadings which are underlined indicate the persons used to identify

the factor.
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An inspection of the underlined icadings in Table 1 indicates
that all of the persons except those with code numbers 1, 5, 8, 9,
15 and 20 were used to identify some one or other of the factors.
Judging from the low communalities (h2 in Table 1), it is apparent
that persons with code numbers of 5. 8, and 15 had item profiles
unique to this group. The remaining three out of the six persons
were rejected as identifying persons largely on the basis that the
vectors representing their item profiles failed to rotate into any
of the factor hyperplanes.

&te persuns identifying each factor in the rotated solution in
Table 1 appeared to cluster reasonably well with respect to the
criterion groupings used to select the 20 subjects for the obverse
factor analysis. Thus, Factor I had the highest loadings by four
O"academic" failures and two "temperamental" failures. Factor II,
on the other hand is a doublet, loaded by two men who graduated in
the upper stanine. Factor III is also a doublet loaded by one low
achiever (Stanine 1) graduate and one "academic" failure. Factor
iV contains two high-loading "academic" failures; however, one of
them (code number 11) also loads Factor I, indicating an overlap
between the two factors. Factor V appears to be a triplet loaded
by two "academic" failures and one "stanine 1" graduate. Finally,
Factor VI appears to be a residual factor since there are no high-
loading persons Identifiable in the present solution. Thus, in sum,
all but one of the five obverse factors were identified by submariners
who failed or were low-achievers in basic training. Factor II, on
the other hand, is identified by high-achieving Submarine School
graduates.

While not directly pertinent to the methodological emphasis of
this paper, it should be mentioned for the more clinically-oriented
psychologists, that once the obverse factors have been identified
by the people with high loadings on each factor, the structure or
content of these factors can he examined by a relatively simple pro-
cedure. That is, to content analyze the most (and least) descriptive
items (in this study the PIB items) making up the protocols for the
persons with high loadings on each obverse factor. For example, the
FIB patterns suggest the following factor content: Factor I (Fl)
nervousness, frustrated, F2 - good impulse control, socially sensitive,
F3 - cyclothymic, and F4 and F5, characterized by rather similar
neurotic patterns.

Relationship of fit to "obverse types" and test validity.

The rationale for this, the central part of the study, is that the
degree to which the persons within a subgroup fit a "failure" pattern,
to that degree will "success" predictors lose validity. Conversely,
to the degree the persons within a uub-group fit a "success" type, to
that degree will predictive validity be enhanced.
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To test this proposition the following procedure was implemented:
The PIB was administered to one enlisted Submarine School class
of 322 men (none of the 20 men used in the obverse factor analysis
were included in this sample). With the it-s responses in Stanine
form, three scoring methods were applied to the FIB items most and
least descriptive ot the persons defining the obverse factor types.
These were: (1) The sum of those items least characteristic of thefactor subtracted from the sum of those items most characteristic;

(2) the simple sum of those item responses most characteristic; and
(3) the ratio of the sum of the most characteristic icem-responses
to the sum of the least characteristic responses. Thus, three scoreswere outained for each of the five factors identified in Table 1.

Since all of the obverse factors except Factor II were associated
with submariner "attrites" and Factor II with submariner "successes",
the question was raised as to whether any of these scores based upon
the personality test configurations delineated by obverse factor
analysis could differentiate between the 6uccess and failure sub-groups
of an incoming class of submariners. Table 2 contains the results of
this analysis.

It is an interesting fact that all three keys for F1 in Table 2
were significantly discriminatory between those who succeed and fail
in Submarine School. Moreover, two of the 3 keys wire discriminating
for F5. One reason foe the validity of these two factor scores quite
probably was the greater number of i~entifying PIB items, 10 for F,
and 14 for F5 , as compared with 6 items each for the remaining factors.
The greater number of items in the factor cltuters for F1 and F5 quite
probably resulted in enhanced reliability of the derived scores.

The final part of this study (and perhaps the most interenting)
consisted of an examination of the effects of grouping "good" and
"poor" population fits to the criterion types upon the predictive
validity of the Navy Arithmetic-Mechanical Aptitude Test with respect
to the Submarine School pass-fail criterion. The methodological
hypothesis entertained here was that to the degree to which the persons
within a population sub-group fit a failure pattern, to that degree will
"success" predictors lose validity. Conversely, to the degree that persons
within a group fit a "success" type, to that degree will predictive
validity be enhanced. Keeping in mind that within the total group the
tetrachoric correlation between the aptitude test and the criterion is
.40 the data ir Table 3 would seem to be suggestive.

Looking at Table 3, it is well to recall that Factors 1, 3, 4 and
5 were all defined by failure types, and F2 by success types. Lookiug
at F1 for all scoring keys, It is noted that within the population sub-
group, fitting the failure type depicted by the items identifying F1 ,
the correlation with the criterion, for all k2ys, is significantly lowerthan the same predictor-criteriou relationship within those persons who
fit this failure type. One the other hand, the data for F2, a success
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TABLE 2

Comparison of Factor Scores for
281 Graduates and 41 Failures in
Submazine School

Scorin Key I Scoring y II Scoring Key III

Factors t-ratio pa t-ratio p t-ratio p

F1  2,72 .005 2.80 .005 3.72 <.001

F2  0.45 n.s. 0.03 n.s. 0.09 D.s.

F 0.21 U.s. 1.1 n.s. 0.22 n.s.
3

F4  0.07 n.s. 0.02 n.s. 0.12 n.s.

F5  1.77 .04 2.40 .01 0.83 n.s.

a
aProbability based upon a "one-tailed" hypothesis consistent with the

content of each factor.

TABLE 3

Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficients of Arithmetic
plus Mechanical Scores with Submarine School Stanines
for "Good" and "Poor" Fits to the Criterion Types
Identified by Obverse Factor Analysis (Total N - 277)

Scoring Key I Scoring Key II Scoring Key III

tetra rtetra rtetra

Ha 3 b ~bbHighs .38b  .39b  .39b

F1  Lw 5 54 .540

High .52 .54 .61b

Low .46 .48 .46

High .4 6b .34b  .44F3  4

3 Low .61 57 .50

High .57b .38b .58b
! F4

4 Low .41 .59 .43

High .41b .40b .54
~F 5

5  Low .59 .57 .48

aligh-Low signifies above and below the approximate median of the distributions of
scores derived for each group of items associated with each factor.
bDifferences between coefficients sigdfimt at less than the 5% level (one-sided test)
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type, indicate that those persons who fit the success type (scoring
key III only) show a higher predictive relationship with the criterion
than those who do not fit the success type, or, more exactly, fit the
success pattern less well. F3, also a failure type, shows for 2 of
the three scoring keys the same sort of discrepancies in predictive
validity t1xt ycre o:serc;d in Fl, that is, if we hold the sub-groups
constant, we obtain an increase In validity for those Ss who did not
fit the failure classification as defined by the analysis. For F4,
only scoring key Il yields a sigaificant difference between the co-
efficients in the predicted direction. For rasons unknown, scoring
keys I and III for F yield differences in the reverse direction.
On the other hand, goth cf the statistically signiflcant keys for
F5 are in the predicted direction.

F, SUHOARY AND CONCLUSIONS

There were two general questions to be answered by this study:
First, is it possible by means of obverse factor analysis to classify
persons meaningfully in terms of differences in personality test item
configurations? Secondly, having isolated these person-factors, what
happens to predictive validity within population sub-groups showing
good and poor "fits" to these classes?

There was one fundamental assumption underlying this study, viz.,
that variables interrelate differently within different classes or types
of individuals. It follows, therefore, that only when the test battery
contains a single common factor and the criterion population is homo-
geneous in the sense that the interaction matrix of the variables (items
of a questionnaire, in this particular study) are equivalent for all
criterion sub-groups, will a given prediction formula be maximally
effective for the total criterion population. It was therefore the
burden of this study to show that obverse factor analysis is one pos-
sible way to group the total criterion population into homogeneous sub-
groups within which differential predictive validity may be found.
What did the results show?

The major finding is contained in Table 3. The data in this table
d -d f..... fal predictive validity of the Arithmetic-Mechanical
Aptitude scores within "good" and "poor" fits to the adjustment classes
identified by the obverse factor analysis. It was shown that witHin a
group of submariner volunteers who fit the "failure" class, the aptitude
predictive validity is significantly lower than for those who fit the

failure class less well. At the same time the validity of the same pre-
dictor within the group fitting the success "type" was higher than was
fouad for the group failing to fit the success type.

These findings would seem to be in accord with expectations. Factorial
composition (i.e., what dimensions the test items are tapping) would seem
to depend upon the characteristics of both tests and persons tested and
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that differential predictability Vil be found for the sub-groups
compounded within the population sample. Actually a different

prediction formula is needed for each of the population sub-classes.

In addiriwn co identifying ::rait clusters descriptive of persons
who tailed in Submarine School, the results of this study suggested

a somewhat different approach to submariner selection (Weybrew and
Kinsey, 1968). After applying the selection battery to the volunteer
population, the total group should be subdivided into classes acLordiaa
to the goodness of fit to the success or failure trait patterns as
defined empirically as outlined in this study. Then, according to
the findings of this study, maximal prediction efficiency will be

obtained by deriving a separate prediction formula for each population
sub-grouping.

In short, it appears that workers in personnel selection (includinj!
submariner selection) most probably are consistently underestimating the
validity oi their predictor measures as a result of a number of hetero-
geneous groups being included in the population sample. Once the sample
has been classified according to Lactorial composition (and an obverse
factor analytic technique is one possible way to do this), predictabllity
within population sub-groupings should be greatly enhanced. Following
somewhat the paradigm cutlined ia this study, more profitably, perhaps,
by isolating population sub-classes by means of a more varied configura-
tion of measures, not only psychiatric screening items as used in this
study, but also aptitude, interest, and values scores as well as selected
iremc of biographical information, it should be possible to raise single
and multiple validity coefficients to the 0.80 - 0.90 range for certain
predictive problems.
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Improving Esiliates of the Standard Error of the Mean
by: Donald 0. Shepherd, Robert L. Malone and Jack A. Kavanagh

Loyola University of Chicago

Statistical estimates of the standard error of the mean are apt to be some-
what erroneous whea they fall to consider the measurement error, or conversely
the reliability, associated with the items, scales, or operations by which such
measurement is attempted.

In the case of test items, as this paper illustrates, estimations of'the
standard error of the mean are more eccurate when based on a formula containing
a correction for error of measurement.

While estimates of the standard error of the mean have traditionally recog-
nized variance as a function of the sample of people, Peters and Van Voorhisl,
as well as Shepherd ond Winiewicz 2 have cited the importance or acknowledging
variance associated with the sampling of the test items. As the present paper
Illustrates, each type of variantce, i.e. people or tests, may be Isolated under
special conditions. For example, Peters and Van Voorhis (p. 134 Formula 66)
give as the standard error of the mean in the casa of the correlated test samples
matched on an infallible criterion the following formula:

I)
Ox

w; -n

where r is the reliability coefficient of the test.

Peters and Van Voorhis (pp. 134-135) go on to state: "We would have such
matching on a true cri zerion where the same group was to be retested, for here the
paired individuals are the same persons: consequently truly paired as to ability.
The varialility of the means to be expected if we should repeatedly retest the
same group is probably what we usually have in mind when we think of the standard
error of a mean; hence formula (I) is the oe.e most often to be used."

Clearly, what Peters and Van Voorhis are usi'g in the above formula for r Is
threlt *'ity coefficient and that matching on an Infallible or true criterion
is testing the same group twice, I.e. the test-retest reliability coefficient.
The "variability of the meant" is a consequence of measuremont error as the varia-
bility cannot be due to the sa&,tlng of people.

IPeter., C.C., and Van Voorhis, W.R.; Statistical Procedures and Their Mathe-
matical Bases (New York: McGraw Hill, 1940).

2Donald 0. Sheph'erd and Casimer 5. Winiewicz "Compleat Formula for the
Standard Error of the Mean", Proceedings, 79th Annual Convention, American Psycholo-
gical Association, 1971, pp. 97- .
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Peters and Van Voorhis used the term "standard error of the mean" while using
either the formula for the sampling of people (classified formula p. 131);

2) r

or for the sampling of test items or forms (measurement error formula p. 131.):

3) CE

Formula (2) is to be used for determining the variance of the sample means
for a single test form where the thing that varies is the sample of people,
Formula (3) is to be used where the sample of people remains constant (i.e. a
population), but the sample of test forms (items) varies.

Actually, hc~ever, most situations entail a sampling not only of people from
some population, but a sampling of items from some domain of test. izems. Hence,
realistically, it is most important to deal with both types of variance simulta-
neously as provided in the hypothetical example explored in theremainderof this
paper.

For example, let us consider a minature representation as fol4ows in which
tests as well as people differ from sample to sample:

The total population (N) is 4 and sample size (n) is 3. The people are
represented by the letters A througn D. The domain of the test Items
(K) Is 5, sample size (n) is 3, and length of the test form (k) is 3.
The sizes of the universes (people and test) are here kept finite for
practical and illustrative purposes.

also Table I (following) contains the population of people and test item,. It

also has each idividual's response to each item in the domain of test items.

Table I contains every possible sample of people of size 3 and every possible
sample of test items of sze 3 (test form).

Table Illcontains thr score (or each person by test form. At the far right
under T is each persons "t-ue" score calculated from the sample of tests. The
population mean ior each unique test form is the bottom row of scores (lit), i.e.
population means for each test form calculated across all persons. Finally,
across all persons and a'l test forms the overall population "true mean" (i:t) is
1.50. Relevant error variances and other data have been computed and are re-
corded at the bottom of Table III,

Table IV contains the sample means of every possible combination of people
(in groups of 3) and test form. For example, the sample mean of 1.67 at the
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intersection of Form I and sample ABC was determined by takings the scores that
irdividuals A. 5 and C earn ,,d on lhose items (1, 2, and 3) comprising test for J,
A; the far right or Table IV 4rc tLhv; truu ma.v iT-lo each of the saoles. saCh
true mean is the avearge of the sample means across all possible test forms. The
means of each form are recordee as the bottom row as it. The population true moan
(u ) is 1.50. Relevant error variaes have ',een complted from the data as well
astestImated from the "Compleat Formula" at the bottom of the table (Refer to
Note 4 on Table IV.)

The reliability of the means (Table IV) is less than the reliability of the
population (0.33 V.S. 0.60). This is caused by the fintteness of the population .

The '.rme variances of thwe ma~ns is a function of(-,-,..) but the error variance
N-T

is not. As statorl in the Compleat Formula for the Standard Error of the mean:

a. - - ( I - "-I ) + --- _
x n-I

As noted on Table IV where na3, the standard error of the mean as determined
by the data, Is 0.15. Substituting the appropriate data from Table Ill Into the
preceding 6quation yields:

a. *0.45 (I - 3-1 ) + 0.30 - 0.05 + 0.10 - 0.15

-3 -1 3

Peters and Van Voorhis (p. 162, formula 89) indicate the correl'Lton of
sample means is the same as the correlation for the population. This is now seen
to be an incomplete relationship. The compleat tormula for the correlation o-
reliability of sample means cn noe easily derived. The Compleat Formula for the
Standard Error of the Mean detines error variance of the sample frans ^4:
02a
1- (1 - rxx), and variance of the sample mean as:
n A]

11-

Substituting these Into a traditional formula for r~liabtllty:

71(- - r
It xx

T o cancels leaving:
n r

N-0
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TABLE I

lHypOtlhticJl Rlosonse Witrix of Y~our P1)rsi~m

"1OTo:at ItofD4

Person Jte
A

B

D F R
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TA M'~ I

Siypothotical Compositiooi of Four Airson Samples
and

Tont Test Scwn1es

S() Componition of Four (b) Compopition of Ton
Hypothotioal Hypothetical

Samples of Forsons Tost forms of three
items each

Saunplos Test Itom

$ Forn Numbors

A B C I- 1,2,3

A C D I- 1,2,5

B C v IV- 1,3,4

V- 1,3,5

VI- 1,4,5

VII - 2,5,4

VIII- 2,03,5

I IX -2,4_5

X - 3,4,5
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Substituting appropriate data from Table (3) into the above formula yieidszw

I - 0.60 0 )

1 - (0.60) A4-1

The result Is exactly as calculated from Table (4). It Is easy to see that
where N-Infinity, the ri€ - rxx it should also be noted that where n-N, then

r_ a 0.00 unless r. - 1.00. In that case, rigwould be indeterminate (1- 2).
XX 0

The comparisons presented in Table IV clearly illustrate the usefulness of
estimating the standard error of the mean by the "compleat foimula" which com-
bines variances associated with both people and tests simultaneously. These
results imply that the "compleat formula" should be used In all cases when the
population Is finite and the reliability is not perfect.

0

r

I
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ABSTRACT

A METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIAT11FG THE COST-EFFECTIVENESSOF

ALTERNtATIVE PRETESTS

BY
JACK H. HILLER, Ph. D.

ARfY RESEARCH INSTITUTE FIELD UNIT, PRESIDIO OF MONTEREY, CA

The purpose of the research reported here was to develop a method-
ology for measuring the cost-effectiveness of alternative pretesting
procedures so that an optimal procedure may be selected. The research
was accomplished as follows: Variables that affect the amount of time
saved or lost by employing pretests were identified and defined. An
algebraic model which takes into account measurement accuracy and the
affect of pretesting time was constructed so that the amount of time
saved (or lost) by pretesting could be estimated. Alternative pretest
procedures were formulated. A limited sample of empirical data was
gathered to test the cost-effectiveness of the alternative pretest
procedures, using a highly efficient data collection procedure. Esti-
mates of the sampling distributions for the variables in the cost-
benefit model obtained from the empirical data were used to perform a
Monte Carlo study of the cost-benefit values for the alternative pretest
procedures.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS
OFALTERNAT!VE PRETESTS

BY
JACK H. HILLER, Ph. D

ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE FIELD UNIT, PRESIDIO OF MONTEREY, CA

A system for providing on-the-job individual skill training to
infantry soldiers is currently being developed by the Army Research
Institute under sponsorship of the Army Training Board. Certain key
features of this system, which also have relevance to this report, are
listed below:

-- Performance-oriented trainin and testing based on
Soliter's Manual tasks

-- Decentralization of individual skill training in which

the immediate supervisor is tile primary trainer

-- Pretesting to avoid unnecessary training

The primary trainer will often be an infantry squad leader who may
have as many as nine soldiers in his squad. The squad leader in his
role of trainer is supposed to conduct pretesting to enable more efficient
use of training time. However, since the new system requires performance
testing as well as performance-oriented training, the degree to which
pretesting increases the system'! efficient use of time is an unanswered
question.

Consider te following hypothetical situation. A squad leader with
a nine-man group intends to have all of his men proficient in performing
some task. It happens that he has no information concerning any of his
men's ability to perform the task, so he conducts a pretest. The pre-
test chosen is a performance test that may bt administered to only one
man at a time and requires about ten minutes to conduct for each man.
Altogether then, conducting this pretest for the entire squad consumes
one and one-half hours of the trainer's time, anJ Juring this per'od the
squad members mAy not be spending their time usefully. If it turned
out that every squad member failed the pretest and needed substantialI training, then no time was saved, and one and one-half hours were lost.

Given that pretesting may not necessarily yield time savings, the
purpose of the research reported here was to develop a methodology for
measuring and predicting the cost-effectiveness of alternative pretest-
ing procedures so that an optimal procedure (including exclusion of any
pretesting) may be selected for a given situation.
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This research o:Ffort will be described according to the following
stages:

a. Alternative pretesting procedures were constructed.

b. Variables whic' ;,iy affect the time saved or lost by employing
the pretesting procedures were identified.

c. A cost-effectiveness model was formulated.

d. An efficient data collection procedure was designed.

e. A computer program to perform Monte Carlo studies with the
cost-effectiveness model was written.

Each of these stages is described below.

CONSTRUCTION OF ALTERNATIVE PRETESTING PROCEDURES

The following procedures were considered for possible use as pretests:

a. Squad member's self-estimation of task proficiency;

b. Squad leader's estimations of task proficiency of his squad's
members;

c. Paper-pencil criterion-referenced testing;

d. Simulation;

e. Performance testing.

Self estimates are fast and easy to acquire, Lut of uncertain validlty.
'iven thehigh levels of turbulence found in operational units, the
infrequent occurrence of many infantry tasks, and the fallibility of
memory, squad leader estfiiiatior was rejected for this research effort.
Paper-penc-I tests are relatively quick and easy to administer, but have
unc(,rtdin validity for infantry troops due to t'eir verbal requirements.
Simulated testinj was considered but rejected due to resource require-
m',nts beyonTthe scope of this project. Hands-on performy,)ce testing is
typically time consuming, especially for process testing which requires
observation of each task step. But performance testing represents the
criterion measure for all practical purposes.

While there are clear limitations on each of the above pretests, a
decision was made to explore the use of self estimation, paper and
pencil criterion- referenced tests, and performance tests.
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One possible approach to using the three candidate pretests would
be to employ each one by itself. For example, a soldier could be asked
if he was able to perform a task to standar-d, and then either be placed
in training if he sald "no",'or assigned to some other activity if he
said "yes". Another possible approach is to arrange the candidate
pretests in a systematic order to capitalize on their virtues while
minimizing the effects of their weaknesses. Figure 1 shows an ordering
of the pretest; which miy provide an optimal procedure, in terms of its
cost-effectiveness. What has boen done was to design a procedure which
provides the easiest and fastest pretest as the first step, the second
easiest to administer as the second step, 3nd the most time consuming
pretest, the hands-on performance test, as tLe last step for anyone wno
ii not already eliminated.

Requiring soldiers to take the performance test as the last step
insures that no one will falsely be considered proficient. Theoreti-
cally, the only error that cait be made with the above ordering of
pretests is to assign a soldier to training when he does not need it.
Suc, errors may occur either because the ,oldier misjudges his true
ability, or because he fails the paper-ptocil test.

In addition to the pretesting procedure shown in Figure 1, several
other possible piccedures were defined for this researcn. These were:

a. Self estimate followed by perfoimnnce test;

b. Paper-pencil test followed by performance test;

c. Performance test alone;

d. No pretesting, everyone enters training.

-These procedures are diagramed in Figures 2-4.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS VARIABLES

Having defined alternative pretesting procedures, it is necessary
to devise a method for identifying an optimal pretesting procedure for
various training situations. The approach taken was :o identify variables
which may influence time saved or lost, and then to construct an algebraic
model which may be used to calculate the time saved or lost. Key
variables that were identified are:

a. The proportion of group members who are proficient before
training is conducted.

1. The proportion of these proficient group members who are
correctly identified by a pretest, and the proportion who are incorrect-
ly classified as needing training.
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c. The time it takes io conduct the prctest procedure.

d. The time it takes to conduct the mandatory end-of-training
perforwmnce test.

e. The time it takes to conduct the first phase ot training--the
explanation/demonstration--after which a trainee may request to be given
the post-training performance test.

f. The time benefit (or loss) accruing from pretesting, which is
defined as the total number of men-minutes saved by pretesting.

The benefit equation is too involved to explain in the limited time
available here, but it is presented and explained in the handouts for
two kinds of pretesting errors, that is, assigning a soldier to training
even though he is proficient, or failing to assign a soldier to training
despite tne fact that he is not proficient.

AN EFFICIENT DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE

The alternative pretesting procedures described above need to be
comparatively evaluated from te standpoint of their cost-effectiveness.
Tc do this, a domain of taskr for which training would be conducted must
first be specified, as for example the 57 common or basic tasks included
in the Soldier's Manual for MOS liB. Given the fact that a data
collection effort involving the four different pretesting procedures
would be time consuming and difficult to accomplish, it seemed important
to devise an efficient data collection procedure. The solution devised
was as follows. Participating soldiers are asked to read a description
of the task, conditions, and standards for each task that is sampled
from the Soldier's Manual. They are then asked first to estimate their
ability to perform it, second to take a paper-pencil test regardless of
their estimate, and finally to take the performance test regardless of
their written test result. The data collected by this procedure m y
then be distributed to All four active pretesting alternatives by nmens
of a logic t'ce analysis, thereby effecting a sizeable economy in data
collection requirements. The analytic technique is illustrated by the
results for a sample task in Figures 5-8.

MONTE CARLO PROGRAWMING

Data have been collected from a small sample of soldiers for only
four Soldier's Manual tasks. The difficulties encountered when collect-
ing this data from troops in the field motivated planrning to take maximum
advantage of such data. To this end, a Monte Carlo cwputer pro9r rm vas
written to simulate the sampling distributlans of predicted berefit, for
the alternative pretesting procedures. The ians and var!i ,ze fov each
variable in the benefit equation were esu-nated fromc the s mpl: cf
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soldiers who were pretested on the Soldier's Manual tasks. These
parameters were used as input to the fionte Carlo program. The program
then generates an estiate of the sampling distribution for the benefit
values of each of the alternative pretesting procedures. A one way
ANOVA may then be used to .a test for significant differences among the
mean benefit vilues associated with each of the alternative procedures.

RESEARCH PLANS

Current plans call for collection of data from two infantry bat-
talions using a sample of 16 Soldiers' Manual tasks. Apart from any
specific results which may be obtained from tis sample, the methodology
described in this paper may prove useful in other applications where an
optimal cost-effective proceJure needs to be selected from a set of
alternatives.

A
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A Benefit Model Applying Where "GOs" May Be Misclaeoified "NO Got#

Listed below are the variables usrd by a cost-benefit model in which the
only measurement crror is classifying a task proficient, or "GO,"
individual as "NO GO":

B - Benefit defined as the total number cf man-minutes saved by
applying any pretesting procedure.

C The proportion of squad members who are able to perform the
task (i.e., who are "GO' before training is given.

EN  The proportion of squad members who are able to perform the

N task but are erroneously classified by a pretesting procedure

as "NO CO."

G - The proportion of men in a squad who are correctly

classified by a pretesting procedure as "GO" on

a task.

P - The time that it takes a squad leader to conduct a pretesting
procedure for his entire squad.

C u The time it takes to give a performance test or checkout

to ooe man; C becomes zero when no checkout is given a pretest.

D - Time to demonstrate how to perform a task.

N - The number of men in a given squad.

The term N(G-EN)D yields the amount of time that is saved by not "training"

men who are able to perform the task without training. This term yielOs
the primary time savings from any pretesting procedure.

The term NE D yields the amount of time that is wasted by "training"
N

men who could perform the task without additional training.

2
The term NP is the time cost incurred by pretesting. The term N[G-ENJ C

is subtracted from P to p'to~ide a credit for the time that would have
been spent in conducting a checkout on qualified performers after
training, as requircd by the IETS model.

The benefit model is formed by algebraically combining the above terms
as follows:

B N(C-EN)D - NE D - NP-N(G-EN) 2 C)

.1 =N[D(G-2E) P + N (G-EN) 2C]
N N
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A Model for Estimuting Time Lost When "NO GOs" May Be- Misclassified. "GO"

Presented nest are the variables and a model for computing the time lost
by the squad leader whea he has to conduct a special training session for
Individuals whom he had pr2viously incorrectly classified as "GO."

SE proportion of squad members erroneously classified as "GO" who
G are actually "NO GOi"

R - time lost by squad leader by having to provide training to the
j ,GNE group after providing training to the others, N(l-EG).

0 time it takes squad leader to organize the training (i.e.,
obtain training materials, move to a training location and
set up the training session) for the NE, group that is in

addition tc the time spent preparing training for the N(l-E )
group.

M - time required by an average soldier for supervised practice
until he masters the task.

RiO+D+M

L " Lime in man minuteb, that the squad leader loses when he has to
conduct training for the NEG group after he has already taught

the N(1-EG) group. The group that is losing the squad leader's

time is N(I-EG).

L 11 (1-E C)R - N(I-EoG)(Q+D+M)

A Hodel for Eatimating the Benefit from Pretesting Where
Both Kinds of Error May Occur

Finally, a model to compute the benefit attributable to pretesting where

both kinds of classification error can occur (i.e., "GO" misclassified
"NO GO" and "NO GO" misclassified "GO") is presented below.

B = N[D(G-2EN) - P + N(G-E - (I-E )(Q+D+?]
N G0C
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* Development of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Bttery

Malcolm James Ree
Air Force Human Resources -Laboratoi'y

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

I. INTRODUCTION

In Februcry of 1966, a joint services committee of measurement and

evaluation experts was formed and given the responsibility for the

development and standardization of a differential aptitude battery for

ue in a joint services high school testng program. The primary goal

in the development of the battery was to design a single aptitude measure-

ment Instrument which would provide adequate coverage of the content

Included in the classification batteries used by each of the individual

armed services.

II. ARMD SERVICES VOCATIONAL APTITUDE BATTERY (ASVA4)

The ASVAB is composed' of aptitude measures reflecting the content of

the classification batteries used by the Army, Navy, and Air Force and to

one which 4is used in a joint services high school testing program.

Accordingly, the Army, Navy, and Air Force batteties were administered to

a random sample of 3,900 military basic trainees (Bayroff & Fuchs, 1970).

A counterbalanced order of administratlon was used to prevent possible

4 practice effects. Intercorrelations for %11 Lest variables were com-

puted and served as the basis for the selection of aptitude measures

ccumon to all tiree classification batteries. On the basis of these
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analyse@, ain subtdits were chosen and organized into a 'battery, the

Armed Services Vocation-l Aptitude Battery.

Eight o&Z the nine ASVAB subtests t.ere se.ectod frowa the Army, 'Navy,

•-ad Air Force-batteries. Tha ninth subtest- 4as a madifit.atiox of the

Army Coding Speed Test. The criteria for item selection in eachsubtest

w eare man item difficulty, level, a lower limit of acceptance in terms of

item discrimination level, abd content validity. The itm for each of

'the nine subtests were arranged in ascending order of difficulty within

sach subtest.

In September of 168, ASVAI.-l was accepted for use in the High Sctool

Military Testing Fogram. During that same year, Vitola and Alley (1968)

developed Air Force aptitude ineexes for use in the operational, selection

and classification program.

In early 1974, the Department of Defense directed that the services

move expeditiously toward the use of a comon aptitude battery for

enlistmt qualification. The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) suggested that the Armed Services Vocational

Aptitude ktteries be redesigned to qatisfy enlistment production requirements

of all the services with high school usage being a secondary consideration.

Since the introduction of ASVAB-l, several alternate fcrm have

boen developed. ASVAB-l was initially used in the high school testing

program and was subsequently replaced oy A3VAB-2. In September 1973,

[ IASVAI-3 supplanted the Airman's Qualifying Exam Form J (AQE-J) in the
Air Force Airman Selction and Classification Program. iSVAB-4 was

essentially a back-up instrument for use in case of test compromise.
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The contents of ASVAB Forms 5. 6, and 7 represent a substantial

departure from previous forms. The redesign of the ASVAB was based upon

the content of the the4n current armed service classification batteries,

the uses being made of this content, and the services' future plans for

the modified battery. A preliminary battery plan was developed at 'he

_ A: Air Force Human Rasources Laboratory (AMIIRL) for review at the other service

laboratories.

The initial plan called for two perceptual tests, 12 cognitive power

tests, and a ra-her lengthy inrerest inventory culled from materials from the

Army Classification Inventory (ACI), the Navy Vocational Interest Inventory

(NVII), and the Air Force's Vocational Interest Choice Examination (VOICE).

It was estimated that the battery defined in the initial plan would require

over four hours of testing time.

Table 1 presents the contents as proposed in the initial plan.

Table 1. Preliminary Plan for ASVABa

Content Area Number of Items

Attention to Detail 30
Numerical operatiorc3 50
Word Knowledge 25
Arithintic Rasoning 25
Space Perception 25
Kathomutics Knowledge 25
Electronics Information 25
Radio Information 15
e.chanical Comprehansion 25

Automotive Information 25
Shop Information 25
Biol , cal Science 15
Physical Science 15I General Information 20
Intetent Inventory 527b

Army Classification Inventory (87)
Navy Vocational Interest Inventory (190)
Vocational Interest Choice Examination (250)

Total 872

aExtimated testing time- 4 hours 6 minutes.
bTotal item pool before consolidatiai, wherq possibl2, of content

frot the three source inventories.
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Table 2 shows the finnl content of the battery. It was essential

that th& battery be shortened from its estimated 4 hours and 6 minutes,

especially for application in the joint services high school testing

program. In addition, the various recruiting service commanders desired

a testing time considerably shorter than required in th* preliminary plan.

The content shown in 1dble 2 was arrived at after a series of joint service

committee deliberations, and was possible only because of various compro-

aises from what would have been considered opti,.al by each service. Note

that with the exception of Word Knowledge, all the scales in the final plan

were shortened from the originally planned number of items. This was

because the U.S. Coast Guard used Itord Knowledge to screen personnel, for

officer programs and believed that anything less than 30 items would be

inadequate for that purpose.

Tatule 2. Final Plan "or ASVAB

Numbe r Test Time
Content Area AFQ... of items (in mnutes)

Attention to Detail 30 5
Numerical Operations 50 3
Word Knowladge x 30 10
Arithimtic Reasoning x 20 20
Speca Perception x 20 12
Mathematics Knowledge 20 20
Electronics Informations 30 15
Automotive Information 20 10
Shop Information 20 8
Genc,:al Scienceb 20 10
Cent:al Inforration 15 7
Clasaification Invento Rdyc  87 20

Total 362 2 hra 35 min

aComposed of 15 Electronics Information and 15 Radio Information items.
I'oaposed of 10 biological and 10 Physical Science items.
"Ak It*&W only.
' Atyed Fdites Qualification Test.
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ASVAB-5 is a high school version, and ASVAB-6 and 7 are the current

operational production tests. Jensen, Massey, and Valentine (1976) may

be consulted for a more detailed description of the scales and the relevant

normative studies.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF ASVAB FORKS 8, 9, AND 10

The following steps were executed in the construction of ASVAB-8, 9,

i, . and 10.

Initiol, Item Selection and Editing

Approximately 2,500 item cards were culled from the Air Force Human

Resource Laboratory historical files. After review, reviiin, and editing

to insure appropriate wording and gramatical agreerent of item stems and

itm options, 2,400 iteas were selected. Host were "new" items, but a

few had been used in previous ASVAB forms ow in previous military selection

batteries.

Consttuction of Tryout Booklets

These item were assembled into 16 tryout tetits ef approximately

equal difficulty. Two form (A and B) of each tryout booklet Lere prepared

so that no item would be always last and thus frequentl7 omitted. The

testing time for each booklet was 90 minutes.

Administrationof Experimental Item

According to a geographic sampling plan, these 16 tryout booklets

were administered at the 64 Armed Forces :ntrance and Examination

Stations (AFEESs), with each statiun testing only four booklets. Booklets,

answer sheets, and administrative instructions were previded. The
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subjects for the tryout cycle were randomly sampled applicants appearing

at the AFEESs for possible qualification for military enlistment. The

number of subjects required from the various AFEESs ranged from 28 to 84,

for a total projected sample of 3,200. Three weeks were allowed for this

testing cycle, and answer sheets for 2,588 applicants were received,

representing a loss of about 19 percent. No systematic bias was found in

the returned answer sheets, and the sample was acceptable for tryout use.

Assembly and Administration of the Proposed ASVAH Forms

Using previous ASVAM (7) items and subscales as models, throe new

ASVAB forms were developed from items tried out in the experimental testing

cycle. The three new forms closely resembled each other and previlous ASVABs

in terms of individual I.tem difficulty and discrimination level. The

testing time for each experl.ental ASVAB (8, 9, 6 10) form was 2 hours and

30 minutes.

The proposed ASVAB (8, 9. & 10) forms here adminitetered at the 64 AFEESs.

Only one form was sent to each station for experimental administration to

minimie potential compromise problenas, and each subject also took th.

current ASVAB (7). Subjects for this testing cycle were randomly selected

from the applicants for military enlistment. The numbers required from

each AFEES varied from 52 to 120, for a total projected sample of 6,000.

Five weeks were allowed for this testing, and a total of 4,308

usable sets of answer sheets were returned, representing a loss of about

28 percent. Analysis indicated that the loss did not represent any particu-

lar geographic or ability bias. These resonses were then used to develop

various information about the test: reliability, average item difficulty,
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and rough norms. A d tfl1 An~ysis of ASVA5 construction Lay be found

in Fruchter and Rea (1977).

IV. PROVIDING ASVAB NOWRS

The studis to provide normative conversions and tables for the ASVAB

can be divided into those for high school norms and those for armed ser-

vices norms.

ASVAB-$ was standardized on a high school sample of 35,291 male and

i emale students in grades 9 through 12. The sample was stratified by

geographic area, school size, and the percentaae of minority enrollment.

Student scores were then weighted to make the sample represent the,

national h.gh actool population. This study produced normative tables by

grade and sex for the ASVAB subtests and high school composites. 1tis

enabled the ASVAB to be used as a high schol guidance tool as well as

for military enlistment. A detailed dercription of the development of

high school norms may be found elsewhere (Adkins, 1976).

Jensen, Hassey, and Valentine (1976) reported the development of the

j armed services' norms for ASVAB-5, 6, and 7. Procedure3 for producing

the normat'ive data included the administration of ASVAB-5, 6, and 7 to

a nationally representative sample of applicants for military enlistment

at the 64 AFEESs. Exatinees took one form of the ASVAB (5, 6, or 7)

and either the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQr) composite fiom the

Army Classification Battery or the ASVAB-3 in a counterbalanced adminis-

tration. From the responses of approximately 4,500 examinees evenly
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divided among ASVAB-5, 6, and 7, a stratified sample of 1,600 reu pnses

was .jed to compute percentile equivalents for each raw, score value on

all subtests and military composites.

V. STANDARDIZATION AND EQUATING OF ASVAB FORMS

A sample of 2,052 male and female high school students in grades 9

through 12 from 26 schools participated in a study to standardixe the

ASVA3-5 tu ASVAB-2. Test administration conditions were uniform within

each schocl for the presentation of Form 2 and Form 5 on two consecutive

1 days. For reasons of maximum comparability (Flanagan, 1951), tests were

scheduled at the same time and in the 3ame rooms on either two consecutive

morning* oi, tvo con-;ecutive afternoons. The tests were administered in a

counterbalaprzd design with an equal number of subjects having the tests

admnlIstered in the cxder ASVAB-2 then ASVAS-5, and the order ASVAB-5 then

ASVAB-2.

The scores were equated by an equipercentile method (Atigoff, 1971).

Then, using a technique originally implemented by Lindsay an4 Prichard

(1971), the fitting of the curve to the equaLed data points was done by

art intmrative least-squares regression procedure.

The results of this study were a series of tables equating scores

of subtests and composites on ASVAB-5 to percentile scores of subtests

and composites on ASVAS-2. These conversion tables were developed for

each grede, for males, for females, and for both sexes (Fletcher & Ree,

1976).

ASVAB scores have also been equated to sccres oi, the Differential
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I Aptitude Test Uattery (DATB) and the General Aptitude Test Bettery (GATB)

(Uattner, i976). Fro-i twoschools,'1,232 ninth thro4gh twelfth grade

ales and females were tested on either the ASVAB and DATB or on the.ASVAB

and GATS. The tests were administered in a counterbalanced order hd

ttn scored. Equations for predicting ASVAZ sebtests from DATB sub.ests

and for predicting ASVAB subtests from GATB subtess were developed. These

scores on the DATB or GATB were then equated to ASVAB scores. This helped

in %uazrstanding the nature of all the tests involved and provided the

counselor with another tool for vocational assessment.

VI. FUMURE PLANS

The development of high school and operational forms of ASVAB will

continue. In addition, the development of adaptive testing technology

will be studied and monitored. Already thrqe subtests of ASVAB, Word

Knowledge, Arithmetic Reasoning, an-1 Space Perception (the AFQT) have

been adapted for presentation via computer media (Roe, 1977). As this

area of technology develops, its application to meeting the goals of

ASVAB testing will be explored.
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INTRODUCTION

Problem

The Asped Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), forms 6 and 7 have
been used for selection and initial assignment of recruits by all hrmed Servv
ices under the Departmaut of Defense since January 1976. This Battery, which,
contains tests similar to those in the earlier classification batteries of the
various services, has been validated in only a small portion of Navy schools.
In order to maintain effective stndards for Class A-school selection based on
ASVAB tests, the Bureau of Naval Personnel has requested addltional evaluation
of the ASVAB for predicting performance in Class A-schools. :. recent increas-
ingly Important problem has been the unacceptably high attrition from Basic
Electricity and Electronics (BE&E) School. A special effort to reduce attri-
tion by ch ugas in selector tests was made for a set of electromechanical
ratings in conjunction with the corresponding A-schoolG.

APPROACH

Samples

The ASVAB was administered by classification testing personnel to Navy
applicants at the time of enlistment at an Armed Forces Entrance and Examining
Station, at a mobile examining test site or at a Naval Training Center. Sub-
sequently, most of the accepted applicants were assigned to various Navy Basic
and Class A-Schools for truiaiing. Forty-one A-Schools were inclultd in this
validity study with sample sizes presented in Table 1. Students in most of
included schools completed school training by December 1976. Students in a
few schools completed school training as late av April 1977. Most of theseI" samples, do not include all or even a majority ef students who completed
school during 1976 for various reasons: (1) students beginning school train-
ing beforv April 1976 bad entered the Navy when the Basic Test Battery rather
than the ASVAB was used for classification, (2) school criterion data were not
available by the cut off date for inclusion in the sampla sets, and (3) the
number of academic drops for some schools is smaller than is known to be the
Case.

Variables

1. Predictors. All the scparate ASVAB tests variables aee reported as

rNavy Standard Scores (NSS) having a mean of about 50 and a standard deviation
of 10 for an unrestricted recruit population. The 12 subtests are:

General Information (CT): A 15 item test of general knowledge which
includes questions on sports, outdoor activities, automobile mechanics, and
history. Testing time is 7 minutes.

Numerical Operations (NO): Measures how rapidly and accurately tho
examinee can add, subtract, multiply, and divide small whole numbers. Testing
"me is 3 minutes for 50 items.
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Attention to Dezail (AD). This tests e person's ability to pick out
details rapidly. Each item contains two lines of c's and os. The number of
C's must be counted and the correct answer selected from five alternatives.
Testing time is 5 minutes for the 30 item.

Word knowledge (WK): This test presents 30 vocabulary words. The
examinee must select from four alternatives the word vhich most nearly has
the same meaning c the given word. Testing time is 10 minutes.

Arithmetic Reasoning (AR). This test consists of 20 reasoning problem
in sentence form. The euminee must solve each prcblem and select the corre-t
an~wer from four altercativeo. Testing time is 20 minutes.

Space Perception (SP): A 20 item pictorial test consisting of flat
patterns and drawings of three-dimensional geometrical figures. Broken lines
on the flat pattern show where it is to be folded. The examinee's task is to
select the three-dimensional fituve which could be made from the flat pattern
or to select the flat pattern which represents the three-dimensional figure.
Each item has four alternatives. Testing time is 12 minutes.

lMatha-atics Rnowledge (MK): A 20 item test which requires some
knowledge of algebra, geometry, fractions, decimals, and exponents. The
correct answer must be selected from four alternatives. Testing time is 20
mi utes.

Electronics Information (EI): A 30 item test of the examinee's know-
ledge of electrical and electronic components, principles, symbols, and
diagrams. The correct answer must be selected from four alternatives. Test-
ing ttme is 15 minutes.

Mechanical Comprehension (MC): In this 20 item test a drawing
illustrates a mechanical principle and a question is asked about the drawing.
The correct answer vust be selected from four alternatives. Testing time is
15 minutes.

Genaral Science (GS): Tho is a 20 ite2 test of knowledge of physica
anO biological science. Each item has four alternatives. Tsting time is 8

,, mitnutes.

E Shop Information (SI): This test consists of 20 questions about shop

f practices and the use of tools. Some of these four alternative questions are
pictorial. Testing tim is 8 minutes.

Automotive Information (Al): This test has 20 questions about
automobile parts and their operations. Each ite has four alternatives.
Testing time is 10 minutes.

Along with the twelve individual cognitive ASVAE tevts sixty-three combina-
tions of tests were inclsded as predictors. These inclmded the four commonly
used Navy composites and five special composites for indiviud&l Navy schools
anf fify-four other combinations of ASVAB tests to discover alternate compcsites
that might prove to be morr valid than existing ones, Of these sets, twenty-
threa were I-tcst sets, twenty-five were 3-test sets and six were 4-test sets.
The compoistes ued by the other qervicen were included as variables. Several
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of the Army composites include one of the four scales in the Classification

Inventory (CI), the thirteenth test in the ASVAB. The Classification Inventory

scales were not included in the Army composites because the Cl scale scores

were not included on the Navy Enlisted Master tape extract, the source 
of

ASVAB scores,

2. Criteria. Class A-School criteria were obtained from individual 
schools

on a school reporting from provided to the Navy Personnel Research 
and Develop-

meat Center (NPRDC). Final School Grades (FSG) was available for nineteen

A-Schooli. For the other twenty-two A-Schools using a self-paced mode of

instruction, a Days-in-Training (DAYS) criterion was used. 
1his was computed

from the course starting iad completion dates reported for the 
students. A

pass-fail criterion was obtained for BE/E school students from 
the Chief of

Naval Education and Training.

Data Analysis

Means, standard deviations and correlations among predictors 
and A-School

criterion variables were computed for each school. The validity for each pre-

dictor was corrected for restriciion in range which occurred when students were

selected for technical training.

Multiple correlatic.s were computed from uncorrected correlations for the

twelve ASVAB cognitive tests for each couese. An accretion method was used in

which a multiple correlation was computed after the addition of each test.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic validity data for each of the forty-one A-Schools are presented
in Table 2. The schools are arranged in alphabetic order -,ithin Selector
composite groups, with schools having a Final School Grade criterion listed

first followed by those with a Days-in-Training criterion. Uncorrected and
corrected zero-order validites are presented as well as uncorrected Multiple

correlations for all twelve ASVAB cognitive tests and for the most valid set
of five and three tests 4n each school. Validities of current selector cor-
positea and of tests included in them are underlined.

*From Table I it can be seen that ASVAB validity depends substantially

on what criterion of school performance was used. For the nineteen A-schools
which hav a final School Grade criterion and median uncorrected validity of

the current selector composite io .46, with a range from .16 to .69. The

'Since A-school studenta must have minimum classification test scores
usually above the mean, test validities obtained for school samples are lower
than would be foune for a sample with a broader range of ability. The obtained
validitiea can be adjusted or "correcteJ" to reflect what the validities would
be for a sample covring a full range of ability. This also permits a fairer
comparison of test validities for schools with different required scores on

c3ssifiction test. The formula used for corrected correlations are presented
in Guilford, J. P. Fundamental Statistics in Pschqjo and Eddcation, New York:

McGraw Hill, 1956, p320-321. Case I was -;sd to correct the alidity of the

variable used in selection. Case III was used for other variables.
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j | median corrected validity is .64, indicating substantial predictiveness about
equal to that previously reported for the Navy Bast Test Battery (Thomas, 1970).

Twenty-two of the schools in this analysis are self-paced and do not
compute a Final School Grade for their students. In these schools the courst

j is customarily divided into modules of instruction. The student must pass a
test on each module with a minimum grade of 90% before advancing to the next
module. For these schools the median validity of the ASVAB selector composite
against a Days-in-Training criterion is only -.075, with a reuge from .18 to
-.29. (A negative validity is expected for the Days-in-Tralning criterifn
since fewer days to complete a course should reflect greater ability.)

The picture is not comple.ly dismal for the Days-in-Trainit criterion.
For the nine self-paced schools using the Mechanical or Electronics composites
the sadian uncorrected validity of the current selector composite is -.21.
The median corrected validity is -.39. While these values are less than
satisfactory they are not zero as is the case for the thirteen self-paced
schools using the General Technical or Clerical selector composites.

We do not yet fully understand why the validities for self-paccd courses
are so low. ie know of some factors that could reduce the validiies, but do
no know to what extent these factors are present. For example, in discussions
with school administrative personnel it was learned that some students could

_4 have finished the course earlier than they did, but postponed completion of
the course untill the end of a week rather than finish early and be assigned
to Ceneral Detail for a few days while awaiting transfer to a new duty station.
In some self-paced schools the variance of Days-in-Training is small, not much
more than it is In some lock-step courses.

This is a problem that has not yet received as much attencion as it
deserves. At the last KTA meeting Dr. Raymond Christal had some very worth-
while comments related to this topic as well as suggestions for research
(Christal, 1976). It is an especially important problem because more and sore
schools have gone from a lock-step mode of instruction to a self-paced mode over
the past few years and the trend Is continuing.

The maximaum validity of the ASVAB is whown for each school by the multipl,
correlation using all twelve ASVAB tests, The median R acrosa the 19 schools
with FSG is .60, somewhat higher than the .46 I mentioned earlier for the
median uncorrected validity of the current selector composite. There seems to
be room for some increase in v-alidity. Also shown are the validities of the most
valid set of five and three ASVAB tests. There is very little difference
between validity of the five cost valid tests end all twelve ASVAB teats and,
for some schools, not much difference between the most valid set of three and
all twelve testeu. The reason for listing validities of five and three tests is
that no current ASVAB composite has more than five tests, and three is a more
usual number of tests comprising a composite.

From examining the validities of ASVAB subtests and selector composites
you can see that the operational compositea do not have the highest validites

V: for many schools. Zero order validities of over fifty sets -f 2-, 3-, or 4-
ASVAB tests were compared with the current selector composites. Thi3 inspection
shoved that seldom did the 4-test linear sums yield higher validities than tht
best 2- and 3-test sets. Therefore, the most valid seLs of 2- and 3-tests were
extracted and are shown in Table 3 along with the validities of the operational
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selector composites for each school. It can be seen-that for most schools
several, or sometimes many, sets of tests yild almost the same validities.
This reflects the high relationships among many of the ASVAB tests. These
data were examined, along with similar data from a concurrent ASVAB validity
report on thirty-one schools (Swanson, 1976) and, in some cases, earlier
Navy Basic Test Battery validity data (Thomas, 1970, 1973) on the same
schools in order to arrive recommended changes in selector composites.

The Basic Electricity and Electronics (BE/E) course is a prerequisite for
over twenty A-schoolo. There has been an excessive attrition rate for BE/E
students destined for some of these ratings. Of particular concern were four
electromechanical ratings-EM, IC, CE, and CM. A study by Dann and Abrahess
(1977) examined attrition in BE/E School, and considered these four ratings.
The present study evaluates the joint impact of selector composite changes on
BEiE a"n "A" school. There are Class A-school samples in this study for only
two of these four ratings-EK and GM. Analyses of ASVAB test validities wera
made for the separate groups of BE/E students destined for the individual
schools and for NE/E students with a common selector composite. Regression
analyses was used with hold out samples for cross-validation. The deta4ls of
the procedures and results are presented in an unpublished report by Dann and
Abrahams (1977). The validities of the current selector composites and the
most promising new selector composites with integer weights for each test
rather than the more precise regression weights for the four school samples
are shown in Table 4. The validities o. the recommended selector compositis
are enclosed in a dotted box. For unner's Mate students the recommended
Electronics composite yields an increase in validity from .17 to .37 in the
BE/E school, vw'ere substantial attrition hss occurred. This is accompanied
by a slight decrcate in A-school validity from .46 to .41. The overall effect
is expected to be a larger throughput of trained students into the Gunner's
Mate rating. For EM students the newly recommended BE/E cimposite, 2MK+AR+GS,
improves BE/E school validity from .11 to .41, which should reduce BO/E
school attrition without reducing the validity obtained with the present
A-school composite. There is no IC A-school in this analysis. Nevertheless,
a change to the new BE/E selector composfe for both IC Class A and BE/E
studepts seems warranted on the basis of ..milarity in course content, job
knowledge required and a history of similar v.dcities for like teats for these
courses.

The Construction Electrician sample size is too small to make a atrcng case

for change. Validity data for additional students in these and other BE/E and
A-schools will Ise available within a short time to check on these recomondations.

In a least 12 other schools the validities of alternate selector composites
wore sufficiently higher than validities of the pronent composites to be
considered for operational use. In seme of these schools the sample sizes were
too small to have confidence that the alternate composite validities would hold
up. The schools in which changas in selector' composites appear warranted are

shown in Table 5. In two schools, M and EN, validity differences from present
composite validities are =all. These schools are nevertheless ivcluded in

order to have a uniform selector cowposite for a set of related mechanical
schsools.
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I.R
CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions appear warranted from the analysis.

1a n1. Final school grade is a more predictable criterion that Days-in;-
training.

1 2. For schools with a final school grade criterion, the prevent Navy
ASVAB composites are about a valid am were Navy Basic Test Battery Composites.

3. A single ASVAB selector composite for both BE/E and "A schools
4: will reduce BE/E school attrition and still be effective in "All schools for a

group of electromechanical schools.

4. The large number of sets of 2 and 3 tests yielding very similar
validities suggests a lack of differential validity among the A&eVAB ,tests.

5. Effective school classification in th' Navy may be accomplished
Swith a fewer number of subtests in the ASVAS, through elimination or combining

of current ooes.

6. Research on school critec ion measures with particular amphavis on
self-paced schools is needed.
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Table 1

Samples Included in ASVAB 6/7 Analysis

N Wit, h Criteria
Course Academic

Course cr Rating Code Location Total Graduate Drop

Air Controlman AC 6278 Memphis 52 52 0-
Aviation Mahinist's Mate, Jet ADJ 6501 Memphis 385 365 20
Aviatton Structural Mechanic,

Hydraulics MOI 6517 Memphis 78 78 0
Aviation Structural Mechanic,

Structures AMS 6518 Memphis 89 89 0
Aviation Ordancemmn AO 6506 Memphis 136 136 0
Avionics Technician, Aviation

Electronics Technician AT 6239 Memphis 265 233 32
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare

Operator AW 6537 Memphis 92 92 0
Avionics Technician, Aviation

Antisub Warfare Technician AX 6241 Memphis 60 36 4
Aviation Maiutenance Administra-:.cn AZ 6528 Meridian 66 66 0
Boiler Technician BT 6260 Great Lakes 753 701 52
Communications Technician,

Administrative CTA 6020 Corry Station 57 48 9
Communications Techniian,
Communications CTO 6053 Corry Station 73 60 13

Communications Technician,
Collection CTR 6301 Corry Station 55 39 16

Communications Technician,
Technical CTT 6302 Corry Station 118 89 29

Communications Technician, Field
Operations Special Non-Horse CTT 6320 Corry Station 35 35 0

Dental Tecbnician DT 6086 San Diego 166 159 7
Electrician's Mate EM 6070 Great Lakes 169 169 0
Engineman EN 6261 Great Lakes 389 382 7
Electronics Technician,
Commanications ET 6263 Great Lakes 254 254 0

Electronics Technician, Radar ET 6265 Great Lakes 202 202 0
Electronics Technician,
Communications ET 6266 Great Lakes 64 64 0

Fire Control Technician, Missile FT 6027 Great Lakes 91 91 0
Gurner's Mate, Guns GM 6115 Great Lakes 109 109 0
Hospitalman HM 6084 Great Lakes 1214 1126 88
Hospitalvan M 6085 San Diego 1079 1021 58
Hull Maintenance Technician HT 6119 San Francisco 160 158 2
Hull Maintenance Technician HT 6120 Philadelphia 289 287 2
Machinist's Mate K4 6262 Great Lakes 1444 1411 33
Mess Management Specialist MS 6125 San Diego 103 103 0
Operations Specialist OS 6142 Great Lakes 220 220 0
Postal Clerk PC 6300 i't, B. Harrison 36 36 0
Polaris/Poseidon Electronics PE 6146 Dam Neck 91 91 0
Photographer's Mate PH 6523 Corry Station 43 43 0

(Continued on next page)
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Table I (continued)

Saaples Included in ASVAB 6/7 Analysis

N With Criteria
Course Academic

Course or Ratimn Code Location Total Craduate Drop,

Personnelman PN 6102 Meridian 135 124 11
Aircrev Survilal Equipuemtuan PR 6519 Lakehurst 76 75 1
Quartermarer QM 6001 Orlando 65 65 0
Radioman RM 6144 San Diego 681 643 38
Radioman So& Duty Rl 6380 San Diego 225 225 0
Radiomen Shore Duty RM 6381 San Diego 221 221.
Signalman SM 6005 Orlando 42 42 0
Yeoman YN 6057 Meridian 212 174 38
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Table 3

Validities of ASVAB 6/7 Selection Compositea and the Most
Valid Sets of Two and Three ASVAB Tests !or 41 Schools

Validity of ASV 67
Selector Composite Most Valid Sets Most Valid Sets of

School Code N Criterion (,+AR) of Two ASVAB Tests Three ASVAB Tests
r r r rc  r r.

AC 6278 52 PSG 39 67 AR+AI 54 73 HZ+SI+AI 55 73
SI+AI 54 72 WK+MC+SI 54 73
M+AI .51 70 AR+MC+AI 54 73
AR+SI 50 71" AR+GS+AI 54 73

AW 6537 92 PSG 23 30 NOM 41 44 MK+EI+GS 36 40
MK+GS 37 40 NO+AD+MK 35 39
MK+EI 36 460 A4+GS 34 38
HO44X 33 38 MK+EIC 33 38

MK+HC+SI 33 38

AZ 6528 66 YSO 54 g0 MK+1E 68 85 10K+EI4MI 65 83
WK4HK 66 84 ?O+EI+GS 62 82

4 Hl+HC 62 81 O+WC+AT 61 81F;' AR+4K 61 82 AR+W+GS 60 82

KIl 608 1214 I"G 49 73 WKOK 55 72 UK+AR+GS 52 71
: K4GS 53 71 AR K+GS 52 71
NOWK 50 69 ?OC+EI4GS 50 70

10 6085 1079 FSG 44 70 WK4.HK 49 72 R+W,4C+GS 49 72
HK+GS 47 70 WK+AR+GS 48 71
NOK 45 69 MK+EIMS 44 69
NO+WK 45 67 WK+AR+MC 43 69
ARH4*X 44 69

MS 61.25 103 FSG 53 79 NOW+ 58 79 M+EIt+S 56 78
WK+MK 55 79 WK+AR+GS 55 80
MK+II 53 76 WK+AR+SI 52 18
HIGS 51 76 AR+EIE4GS 52 78

MOGS 52 78

OS 6142 220 PSG 32 58 HO+MC 45 64 MK+HC+SI 43 63
A 44C 44 64 W.+AR4tIC 41 62
NO+AR 41 62 AR+EI+34C 41 62
AR+0 40 62 A1 4t+SI 41 62
NOW43 39 59 iK+i3+c 41 61

MK444C+AI 41 61

SH 6005 42 FSG 31 57 ),R+MX 51 67 AD44 +AR 44 63
AR+SI 47 65 ARI+MC+SI 42 62
AI3+AR 47 64 A14MO S 41 62

, AD+MX 47 63 mx+iHc+sr 37 59
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Table 3 (Continued)

Validity of ASVAB 6/7
Selector Composite Host Valid Sets Host Valid Sets ofSchool Code N Criterion (UYK+AR) Of Two ASVAB Tests '.!iree ASVAB Tests

r r r Ku c r U r c r
CTo 6053 73 DAYS -04 -09 HW+EI -06 -11 AR+EI4MC -09- -13

AR+MC -06 -11 MK+EI+QS -08 -12
SP+EI -05 -09 MX+EI*(C -07 -11
MK+GS -05 -11

CTR 8301 55 DAYS 10 18 Non* valid. None valid.

CT 6302 118 DAYS -03 -06 AD+WK -20 -18 WK+AD+NO -13 ;-13
NO+WK -13 -13
WK+MC -12 -12

CTT 6320 35 DAYS -15 -26 AR+AI -23 -?3 AR4GS+AI -30 -36
SI+AI -18 -19 AR+EI4GS -29 -35
HOGS -14 -26 WK+AR4GS -21 -30
MK+EI -14 -24 MK+EI+GS -21 -30
MK+AI -14 -23

DT 6086 166 DAYS 01 02 AR+AI -13 -07 &3+AD+SP -11 -11
AD+SP -11 -11 AR+SP+MC -11 -07
SP+KfC -11 -09 AR4+MC+AI -11 -07
AR+SP -11 -08 MC+SI+At -11 -07
SI+AI -11 -08

P 523 43 DAYS 10 19 None valid. None valid.

PC 6300 36 DAYS -02 -04 AR+AI -22 -20 AR+GS+AI -18 -15
MK+AI -16 -16 AR+MC+AI -10 -10
NO+AR -13 -12 AR+EI+GS -09 -09
CI+AI -12 -12
AR+MK -10 -09

PN 6102 135 DAYS -11 -18 NO+WK -22 -26 WK+ADW -21 -26
AD+WK -19 -24 AD+WK+AR -16 -22
NlO+AD -17 -22 NO+ADtM -16 -21

NO+AD+AR -15 -21
RM 6144 681 DAYS 08 14 None valid. None valid.

6 6380 225 DAYS 18 31 None valid. None valid.

RM 6381 221 DAYS 02 04 lone valid. None valid
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I Table 3 (Continued)
Validity of ASVAB 6/7
Selector Composite Most Valid Sets Wnst Valid 'S 'ets 0of

School Code N Criterion (WK+t4C+Sl) of Two ASVAB Tests Three ASVAB tests
r r r r rk ,

U c U c C

EM 6,070 169 PSG 67 84 MiK4MC 69 85 MKf(**C+SI 72,-,87
MK4+GS 69 84 AR4*IK+GS 7. 85
AR444C 67 '84 AR+EI+GS 70 '85
WK+MC 65 84 AR*GS+AT 70 1857

HK+ETIGS 70, 85
KK+EI+HC 69- 85

*2MK+Ai+CS 68, 83

GM 6115 109 PSG 46 73 Aft+AI 49 74 ARIO;S+AI 51, 751
SI+AI 48 73 AR4IEC+AI 49t 75
Gt+AI 47 73 MC+SI+AJ 49 741
WK+MC 45 73 WIC+AR+-CS 48 744

WJK*M+GS 48 741
Y 2PK+AR+O.S 29 62'

IT 6260 253 DAYS -14 -29 W.+Al -25 -35 K+*C+AI -21 :331
AR+Al -24 -35 AR+MW+4;S -21 -3
N0+AR -22 -34 AR+MC+AI -20 -33
?N04IK -22 -33 AR+GS+AI -20 -32
MK+E1 *-22 -33 HK+EI+HC -20 -32
AR4*MK -21 -33 2MK+AR+GS -21 -33
MK+R!C -20 -32

EN 6261 389 DAYS -21 -37 AR+AI -25 -40 AR+EI+MC -24 -391
GI+AI -25 -40 AR+HC+AI -24 -391
AR4*fC -25 -40 AR+MIK+GS --23 -381
MK+AI -24 -39 MOK+I4+AI -23 -381
MK+MC -23 -39 AD+WK+AR -'). -3C

HK+Et -23 -38 2MK+AR+GS -23 -38jFAR4+IK -23 -38
lIT 6119 160 DAYS -19 -39 M1X+GS -25 -41 AR4OS+AI -2 6 -421

MK+AI -24 -40 HKfEI+GS -25.4j
AR+SI -24 -41 M4*flK+GS -25
AR+AI -23 -40 AI+EI+CS -24 -41
NO0*OC -23 -37 AR-rSP+GS -Z3 -401

MK+tC+A1 -23 -401

NO+AD+A -23 -371
NOfAD+MC -23 -371
2H1C+AR+GS -24, -401

HIT 6120 289 DAYS -11 -21 Ak4*(C -17 -26 AR+RI+MC -21 -28
AR+AI -17 -25 Mfl+EI+HC -21 -28

tMK+AI -17 -25 AR+EI+GS -19 -27
MO-IC -16 -25 AR+MC+AI -18 -26

ftI+EI+GS -18 -26
W+HC+AI -18 -26

2!iAC+AR+GS -16 -24
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Table 3 (Continued)

Val ity of ASVAZ 617
Soector Composite Host Valid Sets Host Valid Sets Of

School, Code N Criterion (WK+WC+SI) o15 Two ASVAB Tests Three ASVA3Teits
Iu ru r r-, t r

M 6262 1444 DAYS -35 -53 AR-I-C -39 -55 W+ATR+MC -41- -,56J
AR*I0, -39 -54 WK+,AR+ST-4 -5
NOl-AR -39 -53 WK+AR45 -40 -55
WK+MK -38 -54 AR+-O4GS -40, -55
)OK+EI -37 -53 AR+EI4NC -39, -55
AR+SI -37 -54 -AR+kt4GS - k9 -55 J
N04UK -37 -52 2MOc+AZ4GS -39 -5
14*C -36 -53 M*+NC+gI -38, -54
MO4S -36 -53 AR+GS+AI -38 5-4
NO+IOC -36 -.51
AR+AI -36 -53
WK+AI -34 -51

PR 6519 76 DAYS -02 -04 HK$GS -21 -17 HK+MC+5I -19 -19
MK+AI -19 -16 AR+MC4GS -18 -15
NO+WK -19 -17 AR+GS4AI -18 -14
SI+AI -18 -14 !4K+EW+S -18 -14
GI+AI -18 -15 MK+MC+AI -16 --13
tNO+SP -17 -17 SPIOC+NC -17 -13
SP+HK -17 -15

Validity of ASVAJJ 6/7-
Stl1ector Composite Most Valid Sets Most Valid Sots of

School Code N Criterion (AR+MK+EI+GS) Of Two ASVAB Testa Three ASVA3 Tests
r U r crt u rc r rc

AO 6506 136 FSc 41 79 AR+HC 49 81 WK-!-AR*IC 30 81
WK+MC 47 80 AR+E14HC 48 811
AR+AI 42 79 WK4HC+ST 48 80 X
MKlcMC 41 79 AA+MC+AI 46 80

AR4I4C+AI 46' 80
HK4+fc+SI 46 80
2MC+MR4GS 32 77

ET 5263 254 FSG 46 75 M0C+El 44 74 MGC+EI+HC 47 75
K4C 42 73 AR+K1449C 45 74

WK4iqC 41 72 AR+EF*OS 44 74
AR+HC 39 71 MOc+EW4S 44 7

SP+HC+ZI 43 73
2NK+AR+GS 40 73

ET F6265 202 F*SG 52 82 ?ac+EI 51 82 M+EI+KC 54 P3
MK+4HC 50 81 Mfl+ZZ4<;S 52 82

AR+E!4NC 52 8
AR+EI4CS 51 82

2HK+AR+GS 43 80 1
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Table 3 (Continued)

Validity of ASVAB 6/7

Selector Composite N CateioSe6 Most Valid Sets of.School ,Code, N Criterion (AR+4K+EI+GS) Of Two ASVAB Tests Three ASVAB TeS~ts

"ET 6266 64 FSG 14 26 SP+ R< 21 30 AR+SP+GS 22 31
', +GS 21 30 SP+,H+MC 2 3
SP+MC 20 29 IWK+SP+KK 21 31
MK+IC 20 29 MNK+MC+SI 19. 29
WK+SP 1,9 28 2MK+AR+GS 18 28
NO+SP 19 27

FT 6027 91 FSG 47 80 ?K+Et 43 7" ?fl +EX+GS 48 81
HK+GS 40 79 AR+EI+GS 45 80

AR4GS+AI 45 80
AR+SP+S 45 80
wK+AR+GS 44 80

2,K1+,R+GS 36 77

PE 6146 99 FSG 39 76 HK+GS 46 78 MK+EI+CS 45 77
MK+EI 45 77 MK+EI+C 44' 77
HK+MC 43 76 2KK+AR+GS 40 76
SP+KK 33 71 S P+MK+-, 39 75
W1K+ K 32 72 MK+MC+SI 37 74

AR+MK4GS 36 75

ADJ 6501 365 DAYS -36 -60 WK+fl< -36 -5q AR+HK+GS -36 -60
MK+MC -34 -58 ?K+AR+GS -36 -59
MK+-S -33 -58 AR+GS+AI -33 -58

AD+WKAR -33 -56

AT 6239 265 DAYS -26 -52 N'K.C -26 -51 AR+HK+GS -29 -53
U" CS -26 -52 2,%+AR+GS -28 -53

At+HK -25 -51 AR+SP-CS -25 -51
AR+iC -25 -51 WK+AR+MC -24 -51
NO+AR -24 -46 AR+EI+MC -24 -51

AR+EI+GS -24 -51

AX 6241 60 DAYS -25 -55 WK+AR -42 -62 AD+IWK+AR -31 -56
WK+MK -33 -58 WK+MC+SI -30 -57
WK+MC -29 -56 WK+AR+S', :24 -55
IJK+SP -27 -56 2MK+AR+GS -20 -53
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Table 3 (Continued)

Validity ;f ASVAB 6/7
Selector Composite Host Valid Sets Host Valid Sets of

School Code N Criterion (WK+AD+NO) Of Two ASVAB Tests Three ASVAB Tests
r r r r" . r

CTA 6020 57 DAYS -07 -13 NO+SP -13 -17 k.K+SP+.%K -08 -13
WK+SP -13 -16 SP+X+Mu -08-fl
SP+mC -12 -14

'NO+WK -11 -15

YN 6057 212 DAYS -07 -11 NO+SP -Ii -16 NO+AD+SP -12 -15
AD+Se -C9 -12 ,

Validitiy of AVMAB 6/7
Selector Composite Host Valid Sets Host Valid Sets of

School Code N Criterion (WK+HC)- Of Two ASVAB Tests Three ASVAB Touts
r r r r r r

u C U C U C

AMH 6517 78 FSC 53 74 AR+MC 51 72 WK+MC+St 63 79
AR+AI 51 70 AR+EI+MC 59 76
Mc+A1 49 67 AR+XC+ST 57 75-
M3K+El 48 65 AR+MC+At1 57 75
S1+AI 48 64 MK+ET+MC 57 75
MK+MC 47 69 HK+mC+S1 57 75

MKl-W.C+AI 56 75

ANS 6518 89 FSG 40 68 HKAI 58 76 AR,.+U+GS 56 75
AR+MK 55 74 2W+R+GS 55 74
AR+AI 0, 74 K+Y:.+SI 52 73

HKl{+MC 53 73 MK+.1C+At 50 72
AR+MC+SI 49 72
AR+MC+AI 49 72
AR+GS+AI 49 72
WK+%IC+S1 47 71

Validity of ASVAB 6/7
Selector Composite Host Valid Sets Host Valid Sets of

School Code N Criterion (AZ+S ) Of Two ASVAB Tests Three ASVAB Tests
r r r r r rI QM 6001 65 FSG 67 84 VK+AR 79 89 WK+AR+KC 76 88

AR4HK 72 85 WK+AR+SI 76 88
W1-+HX 69 82 W1'K+AR'4GI 73 86
WY, IC 68 83 AD+WK+AR 73 85
AR+MC 67 84 AR+EI+GS 70 85
AR+A1 67 95 WK+HC+S t 68 84
NO+AR 65 80 2HK+AR4GS 68 83

AR+H1K+GS 71 85
AR+ET+HC 68 84

Notes: 1. Decimal points are omitted from correlations.
2. A negative validity Is expected for the DAYS criterion.
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Table 5

A-Schoo1z Other Than Those Originating"With BE/E Schcol For
Which Selector Composite Changes Are Proposed

Present Validity Pro?,.sed ValidiLty
Rating Code Criterion Selector r. rc Selector r -

Fersonnelman PN 6102 DAYS WK+AR -11 -18 VO91C -22 -26
Boiler Technician BT 6260 DAYS WIK-4C+SI -14 -19 I'IK+Ai -25 -35
Engineman EN 62cA DAYS WlR+?IC+SI -2-L -37 bK+AI -24 -39
Machinists Mate Kki 6262 DAYS WK+C+SI -35 -53 1-+AI -34 -53
Aircrew Survival PR 6519 DAYS WV.+MC+S1 -02. -04 M+AI -19" -16

Equipmentman
Aviation Structural Akfl 6517 FSG WKWMC 53 74 AR+MC+AI 57 75

flechanic, Hydralics
Aviation Structural A/4S 6518 FSG !4K IMC 40 68 AR+MC+AT 49 72
Mechanic, Structures

'_Mrtermnster ! 6001 FSG AR*SI 67 84. lj.-AR 7 Aq
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ASSESSMENT OF ARMED SERVICES VOCATIONAL
- 11, APTITUDE BATTERY VALIDITY

Lonnie D. Valentine
Air Force Huan Resources Laboratory

Personnel Research Division
Brooks Air Force Base, TexasIli It is my first intentioai today to provide you a capuule description

of the Air Force generated validity information available on the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) along with appropriate
references to such studies for those of you who wish or need more
detailed data from the studies. I shall also briefly discuss the need
for validations against job performance and suggest one possible approach.
Last, I shall discuss the kinds of joint service test validation studies
which are needed and describe soxe of the data requiroments and pitfalls. associated writh them.

ASVAB is required to serve a broad range of purposes which are not
always compatible in a relatively short battery. For the services, it
must provide a measure for enlistment qualification (i.e., a selection
measure) and it addition must provide the initial classification meas-ires
requirsd by the various services. With respect to classification, the
philosophies and requirements of the services differ. Moreover, the
battery im used in a High School testing program which covers the range
of grades 9 through 12. For this purpose, maximization of differential
aptitude informatlon is of prime importance. By contrast, the service
programs require balance between maximum, prediction and maximua differ-
entiation between aptitude areas. I'll return to this later.

In 1973, Vitola, Mullins, and Cross reported on validity for predic-
tion of Air Force technical training grades of Air Force classification
compositen derived from ASVAB, Form 1, and comparcl validity of hose

i tompositea with titat of their counterparts from the ,irmw Qualifying
Examination (AQE) (tee A1liRL-TR,73-7). Their *ubjects had been inlisted

on the basis of AQE and were adrnistered ASVAB-1 at Lackltnd Air Force
Base on their sixth day of Basic Mlitary Training.

They found that, in general, the obtained validity of ASVAX compoites
was squal to or slightly higher than that of their AQE counterparts; the
mall discrepancy in favor of the ASW. composites probably was an arcifact
of assignment to training courses (and consequuntly direct estriction of
range) on the AQE coposi,.a*. They a!s found that, for most -ourse, ,
rolevant A2VB composite was more valid for that course than were the other
three composites. Va]tdities from this study are sumariLed in Tablea 1
through 4 of the ha.dout.
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Valentine (19'7) reported a large gcale validation of ASVAB-3 Air
Force composites against Air Force technical training grades. The
objectives of the study were to (a) investigate validity of the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery and of educational background data
for Air Force tecahn!ial training, (b) investigate unique predictive con-
tribution of both educational background and test data for Air Force
technical training success, and (c) assess homogeneity of prediction
equations for subgroups defined by sex and race.

ASVAB-3 data were collected on Air Force non-prior service enlisted
acceasions for September 1973 through October 1975. Analyses were conducted
on 43 clusters of enlisted technical courses; formation of these clusters
was based on a count of available cases in various courses and clustering
together of those vhich were judged to be similar. The major criterior
variable was final course grade.

Variables used in the study were (a) an Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) Acore and four Air Force Aptitude Indexes (Mechanical,
Administrative, General, and Electronics) all derived from ASVAB-3, (b) a
series of 41 binary variables indicating successful completion or
non-completion of specific high school courses, (c) disposition from
training (graduation ot elimination), (d) final course grade, (e) ethnic
identity (Caucasian, Black, or Other Minority), (f) sex (male or female),rand (g) course cluster identity.

Half of the male Caucasians in each of the 43 course clusters were
randomly selected as an Educational Index (El) developmeat sample. The El
development sample was restricted to Caucasian males because, in most
clusters, inclusion of women and ethnic minorities would have reduced their
number in the remaining saxple below a desirable number for the analyses
contemplated for it. For each of the 43 course clusters, an Education Index
was developed using the El development sample. For this purpose, the sample
was divided into an upper and a lower 50% criterion dichotomy by aisigning
all fail cases to the lower group along with enoigh of the cases with the
lowest final course grades to complete 50% of the development sample. The
41 course completion variables were item *nalyzed ag-inst this course
success dichotomy. Those courses with significant positive correlation with
the criterion were assigned an El scoring weight of + I whilm those with
significant negative correlation with the criterion were assigned a
scoring weight of - 1. The El development saaples vere excluded from all
subsequent analyses; thus, all validities -ported in ttie study represent
cross-validatiou values.

Table 5 of the handout summarizes the areas for which analyses were
accomplished and shows the number of cases available in the cross-validation
samples. For these samples, Table o shows validity of the AFQT, the four
Air Force aptitude comesites, and the Education Index against final course
grade. Table 7 sumarizes tests of hypotheses about independent contribution
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to prediction of test and of educational background information. Both test
and educational background data demonstrated usefulness for prediction of
technical training performance; moreover, when used in ctbination with
each other, more accurate predictions are achieved than through the use
of either alone. Generally, of the tvo klrids of data, test data alone
provided more accurate predictions than did educational data alone, and,
moreover, introduction of test data to an equation based (m educational
background provided a larger increase in prediction accuracy than was
achieved with introduction of educational background into a test-based
prediction equation. These observations also hold for prediction equations
baed on specific race or sex subsamples.

To test hypotheses about homogeneity of separate race or sex regression
equations, a series of regression problems involving race membership, sex
membership, AT, the Selector AI, the Educational Index, and interactions
of race or sex with the test and educational variables as predictors of final
course grade iere computed and compared -ria the F statistic. Tables 8 and 9
summarize these hypotheses and the tests of them7 While not tabled in
your handout, these same hypotheses were also tested for the Educational
Index and for the test variables separately.

In many instances, separate race or sex preeiction equationa are not
homogeneous (i.e., the subgroup equations differ from each other enough
that added accuracy in prediction is achieved by using a separate equation
for each subgroup); this observation is more often true for race based sub-
groups and for predictions based on educational background data. In all
but two instances, there were significant differences in the separute race
equations for predicting technical training performance from educational
background. In most instances, the data suggest that differea.%es L race-
based prediction equations are attributable to the equations' intercepts;
that is, while usually the predicted technical training grade increases for
each subgroup by about the same amount for each increase of one score unit
oi the predictor, the constants added into the equations differ. This
reselts in parallel prediction lines for the subgroups which differ mainly
In level.

Table 10 of your handout demonstrates the impact of these vquation
differences. This table was developed from separate subgroup (i.e.,
Causasian, ?lack, male, female) regression equations for predicting training
performance from test and educational background data. From this table it
can be seen that, when total group means on the selector Al, AFT, and El
are substituted into the Black and Caucasian equations, a lover crterion
value is predicted by the Black equation. Thus, when a single overall
equation is used, the tendenty would be to predict higher Black criterion
performance than is observed. A single overall equation tends to under-
predict female criterion performance in Food Service, Administrative, and
Hedical specialciai and to overpredict for them in 4echanical specialities
and in Law Enforcement.
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of One validation study has been accomplished specificslsy for the benefit

of the high school testing program. This provided validity information
against high school vocational-technical curriculum grades (Jensen &
Valentine, 1976). The sample for chis study consisted of approximt tly
4,300 high school students primarily from the northeastern sector of the
country. Each of these students was enrolled in one or another of 41
different high school vocational-technical courses. Each student had been
adminiutered ASVAB-2 during the 1973-74 schiool year. High schools partici-
pating in the study provided the final course grade for each student for
the vocational-technical course in which the student was enrolled. For
each of the 41 high school vocational-technical courses, validitis of the
nine subtests of ASVAB-2 against the course grade were computed and multiple
correlations against that same criterion were obtained. Table 11 presents
the average validities of the ASVAB subtests for vocational-technical courses
judged to be subsumed under the four aptitude areas used in the Air Force
classificatirn program. For these 41 vocational-technical courses, multiple
correlations of the nine ASVAB subtests against course grade ranged from
.30 to .93 with a median of .54.

During the spring of 1977, new xSVAB composites for the Hig~h School
Testing program were developed for school year 1977-78. These couposites
were based on at oblique factor antlyais of the subtests of the battery and
are believed to be more representative of dimengions of human abiliz than
were the composites which they replace. A priary goal in developing ti.*e
new composites was to provide a set of scores for high school counseling
which provide better differentation among abilittes than wc;s available from
the previous composite set reported to the schoos by WPCOM.

For an unpublished study (Valentine and Mathews), a USAREC comuter
tape file of data on AFEES testing accompi.shed I April 1976 thru 31 March 1977
wds obtained from the Defence Manpower nnalysis Center. Thic file identifies

individuails processed at the AFEES, indicates the service for which they
were processed, identifies the specific test or tests (by form) administered
to them. and. in the case of ASVAB, records al.l subtest raw scor*W. A

subfile, developed from the larger file, consisted of individuals AFEES
processed for the Air Force who were administered Form 5, 6, or 7 of ASVAB.
The file was further reduced by deletion of cases on whom identification data
was innufficient for collation with other files or for whom test score
date in t0, file was incomplete; effectively, this was a fil.I consisting of
Air Force personnel who were administered Form 6 or 7 of the ASVAB.

The resulting file was matched against the Air Force Technical Training
file to obtain identity of technical training courses and final course

% grades. This collated fil~e was subdivided on the basis of ASVAB fom

taken (6 or 7) avd technical training courses completed. Analyses wereaccomplished separately on resulting samples wfan N was -qual to or greater

than 50. For Form 6, 10 such samples were available and for Form 7, 16
samples were available.
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For each case, raw scores for the High School composites in use during
the 76-77 4chool year and for th- High School composites proposed for school
year 77-78 were computed. In e'ch of the 26 available samples, correlations
of these two sets of composite icores with final course grade were computed.

Table 12 lists the 16 teclnical courses f4;r which validation sampleswere available; the first column of Table 1 shown the AFSC associated with

the course, column 2 shows the assoiated job title, while the last column
indicates the Air Force compo-ite and percentile normally required for
assignment to the course.

Table 13 summarizes validity and composite ntercorrelational informa-
tion fo, both the current and proposed High School composites for ASVAB
Form 6 samples, while Table 14 prov'des a similar sumary for Form / samples.
For each sample, the tables show the number of cases in the sample, the
range of composites vs. final course grade correlations obtaired for each
set ef composites separately, and the median intercorrelation within each
set of composites. It should be noted thaz correlational valur presented
are obtained values; they have Y": been corrected for range restriction.

The must immediate conclusions from this data are that proposed Migh

School ASVAB composites (a) should prove an useful as the current set for
success predictions and (b) should pove more useful than the present set

for counseling use, both in terms of greater spread of validities among the
composites (therefore providing easier identification of one or two relevant
composites) and in terms of greater differentiation in ability patterns for
individual subjects (as reflected in lower intercorrelations tmong the
compositeu in the set).

I mentioned earlier that ASVAB is expected to servc a variety of uses
which necessitate the battery's use with examinees ranging from ninth graders
through seniors and young adults applying for service enlistment. A great
deal of evidence suggests that there is a large difference in difficulty
of test material between the tenth and eleventh grades. Thus, tests which
are "easy" enough :or ninth and tenth graders are too easy for the other

groups, and tests which are of appropriate difficulty for eleventh and
twelfth graders are far too hard for ninth and tenth graders. Moreover,
the various services have different cut-off requirewents. In a 20-item
scale, it .s near impossible to balance these varied difficulty require-
ments. This, in turn, impacts on the amount of chance (or unreliability)
variance for liss mature subjects and unduly restricts variance among the
more mature subjects. This, in turn, wi11 tend to limit the battery's

validity. One solution to this problem would be production of the battery
in "easy" forms appropriate for ninth and tenth graders and some of the
less demanding service needs, and "hard" forms appropriate for eleventh
and twelfth grade use and more demanding service selection and classification
needs. Judicious normative procedures could calibrate the two versions to

service normative staneards with a regior of normative overlap. This would
effectively double battery length and provide more reliable test data
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provided procedures (such as a short version placement scale) are employed
for service applicants.

Several years ago, I tried out an idea for test validation against
operational criteria which I believe may have utility in evaluating the
balt.ery against "Job performance." I did not forually report the effort
or attempt to replicate it on later samples because changes in the standards
and criteria by which Air Force career progress occurs, instituted at about
that time, confound the criterion. However, there may be places within the
other services where the approach is feasible. At that tine, Air Force
promotion opportunity was haizLed by such factors as time in service,
specialty, and skill level. Working from the Uniform Airman Record file,
I sorted several of the more populous specialties into homogeneous sub-
samples with respect to these factors. I then tested for signifiLant
differences in mean selector aptitude index for higher and lower ranking
personnel within these year and skill level groups. Table 15 sumarizes
outcomes for Security Police; similar results were obtained for the several
other specialties examined. One cm assume that supervisors tend to work
for promotion of their most capable workers first. These data certainly
provided evidence thst, other things being equal, zhe higher 4iptitude per-
sonnel are the first promoted. For the benefit of any of you who may feel
uneasy about this "backwards" sort of application of the F ratio, let Me
point out that, in this instance, F - t 2 . Certainly in our-future joint
ASVAB validation efforts, approaches o? this sort might b- considered whev-
ever we locate samples whose promotion is not contingent on application oZ
a promotion score equation.

There is continuing concern with DoD for development of a single set
of ASVAB composite scores with applicability across programs. Analyses,
designed to establish feasibility of a single composite set, are being
designed at the present time with ASVAB Forms 6 and 7. Essentially, these
will involve cross-service application of current sets and examination
of alternatives tc thcse. These later analyses, involving establishment
of regression equations for various service schools from subtest information
and assessment of cross-service homogeneity, will entail a number of special
problems which will require careful control. Among these, extent to which
service training criteria have the sawa meaning, even for essentially
identical jobs, is unknown. Thus, we anticipate that these analyses will
be relatively complex.

In summary, most Air Force studies indicate useful ASVAB validity for
training criteria. ?.ext, validation efforts will explain extent to which
a single set of composites, adequately responsive to selection and classi-
fication strategies of all the services, are possible.
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TABLE, 5. Wsim..,iwup S Se
Ca * 17cr 00we 04w now*e T*N,

o1 'Int~e x(20X340 35 -'ss~

02 Audhw~u&I(23X30) 171 43 - 183 31- 21
03 Wcather (25X3X). 317 55 278 96 ''374
04 comia contit Sy tm o ,'tor

(27X3X) 664, 230 - 99 1 05
as Comnunkatioi Operatiord (29130) 369 193 - 4I' 358 57

(30X3X) 1,949 181 53 1,740- 343 2063
17 MiikA Udronk Maitcnanmv'

(31X)X) 544 53 - 517 95 611
0 Avkonkcs Systems (32X3X) 2,163 244 57 2,014 %kso 2;44
09 TWAn Mvkc (3x3X) 170 - - 18 "13
t0 Wine Comnikatiok Systems Mainhmant-c

(36t/3X0) 226 64 - 303 - 303
I I Wim commu knions Systens Maintcnanoe

(362X0) 224 69 - 267 302
12 3ntriate Equipment Masinenance

(40X3X) 75 '24 - 301 0
13 Aircraft Acceory Maintenance

(42X3X) .,S9 1.041 98 2,117 s0 2,37
14 Ailmf Avessioey (43130) 193 - - 177 44 21
15 Aircraft Maitcamm (43131) 4,559 1,073 104 4,68 1,268 5,136
16 Nrctaft Engnoa (4323X) 1,356 363 44 1.431 332 1763
17 Mlsls Maintenance (44X3X) 241 $2 - 2S9 36 25
Is Munitions and Wespom XMintenanoe

(46130) 832 162 - - 1,006
19 Munltons ard Weapons Maintemnce

(46230) 912 134 - I.CS4 - 1,064
20 Munitions an Weapons i iZsewc

(330) 194 - - 20 - 209
21 Vehicle Mainen , (47X3X) 251 28 - 282 - 282
22 Computet Systems ($ X3X) 7'! - 183 36 269
23 Mati Workingl ($3X3X) -!1' 160 - 659 168 832/
24 MechmaVEletrkW (54XIX) S31 297 - 970 111 I,|31
23 Stictunuravwrmenta (SAA 303 $7 3 471 119 590

26 Sankatkm (6330 233 36 - 253 - 251
27 tire hotectton(57130) 507 188 - 709 - 711
25 Fabric ane Rubber hoducts

(SOX30) 178 42 - 194 29 223
29 Transportation (60X3X) 1.106 400 40 1,346 200 1.546
30 Pood Sttvkcs (62X3X) 236 136 - 284 137 401
31 ruclScvke(63130) 367 26 - 6 44 - 644
32 Inventory Mau,inenrt (64530) I,399 587 83 1,313 556 1,869
33 Material Faditift (64730) 481 360 - $41 317 353
34 Accounftb and flasace. and Audiin

(67X3X) 439 100 - 372 179 $S5
35 Adminstration (70X3X) 13.503 1,078 56 1.716 911 2,63"
36 iro mel (73230) 453 10 - 463 183 648
37 Security Fol (81130) 2,172 1.222 44 3.438 - 3.438
38 Law Eafoucsmt and Cmrctiom

(51230) 3,078 256 - 900 448 1,348
)9 Medical (90010) 934 404 28 912 454 3,66
40 Medcal (90X3X) !.38$ 470 43 1,283 620 1,103
41 MeI (91 X3X) 249 43 - 2531 49 300
42 Alraiv hotectiom (92230) 332 63 - 339 63 402
43 Dental (98X3X) 241 63 - 212 108 320

ARace N's or Sex Ws do not nct&ssuly equal intal N. Thls is because the suhmm* N's an shmwm ly uw mib.
samAs with 24 or mote cases on which within susmpie validWes we compukd.
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Tablr 6. Educational Index and ASVAB Composite Validities
Against Final School Grade

ASVAB Composite
Educ

Group Index AFQT Mech Adm Gen Elect

01 .38 .42 .25 .30 .40 .37
02 .40 .26 .30 .41 .33 .35
03 .25 .36 .28 .22 .28 ..7
04 .22 .38 .28 .14 .35 .34
05 .26 .29 .21 .25 .34 .27
06 .28 .34 .23 .21 .34 .44
07 .30 .37 .22 .23 .31 .45
08 .27 .29 .22 .21 .29 .33
09 .32 .32 .26 .37 .33 .32
10 .23 .26 .29 .23 .31 .32
11 .20 .30 .20 .23 .26 .25
12 .40 .41 .45 .40 .55 .50
13 .26 .31 .40 .18 .31 .36
14 .31 .43 .45 .25 .30 .50
15 .24 .32 .34 .18 .31 .36
16 .32 .42 .43 .33 .40 .46
17 .19 .34 .29 .26 .28 .29
18 .21 .32 .34 .23 .32 .32
19 .22 .37 .27 .22 .34 .37
20 .45 .42 .42 .32 .42 .46
21 .26 .40 .53 .25 .39 .51
22 .13 .32 .05 .27 .26 .24
23 .24 .36 .24 .25 .30 .34
24 .18 .36 .40 .21 .35 .38
26 .16 .24 .34 .12 .17 .26
26 .37 .36 .4 .33 .39 .41
27 .20 .28 .34 .26 .23 .30
28 .28 .28 .41 .19 .09 .25
29 .28 .43 .23 .20 .30 .35
30 .09 .10 .03 .12 -.04 .03
31 .15 .29 .39 .19 .26 .34
32 .27 .30 .18 .13 .34 .29
33 .17 .29 ,17 .19 .26 .25
34 .25 .41 .27 .03 .43 .41
35 .23 .32 .16 .20 .32 .27
36 .33 .50 .25 .24 .46 .41
37 .24 .30 .29 .23 .21 .28
38 .30 .38 .32 .26 .39 .39
39 .32 .42 .29 .28 .34 .40
40 .33 .42 .30 .28 .38 .38
41 .31 .35 .21 .25 .37 .30
42 .18 .26 .22 .13 .10 .21
43 .39 .43 .28 .39 .43 .38
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TABLE 7. VAMy 3odContatsdtoPa ddobdFofFinmSdco
Go& of Ed ad , bldpom midn Tat Dab

---.. _ _____ _____ _____ _iiiii____II____ _1___ _i____ _____ _____ _____ __i I_ 1

I

_ II1_1_i_1

01 .54 A7 ,38 30.53 29.86
02 A7 .36 40 7.69 23.76
03 .46 .40 .25 33.80_.. 21.73
04 .42 .40 .22 69.001, 10.34

05 .41 .37 . 32.65 21.77
06 .49 .46 .28 230.17 92.73
07 .50 .48 .30 66,76 20.22
06 .40 .36 .27 I.45 1.38
09 .43 .37 .32 8.66 §.57
10 .40 .34 .23 19.00 15.5I
,I _37 .32 .20 16.07 10.47
12 .59 .54 .40 1L9 8.17
13 .46 .44 .26 251.70 54.01
14 .56 .55 .31 35.03 6.030
15 .43 .42 .24 463.23 106.63
16 .54 .51 .32 242.5 78.11
17 .41 .40 .19 23.40 4.890
18 .45 .42 .21 98,74 27.64
19 .42 .40 .22 86.99 2S.00
20 .55 .48 .45 14.16 20.30
21 .5 .57 .26 56.23 6.75

22 .35 .32 .13 15.18 4.17
23 .41 .38 .24 57.13 27.77
24 .50 .49 .18 162.42 17.19
25 .38 .38 .16 41.07 343
26 .54 .49 .37 27.40 19,82
27 .32 .29 .20 23.79 15.15
28 .45 .42 .28 16.63 5.62*
29 .48 .44 .28 153.82 80.37
30 .18 .14 .09 4.70 4.66"
31 .32 .31 .15 28.99 S.00
32 .38 .32 .27 81.10 %.92
33 .33 .10 .17 36.22 12.98
34 .42 A1 .25 38.19 6.52"
35 .37 .34 .23 129.97 69.56
36 .54 .51 .33 86.72 29.41
37 .36 .3 .24 136.60 136.60
38 .46 .42 .30 102.71 St.91
39 .49 .43 .32 118.79 52.71
40 .50 .45 .33 176.04 124.01
41 .46 .40 .31 20.70 17.10
42 .31 .27 .18 '4.70 11.68
43 .54 .49 .39 31.57 24.94

'shedictors lot Ow R's in thc columns &w
I a AMT, Sekctor Al. and Educuion Indes
l -AFQT adoke-tm Al
I - Education Index only.

bNot sildtlatn. AD ot.'e F's we itificint at ow beyond the ,01 kycd.

OSipitcant st the .05 but not ,4t the .01 k.l.
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!eTABLE 9. Tab ofd a Sex Eqdi y
L , ,.'- -+ -::+ "" " 'f '.+md. J t d ~ioUI hcvudmd Tat -+i +

DM& andPadi~oDds Diho d k

"3 H 00 52 .0 -.,1 1 . -1*+

02 .54 .57 .58 2.09" .51 01 .54 .55 .55 ".90
702 .47 .51 .52 80"

03 A6 .52 .5 4.05* .02 02 A6 .47 47, A2 ,+, A
04 .42 .43 .43 1.95 03 46 ,? I A,6
05 .41 '.42 .42 86 04 .4, .42 .42, 1,06
06 .49 .50 .50 3.61*" 1.39 OS .41 .41 , . ,27
07 .50 .51 .53 2.A. 1.9" 06 .49 .50 . ,2.14,
08 .40 AI Al 5.02#0 1.13 07 .50 .50 .51 1.90
09 .43 .47 AS 1.25 08 .40 40; A1", 5;43 6.2?"
10 .40 .40 .44 1.37 .43 A6 .47 r  

*

11 .37 .39 .42 1.62 11 37 .39 .40 2 ? |t

12 .59 .60 .62 .77
13 .46 .46 .46 1.69 12 59 .59 .60 84

14 .56 .57 .59 !.16 43 .46 .46 .46 2.06
15 .43 .46 .46 24,1500 3,64*0 14 .6 .57 .59 2.77' 3.42*
!6 .54 .56 .56 6.00"s 1.19 15 .413 A3 .44 16.76100122,37004
17 A1 .44 .45 1.54 16 .54 .54 .55 7.7900 10.140P
13 .45 .46 47 3.08" 1.60 17 .41 A .45 2.720 3 5
1" A2 .44 .45 3 95*6 1.64 20 .55 .8 58 2.99*
20 .55 .58 .61 2.68" 1.53 22 .3 .36 .38 1.87
21 .58 .59 .60 1.16 23 AI A2 .43 3.620" 43P,
22 .35 3S .38 .94 405** 4i2'
23 .41 .4b AS 7.15"* 3.77"0 24 .50 ,O8 4 1 0 432 "

24 .50 .50 .50 .89
25 .38 .42 .42 2.92"* .33 27 .32 3232 2 .92

26 .54 .58 .58 1.90 28 .45 AS .49 2.70' 3.44'i

27 .32 .43 .43 8.88" .06 29 . 48 .4 .90
28 .45 .47 .50 1.71 30 .18 0 .31 6.80" .h2

29 .48 .50 .52 IG.18"* 5.60"0 31 ,32 .32 32 .02
30 .18 .25 .29 2.87" 1.5; 32 .38 .33 .39 1.69
3' .32 .42 .44 8.700" 1.59 33 .33 .33 35 4.68" 58'
? .38 .40 .40 4.7!"' 2.40* 33 .42 .42 .44 1.99

,' .33 .14 .36 2.91*" 2.45' 34 .37 .38 .38 I.99 1.64

4 -42 .A4 A4 1.30

35 .37 39 .40 7.90" 2.02 36 .54 .55 IS 13
36 .54 .57 .57 3.89"* 1.44 3 .46 .47 A7 5.69" 1.4

37 .36 .42 .43 28.87" 1.96 39 A9 .50 .50 4.92 0  2.11
i38 A,6 .49 .50 7.910 1.03 4 S 5 5 .3015

.19 '49 .55 .5%, 18.850* 2.600 41 .46 A46 A4S 27
40 .50 .55 .56 20.4200 10.93"" 42 .31 -34 .14 1.71
41 .46 A6 .47 ,71 43 .54 355 S"6 1.90
42 .31 .34 .36 1.67

43 .5 6I5 6

43 ..i .5 .57 .60OImdlon in the feour momsl m'e; I a Pducatoo 1.!ft,

2l'edttos n te ourmoelsreAIPQT, Uimco At (lhobko; 3); 11I - Sex, FQ. ,&Ijcsw
=Predi-:t~~~~s In t- o rm des+e AFQT. Selector A t I ducadto n+ Index (Problem 14),. 111 Sex, S t, v, j, Q 'V

AS. Education Index (hobkm 3). It w Rce. AFQT, Selec- Sex Y Selemcor At, Se x Educatot Wilty (Ip~tobhl m 1

AFQT. Selector At. R,e x Ed cato IndeE ,noledge of s coeaLte+ notbltkj to Fj Md
(Problem 9). tl base predklo of fina l Smd (tPsch. 1 L

hoblem 3). H6, - Eqtuati ulopi, e homposiembt13 a Kno'wl et of vie contributcs noth* to test (ho~rm I S ". Prolem 14).
rid El hosed prc4 ktion of firai shool gade tProblem 9 roeit& IAt at the .P o leVL

vm Ptut'.em 3). t3, - Equation slop are homoccogen *eIoull at the .01 jewe.
(Noonem 9 V3. Problem 8).

'Silptificant at the .05 kl.
"Signifcant at the .01 lIV.
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TABLE 10. PREDICTED CRITERION SCORES (ASSUMING MEALN PREDICTOR
PERFORMANCE) FOR SELECTED SUBSAMPLES*

COURSE y1 y1 y1 y4t

7,GROUP # CAUC BLACK MAL._E FEMALE
04 86.47 84.99 86.05 P6.90

05 85.19 83.84 84.68 85.06
S06 84.93 82.82 84.91 84.16
•08 84.24 81.82 a3.93 83.94

13 82.20 81.42 82.04 82.53
is 84.01 80.14 83.21 81.84

S16 84.68 81.91 84.09 A2.41
,18 89.06 81.40--

25 - 81.38 80.05
27 PIG. 88 82.96 - -29 82.63 79.44 81.95 82.55
30 " 87.43 84.69 85.42 89,31

"41 9! .31 87.62 --, 32 84.32 82.40 83,.66 84.14
33 82.96 81.26 82.29 82.83
34 80.66 77.84 80.n3 811.00
35 84.04 82.19 82.98 84.03
36 87.07 84.53 86.24 87.07
37 86,0X 82.19 -.

e 38 83.44 80.59 83.36 81.98
S39 83.22 77.94 81.22 82.75

40 82.01 77.39 80.55 81.67
S43 -- 81.33 83.17

These values are computed only for subsamples with N. 100.

TABLE 11. Average ASVAB SuhRest Valdties W Pthin School

Apttude Area -  LS K A TK MLSP Ec $ A F
Adminisrative .18 .34 .34 -.G7 .12 .8 -,01 .01 .06
Electronics .21 .16 .23 .25 .26 .30 .35 .24 .37

8echan4cal .15 .6 .22 .30 .24 .27 .26 .26 .25
General .28 .38 .32 .12 .31 .29 . 78 .15 .34

2548.3 00



TABLE 12. VslidatiOu Sdpje 'of Tedhical Traluing Courses

AM Jo Title S"e'tor

27630- Apr. Aerospace Control & Warning System Operatqr *-60

32632 Apr. Inte4rAtd Avionic System Specialist I-80

42632* Apr. Jet Ingine Mechanic 4/1-40

43131* Apr. Aircraft Maintenance Specialist M/1-50

46130 Apr. Munitions Maintenance Specialist 3/1-60

46230* Apr. Weapons Mechanic M/3-60

57130 Apr. Fire Protection Spatialist G-40

60531 Apr. Air Car;o Specialist A-50

63130 Apr. Fuel Specialist G/3-40

64530* Ap-. Inventory Manager rt Specialist A/G-60

64531 Apr. Material Facilities Specialist A/G-60

70230* Apr. Administration Specialist A-40

73230* Apr. Personnel %pecialist A-60

81130* Apr. Security Specialist G-40

81230* Apr. Law Enforcemnt Specialist G-50

90230* Apr. Medical Services Specialist G-60

*ASVAt F)ru 6 samples were available for those AFSCe indicated by
an asterink. ASVAI Form 7 swsples were available for all AUSCP listed.

**Composites are M a Mechanical, A - Administrative, G w Ge.eraL,
and 2 - lectronic; 3/I indicates either H or I my be the selector.
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TABLE 13. ASVAB6 Hig School Composite Validities
and Intercorrelations

Current EgoMaostes Propsed Compsites
Validity Median Validity Median

AFSC N anae latercorrelation Range IntercorMleation

26730 61 -.06.41 .55 -.18/41 .32

42632 56 .08/.57 .43 .02/.45 .09

43131 341 .32/.48 .62 .16/.46 .32

46230 62 .25/.58 .62 .00i.55 .40

64530 134 .20/.52 .59 -.04/.52 .31

70230 110 .19/.39 .60 .00/.44 .36

73230 54 .09/.50 .58 -.13/.50 .33

81130 400 .25/.40 .62 .07J.42 .37

81230 239 .27/.50 .61 .10/.50 .36

90230 .02  .23/.49 .0 -.01/.60 .36
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TABLE 14. ASV.U-7 High School Composite Validities
and Iutercorrelations

Curraet G osites Proposed goIst..

Validity Mdin Validity MdLi.,
APSC N !& _ Intercorrelstjop !ause IntercorratIon

27630 106 .14/.44 .61 -.011.44 .27

32637 59 .11/.38 .32 .09/.42 .J2

42632 133 .24/.47 .58 .21/.40 .30

43121 623 .22/.36 .49 .09/.36 .20

46130 74 .22/.53 .56 .07/.53 .31

46230 178 .38/,55 .63 .18/.49 .38

57130 113 .21/.38 .51 .09/.41 .21

60531 75 .42/.69 .61 .34/.60 .45

63130 52 .04/.16 ,94 .02/.13 .86

64530 251 .23/.47 .60 .05/.47 .39

64531 71 .07/.41 .55 -.05/.41 .31

70230 165 .02/.14 .81 -.08/.16 .66

73230 106 .29/.43 .54 .16/.44 .30

8130 642 .23/.31 .69 .18/.31 .45

81230 359 .24/.41 .68 .09/.41 .52

90230 147 .30/.42 .86 .28/.40 .73

1
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TABLE 15. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEN A! AND
GRADE FOR SECURITY POLICE

SKILL LEVEL 5

NIS MEANS

YEAkS OF E-4 AND E-4 AND
SERVICE BELOW E-5 BELOW E-5 F

04 639 140 52.29 61.07 54.85**
05 234 108 53.35 64.12 41.34**
06 94 104 52.23 58.37 19.83**
07 94 88 54.52 59.77 6.76**
08 63 89 51.59 55.28 3.38
09 35 81 47.43 53.33 8.23**
10 25 54 44.40 53.70 5.86*

SKILL LEVEL 7

N'S MEANS

YEARS OF E-5 AN E-6 AND E-5 AND E-6 AND
SERVICE BELOW E-7 BELOW E-7 F

09 414 26 54.54 54.60 .16
10 440 33 53.94 59.85 5.40**
11 360 58 53.53 56.38 2.07
12 357 92 56.33 63.04 13.47**
13 278 104 53.45 60.58 15.87**
14 306 109 50.02 56.61 12.01*
15 351 191 50.33 57.85 2,.11**
16 6 396 46,34 56.86 71.17**
17 289 205 44.74 56.71 44.46**
18 345 317 43.80 53.94 42.87**
19 466 586 44.86 56.62 87.97**
20 47 213 50.00 59.44 11.62**

* Significant at the .05 level.
** Significant at the .01 level.
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A JOIN!r SERVICE ACCESSION TEST: PROBLEMS AND PROMISE

Steven Gcrman
Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps

Washington, D. C.

Development of a test battery which has several
putposes for several types of users is difficult indeed.
Add to this situation the logistical problem of gathering
all the test developers and users at a central location
include a tight time constraint, and you have an idea of the
environment in which the Armed Services Vucational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB) was developed. The ASVAB currently serves
an:

1) a counseling instrument for high schools

2) an accession tool for the four services

3) a differential classification battery for the four
sirvices

,he users are the thousands of schools testing millions of
high school students, and hundreds of Armed Forces Examining
and Entrance Stations (AFEES), mini-AVEES, and Mobile
rxamining Teams (MTs), testing millions of service
i-pplicants.

The high school composites were redesigned for thin
present school year to achieve maximum differential
classification ability. This was achieved through the use
of factor analysis. The resultant composites have high
factor loadings and low intercorrelations.

Presently the four services have three metrics for
me&surinq test scores: Navy standard score (Mean - 50,
standard deviation w 10), Army standard score (Mean - 100,
standard deviation a 20[, and percentile scores.
Additionally, each service has its own compositing formulas
for classification. Tte common thread among all services is
the test score used for determining mental group level, the
combination of the word knowledge (WK), arithmetic reasoning
(AR), and space perception (SP) subtests. This is referred
to as the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AVOT) score, a
carryover from pre-ASVAB testing.
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One problem which is common to all large scale
institutional testing programs is the leakage of test
questions/answers to examinees prior to testing. This
phenomenon also occurs in the military testing environment.
The occurrence of this phenomenon appears to be much more
widespread in certain recruiting districts than in others.
For managerial purposes, a composite w4s developed (Sims,
19 76) using non-AFQoT suotests to predict A>'.Q and General
Technical (GT) scores.

The concept underlying this composite was that the subtests
which are vital to enlistment are most apt to be subject to
compromise. With this composite, averages of predicted APFT
and CT scores can be compared with the averages of actual
AFOT and GT scores. This can be used as a management device
to detect significant differences at AFPES, recruiting
districts, recruiting stations, and recruiters.

The data sample consisted of 3,081 Marine Corps
recruits who were tested at AFEES on ASVAB form 3. Upon
arrival at the recruit depots in December 1975 and January
1976, they were administered ASVAB form 6 or 7. They were
also administered the Army Classification Battery (ACR-61)
as a reference test. To equalize the testing effects, a
counterbalanced desiqn was used wherein half the recruits
were administered ACB-61 first, and half ASVAD first. The
sample was weighted to approximate tha normal mobilization
population. Multiple regression analysis was conducted to
determine the subtests that were the best predictors of the
AFOT and GT composites, the two criteria used for accession
into the Marino Corpc.

Table I shows the results of the analysis of raw scorc
AFOT and GT predictor3, the standard error of estimate, and
the amount of variance accounted for by the predictors. It
should be noted that the correlation of the prediction
composite with AFQT or GT is comparable to the correl&tion
between alternate AFQT or GT composites.

A likely procedure for reducing test corpromise would be to
compute the APOT, GT, predicted XPOT and GT score, and
retest those applicants whose predicted and actual scores
were statistically different at the .10 confidence level.
The retesting would be conducted on an alternate AFQI, form,
one which is used solely for test score verification.
Several test forms are being normed at AFPES presently to be
used for test score verification. When properly normed,
these AFQT subtests could be used with this procedure to
reduce compromise. Another procedure is to collect several
months of applicant scores broken down by recruiters and
recruitinq stations, and determine the statiAtical
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significance of the differences between true and predicted
mean score. A management report can then be compiled noting
all recruiters and recruiting stations where the mean score
differences are statistically significant at the .05 level.

Another problem all services are facing is that of
reducing personnel attrition prior to the expiration of
active service (Non-EAS attrition). Recent DOD guidelines
have establishee limits on the percent of high school and
non high school graduates who will be permitted to be
attrited prior to EAS. To reduce this attrition, the
services are looking at biographical data and attitudinal
items for possible inclusion into a screening test at AFEES.

A study was conducted for the Marine Corps (Sims,1977)
to determine the variables related to non-EAS attrition. As
expected, mental ability, age at enlistment, level of
education achieved, and number of dependents were all
statistically significant variables. Table 4 summarizes the
order and value of these variables entering into the
regression equation. Tables 3 through 9 present the
predicted chances of success for each level of education,
age, and mental group. Additionally, however, the study
examined the ASVAB subtests to determine if a cobination of
these could be used to predict attrition.

Employinq the data derived from the 3,01 recruits
tested in the beginning of 1976 less those recruits who were
reservists, a multiple regression analysis was conducted
with all ASVA subtests using the criterion of being in
service after 1s montht. Table 10 shows the order and value
of each subtest entering the multiple regression. The
variables which are significant are mostly non-cognitive or
speeded subtests, along with educational level achieved.
The predictor with the greatest percent of variance
explained is numerical operations (NO), a fifty item speeded
test. The variable which enters into the regression
equation next is the combat scale (CC), a twenty-seven item
of the Army Classification Inventory (ACI). The ACI also
provides the attrition composite with the attentiveness
scale (CA), a twenty item interest test. Another subtest in
the attrition composite is a speeded clerical test,
attention to detail. Space perception is the only wholly
cognitive non-speeded test in the attrition composite.
Table 11 summarizes the regression of the ASVAB subtests and
education onto non-EAS attrition, Utilizing the attrition
composite rather than mental ability significantly increases
the attrition prediction. Table 12 is an expectancy table
of successful completion of 14 months service for high
school graduates, Table 13 for non-high school graduates.
Table 14 shows the cross-validation of the traditional and
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non-traditional composites, as well as the composites
presently used by Navy and Marine Corps.

It is interestiag to note the superiority of this non-
cognitive composite over the traditional mental ability
screen. The difficulty with this composite is that the two
interest scales are transparent. For this reason, this
composite should be utilized as a recruiting tool, rather
than a mandatory selection criterion, since it would quickly
lose its utility during periods of recruiting shortfalls.

Another problem with most standa,:d12ed testing lies in
the fact that the same static measurertnt instrument must be
used to assess a wide range of abilities. This procedure
increases the testing error from two sources: 1) the test
length is necessarily long, which contributes to examinee
fatigue; 2) each test will contain questions which are not
at an appropriate difficulty level for every examinee: if
too easy, the examinee will become bored and may carelessly
mark incorrectly; if too difficult, the examinee will guess,
thus increasing test noise.

With the recent enhanctrments to computers and the
development of the Owen Bayesian algorithm, testing of
personnel abilities can achieve the same precision of
ability estimation with a minimized number of items. The
Civil Service Commission (Urry,1975) has demonstrated that
with an on-linereal-time, adaptive testing sequence, the
same precision of ability estimation of a conventional test
could be achieved with an average of only one-fifth the
number of test items. A computerized adaptive testina (CAT)
program at APEES could provide many benefits, Some of these
are:

1) greater test precision at all ability levels,
especially at the tails of the distribution

2) Improved test security

3) Decreased misclassification

4) Reduction of examinee anxiety or boredom

5) Reduction of test length

6) Enhanced applicant motivation with immediate
feedback on response results

7) Standardized test administration

8) Improved data quality through elimination of human
requirements for calculations and data recording
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9) Interface with classification, assignment, and job
information systems

The Navy and Marine Corps are working jointly on a CAT
project (Gorman,1977) to demonstrate its effectiveness
within a military environment. The project involves
psychologists from Headquarters, Marine Corp! anet the Navy
Personnel Research and Development Center, and Marine
recruits located at San Diego. All of the research to date
is begging the question of waot if, but when CAT should be
implemented at A'EES, Computerized adaptive testin9 gives
great promise towards more precise and faster aility
measurement.
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TABLE 1

VERIFICATION COMPOSITE STATISTICS

ASVAB raw scores Best ASVAB Standard error
to be predicted prediction r2  of estimate

WK + AR (GT)a IS + MK + GI + MCa .79 5.2

WK + AR + SP (AFQT)b GS + MK + G1 + MCb .80 6.2

aWK + AR - 2.144-3 + 0.685 (GS + MK + GI + MC)

bWK + AR + SP = 8.50 + o.849 (GS + MK + 0I + MC)

10
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF REGRESSIONTO EXPLAIN TOTAL DISCHARGES

I (Using conventional variables)

Cumulative~fraction of

variance
expla ned Partiala

Vuriible (r2) F-statistic Coefficient

ASVAB AFQT .050 82.5 -.00545
EDUCATION. o066 59.7 -.13726

AGE .070 11.0 01747

DEPENDENTS 070 0.0

(Constant) .22857

apartial F-statistic when ali variables shown are entered in the

regression equation. The critical value is 3.84 for the 95-percent
cnfidence level and 6.63 for the 99-percent cunfidence level.

I
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TABLE 3

PREDICTED CHANCES OF SUCCESS: PROFILE 1
Age 17

Mental ASVAB AFQT Grades of school completed
Group score >12 12 GED 11 10 9 !_L5

I 93-100 90 90 77 77 72 67 62

II 65-92 88 89 76 76 71 66 60

III A 50-64 84 84 72 72 66 62 56

III B 3]-9 80 80 68 68 62 58 52

IV A 21-30 74 74 61 61 56 51 45

IV B 10-20 73 73 61 61 55 51 45

V 0-9 65 65 52 52 47 43 37
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TABLE 4

PREDICTED CHANCES OF SUCCESS: PROFILE 1Age 18

Mental ASVAB AFQr Grades of school completed
Group score >12 12 GED 11 t0 9 _

i 93-100 91 91 78 78 73 68 83

II 65-92 89 90 77 77 72 61 61

III A 50-64 85 86 73 73 67 63 57

III B 31-49 81 81 69 69 63 59 53

IV A 21-30 75 75 62 62 57 52 '16

IV B 10-20 74 74 62 62 56 52 b6

V 0-9 66 66 53 53 48 44 38
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TABLE 5I PREDICTED CHANCES OF SUCCESS: PROFILA 1

Age 19

Mental ASVAB ATT Grades of school completed
Group score >12 12 GED 11 10 9 A0

1 93-100 88 88 75 75 70 66 60

II 65-92 86 87 74 714 69 64 58

III A 50-614 82 83 70 70 65 60 54

III B 3i-49  78 79 66 66 61 56 50

IV A 21-30 72 72 59 59 54 49 44

IV B 10-20 71 71 59 59 54 49 43

V 0-9 63 63 50 50 145 41 35

I
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TABLE 6

PREDTCTED CHANCES OF SUCCESS: PROFILE 1
Age 20

Mental ASVAB AFQT Grades of school completed
Group ecore 51_! GED 11 10 9 -S

I 9-100 85 85 72 72 67 62 57

II 65-92 83 83 7. 71 65 61 55

IIIA 50-64 79 80 67 67 61 57 51

III B 31-49 75 75 63 63 57 53 47

IV A 21-3c 69 69 56 56 51 46 40

IV B 10-20 68 68 55 55 50 4 40

V 0-9 60 60 47 47 42 37 32
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TABLE?

PREDICTED CHANCES O? SUCCESS: PROFILE 1
Age 21

Mental ASVAB AFQT Grades of snool cpleted
Group score 3>2 1 1_ _10

93-100 81 82 69 69 64 59 53

1i 65-92 80 80 67 67 62 58 52

iII A 50-64 76 76 63 63 58 54 48

Ill B 31-19 72 72 59 59 54 49 44

IV A 21-30 65 65 53 53 47 43 37

IV B 10-20 65 65 52 52 47 42 37

V 0-9 56 57 4 4 4t4 39 34 28
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TABLE 8

PREDICTED CHANCES OF SUCCESS: PROFILE I
Age ?2

Mental ASVAB AFQT Grades of school completed
Group store >I_ 12 GED 11 10 9 t8

I 93-100 79 80 67 67 62 57 51

Ii 65-92 78 78 65 65 60 55 50

III A 50-64 74 74 61 61 56 51 46

III B 31-49 70 70 57 57 52 47 42

IV A 21-30 63 63 51 51 45 41 35

IV B 10-20 63 63 50 50 45 40 35

V 0-9 54 55 12 42 37 32 26
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TABLE 9

PREDICTED CHANCES OF SUCCESS: PROFILE I
Age 23

Mental ASVAB AFQT Grades of school completed

Group score i2 12 GED 11 l1 9

I 93-100 75 76 63 63 58 53 47

I -c2 74 74 E1 61 56 52 46

III A 30-64 70 70 57 57 52 47 42

III B 31-49 66 66 53 53 48 43 38

IV A 21-30 59 59 47 47 41 37 31
IV B 10-20 59 59 46 46 41 36 31
V 0-9 50 51 3838 33 282 2
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TABLE 1.0

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION
TO SELECT ATTRITION COMPOSITE

Cumula ve
fraction of
variance
explgined Fartiala

Variable (r ) F-statistic Coefficient

NUMERICAL OPERATIONS (NO) .051 18.3 -.00410

COMBAT SCALE (CC) .074 54.5 -.01453

EDUCATION .093 45.3 -.11009

SPACE PERCEPTION (SP) .098 11.1 -.00663

ATTENTION TO DETAIL (AD) .100 5.9 -.00455

ATTENTIVENESS SCALE (CA) .101 5.5 -.00597

(Const&nt) .89118

apartial F-statistic when all vqrlables shown are entered in the
regression equation. The critical value is 3.84 for the 95-percent
confidence level and 6.63 for the 99-percent confidence level.
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TABLE 11

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION
TO EXPLAIN TOTAL DISCHARGES
(Using attrition composite)

Cumulative
fraction of
variance

explained Partiala
Variab..e (r) F-statistic Coefficient

ATTRITION COMPOSITE .086 106.7 -.90476

EDUCATION 1101 52.8 -.12855

AGE .104 7.9 .01548

ASVAB AFQT .104 0.0

DEPENDENTS .104 0.0

(Constant) 0.59484

apartial F-statistic when all variables shown are entered in the

aggression equation. The critical value is 3.84 for the 95-percent
confidence level and 6.63 for the 99-percent confidence level.
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TABLE 12

PREDICTED CHANCES OF SUCCESSab: PROFILE 2i: (High school graduiates)

Attrition
Composite (ATT) Age

raw score 17 1I 19 20 21 22 23T

180 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

160 100 100 100 98 96 95 93

140 93 92 90 88 87 85 84

120 84 82 80 79 77 76 74

100 74 73 71 69 68 66 65

80 64 61 61 60 58 57 55

60 55 53 52 50 49 47 46

aSuccess probability 1 1 - probability of premature discharge

bChances of success 1 100 (1-(0.59484-0.00476(ATT)-0.12855+0.0.58(AGE)))

Chances calculated at slightly greater than 100 are reported as 100.
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TABLE 13

PREDICTED CHANCES OF SUCCESSa: PROFILE 2

3 (Nonhigh school graduates)

Attrition
Composite (ATT) Age

raw score 17 71_ j 20 21 22 a+

180 99 98 96 94 93 91 90

160 90 88 87 85 83 82 80

140 6( 79 77 7 74 72 71

120 71 69 67 66 64 63 61

100 61 60 58 56 55 53 52

80 51 50 48 47 45 44 4:

'o0 42 40 39 37 36 34 33

a Success probsbility 1 probability of premature discharge

Chances of success * 100(1-(0.59484-0.0o476 (ATT)+0.0158(AGE)))

1
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TABLE 14

CROSS-VALIDATION OF PROFILES

Percentage of variance
explained b regression

Cross-Validation sample r

Profile 1 (ASVAB AFQT, EDUC, AGE) 0.080

Profile 2 (ATT, EDUC, AGE) 0.100

Current Navy (ASIVAB A uIT ?tf AI'TE' DE)0.8

Current Marine Corps (ASVAB AFQT, ASVAB GT
EDUC) 0.077

Orizinal sample

Profile 1 (ASVAB AFQT, EDUC, AGE) 0.070F. Profile 2 (ATT, EDUC, AGE) 0.10I
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ASVAB: An Adventure
in Joint Service Cooperation

by

Major Wayne S. Sellman
Air Force Military Personnel Center

At the 1975 Military Testing Association conference,
I served as chairman for a symposium entitled, "Use of
a Common Aptitude Test for Entry into All Military Serv-
ices" (Sellman, 1975). The purpose of that symposium
was to provide the background which led to the decision I
by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manvower and
Reserve Affairs) to use a common enlistment test and to
discuss its development and implementation. Of course,
that test was the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB).

Some two years later I am privileged to participate
in yet a second ASVAB symposium. This morning's, how-
mver, is somewhat different from the previous one in the
sense that then we were still four months from imple-
mentation and were speaking to "developmental data."
Today, we have 22 months experience with ASVAB under our
belts and our data are empirical in nature. (Some might
say "school ef hard knocks" data.)

Well, with all that experience and data now in our
possession, how, you might ask, is ASVAB working as a

V. joint service aptitude battery? The answer is - pretty
well - especially when you realize that it is intended
to meet the selection and classification needs (and,
hence, philosophies) of all four services. Undoubtedly,
a test designed to serve man,, masters won't be quite as
precise as one working for only one. Yet, in its multi-
faceted role, ASVAB is a good test (Fschl, Raney, and
Seeley, 1978; Swanson, 1978; Valentine, 1977).

As you mignt imagine, with a test which must be all
thitigs to all people, from time-to-time soma interesting
scientific and management problems arise. To resolve
such problemr, two joint service committees have been
established by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) (OASD/M&RA). The
first ins the ASVAB Steering Committee. It is chaired by
a deputy assistant secretary of defense, and its members
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Iare flag officers from each Service's personnel office.
Its charter is to provide policy recommendations on ASVABtdevelopment and use to OASD(M&RA). The second, the ASVAB
Working Group, consists of testing policy staffers and
laboratory scientists from each Service plus representa-
tives from the Military Enlistment Processing Command
(MEPCOM). Its respousibility is to "handle" the on-going
problems of "building, installing, and maintaining" a
joint service test.

The last three years have seen some very iteresting
developments, both political and scientific, in the ASVAB
area. As Chairman of the ASVAB Working Group, I have
been intimately involved in almost all of them. Now that
ASVAB has become an accepted Service fact-of-life and
validity analyses are substantiating its clainis of scien-
tific merit, it seems appropriate that the evolution of
joint service cooperation be documented. (In short, the
behind the scene ASVAB story can be told.) The "ASVAB
road" has not always been smooth and certainly not con-
structed entirely of "yellow bricks" - at least not for
the first few miles. Nevertheless, the early days not-
withstanding, today ASVAB can be pointed to with pride
as an ei.ample of a joint service project that worked.

With the above by way of background, I'd like to
share with you two examples of joint service interaction/
cooperation. They represent, if not the ends of the
coo.eration continuum, certainly a close approximation
thereto. Further, they illustrate the distance traveled

~in the last three years.

Let's begin with the low end of the scale. In July
1975, the ASVAB Steering Committee met to discuss the
status of ASVAB development. One issue that surfaced
concerned the inclusion of the Army Classification Inven-
tory (ACI), a short interest test used to select soldiers
for combat arms jobs, in the high school version of
ASVAB. The Army's position was that whatever version of
the test was used in the high schools, it should provide
the same scores as the versions used for production test-
ing. The Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps believed that
the high schocl test with the ACI was too long for use inthe schools. With ACI, testing time was three hours,
five minutes; without it, two hours, 45 minutes. The
Armed Forces Vocitional Testing Group (AFVTG) (MEPCOM's
predecessor unit, speculated that using ASVAB with ACI
they might lose up to approximately 60% of the partici-
pating high schools.
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Despite all efforts by the ASVAB Working Group, ise
ACI issue remained unrezolved. It again was the main
topic of discussion for the ASVAB Steering Committee
which met in late August 1975. In addition to the length
issue, Air Force and Navy indicated that they believed
the ACI was also inappropriate for use in the high
schcols because of questionable content. Questions had
a "weapons, outdoors, sports" orientation which the AFVTG
reported might be offensive to some high scnool counsel-
ors and students. Additionally, because it was an inter-
est inventory and not an aptitude measure, it might also
present invasion of privacy problems.

Since the Army was the only Service to use the ACI,
the Air Force and Navy recommended to OASD(M&RA) that it
be deleted from the high school test and administered
during the earlier phases of processing at Armed Forces
Examining and Entrance Stations (AFEES). The Army re-
tained its position that the ACI was required as input
into its classification decisions.

Well, as you can readily see, this is a classic case
of the Services agreeing to disagree. After three months
further deliberation, OASD(M&RA) finally decided to
delete the ACI from the high school ASVAB. The reoult
of this interservice squabble was a six months delay inimplementing ASVAB in the high schools.

Now, let's look at joint service cooperation at its
best. In February 1977, Professor Lee J. Cronbach of
Stanford University wrote the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affair;) conceri1ing the
high school ASVAB. He had been asked by Buros' Mental
K easurement Yearbook to review the test and prepare a
czltique for their next edition. Cronbach had several
criticisms--the major one was that the intercorrelations
between the high school composites were too high to be
of value for vocational guidance. Each Service computes
its own set of composites from ASVAB and uses them for
classification. In addition, MEPCOM had derived its own
composites for use by high school counselors. It was the

4 latter ones taken to task by Cronbach.

As a result of the Cronbach letter, the Deputy
Assistant Socretary of Defense (Military Personnel Pol-
icy) decided that the high school composites needed to
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oe reccntigured In mid-March 1977, he asked the Servi-e
personnel R&D laboratories under the ,-iispices of the
ASVAB Working Group to develop new ones. By late March,
etch of the laboratories had developed candidate sets of
composites, and in trly April the ASVAB Working Group
selected the ones propoaad by the Army Research Institute.
Then, one week later, the A5VAB Working Group assisted
MEPCOM in revising the high school counseling materials
to reflect the new composites. Because of the concon-
trated and inteqrated actiont an the part of MEPCOM, the
Service personnel RD laboratcries, and the ASVAB Working
Group, all revised materials were in the field in time
for school year 1977-78. Without joint service coopera-
tion, the entire effort would have been impossible.

Not every ASVAB-related matter that comes along
receives the sae level of joint service consideration.
But, given each Service's unique procurement and place-
ment prnblems, that is to be expected. The point is that
with experienoe in the joint service arena, trust and
rapport between the Services has grown. Now when a prob-
lem surfaces, the members of the ASVAB Working Group con-
tact each other - no one operates in a vacuum.

In conclusion, since 1974 we have moved from the
concept of a common enlistment eligibility test through
the difficulties of its development and implementation to
an operational battery administered to over two million
examinees annually. I believe that this is a tribute to
the dedication, perseverance, and just plain hard work of
all those who have been associated with the ASVAB. Its
utility has be* n demonstrated; its support within OASD
(M&RA) and the Services is stronv-, In this healthy
environment, I look forward to thv next sev6ral years of
the ASVAB adventure and hope I can take part tn still
another KTA ASVAB symposium in 1979.
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CODA? in the Design of Concurrent Validity Research

I Marvin H. Trattner
U.S. Civil Ser'vice Commission

The Civil Service Comm~ission hat bet, engaged for the past three
years in a larga scale project to assess the criterion related validity

of the PACE test. This test is used as part of the exanining procedure
to fill entry level vacancies in approximately 120 different professional
and administrative occupations in many agencies of the Federal government.
During the past year the PACE test was administeretd to 220,000 individuals
and 8,000 vacancies were filled from PACE registers. More recent college
graduates enter the federal service via the PACE examination than through
any other method. Because of the importance of the examination this large
scale project was undertaken to assess the criterion-related validity of
the PACE test. The criterion related validity for very populous PACE occu-
pations is being determined to supplement the construct validation procedure
employed in PACE test development.

The first three occupations studied were Social Security Administra-
tion Claims Authorizer, Customs Inspe.tor and Internal Revenue Officer.
These are occupations which are unique to government service and for which
the PACE ic heavily used. Each occupation is found in only one major
government agency and has large concentrations of employees in large
metropolitan areas.

A concurrent validity paradigm was utilized which assessed the crite-
rion-related validity of PACE for the full performa..ce grade level. The
PACE test, criterion instruments, a task inventvry and a biographical
information blank were administered to currently employed individuals in
the grade level which contained the largest number of employees in the
occupation. Research partic-1pants were tested for eight to twelve hours
depending on the occupation studied.

The task inventory was analyzed by the CODAP programs. It can be
said to be the keystone of the project and this paper will focus on the
pt, zduras employed and the results obtained with the task inventory.
Thi, was the first tine CODAP was used by the Commission. For this pur-
pose we arranged to install CODAP on a Forest Service UNIVAC computer at
Fort Collins, Colorado. Tact inventory dats for the first occupation
studied, the SSA Claims Authorizer, were analyzed for us by our friends
at Navy on NOTAP. This was beforc output from Fort Collins was available.
This effort also represented the first major application of CODA? to
federal civilian employees outside the Department of Defense.

The task inventory listed the tasks performed in an occupation grouped
into major job components or duties. Each task statement consisted of a
transitive verb together with an object acted upon. The subject "I" was
implicit in the task sttements, Respondents indicated whether or not they
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perform each task. For all taskL they perform they indicated the relative
amount of time they spend periorming the task compared to all other tasks
they erform. The relative t-me spent rating was made on a seveit-point
scale with the following end points -- "very such below average," and
very much above average."

CODAP sums a respondent's relative time ratings and divides each
task rating individually by this sum to provide a measure of the relative
time spent by the respondent on each task. The time spent in duty per-
formance is the sum of the relative time spent in the tasks which compose
the duty. These data are then fed into other CODA? programs which pro-
vide very useful analyses. One program calculates a group job description
by averaging the individual job descriptions for any specified group of
respondents. Another program compares the respondents with each other and
clusters them according to the similarity of work performed. Figure I in
the handout contains the first page of the group job description for
.Social Security Administration Claims Authorizer.

Research Design

Criteria used in assessing the validity of the ACE consisteO of
several different measures of job performance. Four criterion instruments
were developed: a job information test, a work sample test, a spec,.ally
devoloped supervisory rating form, anti a superviscry ranking fr,.im.

Each criterion instrument was scored for the duties composing the
job. These were the same duties used to group the tasks included in
the inventory. In order to obtain an overall mexsure of job success for
a criterion instrument, the duty scores were weighted by duty importance.
The relative time spent in duty performance was used as the measure of
daty importance.

The CODAP clustering program was used to indicate the homogeneity of
the occupation. This demonstrated whether the research participants were
performing the same occupational tasks and consequently could be expected
to take the snme criterion instruments.

The CODAP group job description listed the most time consuming tasks
and duties and was used to check the adequacy of the criterion measures.

Due to time constraints, although the task inventory was developed
prior to the criterion instruments, the CODAP output became available
only during the final phases of criterion construction. Consequently
there was not a perfect degree, but nevertheless a high degree of corre-
spondence between time spent in duty performance and coverage of the
criterion ceasures. Uor each occupation the task inventory was adminis-
tared prior to the main data collection to a representative sample of
employees. In addition for two of the three occupationt the task inven-
tory was administered to all research participants. Also, for Customs
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Inspetor ad Internal Revenue Officer, supervisors rated te occupational

tasks for relative difficulty.

In sumary, the task tnventory settled the following functions

to - test the homogeneity of the occupation,

- check the adequacy of the criterion easures,

- weight the duty scores for a criterion in order to
o/tain an overall measure of job success,

- select participants who perform in the dominant Job
type should the occupation prove not to be homogeneous.

Figure 2 in the haniout describes the rasearch design. Although
there were some variations in the design due to administrative constraints,
the figure serves generally to describe the procedure.

Task Inventory Construction

The three occupations studied each appeared in only one major federal
agency and were one vf the k~y jobs in those agencies.

In each case we were assured by agency management that the occupation
was homogeneous. It was stated that employees at the full performance
level (with some minor exceptions) were performing the same tacks and con-
sequently could be administered the same criterior measures. This was
alleged to bt true retardlcus of geographical location.

Perhaps because of this situation, the task inventory was constructed
with relatively little difficulty. It took an average of 7 subject matter
experts worklig for a week to construct the inventory. We generally
employed senior journeymen, working leaders and first level supervisors to
write the task statements. The task inventories contained an average of
425 tasks and 11 duties.

Criterion Construction

COWAP data were used differently to contruct each of the criteria.
The first level supervisor rated and ranked suordinates who participated
in the study. Subordinates vwre rated on a graphic rating scale which
described levels of performance on each duty and In some caser on a por-
tion ,)f a duty. It was hoped that focusing attention on duty performance
woald foster objectivity in supervisory ratings. Consequently zore infer-
ential trait ratings were deliberately excluded.
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Duty descriptions were written by the subject matter experts who
constructed the task inventory. The descriptions included a listing of
the tasks judged to be prominent by the subject matter experts. The end
points of the scales were similarly defined by them. The ranking form
consisted of the duty descriptions with the scale points removed.

The job information test was a multiple choice objective test meas-
uring the examines's job knowlmdge. The work sample was a work simulation
in which problems sinilar to those encountered by the journeyman on the
job weas presented for solution. An attempt was made to make the work
sample problems as realistic as possible. both tests were constructed by
subject mu2tter experts employed in the field and also in agency head-
quarters. Subject matter experts assigned each scorable item to the most
appropriate duty so thas duty scores could be obtained for each test.

As stated previously, test items were constructed prior to the
availability of the CODAP job descriptions. However, when the items were
assigned to the most appropriate occupational duty the match between items
scored and relative time spent was satisfactory. With cne exception the
most important duties contained the argest number of tei items. That
exception was for the revenue officer duty - "locating and contacting tax
payer." Moderately difficulr t6st items could not be written for this
tiw consuming duty, Table I serves to compare the relative time spent
and number of poin~. scored for the job information test and the work
sample by occupational ducy for the three occupations.

The table shows that the criterion teats measured from 53 to 96% of
the job content as determined by relative time spent in duty performance.
The rating and ranking forms were developed to record ratings for each
duty and consequently they were used to meas3re performance of the entire
job.

It would have been desirable to '.istribute items to the duties in
proportion to time spent in duty performance. However he match is rea-
sonably close and some gain Pay be achieved by having subject matter
experts construct what thay consider to ba good items without imposing
subject matter constraints on them. As previously stated, when overall
job prformanc, was scored, the duty scores were weighted by relative
t ime spent.

When the use of a test is challenged in the courts there is a great
advantage to being able to document the relevance of criterion measures
supporting the use of the test, CODAP utput is ideal for this purpose.

for the Claims Authorizer and the Revenue Officer occupations, relative
time vpent in task and duty performance was used as an indication of impor-
tance to occupational success. For the Customs Inspector occupation where
law enforcement tasks are performed and are judged to be very important,
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relative time spent SnJ relative 6ifficulty level were summed itt order

to derive a sasurc of t;;k and duty 2 ortance. It was the sum of
these two value3 that was used to weight the duty scores to obtain an
overall measure of job success. No rati gs of task importance were
obtained and hence could not be used for this purpose.

Results

Task Inventor. Table 2 reveals that the agency managers were quite
correct. The occupations were very howogeneous as indicateu by the aver-
age percent overlap f°or each total group. We have been told by NOTAP
personnel that they have never seen group average percent overlap values
as high o the ones we obtained. The fact that these were single agency
civilian occupations which dealt with subject matter unique to governuant
servi-e and that we only surveyed one grade level contributed to achieving
this high homogeneity.

Criterion Instruments

When the criterion duty scores for the various instruments were
intercorrelated only some convergent-discrininant validity was obtained.
For example, the duty 1 score obtained from the job information test gcn-
erally correlated no higher with the duty 1 score obtained from the work
sample than it did with other duty scores obtained from the wor:4 sample.
Also the various duty scores obtained for each instrument tended to inter-

correlate very highly. The short time limits for the instruments probably
precluded reliable d~fferential measurement for the objective criteria.
For the Customs Inspector some convergent-discriminant validity as
obtained. Procedurally related duty #cores for the job information test
and the work sample correlated sore highly both within and across instru-
ments than did unrelated Outy scores. Campbell and Fiske stated in their
description of the convergent discriminAnt validity model that it is very
rarely achieved.

Table 3 in the handout describes the internal consistency reliability
coefficients obtained for the criterion instruments. It shows very satis-
factory internal consistency coefficients for the total weighted scores
for the various criteria. These coefticients are similar to ones reported
in the literature foz similar criterio;i instruments.

PACE Test. 7a"l0 4 LOntdis the validity coefficients for the three
occupatians. Of the Ii coefficients, 9 are jignificant beyoad the .001
level. Many of the coefficients are very high for job parformance cri-
teria and indicate that a grtat deal of utility will accrue to the use of
the PACE tevt
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The two validity coefficients that were not significant were the
supervisory ratings and rankings for Customs Inspectors. The frequent
rotation of Customs Inspectors and the independence of their work per-
formance contributed to inadequate supervisory knowzMige of the research
participants. This may be the cause for the two insiguficant corre-
lotions.

The results seem to indicate that careful construction of criterionInstruments will promote demostrations of high alidity. Usually tests

are validated against whatever critetLia are conveniestly obtainable.
Most often the criterion measare is some kind of subjective evaluation
made by a supervisor or an instructor. The validities reported using
these criteria are les consistent and of lesser magnitude than the ones
we obtained.

few problems were encountered in adriniste:ing either the task inven-
tory or the criterion measures. No participarite complained that the job
Information test or the work sample contained unfair questions. Some
respondents had difficulty comprehending the relative time spent scale.
Some objected to reading through the task inventory twice. This was
mainly because of the heavy work load we had inflicted on them rather
than any specific problem with the task inventory.

No vosearch participants were ehainated "rom the studies because
their CODAP job doscriptions differed from the predominant occupational
job type. A fey could have been eliminated because their job descriptions
had low overlap with the major job type, but they were not, due to the
high homogeneity values obtained for the :otal group.

Use of the Task Inventory by Federal Agenc 2es

This was the first exposure to COT)AP for the staffs of the three
federal agencies. We found some additional uses for the CODAP output in
two of the agencies.

In the Social Security Administration the group job description
served as the basis for the revision of the Claims Authorizer training
course. Similarly the Customs Service plans to employ the output to
revise the Customs Inspector course. Also the Customs Inspector task
inventory was revised and ezployed in a new work wz2asuremnt.reporting
systw. The reportinC system describes units of output for Customs Inspec-
tors and will oe used to promote efficiency of operatione. The Internal
Revenue Service has not employed CODAP. This may be becc.use Customs and
SSA headquarters managers vere sore involved in the research.
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ConclusionsL

CODAP can be used very effectively in criterion related validity research
!to

- determine occupational homogeneity,

- check the adequacy of criterion Instruments or
to construct criterion instruments,

-weight overall job performance,

- select e*search participants.

Additionally it can be used to provide excellent documentation for
the relevance of criterion seaeures should the selection tast be challenged
in the courts.

13
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PURPOSE ISTRUErNT TUM U1XMRD

Job and Desoaraphic Info

T Isk Inventory 2 hrs 2 hrs8
.raphical Info Blank 15 sin

construc t
criteria and
test homogeniety
of job;
select
subjects,
we iIht
criteria

Critcer ia

Job Information Test 1 hr
Work Sample 1 hr 4

15 sin

Supervisory Rating form 1 hr &
Supervisory Ranking Form 30 sin

Pred ictor

PACE Test 4 hrs &
15 sin

[ ___IV

TOTAL 8 hrs& 3 hrs &
45 stin 30 sin

Figure 2. Research Instruments and Development Procedure.
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TABLS I

Comparison of Percent Time Spent in Duty Performance and
Percent of Points Scored for the Job Information

Test and Work Sample for Three Occupations

SSA Claims Custom Revenue
4 Authoriser Inspector Officer

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
-T'm Points Scored Tim Points Scored Time Points ScoredSpent JIT WS Spent Jit WS Spent JIT WS

Duty
1 18 26 9 8 14 8 5 3

2 35 38 24 3 2 31
3 29 28 43 27 22 9 12 5 20
4 8 5 24 4 10 35 6 31 14
5 8 2 4 4 19 4 3 2
6 2 22 22 7 2 14 29
7 2 6 4 15 7 10 4
8 6 2 4 8 5 4
9 8 20 2 3 7

10 6 16 12 27
11 4 1
12 2 4 5
13 3 3

time spent in
task performance
measured by cri-
terion test.
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TABLE 2

Avera$* Ptrcent Overlap for time spent in
Task Pertormance for Three Occupations

Averaze Percent Overlap

SSA Claims Authorizer 66 224

Customs Inspector 48 247

Renue Officer 56 87
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TABLE 3

Internal Consistency Reliability Coefficients
for the Criterion Instrumtntss

SSA Claims Customs Internal Revenue
Criterion Authorizer Inspet Officer

Job Information
Test .81 .67 .64

Work Sample .72 .60 .78

Ratin$ Form .79b .57b .86

alateteal consistency for a weighted cospositu score for all table entries

*xcept those noted as b.

bCor 'elation between weighted total rating nd rankiag score.
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TABLE 4

Validity of FACI Test for Three Occupationsb

Claim Customs Revenue
Authrize In~ctor Officer

Work Sample 36a 56 56

Job Information Test 61 65 68

Supervisory Rtiing 30 06 25

Superv sory Rrtnking 31 03 rnit

aAll coefficients corrected for unreliability in criterion except Work
Samp',e for Claims Authorizer.

bAll coefficients significant at p < .001 except Supervisory Rating and
Supervisory Ranking for Customs Inspector.
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A Job Analysis Model for Use In Poli-- Selection

Leon I. Wtrogan, Ph.D.
Cynthia C. Diane

U.S. Civil Service Cusaission

Introduction

The Personnel Research and Development Center of the Civil Service
Comdission as part of its mission is responsible for the development and
documentation of the entry level examinaticns for selecting Washington,
D.C. Policemen. Appzoximately ,wo years ago, the decision was made to
conduct an extensive job analysis and where necessary develop a new ex-
amination procedure for the entry level patrolman job. This decision
was based on a number of factors including: 1) the job may have changed
since the original research was conducted some years ago; 2) new methods
and techniques had been Introduced in job analysis since the original
research, and 3) new advances in personnel assessment techniques had
been developed which might be employed to measure those job related
knowledges, skills, abilities and other chracteristics, KSAO's, not in-
cluded in the current examination.

A number of factors were considered in the selection of a job anal-
ysis amthodology. Among these factors were: 1) the technique would
have to allow for the collection of information from a fairly large re-
presentative sample of subjects; 2) the method of data collection would
have to have face validity in order to obtain and maintAin the coopera-
tion of participants; and 3) the method would have to lead to the identi-
fication of the important worker KSAO's and lead to the documentation of
their linkpge to the important or critical job tasks or behaviors.

After a review of the job analysis literature, the decision was
made to incorporate the task analysis procedure and a task by ability
matching technique to accomplish the job analysis. The major portion of
this paper addresses itself to presenting the job analysis model and
discussing its use with the Washington, D.C. Police.

Method and Results

The job analysis phase of the project was carried out in four
stages.

Stage I: The :dertification of Tasks Performed by Police Officers and
the Development of a Task Inventory.

In order to generate a comprehensive list of task statements, three
sources of information were utilized. They included: 1) a content
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analysis of training and operational manuals; 2) a five-day brainstorming
session with a panel of seven knowledgeable police officers, representa-
tive by race, sex and geographic location in the City; and 3) observation
by the present investigators during ride along sessions of patrolman at
work.

Next, a panel of four police personnel consisting of one Lieutenant,
two Sergeants, and one officer was convened. The panel performed three
functions. First, they reviewed each task statement for acciracy and
clarity of language. Saognd, they eliminated task statemencs that were
duplications. Third, they defined the major duty areas represented in
the final pool of task statements and sorted the task statements into
the duty areas.

The final pool consisted of 317 task statements grouped under four-
teen aajor duty areas. This final pool served as the basis for the
development of a Preliminary Patrolman Task Inventory. The Patrolman
Task Inventory consisted of a cov r letter describing the purpose of the
study as well as the purpose of the task inventory. Following the letter
were thirteen questions related to Samograp1ic, background and experience
factors of each person completing the inventory. TtIs information was
collected for two reasons. First, the information was used to determine
whether the sample includad in the study was representative of the D.C.
Police force. Second, the data wore used to determine if differences on
certain demographic variables were associated with differences in the
tasks performed.

The remainder of the Inventory contained the instructions for com-
pleting the inventory as well as the task statements. The instructions
asked each otficer to read through the task statements and check those
which they had personally performed during the previous twelve months.
Next, each officer was instructed to rate each task checked on two
scales - relative importance and relative time spent. Data on relative
tins spent were not collected for the job analysis portion of the pro-
ject but wore included to test some basic research hypotheses. Ratings
on relativ.' importance were on a seven point Likert type scale from 1,
very such below average in importance, to 7, very much above average in
importance.

Once the prcl~iinary Inventory had been developed, it was sent out
for review and comment to training academy personnel, top level police
department administrators and union officials. Feedback from these
sources indicated that the Task Inventory was comprehensive and acour-
rately described the job of patrolman.
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Following thL review, the preliminary Inventory was administered to
a sample of 14 patrolmen, in a pilot study. The sample was representa-
tive by race and sex and included two patrolmen from each of the seven
police district%. Information collected during the pilot study did not
lead to any charges in the Task Inventory, however, it did suggest the
need to expand and modify the oral presentation related to the purpose
of the research and the instruct2.ns for completing the Inventory.

Stage II: Administration of Patrolman Task Inventory

The Patrolman Task Inventory was administered to a sample of 350
patrolmen, fifty from each of the seven districts, during April, 1976.
The sample represents approximately 14% of the total D.C. patrolman
population. Patrolmen were selected from each district by their super-
vising sergeant. The only restrictions placed on the selecting sergeants
were:

1) the patrolmen had to be in a patrol position rather than a
detective position or some other special assignment,

2) the patrolmen had to have a minimum of one yeat patrol experi-
ence and

3) the proportion of ales, frales, blacks and whites had to be
representative of the D.C. police patrolman population.

St4qe III: Analysis of Task Inventory Data and Identification of the
Most Important Tasks

Of the 350 officers copleting the Inventory, data on fifteen vere
eliminated where: 1) officers were felt to have indiscriminantly
marked the task statements because they were all marked with the sae
numerical rating; 2) officers failed to rate more than 10 percent of the
tasks which they had checked as having performed in the previous twelve
months; or 3) officers had been performing in a position other than
patrolman for more than 25 percent of the previous twelve months. The
final sample included in the analyses consisted of 300 sales, 31 fe-
males, 162 whtes and 167 blacks. It should be pointed out that for a
very mall number of subjects race and sex data were not provided, con-
sequently tha sum across race and sex subgroups do not equal the 335
patrolmen included in the total sample.
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Separate CODAP Job Description analyses were performed on the MlA-
tive Importance and Relative Timt Spent disensioni for the total sample,
whites, blacks, males and females. Table 1 presents the Average Percent
Importance by all members an the Duties for the total sple, blacks,
whites, males and females. Also included in tlie Table in parentheses
are the rank orders for the duties for the total sample and for each sex
and race subgroup. The Table indica s perfect agreement across groups
on the highest four duties. The most important duty was 3, Adminis-
trative Activities, followed by N, Conducting Preliminary Investigations,
2, Patrolling For Crime Prevention, and L, Conducting an Arrest.

In order to obtain a more precise indication of the agreement on
average percent importance by all members for the duties, Pearson Pro-
duct Moment Correlations were computed between each of the race and sex
groups. The correlation for Averag& Percent importance by all Pav br
for duties between malcs Auid females was .92. The correlation between
blacks and whites for Average Percent inportance by all members for
duties was .99. These results suggest that there is a high level of
agreement between the races and sexes in term of duty importance.

Since our primary concern involved the identification of the most
important tasks, a task level Job description analysis was performed.
Separate job descriptioi analyses were carried out for the total sample,
males, females, blacks and whites. Table 2 lists those tasks included
in the highest third for the total sample on ',e Average Percent Impor-
tance by all Members. Inspection of the Table indicates that Duty H,
Conducting Preliminary Investigations, contained the largest number of
tasks in the top third for the total samlt, 20. Following Duty H, and
tied for second place with 16 tasks each were Duties N, Administrative
Activities, E, Patrolli.ng For Crime Prevention and L, Conducting an
Arrest. The duty with the fifth highest number of tasks was N, Pre-
paring Cases for Court and Testifying. Duties C, Patrolling for Inci-
dentals, and J, Conducting Follow Up Investigations, had the fewast
number of tasks in the top third for the total sample with one each.

Table 3 pmeents those tasks in the highest third on Averaqe Percent
Importance by All Members for each of the race or sex groups which were
not in the top third for the total sample. Those task statements in the
highest third on the black task level Job description are followed by a
(0). Those in the highest third for.whites are followed by (W). And
those task atatements in the highest thtrd for females are followed by
(F). All of the tasks in the highest third for males were included in
the highest third for the total sample. Inspection of Table 3 indicates
that there were fifteen tasks in the highest third of the female task
level job description that were not in the highest third for the total
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Table 2

Tasks In The Highest Third On Importance
For The Total Sample

DUTY A -PREPAING ?OR TOUR OF DUTY

1. Check proper functioning of radio and siren system
2. Display propur oquipment while on duty
3. Load and unload revolver
4. Clean service revolver

DUTY B - PATROLLING TO DU:TERMINE VIOLATIOdS

1. Check for vio3atic-t-
2. Determine ability of occupant/driver to operate vehicle

DWY C - PATROLLING FOR INCIDENTALS

I. Report fires and accidents

MTY D - PATROLLING FOR COMUNITY RELATICNS

1. Use standard automobile equipment

2. Talk to people on beat to establish good relations

DUTY E - PATROLLING FOR CRIME PREVENTIC

1. To arrest or prevent the escape of a person who has comitted or
attempted to commit c crime

2. Transmit aid receive on the radio
3. Use standard emergency equIpaant assigned to vehicle
4. Cruise at low speed while observiny. Zor crines or incidents
5. Check suspicious vehicles for F.I.C.E, (fruits, instrimentalities,

contraband and evidence)
6. Check open doors and windows for unlawful entry
7. Use portable radio
8. Check public places while on patrol
9. Separate disorderly person(s) from other persons at scene of dis-

turbance.
10. Separate complaintant from offender in family argument
11. Rees s d to an emotionally tense crowd condition
12. Restore order after responding to disorderly person call
13. Secure crime scene
14. Protect ibulanca crew
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Table 2 (cont.)

Tasks In The Highest Third On Importance
For The Total Sample

15. Check inside business establishments to maintain visibility
1. Walk to attain high visibility

DUTY F - CONTROLLING TRAFFIC AND ENFORCING TRAFFIC LAWS

1. Locate and identify witnesses at accident scene
2. Issue traffic violation citation
3. Interview persons involved in end witnesses to a traffic accident

DMTY G - CARING FOR TIlE SICK OR INJURED

1. Respond to a mentally deranged and dangerous person call
2. Call for ambulance in an emergency
3. Determine injury of person(*) at scene of crime or accident

DUTY H - CONDUCTING PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

1. Determine if sitally deranged person is dangerous to himself or
others

2. Check WVES syvtom for identification of person or property
3. Complete form I'D 2511 Report on Crime Against Person or Property
4. 'Locate suspect in crime
S. Determine probable cause to arrest or search
6. Determine the type of violation comitted
7. Canvass the surrounding area for stolen car
8. Interview individuals to obtain description of missing person
9. Questicn suspect before arrest

10. Identify ictims and witneseir
11. Evaluate content of interview informatLon obtained from victim or

witnesses
12. Interview victim
13. Interview witness
14. Isolate suspect of crime
15. Investigate suspicious persons at scene ot crime
16. Visually scan entire building and determine source of break-in
17. Recover all items of evidentiary value at scen.e of crime
18. Classify incidents to determine the appropriate rYport
19. Interview cmlainant concerning c-ime or incident
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T"ble 2 (cont.)

Tasks In The Highest Thiri On Irortance
For The Total Sample

DUTY I - RANDLIG PROPERTY

1. Record information about seized articles on property book
2. Complete form PD 81 (property receipt)
3. Coplete form PD 82 (property book) when property is acquired
4. Mark property to be used as evidence for future positive identifica-

tion

DUTY J - CONDUCTING FOLLOW-UP INVESTIGATION

1. Check with teletype roc& for repossession or impounding of stoler
car

DUTY K - PATROLLING TO APPREHEND OFFENDERS

1. Help secure the safety of an officer in trouble
2. Describe direction of aato to dispatcher wher in pursuit
3. Deqctibe vehicle to Oispatcher when in pursuit
4. Restrain hosti)e violators
S. Locate wanted person
6. Pursue suspects on foot

DUTY L - CONDUCTING AN ARREST

1. Colpete an arrest for a misdoe anor
2. Advise suspect of rights
3. Prepare form PD 251, Event Report
4. Prepare form PD 255, Arrest Repc-t
5. Prepare form PD 163, Prosecution Report
6. Keep searched prisoner away from others not searched
7. Advise suspect he is under arrest and inform him of the chOrge
8. Seize the weapon from a suspect
9. Obtain a signed waiver of rights

10. Handcuff % suspect or pr$.toner
11. Cover front and rear entrances at building where suspect is hiding
12. Place arrested suspects in transport vehicles
13. Arrange for transport vehiclos for suspect or pritoner
14. Search for evidence and weapons incidental to a lawful arrest
15. Establish reasonable grounds that subeet to be apprehended has con-

mitted the crime
16. Search the suspect for fruits, instrumentalitias, contraband, and/or

evidence
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Table 2 (cont.)

Tasks In The Highest Thdrd On Importance
For The Total Sample

DUTY X - PRZPARING CASES FOR COURT 1WiD TES'TI7rYNG

1. Report to U.S. A;ttorney's Office
i2. Prepare a traffic case or 16aeer mesdmeanor

3. Prepare Court Papers
4. Produce evidence in court for presentation at trial or hearing
5. Notify vitnesses of their scheduled appearance in court
6. Record names and addresses of all witnesses of an incident
7 Testify in felony or serious misdemeanor cases
8. Ccmplete PD 140 (Court Attendance Slip)
9. Relate facts of case to U.S. Atterney or Corporation Counsel

10. Present case to grand Jury
11. Testify at preli inary hear"ng
12. Report to court

TXYTY N - ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES (SUPPIRIVE)

1. Use police cowmunication system
2. Use tho call boA while on patrol
3. Recora rxn and tim. on run pad
4. Make proper notifications related to a crime or incident
5. Check all fluid levels in car
6. Check veh cle for damages
7. Check emergency equipment in scout car (lights, siren, etc.)
e. Ceplete inspection report (PD 7",'.) On vehicle
9. Receive and acknowledge assiqnent from radio dispatcher
10. Call for necessary aspistance
11. Aid in training of rookie policemen
12. Obtain the report numbers after a run from the radio dispatcher
13. Go back into service upon conpletion of a run
14. Book suspect (complete forms 251, 255, 47, 163, 01, 81-A, 82, and

PD 68)
15. Operate two-way radio
16. nfor cauunications *zanch of the disposition of assignmen
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Table 3

Tasks In The Righest Third On Importance
For The Race Or Sex Subgroups

DUTY A - PREPAhG FOR TOUR OF DUTY

1. Pick up daily hot sheet (F)

2. Inspect crime W~ps for offense patterns (F)

DUTY 3 - PATAOLLJNG TO DETERMINE VIOLATIONS

1. Check for permits and their validity (F)

DUTY D - PATROLLING FOR COWNITY RELATIONS

1. Assist mctorist, in automobile emergencies such as lost keys, stalled
auto, flat tire, etc. (3)

2. Establish ccmiunications with special interest groups in the cm-
mutty (F)

3. Use map to determine shortest route from one location to another
(F)

4. Inform citizens of how to make homes more secure (3)

DUTY F - CONTROLLING TRAFFIC AND ENFORCNG TRAFFIC LAWS

1. Use flares at accident scene to prevent further accidents (3)
2. Observe traffic conditions (W)

DUTY H - CONDUCTING PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

1. Arrange for crime scene search (W)
2. Describe evidence involved in crime in notebook (F)
3. Fill out PD 106 (Flash Lookout) (B)
4. Pwad broadcast from PD 106 (B)
5. Determine need for additional manpower at a atime scene or unusual

incident (F)
6. identify friends and relatives of missing person for questioning

(F)
7. identify persons entering or leaving crime scene (F)
8. Ptquest owner to report to building following an incident or crime

(F)
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! Table 3 (cont. )

Task* In 21m Itighest Third On importance
?or The Race or Sax Subgroups

I. Obtain from claimant positive identification of property such as
social number, distinguishing marks, otc. (B)

2. Place evidence in evidnce locker (F)

D J - CONDCTING FOLLOW-UP INVESTIGATION

~1. Maintain communication with people you rioal with where a follow-up
investigation in necessary (F)

2. Check hot shoot PD 664 for stolen car or missing persons (F)

DUTY K - PATROLLING 70 APPI HE ID OFFENDERS

1. Chase fleeing suspect with vehicle (W)

DUTY L - CONDUCTING M RRS

1. Use physical force to complete arrest (W)

DUTY M - PREPARING CASES MR COURT AND TESTIFYING

1. Pick up evidenc f om appropriate clerk for presentation at trial or
hearin ( d)

DrTY N - ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES (SUPPORTIVE)

1. Notify shop official and radio dispatcher when radio is malfunction-

ing (8)
2. Forward to appropiate agency ) vidence not prmosid by or

analyzed by NPV (B)
3. Record hnforae fr m tlophne convrsationg (F)

4. Answer telephone (B)
1. Place prisoner into vehicle ()
6. Transport prisoner to hospital, court, police station house, entral

cell block (a)
7. Log funal disposition of ca e e district station house arrest back

(F)
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sample. The duty with the largest number of tasks Was H, Conducting Pro-

]lmnary Investigations.

Further inspection of Table 3 points out that twelve tasks were in
tie highest third for blacks which were not in the highest third for the
total ample. Of those twelve tasks, five related to Duty N, Adminis-
trative Activities. Two each to Duties D and H, and one eae.h to Duties
F, I and M. According to Table 3, the task level job description for
whites led to the addition of only four tasks. Theret was one each re-
lated to Duties r, H, K and L. Those tasks in the top third for the
total sample a well on those in the top third for either race or sex
subgroup were retatued for further analysis.

Stage TV: The Identification of the Domain of KSXO's and Their Linkup
to the Important Tasks

The i~entification of the important tasks was viewed only as an
intermediate step in the )ob aralysis research. The primary goal of the
Job analysis was to determine the KSAO's necessary for successful per-
formance of the patrolman job. Consequently, the task analysis results
were ustA as the basis for identifying the important KSAO's.

In order to arrive at a preliminary pool of KSAO's, pravious job
analysis research both related and mrlated to poli'ce work were re-
viewed. included in the review was the vork by McCorvick et al with thV.

PAQ, Fleishman wit~h his task taxonomy work, Furcon and Baehr on the
Skills Attributes inventory and Landy and Farr with their Police Per-
formance Description Scales.

based on the review, 77 KSAO's and their definitions were identi-
fied. The KSO's were next sorted by the present invedtigators into
four broad areas: Cbqnitive, Social-Personal, Perception, Physical. In
the Co.iitive area there w ere 18 abilities including for example, oral
cowunication, number facility, deductive reasoning, creativity, etc.
The b cial personal domain consisted of 24 attributes including tolerance,
porserveranoe, leadership, empathy, etc. the perception area included 16
KSAO's among which were color discrimination, near visual acuity, visual
form perception, and size perception. The physical domain consisted of
19 KSAO's Including dynamic strength, stamina, mulcilimb coordination,
eye hand coordinat.ion, etc. In order to insure the completeness of the
KSAO pool and the clarity of the definitions, tte list of KSAO's along
with their definitions was reviwed by a panel of police personnel. The
panel included feur patrolmen and one Lieut.enant. The review 1e6 to !7ome
winor modifications in the KSAO definitions but no additiont or deleticxis

to the total KSAO l.ist.
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In order to reduce the list o KSAO's to a more manageable number,
a sample of twenty-one officers, three from each of the seven districts
were asked to rate each 1SO in terms of its importance for overall job
success. Along with the list of KSAO's each officer was given their
defi itions. Officers rated the KSAO's on a five point Likert type scale
from 1, the ability or perional characteristic is of no importance Tor
successful performance of thet police job, %o 5, the ability or perzonal
characteristic is extremely important for successful performance of the
police job. The mean and standard deviation of the ratings for each
KSAO was computed. SAOs with a moan rating of 3 or highar and a
standard deviation less than 1.0 were retained for fU.ther analysis.
The final list consisted of ten "nitive*, twelve social-personal, ten
perception and eleven physical KSAO's. Table 4 presents a list of these
KSAO's along with their definitona.

The next step in the 4ob analysis process involved linking the
forty-three KSAO's to th- 137 important tasks and rank-ordering the
KSAO's in terms of their importance for successful performance of the
tasks. In order to link the XSAO's to the 137 tasks, four ability by
task rating forms *ftre developed, one for each of the four KSAO domains.
Table 5 presents a sample of one page from the Ability by Task rating
form for the cognitive domain. Along with the rating form and in-
structions, each rater was given a set of eftnitions for the XSAO's.
The instructions asked each officer to begin by getting a clear under-
standing of the meaning of each ability contained in the Ability by
Task rating form. Next they were to begin with task . and rate how im-
portant each of the abilities was for differentiating superior from
barely acceptable performance of each of the 137 tasks. Ratings were
obtained on a 5 point Likert type scale from 1, the ability or personal
charactevittic is of no importance for differentiating superior from
barely acceptable performance of the task, to 5, the ability or personal
characteristic is extremely important for differentiating superior from
barely acceptable performance of the task.

A representative sample, by race and sex, of ten officers fiom each
of the seven districts participated iii this phase of the study. because
of the amount of time required to rite the KSAO's in the four domains
with the 137 tasks, each officer rated the tasks against only tuo of the

KSAO domains. Consequently, thirty five ratings were obtained on each
ability by task combination.

In order to rank order the KSAO's in terms of their overall im-
portance, the mean of the ratings for each KSAO across the 137 tasks was
deterained. This involved computing the mean ratiiig given by an officer
for each KS&{ across the 137 task statements. Next, the mean of these
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Table 4

Definitions of Skills, Knowledges, Abilities, and Other
Characteristics Retained for Task Matching

cognitive

1. Oral Co-unication - ability to comunicat ideas with spoken words.

2. Deductive Reasoning - ability to apply a broad, general ida! or
principle effectiveiy to a particular problem or case.

3. Inductive eascning - ability to find tne most appropriate general
concepts or rules which fit sets of data or which explain hcw a given
series of individual items are related to each other. It irvolves
the ability to combine conflicting facts; to logically proceed from
individual cases to genoral principles.

4. Written Comunication - ability to write clear and concise letters,
reports, descriptions, or instructions.

S. Jutdent - ability to solve a problem when all the neossary facts
to solve the problem are not given.

6. n. A11mwing Rules and Procedures - ability to follow rules and proce-
dures, in working out job problsm.

7. Problem Sensitivity - ability to rocojnize or identify the existence
of problems. It does not include the reasoning related to solving
the problems.

S. Problem Solving - ability to find practical ways of dealing with
problems and situations.

9. Infogr tion Appraisal - ability to evaluate information of an uncer-
tain or conflicting nature.

10. Verbal Cooprehension - ability to understand the meaning of words
and the ideas associtted with them.
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Table 4 (cont.)

Definitions of Skills, Knowledges, Abilities, and Other
! Characteristics Retained for Task Matching

Social-Personal

1. Pressure of Time - ability to work fast and accurately in situations
where there is time prsssure or emotional strain.

2. Tolerance - ability to put up with and handle verbal abuse from a
person or a group.

3. Working to Get Ahead - a liking for work with chances for getting
ahead.

4. Leadership - ability to take the lead or take charge when working or

dealing with others.

5. Cheerfulness - ability to stay pleasant and good-tempered in dealing

with people.

6. Team Work - ability to work as a member of a group

7. Dealing with Attack - willingness to use physical force in dealing
in ho,3tile situatLns.

8. Working Outside - willingness to work outdoors in all kinds of
weather.

9. Repetitiveness - ability to perform the sam tanks over and over
without getting bored or careless.

10. Composure - ability to stay calm and level-healed in difficult, un-
expected, or emergency aituaticns.

11. Flexlhility - ability to handle unenpected changes cc the job, such
as new schedules, new routines, or trantfers to different jobs.

12. Dealing with People - ability to deal with people politely and help-
fully, beyond the giving and receiving of instructions.
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Table 4 (cont.)

Definitions of Skills, Knowledges, Abilities, and Other
Characteristics Retained for Task Matching

Perception

1. Visualization - the formation of mental images of figures or objects
as they will appear after certain changes such as unfolding, rota-
tion or movement of some type.

2. Depth Perception - ability to judge whether objects are near or far
away.

3. Near Visual Acuity - ability to see the details of nearby objects
clearly (within normal reading distance).

4. ,Iar visual Acuity - ability to see the details of distant objects
clearly (beyond normal reading distance).

5. Visual Form Perception - ability to perceive important detail or con-
figuration in the environment.

6. Closure - ability to mentally organize a disorganized field into a
single picture.

7. Night Vision - ability to "see in tho dark" or to pick up shapes and
movement when lighting is poor or low.

8. Size Perception - ability to estimate about how many objects or
people there are in a certain space.

9. poeriheral Vision - ability to see "out of the corner of the eye"
when looking straight ahead so as to be aware of things or motion to
the side.

10. Sensory Acuity - ability to stay alert over extended periods of
time.
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Tatte 4 (cont.)

Definitims of Skills, lnowledges, Abilities, and Other

Characteristics. Retained for Task Hatching

Physical

1. Ixplosiv* Strength - ability to expend a maximum ount of energy
in one or a series of explosive muscular acts. The ability may be
involved in acts such as jumping or sprinting or in throving objects
for a distance.

2. Stamina - ability involves the capacity to maintain physical activity
over prolonged periods of time.

3. Static Strength - ability to maintain a high level of muscular exer-
tion for some minim period of time. This involves the degree of
muscular force exerted against a fairly immovable or heavy object in
order to lift, push or pull that object.

4. Gross " Coordination - ability to use the trunk# arms and legs
together n movement.

5. Multilimb Coordination - ability to coordinate the movements of two
or more limbs (e.g. two legs, two hands, one leg, and one hand). It
is most cacmp to tasks where the body is at rest (e.g. seated or
standinq) while two or more limbs are in notion.

6. Reaction Time - ability to react quickly to signals, unexpected
situaton, or emergencies.

7. Manual Dexterity - ability to make Gkillful, coordinated movements
of a hand, or of a hand together with its arm. It may involve mani-
pulation of objects (e.g., blocks, pencils), but des not extend to
machine or equipe nt control (e.g., levers, dials).

8. An(and Positioninr - ability to make precise, accurate movements
of the hands and arm.

9. Continuous Muscular Control - ability to exert continuous control
"ver external devices through continual use of body limbs.

10. Kye-Hand Coordination - ability to coordinate hand movements with
visua. stiAuli.

11. Rate of Arm Movement - ability to make gross, rapid am movements.
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means was computed across raters for each KSAO. This analysis was per-
formed for the total sample as well as for each race and sex subgroup.

Table 6 presents the means for each KSAO for the total sample and
for each of the four subgroups. Inspection of the Table indicates that
Following Rules and Procedures, Judgment, Oral Communication and Infor-
mation Appraisal ware s*en a* the most important cognitive lMAO's.
Within the Social-Personal domain, Pressure of Time, Aspetitivaness,
Leadership and Temwork were viewed as the highest in importance. Look-
ing at the means for the Perception and Physical XSAOs in4icates a
downward shift in the mean ratings. This suggests that genezally KSIMO'
in these areas are of lesser importance in differentiating successful
from barely ar-ceptable performance of the most important job tasks. In
the perception domain, Near Visual Acuity, Far Visual Acuity and Visual-
ization obtained the highest mean ratings. For the Physical [SAO's y*-
Hand Coordination, Manual Dexterity and Arm/Hand positioning were rated
the highest.

In order to determine if ttre was a high level of agreement in
mean ratings between the racial subgroups and sex subgrozps, Pearson
Product Moment Correlations were computed across the mean 1S8W ratings
for blacks and whites and for sales and ?eales. The correlation between
the black and white mear. KS ratings was .8P an-3 the correlation between
the sale and female mean KSAO ratings was .72. These correlations would
suggest a high degree of agreement between the races and sexes in terms
of mean KSO importance. Consequently, the development of an examination
plan is to be based on the KSWO means for the total sale.

Con clusion

Generally, it is felt that the job analysis model utilized in the
present study accomplished our primary goals of identifying those XBAO's
necessary for successful performance of the polioe job and linking them
to important job tankt. The procedure wts also useful in that it allowed
for data coilection on a large representative sample and at the same time
possesses sufficient face validity to encourage participation.

However, the ultimat* test of the job analysis procedure will Ue
in the validity of the instruments developed from this information about
the job. The next steps in the research include 1) developing an exa-
mination plani 2) doveloping selection procedures; 3) developirg criter-
ion instrents including possibly rew supervisory ratings; and finally,
4) conducting a criterion-related validity study including cross-
validation.
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Table 6
Mean Ratings for the KSAO's for the Total Sample

and RAoS and Sex Subgroups

Skill, lnowledgo,Abi1  te ..... trxtic Total alack Wh'te Male Fmale

.COgrzttivv
SOr Cic Reatoni 

3.08 3.09 3.08 3.03 3.25
Deductive paxo~ n9 2.67 2.58 2.77 2.65 2.74
wducttve matonlng 

2.59 2.54 2.64 2.56 2.69
Jut Cien.t 

2.33 2.33 2.34 2.33 2.37
Ju1gm 

3.15 3.03 3.27 3.05 3.46
Prllowm SRules i rocedure 3.48 3.41 3.S5 3.40 3.73
Problem Sonltvit 

2.36 2.24 2.50 2.30 2.55ProLiem Solving 
2.50 2.37 2.64 2.44 2.67

Information Appraisal 
2.70 2.46 2.96 2.62 2.95

Verbal cmprehensjo 
2.63 2.52 2.73 2.62 2.63

S~ocala-Pe rsognal
Pressure of timdeTolerace 

3.24 3.31 3.13 3.43 2.83
?o-"king to Get Ahead2.18 

2.67 1.98
Le.f trohip 

2.78 2.84 2.70 2.95 2.42Ch**efulnss 
2.87 2.93 2.78 3.06 2.47

Teamuork 
2.24 2.27 2.19 2.45 1.79

Dealing 
2.86 2.92 2.75 3.15 2.21

Dealing oith tta 
2.21 2.35 1.98 2.37 1.86

Pot Ot ven*id 
2.11 2.18 1.99 2.27 1.77

Composure 
2.86 3.04 2.55 3.12 2.27

Flexibility 
2.73 2.85 2.54 2.90 2.37

Dlinglith 
2.10 2.!6 2.01 2.34 1.58

i People 2.73 2.86 2.52 2.91 2.35Visualization
Depth Perception 

1.93 1.91 1.95 1.86 2.14
Depthiua city 

1.90 1.72 2.08 1.84 2.07
Near Visual Acuity 

2.33 2.05 2.63 2.29 2.47
Far Visual Ac pty 1.98 1.87 2.09 1.95 2.06
Cloure 

1.88 1.84 1.92 1.82 2.06
Cight vison 

1.83 1.82 1.85 1.80 1.92N i g h V i s o , ~1 .8 8 .1 8 1 .8 3 2 .0 1Site Perception 
1.81 1.92 1.83 1.73 2.01Peripheral viuic 1.85 1.86 1.85 1.79 2.05Sensory Acuity 1.87 1.99 1.75 1.72 2.34
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Tablo 6 (cont.)

Mean Ratings for the KSAO's for the Total Sample
and Race and Sex Subgroups

Skill, Knowledge,Abilityv,_ Other Characteristics Total Black Whit* We Fem,.le

Physical
Explosive Strength 1.54 1.49 1.63 1.66 1.29
Stamina 1.69 1.63 1.77 1.82 1.38
Static Strength 1.51 144 1.63 1.64 1.25
Gross Body Coordination 1.72 L.e8 1.77 1.87 1.37
Multilimb Coordination 1.95 l.r!1 1.97 2.03 1.79
Reaction Time 1.92 1.94 1.89 2.00 1.75
Manual Dexterity 2.01 2.04 1.94 2.11 1.77
Arm/Hand Positioning 2.00 2.03 1.95 2.09 1.79
Continuous Muscular Control 1.70 1.6 1.72 1.81 1.45
Eye-Hand Coordination 2.33 2.34 2.32 2.48 2.02
Rate of Arm Movement 1.73 1.73 l.?3 1.86 1.43

rBlacks and Whites a .88

rMales and Females - .72
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Table 6 (cont.)

Mean Ratings for the KSAO's for the Total Sample
avd Race and Sax Subgroups

Skill, Knowledge,
A rbility, Othr Caracteristics Tot.l Black White K,..,e Female

Physical
Explosi'e Strength 1.54 1.49 1.63 1.66 1.29
Stamina 1.69 1.63 1.77 1.82 1.39
Static Strength 1.51 1.44 1.63 1.64 1.25
Gross Body Coordination 1.72 1.68 1.77 1.87 1.37
Multiliab Coordination 1.95 1.94 1.97 2.03 1.79
Reaction Time 1.92 1.94 1.89 2.00 1.75
Manual Dexterity 2.01 2.04 1.94 2.11 1.77
Arm/Hand Positioning 2.OG 2,03 1.95 2.09 1.79
Continuous Muscular Control 1.70 1.69 1.72 1.81 1.45
Eye-Hand Coordination 2.33 2.34 2.32 2.48 2.02
Rate of Arm Moveaent 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.86 1.43

r Blacks and Whites - .88

rales aind Females - .72
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Federal amd technical Oddelines, have rade job analysis a
Important requirement in the development of anypoersonael selection
test. B ecause of this requirement the.-* has bee a resurging interest
In the evalw~tion and coaparition of various job analysis methodologies
for test devalopment. Prominent among the methods being considered is
the Comprehensive occupational Pata Analysis Program (OODAP) approach.
This approach derives from the research of Dr. bymond Christal. and
his associates and we casned primarily to evaluate and develop
mlitary training programs and to assist in job classification. CODA?
has seen limted ure in the civilian sections and, as far as we know,
has not yet been med outaide the U. S. Civil Service Commission as a
primary job analysis method for test development. In the U. S. Civil
Seonic* Commission, it has been used to assiet In criterion develop-
set and research participant selection in the validity research for
the Professional and Administrative Career RbAsination (PAcS)o and to
provide the primary sour*e of taak sad duty data for entry level police
officers and firefighters. This paper generally discusses some of the
modifications of CODUP and **oe of the issues that derive from the use
of cowA in a test development project. Focus will be primarily on the
firefighter job.

sytsDespite its name, CODUP represents more than a sophisticated
syseaofcomputer programs frsummarising job dt.It representsi
teconcept of job analysis that~ job incumbents, rating the relative

time spent on tasks they performs can provide an objective uAn accu-
rate description of their job. This description can be a useful first
step in the development of an euSInation.

Mowver, the job statement Is only as precise as the tsks and
duties included in the Inventory. Since the Inventory developed for a
selection test usually focuses on only a single job and must provide
Information conducive to the identification of the knowledges, skills
abilities ad other chuaateristics (gsAOs) required to successfilly
acquire and perform the job, thee are several Important oo"sierations.

First, the task statesents mot be specific enough to diffcr-
eat late different ability requirements. if tasks umslly courring to-
gether requl i different abilities, It is desirable to write the tasks
as separate statements iiather than one single compound statement. This
Is particularly Important when the job, such as firefightin, Involves
a mixture of diverse abilitios, ranaging from the cognitive abilitles to
the physical and sensry-perceptional skills to different personality
charactristics,, such as interests, attitude, and motivation.

Iu developing a task inventory for test developmt, researchers
mt be caeWu that these various aspects of the job are adequately and

explicitly reflected among the tasks. Despite extensive nyview by
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experts knowledgeable about the b, Inventories oan still eontaln
distortions. Thi& in not to fault the reviewers, who can generally
be relied upon to perform the aost impossible tsk of determining
what tasks are missing from an inventory of several hunftsd tasks.
Rather, the problem Is in the vtlatility of meaning of the English
language An intial flfhtn nvetnetry onsistirg of teak state-
sent such as "Mneuver lac'des," "Operate bose line," and "Carry
ventilatSag fans," my appear to be a suitable description of the fire-
fighter job. However, these tasks my not sufficiently reflect the
fact that these tasks require KSAOs over and above more physical
strength and dexterity. Revieters and raters my be well aare that
manuvering ladders and hose requires recall of numerous procedural
rules, reasoned Interpretation of the specific emergency situation at
band, and considerable judzgent In aski' decisions about where and
how best to place the ladder, hose or ventilating fan. However, to
assure that these additional aspects of task statements ar not over-
looked, they axe best stated explicitly in sepavate task statments.
For examp1e, 'aneuver ladders," might be supplemented with tasks such
as "Determine stability of supporting surfaces," "Understand and
follow spoken orders" and "Determine t ye and sise of ladder required."

Since an entry level examination in generally concerned with
the abilities reuired to acquire tasks as well as tho abilities re-
quired to perform it, it may be similarly advantageous to explicitly
include tab-A& to r flect these requirements. Tasks concerned with
radaing the manuals, studying the fire department literatur*, and
performance drills help allow these aspects of the job to be more
explicitly expressed by the raters.

This specificity and focus of the task statements in a test
development effort has the immediate effect that most incumbents will
report that they perform a relatively large number of the tasks in
the inventory. lhe i this occurs, It should come as no surprise that
even the most signifioant taask say account for les than one percent
of the total ratings and that staada tion of saw atinp for esah
individual rater becomes les important.

The raters themselves arv also not typical of respondents to a
CODA inventory. In test developaent, the raters are the relatively
homogeneous group of individuals who perform the job for which the
test Is being developed. This rater homogeneity, In conjunction with
the focus of the inventory, must not be overlooked In the inter-
pretation of the data. Particularly relevant to this Is the OVERLAP
program.

OVERLAP clusters raters on the basis of the similarities of
their ratin,. Cenerally, the differences between mjc. clusters
will be of such a magnitude that a different job might be indicated.
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Noever, in test developent, the focus of the Inventory and the
homogeneity of raters is such that clustering may won1 be on the basis
of differences in the resonse styles of the raters, rather than on
actual job differences.

This effect we best illustrated In a study of claims
autborisers. Because claims are rardomly assigned to authorisers,
there must be assumed to be few diff*rences in the claims processed
by different authorisors over a year"s time. levertheless, OMRAP
shoved four distinct clusters. Two of these reported performing a very
large number of tasks, while the other two reported may fewer tasks.

Interacting with this effect, two group. reported performing
the more unusual aspects of claims wo..k, while the other two groups
restricted their ratings to the more tonventional claims authoriser
tasks. Additional follow-up confirmed. that there were no job differ-
enczs and that OViAP had In effect clustered raters on their dif-
ferent tendencies to report tasks and on their different tendencies
to report unusual tks.

OODAP prevides two estimtes of a tasks relative significance.
One averages the ratings only over those who perform the task, the
other avros over all raters. The second method in the most useful
for test devei opment. Although some extreaely critical tasks my not
be considered wen this approach Is used, It must be recalled that a
selection test rust be designed to meosure the generally more signifi-
cant aspects of the job. It cannot be designed to select on abilities
that tui be required by only a fev workers performing a critical task.
The value of a tet will be much greater %hen It soelets on abilities
requirod to perform the mere moderately critical tasks performed by
nearly all workers in the occupation.

Although the relative time spent sale has been demontzatod
to be a generally useful inioator of a task's importance, It has
certain limitations uthen a job ouch as firefighting is oonsidered.
For firefighters, the most Important or critical tasks are often not
the ones involving the most time, and neither of these wales
neceasarily identifles the tasks that best differentiate among the
superior and barely acceptable firefghter. For this reason, the
time pent scale was supplemented with a criticality (impartance)
scale and a difficulty scale. All raters oompleted all three scales
in a counterbalanced design. Time to complete the inventory me two
to three hours, and although most raters (69%) Indicated that the
Inventory me too long, may acknowledged the necessity for Its
length and commented on Its ocmprehensiveness.

Fatigue or changing levels of motivation seemed to have a
minlmal effect on the ktingts, &In=o there were no significant (p<.O)
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differences umong the six sequences in whih the 3 scales were adamn-
istered. Only the difficulty scale showed & sianificant (p.C3)
decrease In ratings as the orCer of administering the scale lnreased
peom first to hend to third, but this effect accounted for only 4.5'perceut of the total vaiac.

The thee s ealec used contributed uniquely to the job analysis.
When the mean ratings (for members performing) on each scale were
calculatedg criticality correlated only .40 with time spent and .50
with difficulty, wie time spent correlated .10 with difficulty.
Despite these differences, when only the top quarter of the ranked
tasks on each sca.o are selected using this procedure, 67 were In the
top quarter on all three scales, another 34 on two s=1les. The
unique contribution of each scale consisted of four tasks for
criticality, five tasks for time spent, and ton tasks for diff!Aaty.

To this list of 120 tasks were added 39 tasks that six super-
visors (officers) rated in the top quarter on criticlIJty for the
entry level firefighter job. This supervisory perspective of the
entry level job contributed mostly to rescue and first aid type tasks
as opposed to the emphasis on personLl safety and skill acquisition
type %asks of the entry level rirefighter.

The most difficult and critical phase in the use of the CODW?
job description Is the link froa the task statements to the £SAOs
required to acquize and perform the entry level job. Ten reprementa-
tives from the fire department and four psycholeists from the U. S.
Civil Service Commission rated the importance of each of 57 LSAOs for
acquiring and performing the 159 moct significant entry level tasks.
To simplify th# ratings, raters were asked to indicate if a KSAO we
important for predicting performance on the job as a whole, on the
duties, and ou the individual taska1 and if so, t* indicate if the

AO would be minimally qualifying as a screen-out or if it could be
used to differentiate (rank) applicants with different amounts or
levels of the KSAO.

Tables I, 2, and 3 show how psychologists Ad incumbents
ranked the WSAO in the three categories of abilities used in the
study. The similarity between the psychologists' azd incumbents'
rank ordmerin4 of LSAOs is considerable. (anks were based on the
frequency with which the ability was considered to be a ranki
factor.) Hoever., there are som interesting differences . Incumbents
c-€sidered "ollowing orders" to be a more important factor than the
psychologists, who In turn placed greater emphasis on "Lng term
aesory." Maying relatively limited fire scene exprence, psycholo-
gists my unt ordinarily bo-.e asare of the extent to which folowing
orders differentiates levels of firefighting performance, while
incumbents' lower ratiigs of long t-rm witory my reflect their
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luctawe to dell osomething so basic, all pervasive, and obvious.

The two types of vaters showed almost complete agreement In!,rating of the perceptual and physical XAOs (Table 2)s but mnifested

eon IS differencetin their ratyng of the ic Uanou sfiei (Tablex. Of the difermoes in the overall job rating of aiscel-

lansous abilities for example, IAcusbents considered "Willingness to
wor shiftst*"Interet In varietyg" "Ability to wor In confine

paoegs," and "Abity to drave," relatively more important than the
psychologsts, who in turn rated "Willingness to work in unpleasant
situations" and -Willingpes to follow instruationsg" as more impor-
tant. Similar differences ocur among the duty ratings, although not
always in the sme direction. Abilities rated highly important for
the duties say receive only loe ratings on he job overall.

The leuer number of differences between rsterm on those XO&
may be attributed In part to the less clearly defined nature of these
KSAOs and the resultantly lower reliabilities of their =atings. These
effects are additionally amplified by the low n (n=4) for the eycho-
logists.

lable 4 sh4w. that psychologists and raters agree considerably
In rating the inportance of the KSAO* by tasksj however, there are
some eifferences and psychologists do not always link KSAOs to the
same asks as Incumbents.

First, pr.yhologists ratqd basic mechanical ability hgh1, but
incumbents rated It low, On the other hand incumbents rated "Ability
to us* simple forsulas" high as a ranking factor shere psychologists
focused mor, on btsec uth as the rnking factor.

Table 5 shown the rater aiailArity av4 dffer eces between the
task, linked to the more Important cognitive &b0 .Vties. Included among
the larger differences are ratings on *long tera emary." Psychologists
rated it an Important ranking factor for 29 tasks as opposed to 8
tasks for the Incumbents. Ineunbents focussed on fireWIghting tasks,
psychologists on first aid, apecial emergeacies, and training. For
ability 8, "Quick recall," psychologists similarly emphalssed the
first aLid type tasks. Psychologists oonsrered ability 9 and 10,
basic mth, proportion and percents, important ranking factors for
the few firefighting tasks that involve ealculatioras, mule incumbents
oej1ered "Ability to use formulas" as the critio.l ranking factor
for these abilities.

As indicated esarlZer, psychologists rated mechanical ability to
be important for more tasks than the raters. "Ability to Identify
problems" we rated highest by both types of raters, although
psychologists reted it more important for more tasks, mostly emrency
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first aid tasks but also sowm aintenance tasks. Indtiction (ability 16)
ws similarly emphasised by psychologists, although for the first time
It Included a substantial number of basic firefighting tasks (Duty 0).
The same is true for deduction (ability 17) but on a much analler
ScOLeS.

Judgment (ability 19) was rated high by both groups but on the
basis of QA~ ost entirely different sets of tasks.* Incumbents uniquely
linked judgment to tasks involving "recogniuing," "determining," and
'locating." Psychologists linked it to mone specific tiaks involving
removing or leadin peosft. g~r~ property and eliminating
unafe conditions.

It is possible to thoorise ad infinitum about those differences,,
but such theorising should be tempered with the consideration that the
psychologist zati.ngs are derived from only four persons and that the
criteria for sealecting linked tasks to be counted required agreement
among 3 of the 4 psychologists as opposed to 5 out of the 10 incumbents.
Nevertheless it Is important to be &vre of some possible differences
between psychologists aa4 Incumbents' ratings, even though their
ratings will generally agree.

For the entry level firefighter project$ only the Incumbents'
ratings woe used. Cognitiv, abilities selected for testing were
identific4 from those that were rated to differentiate performance on
a task-by-tank basis and on a duty basls.

Both ratings are important. The task ratings link the abilities
to their relevant tasks and thereby help to reveal their meaning.
Eamination of the tasks that require each ability can also help to
Identify the level at which the ability ight be required. The duty
ratings allow for an *xpzession of the importance of such abilities
as "enduran(e which would not be manifested in task ratings alone.

This paper has focused printrily on the identification of
rankin factors, especially the cognitive ranking factors. The
development of the entry level examination will involve a parallel
analysis of those factors that can more properly be used as a screenoult
in a total examination process.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CURRENT TASK INVENTORY BANK (CTIB) PROGRAM

by

Gerald R. Clow
Occupational Survey Branch

USAF Occupational Measurement Center
Lackland AFB TX

Introduction: The goal of the CTIB program is to achieve and maintain a
current job inventory on every enlisted occupation in the Air Fo'-ce.
This includes, by definition, every career ladder, shred, and special
duty identifier (SDI) in existence. The short term goal is to achieve a
state %f currency on all existing job inventories by April 1978. At
last count this was a total of two hundred forty-seven (247) ladders/shreds/
SDIs. After April 1978 )Phe goal will be to systematically review existing
job inventories and to develop inventories for those occupations that
have not been surveyed.

Inventory Development History: Traditionally, it has taken 47 weeks to
complete an occupational survey of a single career ladder barring any
unforseen circumstances. Until eighteen (18) months ago, eighteen (18)
weeks of thai time was consumed by the inventory development process.
Last year development time was reduced to thirteen (13) weeks. Table 1
contains weekly phase points of the inventory development process which
existed fro :967 unt'l 1976. Table 2 shows a reduced inventory development
schedule implemented in 1976. As you can see in Table 1, six (6) weeks
of development time was consumed by the reproducing and Nailing ofT field
reviews.

It was decided in 1976 that the only way to reduce occupational
survey time would be to discontinue, on a routine basis, the administration
of field reviews, A few specialists and I had long questioned the value
of the field review as a significant aid to the development process. In
my opinion, field reviews did not Provide any significant changes to an
inventory which was developed by the interview procedure. The usefulness
of the field review was not resolved at thls time. However, since most
of the inventory development effort was now involv,,d with occupations
which had been surveyed, field reviews were judged as not needed.
Write-ins from booklets were being kept and were made available to
developers. Field reviews would only be perforned on a selective basis.

Consequently, field reviews were disontinued as a routine procedure
and inventory development timr, was reduced by five weeks. (One week was
added to the six saved because of scanner formatting.) The inventory
development process time was thereby established as thirteen (13) weeks.
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Thirteen (13) weeks was still unsatisfactory. Projects were being
accomplished to meet a goal of performing occupational surveys of fifty-
one (51) career ladders a year, and performing a resurvey on each career
ladder every four (4) years. By 1976, changes in the classification
structure were numerous. Uspr priorities were increasing. It was
impossible to schedule fifty-one (51) career ladders a year and be I
responsive to user demands. Out of this dilemma, the CTIB concept was~created.

CTIB Background: In October of 1976, Captain Tom Ulrich ano Chief
Jim Moon were assigned the responsibility of establishing operational
criterio, for implementing CTIB. They provided three (3) criteria for
evaluating job inventories as stated in Tables 3, 4, and 5. These still
serve as a guide for making CTIB judgments.

I initially assigned functional areas, containing a number of
occupations, to inventory developers for accomplishment of an initial
CTIB review of existing Job inventories. This review was to ascertain
currency, quality, and priority of inventories. This method did not
work. The experience level of some developers was not sufficient to
make judgments about quality. It was also counter-productive for developers
to shift their attention between CTIB and development work. Managerial
control was impossible because of irventory development travel. Therefore,
I decided that a separate type of position needed to be created, one
tnat would be responsible for managing a functional area of Air Force
occupations for purposes of CTIB.

CTIB Implementation: Three (3) CTIB manager positions were created
early this year. Their function is to achieve and maintain a knowledge
of a number of occupations. They are responsible for asessing the
quality and currency of ex. st ng Job inventories in their assignment.
They must also ascertain user priorities for occupational surveys within
their assignment.

CTIB managers accomplish their function by maintaining telephone
contacts with tra4nlng, classification, functional and operational
personnel. They also review classification and training documents.
However, the most important information to the CTIB manager is through
the process of an "interview review" by an inventory developer. This
consists of an interview with subject-matter specialists at either a
Technical Training Center or a field loration whereby the entire job
inventory is reviewed in detail. A determination is made after this
review a to the quality and currency of a job inventory. Two or three
inventory deveopers are assigned to each CTIB nanager, thereby constituting
a team. I believe this will, in time, provide a continuity of knowledge
about a grouping of occupations that is essential to CTIB.
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In Summary, three CTIS managers and their teams are reviewing
existing job inventories for quality and currency. This review, and
necessary updating of job inventories, should be accomplished by April 1978.
At that time, criterion for maintenance of CTIB will be established.
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TABLE 1

EIGHTEEN (18) WEEK INVENTORY DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

WFI.K ACTION

1 Research
2 Ist TDY (Technical Training Center)
3 Revise Draft
4 Type Draft
5 Field TDY
6 Field TDY
7 Revise Draft
8 Type Field Review
9 Reproduce Field Review

10 Reproduce Field Review
11 Mail Field Review
12 Mail Field Review
13 Mail Field Review
14 Mail Field Review
is Finalize Job Inventory
16 Finalize Job Inventory
17 Type Job Inventory
18 Send to Printer

TABLE 2

THIRTEEN (13) WEEK INVENTORY DEVEtOIENT CYCLE

WEEK ACTION

I Research
2 Ist TDY (Technical Training Center)
3 Revise Draft
4 Type Draft
5 Field TDY
6 Field TDY
7 Finalize Job Ynvantiry
8 Finalize Job Inventory
9 Type Job Inventory

10 Type Job Inventory
11 Editorial Review
12 Editorial Review
13 Send to Printir
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TABLE.,

CRITERIA FOR PRIORITIZING ASSIGNED CAREER LADDERS

WHEN TO REVISE JOB INVENTORY WHEN NO1 TO REVISE JOB INVENTORY

No 1xistinq OSR No changes to equipment

Previous inventory incomplete Previous inventory/OSR complete and
comprehensive

Large number of people in career Recentlj revised
field

Previous inventory did not Small number of people in car, er field
differentiate between levels or
shreds

Recent major revision to CL (AFSC, No classification changes to career
shreds etc.) field or ladder

Tech school, ATC (TT or SG), AFMPC/ Within 6 months of the administration
DPMPRQ or USAF strongly urges revision of the inventory

When inventory is not adeq. ate or When the field is a direct equivalent
current for a civilian occupatiorn (such as 522X4,

Protective Coating Specialist = Painter)
and no change (or only minor changes)
has occurred in the methods, materials,
or processeF in the field since the last
inventory

When equipment is alded or deleted
from the field

When a process changes (e,. missile
set up on site vs at factory)

When a change in technology adds or
deletes tasks

When changes to tasks require
reorganization of the inventory

When a large number of tasks are also
being performed by another career
field or ladder

Analysis indicates need for change
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)

CRITERIA FOR PRIORITIZING ASSIGNED CPREER LDDERS

WHEN TO REVISE JOB INVENTORY WHEN NOT TO REVISE JOB INVENTORY

No revision for more than years When information sources (ATC, HQ, MPL)
indicate no changes to field anticipated

Multiple ladders in one inventory When no new tasks have been created for
old equipmnt

When no isew technology has been added
to te career tield

When there is no overlap between career
field and another career field in the
task list
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TABLE 4

CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING WHETHER OR NOT A JOB INVENTORY
IS ADEQUATE AND CURRENT

ITEMS, EVENTS OR DOCUMENTATION WHICH ITEMS, EVENTS OR DOCUMENTATION WHICH
INDICATE A JOB INVFNTOR- IS ADEQUATE INDICATED A JOB INVENTORY IS NOT ADEQUATE
OR CURRENT OR CURRENT

All items in 39-1, STS, POI are Items in 39-1, STS POT are not included
included in inventory

No new equipment or aircraft since New equipment or aircraft

l$t inventnry

No equipment or aircraft deleted Classification or training change since
since last inventory last OSR

Data from last inventory Indicates Data from OSR indicates that tasks werethat tasks wre broken down to not specific enough, data wouldn't provide

appropriate level enough info to make management decisions

Struture of CL and assignment Small group survey determines need for
locations have reoxined constant revision

No request for update from the Proposed career field structtre change
field letters from MPC

Field evaluation by tech school Field evaluation at tech sch,,,l indicate
which indicates training is in synch training is out of synch with job require-
with job requirements ments

A conference of r'ijor command A conference of major command career
career monitors in which no monitors in which problems concerning
training problens or classification training or classification are surfaced
problems are noted

All new equfiment tasks are included New equipment or technology tasks arc not
included

All new techoology tasks are
included

All overlapping tasks are clearly Tasks overlap
re-stated

No tasks are included in inventory Another AFSC's tasks are included
that are really done by another
AFsC
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TABLE 4 (CONTINUED)

CRITERIA FOR ESIABLISHING WHETHER OR NOT A JOB INVENTORY
lS ADEQUATE AND CURRENT

ITEMS, EVENTS OR DOCUMENTATION WHICH ITEMS, EVENTS OR DOCUMENTATION WHICH
INDICATE A JOB INVENTORY IS ADEQUATE INDICATED A JOB INVENTORY IS NOT ADEQUATE
OR CURRENT OR CURRENT

Unique tasks performed by that AFSC None of the unique tasks performed by that
are included in the inventory AFSC (if any) are included

Task list is well organized and Task list is disorganized and illogical
logical

Manpower survey tasks are all Previous survey shows over 10% tasks
represented performed by at least 60% of CL

SMS review surfares no additions If none exists and other indicators ooint
or deletions to a need to develop one

All data sources agree inventory is Multiple ladders in one task list
adequate (AFMPC, ATC, etc.)

No significant write-ins during Large number of write-ins during
administration administration

Data indicates all tasks Data irJicates many tasks not performed
performed
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- gTABLE 5

CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING WHETHER OR NOT A CAREER LADDER HAS CHANGED
ENOUIGH TO WARRANT REVISING THE JOB INVENTORY

EVENTS INDICATING A REVISION IS NOT
C EVENTS INDICATING A REVISION IS WARRANTED WARRANTED

New or revisod STS, 39-1, add or delete Current STS and 39-1 are adequately
duties or equipment covered in previous inventory

Population of CL has sionificantly Population remains stable
increased or decreased quantitatively and qualitatively

Assignnment locations, major using Assignment locations and major
commands have changed using conmands unchanged

Request from Tech School, ATC, and/or No classification changes since
HQAF last survey

Tasks are being added to or deleted No changes in course documents for
from career field as a result of new a long time
equipment technology

Unstable career field, has not teen Statility in terms of equipment,
surveyed for four years manning and technology

Inventory is disorganized because Same weapons systems remain in
changes in procedures occurred or new field to be worked on as on last
tasks have been added survey
New safety standards (e.g. 2 men Survey recently completed
performing a job fcrmerly performed
by a single person).

Change in levels of performance on STS CDC nas remained stable

Change in number of hours in blocks or STS changes in proficiency levels
topics on cour;e chart only

A new AFSC structure is a results of adding
or deleting shreouuts, weapons systems
or equipment

Radical chanqes in methodology of
performance

CDC rewritten
Change in AFSC structure which creates a
new AFSC

Convention of many authorizations from
military to civilian or vice versa
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An InnovatJbn in Identifying

Air Force Qualitat've Training Requirements

HENDRICK W. RUCK
MICHAEL W. BIRDLEBOUGH

Under the present Air Force classification, training and

assignment policleL, First term airmen are normally trained to

be universally asstgnable within their specialty. This need

for universally assignable personnel places a requirement on

the technical training sy;em to provide broad-based training

across the majority of jcbs which may be performed by course

gradu.ates. Job specific training is then provided by the

laining unit tnrough locally developel OJT programs. This

approach to meeting training requirements may result in higher

costs than training which is oriented toward a narrower range

of particular jobs.

Pressure to reduce r'esources -- instructors, students,

and support -- tied up in training has led the Air 7orce to

reevaluate the necessity for universally assignable airmen.

With the prospect of increasLig assignment stability, the no-

tion that airmen in their first enlistment should be trained

for assignment to any job in their specialty has been ques-

tioned. That is, narrowing the training target for first

assignments by training to specific joos or families of jobs
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is being examined and tested as a viable alternative to current training

and assignment patterns. Such targeting requires a clear picture of

current utilization patterns. (The utilization pattern is the number

and nature of different jobs within the specialty as well as the relative

importance of and relationships among those jobs. Its key dimensions

include numbers of personnel assigned, geographic/command dist-ibution,

progression, etc.) Occupational survey data are a prime source of

information about existing utilization patterns.

A clearly defined outline of the utilization pattern yields payoffs

for managers and trainers alike. It allows for the review of jobs

performed in the Air Force as a whole as well as within specific

.ommands. Of particular interest are the jobs to which first termers

are usually assigned. Such information can b? very useful to personnel

who manage various specialties, and permits development )f well-infonned

p:ans for future utilization. Once future utilization has been planned,

the training required to support the projected utilization pattern may

be developed.

The concept uf utilization oriented training requires that training

be offered at ppropriate cireer' points and using various training modes

(such as resident courses, nn-the.-Job tr'a,,,ng (OJT), and field training)

to insure optimum pay-off in training actually applied to mission require!ients.
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Within each training mode, the full range of available in-

structional strategies can be employed. The focus of utiliza-

tion oriented training development within the Air Force has

been on first enlistment airmen. However, changes in first

enlistment utilization and training require adjustment of

utilization and training patterns for the career force as

well.

This paper has b(.en quite general to this point, it may

now be useful to discuss specific mechanisms which may be used

for developing utilization oriented training. Several steps

are required in the development of utilizatlon oriented train-

ing strategies.

First,, the present utilization patterns must be dea3'ribed

and understood by decision makers. One proven mnthod for ac-

complishing this first step is to assemble a small working

group consisting of technicians and managers who are respon-

sible for effectively utilizing personnel in the specialty.

This group intensively reviews and synthesizes available job

data to gain an understanding of present utilization. Al-

though other sources may be used, occupational survey data

have effectively served as the baseline for informed decision

making. The working group considers th3 ramificaions of that

pattern and develops alternative plans for utilization of per-

sonnel in the specialty based upon their findings. Alterna-

tives frequently suggested include subdivision of the 3-level
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into various channels by weapon system, workcenter, or command

of assignment. The results of this working group meeting

should then be fully staffed through the personnel, training,

and operational agencies to solicit comments as well as con-

siderations not addressed earlier.

Next, a policy-making group comprised of Air Staff, opera-

tional, personnel, and training managers as well as technical

experts and members of the original working group should meet

to finalize tha utilization plan. This group has the benefit

of the original working group minutes as well as comments from

the staffing process. It establishes the utilization plan and

develops an action plan for its implementation. Changes to

existing personnel and training programs are identified.

The results of this meeting are staffed, preliminary cost es-

timates are developed, and implementing actions are initiated.

The actual implementation is an iterative process, with ad-

justments to the milestone schedule being made as issues

arise. Prior to final approval, refined cost estimates are

developed which incorporate modifications to the initial plan.

The steps outlined above obviously result in more than

just the determination of training requirements. In fact

differences between this procedure and the existing system

can bring about several significant opportunities. For ex-

ample, the new procedure allows operational managers o re-

design jobs or gain Insight into present jobs, which may allow
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for less demand on the training system while not seriously

affecting accomplishment of the operational mission. The pro-

cedure also allows operational managers to review scientif-

ically derived job data for the whole Air Force as well as

their own commav I, -- a capability not normally exercised in

the Air Force. Although training requirements are devised

based on operational requirements, the procedure allows for

operational changes which may provide for more cost effective

training.

The procedure described in this paper is not official Air

Force policy. It is experimental. It has been applied in

three diverse specialties and may be applied to other special-

ties. Not all specialLies are appropriate for such intense

consideration. Those specialties which have been analyzed

using this procedure have been high training cost specialties.

It appears that beneficial changes will occur in training for

all three apecialties, although final outcomes are difficult

to predict. Finally, the procedure is not set in concrete.

It has evolved over the course of 18 months and will continue

to be adaptable to unique situations.
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Small Sample Studies to Assess

Career Field Changes

r}

Capt David S. Street
Capt Douglas Gorman
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O3STRACT

The Air Farce Occutional Survey program has for 3ome time been

collecting stratified random survey samples which in many cases approach

the actual number of cases in a e.?reer field population. The current

study is planned to assess the relative benefits of administering

smaller samples of a career field survey as a first step in devel-

oping more quantitative c:iteria to determine when a career field

i3tructure and jobs within a career field might be changing. Since

the data analysis is not yet completed, this paper is presented in

the form of a description of some of the problems initially encountered

as well as some of the issues considered in examining smaller sample

surveys for cluster analysis.
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Introduction

The AMr Force has for several years been collecting occupational data

based on survey procedures where a large percentage of the career field

population has been sampled. In order to maintain current data on career

fields and survey all career fields comprehensively, the USAF Occupational

Measurement Center has been surveying approximately fifty-one career fields

per year which allows for about one survey per career field every four
C

years. Most jobs in career fields auid most career field structures are

found to bc relatively stabie with only minor changes over a four year

period. In most cases it seems that the data provided in Occupational

Survey Reports (CSR) have proven not to be perishable for at least 3 years

and sometimes for much longer periods where a career field remains rela-

tively unchanged. Although this may be a good overall procedure of up-

dating data, it might be possible to more selectively pinpoint needs for

data update through the development of decision criteria on ata base

obsolescence. The use of the small sample study is one step in developing

some idea of the feasability of such a technique.

Problem: Change in Career Field ilata

Career fields can change in two primary ways, (1) by adding or aeleting

tasks perform.ad or (2) b. changing the amount of time different people

expend in given tasks. Both of these may constitute changes in career

field structure in relation to Air Force management procedures. With the

advent of the Current Task Inventory Bank (CTIB) procedure at the USAF Occu-

pational Measurement Conter it has become possible to update task nventories

systematically on a realtime basis. What this means in terms of career
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field change is that tasks may now be added to the survey instruments or

identified as possibly no longer performed. This gives the potential of

having any inventory current for administration at any point in time.

Once "significant" changes have occurred in the tasks or ir who performs

tasks in a career field or between career fields, then the CSR data might

require updating. If the change is reasonably minor, It miit be possible

to "correct" the current data on the basis of a more 4imited sampling tech-

nique. If such a procedure could be developed, then it might be possib7le

that a system more sensitive to career field change could be adoDted to

u.-ate occupational data in the Air Force.

M4ethod of Approach

In examining the potential of a more limited sampling size for updating

survey data one might initially suspect that a statistical solution could

be calculated to determine what would be "scientiftcally" acceptahle. !ow-

ever, when one examines the clustering analysis technique I w;Ach is so

useful in this type of job analysis, then it becomes clear that although a

statistical solutior might be developed, It will probably be complex.

This technique might be thought of graphicaily as taking in more and more

bits of Information in a photograph or a jigsaw puzzle, the more information

you have, the more recognizable the -icture become-!. The computer with

the Compehensilve 0cupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP) will cluster

the j!ob incumbents together, but it is ap to the occupational analyst to

be able to see the picture and interpret the "picture" and meaning to the

manager who will *ise the data. Thurefore, although some criteria might

be arranged for iie decision of meaningful job groups, the analyst is

placed in the position of re-evaluating the r-riteria as they might be

vtg
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) applied ;,o any given career field, set of career fields, or' possible data

~utilization,

, In approaching the problem of determining when a career field might

be "sip-nificantly" changing, two elements of interest would be the tasks

j added or deleted and what may be called the structure of the career field

i which relates to the relative amount of time spent by job incumbents per-

forming any given task. Task additirns or deletions might alter a task

inventory to an extent, but In termc of perishability of the data the real

concern Is how the career field is organized into job type or cluster groups

and what tasks these groups may be said to perform most often. Also a

caroer field might change 5ignificantly through a management decision who.-re

the same tasks were redistributed in terms of groups performing a set of

tasks. Obvlously, any one of these kinds of changes might have an impact

or training, clabsification, or assignment practices and Is vital informa-

tion to effective management. A noasure of change In career field "sta-uctlce"

would be of priluc'y Interest. Career field structure or lob structure

might be defined as the number and relationships of jobs in a given

career field and the number of job Incumbents related to any given group-

Ing.

"he Air Force Human Resources Laboratory's CODAP system prints out an

occupational structure in the form of a cluster merger diagram along with

a series of ccmputer arrayed data pr:,oducts which allow an oc ,vpationa_

analyst to Interpret the data receqived in an Air Force Occupational Sul'-

vey. Normally, these programs are ured to compare job types within a

career field or xetween career fields an two or more career fields have been

surveyed in the sane survey instrdet, However, the CODAP system is a

highly flexible an eryas of programs and the small sampling project might use
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it to advantage in systematically comparing different job structures aoross

several different samples.

The question of "significant" chnge in relation to job structure must

always be conaidrered within the context of the relative management poli-

cies and concerns of the job environment. Many itens may be considered

in terms of significance such as worker satlsfaction, mission effectiveness,

training costs, classlfleoat'sgz limitations, assignment system adaptability,

recruiting pol!cies, and a host of other possibilities. Here significant

change is tied back into a more socially defined term that may relate to

the purpose that the user might make of the data. It seems safe to as-

sume that no simple definition of significance will suffice in this type

of data feedback en% hronment. A change in any portion of the behavioral

"picture" of a career field might or night not effect the manag6ment per-

ception of the whole, and the viewpoint of "significance" might ,e Judg.d

in relation to the aspects Individually ar well as synergistically.

Focusing on a measure of significant change in career field structure

would seem, at least initially, to require a significant amount of qual.-

Itative comparibon in order to tease out ah many relevan. aspects of

the 1tuation as possible. The question of whether or not a career field

structure has changed must always be defined ultimately in relation to

who might be cont-erned. It might be that for certain data users broad in-

formation with significant detail would be required and a more comprehen-

sive and updated survey might be necessary. For another data user, a

limited set of job groups night be of Interest. For still another data

user general information aight be all that was required and whatever changes

that tight be occurring might not be relevant to that level of management

questioning. Each request might require a different level of need for data

currency. Thus a decision to resurvey a field could be approached from
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several viewpoints. If a small sample could be relied upon as being sensi-

tie to a certain degree of differentiation, existing data might be

revalidated for even detailed questionz or issue3.

The Initial quest'on might then be posed as "i{ow sensitive is a smaller,

more limited survey sample, in reflecting Ute structure of a career field?"

Another way ,-, looking at this question vould be to ask "How much informa-

tion and what kind of information i, lost in relation to career field

structure when a sample size is diminshed7" In beginning to develop tech-

niques for dealing .ith how often a survey would need re-administration,
I

and if smaller than 100 percent samples are to be used, this fi-st step

of evaluating the sensitivity of sample size seems like a useful starting }
point.

Plan of Research

In order to Investigate possible information loss in smaller samples

a gradated series of occupational analyses will be performed. Initially

one data set was selected f'rom available career fields currently being

analyzed. From this drta file four separate random samples will be drawn

(7%, 5O%, 25% and 10% of the ttal original survey cases). Ea-h of these

samples will then be run as an independent cluster analysis by the CODAP

system. Since the randomized tampling will be drawn independently from

the total survey case file, there should be some degrec. of repetition of

cases within the four samples. After all the studies have been jot typed,

cempazisons uf the clusters P-ross the four samplhs and with the original

survey cluptaring structure will be made. Comparisons will then be rade

between tne job groups among the four subeample populations to determine

the degree of similarity between job groups in different survey samples.
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If similar job structures emerge in the cluster diagrams multiple com-

paxisons will be made of what groups are not represented in the smaller

samples as well as some judgement of what infornation might be made less

evident by moving toward a smaller sample.

t2

The Air Traffic Control Radar Repair Career Ladder (AFSC 303XI) Survey 2

'was selected as 6 data file because it has just recently bean surveyed

and appears to be a relatively stabile career field. The useable survey

returns Included 1,111 ca-es and represent 56% of the career ladder. Twenty

different job groups were defined in tUe last survey report indicating a

fairly heterogeneous career ladd-r. The reported group sizes from this CSR

will be used to measure the representativeness of the four random sample

groups.

Discus sion

The analysis of the four studies will be carried out by ore occupational

analyst. As an initial study much of the procedure will involve relative

comparison for the heuristic value of determining if some pattern or trend

in the data might exist. Squadron Leader William J. Watson (RAAF) com-

pleted a similar type of study while working at AFHRL in 1974. 3 Iiis study

used a sample of 1,983 cases drawn at random from 5,544 cases collected.

This analysis was compared to an analysis of a second set of data drawn

randomly from the 3,561 remaining cases. All the job types identified

in the first analysir were also identified in the second with the exception

of six small job groups accounting for 13 cases. This study demonstra-

ted that equal samples drawn from the same population without substitut4 on

would yield a roughly similar analysis., By taking this subsampling ap-

proach to a smaller sample size and sampling with replacement after each
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percentage dra: it is hoped that the sensitivity of the clustering tech-

nique with small samples can be assessed. Considering this previous study,

it might be expecteZ that some job groups might be "missing" in any one

or the samplcs without being interpreted as being less accurate or repr-e-

sentative. The question of whether or not there would be a "significant"

difference would depend on whether or not an Ar Force manager might come

to identical conclusions based on data from the various samples. Any set

of decision criteria later to be developed from the initial findings of

this study would require consideration of the realm of '1a.a utilization.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF FIVE ALTERNATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

Charles W. Howard, Ph.D

INTRODUCTION

The field of instructional technology includes research and
development in the areas of programmed instruction, audio visual
equipment and digital computers, Each area has developed instructional
materials or software to improve the quality of instruction. One
important problem Is how to modify existing instructional programs which
have not been developed utilizing a systems approach. In addition to
insuring post-instructional competence of the trainee, instructional
strategies must also be directed toward the transfer of learred skills
to applications of those skills. A fundamental problem shared by in-
structional technologists is modifying or developing materials from
existing content materials. Each area has developed instructional
materials specified by objectives and evaluated by objective based tests
to insure the quality of instruction. Instructional technologists
utilize the Instructional Systems Development (ISt) approach for analyz-
ing the performances to be learned and designing instructional systems
to insure that the desired instructional outcomes are realized.

The Departinent of Army has begun converting its training program
into self-instructional sets of materials. Numerous programs are
currently self-instructional, however, many instructor-taught programs
are still used and in need of adaptation. James E. Briggs (1964),
Smith (1966) identified two potential problems in converting existing
lecture/demonstration course materials into self-instructional pro-
grams which include 1) time to produce effective sets of materials; and
2) available programmers. Because of time constraints and a lack of
available programmers, alternate strategies for co:verting typical
course materials need to be analyzed.

With this mission, it is necessary to examine (a) the effects of
alternative strategies for instructional development of self-instruc-
tional materials, and (b) whether instructional developers can wodify
existing software into self-instructional p-ograms which promote learn-
ing by employing auto-elucidation techniques.

1
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The primary purpose of this study was to determine the efficiency
of five types of instructional development strategies. Efficiency
was investigated in terms of achievement and time. The secondary
purposes were: 1) to investigate the utility of informational feedback
for each instructional development strategy, 2) to investigate the
utility of adjunct programming in the form of post-text questions and
remedial branching.

The five instructional strategies that were explored in this study
were:

1. instructional text;

2. instructional text supplemented by post-text questions;

3. instructional text supplemented by post-text questions along
with knowledge of results of the post-text questions;

4. instructional text supplemented by post-text questions, know-
ledge of posZ-text questions and directions for remedial instruction;

o 5. programmed instruction, developed using the identical content
of the instructional text and containing linear atid branching pro-
gramming.

The independent variable in this study was instructional strategy.
The dependent variables in this study were adjusted post-test scores,
post-test time, total package time and total teaching time.

METHODOLOGY

Sample

The population from which the sample was drawn consisted of
persons serving as enlisted or commissioned engineering personnel for
the United States Army. This study was conducted at Fort Belvoir Army
Engineering School, Belvoir, Va.
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The sample coisisted of 720 subjects who were assigned to various
technical training programs by the Department of the Army. The subjects
were randomly assigned to one of the six groups, i.e., five treatment
groups and one control group. This random assignment yielded 120
subjects per group.

Pre-test scores were used to determine the level of mastery of
each subject. Each subject was classified as a non-master and there-
fore admissable as a subject for this study.

Treatment

The five instructional stragegies consisted of content material,
questions, knowledge of results and remediation appropriate to the
strategy.

The primary component was the content material. The content
material used for this study described the identification and functions
of components for a low-voltage circuit tester.

The next component of the instructional strategy was the issuance
of statements or questions. The questions were derived from the content
m.terial and were designed to facilitate learning for knowledge and
comprehension of the content material.

Knowledge of results (KR) was the next component. This component
consisted of subject matter experts responses to the questions. For
the purposes of the study, distinctions between instructional strategies
were made by providinq KR to the lea,'ner in three of the five instruc-
tional strategies. The inclusion of KR wis a form of feedback, however
the implied use of KR was limited to informational feedback. The KR
component was designed to provide the learner with the model performance
expeuted and therefore enable the learner to make a comparison of the
model performance and his actual performance.

The final component of the instructional strategy was remediation.
This component consisted of a written statement directing the subject
to appropriate portions of the content material when actual performance
made by the subject was not in agreement with the model performance.
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Design

The research design proposed to test the hypotheses for this study
consisted of an analysis of variance model and an analysis of co-
variance model. The ANOVA model was designed to separately test the
dependent variables: post-test time, toal package time, and teaching
time. The ANCOVA model wa. designed to test the dependent variable
post-test score adjusted for the influence of the pre-test score. The
independent variable was instructional strategy.

The F ratios resulting from the models for each main effect were
tested with the probability of falsely rejecting a hypothesis set at
5%. The procedures employed to test pairwise comparisons of means for
significant F ratios were Student Newman Keul's and Duncan's simultan-
eous significant post-hoc tests.

Procedure

The administration of each of the five instructional strategies
followed a common procedure consisiting of four phases.

Phase I

Distributed a set of instructional objectives to each subject of
each treatment group, as well as the subjects ini the control group.

Phase II

The subjects were given the package pretest for a maximum period
of 30 minutes. The subjects' length of time for testing was recorded
on his individual test by the monitor for analysis in tis study.

Phase III

Subjects were given a set of instructional materials appropriate
to their randomly assigned treatment group. The maximum length of
instructional time was 50 minutes for each group. When a subject
completed the materials he returned the materials to the monitor. The
monitor recorded the amount of time for each subject.
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Phase IV

Immediately following the treattrent the subjects were given a
post-test on the materials. The maximum length: of time for the post-
test was 30 minutes. The same procedure for recording the subjects'
time for taking the post-test was used as was used in the pre-test
setting.

Results

The means, standard deviations, and Ns for the five instructional
strategies and the control group on the dependent variables total
package time, post-test time, teaching time, pre-test score, post-test
score and adjusted post-test score are reported in Table 1.

The dependent variables total package time, post-test time and
teaching time were analyzed by an analysis of variance model (ANOVA).
The results of these analyses indicated a significant difference
existed between the groups; total package time, F[.95] (4, 595)
59. 457, p < .05; post-test time, FE.95] (5, 719) = 20.68, p< .05;
teaching time, F[.95] (4, 595) = 67.51, p < .05. The pairwise compari-
sons were analyzed for each of these dependents using the Student
Newman Keul's (SNK) post-hoc simultaneous significant test. The results
of the SNK tests are condensed and reported in Table 2. The results
indicate the text and question group was not significantly higher than
the programmed instruction group in the dependent variables post-test
time, teaching time or total package time. 'Thus, an instructional
strategy hds been identified that is as efficient as programmed
instruction.

Evaluation of the effectiveness uf the instructional strategies
wa, measured in terms of perfo:-nance.

The dependent variables pre-test and post-test performance scores
were analyzed by an analjsis of co-variance model (ANCOVA). The result
of this analysis indicated a significant difference existed between the
adjusted post-test performance scores reported in Table 1 with an
F[95] (5, 713) = 53, 59, p < .05. A test of homogenity of rogression
was performed and no violation of the assumption was observed. The
pairwise comparisons were analyzed using the Duncan post-hoc simultan-
eous significant test. The results are shown in Table 3 and indicate
the test plus question group was not significantly different than the
programmed instruction group. Thus, an instructional strategy has been
identified that is as effective as programmed instruction.
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The actual formation of the five instructional strategies con- 4

sisted of incorporating the four components: content, questions, KR,
and remediation into the instructional development strategies as
described below.

1) Programmed Instruction: Subject was given a self-instructional
set of materials that had been developed to move the subject through
the material.

2) Text: Subject was given a manual that contains the content
material with no programing of the content material.

3) Text/Questions: Subject was given a manual that contains the
content material plus a set of questions which were at the end of the
material. The directiuns preceding the questions instructed the learn-
er to overtly respond to the questions.

4) Text/Questions/Knowledge of Results: Subject was given a
manual and a set of questions as above. This instructional strategy
was designed to include the correct responses for the questions in
addition to text/questions.

5) Text/Qqestions/KR/Remediation: Subject was given a text con-
taining the content material, questions, KR, and directions to portions
of the text to review non-mastered content material.

6) Control: Subject was pretested and post-tested with no
instructional treatment.

Instruments

The pre-test and post-test consisted of 27 matching items. The
format was to provide each subject with a list of statements and a
graphic r'presentation of the low-voltage circuit tester. The graphic
in'luded the components of the low-voltage circuit tester pictured
with numerics. The objective was to match the statement with the
numeric in the graphic.
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Discussion

The findings suggest an alternative instructional strategy has
becn developed that is as effective and efficient as programmed
instructior. Pregranmed instruction results from i rigorous applica-
tion of the ISO procedures and is also extremely time-consuming and
therefore expensive. The instructional strategy which has been found
to be as effective and efficient as programmed instruction tuses the
principles of mathemagenic beltavier and auto-elucidation techniques.
The application of mathemagenic activities and auto-elucidation
techniques have cost effective implicatinns for the conversion of
instructional materials to self-instructor,al materials.

Conclusions

This research has examined alternative instructional development

strategies and auto-elucidation techniques, e.g., effects of KCR,
remediation, and post-text questions. This investigation has focused
on the effectiveness of five types of instructionai strategies.

The results support the aoplication of auto-elucidution techniques
in the form of post-text questioning. Text or written material
followed by post-text questioning resulted in performance as effective
as programmed instruction. Post-text questions are therefore regarded
as aids to the learner which stimulate the learning envi-onment.

Post-text questions supplementing but following the reading of
written prose or text have been demonstrated as an effective mixture of
instructional materials. For example, the treatments text, text plus
questions plus feedback or text plus questions plus feedback plus
remediation when uncontrolled was found to be less effective than P.I.
or the use of text plus post-text questions.

In suinniary, the results support the following conclusions: 1) the
use of post-text questions in the form of text and post-text questions
was demonstrated to be the most effective alternative strategy; 2) the
application of auto-elucidation components in the form of knowledge of
results and remediation when uncontrolled was less effective than the
use of post-text questio,|s only.
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IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary purpose of this investigation was to identify the
efficiency of five types of instructional development strategies.

This study investigated the effects of applying auto-elucidation
techniques which were developed by SiJney Pressey. E.Z. Rothkopf and
L. Frase further studied the process of incorporating questions into
written prose. The implications are that auto-elucidation techniques
in the form of post-text questions create a learning situation that is
both meaningful to the learner and desirable to the instructor and the
institution. The meaningfulness of the learninq situation has been
described in the literature by E.Z. Rothkopf and L. Frase as math-
emagenic behavior. The use of post-text questions requiring overt
response without any form of feedback produced the most desirable
results both in terms of time and performance for the alternative
instructional strategies.

This implication has major impact in the psychological area of
feedback for curriculum developers, instructional technolgists and the
field of psychology. Arguments against this implication would generally
indicate that treatment groups receiving text + questions dnd feedback
would presumably obtain higher scores. However, as demonstrated within
this study, this was not the case. Therefore, instructional materials
for which treatment groups do not have access to the correct answers
but are permitted to review the instructional materials, are both
effective and efficient.

Mathemagenic behavior as described in the literature and discussed
in this study can be present in the abser~ce of informational feedback.

The instructional strategies investigated have incorporated the
p inciples of systems analysis, informational feedback and auto-
elucidation processes.

Instructional development models used in this study yielded
instructional materials that were efficient in tems of reducing
teaching time and effective in terms of performance, Therefore, the
conversion of existing instructional materials into self-instructional
modules using mathemagenic principles can have cost-benefit advantages
for educational, industrial and Armed Service institutions.
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The implications for cost-effective instructional materials
development are as follows:

1) Material may be developed that yield performance scores
higher than existing ISD developed materials while requiring less
teaching time;

2) The cost associated with development of the materials may be
significantly less.

The next implication concerns the Armed Services. The Armed
Services have two plans under which all training operates. The two
plans are peacetime and wartime. Without discussing either of the
plans in detail, the fact remins that during wartime the Armed
Services must reduce the training time of soldiers in order to meet
the demands. Therefore, considerations must be made regarding the
instructional materials. Results of this study indicate that the
difference in the means for text (2) and question (3) groups total
teaching time was 6.76 minutes which represents one-third less time.
The decrease in performance was 3.37 test items or 12% of the total
possible score. Without discussion about the future effectiveness of
the soldier, the paint to be considered is that alternative instruction-
al strategies may cut training time by 1/3, therefore better meeting
the wartime needs of our country.
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~TABLE 3

PAIRWISE COMPARISON OF MEAN DIFFERENCES OF

THE SIX GROUPS ON ADJUSTED POST-TESi SCORE
AND THE CONTROL GROUP

q(r,713) 2.80 2.95 3.05 3.12 3.22

Ordered Group Mean 6 5 2 4 1 3

61Control - * * *

5 T+Q+F+R - ns ns * V
Text - ns ns *

4)T+Q+F - ns *

o PI - ns
T+Ouest

w p .05, q(r,713 [**J r q(r,713)(.71238)

*NOTE: The adjusted HSe is an estimate of the average
standard error (Dayton, 1970, pp. 322).

q 2KSerror* F SS treat r]
n 1n + (p1 )S error
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Course Quality Measurement of CAI
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The IBM Field Engineering Division uses a CAI/CNI system
with approximately 400 terminals in branch offices across
the country to accomplish technical training cf iBA's
custome service personnel. The system currently
administers 374 different courses and averaged 28,000
student hours per month in 1976. Many new courses are
developed each year to keep pace with advances in product
and service technology.

This CAI/CAI syst~v is called the Field Instruction
System - Version II (?IS II). It uses a modification of an
IN programmed product, the Interactive Instruction System
(IXS) as the teaching vehicle. Another IBM programmed
product, Interactive Query and Report Processor (IQRP) is
utilized for the course quality analysis part of IS II.
The application 'f these two programmed products (XIS aad
IQEP) is how FIS TF accomplishes "course quality measuzement
of CAI*.

FIS II utilizes an internal company teleprocessing
metwork to connect more than 160 branch offices to a central
computer in row York.

Course quality is i major concern in this system kecause
of the large number of new courses released eaich year and
because of the decentralized structure of the course
development organization. Fifty-one new courses, consisting
of 140 units that average five hours each, were released in
1976. They were developed by twelve geographically separate
departments.

The purpose of this publication is to describe a course
quality measurement system. It is necessary to establish a
proper context lor this description, therefore the first fe
pages will be used to establish an overall picture of FTS Ii
and the functions which support the course quality
measurement part of ti~e system.
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The Field Enqineering Division became involve4 in C-.1 in
the early 1960's when "L-ok type" programmed instruction
material was adtpted to CAI typewriter terminals. This was
an experimental era. several CAI systems were triad and
evaluated and r,search was conducted to identify the most
effective types of CAI &aterials and learning
methods/models. In 1968 a sophisticated full scale
teleprocessing CAI system was implemented.

Backed by seven years experience, a redesigned CAI syszem
was implemented in 1975. The IH Interactivi Instructional
System was selected %s the base for the redesigned system.
IBM 3270 Information Display System cathode ray tube
terminals replaced the typewritgr teruinals and a now
improved course model was devvloprp. The new Podel
incorporates current innovations in training psychology and
the experience gained from 4,000,000 student 6ours executed
on the previous systop. This new CAI system was named Field
Instruction System - Version II (FIS II).
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FIS II course structurt follows a typical CAI model~isploying multi-level components, pre/post testing, remedial
~and unit (critecra) testing. A brief description of each

component follows (Figure 1):

QgH11: Average course length is 10 hours, ranging frce 1 to
80 hours. Satisfactory completion of a course certifies
that the individual can perform certain job tasks when
servicing customer equipment. Some ?IS II courses are
prerequisite to Education Center laboratory courses where
actual "hands on" experience is gained.

I : This is a logical sub-component of the course's
subject. Average length is 5 hours. During Unit Evaluation
at the end of each unit the students -)pinion is solicited
via a Student Opinion Questionnaire an a Unit Test is
administered. Course quality measurement data is stored "by
unit" resulting in the capability to analyze the quality of
each uiit.

i gjjJg: A session is a logical groupiny cf objectives.

Iach objective has a related:

- Test item

- Assignment (teaching aterial)

- Remedial material

correctly answering a Pretest Item branches the student
past the relted Assignment and past any further testing
(Post Test and Unit Test).

For each Assignment presented to the student a Post Test
Item is administered. Remedial material is administered for
Post test Items not answered corrertly.

JefJ9MgI: The Assignment teaches a single objective and is
composed of Activities, each relating to a separate student

flearning task such as:

- leading text (on the screen or referenced in another
medium)
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- Answering study questions

- orki.ag on' application tp xrie

Te A sin g nmn aand~ Activity lees are whxtre thej
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gmR .L t&,lI are used for the various tests in each
unit. Typically, two alternate-equivalent items are
developed for each objective in the unit. one of the items
is randomly selected and administer*4 , as appropriate, in
the Session Pretest, Session Post Test and Unit lest. Using
common items reduces the authors test development effort and
helps ensure that a-h test is valid to it's objectives.

112MAr i 2 11gli are used because the student may be
tested several times on the same objective. Administering
an alternate-equivalent item during the re-testing of an
objective accomplishes two things:

- Reduces student feelings of "continually seeing the same
que.stions".

- Reduces the possibility of the student correctly
answering a re-test item from information temporarily
semorized from previous testing.

Jut 9tM| _ iJJI.9: Each test item measures a single
objective. A test item can consist of any number and typo
of quastions, exercises, problems, etc. This ensures that
an item can comprehensively measure it's objecttve.

119 &Lyji t.9jiDg reduces the total number of test items
administered to the student while mairhtaining comprehensive
testing 'apability. o" example, a terminal objective has
tvo.enabling objactives. When learning the three objectives
the student is first given teaching material for the two
enabling objectives. Then, the teaching material for the
terminal objectiva is presented. However, during testing
the student is glren the terminal test item first and if it
is answered correctly th,,i two enabling test items are
skipped.



Common Test Items( for Session
I " I_ Terminal (T) Test Items

E 'Normally Used to
I4 Make-Up Unit Test

F Filo Pr 1 Asgwrt Asignment Stimmary pott lI2 1  T~ SassonIntoduto t t-est I of Te.st fro"" leIt Summ

Absrac Achtv Activity

The essilnrpe thnsoi- 1he ronlterl of ai tYI)-C',l sessio~n This $¢ewl:1In tklted
on %I t O olrct I ves. nlju(j-ni;r., t-qth I r er)' )lT) i nd E imbtlin,; (E I objPc tives,
alnd relatledJ {'.tesn Thi' to#rn,n to tell itenij have ",a" and. "'b" altr nite

Asmt, 1stl

FTGURE 2
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I Qin~ tjJ~ie olicites the student's
opinion of the course, the system (FIS II) and of the

local branch office study environment. It is administered at
the end of each unit and uses a three levcl branching logic

which is designed to (Figure 3): I
- Continue to solicit opinion details if the student's

responses are significantly positive or negative.

stop soliciting opinion details when the student stops
responding.

At the first level every student is asked for an overall
opinion of the unit and must respond to a six choice range:

- Very Good

- Good

- ~Average

- Poor

- Very Poor

- No Opinion

A response of Average or No Opinion ends the questionnaire.
A response of Very Goodl, Good, Poor, or Very Poor taues thC
student to level two of the questionnaire where a single
screen containing fifteen selectable items is displayed. If
none of the items are selected the questionnaire ends.
However, for every item that is selected a level three
screen is displayed containing additional detailed items.

This branching type questionnaire minimizes the amount of
student time spent in the questionnaire and reduces the
collection and analysis of "null" responses. The maximum
number of of responses the student could give, including all
items in all three levels is severty-five. The minimum
uumber is one, a null response to the level one question.

§fkMU&II EI1JUSi: The unit test, and all teaching material,
can be re-taken as many times as necessary to satisfactorily
complete the test. A satisfactory Course Completion
Certificate is given by the system when all unit tests have
been satisfactorily completed.
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SECO iCABY SCREENS I
I OVERALL QUESTION PRIMARY SCRE!N (UP TO 15 SCREENS, I

(6 RESPONSE (15 CHOICES) ONE PER IACH PRI-
WI CHOICES) MARY CHOICE)

AYERA~e e • E - **

I VERY GOOD ---- -> - > >

AVERAGE ------ ** *** ** ,

POOR ------------ -> a SEE SEE *
I I * EXAMPLE * .. * EXANFLI * ••

VERY POOR --- > --ELO- > BLOU * * 0

NO OP!NI,)W ---* e*..**.** .

I VI
EXIT

QUESTIOM'NAIRI

----------------------------------------------------------------I

EXAMPLE Of PRIMARY SCREEN CIOIC!S B
You indicated, "thoa unit is POOA,'EVY POOR", what are
your reasons?,
1. COVERAGE of tho nubject is w-onq (too little/too such)
2. MATERIAL presentPd is DIMI'ICULT to UNDESIAND
3. HV'9OR and uso of I.4ORMAL language is poor I

15. SU;JCT !hein9 tau.;ht izs NOT INTERESTING
x . REASON in NCI 'UOU0N tbc.k,

.---------------------------------------------------------------- I

EXAMPLE OF (,CHOIES ON A SECONDARY GCREEN
You indicated. "COVLRA;E of the sub ect is wron,', what
are your reasonaT
I1. TO-1 LITTLE in coverod - I don't foel contident
2. TOO MUCII is covar4d - unnecessary xateri4l is preientod
x. PEASOA is NOT 1110UN above

FIGURE I
33

44
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Cnct~1: When a new course is released, how can you tell if
it's a "good" course or if it's a "bad" course? 1IS II uses
the term Course Quality to describe how good cr bad a course
is. Course quality consists of three components (ligure 4):

-Effectiveness (ability of student to perform as stated
in objectives)

- Efficiencl (ability of studert to learn in minimal time)

- Acceptance (student opinion of the training experience)

There is a considerable amount of int3r=-elaticnship
between the three components. For example, a student who
"likes" the training experience may learn "faster". The
components in this system constitute a hierarchy of
importance and if the system was limited to measuring only
one component it would be effectiveness.

qgal: The system is designed for these users:

Author (staff personnel who develops the CAI course or
course unit)

Point of Control (local management and senior staff
personnel who have on-going responsibility for a group~of courses)

H eadquarters (upper management - responsible for all

cornrses)I- Research
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COMPONENTS OF CAT COUflSE QUALITY

I I I I IZS

I ,

SEFFICIENCY
S(TII )

IACCEPTANCEI(O l ON)
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-1S) L t iifi: The system is a "demand only" system. Each
report must be requested. Reports do not have a scheduled
printing and distribution cycle. This keeps paperwork to a
minimum and helps ensure the course quality information ends
up only in the hands of those who want it, when they want
it.

All reports are displayable/printable on-line at any of
the systems CAI terminals. Special requests tor analysis of
unique combinations of data can be formulated and the report
can be obtained on-line in minutes. This is especially
useful when seeking the cause of a "low" quality problem
where repeated analysis is required.

g &: The syttem is used many ways by each of the users.

Prirary uses include:

- Reinforce author.

- Identify low quality training req'.L'ing rvvision.

- Identify quality training methods and techniques for
propagation.

- Allow %aniagemett to direct revision resotrces to the
lowest quality course .
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During design of the FIS II measurement system existing
programs were examined, for suitability, in an attempt to

sliminate the development of a new program. The rieli
lU;invering Management Information System (F3/NIS)* an
inte.'nal IS$ program met the design specifications and was
selected. This program is nov available outside 188 as a
programmed product called Interactive g.tery and Beport
Processor (19lP).

The rQ3P features that are most applicable to the FiS II
Course Quality measurement system include:

- Record selection flexibility

- Calculation cavolbility

- Squocin/suk . alinq capability

- Output format flexibil3ty

-. ~"acro" capability for "packaging" often used repcrts

set4 £oift: The r,%cord obtained froe each student during
the comrletion of each course unit is 290 characters long
and incl'ades the follovinq course qualitj data:

IDEI tIPICATION DATA

- Course and unit number

- Employee aisd branch office number

- Date f unit completion

- Point of cotstrol location restnnsib.e for course

TEST DA t,

- humber of test tries

- Besu)t of last test try (satisfactory or unsatisfactory)
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-71 ---1 - "-r73V

- Item results (students response to each of a maximjm of81 Unit Test items)

TIME DATA

! - Studentfs won terminal" study tine

- Student's "off terminal" study tiae (as reported by~student)

- Student's "on terminal" Unit Test times

STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

Student's overall. rating of the unit (Verr good, good,
average, pooreve'y poor, no opinion)

Studont's responses to detailed opinion items (maximum
of 74 items)

g"kIS, f& 2".I: Only the 50 most current records (students)
are stored for each course unit. Vhen c record for a new
student comPletion is put on the IQRP file, the oldest (51
st) record for that unit is purged. This results in a
reasonable storage *size" requirement and still provids
current usable data for all users. Currently the ?IS II
IQRP (ile contains over 9,000 records and includes 160 units
from 70 courses. The file continues to grow as new courses
are released.

IS ton: "jlJija: IORP is used by formulating questions
about tLe data and analysis canted (figure 5). These
question: are entered at a terminal in an abbreviated
language called the XQRP inquiry (examples are shown later
in the RESULTS section).
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vhat is5 the student accepta new ot unit *2 of course 4100339? Wa r e~osta ss oesi~t oidct~ti

an it e2 of Co~urse~ 070139 is not 4reeptatle?

IWhat is' the *ver490 atUdOnt acceptanC0 fcr Cour.., *703'9

I What is the avera'Iv studont ac -ptanco for all unitr in &i'l
cotirses developod by departsent SYC?

IDo student.' who rato units as *very acce~ptable" complote tbe
units faster or slower than students who rate Unitt 4Z "not

Iacceptable"?

V oltz: rho plocciing questions all involved the "acceptance"
I ZOePOn0I~t Of Course Q4ality. Sililar question, ca~n also be
Sasked concirniziq the "effectiveness" and "efficiency"
coa Poneon tks.

?ZC.Ja 5
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Pour methods are used to ausalyze course quality (Figure
6):

- IQRP Summary

- IQRP Detail

- Response Recording by Unit

- Response Recording by Student

Theso methods form a hierarchy of *level of information
detail", with Respouss Recording being the most detailed.
The methods using IQRF yield generalizable results, such as
percentales, that allow comparison of unit-tc-unit
course-to-course, and Point of Control-to-Point of Control.
The remainder of this publication will concentrate on the
IQUP methods.

The Response Recordin9 analysis methods are not

generalizable. Thq yield results, such as specific student
answers, that cannot be compared to other units, courses, or
Points of Control. These analysis methods are a built-in
feature of IBM's Interactive Instruction System where they
are called Course Activity Summary report and Response
Recording report.

The ability to compare the quality of units, courses, and
Points of Control is very important to the Field Ingineering
Division because of the decentralized structure cf the
departments that develop the courses.
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I P132 TIn,/UNIT COURSE a 70339 SU9TL/LH UNXI 7/O.
PG.1 08/16/77 4** IS2 ANALYSIS FEPORT SO'

FILE UPDATED O 08/15/77
COORS! C AUTH PLIN UNII/tV PCT/AYG

0 LCC TI.P

70339 1 NTC? 9.2 8.1 87
I C3RDS 50

70339 2 X1" 2.1 2.2 106
RECOR DS 50

I/l/......../=JI__, .. _.. l.... .| .JJ| ... __=/| .. |=

IQRP SUMMARY ZXAMPL!: Each llne shows Unit "summary" data (50 studonts)
for effectiveness. efficiency, or acceptance.

I F52 TIME COURSE - 73339 VKIT - I LIMIT 55.
( PG.1 00/18/77 0* F152 ANALYSIS REPOR; **

I FILE UPDATED ON 08/15/77
I COURSE C AUTH SERIAL 8/0 COAP DTD C L PLAN TIME TIME PST LST

u LOC P . TIRE ON Cr? TST 15T
I S TRY TRY

70339 1 NYC p7C27V 836 08/15/77 S 1 9.2 10.C 1.5 .5 .5
70339 1 xrZ n75235 836 00/15/77 ; 1 9.2 6.4 .2 .2 .2
70339 1 NYC 37007o 422 08/!3/77 S 2 9.2 8.6 .4 .6 .2

I ___ _/...II/.II/.III ./I..I .... I I...../I..../I.... I....

101P DETAIL EKARPLE: Each line shcvs Unit "detail" data (i student) for
eftectivnaon., eo|icloncy. or acceptsoce,

(RSPONSr FECOROING t In1-,
COURSE 7033,4 UNIT 7
LABEL STUDENTS CA WA

61?-01 86 0 0 (RgMEVIAL - AFTER IST FOST TEST TRYI I
61C411 8 1 7 TPaLTIST ITEA)
61E4" 1'5 0 1 (4STFACT, - START CY TEACH MATESIAL)
61.111 5? 56 2& (POST TES7 ITR - PART 1)

WISPONIE REC,.,4D:)'G BY IT ?XIA!PLZ: Each line ahova accumulated itu lont
respor.sle o,'clr; irn 4t 4 sinqlo d3spl14y acr#en.

........ ....... . .... ,.........,.................

I R nport %oo 'Qto' tla, to illustrate horo.

RrSPWN',S P!'C')PDINf; 9T .UDEN ? rath report thove every rojponse a,0-1 ty
a at u4.., t,

FI12PE 6
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The report examples used in this section are condensed
and simplified. However they do represent actual or typical
results of the FIS 1I Course Quality Measurement system.

SEPORT EXAMPLES

liii 2i j e: The top line of each report is the
IQRP language inquiry that was keyed in at a terminal and
produced the on-line report. The inquiry for the first
report shown translates to (Figure 7):

- Asks IQRP to look at FIS II data only (FIS2).

- Pequests a preforaatted report called 7ES/RESULT.

- Asks only for courses within limits (WL) of Course
*70335 and Course 170350. Only two of the courses are
shown.

- Asks for subtotals by unit and course (SUBTL) and to
arrange courses and units in sequence from low-to-high
(LH).

Asks for totals only (T/0), rather than a report line

for each of the 50 students on file.

Now letz; examine tle report data. First the column headings
and Line I of the data:

- COURSE = The f-rst data line is for Course 170339.

* CU = Data on this first line is for course Unit 11.

- AUTH LOC = Department responsible for this unit is VYC.

- PASS FAIL = Criteria in S. for passing Unit Test, as set
by author.

SAT Number of students who comsleted the Unit Tes'
satisfactorily (50 of 50).
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FIS2 TEST/R!SULT COURSE VL 70335,703S5 SUBIL/LII COEBSE.,0?IT T/O.
PG.1 08/18/77 *** FIS2 ANALYSIS REKCST * I
FILE UPDOTE: ON 00/15,'77
COJRSE C lUTH PASS S4T ONSAT THY/1 TnY/2 TRY/3* SA7I12/pCr SA?/AcJ

U LCC FAIL

I 70339 1 NYC 70 50 50 100 70
Alcolos 50

70339 2 NYC so 5 I7 2 1 98 48
RECOSDS s0
70339 3 NYC 103 5,J 50 00 I)0

99 73
RECOR DS 50; 150

70343 1 SIC 70 4 1 42 2 99 63
R!CODS 5
"'0O34, 3 2 SIC 70 45 30 9 6 67 57

RECORDS 45
70343 3 SIC 70 45 23 • 9 12 71 41

g 805 55
RECORDS 45; 135

??S2 TPEl/UNIT COURSE WL 70335.70350 SUI3TL/LIt COURSI,UYIT T/O.
PG.1 08/18/77 0* FS2 ANALYSIS REr ,e
F ILE UtPDATED O 08/15/77
COURSE C A,"TH PLAN UNIT/AVG PCT/AVe

ILO TI ME

70319 1 NYC 9.2 8.1 87
RECORDS 50
70339 2 NYC 2.1 2.2 106
P ECORDS 50
70339 3 NYC 10-1 14.1 141

I ~111
PtCORDS 50; 1 gw0

73343 1 -,TC 16.0 16.8 105 1

70343 2 SFC 11.0 8.9 80

703iJ I SyC 13.3 12.,1 92
92

P ECO ADS 45; 135
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- UNSAT =Number of students who have not yet completed
Unit Test satisfactorily (0 of 50).

- TRY/1 = Number of students who Lave attempted the Unit
Test only onco (50 of 50).

- TRY/2 = Number of students who have attainted the WnAit
Test twice.

TRY/3 = Number of students who required three or more
attempts.

SAT12/PCT = % of students who completed Unit Test
satisfactorily in first two tries (100%).

SAT/ADJ z Adjusted SAT1I2/PCT column. Adj~sstment is
made by lowering the SAT162/PCT figure Froporticnal to
the PASS FAIL column to reflect the affect of a test
with a lomered criteria (70). The SAT/ADJ figure is the
number that FIS II uses as the Course Quality -

Iffectiveness indicator.

Now lets exaine tho overall report result for Course
170339. Unit 01 has an effectiveness indicator of 70. Unit
12 is 48 and Unit 03 is 100. The indicator of average
effectiveness for the entire course is 71. The cause of the
low effectiveness indicator for Unit #2 (48) should be
investigated and improvements made.

Notice that the RECORD COUNT for each unit of Course
#70339 is 50. This means the course is not a "brand new"
course and the "rolling 50" storagr function ,s effect. The
data shown on this report is for the gcst recent 50
students. In contrast, look at the RECORD COUNT for Course
070343. It is a new course ane has less than 50 students,

The second report shown is the Course Quality measurement
of Efficiency and is called TII?/UNIT. The PCT/AVG column
shows, the average unit completion time of th-3 students cn
file (column UNIT/AVG), as a percentage of the planned unit
time (column PLAN TIME).

For Course 070339, Unit 1, the actual average unit
completion time is 8.1 hours which is 873 of the planned
unit time of 9.2. This unit appears efficient because the
students are completing faster than planned.
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FIS2 TESr/RESULT COUBRE VL 70335,70350 SUBTL/LI COURS!,UNIT T/O.
, G.I 36/13/77 *** FIS2 ANALYSIS REPOR *To

5 NFLE UPDATED O 08/15/77

ICOUR1SE C AUTH PASS SAT ONSA1 ?Y/1 TUY/2 ?RY/3# SATI&2/PCT SAT/ADJ I
0 L C~C FAILI

70339 ; NYC 70 50 50 100 70

RECORDS 50
70339 2 NYC 50 50 47 2 1 98 6
R ECO RD:: too

70339 3 NYC 100 50 50 100 100
99 73

9 ECORDS 50; 150

70343 1 SIC 70 44 1 42 2 98 68
SECORDS '5
"70343 2 SFC 70 45 30 9 6 87 57

5RECORDS 45
7034)3 1 SFC 70 '5 23 9 12 71 4185 55

iRECORDS 45; 135

rIS2 TINE/1INIT COUES VL 70335,'0350 SUTI/Li COURSEUNIT 1/O.
PG.I 08/10/77 o09 FIS2 ANALYSIS VE15F? *O*I

FILE UPDATED Oh 08/15/)7
C3RSE C AUTH PLAN UNIT/AVG PC?/AVG

U LL-: lIME 

7 139 1 Vy 9.2 8.1 87
I RECOR S 60

"70339 2 WIC 2.1 2.2 106
RECO30S 50
70339 v rTY 10.0 1%.1 141

I FC(-)RS 51 ; 150

570343 1 3r,^ lb.o It. 13
RO703'3 51;C 3.0 12-.0

703'. 2 SFC 11.0 8.9 a.

IRYCORDs ~570343 3 5?Q 13.0 12.0 42

92
I RECOR:)s 45; 135

... / .. /I .. /I .. /I .... I.. ./I /I _ _/I___/ I .. S .... _./t I .. . . /

trz;u1r 2
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The third report shows Course Quality - Acceptance in the
form of reuponses to the Student Opinion Questionnaire (SOQ)
(Figure 8 - Top). The RATING column shows the arithmeticmean of the responses to an overall opinion question, an a
scale of five anqing from Very Good (index of 5) tc Very
Poor (index of 1) plus a null response of lo Opinion. If
all students rated a unit as Average the RATING vculd be
3.00.

Dg& J2jLi [q£j.?: The preceeding TINE/UNIT report showed
"summary" data. It would normally be used to get a general
idea of course efficiency. The data that makes up the
summary report can be shown on a "detail" report (Figure8 -
Bottom). The example shows TIME detail that would ncrmally
be usei by the course author when investigating a protlem or
by research personnel. Each of the 50 students on file is
shown as an individtual report line. Shown for each student
is; study time on terinalL, study time off terminal, and
time for the first and last unit test tries.

Similar "detail" data reports are available shovig
result., of each test item (effectiveness) and responses tothe 7LL detailed opinion questions (acceptance).
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1 P1S2 SOQ/BAE COURSE VL 70335,7035- SUBTL/LH COUHSEtUNET T/O.
PG.1 04,3/8/77 4*0 YIS2 ANALYSIS REPORT " I

I FILE UPDATED O4 08/t5/77
I COURSEt C A JT A-5 8 3 C-3 Da 2 E-1 X-3 RATING D3/PCTU LOC (VG) (G) Itl JP) iVP) (.t¢)

70339 - NYC 5 21 14 5 , 3.648 13
RECORDS 50
70339 2 NYC 3 19 16 5 2 3 3.32 1

I RECORDS so
70339 3 MSC 3 19 16 5 7 3.410 1)

10 59 56 15 2 12 3.3 16
RECORDS 50; 150

173343 1 SFC 5 20 15 1 4 3.64 2

RECORDS 45
70 343 2 SC 3 22 15 2 3 2.64 3)
RECORDS 45
70343 3 S?'C 3 14 20 3 5 Jf.37 7

8 3" 57 19 2 12 3.22 16
RE£COR DS 45; 135

I 1IS2 TIRE COURSE - 7)339 UNIT - I LIMIT 55. I
PG.1 08/18/77 *00 IS2 ANALYSIS REPORT **

F EILE UPDAD ON 0"/15/77
COURSE C AUTH SErIAL D/O COlP DTD C L PLAN TIME TIRE FST LST

U L. ? T T1ME ON OFF TST TST
7~TR T 8 31

/0339 If .c 271270 836 08/15/77 S 1 9.2 10.0 1.5 .5 .5
1 7033 1 PIC *75235 3)6 08/15/77 S 1 9.2 6. .2 .2 .2

70319 1 N n 17)07b 412 08/13/7 "
t S 2 9.2 8.6 .4 .6 .2

I 703j I NYC R1*4bb C9 Obt/26/77 U 2 9.2 11.3 .7 .3 .4 I
1 70334 1 NYC Q21590 155 06/27/77 s 1 9.2 7.1 .1 .Z .2 1
1 I R3DS 51)

FIIJRE 8
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EXAMPLE Or AUTHOR USE 4
A new course has been developed and the author is

interested in it's resultant qality.

jjg2j 1: The author obtains the IQHP summary reports for
TEST/RiSULT (effectiveness), TIME/UNIT gef~iciency), and
SOQ/RATE (acceptance) via a terminal. In this ezaaple only
the SOQ/RATE report will be used. It shows low acceptance
for Unit #2 (2.64). The report indicates that Units #1 and
#3 are micb sore acceptable than Unit #2 (Figure 9).

.eR 1: In order to investigate the low acceptance of Unit
#2, the author obtains an IQRP detail report of student
responses to the detail questions on the Student opinion
QuestionnAire. Of the fifteen Primary reasons *hy students
might not like Unit #2, Reason 04 has the most responses.
The detail report shows:

Of the 17 students who said the unit was Poor cr Very
Poor, 16 indicated Reason #4 ("...study activities are
poor...") as a cause. They did not iAdicate any of the
other fourteen Primary reasons, such as "poor tests" or
"poor directions" as major causes of their low
accept an Ce.

The 16 students who said "study activities are poor"
were administered a screen with the following 3econdary
re sons:

- S22 Displayed study material not helpful in
1 earn in g.

- S23 Reference4 study material not helpful in

learnin g.

- S24 Too many questicris - problems - exercises.

- S25 Too few questions - Problea - exercises.

The report shows that most (14) of the dissatisfied
istudents picked Secordary Reason #S23 as the vause. 1he

author now suspects that there is a prcblcm with the
"referenced study waterial" in Unit #2.

* Unit #2 is severel hours long, has several objectives,
and has many different manuals that are referenced for
study activity. Which sanuals ire the students
complaining about?
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IF7S2 SOO/RATE COURSE = 703 4a SUBTL/LH UNIT T/O. I
PG.1 08/18177 0*e FS2 AVALISIS REPORT **' I
FILE UPDATED 3 28/15/27
COURSE C AOT1 A=5 8=4 C-3 D=2 Eo 1=3 RATId.; DE/PCT

9 LOC (VG) (G) (A) (P) (VP) (NO) I

70343 1 SFC 5 20 15 1 4 3.64 2
RECORDS 45
70343 2 SFC 3 22 15 2 3 7.64 33

REcans -4'

70343 3 SC 3 Ir 20 3 5 3.37 7
8 37 57 19 2 12 3.22 1t

R"COPDS 45; 135

I F7S2 PPSI1 COURSE - 70343 UNIT - 2 T/o. I
I PG. 08/18/77 ,0* f7S2 ANALYSIS REPORT ,,*
I FILE UPDATED ON 09/15/77
I COURSE C AUT1I PO 4 S;2 S23 S24 S25 I

U LOC I
7G343 2 SYC 16 4 14 2 I
RECORDS 17 I

RESPONSE REcoRDImG BY UNIT
COURSE 70343 UNIT 2
LAEEL STUDENTS 'A VA

61r101 86 0 0 (REMEDIAL - APTFR 1ST POST TEST TRT)
61c411
fi lIcc12

61n t4 52 56 28 (P"ST TEST ITEM - PART 1)
1 61 4412 79 31 52 (FAST TEST ITEM - PART 2)
1 61C421
1 61c422
I61E4a21
6SE4a22
61E423
61E,24 12O 112 1 (END OF TEACH M"ATERIAL)
.1,421 65 71 23 (ALTERNATE PeST TEST ITEM - PART 1)
61I422 89 2 59 (ALTERNATE POST TEST ITEM - PART 2)

FIGURE I
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-M It j41" R a qnnma Racnrding ihV 11jt.
Ureport via a terminal. This report shows accusulated

student responses to EACH SCREEN, for EACH OBJECTIVE in Unit
#2 (Figure 9 - Bottom). The data for Objectives 01 thru 03
was examined and looks O. However, the data for Objective
04 (Shown in the example report) identifies a problem. The
column headings CA and VA stand for *Correct Answer" and
"Vrong Answer0. This objective has fourteen display
screens. Notice that at Screen (LABEL) #61m411 and #61m422
most students are responding with wrong answers rather than
correct answers (61*412: CA's - 31 and A's = 52). Further
investigation on this objective solved the low acceptance
problem. The saiual reference for this objective was
incorre,.t. The students were told to study one subject but
were tested on another.

*~ lmjrz: The' author used reports at three levels of detail
to identify & Olow student acceptance* problem and pinpoint
it's cause. The reports were available immediately, on-line,
via a CAI terminal.
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HEADQUARTERS TR1ACKING~

Headquarters began using the Course Quality Heas.resent
system to track "established" units in January 1977. Units
that have had more than fifty student completions are
considered *established*. Here are the results of the first
two quarters (1Q77 V 2Q7 7) of tracking:

0 Number of courses currently being tracked = 33.

0 lumber of units currently being tracked = 104.

* Effectiveness:

- TEST/RESULT criteria currently set at 75%.

- Units aeeting criteria = 62 of 104.

- Best unit = 100%. Worst unit = 22%.

- % of units in criteria 1st qtsarter 54%.

- % of units in criteria 2,i quarter = 60%.

*~Efficiency:

- TIrE/UNIT criteria currently set at 75% to 110%.

- Units meeting criteria a 51 Of 104.

* Best unit = 100%. Worst unit = 196%.

- % of units in criteria 1st quarter - 43%.

- % of units in criteria 2nd quarter a 49%.

* Acceptance:

- SOQ/RATE criteria currently set at 3.25.

- Units meeting criteria - 44 of 104.

- Best unit = 4.22. Worst unit = 2.42.

- I of units in criteria 1st quarter a 40%.

- % of units in criteria 2nd quarter - 42%.
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EXAMPLE RESEA BCH

The Course Quality measurement system provides timely
answers to research type questions. Here are a few of the
many questions answered thus far.

PLANNED UNIT TIME VS. ACCEPTANCE

FIS II has a course development guideline that recommends
that the author design each unit to require eight hours, or
less, learning time. Question: What is the relationship of
student acceptance of units eight hours or less, and of
units over eight hours? The two IQRP reports show that
student acceptance appears better on units that are within
the eight hour guideline (Figure 10 - Top):

" Planned unit time (P/UT) not greater than (NG) 8.0 hours
results in acceptance (SOQ RATING) of 3.31.

" Planned unit time (P/UT) greeter than (GT) 8.0 hours
results i.n acceptance (SOQ RATING) of 3.21.

SLOW/FAST STUDENTS VS. ACCEPTANCE

Question: Vhat is the ralationship of student acceptance
to how fast/slow the student learnOt As the three reports
show, it appears that students who complete quickly have a
more favorable of the unit (Figure 10 - Bottom):

" Student completio3 time less than (LT) 75% of planned
time (PCT/AVG) resulte in acceptance (SOQ BATING) of
3.40.

" Student completion time within limits (ML) of 75% and
125% of planned time (PCT/AVG) results in acceptance
(SOQ RATING) of 3.26.

* Student completion time greeter than (GT) 1251 of
planned time (PCT/AVG) results in acceptance (SOQ
RATING) of 3,08.
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I FS2 SOO/RATE P/UT "6 8.0 T/O. I
I PO.1 08/18/77 0,0 r12 ANALYSIS REPORI *e
I TILE UPDATED ON 10/15/77 |

COURSE C AUTH A-5 U94 C=3 D%2 Ee1 Xw3 RATING DE/PCT I
U LOC (VY;) (6) (A) (P) (VP) (NO)

I 120

424 1996 2711 624 170 1263 3.31 Il
,

IRECORDS 7209

I r1S2 T00/RATE /UT GT 6.0 T/O.
PG.1 08/18/71 0'0 FIS2 A4ALYSIS FEPOFT *..

FILE UPDATED ON 08/15/77
COURSE C AUTH AwS 8"4 C53 1*2 Eel X*3 RATING DE/PC ?

U LCC (VG) (G ) (A ) (VP) (NO)

120 583 792 270 75 294 .21 3 o
RECORDS 2139

I P1S2 TIME/UNIT SOO/RATE PCT/ATG LT 75 T/O.
I PG.1 08118/77 **6 7IS2 A.ALYSIS REPORT ***
I FILE UPDATED ON 08/15/77
I COURSE C AUTH iXT/AVG A-5 00-4 C-3 Da2 E'I X13 BATING DE/PCT
I U LCC (VG) (C) (A) (P) (VP) (NC)

II

S29 1281 1610 281 72 905 3.20 1
RECORLS 3037

I IS2 TIRE/N01 SOQ/RAT!U PC?/AVG CL 75,125 T/.

PG.1 08/16/77 00o FTS2 AJALYSIS RAPOR'
FILE UPDATED ON 08/15/77
COURSE C AU-11 tCT/AVG A-5 8,4 C-3 ,2 flI X%] BATING DE/PCT

U LCC (V G) (6) (A) (i') (VP) (NG)

176 826 1103 328 82 405 3.26 10
RECORDS 301)7

1 P12 TIAE,/UNI" SOC/iPATE PCT/AYG GT 125 T/O,

IPG,, 08/18/77 RY* FIS2 ANALYSIS RPCORT
I FLE UPDATED ON OR/15/77

COUR77,E C AttTH i"rT/AVG h-5 B-4 C-3 D-2 Eel X-'3 BATING DE/PCT
U LCC (V(.) (G) (A) (P) IT P) (NiC)

70 472 710 285 94 2 41 3.08 ,10

FIGUNTF 10
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EIAPLE OF OW-LINE RESEARCH

One ot the course development departments produced an FIS
II course (70555) which used an experimental adjunct
publication.

0 The normal adjunct publication for Course *70555 would
contain "outline" information only and consist of about
30 pages.

0 The experimental adjunct publication contained printed
duplicates of all the teaching waterial presented on the
display screens and consisted of about 300 pages.

0 Students whb complete Course #70555 go to an Education
Center for a conventional lecture - laboratory class.
Instructors who teach the classes said the incoming
students tell them:

"...most students study in the experimental
publication instead of uning the display screens..."

- ...students like the publication better than the

display screens..."

- "...students using the publication learn faster..."

Course 170555 has 8 units and at 50 student completion
records per unit yields a total of 400 student-unit
completions for analysis. Two TOUP inquires were usel to
separate the 400 records nto th-ee groups (Figure 11):

Students who did most of their studying on the terminal
and made little use of the experimental publication.
These students had off- terminal study time of less than
1 hour (T/OFF LT 1,0). See 1st snd 3rd example reports.

Students who did most of their studying off the terminal
and relied primarily on the experimental pu lication.
These students had off- terminal study time of more than
2 hours (T/OPF GT 2.0). See 2nd and 4th example
reports.

Students who used both the terminal and the experimental
publication. These students had an off-terminal study
tibe of between I and 2 hours and were not included in
the analysis.
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1 P152 SOQ/0ATE COURSE 70555 T/Off LT 1.0 7/0.
I PG.1 08,1*3/77 $00 71S2 ANALYSIS PEF0RT I
I FILE M~fATZO ON O 3/15/77
I C3 OR S! C A UTH A5S B=4J cv3 Dx2 Eel Xs3 RATING DE/PCT

IU LCC (YG) t0) (A) Ip) (V P) (4C)j

7 66 146 23 13 71 3.01 11

I 72 SOQ/RATE COURSZ v 70555 T/CF GT 2.0 T/O.I
I PG.1 08/18/77 006 f1S2 ANALYIS REPORTI**
I FILE UPDATED ON 08/15/77I

COURSE C AUTH A,5 b-4 C-3 Dm2 Eal Xn3 RATING DE/PCT
I LOC (15) (G) (A) (P) (VP) (3O)

I8 12 3 11 ?.06 9
REPCORDS 34I

1 F152 TIIIE/OUt17 COURSE - 70555 1/0?? LT 1.0 1/0.I
I Pr.hl 0*3/18/77 $00 M-~2 ANALYSIS WORT **
I rILT UPDATEDj ON 08/15/77
1 COURSE C ArITH PLAN UNIT/AVG [-CT/AVG

U' LOC TI 112

IIEMCOS p1,g

I 72 Tl~t/UNZT COURSE -7055 ?/OFFP 01 2.0 1/0.I
IPG.1 05/18/77 0* F152 ANALYSIS RMPCT I
IFILE UMATED ON 08/15/77

1 COURSE C %UTH PLAN UNIT/AVG PC-i/AVG
IU LOC lI.'t

I 206

FIGURE 11
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Now lets compare the report data to the three aforesaid
4"comments":

**..most students study in the experimental
publication...

- iLook at the RECORD COUNT for reports 1 and 2.

- 'Most students (334) used the terminal. few used the
experimental publication (34) and few used both (400
- 334- 34 = 32).

- This comment did not represent the actual situation.

* ...students like the publication better..".

- Look at the RATING on reports 1 and 2. There is no
significant difference in student acceptance (3.09
vs. 3.06) between the two groups.

- This comment did not represent the actual situation.

"...students using the experimental publication learn
faster... 4*

- Look ot the PCT/AV on reports 3 and 4 (845 vs.
206%).

- Students using the terminal complete in 84% of the
planned time.

- Students using the experimental pub'icaticn ccmplete
much moe slowly and require 2065 of the planned
time.

- This comment did not cepresent the aftual situation.

The three comments resulted from isolateck *mubjective"
opinions. The Course Quality measurement system ptovided
the "objective" analysis that showed the comments to be
invalid.
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-- - - -- - - -- - ---- -- - - - -- - - - I,

I FIS2 SOQ/RAT! COURSE 70555 T/U7fl LT 1.0 1/0.
PG.1 08/18/77 00 FIS2 ANALYSIS REPORT *** I'
FILE UPDATED ON 08/15/77
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MEDIA RESEARCH II PROCESS V
The Course Quality measurement system is being used as

the seasuremant vehicle in a two part tmedia study" now in

process attempting to determine:

Applicability of *media eahancement"

* "Student preference" for types of "complex" media

En.t. 1: Question: can a typical "non Complex media" unit b&
enchanced (quality improved) by application of the mot
appropriate complex media? An existing typical course
consisting of 7 units is being used to execute the study.
Unit #6 of the course was 'nriginally designed to use:

* Displaey terminal.

• Reference to product service manuals.

* Normal adjunct course publication (courst outline).

A review by media exp,-rts identified the potential for
converting part of the display text and part of the text
referenced in manuals to a filmstrip and audio cassette
presentation. This part of the study uill use the original
material for a control group and material "enhanced" with
the filmstrip/cassetta for the experimental group. Both
groups will use the same objectives and test items. The
nuil hypothesis is: "...there will be no difference in
Course Qi-ality between the groups...".

1 : Question: What type of complex media do students
prefer? Unit 03 was originally -,esigned with a filmstrip and
audio cassette presentation4  4 review ty media experts
indicated that the presentation could be converted to a
video presentation and to a minipub* without gain cr loss of
educational eftectivenes,;;. The idea was to determine
student preference of various; types of complex xedia.

"Minipub = Pocket novel size publication containing
information from the storyboard used in audio/visual
presentations.
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Three experimental grou!ps ti', be used. The groups use
* the same objectives and test items.

Group 1: rilastrip and audio cassette

Group 2: Video cassette

1 * group 3: Hinipub

The null kbpothesis is: N...there will be no difference
student acceptance between the groups...". The two other
Cour se Quality components* effectiveness and efficlencl will

also be measured to ensure that "student preference" does
nct affect overall qualaity.
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Introduction

The Double Horseshoe MetLod (D11) was devised to implement the prin-
ciples of performance-oriented language instruction. The 1anguage in-
struction was required for the improvement of spoken English by Korean
solders who augment the U.S. Army in Korea. [These scldiers are called
KATUSA's, for Korean Augmentation To the U.S. Army. They number approxi-
mately 7000 and provide a vital link between U.S. forces and those of
the Republic of Korea.] The Double Horseshoe Method is currently employed
in all clabss at the in-processing center for KATUSA's and in units ol
the U.S. Second Division.

This paper will describe the nature of the DIN and the way it achieved
the goals of performance oriented training. Although the original purpose
of DHM was to improve the spoken English ability -f soldiers for whom
English is a second language, "he method could be applicable to a wide
range of training topics. The description of the training problem and
how the Double Horseshoe Method coped with It will illustrate the poten-
tialities and limits of the method.

The Training Problem

The general problem thal. was approached in Korea waE (and is) a long-
standing one: how to teach the KATUSA's spoken English so that they are
able to learn military skills in the American Array ane be productive sol-
diers. The constraints on -he training situation were severe ard allowed
only a modest dent in this problem. At the KATUSA Processing Center
(KPC) where the developmental work on the DIN was done, Korean soldiers
fresh from basic training in the ROK army undergo three weeks of prepar-
ation for service in the American army. The median size of a cycle fill
has been 240 men. English conversation training is carried out in
eighteen two-hour blocks. Normally, six GI instructors are available for
each cycle. Their skill in language instruction has bern acquired through
on-the-job training. They are not bi-lingual.

The students are selected by the ROK army. Serving the three year
military obligation as a FKTUSA is considered much more desireable than
doing it as a ROK soldier. The precise basis of the selectioa process
is unknown other than these men are vo.-uteers and are supposed to have
demonstrated the ability to read and write English. According to the
Korean sciool system, middle school graduates receive two years of English
instruction and high school graduates as much as an additional four years.
A typical class at KPC consists of one-fourth middle school, one-half
high school, and one-fourth college graduates. in essence, the training
task was to use the eighteen two-hour blocks to orient the students to
hearing and making English sounds. Perhaps nowhere was performance ori-
ented training more in order. For nearly all of the students it was the
first dialogue with a native speaker.
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The Double Horseshoe Method

Doing performance oriented training in classes of 25-45 students
was the major training managerment problem. Previously, the normal com-
plement of six instructors used the lecture method, calling on students
from time to time to respond individually or in chorus. Each student
had a book which contained a formidable amount of material for which lie
was held accountable in an end-of-course test.

Observations and independent end-of-course tests by The hay Research
Institute-Far East Field Unit (ARI-FE) made it clear that the current
training was not effective in improving the ability of the students in
spoken English. The principles of F1 21-6, which concerns performance
oriented training, were seen as highly applicable; applying them under
the circumstances resulted in the development of the DHM.

The D101 took its name from the physical configuration of students in
the classroom. They were arranged in two horseshoe-shaped rows with the
instructor at the cpen end. Each student in the inner ring was perma-
nently paired with a student in the outer ring. Several purposes were
accomplished by this configuration. One was that the instructor's model
behavior was close to the students. His demonstratiot, of the rarget
skills was easily seen and heard. A second w:as that during the perfor-
mance by the students of the training material, the instructor attended
only to the inner ring. The instructor was thus able to insure that
every student performed the desired ,4,ehavior every time it was required.
A third purpose was the demonstration , encouragement of peer coaching.
As each student in the inner ring was called on, his partner in the o:-er
ring was ready to help, usually at the direc,.on of the instructor, Dur-
ing the initial class sessions, the instructor demonstrated what and when
to coach. After the instructional material was covered with the inner
ring of students, the Inner and outer rings exchangtd seats and the pro-
cess was repeated. In addition to obtaining the effects of repetition,
the procedure contributed to the building of the working relationships
between members of the student pairs. This relationship was viewed as
essential to promoting practice of the trainir.g tasks outside of classroom
hours. A further device used to strengthen the peer relationship was the
praise or punishment by the instructor of the collective pair.

Scheduling

After the first tratnng session, during which the organization of
the class occupied the first hour, a typical two-hour block of training
consisted of the following:

1. Test students on meaurial from the previous session, 40 - 50
minu~es.

2. Break, 10 minuiem

3. Train on new material, 60 - 70 minutes,
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Keeping up thin schedule was the largest problem encountered in the
early stages of 01H development. This was handled in two ways: 1) the

amount of material to be covered for each session was cut down to a com-
fortable time-fit; 2) instructors were told not to spend excessive
amounts of class time on individual students.

The mportance of adhering to the pa:tern of the schedule came from
several considerations. One was that of insuring that every man would

get his chance to perform every behavior t-nder the instructor's super-
vision. Another was that by separating the training period from the test-
ing period, the illusory gains in ability due purely to immediate memory
were eliminated. The time gap also gave peer instruction a chance to

occur outside of class. Finally, by requiring a test period after each

training period, the instructor was able to gain a quick gauge of the pro-

gress (or lack of it) by his students. This allowed the instructor to
discover problems almost immediately and to correct them as they became
known rather than be surprised at the end of the course.

Results And Discussion

The major question with any training method is how well does it work.
As applied to the trzining of spoken English to KATUSA's, the DlI was a
highly s"ccessful adaptation of the principles of performance oriented

training. Students performed the required training tasks up to the

training standards. No experimenr was carried out, nor did one seem neces-
sary, to show what was readily observable. There was, however, one small
worry. Was thore anything lost in switching from conventional instruction
to the DINi? Thu reason ior the concern wtii the large reduction in volume
of material that wac necessary in changing to performance oriented train-
ing. Possibly the better students had been increasing t'ieir vocabularies

even If they weren't improving their abilities in spoken English.

To determine if this was the case, the pre - and posttraining scores

on a written test called the Five Minute English Word Test (5EWT) were
examined during the conversion to D104. The SEWT required that a studeut
write down as many English words plus their Korean translations an he

could in five minutes. In Trble 1 are shown the average gait, scoies for
four cycles at the KATUSA Pro-,:ssing Center. Cycle 1 was the first stage
in the implementation process and only three of the six instructors were

attempting to use D11M. By Cycle 4, all of the instructors were using DIHi.
That the average gain scores progress steadily as the DIN waa implemented

is not offered as evidence that the DIN achieves the training goals that
were established. These goals were achieved daily in thz classroom. In-

stead, the results in Table I show that in spite of reduced and delimited
material, no losses were experienced on a measure which would appear to
favor the conventional method of instruction previously practiced. The

steady increase of gain scores on a written test like 5EWT was a bonus

which could have beun due to more inspirational instructors and better mo-

tivated students as well as the Double Horseshoe Method of training.
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Table 1

RESULTS OF FIVE MINUTE ENGLLSH WORD
TEST, AVERAGE SCORES BY CYCLE

Befoce After
Cycle N Training Training Gain % Gain

7701 241 30.5 36.4 5.9 19.3

7702 244 24.8 31.6 6.8 27.4

7703 200 27.6 36.7 9.1 33.0

77C4 99 15.5 25.5 10.0 64.5

Conclus ions

The purpose of this paper has been to describe a way of managing
performance oriented training in large classes. The Double Horseshoe
Method was developed *nd implemented for the purpose of improving the
spoken English ability of Kurean soldiers who augment the US Army.
When used for this purpose, the DIIl was effective on several counts:

1) the G.1. instructors were able to carry it out;

2) student performance on all the utorial was monitored session
by session;

3) peer coaching was demonstrated in the classroom;

4) icores on a mcasure thought o favor conventional instruction
went up during the implementation period;

5) costs were heWl to the same level.

Using the DUN for subject matter other than spoken English seems
quite feasible. The onsiderations behind its adoption in a particular
situation are likely to be similar to those encountered at lhe KATUSA
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Processing Center, i.e., material which lends Itself to performance
oriented training, an obvious need for performance oriented training,

20 to 40 students per instructor, and perceived benefits from peer
coaching. If these conditiono are present, the Double Horseshoe
Method offers a viable way of managing the delivery of performance
oriented training.

Re ferences.

FM 21-6, How to Prepare and Conduct Military Training.
HQ DA, 3 November 1975

Spoken English Instruction Using the Double Horseshoe Method (DHM),
Trainer's Manual, EIGHTH UNITED STATES ARMY KATUSA PROCESSING CENWER,
March 1977
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POSSIBLE STRATEGIES FOR ESTABLISHING
TRAINING PRIORITIES

Arthur C. F. Gilbert, Ph.D.
Ray ond 0. Waldkoetter, Ed.D.

U.S. Army Researnh Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
Alexandria, Virginia 22333

A paper by Waldkoetter et a (1976) reported the utility of the four

factor training priority model presented by Mead (1975) in an Army
setting. In that paper the efficiency of the four factor model was
demonstrated by a multiple correlation of .88 between the four factors
and type of trainiag evaluated along a five point scale. The five
points on the scale corresponded to five types of training where resident
school training carried a value of "5", formal unit training had a value
of "4", rn-resident courses were assigned a value of "Y', on-the-job
training had a value of "2", and a value of "i" was assigned in those
instances where no training was selected for a task.

The early analysis reported by Waldkoetter et al was based on the
assumption that degree of formalization of trainng coqld be expressed
as a continuous variable extending from a high degre* of formalization
represented by recident-school training to lack of formalization
represented by no training being required. Obviously the two extreme
ends %f the scale pose no difficulty in terms of definition; however,
the ordering of the three intermediate types of training requires
certain assumptions about the degree of formalization.

The purpose of this paper is to present possible alternate strategies
that might be used in the data analyses that are not basd on any
assumptions about the extent to which the different types of training
are formal in nature.

1

The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
nicessarily reflect the views of the Army Research or those of the
Dzpsrtment of the Army.
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PROCEDURE

Waldkoetter et al described the data collection procedure in

obtaining the task analysis data on MS 76V Equipment Storage Specialist
taaks. A task list of 183 items was administered to 80 non-commissioned
officers and the subjects were required to rate each task on three types

of training scales; these scales were Task Learning Difficulty (TLD),

Task Delay Tolerance (TDT), and Consequences of Inadequate Performance
(CIP). Each scale was a seven-step scale. For the Task Learning
Difficulty Scale and for the Consequences of Inadequate Performance
Scale, the high end of the scale, "7", corresponded to a high degree of
learning difficulty or indicated that the consequences of inadequate

performance was great. For the Task Delay Tolerance, a value of "1"

indicated that the task should be performance immediately once the need
of its performance had been perceived by the incumbent.

Subjects were asked to indicate the type of training that they

considered appropriate for each task by indicating whether the task

should be taught in resident school, formal unit training, non-resident

school training, on-the-ob training, or if it did nt require any

training. For th-. purpose of analysis in the research by Waldkoetter
et al, theste fij .ype of training categories were assigned values of "

" --"4", "3", "2", and "1" respectively.

As in previous research mean values were derived for each task on

the Task Learning Difficulty Scale, the Consequances of Inadequate
Performance Scale, and on the Task Delay Tolezance Scale. However, for
the analyses reported here the Task Delay Tolerance Scale was reversed
in value so that a value of "7" denoted a short delay tolerance. The
same data on the percent of members performance each task in the MOS
was also used as the fourth factor. Instead of obtaining a mean value I
on the type of training scale as in the previous research, the frequency
of subjects who placed the task in each of the five type of training
categories was tabulated for each task.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Table 1 the correlations among all variables, both predictors
and criteria, are shown. Also, in th's table the correlations hatween
the five point type of training scale (Waldkoetter et al, 1976) and all

of the other variables are shown.

The initial data analysis consisted of deriving the canonical
correlations between the set of predictor variables (i.e., Task Learning

Difficulty, Task Delay Tolerance, Consequences of Inadequate Performance,

and Percent of Members Performing) and the set of type of training
criterion variables (i.e,. Resident School Training, Formal Unit Training,
Non-Resident School Training, On-the-Job Training, awd No Training).
Three sets of canonical variates were derived yielding canonical
correlations of .91, .49, and .86 all of which were significant beyond
the .01 level,
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The first set of canonical variates indicated that tasks judged
hiph in Task Learning Difficulty tended to be perceived as requiring

resident school training. The second set of variates revealed that
tasks that were judged as being difficult to learn and which a large
percentage of members perform tended to be associated with resid.nt
school training or on-the-job training. There was some tendency to
view tasks in which the Consequences of Inadequate Performanne were

considered high as not being appropriate for non-resident school training.
Tle third set of canonical variates tended to indicate that for those
tasks in which a low percent of incumbents perform and when the task
delay tolerance is not important neither on-the-job training or resident
school training is perceived as being appropriate.

A faczor analysis was performed for the four predictor variables
TIo factors emerged in this analysis. Thi first factor was identified
by Task Delay Tolerance and Consequences of inadequate Performance while
the second factor was bipolar. At one end it was identified by task
learning difficulty and at the other by percent of members performing.

The second factor analysis involved the set of criterion variables
(or type of training variables). Two factors were also extracted from
this set. Both of these factors were bipolar. The first factor was
identified at one end by resident school training and at the other by on-
the-job training. Both non-resident school training and the no training
variables loaded substantially (i.e., above an absolute value of .40) on
this first factor. The second bipolar factor was identified at the
positive eni by formal unit training and at the other end by no training
being required and by non-resident school training.

Five regression analyses were performed using each of the five type
of training variables as the criterion. In each analysis all of the four
predictor variables were used. The beta weights derived in each of
those analyses and the corresponding multiple correlation and squared
multiple correlations are shown in Table 2. For the sake of comparison
the same data are shown for the five point type of training scale
reported by Waldkoetter et &l. Four of the multiple correlations were
significant at the .nl level, while the fifth predicting formal unit
training was significant at the .05 level. The multiple correlations
ranged from .8538 fo.- riisident-school tranpng to .3367 for formal unit
training.

The final analysis of the data involved applying the regression
weights in the fiv: analyses of rugresston and the weights derived from
the Waldkoetter et al analysis to obtain a predicted type of training
for each task. The correlations among the aix predicted types of
training were then computed across the 183 tasks. The matrix of
correlations resulting from these computations are shown in Table 3.
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The results of the canonical correlation analysis indicated the
trends that exist in the data in highlighting the relationship that
exists between difficulty in the learning of a task and its appropriate-
ness for resident school training. Another finding of interest from
this analysis centers on the fact that if a task is considered as being
difficult to learn and if it is being performed by a large percent of
incumbents then it is viewed as being appropriate for either resident
school training or on-the-job training.

Factor analysis of the type of training variables indicated two,
instead of a single factor emerging, thus showing the possibility of
ordering these variables along a single dimension may not be entirely
valid. However, it should be pointed out that four of the five training
categories loaded highest on the first factor, the exception being
formal unit training which defined the positive end of the second factor.

The results of the regression analyses indicated that the four factors
were most efficient in predicting resident school training. The resulting
multiple correlation was .85 compared with the multiple correlation of
.88 obtained for the five-point type of training scale. The lowest
multiple correlation was obtained in predictirig formal unit training.
This could very well be due to the lack of a conmon definition of this
variable among the raters. Again, perhaps for the same reason, the next
lowest multiple correlation was obtained when non-resident school
training was used as the criterion.

Examination of the matrix showing the correlations among the different
predicted types of training (shown in Table 3) reveals that, generally,
the correlation between the predicted formal unit training and other
predicted types of training is lowest. The correlations in tits table
support the concept that whatever strategy is employed in selecting a
criterion against which to validate the four factor nodel , the utility
of the model in defining training priorities is upheld with this one
exception.
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UTILIZATION OF DIFFERENTIAL PROFICIENCY LEVELS FOR
CRITERION-REFEPENCED Tl fINING SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

John B. Meredith, Jr.
Data-Design Laboratories

Norfolk, Va. 23505

INTODUCTION

In designing criterion-referenced, multiple-choicu tests, one
of the most perplexing problems is the determination of the
passing score. Either passing scores are arbitrarily set at
some percent correct (Sanders, 1976; Shaycoft, 1976) or they
are determined by complex mathematical methods that incorpor-
ate a and 0 classification errors (Emrick, 1971; Kriewall,
1972; Hively et al, 1973; Miliman, 1972 and 1973; Roundabush,
1974; and Wilcox, 1977). An a classification error occurs
when a nonmaster is falsely deemed to be a master; conversely
a 8 classification error occurs when a master is falsely
deemed to be a nonmaster (Meskauskas, 1976). In most of the
previous studies, the methods for determining passing scores
were either too simplistic, thereby, resulting in large class-
ification errors (Reichman and Oosterhoff, 1976, or requiringcomplex parameter estimation procedures (Wilcox and Harris,

1977).

In this study an approach for determining passing scores devel-
oped by Nedelsky (1954) is utilized. This approach involves
the use of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to define the minimal
performance level for a test by rating the difficulty of each
alternative to each test item for the minimally acceptable
(just passina) examinee (Meskauskas, 1976). Thus, this pro-
cedure estabilshes item content rather than examinee perfor-
nvance as ts.e basis for determining item difficulty (Smilansky
and Guerin, 1976). This approach for setting passing scores
provides one of the best estimates of the probability of class-
ifying examinees into correct mastery or nonmastery states
(Keichman and Oosterhoff, 1976)

When evaluating a heterogeneous group of personnel with varying
experience, the comparison of experienced personnel to inex-
perienced personnel with a single passing score (proficiency
level) is not appropriate. This type of comparison would rose
a serious threat to the external valility by questioning che
generalizability of the results to the entire population (Bracht
and Glass, 1968).



To overcome this external threat to the validity of -e find-
Ings, multiple passing scores can be determined according to
various levels of personnel experience. In this study, exper-
ience was defined at tiiree levels based upon personnel watch
station qualifications. These three levels were:

1. Apprentice Technician (replacement school graduate)

2. Journeyman Technician (qualified watchstander)

3. Master Technician (qualified watch supervisor)

From these multiple proficiency levels, Minimally Acceptable
Performance Levels (MAPLs), were determined by proficiency
level for each area of a test. The purpose of this study was
to determine the extent to which replacement and advanced
training curricula produced effectively trained technicians.

METHOD
Vedelsky (1954) developed the technique as ar "absolute stan-

dard" for evaluation of physics students on a departmental,
multiple-choice comprehensive examination at the University
of Chicago. The technique was validated by Taylor and Reid
(1972), Bobula (1974), Smilansky and Guerin (1976), and Mer-
edith (1977). The use of this technique is dependent upon
the assumption that SMEs can define alternative similarity
as follows:

1. An alternative which a minimally acceptable examinee
should recognize as incorrect is given a value of
zero (0).

2. An alternative which a minimally acceptable examinee
should not recognize as incorrect is given a value
of two T2T.

3. An alternative which is correct is given a value of

two (2).

4. All other alternatives are given values of one (1).

An example of the application of this technique, adapted front
Bobula (1974), is exemplified by the faculty member who is
teaching statistics and defines ability to recognize measures
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I
of central ter ncy as a c omponent of basic statistical compe-
teacy. He might write an itew L d assign the following values:

Value

"The most appropriate measure
of central tendency for the
reading performance scores
of a large class is the ... "

(2) 1. Mode

(0) 2. Variance

Correct (2) 3. Mean

(2) 4. Median

(0) 5. Standard Deviation

When the SME rated this item for the "minimally acceptable"
examinee, he decided that three alternatives (Mean, Median,
and Hode) were equally viable, and all wern given values of
two (2). The SME rated two alternatives (Variance and Stan-
dard Deviation) as not meeting the minimal component of basic
statistical competency, and both were given values oi zero (0).

The Alternative Similarity index (ASI) for the ith multiple-
choice test item at a given proficiency level is defined as
follows:

2n
AShi n m (1)

£ A
j-l K=l

Where: n = number of SMEs,

m = number of alternatives, and

A - value assigned to mth alternative by the nth
SME.
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I VIn the preceding statistical example, the ASI was calculated
by equation (1) as follows:

ASI 2(1) 2 2

1 5 2 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 0 =
Z A

J-1 k-1I

The MAPL for each ,rea of specialization is determined by sum-
Ming the ASIs at a given proficiency level over the number of
items within the area. For each area of specialization on the
test, there will be three MAPLs, one at each proficiency level.
Any technician at a given proficiency level, whose area raw
score exceeds the respective MAPL, is deemed to be a master;
conversely, any technician at a given proficiency level, whose
area raw score does not exceed the respective MAPL, is deemed
to be a nonmaster. A technician may only be considered a
master/nonmaster at one proficiency level. That is , techni-
cian watch station classifications are independent and mutu-
ally exclusive.

At each proficiency level, the technician's raw scores were
transformed to standardized area scores. This transformation
was appropriate in order to meet the assumptions of an analy-
sis of variance design (Cochran and Cox, 1957). The trans-
formation was based upon a standardized area criterion score
(Zi,,) for each technician and is defined as follows:

Xij - MAPLi,2Z i,j  Si (12)

Where: Xi,j = raw examinee score for ith area, jth
proficiency level.

MAPLi, j = MAPL score for ith area, jth profici-
ciency level.

Si - standard deviation of raw scores for ith
area,

From standardized area criterion scores, a factorial analysis
of variance was utilized to test differences among areas and
proficiency levels.
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This analytical design was a pure Model I, where both effects
(areas and proficiency levels) were fixed. This is represent-
ed by (Sokal and Rohlf, 1969):

Yijk - P + Qi + Bj + (00)ij + cijk

Where: Yijk a kth technician representing the ith area
and the jth proficiency level.

U- parametric mean of technician population.

i - fixed treatment effect for ith area.

j fixed treatment effect for jth profici-
ency level.

- interaction effect between ith area and
jth proficiency level.

£ijk = error term of kth technician at the jth
proficiency level for the ith area.

The null hypothesis of interest in this study was that there
would be no significant difference among areas.

He"l Pa U Pb = "'" = 0i

When a significant difference is found among areas, a post ho-,
multiple comparisor test is utilized to determine which area(s)
differ from the other areas. Any area that is significantly
below the other areas may indicate undertraining. Conversely,
any area that is significantly above the other artas may indi-
cate overtraining.

FXNDINGS

In this study, a total of 17 SMEs evaluated a 260-item test
that wa :omposed of 12 areas of specialization (A through L).
Each SME evaluation was used only at one proiiciency level.
In that, 12 Sl4Es were used to determine the Apprentice Techi ,'
cians' MAPL for each area, 2 SMEs were used to determine the
Journeyman Technicians' MAPL for each area, and 3 SYKs were
used to determine the Master Techa-icians ' MAPL for each area.

This test wa administered to Navy submarine technicians
(N=317). The technicians were subsequently divided into
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three, mutually exclusive, watch station categories. From each
of the three watch station categories, 28 technicians were ran-
domly selected and utilized in the analysis. The number of
technicians randomly selected was based upon the power of the
analysis (1-0) and was determined to be .95 (Cochran and
Cox, 1957).

The area MAPLs by proficiency level are presented in Table 1.

Table 1.

Area MAPLs by Proficiency Level

# Iter4 Apprentice Journeyman Master
Area In Area Technician Technician Technician

A 11 4.994 5.577 6.908

B 18 8.478 11.124 11.430

C 18 9.612 10.350 11.250

D 41 21.279 23.944 27.429

E 26 13.936 13.936 16.458

F 20 10.700 10.700 13.160

G 20 11.160 11.160 13.000

H 20 11.000 11.000 11.000

I 21 9.870 11.340 13.230

J 21 11.067 11.067 12.810

K 18 9.774 9.77$ 10.296

L 26 16.302 16.302 17.082

NOTE: For purposes of this study, an additional constraint
was imposed. This constraint was that neither Jour-
neymen nor Master Technicians' area MAPL may be lower
than the \pprcntice Technician MAPL. Also, Master
Technicians' aiea MAPL may not be lower than the Jour-
neyman Technician area MAPL.
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The null hypozhesis of no difference among areas was rejected.
The analysis of variance summary is presented in Table 2.

Table 2.

Analysis of Variance Summary

Source Sums of Degrees Expectd Mean tvel of
variation Squares of Freedom Ns.n Square Square ?-Value iqnificance

A ng Areas 160.420 11 as b Xb2 14.584 16.331 .000000006
8-1

Among Watch- 1.123 2 as + N .914 1.424 .3595
Stations b-1

Areas X Wtch- 63.599 22 4~ Wr 4"A:327 000Stations -67 2.091 3.237 .000000$

Error $48.350 972 01 .693

Total 1,094.197 1,007

A lost hoc, multiple comparison test (Newman-Keuls) was per-
formed to determine which area(s) differed significantly from
the other areas. This was appropriate since the area effects
from the analysis of variance were highly significant. Since
a highly significant interaction between areas and watchsta-
tions was also found, the interpretations of the area effects
become more complex. With a highly significant interaction
effects, global training assessment. based upon area effects
alonc would probably be misleading. Therefore, graphical an-
alyses of mean area scorez are presented in Figures 1i 2, 3,
and 4 to facilitate interpretations of tha results (Wner,
1971).

From the graphical analyses, the following findings are re-
ported by area;

1. In area A, all technician groups were above expecta-
tions. (This area dealt with casualty procedures
which are very thoroughly taught.)

2. In area B, apprentice technicians performed signifi-
cantly higher than expected when compared to the
other technician groups. This may indicate the pos-
sibility of overtraining in this area for initial
replacement training.
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3. In area C, all technician groups performed somewhat
above expectations. This gives an indication that
technician performance is satisfactory (above expec-
tations).

4. In area D, all technician groups performed somewhat
below expectations. However, master technicians per-
formed significantly elow expectations. This may
indicate that refresher courses (advanced training)
may be needed for master technicians.

5. In area E, all technicians groups consistently per-
formed as expected.

6. In area F, all technician groups perfozmed adequately.
However, a large variance among technician groups
requires further investigation.

7. In area G, all technician groups performed below the
expected performance levels. The apprentice techni-
cians performed at such a level which may indicate a
lack of training.

8, In area H, journeyman and master technician groups
performed as expected. The apprentica technician
group performed at such a level whicl. may indicate
undertraining.

9. In area I, apprentice technicians performcd as
expected with the journeyman technician group per-
forming somewhat below expectations. The master
technician group, however, performed significantly
below expectations which may indicate a serious
undertraining problem.

10. In area J, all technician groups performed below
expectations which may indicate a general under-
training trend in this area of specialization.

11. In area K, master technicians performed somewhat
below expectations. The apprentice and journeyman
tcchnician groups, however, performed significantly
below expectations which may indicate a general
undertraining in this area of specialization.

12. In area L, all technician groups performed signifi-
cantly below expectations. This may indicate serious
undertraining in this area of specialization.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper has extended a methodology for making preliminary
training assessments based upon criterion-referenced, multi-
ple-choice tests from the use of a single proficiency level
(Meredith, 1977) to multiple proficiency levels. The exten-.
sion to multiple passing scores has resulted in a more pen-

* etrating assessment of training because technicians of
varying experience were evaluated at their experience level.
To compare experienced technicians to a criterion based upon
unexperienced technicians or vice-versa may be inappropriate.
With the use of multiple proficiency levels, evaluators are
able to fine tune a training system to the specific needs of
various levels of technicians.

The limitation of the multiple MAPL procedure is that addi-
tional number of SMEs are required for evaluating the items in
multiple-choice tests.

One solution to this problem is to have each SME evaluate

items for more than one technician proficiency level. In
this study, this was determined to be inappropriate due to
a carry over effect from one proficiency level to another
by SMEs, thus imposing an additional assumption of local in-
dependence among SMEs.

The education implications of this study may 1'e in the deter-
mination of minimal performance criteria (passing scores) for
a test or test part. This may be extremely useful for those
of us involved with competency-based education. In particu-
lar, educators could evaluate the effectiveness of their
system et various pointc in the curriculum while at the same
time evaluating the product (students). In this manner,
educators could receive quantitative data from which adjust-
ments could be made in the relative enmphasis of their pro-
grams. This could result in a better attuned system that will
meet the needs of the students and will result in a more effi-
cient allocation of limited resources.
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Relating Task Surveys to
the Content of Existing Training ProgramsVi

Harry L. Ammernan, Ph.D.

The Center for Vocational Education
Columbus, Ohio

During the many years that a number of us have conducted research
on military technical training and testing, we often realized our re-
suits also had potential for civilian applications. Now I have the
opportunity to reverse that circumstance, by describing a methodology
developed in the public education sector that may have a usefulness in
military contexts. I hope you find it of interest and value.

It is taken for granted that most of you are aware of the recent
emphasis upon the validation of employee selection tests, as put forth
in Federal Executive Agency Guidelines. Related to this emphasis, the
1976 federal court decision in the case of Washington vs. Davis begins
to highlight a concern for the content validity of training programs,
potentially subjecting curriculum content (as well as the content of
achievement tests based on that training) to standards of validation
comparable to those standards being imposed upon employee selection
tests.

The basis for such validation of training content already exists
for many of you in your task inventories and surveys of occupational
perfornance. By these means, and by related methods used in the engi-
neering of instructional systems, there generally is produced an
identification of what work tasks are relevant to a defined occupation.
There also is some selection of which tasks are appropriate for formal
school training, as well as ome specification of what task content and
performance standards are to be of concern in school training for each
occupation.

A roblem can arise at this point whe; the results of these front-
end analyses are to be compared to the content of an existing trainingprogram, as might be done to see if there are any significant discrepan-
cies between the two. This comparison is not too difficult when the
ccntent of the training program is given in the same terms as the
occupational task survey results; that is, in terms of specific tasks
and uf the knowledges, skills, and profl :iencies associated with each
task.
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However, an existing curriculum may happen to be stated in a some-
what different form, making comparisons very difficult. A particular
program might state its training content in such other forms as these:

1. Listing or outlining the topics, concepts, generalizations,
system components, or other such elements of knowledge con-
tent to be dealt with.

2. Descriptions of what instructors are to do, or the activities
to be carriec on by the teachers.

3. Stated as highly generalized patterns of behavior, noting the
general kinds of changes in students with which the program is
intended to deal.

4. Student performance objectives stated in terms of school-
* related behavior.

5. Listing of the title; of availhble instructional courses, as
in a college cata!og.

6. Identification of particular textbooks, student workbooks,
teaching aids, laboratory exercises, and other instructional
resources to be used.

7. Test items which convey the intended areas of ability develop-
ment or learning attainment.

When an existing curriculum is describedi only in one or more of
these other ways, the relation of that curric:ulu;i to job performance
content derived by task survey procedures is not readily apparent. It
would be helpful if present curriculum content ,;ere convertable tu a
form more similar to occupational survey results.

ADefining Curriculum Content

Let me pause at this point to define what is meant here by the
term "curriculum content," and to suiggest the key variables to be used
in identifying curriculum content.

The concept of "curt iculum" is considered to mean the "intended
learning outcomes" that have been selected and ordered. This view of
curriculum as being a product that states "what is to be learned" by
a student is based upon Mauritz Johnson's 1967 and 1969 definitive
considerations in curriculum theory, wherein he distinguishes between
the concepts of "curriculum" and "instruction."
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Instruction becomes the process by which intended learning outcomes
are achieved. "Curriculum," onthe other hand, is the planned and
structured series of those intended learning outcomes. Thus, the basic
distinction is made here between (a) what is to be learned (that is,
the curriculum) and (b) how such learning is to be attained (the
instruction).

Curriculum content" is identified on the basis both of its intended
inclusion and its emphasis in a training program. The use of content
Inclusion and emphsis as the key variables of curriculum content is
based on the conclusions of Decker Walker and Jon Schaffarzick from
their extensive study in 1974 of what are the important influences on
student learning achievement.

These feaLures of content inclusion and content emphasis are what
we have attempted to operationalize. This has been done in an instru-
ment to be applied to an existing trairing program for the purpose of
identifying wh'at is the Job performance content that constitutes the
planned and inotended outcomes of that training. The instrument,
patterned a, a task questionnaire, identifies the intended curriculum
content in a manner that improves our ability to make direct comparison
with task survey results or other such front-end analyses resulting from
instructional system design efforts.

"Content inclusion," as that concept is operationalized here, is
concerned with whether each particular task of an occupation is or is
not intended to receive some consideration in the training program.
"Content emphasis" is concerned with the level of developnt of per-
formance ability that is intended in the IC-ool training. This indicates
DTMdfEEof task emphasis.

Additionally, "content emphasis" can pertain to AREA of task
emphasis, where particular non-performance feature of a task are
especialy important and attended to in the training process.

Curriculum Content Questionnaire

These three identifiers of curricuium content form the basis for
task questions used in a Curriculum Content Questionnaire that is
administered to school personnel who are most knowledgeable about
what learning is intended in a part'cular training program. This
questionnaire is thj means by which curriculum representatives who
are knowledgeable of planned program content may indicate the nature
and emphasis of job content existing in a curriculum.
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The questionnaire is similar in format to a Task Inventory Ques-
tionnaire.

05estion 1 Question 2

Listing Lf Tasks Level cf Ability Task Areas
Intended To Be Developed To Be Emphasized

(Circle One Level) (Enter Number of Area

1 . - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

F4gure 1. Format of Curriculum Content Questionnaire

As shown in Figure 1, it consists of a colu,,n listing the tasks
of an occupation, followed by two special task qaestions. The first
question seeks to identify both task inclusion in training and its
degree ot emphasis ,*ith respect to the level of task ability. The
second question probes for task areas that are especially important
and intendeJ to be emphasized in the training relevant to each task.

The Appendix contains complete directions and explanation of the
response categories for each task question. Here let me show abbrevi-
ated versions of each response scale.

Level of Task Development

The first question asks each respondent to rate the extent that
the curriculum, during the training prngram, deliberately plans to
develop task proficiency. Eight levels of task developmert are
possible, with the levels being defined in a manner similar to that
used by John Hqmphill (1960) on his scaling of the Job significance
of tasks:
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0 NO DEVELOPMENT of the task is intended

I Develop only a GENERAL AWARENESS of the ta k

2

3

4 Develop a BASIC ABILITY to perform thz task

5

6

7 Develop a V;S v HIGH PRUICE"Ci
in the -'.ul D-rf z'm. rttLe of tp task

Responses other that '0" would be used to iiuicate some degree of inclu-
4 .,n of a task in te planned learning. This inclusion could then range

from a minimal general awareness of the task to development of very high
proficiency in performing the task. The midpoint of level "4" depicts
a basic ability to do the task, but implies no special intent that any
advanced speed, accuracy, or excellence of task performance be developed.
This is typically the most frequently used category, with level "7" being
,ewt most frequent. Levels higher than "4" represent more advanced lev-
els of skill development with increain9ly higher standards of speed,
accuracy, or excellence of task perforrAnce.

Table I portrays the percent of times raters used each response
category when the Curriculm Content Que-tionnaire was applied to train-
ing programs in three different occupational arpis.
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Table 1

Percent of Category Usage
On Level of Development Scale

Trainingl Program

Scale Categor. Mechanic Programmer Secretary

0 - NO DEVELOPMENT 12% 19% 11%

1 - GENERAL AWARENESS 11 6

2 6 4 5

3 4 6 6

4 - BASIC ABILITY TO DO 18 21 27

5 11 7 17

6 14 10 13

7 - VERY HIGH PROFICtENCY 24 16 15

Missing Data 1 4 0

Nine raters were used for each type of training program, with 180 tasks
rated in each occupation. This type of scale helps distinguish between
different levels of task proficiency by stretching ratings of developed
task pertormance over four categories, levels "4" through "7". Ratings
for eauh task are sumarized across raters by taking the mean value of
the 0 - 7 scale. Mean values above 3.0 generally indicate that some
&mount of task tra;ninq is in fact planned for the curri:ulrn. However,
no one precise mean rating %4as found to accurately designate the point
that differentiated between "no development" and "some developnent"
intended In training. This distinction appears to-I-identlifed better
by other means, using survey data from workers and supervisors on
questions of task occurrence and significavice. However, the higher the
value for level ot development, the more likely the intent to inzlude
the task in training.
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Interrater reliability for the nine Judges over 180 tasks in each
occupation was .88 for Mechanics, .78 for Programmers, and .83 for Secre-
taries. These reliabilities are adjusted for mean differences among
raters, and were calculated using Ben Winer's analysis of variance ;;ro-
cedure (1971).

It is of interest to note te obtained relationship between this
level of development scale and other questions often used on Task Inven-
tory Questionnaires. We had some task survey data available from 120
workers in each occupation. Their mean responses were correlated against
mean levels of task development, as shown in Table 2.

As can be seen in this table, task survey data for Mechanics
tended to correlate quite high with intended levels of developmert.
However, for the less prescribed, less routine types of occupations,
these correlations dropped off cz,,siderably, though all retained statis-
tical significance.

Table 2

Correlations Between Task Survey Data
And Level of Development Scale

Training Program

Task Surve Measure Mechanic Programmer Secretary

" Percent of Aorkers Performing
Each Task -89 .76 .61I Frequeicy Of Task Performance:
Based On All Workers Sirveyed .83 .76 .63

Based Only On Workers Who
Perform The Task .32 .:6 .58

Relative Proportion Of Time Spent .77 . O .41

• Extent Task Is Part Of The Job
(Hemphill scale of significance) .91 .72 .59
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Areas of Emphasis

Now, turning to the second question on the Curriculum Content
Questionnaire, we have postulated 11 task areas that might be especially
important for emphasis in task training. These areas represent matters
other than performance speed and acciiracy, since such Yeatures are al-
ready identified by the level of development question.

Four of the areas pertain to various aspects of the job content;
two pertain to personal matters, while the remaining five pertain to
technical knowledge and skill areas. Each of these is accompanied by a
b ief definition in the questionnaire (see Appendix). Raters are asked
to indicate which, if any, areas other than performance ability are
especially cnphasized in training for each task.

Usage of the several categories of emphasis varied among the three
occupations in which we administered the Curriculum Content Questionnaire,
though Technical Knowledge (Category 9) predominated.

The distribution in Table 3 again reflects nine raters and 180 tasks

per occupational area.

Table 3

Percent Of Category Usage
For Areas Of Training .mphasis

Training Program

Area Of Emphasis Mechanic Prograner Secrfetar1

1 - Order. Timing 9% 10% 12%

2 - Value Purpose 12 18 4

3 - Safety 8 1 2

4 - Varied Ccnditions 5 1 9

5 - Relating To Others 3 4 11

6 - Attitude, Responsibility 9 10 17

7 - Basic Education 4 8 6

8 - Detect Discrepancies 15 7 8

9 - Technical Knowledge 18 25 24

10 - Job Aids 11 8 5

11 - Alternate Methods 5 8 3
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The figures showing 10% or more of the responses are highlighted by
circles on this table. Sensitivity to the walue and importance of tasks
was emphasized more often for Mechanics and Programmers than for Secre-
taries, whereas, secretarial .raining more often emphasized the
development of pride in work done and their feelings toward doing
quality work, though I hasten to add that these ratters were not totally
neglected for the other two occupations. Raters of Mechanic training
programs tended to mark twice as many areas for emphasis than did raters
for the other two occupations.

These patterns of actual distributions of rater use of the emphasis
categories are modified somewhat when the responses are summarized
across nine raters.

As it turned out, not all 180 tasks per occupation were intended for
training, leaving some for on-the-job experience and learning. Areas for
each task were summarized by noting simply where four or more of the nine
raters aereed on the same 3rea of emphasis. The results are shown in
Table 4.

in the distribution that resuits from looking only where such a
level of agreement existed, we find that Mechanics increased their pro-
portions for task Value and Safety, as well as for Detecting Discrepancies
an,' f)r Technical Knowledge. All other areas decreased their proportions
in comparison to raw frequencies of category usage. For Programmers,
areas of Worker Responsibility and Technical Knowledge increased their
proportions, with other areas decreasing. For Secretaries the increases
in proportion were evident in the arcas of Relating to Others and Techni-
cal Knowledge.

As on aside, it was interesting to note that when a comparable ques-
tion was asked of employers relarding their expectations for trained
gradLates, (Ammerman 5 Essex, 1977), the Basic Education area was
more evident for Mechanics and Secretaries. The Mechanic areas of
Safety, Detecting Discrepancies, and use of Job Aids were much less
evident in employer expectations, as compared to training inttentions.
However, interpreting such differences between training intentions and
employer expectations goes beyond the scope of this paper.
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Table 4

Number Of Tasks Per
Area Of Training Emphasis

Training Program
Area Of Emphasis Mechanic Programmer Secretary

1 - Order, Timing 1 4

2 - Value, Purpose 17 3

3 - Safety 17

4 - Varied Conditions

5 - Relating To Others 1 10

6 - Attitude, Responsibility 6 3 9

7 - Basic Education 1

8 - Detect Discrepancies 36 1 3

9 - Technical Knowledge 53 16 31

10 - Job Aids 1.

11 - Alternate Methods 1 1

Emphasis Totals 142 24 58

Sumarizing The Results To Show Training Intentions

The results from the two qu2stions of the Curriculum Content Ques-
tionnaire, as applied to three different types of occupational training
programs that precede employment In those jobs, are illustrated in
Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 5

Results For Intended Task Development

Training Program
Mechanic Programmer Secretary

No Development Intended 52 104 51

Some Development Intended 128 76 129

Level Of Task DevelopMent:

Other Than Ability To Perform, 7

Basic Ability To Do Task 20 28 44

Perfomance Ability Plus
Standards Of Speed-
Accuracy, And/Or Excellence:

Level 5 59 23 53
Increasing

Level 6 Levels Of 42 20 21
Proficiency

Level 7 0 2 3

Of the 180 tasks listed in each survey, no development of 29% of
the Mechanic tasks was intended, the same for 58% of the Progranmer
tasks and 28% of the Secret.rial tasks. Comparatively little training
of Programmer tasks was intended prior to employment, with less than
half the tasks that were relevant to the job being selected for train-
ing. This small number of tasks receiving preemployment training is
reflected in the correspondingly low number of training emphasis areas
that were identified. By the way, this result corresponds to informa-
tion we got from employers, who said they generally train programmers
themselves, and do riot expect much training prior to employment. Of
the tasks for which some training was intended, meaningful performance
standards existed for 80% of the Mechanic tasks, but for only 60% of
the tasks trained in the other two types cf programs. Training inten-
tions can be described in abbreviated foym for e&ch task, as illustrated
briefly in Table 6, using examflei from toe Secrttarial occupation.
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Table 6

Sample Task Training Intentions

Intention
Level Emphasis Task

0 No Development Assemble and
Staple Dupli-
Cated Materials.

3 Less Than Relating To Greet Callers
Ability To Others Or Visitors.
Perform

4 Develop Basic Basic Place Telephone
Ability To Per- Education Calls.
form (no special
standards)

5 Develop Ability Proofread Type-

To Perform With written Copy.
Advanced
Proficiency

6 Develop Ability Technical Edit Letters
To Perform With Knowledge Dictated By
Advanced Employer.
Proficiency

For some of the readily learned tasks, such as the "assembling and
stapling of duplicated materials," no development was intended in pre-
employment training. Some other tasks did not warrant the development
of performance ability, but the training did intend to incorporate an
emphasis upon At least one 'ask area other than performance of the task
itself.

In the examples on this illustration, training in task performance
was intended for the last three tasks listed; the first with no special
standards of performance, but including an emphasis upon the learning
of some elementary communicatio skills. Some rather advanced profi-
ciency in task performance wjs intended for the last two tasks, includ-
ing an area of spec,al emphasis for one of them.
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Uses For The Curriculum Content Questionnaire

The intention of portraying the curriculum content of a training
program in this manner is to allow direct comparisons to be made with
the results of task surveys and other front-end analyses resulting from
the systems engineering and instructional design of trait ing programs.
Whatever the form in which the present curriculum content rr.-y exist, the
use of the Curriculum Content Questionnaire appears useful in converting
that actual cor,',it to a form more compatible with task survey data and
analyses of the job. It indicates, if some training for a task is
intended, to what general level nf proficiency, and what areas of train-
ing emphasis are intended. It serves to identify what Job capacities
get developed, though not the enablers entering into such learning and
development. These elements should permit a reasonable comparison to
be made with the results of analyses identifying performance training
needs of an occupation.

In addition to its application in this context, use of the Curricu-
lum Content Questionnaire would also appear to be of potential utility
in several other matters. For one, it could be used to develop a
composite picture of a training program where that training occurs at
different locations or through a series of instructional courses, such
as might occur in local unit training. In another instance, it might
serve as L useful means for denoting the intended skill level of trainees
on particular tasks, for use in developing samples of job performance
measures or other wort sample tests, or for use in coeunicating the
intention of the school to operational units (or other such tployers of
the graduates) so that local units might plan appropriate assignments
and subsequent on-the-job training.

While this method of relating task surveys to the content of exist-
ing training programs may not represent a final !;atisfactory solution to
the problem, it is hoped that it may perhaps serve your present needs
and also stimulate the development of even more useful methods.
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II
( Applying Occupational Survey Data in Instructional Systems Develomnent

Hendrick W. Ruck
Richard T. Ptneen

Claude C. Cunningham

Although it is generally agreed that occupational survey dcta are
extremely useful in developing training requirements, current Air Force
procedures do not specifically govern the application of such data in
instructional systems development. This paper presents a model developed
by the authors which is based on current Air Force instructional systems
development (ISD) directives. The model, therefore, is not cmirically based,
rather, it follows established principles of ISD. The model is proposed
as a guideline for training decisions with tne full expectation that it
will be modified as necessary.

Existing procedures for developing training requirements for Air Force
specialties normally result in Specialty Trainng Standards (STS) which are
not task-specific. STSs are listings of items requiring formal traininig
for airmen in a given specialty. Correlating occupational survey task state-
ments with STS items is a difficult, laborious chore which may not always
be performed due to the amount and difficulty of work involved. A starting
point for alleviating this situation would be the changing of SI'S item state-
ment to occupational survey task statements. While this model assumes that
such a change will be made, the usefulness of the model would not he lessened
should the change be rejected, since newly developed computerized matching
of STS items and occupational task statal'ents is expected to be available
in the near future.

The basic model proposed here is ccnprised of three different decision
;ubsystems. The subsystems flow sequentially, however, the second and
third subsystems maybe applied concurrently. First, tasks are selected for
training and placed on the specialty training standard. Second, task skill-
knowledge codes arz assigned. And third, the formal, basic school training
course is derived. The most significant underlying assumption of the model
is that occupational survey data are a valid measure which may largely
dettrmine training requirements.

In the interest of clarity, a definition is appropriate here. The
work task has been used in this paper in referring to occupational survey
data.'T aining experts often use the word task, and their definition ofthis word may differ from that meant with respect to occupationel survey

data. A task is defined here as a behavior which is time measurable, .hat has
a beginning and an ed, and that is understood to be performed in only one
way. Performing a procedure, if the procedure is invariant, may be a task.
Trivial actions, such as inserting keys or removing specific screws, are not
usually considered to be tasks: rather *hey are elerents of tasks, and,
thurefoe, are not specified in occupational ofurvey data.
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Selection of Tasks for Training

Under this model, the specialty training standard is developed by
listing all tasks performed by at least ten percent of the job incumbents
of at least one of the skill levels (the Air Force Specialty Training
Standard is designed for apprentice, journeyman, and technician training
requirements). That is, tasks performed by ten percent or more of the job
incumbents at any skill level represent a comprehensive and valid listing
of tasks applicable for training in the specialty. Indication is made on
the standard as to which tasks are applicable to the various skill levels,
since not all tasks are relevant at all skills.

In developing the above criterion, initially four task factors were
considered, as suggested in the Air Force literature. The factors were:
percent members performing, learning difficulty, probable consequences of
inadequate performance, and task delay tolerance. Using cutoffs derived
from the literature, the criteria were used to develop training standards
for three Air Force specialties. An analysis of the resulting training
standards suggested that the ten percent cutoff on percent members per-
forming was an adequate substitute for the complex four factor criteria
suggested by the ISO literature.

Assignment of Task Skill-Knowledge Codes

Once tasks are selected for training, the establishment of skill.
knowledge or proficiency codes is the next logical step. This step is not
presently being recommended for implementation due to conceptual and research
questions which arise in developing guidelines. The problems encountered in
attempting to establish skill-knuwledge codes is described to emphasize the
need for further consideration of this topic by policy makers and researchers
alike. The third subsystem of this model is not dependent on this step,
therefore, the actually applicable model may be viewed as a two step model for
the present.

It was at this juncture that difficulty in applying ISO guidance was
encountered. Six criteria were selected based on ISD literature. They were:
percent members performing, task difficulty, taitk delay tolerance, probable
consequences of inadequate performance, frequency if performsnce, and time to
initial perforwrance. Measures of the first four critcria were deriveo from
exact measurement (percent members performing was based on a count, the other
criteria were based on ratings). Global estimates of frequency of performance
were made based on cumulative time spent over all tasks. Finally, tiate to
initial performance was considered to be "low" if 30 percent or more of the
ainen within the first year following training performed the task, otherwise
it was considered to be "high."
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After developing complex decision rules based on the ISD literature,

t problems arose. First, it became quite clear that decision rules in-
volving all factors were not necessary for establishing proficiency codes.
Percent members performing affected inclusion into the training scandard, as
did time to initial performance. Also, frequency of performance did not
seem to affect the proficiency codes in any meaningful way. The only factors
found to actually affect proficiency code levels were criticality (as
measured by probable consequences of inadequate performance and task delay
tolerance) and learning difficulty. More disturbing, however, was the
conceptual problem of whether proficiency level is invariant for a task or
whether, in fact, proficiency changes over time as individuals learn more
about the task and gain additional experience. ISD literature is not clear
on this question. The assumption that adding elements (skills and knowledges)
to an occupational survey task changes the task such that it is a new task
further confuses the issue.. it was felt that until research findings and
policy decisions shed light on these problems, the proposed model could not
realistically address the issue.

Derivation of Formal Basic School Training

Once the tasks are listed on the training standard, percent members
performing for first enlistment personnel is the primary factor for
inclusion in the resident course. In addition, extremely difficu:t or
extremely critical (as measured by pnbable consequences of inadequate
performance and task delay tolerance) tasks are included in the course.
Provision for manual override is made in the model, with the understanding
that overrides will be justified. The algorithms used in the model can be
programmed so that oCcupational data can be displayed and tasks flagged to
facilitate the construction of the specialty training standard.

SUMMARY

This paper presents the results of a concerted effort to interface
occupational survey data with instructional systems development. Unlike
other ISD literature, this effort was data based, using data from three
different Air Force specialties. The use of real world data in applying
ISO criteria allowed for a reassessment of the criteria. Although the
model has been applied to one Air Force specialty by training specialists,
further testing of the model is required to provide a decision-data-base
which will allow fir adjustment of cutoffs and criteria.

It is important to note the difficulty encountered in developing
proficiency codes. Certainly, further research is required on this point.
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VFinally, this paper oresents the beginnings of a model which was
derived from existing models Nnd actual data. The model offers a data-based
developtnent of courses as well as the capability to expand and contract
courses objectively. The model is not finalized, it is not being seriously
considered for adoption. Hot:ever, with the appropriate testing and develop-
ment, it offers the hope of objective proceduralized training development for
all training systems which have access to occupational survey data.
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1' Implementing Instructional Technology in Army Training:

15 Some Obstacles and Solutions

Wesley K. Roberts
Courseware, Inc.

San Diego, California

This paper presents a summary of contractually supported
instructional technology assistance provided to the various Army
service schools through the U.S. Army Combat Arts Training Board
during the period 1971-1975. Assuming the role of a change agent
is challenging without the presence if obstacles; implementing
modern instructional methods into Army training provpd Lo be full
of obstacles as well as a challenge. Only through a tenacious
elfort on the part of a few Army officers and noncoamissioned
officers to meet the ch3nge agent challenge have many programs
prominent in Army training today survived.

The content of this paper is candid and is not available ir
any other singular source. It provides a historical perspective
on many Army training programs today and the effort required to
prepare the systemn for their implementation.
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On 17 December 1971, the Army's Chief of Staff authorized
the formation of the U.S. Army Combat Arms Training Board at Fort
Benning, Georgia. This action was the result of a recommendation
by the Board of Dynamic Training which had been functioning since
August 1971 as an investigative agency to consider ways of
supporting unit commanders in conducting meaningful and exciting
training. Formation of the U.S. Army Combat Arms Training Board
allowed for implementation of recommendations made by the Board
for Dynamic Training.1

Identifying a Requirement for

Instructional Technology Training Support

A major recommendation by the Board for Dynamic Training was
that a program be developed that would rapidly restore deficit
Noncommissioned Officer and Specialist confidence by upgrading
training to develop their professional competence. To meet the
challenge of correcting the gaps (cf. Kaufman, 1973)2 identified
in the training system, it would be necessary to systematically
improve training provided to combat arms soldiers and ultimately
to all soldiers. Some requirements were isolated for immediate
implementation from which the generic effects of a systematic
approach could be further implemented.

A priority requirement was for the combat arms schools to
provide Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) related training
extension courses directly to soldiers in small units. These
courses were to be prepared using a multimedia format, directed
at both individual and small group training. The concept of the
training extension courses was to take subject matter expertise
found in the Army's service schools and export it to the soldiers
win-the-field" in the form of up-to-date training materials.
Through this method, individual training in units would be kept
current with service school doctrine.

In order to begin this extensive program of extension course
development, it was necessary to begin to identify and make
provision for the support required. A cursory survey of the
combat arms schools (Air Defense, Armor, Field Artillery, and
Infantry), and feedback from the implementation of similar
programs, indicated a need to provide training for this
requirement not only at the technical personnel level, but for
middle and senior managers as well. Crucial to the mission of
preparing these extension courses was support at the command
level within each combat arms school.
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To facilitate the senior level management support for the
extension course program, a conference for Assistant Commandants
of the combat arms schools and representatives from the
Department of the Army was held at the United States Military
Academy at West Point, New York. During this conference,
attendees were briefed on current techniques in instructional
technology, as well as the major obstacles to be removed to
partially insure success of the program.

As the plan for the development of the training packages in
extension course form, ergo, Training Extension Course (TEC), was
taking shape; considerable effort began to identify additional
training support needs. A review of the existing training
regulations and guidance (CONARC, later revised and adopted as
TRADOC Regulation 350-100-1 and the then existing FM 21-6)
provided the following insight as to the nature of what training
may be required. Deficiencies identified in the CONARC Reg
350-1 0-1 included:

(1) little "how to" guidance for training developers,

(2) no overview of the total system,

(3) criterion tests were developed after training materials,

(4) knowledges and skills are not related methods,

(5) no developmental model,

(6) nothing addressed the actual conduct of training, and

(7) it contained only a cursory section on quality control.

Another source of input for training support requirement was
FM 21-6, Conduct of Military Trainin. At thit time, FM 21-6
addressed resident instruction and did not provide guidance
concerning other training methods.

The training support requirement expanded when job task data
information at the service schools, as specified in 358-100-1,
was found to be insufficiently developed. Further, the Military
Occupational Data Bank (MODB) did not have the required job
analysis information for designing required instruction. At that
time, the information available was aggregated for personnel
purposes. Due to the deficiencies identified, it became
necessary to initiate several research and development programs.
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A contract with the Human Research Resources Organization
(HumRRO) was established for the purpose of analyzing job
requirements for the eight Military Occupational Specialties
selected for initial TEC development (liB, 1IC, lD, 1lE, 13A/B,
13E, 16P, 16R). This action was taken to resolve the immediate
job analysis data needs for systematically developing training in
the TEC program and to serve as an empirical basis from which new
directions in occupational research, in support of training
requirements, could evolve.

A systems engineering workshop was held to instruct service
school personnel how to generate front-end analysis data; how to
write task statements, prepare task lists, surveys, etc. This
workshop was held at several sites, conducted jointly by HumRRO
and Combat Arms Training Board personnel, and attended by service
school personnel identified to work in the TEC program.

Further, professional support was provided to the emerging
TEC program by contractual assistance provided through the Army
Research Office and Battelle Laboratory's Durham, North Carolina
Office. This allowed the Combat Arms Training Board to acquire
the expertise of several professional analysts who were
knowledgeable in the field of Instructional Technology. These
analysts contributed technical guidance to managers in TEC
program and other emerging programs. This service became a
valuable asset in the TEC program and tremendous benefit resulted
from its use.

More Evidence fo. Training Support

Concurrent with the conceptualization of the design to be
used in developing TEC lessons, plaaning was made to test this
approach by providing training to soldiers preparing for the 1972
1IB40 (light weapons infantryman) MOS Test. This phase, known as
the Unit Training Extension Course (UTEC) Program or TEC I, was
used to test the effectiveness of the TEC concept. Scores on the
November 1972 11840 MOS Test were used as the criterion of
effectiveness.

A total of 56 TEC lessons were developed by a committee
within the U.S. Army Infantry School, addressing four major test
domains. These lessons were largely prepared by Infaitry Officer
Advance Course students and wers in a 35mm slide/synchroni.zed
sound cassette tape format. HumRRO Division No. 4, Fort Benning,
Georgia was contracted to design a study to evaluate this
project. 3
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Results of this investigation reported positive gains from I
the use of these instructional materials by soldiers in
preparation for the 1IB40 MOS Test when verbal ability, command
emphasis, and study factors were weighted with test scores.
Otherwise, no significant differences were found between soldiers
using and those not using the instruction.

A deficiency found in the conduct of this early TEC effort
were the materials themselves. The lessons were not specifically
desioned to teach those skills being evaluated on the IIB40 MOS
Test. The relationship between the TEC I lessons and the test
items evaluated by the November 1972 version of the IIB40 MOS
test wa3 ambiguous with the exception of one major test domain.
These findings are not surprising in retrospect: the developers
of these lessons had no training in instructional technology
prior to their involvement in this project; the lessons
themselves were simply "illustrated lectures", even though they
represented a noteworthy effort; objectives had not been
systematically prepared from use of a job analysis; and the IIB40
MOS test items did not measure mastery of TEC I lesson
objectives. Further, systematic revision of lessons that did not
adequately instruct their objectives was not provided for during
the developmental process. A recommendation made by HumRRO, as a
result of this study, was to "systems-engineer" all future TEC
lessons, allowing for the lessons to concentrate on job-relevant
skills and to be evaluated by job-relevant performance tests.*

The Requirement for Instructional

Technology Training Support

Abundant empirical evidence clearly indicated that the
Army's combat arms schools lacked personnel trained to prepare
the systematic instruction demanded if the TEC program was to
achieve the goal of rapidly restoring Noncommissioned Officer and
Specialist confidence and competence (in part) via extension
courses as recommended by the Board for Dynamic Training.

*During this time frame the movement for incorporating
performance tests into the MOS testing program was gaining
considerable momentum but was not conceived in the present Skill
Qualification Test form. Performance testing was largely
restricted in use to Basic Combat Training. The results of this
and similar tests aided in the move to a more logical method of
job performance evaluation being implemented under the current
Enlisted Personnel Management System.
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Existing instructor development programs were evaluated as
not adeauate to train personnel in instructional technology. The
Army's systems-engineering model (them CONARC, now TRADOC
Regulation 350-i0-1) had been reviewed4and was found to be an
inadequate source of instructional development guidance.

A search for an existing training course in Instructional
Technology outside the Army was then conducted. During this
search a lesson development workshop that could immediately
facilitate training of personnel for the TEC program was
identified. The model taught in this workshop is known as
CISTRAIN, the acronym for Coordinated Instructional Systems.5

Twc Instructional Technology Workshops (CISTRAIN) were
contracted by the Combat Arms Training Board to Deterline
Associates, Inc. The first of workshops was held in San
Francisco, California. Attending this 28 November - 8 December
1972 workshop were 35 personnel from the Army's Combat Arms
Schools, the Combat Arms Training Board, and the United States
Military Academy and other agencies. The goal of this workshop
was "to enable workhop attendees to further develop and
strengthen their knowledge concerning instructional technology
for the purpose of conducting similar training for staff and
faculty members of their respective schools that would be
directly involved in the development of TEC II instructional
materials ... and to further develop staff and faculty not only
for designing and producing TEC II instructional materials, but
also to expand instructional technology expertise throughout the
Army school systems." 6

Concurrent with this training, specifically in April of
1973, Robert K. Branson and Robert Morgan of Florida State
University conducted a two day seminar for assistant commandants
of the Army's Combat Arms Schools and other high level officers.
The purpose was to inform high-ranking officers of the
implications of instructional technology for large scale
planning, critical to the success of the long-range effort.
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The second Instructional Technology Workshop (CISTRAIN) held
in support of the TEC program was conducted during the period 9 -
20 July 1973 in Washington, D.C. At this workshop, 37 attendees
from Army Service Schools, the U.S. Army Combat Arms Training
Board, the Air Force, the Navy, and the Marine Corps received
instruction similar to those attending the earlier San Francisco
Workshop. The goals for the second workshop were somewhat
modified from those in the earlier one. They were: "(I) to
broaden the U.S. Army's community of education technologists by
offering training by some of the nation's top educators, (2) to
further develop and strengthen the knowledge and skill of
workshop participants so they can conduct a similar course for
staff and faculty members of their respective schools and, (3) to
provide the participants with an instructional development model
and teaching vehicle that can be used to train instructional
developers in U.S. Army Service Schools who develop training
materials for resident courses or for export to soldiers in
unfts."

The Washington, D.C., workshop represented the training
identified as a necessary catalyst for follow-up instruction at
five service sch:ols who were to become the participants in the
TEC program now known as TEC III. These were the U.S. Army
Engineer School, the U.S. Army Southeastern Signal School (now
the U.S. Army Signal School), the U.S. Army Quartermaster School,
the U.S. Army Ordnance Center School and tne U.S. Army Adjutant
General School. Each service school in attendance was provided
with a complete cet of workshop materials to meet the requirement
of further training for the TEC program personnel.

Although considerable technical support and guidance was
being provided to Army service school personnel for the TEC
program, it was necessary to expand training support for the
long-range instructional system development that was to be
ultimately implemented.

The United States Army Infantry School, supported by Combat
Arms Training Board funding and contractually assisted by
Insgroup, Inc., began an extensive evaluation of its instructor
training course. As a result, it was determined that additional
instruction was required on the theory of leaL.ing and lesson
development. All instruction was converted to self-paced,
mediated materials, i.e., TV, tape-slide programs and programmed
texts. The number of practical exercises was reduced from nine
to seven by eliminating one twenty-minute exercise and a briefing
requirement. The revised self-paced course was an improvement,
but still did not account for diversified and individual training
requirements.
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The Fading of In-House CISTRAIN Model

Instructional Technology Workshops

~At the conclusion of both the San Francisco and Washington,

D.C. workshops, it was intended that the participating service
schools would use the workshop materials provided to conduct
subsequent workshops to train a substantial number of pfople ii
the basics of instructional technology. Nevertheless, this
program was never fully realized. Although several schools made
noteworthy attempts, only the U.S. Army Armor School (who sent
their Education Advisor to the course) ever really implemented
follow-on training using these materials. In retrospect, somf
reasons for this failure may be intuitively identified. CIST:.?k-
was not Army doctrine nor was it ever officially sanctioned e:,
faculty development program to be institutionalized in the LCi-'
Service schools did not (in many cases) send a faculty deveiope,:
i.e., an instructor for instructors, to the workshop - hence who
was going to subsequently follow through with the training
program? Many high level managers did not perceive this to be a
viable solution to their training problem (instruct~ional
technology was new to them) and did not choose to suppart the
training of additional personnel. There was no follow-rn
training provided to potential course man&gers to insu:e they
could teach the workshop. And, the school- perceived (in many
cases) that a contractually supported effort for the development
of TEC lessons relieved tne necessity for such training.

The Broadening of the Training Requirement

During the period when the TEC program was contractually
adding "trained" Instructional Technologists to the organizations

participating in this endeavor, the U.S. Army Combat Arms
Training Board was busy supplementing this training with
internally develnoed seminars, conferences, and workshops
designel for va~ious tasks necessary in developing systematic
instruction. Thc zietgeist prevailing in the Army training
community was emerging as that of meeting the training
requiremcnts head-on with the latest developments in
instructiona technology. Said another way, the "tip of the
iceberg" which would lead to the total commitment in the Army
toward the full exploitation of training technology during the
middle and late 1970's was beginning to emerge.
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Contemporary issues at the national level were often leveled
at the post-Vietnam military establishment in terms of
substantial budget cuts. Congressional leaders were being forced
to call for "more bang for the buck" and "moee teeth than tail."
Consciousness was being raised at the highest levels across the
armed services of the desirability of less time spent in training I
and more time in deployable combat and combat support units;
toward higher levels of professionalism on the part of armed
service personnel; toward increased efficiency and proficiency in
job performance; and all of this, for less training cost.

One alternative to the tremendous pressures of the day was
to conduct interservice training when the tasks to be trained
were common across one or more service. While there has always
been an exchange of training ideas and some programs throughout
the history of our armed forces, it has not been without
trepidation of the "Purple Suit," wherein the various military
services lose their distinct identity, a concept insensitive to
the ever prevailing philosophy that our specialized armed
services (e.g., land, sea, air) require specialized training to
perform their distinctly assigned missions. Additionally, there
are the manpower and budget consequences of turning over a
portion of training to another service. These considerations
provide understandable reasons for the military establishment's
reluctance to conduct large-scale interservice training.

In an effort to ferret out solutions to the dilemma posed by
t-he training resource and manpower constraints being placed on
the post-Vietnam armed services, the commanders of the four
rai'tary commands met in Washington, D.C. during the September of
! to establish an Interservice Training Review Board. The
p,;:pose of the Board was to promote economy in training through
thc use of interservice training. Subordinate to the Board were
5%v(o~l cummittees constituting the Interservice Training Review
3rqiization. Each of these committees were further broken down
fct more specific functions for which subcommittees were formed.
On4 of these subcommittees, the Interservice Subcommittee for
Instructional Systems Design, was formed when its predecessors
f-action (standardization of a training glossary for the armed
ser-ilces) war zedirected. Concomitant with this redirection was
the broadening of the new subcommittee's function. It was
c;r,,ed to develop a model and set of procedures for the
deevlup~ent Jf curriculum for interservice training programs. 9
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Paralleling these activities were several on-going projects
within the Army independently working toward partial solutions to
the larger issue of systsmatic training development and

management for the total training system. There was the HumRRO
8-MOS study, the revision of TRADOC Regulation 350-100-1,
research funded by the Army Research Institute on Criterion-
Referenced Tests, the TEC program, a Baseline study designed
to iden.tify common, semi-common, ard unique soldiering tasks, the
Experimental Volunteer Army Training Program (EVATP) at Ford Ord,
California, the need to assist service schools in expanding
instructional technology skills to more personnel, and the
potential adaptation by the Army of Air Force Pamphlets 50-2 and
50-58 on Instructional Systems Design. In order to capitalize on
this and other research and development efforts, the Combat Arms
Training Board formalized a contract with Florida State
University for the purpose of assisting the Army in bringing it's
spectrum of training research and development into a total
working system.

The Combat Arms -.raining Board

and the Interservice Project

Not oblivious to, yet separate from the Interservice action
mounting in training circles in the early 1970's, the Combat Arms
Training Board, in fulfilling its charge stemming from the
recommendations of the Board for Dynamic Training, and in an
effort to investigate the actual status of instructional
capabilities within the Army were, had, on 29 May 1973 entered
into a contract' al arrangement with the Center foe Educational
Technology of the Florida State University. The original purpose
of this contract was to survey the state of the art in
Instructional Technology in the Army.

Preliminary reports from the Florida State Study cogently
indicated a requirement for the Army to develop an instructional
technology manual which would lend harmony to the guidanc! and
initiatives in training research and development. Based on these
early findings and recommendations, the Combat Arms Training
Board expanded the scope of work under contract with the Florida
State University to allow for the design of an instructional
technology manual and supporting workshop materials.
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SOn 6 September 1973, members of the U.S. Army Combat Arms

Training Board met in Atlanta, Georgia with Major General Ira
Hunt, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Individual Training, U.S.
Army Continental Army Command (now reorganized and the Service
School and Training Center mission is assigned to the new U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command - TRADOC). General Hunt was
briefed on the findings and recommendations of the study
performed by the Florida State University. Based upon this
report, General Hunt approved the Combat Arms Training Board to
continue its contractudl development of an instructional
technology manual which would be designed to replace CONARC
Regulation 350-100-1, and the necessary workshops designed to
train and implement the new instructional technology manual at
the service school top level management, middle management, and
instructor level. 10

Earlier, on 26 July 1973, the Interservice Subcommittee on
Instructional Systems Design met at Fort Benning, Georgia, to
resolve procedural questions in connection with the design and
development of a model and set of procedures for Interservice
curriculum development.i This meeting was called in light of the
committee's knowledge of the contract between the U.S. Army
Combat Arms Training Boari and the Florida State University.
This meeting led to an agreement between the U.S. Army Combat
Arms Training Board, the Florida State University, and the Inter-
service Subcommittee on Instructional System Design, that the
contracted work could possibly be redirected without serious
imposition to serve the needs of not only the Army, but the
interservice community 3s well. This meeting led to the eventual
inclusion of Interservice participation in the Combat Arms
Training Board's contract with Florida State University.

While the TNcerservice Committee had the charge of develop-
ing a model and set of procedures for intersnrvicE curriculum
development, the U.S. Army Combat Arms Training Board required
broader research and development investigation for the
improvement of Army training. Therefore, from time to time,
modifications were made and tasks added to the contract with the
Florida State University that addressed the specific requirements
of both the U.S. Army Combat Arms Training Bcard and the
Interservice Committee. The research and development products
delivered by the Florida State University ranged from a report
summarizing the state of the art in instructional technology in
the Army, a prototypic TEC audiovisual kit, a manual for
preparing extension :ourset, a model for service school staffing,
and a model and set of procedures for interservice curriculum
development.

10
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The Interservice Procedures for Instructional

Systems Development

The singularly most significant product developed by the
Florida State University, the one most often referred to, was the

five-volume set of manuals titled Interse;vice Procedures
for Instructional Systems Developmet.L-These procedures are
often thought of as the only product resulting from the Combat
Arms Tzaining Board - Florida State University contract. This is
not true. Although their preparation could not have been
accomplished without some of the products from other contractual
tasks, these manuals represent part of the deliverables from Task
5 only (there were a total ef eight contractual tasks). It is
important to note here that the major intent of Florida State
University's research became that of preparing a manual for
TRADOC schools. It was subsequently modified to the preparation
of a set of manuals on Instructional Systems Development for
:nterservice Training.

Input to and the development of these procedures was a
massive process. Possibly the most difficult task performed by
the authors of the procedures was to restrict the narrative to
content pertinent to interservice curriculum developers. One of
the methods used to insure the content of the procedures was
relevant to their intended target population wzs to conduct
formative evaluation trials on both the procedures themselves,
and the three levels of training workshops designed to support
their implementation and use.

Fotmal review of the procedures began during November 1974.
Phases I and II (Analyze and Design) of the procedures were
evaluated in an interservice workshop held at Fort Benning,
Geirgia. Phases III, IV, and V were evaluated in an interservice
workshop held at the Naval Training Center, San Diego, Califcrnia
during February 1975. Further, the manuals were reviewed by
experts in all Army Service Schools during the spring of 1975.
The aggregated data and commeits from attendees were used for
reuision of the procedures, and a revised version of the
proce dures was published in July 1975. Critical to the under-
standing of this program is it's separation from any particular
program within any one service. The formativp evaluation
workshops were never intended to serve as catalysts for the
promulgation of these procedures within the zervices. They were.
simply, "validation trials." These workshops, for training the
procedures to the technical, middle manager, and senior manager
levels, were validated in workshops at Fort Benning, Georgia;
Fort Eustis, Virginia; Naval Training Center, San Diego,
California; Fort Gordon, Georgia; Tallahassee, Florida, and
Pensacola, Florida.
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Status of the Interservice Procedures for;t r sInstructional Systems Development

Although the model had been approved at the close of 1975,
the revised version (July 1975) of the Interservice Procedures
Manual was not adopted by the Interservice Tzaining Review Board.
The Interservice Committee fo: Instructional Systems Development
prepared a ttpott for the Interservice Board on pilot projects, *

implementing the procedures in actual training setting (c.f.,IScanland, 1977).1' The philosophy of the Board being one of
insuring the procedures are reliable and usable, several pilot
projects representing different research methods are planned by
the services to evaluate the procedures. The largest effort was
a contractually supported project at the U.S. Army Signal School,
Fort Gordun, Georgia. This pilot implementation of the
procedures did not serve the exact purpose of the InterservicA
Community. It waq designed with the Army in mind under the
philosophy that the interservice procedures were generic to all
services, and specific eihough to test within the Army. This
project was never fully completed and was redirected to address
job performance aids and other training methoJs. The Navy did
iot implement a pilot program; nevertheless, the procedures were
published by the Navy as d'rective NAVEDTRA 106A. The Army
published the manuals as TPADOC Pamphlet 350-30. The Air Force
and Marine Corps did not assign an identifying number within
their service to the interservicQ procedures. The general
precept throughout the military training establishment became
that of while the procedures were developed for an interservice
purpose, they provided considerable "how to" guidanco and
reference for use a a resource document. Even though there was a
continuing request for instructional technology workshops, these
particular materials remained at the close of 1975 as relatively
untested. The workshop materials and the procedural manual are
currently being made available to the .ainers within the various
services, and it is anticipated that there will be several
alternative methods employed to use these materials as trainingdocuments,
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Future Requirements for Contractually Supported

Generic Instructional Technology Workshops

~Over the past several years (post-Vietnam era) the Army has

been streamlinina training and personnel management systems for a
myriad of reasons. During 1974-75, two significant programs were
developing which will have considerable and widespread impact in
the Army over the next several years. These are the Enlisted
Personnel Management System and the Otficer Personnel Management
System. The U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command has
participated in their development since the beginning of these
systems. Calling for a significant restructuring of the training
support for career development in both the enlisted and officer
ranks, these systems provide for the multilevel structuring of
training to support actual and potential personnel assignments.
Concurrent with the development of these systems, .onsiderable
training :esource and manpower constraints, the creation of three
new combat divisions (for a total of 16 in the Active Army)
within existing personnel limits placed on the Army, and other
major considerations, have caused the U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command to investigate other advanced technologies to
achilve mission success within the tumultuous environment it
operates in.

A very definite direction toward the self-pacing of
instruction resulted as an outcome of an Instructional Technology
Symposium held at Fort Eustis, Virginia in 1975.14 The symposium
focused on problems confronting resident Army service school
training and the requirement to provide training to soldiers in
units. The symposium resulted in two major directions to Army
service school commandants. They were: (1) a charge from General
William E. DePuy, the Commanding General of the U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command at that time, to provide command
level support to self-pacing initiatives, and (2) to use the
self-pacing method whenever possible. This direction was
directed at developing revised and new training programs in o
more cost-effective manner and to enable soldiers to master
resident school training based on their individual capabilities
as measured against established criteria. The later effect was
specifically an attempt to place soldiers into units as soon as
possible by reducing their time in the training base.

Empirically, self-paced programs tend to reduce training
time upwards of 25 percent and cut training costs overtime
without loss in student performance. In many instances, the
actual student performance has resulted in significant
improvement over scores recorded in more traditionally conducted
courses.
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With the advent of the Enlisted Personnel Management System
came the use of constrained task liats. This process was one of
eliminating tasks from training programs by analyzing their
relative importance to the overall goal of the course in which
they were contained. The constraining of tasks to be taught
resulted in reduction of some training time and consequently
training costs. This procedure was by itself a major change in
the direction from traditional training methods.

The development of Soldier's Manuals and their correspondingSkill Qualification Tests established Skill Qualification Tests

established not only defined tasks for job performance within a
Military Occupational Specialty, but the precise criteria for
measuring task mastery. These two components of the Enlisted
Personnel Management System are now the focal point for
establishing remedial training for soldiers not performing at the
required criterion level within their job on a task basis.

A Requirement for Assistance in Self-Pacing

As a result of many events culminating in the 10-1 December
1975 TRADOC Commanders Conference, a new requirement was
identified to provide self-pacing workshops for Army traininr
personnel. This requirement came about due to the accelerazed
nature of training rechnology developments within the Army to
achieve its training mission vis-a-vis the economic pressures and
manpower restrictions of the day.

In order to provide adequate training in the technology of
self-paced instruction, the Trainitig Management Institute (now
the Training Development Institute) integrated relevant
instructional materials that exist within the Army with
pertinent, nd essential, validated self-paced training materials
and expertise available in the academic and industrial
communities.
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Contractual Assistance Required Beyond the Immediate Future

It would be a sophomoric assumption to state that the
contractual support in instructional technology workshops
completed in the recent years by funding support from the U.S.
Army Combat Arms Training Board represents more than a beginning
to what may be demandeC in the long range future of training
developments within the Army. Striving for excellence in
training programs at such a rapid pace and with such tremendous
in-house personnel and resource restrictions makes it
inconceivable to identify, at this juncture, a training workshop
in instructional technology either within or outside of the
military which would be generic, yet, specific enough to address
the training needs of the instructional technology personnel
involved in improving Army training now and in the future.
Therefore, the Army is preparing to offer a basic course in
instructional technology with satellite workshops designed for
more precisely defined training development and management tasks.
The ability of the Training and Doctrine Command to meet its
training missions of the future may be largely determined by its
ability to provide rapid re- nse to urgent training requirements
with surgical precision.

Summary

To summarize the challenge that faced the Combat Arms
Training Board in fulfillment of its change agent role for Army
training, several obstacles may be identified. They are: (1)
the existing information system was not prepared to address
training problems; (2) there was a shortage of instructional
technologists who could be instrumental in developing improved
training materials; (3) responsible commanders required
briefings, and in some cases convincing, on the benefits of
implementing modern instructional methods, and (4) the total
effort required centralized control and guidance to insure proper
system integration.

The solutions to these major obstacles came about through
(1) a large-scale effort to place job analysis information into
the existing data base; (2) the conduct of workshops to provide
initial instructional technology training to personnel involved
in this effort; (3) briefings to inform responsible commanders
and their staff of the immediate and long-range benefits of
instructional technology to insure their support in this effort;
and (4) the Combat Arms Training Board being established by the
Army as the principal agency for control and guidance of
implementing modern instructional technology into Army training.
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A Final Note

This chronology has attempted to provide a historical
perspective on major initiatives in instructional technology that
were supported by the Combat Arms Training Board. However, many
significant initiatives, i.e. training simulaltion, sub-caliber
training devices and gaming simulaltion and others; were not
addressed in this paper. This is not due to oversight, rather to
the focus of the paper being on generic instructional technology
training support and not on specific training programs.
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INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Coast Guard Training Center at Governors Island is responsible
for resident training in four general categories:

(1) Technical training to qjualifv personnel for job entry in seven

specialty ratings;

(2) Advanced training in maintenance and operation of specialized
equipment in four specialty ratings;

(3) Mission-related training for officers and rated petty officers
in two mission areas;

(4) Program-related training for rated petty officers in two program
areas.

For convenience, these categories are placed in two broad areas. Tech-
nical training courses for job-entry qualification are grouped into
Class "A" Schools, the others are grouped into Class "C" Schools. Over
2000 students are graduated annually, approximately 50% in each broad
area. There is great diversity among the individual categories, and even
greater variety when these categories are broken into specific courses.
For example, in the Electronics Technician (ET) job entry category alone, I
there is one basic core curriculum, and three advanced tracks (an
int.egratel series of courses leading to qualification) which combined
comprise a total of 36 individual courses.

Managing a Training Division characterized by so many unique Branches,
Sections, Schools and Tracks is a significant challenge.

This is not a research paper, nor is it a "How to Do It" paper. It is
intended to raise some questions, present problems which we face in
commnon, and to seek assistance. The basic question is -How do we know
that what we are doing is effective and productive?

As training managers,, we need to have some way to measure the effec-
tiveness and productivity of our training systems. These measurements
may be as specific or as general as meets our needs, but in any case, we
must be able to determine how well we are doing with wiat we have to work
with. A military training manager's primary job is to meet the training

needs of the "field". We must be concerned not only with the quantity of
graduates, but with the quality of the graduate's performance as well.
Secondarily, but closely behind in importance, we must insure that we are
using the taxpayer's money wisely.

ige have a distinct disadvantage in contrast to our counterparts in
civilian education and industry. Host of us are not professional
trainers. We are professional soldiers, sailors, or airmen who, by
choice or otherwise, find ourselves in the role of training manager - a
role which we may play for only a relatively brief period in our military
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careers. Some of us may have had the advantage of formal training to
prepare us for this role. For the majority of us, that is probably not
the case. We have learned what we know about managing training mostly
through the legacy of our predecessors. Ours is certainly not the ideil
system, but it is one which has certain advantages when viewed in the
overall military context. ift our pre6ecessors have built a strong and
well-documented program, then we have something to build upon. If not,
then we have to scratch for our own solutions until we can build our own
functional management systems.

Our predecessors at Coast Guard Training Center Governors Island have
been kindly. Nonetheless, we incumbents have found that no tools have
been left behind to help us to make the vital training eff-ctiveness and
training productivity measurements. How do we know if our programs are
effective? How do we know if they are productive? How do we know if
changes are necessary? And if so, what changes? Where are our bench-
marks?

I ACKGROUND

The training philosophy at Coast Guard Training Center Governors Island
is undergoing an evolution. Perhaps not as dramatically as the evolution
of training in our counterpart DOD organizations, but an evolution none-
theless. We are progressing in all of the individual and integrated
courses offered from traditional subject-matter based instruction to
performance-based instruction. This evolution began in 1973 with the
conversion of ET training. And, folloviag our experience in that pro-
gram, it is being carried out in all of the other rating areas as well.
Because the conversion in ET training is complete, we will be using that
as a primary example in this paper.

The previous ET graduate was a generalized specialist. le* knew a great
deal about a lot of things relpted to electronics. lie was well educated
in his discipline, but not necessarily well trained to perform the
technical tasks expected of him upon job entry at his first duty tour
The ET could expect to be assigned to either a Coast Guard cutter or to an
isolated LORAN station, and since they all received identical training
heavily loaded with electronics "theory", none could be considered by
present Ptandards to he qualified to maintain &nd repdir the specific
equipment found at his first duty station. It was as if we were grad-
uating apprentice electronics engineers rather than apprentice electron-
ics technicians. Consequently, a period of OJT following job entry was
required to enable them to do what their training should have prepared
them to do. This was certainly not an effective nor a productive train-
ing method.

The performance-based system which we have implemented is designed to
insure that the student can perform those tasks which will be required

*For convenience only, the masculine pronoun will be used throughout,

rather than he/she or him/her.
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of him upon job entry, no more and no less, and to perform them up to the
requisite standards prior to graduation. His nerformance is reinforced
through a series of "real life" performance tests in which he is required
to trouble-shoot and repair the exact same type of equipment that he will
be working with at his first duty station. So, by matching our training
obectives closely to the actual job tasks, and our performance testing
standards closely to job performance standards, we should be able to

inbure that the graduate is able to directly transfer his training
experience to his work immediately uron job entry with minimal OJT. !
We completed the ET conversion in 1976. lie were satisfied that the new
system was effective. After all, we were able to reduce the basic ET
core curriculum from 20 to 12 weeks by cutting out. all of the "nice to
know" theory. Granted, the new performance-based training was an order
of magnitude more expensive than the old subject-matter based system
because of the necessity to procure more of the actual electronic devices
used in the field, and more test equipment, but we were turning out
bette" technicians. But, were we?

The first reaction from the fic~ld was n egative. The new technicians

"didn't know anything". No specific criticism, they were just "not as
good as they used to be". These criticisms caused us great concern. We
sensed that the old system was not effective, and was unproductive, but
the field had been satisfied for years' We believed that the new system
was extremely effective and productive, yet the field griped! The only
way to insure that what we were doing was not. only effective, but
productive, and to cespond to the field criticism, was to measure our
effectiveness first, and then, using that data to see how productive we
were. Direct and objective feedback on the performance of our graduates
from the field was needed.

The decision was to conduct surveys of the performance of graduates who
had been on the job for a minimum of 6 months and a maximum of one year.
In order to be useful in measuring the effectiveness of training, the
surveys had to be specific. Each job-task related to the newly learned
technical skill had to be probed.

MEASURING EFFECTIVENESS

In order to base surveys of training effectifeness on fundamentals which
would remain relative'y constant, thereby enablinN re-surveys to measure
the same aspects for comparison, the supposition was put forth to
formulate survey questionnaires on the Enlisted Qualifications Manual
(CG-311), the paradigm of qualifying standards tor each rate, to produce
the quality product required. Conferences were aeld with the School
Chiefs and Instzuctors to verity that CG-311, their curricula, and their
Performance Objectives were indeed the same. Since Governors Island
Training Center had recently reviewed and updated all Performance
Objectives to meet the requirements of the Qualifications Manual,
accordance was forthcoming, and the criterion was selected.
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FORMAT

The format. chosen for the questionnaires wis a job task inventory
developed from Lh tasks enumerated in CG-311 for E-4s. The imperative
duties to be evaluated by the field were extrapolated, and final
selections were made by a concurrence of Branch Chiefs and Instructors of
the particular schools.

The questionnaire packet consists of a preparatory letter sent to the
recent gr, duate two weeks before the arrival of the questionnaire. Two

weeks later, the entire packet is sent to the graduate's Commanding
Officer. It is requested that the Commanding Officer forward the grad-
duate's questionnaire to the individual, that the Supervisor's question-
naire be forwarded to the person most qualified to evalujte the
graduate's performance, and finally that the Commanding Officer complete
a critique sheet evaluating the Supervisor's appraisal. An open-ended
questirn is includLd in each packet for respondents to indicate "missing
training elements", for possible future curriculum inclusion.
Additionally, a reminder letter is sent to the graduate in the event his

questionnaire is not retu.'ned within a month from the time of mailing.
3oth gradua'.e's and Supervisor's questionnaires are comprised of an
instruction sheet, a biographical data sheet, and the necessary number of

pages of job task statements.

The utilization of simply-structured job task statements as the basis of
the questionnaire eliminates a degree of generality by pinpointing
specific learning elements. The respondents are asked to rate the job
tasks in two catagories: Frequency of Performance of specifi, tasks in
the field and Adequacy of School Training for the task. The response to
Frequency -s clearly objecti-e; some element of subjectivity is apparent
in the Adequacy rating, however since it is evaluation (opinion) wtich is
sought. this is vital.

The number of tasks, categorized in major AREAS of performance, runs
high. In all surveys, tasks averaged 105. This great number of tasks is
deceptive however, fot each one is composed of a simple st,tement,
containing only one duty; one thought. A judgment is concis, and
succinct becausie there is only one issue to be evaluated. Since there is
• o delineatinp selectivity involved in the mental process, the time
invoived to weAgh each task is short.

FEEDB.,CK METHOD

This feedback method provides a comparative study between choices
selected by graduates and their Superiisors. It provides information asI to (1) how the graduate views his job based on task performance
frequency; (2) how adequately he feels he has been trained to perform
each task; (3) how his Supervisor views the man's job task performance
frequency, and (4) how well the Supervisor feels the man has been trainied
in school to perform each task effectively. Such response enables
determinations as to degrees of under-training, adequacy of training, or
over-trainin,. The biographical data sheets provide additional in-put
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for final analyses of the responses. They indicate the Supervisor's
rate, the graduate's assigment, the length ot time the graduate las been
on the job, any intervening training he might have received, or any
activities which might have delayed nu)mmencement of duty.

The Commanding Officer's critique offers a verification of the
Supervisor's opinion of p.rformance and adequacy.

The open-ended question for "missing elements of training" provides an
opportunity for graduaLes and Supervisors to ob,!ctively enumerate
training needs not being met and which appear to them to be essential for
productive field performance.

RESULTS; INDICATIONS- IMPLICATIONS

The decision was made to initially survey each of the schools with
follow-up surveys every six months. Th date, all Class A Schools and
subordinate tracks have been surveyed. The survey population consisted
of 678 graduates, their Supervisors and Commanding Officers. Percentage
of returns averaged 59%.

A first analysis indicates major AREAS of Over-training, Adequacy of
Training and Under-Training. This gives an inwiediate indication of over-
all Adequacy or Inadequacy of training.

Within these major AREAS, SPECIFIC task are then examined in light of
training requirements.

Once over-all training effectiveness is determined, an in-depth study of
both these categories, AREAS and SPECIFICS, reveals many aspects for
consideration. The following are some ram.fications of the surveys. It
is interesting to note that even though the, same evaluative vehicle was
used, feed-back was ditferent, and idiosyncratic of the individual
school or track. A review of major AREAS shows generally that:

(1) if, as in the Electronics survey, the raiuity of responses
indicates Adequate Trainin, (most tsks are performed very often and
trained well), then the over-all implication is that the newly instituted
ET program is indeed accomplishing its mission. And this is particularly
significant as an evaluation of training etfectiveness sine, as
pteviously discussed, the Electronics Class "A" curriculum at Governors
Island is totally a "hands-on" training experience. The change of policy
to need tc know, from nice to know, has succetrded, overcoming original
antipathy. The ET program is teaching to CG-311, and concomitantly, CG-
311 does define what an entry-level techniciati needs to be able tc do in
the field. It is interesting to note also, as supportive data to the
field survey results, that students trained in the new curriculum faired
better on the Coast Guard servicewide exam, which rank orders quialified
candidates for advancement, than those previously trained under the
older system in four out of six test areas (Administration, Safety,
Electricity & ..lectronics, Solid State Theory), and less than I
percentage point below previously trained students in the other two areas
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(Test Equipment and Technical Maintenance), even though the old
curr~culum was heavily loaded with "theory" in contrast to the hands-on
application in the new curriculum.

(2) if, as in the Gunnersmati and Damage Cantrolman surveys, results
indicated ,ome areas of gross over-training, investigation revealed that
graduatra' and Supervisors' rating o frequency of performance of task
and Adequacy of training ratings var accordin to duty station. A

DnAage Controlman stationed on land does not perform tasks related to
anchor wiadlas.es and anchoring equipment, for example. Consequently,
he rate; these tasks as over-trained and suggests eliminating or drasti-
cally reducing training. However, the odda are, if he remains in the
Coast Guard, he will be assigned to dlfferent billetz where he must use
these skills. Conversely, a Damage Controlman assigned to a floating
unit would rate woodwurking and buildin- maintenance similarly.

(3) if, as in the Gunn!rs,ate Survey results, a graduate is technically
trained for a shipboard station and he is assirned to a shore station,
his evaluation ,f training will be affected. If the facilities on which
he was trained are not available for use, hir responses will fall into
the over-trained category. However, it must 1.! borne in mind that at a
future date he may be transferred to a duty *tation where the facilities
art, available, and at that time, he must have had some "overtrainiag" or
his recall will be insufficient without having additional on-the-job

training. Also criticality of tasks must oe considered. In the event of
a nationzI emergency, that which is considered "over-training" in a
peace-time Coast Guard might readily beco-e "under-training' .

ieference to SPECIFIC tasks indicated that, in ET training, the term
"TIMORY" which ha3 bern the "catch-all" of needs, disappeared, and
specificity of training requirements pinpointed actual additional
training requirements in the revised 91 pr'-am and the three tracks.
One important adjustwent to Electronics Training which resulted from
tis definition of needs was the additioa of maintenance of
Comunications equipment to the Loran Track curriculum. For an
Uz2ctronics Technician at an isolate l.ozan Station, knowledgability of
Comun~cation equipment maintenance was vital. The practicality was
evaluated and the curriculum expanded. Once correlated with the
graduate's assigned duty station, %. e surveys indicate which particular
training needs requike steengthening as the thrust of his technical
responsibilities at that statlcn vary from the core program at the
Training Center. They indicate a poisibility of more accurately teaching
to plcement. They also supply information as to what a graduate needs
when, even though ak apprentice, he is assigned to a billet requiring a
much tare experienced man (for example, issigning an E-4 to a small ship
wherein he alono- is responsible for advanced as well as elementary
duties).

SPECIFICS, As well as AREAS tudied, also provide in-put for review of
"in-house" Training Center testing. If categories are substantially
veak in the field, perhaps "in-house" testing was an inadequate

predictor. Perhaps the tists were not accurately measuring the man's
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progress as he was being trained in particular skills. Perhaps a re-
evaluation of testing methods is suggested.

A study of the "MISSING TRAINING ELEMENTS" question, which often expands
itself to encompass aspects not strictly considered training needs,
provides important feed-back for Training Center - Field comunicatiov,
and inter-play.

The request for more leadership training appeared thematically
throughout one school survey. This is a problem which cannot be
primarily addressed as a training need in our system. The sole mission
of CG Training Cen.er Governors Island is to produce an entry-level
technician - ind leadership is not indigenous in apprenticeship,
althougft it is inherent in a military ethical standard. It is
interesting, however, to try to discover a way to infuse this intangible
moral elcment into vocational training without actually teaching it, as
there is no provision for such instruction either in time or in the
curriculum. Yet it is easentia. for advancement.

This area is now being inveotigated. We plan to use as an appendix to
future field surveys a Military Performance Questionnaire. Both the
graduate and his supervisor will be asked to evaluate how frequently
tasks relative to military aspects of the Coast Guard environment are
performed in the course of a graduate's initial duty tour and how ade-
quately the emphasis was placed on tnis aspect during technical training.
While this segment of militia is not taught per se at the Training
Center, it must be learned through emulation. As instruction must be
effective for productivity, so must be the Instructors, for their impact
must not only be on 4 technically trained man, but on a military techni-
cally trained man.

The utilization of the .nitial job tnsk analysis field survey provided an
evaluation that training in our Class "A" Schools is adequate and
effective. Areas of change which weve indicated have been implemented.
The appearance is that at the present time there has been achieved the
delicate balance of productivity: the product is adequate for the degree
of training, the amount of time expended and the training cost incurred.
However, the politics of experience has showed there is rarely a
constancy in a chAnging society and the Coast Guard is no exception. The
advent of a lowered entry score for school admission, albeit exit
standards remaining the same and what this implies, calls for another
evaluative examination as does curriculum changes implemented after the
initial field surveys. A process of periodic re-surveys, to measure
training adequacy must be the barometer for productivity.
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CAN TRAINING PRODUCTIVITY BE MEASURED?

I Productivity measurement cequires an analysis of input, process, and
output. (See Figure l;. (in the input side there are: (1) Man-power
needs of the field; (2) Job-task inventories (JTI); (3) Established job
performance stand-rds; (4) School entry standards. The manpower needs
translate into the number of students which will be enrolled in training
during any one period. JTIs and Job Performance Standards dictate the
training objectives which must be et.

1-he training process consists basically of methodology of training,
e*ength of training, and resources, manpower and funding.

F i l i. . o A t t r i t i o n N . o

NesStudents '---Graduates

, PROCESS

1. Methodology

--

Figur es

The measurable output consists of the quanitity aind the quality of
graduates. These, too, have cyclical effect on input, where there is
shortfall or overabundance of either.

Pff

If aspects of any three change, the productivity wilP change, either in

quantitative or qualitative results. The ability to measure
effectiveness is the key to measuring the productivity of the training
system as we have seen. But can it be done? We believe so, although we
have not yet foud the right formula to fit our needs.

At Training Center Governors Island, e have seen that by converting our
various curricula to performance-based instruction, we can reduce the
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length of training and still maintain effectiveness. The resulting
personnel cost decrea'e seems to have balanced the increase in capital
costs required in a total performance based system. But what hAppens if~changes external to our control occur? Any of the input variables miy

L change wtich will have a change impact on the training process if the
output is to remain constant. Requirements for change in the process
will also impact on the output.

! For example, last, year tihe Coast Guail reduced it's class "A" School
entrance standards fov all but a few ratings. This move was intended to

provide a greater opportunity for more people to be able to learn a
technical skill and progress toward a Coast Gu.'rd career. Although
school entrance standards have been lowered, job entrance standards
remain unchanged. This means that some aspect of the training process
has to be adjusted in order to maintain the necessary quantity and
quality of graduates. Frankly, we don't know what the overall impact is,
although we have accepted the fact that the length of training will
probably increase and that the atirition rate may rise.

There is also evidence that the Coast Guard may uneergo a drastic

decrease in support billets over the next few years. That indicates a
cut in training resources, even though the input and output needs will
remin unchanged. There will c.-rtainly be an impact on our training
productivity even though other in-house adjustments to either
methodology or length of training are made.

Some of our ratings are currently undergoing job task inventory. We
welcome that. But a the job tasks may change so must our training
processes. Zero-baseiJ budgeting requires the necessity to measure
productivity of every program conducted. If we were to be asked Uhat we
could produce if our FY79 budget was cut 80%, what could we answer? That
we would produce 6O% fewer qualified graduates, or the same number, but
each only 80% quaiified? We need a more definitive method to provide
some definitive answers. We not only need to quantify ou;, current
productivity, but we need to be able to see how a variety of changes will
impact on that.

PRODUCTIVITY BENCHMARKS

The first thing we have to do, after determining the effectivecess of our

current training, is to establish some realistic benchmarks about which
we can make realistic judgements. The first benchmark necessary is the
job-performance standard. In our system, job performance standards are
established by the program manager or subje't-matter expert. The
standards have to be translated into quantitative val"is so that
comparisons can be made with in-training performance te& standards. If
valid, performance test results should be relatively accurate predictors
of on the job performance. In our field survey system, a verdict of
adequacy (neither ovev nor under-training) would confirm that our
perforance test standards are equivalent to job performance standards.
For example, in the Electronics Fundamentals Section of the ET
curriculum, field surveys showed the training to be adequate. 3.900
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performance test scores were than analyzed to determine the averagescores in each module. These average scores have then been establishedas the quantitative job performance benchmark for those tasks trained.

To make this benchmark meaningful in productivity measurement a relative
cost to achieve it has to then be determined.

Juran's "Quality of Conformance Model" (See Figure 2) may help to
establish and then confirm the job performance benchmark in terms of
costs. According to Juran, (1) the more one strives for perfection in a
product, the higher will be the cost of producing one good unit of thatproduct relative to a conformance standard. A state. of diminishing

returns will be eventually approached. On the other hand there will also
be costs incurred for an imperfect product (one less than 100% perfect),
which Juran calls "cost of failure". The cost of failure increases as
the degree of perfection of the product decreases from 100% perfect. In
essence, high costs are incurred at either extreme of conformance to a
standard. Using these principles, a training manager should be able to
plot the co~ts of successful training against the cost of failure in job-
performance to determine total costs relative to productivity.
Conformance or quality standards based on job performance standards
could then be compared with total quality costs and adjusted as necessary
to achieve optimization.

Total Quality Cost

Cost of Failure

'44

0

! j Cost of tuccess

0 Quality o Conformance
To Standard

I Figure 2

(i) QUALITY CONTROl, HANDBOOK by J. H. JURAN.

1
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For example, assume that a conformance standard of 70 on a scale from 0
to 100 is considered as qualifying in any given situation. A training
cost to meet that standard can be computed based on existing data. An
adequate feedback system could then show the relative cost of failure,
that is, the tralaln& deficien-y in the faage of 71 to 100 on the same
scale. If it is found that the relative cost of failure is excessively
high, then apparently the standard is too low and should be adjusted
upward. If the relative cost of training is too high, then the standard
should be adjusted downward. The relative cost of failure will be an
extremely difficult value to define and will probably have to be
expressed only in terms of a percentage of under-training determined fro:
effectiveness s.rverys.

The standard would then fall ivto one of three zones described by Juran
en a tot#l quality cost curv.e: a "zone of improvement" (standard is too
low), a "zone of perfection" (standard is too high), and an "optiviu
zone" (standard is just right). (3ee Figure 3).

Zone of Zoeo
Improvement PerfectionI I

I Ii I

Optimum Zone

Figure 3

A criticism may arise that a training manager who applies this form of
quality control is only putting out a mediocre product. If one strives
for only 70% of a quality value for example, then that criticism is
valid, but only on paper. Our experience has shown that if the quality
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standard is realistically based on the best data available, a great
portion of students will achieve beyond that standard provided the
motivational environment is right and no other restraints are placed upon
them. To paraphrase -n old duplicate bridge axiom: "Striving for the
best possible result will result in failure most of the time. Striving
for the best result possible will result in success most of the time."
Granted, there are those areas where perfection in training is an
absolute must for job entry. The astronaut training program is an
example. Perfection here is necessary because the cost of failure is so
great. The program manager has to accept this cost if the program is to
continue. In our experience though, that condition is the exception
rather than the rule.

The Juran conformance to standard model can alsn be used to establish and
confirm a realistic pass-fail threshold. For instance, the value which
is represented by the line of demarcation between the optimum zone and
the zone of improvement on the total quality cost curve might be
considered to be a realistic pass-fail threshold once the quality
standard hAs been determined.

The next benchmark for measuring training productivity is a realistic
attrition rate. This certainly relates to an established .onformance
staitdard. By applying Juran's principle here, as well, an optimum zone
can be determined. Since our task as training managers is to provide a
given quantity of qualified graduates to meet field needs, the ideal
attrition rate is zero. But from a productivity viewpoint that is not
realistic. If the conformance standard is set so low that every student
passes, there is a risk of higher costs of failure in job performance.
Conversely, if the standard is set too high, the quality needs will be
met but the quantity probably won't be. Therefore, the pass-fail
threshold may have to be adjusted accordingly, even though slightly
higher than optimum cost of failure may result. This circumstance may be
offset by additional follow-on OJT to reduce cost of failure somewhat.

Cost per student trained is the third benchmark. Student time,
instructor time, training equipment, and operating costs are elements
dhich make up this benchmark. It is the probably the most critical of
the three because productivity in any management area has to be related
to cost as can be seen in Juran's model. It interrelates directly with
the other two benchmarks because they are expressed in terms of quality
and quantity costs. These three benchmarks, job perforrnce standards, a
realistic attrition rate, and cost per student trakned are the basic keys
to training productivity measurement. We cal) them benchmarks because
they are just that: starting point3 on which we can base a training
productivity measurement. The benchmarks must have some flexibility and
should be adjusted as necessary to eventually "bracket in" on a firm
standard. Each, of course, must he confirmed by results of training
effectiveness surveys. Once established, these benchmarks should
provide starting points to enable us to solve some of the problems which
were discussed above. Please keep in mind that we have not yet come up
witi a workable formula, but we are continuing our renearch. We will
explain generally how such a productivity measurement system may be
applied.
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APPLICATION

Consider bime of the problems meutioned previously. The first of these
is the effect of reduced school-entry standards with no offsetting
reduction it job-entry standards. With reference to the input-process-
output model, (Figure 1) the only adjustment which can be made is in the
process. But first we have to see what our current productivity is
before we can measure the effect of change. Let's look at our ET
curriculm as the best example.

Based on field surveys conducted prior to this change, we know that our
current ET training process is meeting both of the field quantity and
quality needs. We also know the number of student hours, instructor
hours, cost of training equipment, acd opersting costs involved to meet
those needs. From analysis, we have established a meaningful performance
standard and pass-fail threshold. Our attrition rate has leveled and has
remained fairly constant at 5%. We also know the training cost per
student. These are our initial benchmarks.

Let's then consider what the results of lower entry standards might be.
We suspect that it is a greater number of students with some reduced
learning abilitic.s, probably lower reading and mathematic skills. Next,
consider what the impact on productivity will bz if no changes in process
are introduced. Without reducing job performance standards (ben,:hnark
1), it is obvious that a higher attrition rate (benchmark 2) will result.
Consequently, we will fail to meet the number of graduates required by
the field. If performence test standards are reduced in order to
maintain the lower attrition rate, the risk of on-the-job failure will
result. Therefore, a change in pocess is mandated. W.- could change (he
methodology, increase the length of training, or increase resources.
Each will result in some cost increase (benchmark 3), thereby effecting
productivity. We believe that the current methodology, (performance-
based instruction) is ideal for this situation, although we are
considering adding some self-study enrichment programs which may assist.
An increase in resources, except for student time, is probably not the
answer. Therefore, the logical adjustment is to increase the length of
training. In essence, the slower learning student will be given more
time to learn. This will result in a proportional increase in cost per
student trained.

What does this mean in terms of productivity? A greater course length
will result in a relatively higher training process cost. Is that
productive? If it meets the objective of the school-entry standard
teduction (to give a greater opportunity for more people to leairn a
skill) and still satisfies field needs, the, answer is yea. The next step
is to conduct a field survey to determine the job performance of those
graduates who h:d entered training under the lower entry standards. This
will serve to measure the effects of the reduced school-entry standards
on job performance, if any, to confirm that the adjusted training was
effective, and to confirm the adjusted cost of training benchmrk. I'
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Another problem uhich we expect to face soon is a reduction in instructor
billets. We don't know how many billets we might lose but we hope to be
able to make some realistic projections of it's impact. If our
envisioned productivity benchmarks are valid and confirmed we should be
able to pinpoint those courses in which we can effect the resource
reduction and what impact that will have. It may require either change
in methodology or in course length or in perhaps some combination of

both. If it appears that these changes may result in a reduction of
training quality or quantity of graduates, then that too should be
evident. In any event, the impact of a resulting cost of training
decrease which should result from reduction of resources can be revealed.
Is the sicrifice of some degree of quantity or quality of graduates in
favor of lower cost of training productive? Perhaps it is, if the
relative cost of failure on the job is not too great.

Whct about zero-based budgeting? A productivity measurement system is an
absolute must. When a manager can show ir. qu~ntlt~ tve termsm the cffccts
of resource changes on prod :ctiviiy, his budget estimates have a firm
foundation. Many of us at our levels have not had to zero-base our
budgets yet. But it will eventually come down to us, We wil have to
analyze every element of our training programs to justify how we are
conducting them. Well defined standards, a realistic attrition rate, and
specific cost data related to these will aid us in that justification.

SUMMARY

In this paper we have presenited issues which are undoubtly not new in
management. Nor is our approach to resolving them necessarily unique.
Perhaps it is innovative only in our eyes - the eyes of short-term
trainin3 managers who will soon move ontc some other field of endeavor.
Perhaps naively, we fee) that 't is the most practical approach to fit
our needs at Coast Guard Training Center Governors Island.

The problem presented is manifold. Is our training effective? Is our
training system productive? What are the impacts of a variety of changes
which may occur? How can we adjust to those changes and still be able to

meet the quanity and quality of graduates needed by the field? What are
our benchmarks?

We have so far found only a partial solution to this complex problem.
More work is yet to follow. We have found that we can measure our t
training effectiveness. This measurement allows us to validate per-
formance testing and to insure that these tests adequately predict on thet

job performance. Through analysis of the feedback data and performance
test rcsalts, a job-performance bench mark can be established.

Further, through the same analysis, a realistic pass-fail threshold is
established. This value allows us to "bracket in" on a reasonable A
attrition rate - one that iisures that the quanity oi graduates is
responsive to field needs and at the same time minimizes the cost of
failure on the job.
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Finally, we can develop a cost per student trained benchmark which
encompasses all costs involved in the training process. This is the
pivotal benchmark because it allows us to relate the quality of training
and quantity oi graduates to a cost value. Each ot these benchmarks must
be considered in the productivity measurement system which we envision.
The next step will be to develop a formula which can be applied to answer

i any of the questionj posed above. We think we are on the right track, but

it is too early to tell.

The main rationale behind this paper has been not only to explain what we
have done and what we hope to do, but to appeal to the military training
community for assistance. We would greatly appreciate any feedback we
can get.
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A-V,

FE:"ALE )IILITARY PERSONIZEL UTILIZATIOn AND COST EFFCTIVENESS

Traditionally, the military establishownt of the United States, has
been a masculine domain. For the greatest part of this nation's history,
women have not been permitted to serve in a military uniform except as
nurses. IndeL-d, serious interest in defining women's role in the armed
forces did not a%;aken until World War II, and it was not until 1948
that women achieved permanent military status. Thus, the formal
association of vomen with the armed services is a relatively recent
phenomenon. The changing role of vomen in the military establishment
of the United States in large part has mirrored their changing role in
American society; it has recently been influenced by military necessity.

ISTORY AND DEVELOPtENT: A Brief Overview of Women in the 4ilitarj 1

Prior to World II, the United States Ared forces were almost exclusively
nale. While legendary women warriors such as DEBORA SAIPSON ("Robert
Shurtleff") in the Revoluntionary War, LUCY BREWER ("George Baker") in
the War of 1812 and MOLLY PITCHER did exist these were indeed exceptions
to the rule. Other women, as civilians, assisted the military in such
capacities as nurses, cooks, laundresses and other acceptable feminine
pursuits.

1The major portion of the background section is from the Brookings
Institution study Women and the Military, Chapter 2.
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In the wake of nineteenth century industrialism, American Women developed
skills that ,ere to become increasingly relevant to the military. In
fact, women dominated s.m, occuptions (f~r example, secretaries and
telephone operators) which, with changes In military technology and
organization, had come into greater demand by the armed services by World
War I.

During World War I some 13,000 women were enlisted in the Navy Department,
However, after World War I they were demobilized. Thus, the few
remaining women it the armed forces were found in the nurses corps.

Between the two World Wars little interest in women in the military
existed. Although two plans I were designed that addressed women in the
rMilitary, neither plan received sufficient support.

World War II can justifiably be viewed as the turning noint in the history
of woen s quest for military status. Large numbers were involved -- a
total of about 3$0,000 women served in the four military services. And U
although the vst majority vere emnloyed in health care, administration,
and communications, women demonstrated their competence in virtually every
occupation outside of direct combat, Including airplane mechanic, parachute
rigger, gunnery instructor, air traffic controller, ard naval air navigator.
It is also worth noting that some 800 women served as 1Women's Air Forces
Scrvice Pilots (4ASPS). Although never accorded full military status,
they ferried all types of military airplanes, including comoat aircraft.

Women's role In the Second World War was far more significant than is
suggested by the brief overview presented here. Perhaps the ultimate
compliment paid to the American women who served was offered by Albert
Speer, Adolph Hitler's v:eapons production chief, to now-retired
Lieutenant General Ira C. Baker, an Army Air Force corander in Europe
Curing World War II:

How wise you were to bring your women into
your military and your labor force. Had we
done that initially, as you did, it could well
have affected the whole cuurse of the war. We
would have found out, as you did, that women
were equally effective, and fo' some skills,
superior to males.

1one plan was dveloped under the auspices of Anita Fhipps, the Army's
Director of Wonr'nls Relations; the other plan was directed by Major
E.F. flugnes.
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With the conclusion of 14,orld ;ar 1I ca. a large and rapid demobilization.

Further, the authorization for the WASPS was eet to lbpse in 1948. Therefore
the women who decided to remain on active duty after the war were in a~precarious position.

In 1946 the Women's Armed Forces Itegration Act was passed. Hence,
women's role was clarified; they were given the onportunlty to pursue
a permanent military career. Many factors precipitated the enactment of
this legislation; one major concern was that the armea services, soon
to be without benefit of conscription, would have difficulty In meetina
their recruitmert needs by voluntary means. Though signifying a major
breakthrough for women, the 1948 legislation also sowed the seeds of ".ex
discrimination that was to persist for t.o decades. Specifically, the
act imposed some major limitations on women in the areas of recruitment,
career opportunity and dependency status.

With the decision In 1970 to end the draft, the United States enbarked
on a venture unprecedented in any nation's history: to field a military
force over two million strong relying solely on volunteers. Could enough
men be found, willing and able to volunteer, wi* :out exorbitant additional
costs, and without compromising the quality of military manpower?

The combined impact of the end of the draft, the Equal Rights Amnendment
debate, the ftninist litigation and the changing social attitudes affected
the vomen in the military in five major areas:

The number of wtomen in the military has increased
substantially;

* Personnel policies have been cnanged (e.g. aviion
training, command billets, wider job range etc.4;

* The number of specialties open to women has increased
dramatically;

* The proportion of women assigned to nontraditional jobs
has increased; and

The influx of womn into the military has influenced
the secto-econemic composition of the enlisted ranks.

Inspite of the increased numbers of women in the military and their
expanded roles, there still exist factors that inhibit the maximum
uti'ization of wuen in the military.
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IttHIGITING FACTORS
The factors that inhibit the maximum utilization of women in the military
may be grouped into three najor categories:

L In 1969 the Secretary of Defense and the Chiefs of Staff of all
the Services signed the Department's Human Goals statement. This
statement declared that the defense Department would strive "to make
military and civilian service in the Department of Defense a model of
equal opportunity for all regardless of race, sex, creed or national
origin ...[ Commanders Digest 15(8), 1974]. However, some laws exist
that prevent the full implementation of this policy. Specifically legal
restrictions are imposed on the military by Sections 6015 and 8549,
Title 10 of the U.S. Code. Section 6015 prohibits the use of women on
Navy vessels, other than hospital or transport ships. Sections 8549
prohitits the assignment of women to aircraft engaged in combat missions.

1 CONTRARY TO WIDELY HELD BELIEFS, the major restrictions on the recruitment
and functions assigned to women in the United States military establishmentare not explicity fncdrporated in federal law. To be scre, few opportunities
in eititer the Amy or Air Force would be closed to women if the statutory
Provisions governing the utilization of military women were literally interpreted..ore limiting are the set of policies established by the military services
themselves based on their on interpretations of the national will asexpressed throuqh Congress. Together, these laws and policies relegate
ioien to minor role.

Traditon and Values Thz number of female aplicants to the military
den-onstrates their willinqness to serve in what traditionally has been a
male career arena. However, reluctance appears to exist to select ton-
traditional Jobs within services. A private sector study ( nte ration ofFemalo-Into "aleOriented Jobs: Experience of certain PubT !ConnFa es, university of South Florida, 1976)suggests siilar findingsln theprivate sector with respect to blue collar jobs. It was hypothe-
sized that women frequently had the opportunity to acquire the knowledae
and skills required for non-traditional white collar jobs, but did not havethe onportunity to acquire requisite skills for blue collar jobs. Anotherfactor appeared in experiences with blue collar Jobs. Woman did nothave as much intrinsic interest in non-traditional blue collar jobs as in the
non-traditional v ti collar jobs.

Martin Dinkin and Shirley J. Dcn - WVN AN) THE MILITARY
The Brookings Institution, 1977 -'p.30
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The factors of tradition dnu values, tnougn very atficult to measure$

play a siqnificant role in obtaining (or hinderinq) maximum resource
utilization of all military Dersonnel. Women's role in the Armed
Forces will ultimately depend on the extent to which National Institutions
---- social, political, judicial and military ---- are willing to break with
their past ---- a past reflecting a persistant pattern of male dominance,

Sex Differences An often ouoted complaint by women's groups is that even
the most sophisticated and sympathetic male managers cannot easily shed
deeply ingrained attitudes regarding the proper roles of women in society.
These attitudes creep into many decisions in which a person's sex is not
an obvious factor. Very often these are not straightforward decisions
involving favored treatment of a man over a woman, but rather decision
which result in a specific treatment of women, without any regard to hjw
a man would be treated in identical circumstances.

Various traits of a "perfect man" afid a "perfect woman"(have been)
established through sex-role stereotypes. Research has indicated that
there is a positive relationship between the profile of mental health for
an adult male and the general profile for a healthy adult, sex unspecified.
"Healthy adult Oemale behaviors, then are seen as less socially desiratbe
and less mentally healthy than the behaviors of healthy adult males". I

The general increase of women in the labor force and their inroads into
traditional male emuoyments has led to a gradual change in society's
attitude concerning women's capabilities. Cases of Wc,.en Performing
satisfactorily in traditional male employments are no longer newsworthy.
Yet these changes have filtered slowly through to the armed services. The
acceptance of women in tlIe military has been overshadowed by the controversy
surrounding the possible acceptance of -omen in combat. 2

The issue of combat is indeed a complex one and a complete discussion of
combat is beyond the scope of this paper. However, with respect to
tradition, George Quester has noted in his article "Women in Combat"
that "A nation forced to send its women into combat must be the under..
dog, the nation that has been threatened, the nation that cares the very
most about the justice of its cause."

Ibid
2 Women (and ;Nen) in the U.S. Amy: A study in Optional Utilization.

Michael John Castle, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey Calif.,
Decerber, 1976.
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One vivid example of how deeply stereotypes pervade our thinking Is described in
a study conducted hy Inge Broverman. The study involved various kinds of
psychotherapists, psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers. The
Broverman investigators developed a list of 122 pairs of traits (e.g.,
"very active vs. very passive"), and gave these lists to the therapists.
The theraoists then employed a semantic differential format and broke out
each trait into a seven point scale (i.e., extremely active, moderately
active, slightly active, neutral, slightly passive, etc.). Having completed
this breakout, the therapists then were to indicate on the 122 scales
where they thought a healthy adult would fall.

Next the theranists were to go through the scales again and indicate where
a healthy male and a healthy female %ould fall.

It is important to note that the therapists were not asked to describe men
and wvmen as they are but as the experts thought these men and women ought
to be. "The results (with no significant difference from male and fen--- -
thi-rpists) were quite simple. A healthy adult if a healthy male."l The
stereotype is very pervasive in societal tWiMTng, eipecially-when donstderingthe qualities and capabilities possessed by a.person of a specific sex to
perform a non-traditional job.

It is important to examine further how sex differences may affect individual
capabilities, group performance and image in relation to military
effectiveness. Complex factors such as 4iscipline, leadership, training,
societal influence and group relationships all bear on efficiency.

It is clear that personnel quality (measured by educational level and
general intelligence and apitude) of vomen in the armed forces improves
the overall level. Individual differences far outweigh sex differences.
That is, the differences within males and within females on ability
variables are far greater than the differences between the means of the
sexes. A second finding is that the literature contains many contradictions
relative to sex differences. Results are often confounded by unconscious
bias, the actual task used, and overgenoralization from one sample to the
population. Although findings tend to be inconsistent (see, for example,
Bond & Binacke, 1961; Maier, 1971; Megargee, 1969), it has been reported
that males and females are imilar in leadership ability (Day & Stogdill,
1972), problem solving (Mathews, 1972), cooperation and competition (Lirtzman& Wahba, 1972), and potential capability (Bass et al., 1971). However,
women are not always accepted. This may be due"T'n- art to the over-

t ae cI4Dt.-o hL ± iQ Gene farine, Avon Books, New York 1972
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empnasls of group differences, and not to evaluation based on individual

qualifications. The resulting resistance often has been manifested as

N..lower pay (U.S. Department of Labor, 1971), lower positions in the

Vorganization (Fidell, 1971), and a general under-utilization of women in
the work force (Kootz, 1970).

Research suggests that as lonq as women are in the minority, men fulfil
their own need to project the nale image. This .ould tend to isolate
Women, :een the male groun in conflict with them, and thus reduce over
all grouo productivity. Integration studies at Yale and Princeton
Universities found generally that, while the ideal mix was not. surpris-
ingly half and half, social problems Iwfre less likely to develop when
the ratio of men to women was lower than tnree to one. Above that
threshold, according to the researchers, some women tended to assumie a
"supernoman" role and to make more male frierds than they jorally would,
%w.,hile the men tended to socially reject them as inferior. Interpretation
of the determinants of behavior in combat suggests that the introduction
of women into fighting organizations or seagoing units would have less
disruptive effects on solidarity.

The image abroad would probably attract little attention anywhere, unless
it resulted in a dramatic shift in total sex corposition or unless it was
accompanied by an unprecedented integration of women into U.S. fighting
units. As the discussion above indicates, a healthy measure of uncertainty
remains about greater female participation would affect the factors in sex
differences noted.

COST ErFECTIVENESS: Through increasing Women in the :iltary

While social forces must be considered in the development of national
policies with respect to women in the military, so too must a dollars-and-
cents, cost-effectiveness, If an intr-ato in tho nrnnmrtrn of wmpvn

in the military could lead to lower costs without sacrificing effectiveness,

the United States is paying more than is necessary to field its present

,illtary forces. The financial implications associated with a change in

the mix of men and women in the armed forces shows not only that the cost

differential previously associated with a higher expected personnel turn-

over rate has been largely eliminated, but also that if one-time costs

for s-r irate facilities are incurred, they would be offset, at least in

1 Ja;,ez H. Thomas and Dirk C. Prather, "Integration of Females

into a Previously All-M1ale Institution, "Proceedinqs of the Fitth
Sy~posium on Psychology In Air Force (United States Air Force Academy,
Department of Behavioral Sciences and Leadership, April 1976), pp. 100-01.
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the short run, but annual savings that would result from supporting a
smaller dependent population. Furthermore, the larger costs that might
accrue because women t.ould be less productive on the job than men for reasons
of pregnancy or illness are now more than offset by the greater tendencyI of men to have disciplinary, drug, and alcoholic problems.

f All in all, the force of admittedly scanty evidence is the chan es in the
sex composition of military services would lead to changes in total costs.
Over the long term, however, such differences in costs would probably narrow
as more %omen enter the military services - and one that is likely to
attract more attention - is the prospect of being able to maintain desired
quality standards among volunteers.

Generally then the factors in cost effectiveness related to quality
rmilitary performance are both social and military and require further
examination and careful documentation of all costs over a specific period
of time,

The importance and value of full recognition and equality for women in
the military is being tested at all levels, in both traditional and non-
tradition, l roles. For the rost part, research has proceeded by focusIng on
the conceptual analysis of a single variatle. Findings from both the
military and private sector research on career success have established
that manipulating one variable or one procedure does not provide career
success in and of itself. In fact, what is typically required is a program
that incorporates many components and procedures of career success in a
systems approach.

Recent studies 1 idertifyinq differences between female and male executives
point to the importance of recognizing (1) the masculine perspective of
supervisory and management roles and (2) the nature of both formal and
informal relationships among corporate executives. This research is
applicable to the military organizations which were built by ten and for
men, and are now controlled by men. The forms, rules and styles of behavior
and communication among corporate supervisors, managers and executives
grew from a distinctly male culture. An understanding of these variables is
essential to career success. Recogitition of the male culture also defines
male involvnient in any treatment designed to improve the work climate.

The ?1anagerial Woman, Margaret Hennig and Anne Jardim, Anchor Press/

Doubleday, N.Y. 1977
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Successful efforts to improve f le performanCe in the prvate sector have

demonstrated the following facts. As omen assume new roles, they must receive

appropriate training in 
self management skill development 

and attitude

chanqe to prepare them for successful 
perfoyrance. Additionally, of great

importance is the fact that %-,omen must 
learn the informal rules of organizational

behavior and communication that are typically 
inherent in the male

socialization process. Also related to the training and development 
of

women is a narallel development of understanding 
and acceptance of change

among ; te sunervisors, peers, and subordinates.

It is acknowledged that there are comnlex nroblems 
existing relative to the

full utilization of women in the armed services. 
Some of these problems will

take further effort to resolve. Ilowever, we believe that even within the

existing constraints greatly improved utilization of %iomen 
in the armed

services is possible.

THE PROBLEI: Fuller Utilization of 1erI .vs. ?1ilitary Effectiveness

The ultifaceted problem is difficult to continue exploring "piecemeal" given

the overall implications for military effectiveness The armed services

appear reluctant to address the issue at this time.1 Therefore a comprehensive

experimental approach is proposed in which the military system may be

studied and evaluated given applied training treatment groups and appropriate

control groups, which will identify contributions of each aspect of the system

to the results at at least three intervals: pretraining, post training and

inc pre-combat, and -.ost combat.

In sununary the problev is extremely complex, itvolving a cross-cut of

social and military factors. Two powerful social forces are in collision:

the push for Vmen's equal rights is in conflict with deeply rooted traditions

that question the propriety of women under arms. That the body politic

supports equal opportunity n principle is indisputable; however, the

extent to which people will accept equality in nracitce, including

committing .omen to comt-at, is less clear. Furthe-r te budgetary advant-
anes of recruiting more women are at variance with the perceived risks
to the U. S. national interest. The Problem then is implementing principle

without decreasing military effectiveness, and increasing the utilization

of women personnel resources and increasing overall military effectiveness
and maintaining cost effectiveness.

1 Ibid, p. 110
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THE RESEARCH IS FOCUSED IN THIS QUESTION:

Does applied training (as defned) affect the optimum integration of
women into the armed forces and show cost benefits for a military
effective cl imate?

THE PROPOSED RESEARCH APPROACHOVERVIEW

The approach is a basic experimental-control panel survey design. It
is tailored to studying the effect of applied training on military
effectiveness when there is fuller utilization of women in the military
organization. The design of the study is demonstrated in Figure 1. It is
intended to cover a period of not less than 18 months. The projected
study would consider the effect of the specialized training on twenty
four groups (twelve enlisted and twelve officer groups) of 30 military
personnel each drawn from integrated select units, where at least
half of the units (treatment and control) would be going on to combat
experience.1 The research would study the effects of the specialized
training in the all male group all female group and the two mixed groups
of both male and female personnel as well as the effects on the unit from
which personnel were selected at each site (all group members would be
selected from one unit). Criteria for selection, classification and
assignment of personnel, both men and women, would be important as would
be the measures of effectiveness to be uie.. At each experimental
site an equivalent control group would be identified and tested. The
testing would consist of:

(1) An application selection test;

(?) Pretesting for base line data;

(3) Interim testin9 during applied training at the en of each
phase (3 times)

(4) Post testing for growth as a result of applied training; and

(5) Follow-up testing at six months 3nd tvelv, months.

Of icer group size maybe adaoted in order not to cause frnossiblc

organizational configuration at the time. Sie p. 73 lIon and the
Military.
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The follow-up testing would be to assess the internalization of new
bfhaviors atid attitudes in military effectiveness inclding results in
combat experience, special training on performance and attitudes. It is
reconwiended that this design be implemented at three sites where there
could be experimentally arranged units of 20%, 30% and 40% integration of
wanen into the military organization. The desinn would use 1440 shlects,
720 of whom viould be control subjects. Figure 2 shows distribution
at one site. This would be duplicated at the other sitei fbr 30% Ad-40~irtegration.

TREATMENT CONTROL

Type Group N Group N

F1 30W 30T 
C

M T 30 C 30

3 ie (I5M-15F)
Y! T 30 30-4 4 F e male

NI T 30 C 30 M = Male
5 5 T = Treatment

F T 30 C 30 C = Control
6

_______ T 30 C 30
f 7 7-V' T 30 C 30

8 8
M .T 30 C 30

Figure 2: SAMPLE: Applied Training/Control Groups at Site 1 (20%
integration of women.)

1 Site 2 (30% of women) and site 3 (40% of women) integrated into units.
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TREATMENT INTERVENTION: A _lied Trainin Optimization and Adaptive

A brief description of the applied training approach is in order to
separate it from general teaching and training models in use.

The applied training approach treats the teaching-learning process
phenomenon as a whole, recognizing the total environment and specificall,
the interrelationships between the content (competence), cognition and
individual differences. It is assumed that what an individual subject does
and can learn cepends inextricably on what is already known. Thus in the
learning setting, adaptive instruction, defines the underlying competence
of the learner and builds from that point realizing what he/she needs to
know in the content domain; identifying and developing the instructional
structures; the stimulus experiences (exercises, simulations, role plys);
and the steps for acquiring the specific behavioral competancies (skiIs).
The applied traininS approach is an active, intense and highly interactive
teaching-learning process providing the opportunities throughout for integrat-
ing the cognitive, behavioral and affective domains in each learning
setting,conslstently reducing the number of internal blocks to learning
and change and increasing productive performance potential that is cost
effective. The process learning is EAGT; ahere Experience is shared struct-
ured experience in the stimulus setting, Articulatioa of the experience,
verbalizing behavior, affect and cognitions, Generalizing wJor learnings
from the experience and Transferring through Identification, -otential use
in a novel situation. TFe model tmoves the learner in his/her own reality,
moving from what they know, identifying the new structures for learning
and then returning to a new reflity, where the learner can adopt the new
learnings. The applied training is designed in four segments to be held
ovtr a three month span providing opportunity for transfer to the real
wT)rld and accountability for learnings upon return to the next training
session.

The design of the applied training capitalizes on closing the "practice
to use" gap, implementing the new learnings as soon after the experiences
of "try out". To get a fair try out, participants plan before they leave
the session how they will implement the new learnings in their day to day
activity and when they return to the next session, the session begins by
reviewing implementation and dealing with the problems before we beg n
new subject matter. Actually providing opportunities for try outof new
behaviors is the beginning of the relevant attitude change.
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The scope of this applied training design addresses these objectives:

A. Primary Improving the attitude toward utilization of
Objective wohvn personnel (enlisted and officers) in

a military effective climate and specifically
improving and increasing the utilizition of
of female personnel d.monstrating cost
effectiveness

0. Secondary * Trainihg women in appropriate military
Objectives organizational behaviors that promote success-

ful career patterns.

Developing the self management know-how and
leadership skills of female military personnel

at pre-supervisory, supervisory, and
management levels.

Improving military pe'sonnel's sttitude toward

successful job oerformance of women in new roles
and non-traditional career ladders, as well as in
combat.

Improving both officur's and enlisted personnel's
understanding of male/female socialization issues in
relation to military job roles that impact on the military

organizational structure and military effectiveness.

For the purpose of structural instruction and evoluation, performances

objectiver are specified for each secondary objective and are specifically
addressed in one or more of the four modules of the applicd training. The

treatment intervention, the applied training program/process is the global

nxnprimental variable, independent in nature, and specified in the context of

the training and evaluation. The dependent variables are identified in each

secondary objective (skills, pattern, policies and practices; attitudes;

and effectiveness) and are measures of success as a result of the training.

Figures 4 and 5 describe variables and end results in relation to military

effectivencss focusing the major interveningi variables.
1

1 See Figures 4 and 5 for description of Variables
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A lescription of the format for the applied training cirriculum follows;
m pplied training Involves about 30. participants per session, with at

least two professional staff. A traitdng input consists of eight two
and one-half day periods scheduled over a three month time span. Two
peelods are described as a phase. A topical outline of the four phases is
attached in Appendix A. The four phases are:

I. Focus on Management of Self
II. Focus on the Organization: Management Skills
II. Focus on the Organization - Supervisory Skills
IV. I4anagement in the :1litary System

The sessions would provide the input of information, theory and substantive
content. Additionally, the sessions include experiential exercises, and
role play simulations to try out new alternative approaches, plus opportunities
co oractico new behaviors in preparation for application in the real
Ari d on-the-job.

The process approach is carefully designed to meet the needs of the participants
and training sessions art adapted to participants' requirements and pace.
Presentations will be supplemented with written manuals that will develop
the participants knowledge and awareness of the dynamics of fuitctional
management in the military organizational structure. This will be related

s successful perfoiarnce and career productivity in developing appropriate
--irs, rules and styles of appropriate behavior and comnunication between
,.oren and men in the armed forces.

Specialized emphAsis is dsigned to specifically respond to needs of each
special training group. For example, as enlisted personnel, groups 1T -

4T would receive emphasis on pre-supervisory and supervisory imput. In
contrast suming officer groups 5T - 8T have already been exposed to
supervisory Patterns, emphasis would be placd on management input. If
any officer groups lcked exposure to supervisory patterns, then this would
be provided in the special training sessions. In the mixed groups (M*),
the initial sessions would be held in separate sex groups, developing
understanding of spIf and others Prior to noint of developing specific process

Icarnings together. Both male and feml participants would then combined
in sessions if, 111, and IV.

The development n eeds of the trainees are addressed in a common core of
content in tht general sessions. Ech session is designed for full p.i'ticip-
ation of the trainees. Three subsequent ,)e.t address the develop,-mnt!
needs of each person separately. (I) at tne end of each training segment
a brief pir'lf- is provided for the individual trainee to identify and
associate the specific meaning for her/his development and plan for.try
out ifi the interim. (2) Additionally, there are scheduled individual
"briefing" periods for each trainee to discuss her/his own developmental
needs and issues and to reco~ive specific guidance and counseling from
the staff. (3) Opportunities for career olanning are p;ovided outside
of the training assignony.nt to those who wish to focus long range plans,
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In sunmary, it would appear that analytic approaches to optimi2ation in
adaptive instruction are possible, and that the treatment intervention broadens
the choice in method objectives considerinq the manv faceted asoects of the
problem, that the research addresses. Althouqh the technical problems In
',olementing the research design at three sites are formidatle, they do
vot appear intractable.

,ESEARCH ACTIVITY: Eva'jation Effectiveness of ,nnlied 'raining

Tlie research activity proposed for this project is the use of a computer-
"anageJ value rating (CMVR) model for evaluating the effectiveness of an
applied training nrogram. The model derives from a system developed by
Collet (1D72) to conpare outcomes of simulated evaluation projects with

addition of valtie rating procedures adapted from Edwards (1977) before
• r-entinq the C?1VR evaluation model in its entirety, it is appropriate to

rieszrbe the measurenent technique which is its salient characteristic.

i the aim of the CNVR model to express all evaluation results (out-
.... variables) in a siMole metric scale (Labeled E), which is intuitively
-oaningful to laymen, yet amenable to statl'tical manipulation. In
iidition, it is expected that the proposed E scales will provide both a
t.rs of estimating the cost of total achievement of program objectives,
.in, i direct comparison of the cost-effectiveness of programs having
findamentally different objectives.

t-N JiLL To Illustrate the basic concepts of the model, asuume that
,here dre pre and oost scores on several standardized tests for each
erson. Computer Managed Value Voting refers to a procedure in which
corputer interacts with a relevant set of experts to develop, for each

aependent variable (standardized test), a formula for transforming each raw
score into an effectiveness index or L score, whore E is 4 number ranging
from 0.00 to 1.00 w;hich renresents the degree to which the objective as
,easured by that variable has been achieved. The basic function of the CMVR
computer program is first, to help each expert validly represent his/her
:iues in metric form, and second, to achieve an optimal degree of
*,nsensus among experts. The computer output consists of a set of
transformation rules. The specific strategies for developing these trans-
'oration rules and suggestions for assessing measurement error are discussed

F srder the heading of research strategies.

The description assumes that objectives are stated in terms of absolute
'h eventent, that is, referenced to specific criterion levels for success

ino "on-success. (The procedure adapted to studies of objectives stated
P ,lative terms.)
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( ;Iq8ItNING DEPENDENT VARIABLES: After the transformation operations, both

the pre and post-treatment prformance of each person is represented by a
set of E scores. To get a single estimate of a person's overall performance,
it is necessary to determine the relative importance of each dependent
variable in assessing the achievement of the program objective. The C1IVR
computer program can use essentially the same strategy as for the development
of E scores to interact with the experts to produce a set of normalized

weights (i.e. the weights sum to 1.00) which possess this property. The

su:n of the cross-products of a person's E scores and the associated weight

would then produce a composite E score for both pre and post tests. These
comoosite E's would be numbers ranging for 0.00 to 1.00 repre3enting the
degree of achievement of the objective as measured by the ENTIRE SET of
dependent variables.

MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES: In the above illustration a single program objective
was assumed for the sake of simplicity. However, the procedure is easily
adaptable to the assessment of programs having multiple objectives by using
the above procedure to develop a set of weights representing the relative
inmertance of each objective in achieiing a successful program. Strategies
for dealinj with various levels of ob, ectives (e.g., terminal vs. enabling
objectives) are suggested in a subsequent ,ection.

PROGRAI EFFECTIVERESS: One of the ctinvenient attributes of the E metric
is that the mean C score (both fir the individual dependent variables and
for the composite) represents t0e degree to which the entire qroup achieved the
objectives. The difference bet%*een lire and post composite E means (mean E
gain) would be a measure of the degree of movement towards the objectives
during the administration of the program.

ESTI4ATIVG PROGRAM COST: The man E gain should be useful in developing

eneralizable estimRes of th,! program cost. The' actual cost of the
program divided by the total E gain would provide an estimate of the unit
cost of moving one person fromn complet:e non-achievement to complete
achievernt of objectives, assuming uniform growth. This UNIT COST ought
to be useful in predicting te cost o1' moving a new group from their
initial performance level to th,, desire criterion.

ASPECTS OF THE EVALUATION TECHNOLOGY

* Program analysis
* Taxonomy of Evidence
* Concept of lexicographic pr~ces:ing

Detailed explnation and derivation of each is available on request 
by

writing Marilyn E. Harris, Ph.D, 806 Aetropolitan Bldg., Flint, 
Mi 48502
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* Concept of theoretical evidence
* !(easurement techniques:
- E transformation
- importance weights
- error asses,,ment in E indices
Simplicatlon tlrogh co ,nuter management

An important first step in evaluatlo; is to analyze the relationship between

instructional activities and intended outcome. The power'of this procedure
is that it highlights potential weak links. Information about the efficacy
of each instructional transaction is important for diagnostic purpose in
overall goal.
An example, Figure 3, defines the task to evaluate a program to train
nilitary personnel in effective knowledge and skills w'ith respect to its

.,terminal objective of improving military effectiveness. The inferential
chain required to link this instructional activity to the designed outcome
behavior is illustrated in Figure 3. Each of the numbered boxes represents
a notential source of information. If an evalua,'.ion project's only interest
is in determining whether or not the cerminal ob3ective was achieved,
informatior about oersonnel achievoment would provide sufficient evidence for
the decisinn. However, if the purpose is to provide either formative
evaluatior information or information about the degree to which the terminal
objective had been achieved, observations should be made at each of the
noints between 1 and 17. This mvuld be particularly true in a longterm
project such as this example, since one would expect the program effects to
slowily filter further and further dovm the inferential chain with the
passa.,e uf tinu.

PROJECTED DELIVERABLES

The following list is intended only to suggest the character and
extent of the potential products:

Comprehensive description of the applied training progran
w'ith nanual

Evidence of the degree to which the program was actually
implemented

Evidence of the degree to ,thich the program achieved its
objectives

A description of the C11VR evaluation model implementation

Evidence of the utility of the CM.VR model
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FIGURE 3: Sabole inferential chain in an instructional activity
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0 Implications for implementing the training program and CMVR
techniques at other installations

tanual explicating the Ci1VR evaluation techniques. This would
include practical examples and specific user instructions

" Computer irograms and other technical products associated withthe CMVR evaluation technique. All programs would be transport-able to computer installations with FORTRAN IV capability.(!4eiory reouirements are anticipated to be minimal.)

The expected end-results are both tangible and intugible. In private
sector apDlications intangible results are documented in reduced stress
and tension on-the-lob, attractiveness to non i;monetary factors, positiveattitudes aiid increased trust and team spirit. Tangible results are
evidence for example: by the acquisition of increased leadership skillsin decision making and problem solving, improved communication skills,
interpersonal and organizational and handling of conflict in on-the-jobsettings. Further, participants acquire basic management skills in planning,organizing, stiffing, directing and controlling. These improvements shouldoroduce more effective performance of the unit in which the women trainees areassigned, including less lost time and better use of total personnel resources.

The testcd benefits to each trainee are:

Identified level of comoetence in specific areas
* Improved and more confident self-Irage
* Identified goal directed behaviors
* Identified "how to process skills immediately applicable

both on the job and off the job
Measured performance effectiveness

*Aclired technical shills applicable to both traditional
non-traditional job processes* Experienced career counseling and job enrichment
planning

* Organizational understanding and prespective
In the private sector, those improvement have typically resulted ina linlm-l budget savings of 5% (ranqe 5% - 20%) for the orCanization.
.1a1rFresults are anticipated in a military application of these

techniques.

In a standard private sector application, a "training of trainees"program is developed to train the trainees (i.e., the people in theorganization who will conduct subsequent training sessions). A similarapproach would te expected to be employed in the military. Thus, a turn-
key program is envisioned.
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Additionally, at the conclusion of the applied training program it will
ba possible to identify:

The consequences of integrating significant numbers of
women into career positions (e.g., positions having career
ladders) and identify career ladder implications -in training
adoption

* Recomended Dercentiqe of inteqration to olve best cost effectiveness
results

• Thi percentage of personnel (male and female) benefited by
the applied training; and specific benefits through objectives success-

fully met
* The degree of benefit to the personnel
" Attractiveness of the job/career to individual
* The benefits to the organization
* The cost savings in human resource utilization qualified perform-

ance/unit cost (dollar figures)
" Attitude change from confronted sex differences
* The durability of the training over time
0 Identification of key factors in military effectivess
* The social acceptability of the program in the military
* lare attractiveness of non-monetary aspects of military life.

CONCI.USION

Considerable study and review of the several social and military factors

which affect nilitary effectiveness reveals that the armed forces have

similar problnnis that exist in the private sector as related to the

integration of women In the work world. The areas where the unknowns are,

are also very similar even including the combat issue, when effectiveness

is focussed as the measurable dynamic. In the private sector, large firms

are experimenting ,ith similar techniques as those in the applied training

approach throughout whole systens, and finding that change is possible.

Empirical conclusions recognize the changes must be a planned chanqe
intentional and of oft IMn mvolltions; In contrast to eMOrft or
revolutionary change. The p anned change must be heavily oriented toward

education of all personnel -- education related o the social psychological
aspects of human interaction both nsale and female interacting in the
work setting. Understandings of the socialization processes and its
consequences provides a real basis for understanding ,ex differences and

to value individual differences over sex difference4 -- wnicn leads to

selection of personnel based on the inlividual's own ability. Effective-
-,ss clearly will be affected as we gAin skill in Identifying tnh c oIlOents

af a task, how to train for it and how to assess SUCCeSSful perfoymance. 
Then

as competence criteria are met in a population effectivenesa aybe attained.
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Cost effectiveness is likely to result in the integration of women into
the military as well as in the private sector as long as women clearly
remain in the minority and are trying to demonstrate equality. The amount
of savings will be dependent on the quality of the volunteers recruited.

In order to construct useable theory in the area of female integration

in tihe armed forces vie believe the applied training aoproach is worth
testing in a comprehensive research project as described here. It is important
for the military institution to take initiative in providing the education-
al intervention model to confront change of the salient deoendrnt varihl.in a comprehensive research-study approach. And while the app ied training
and its evaluation is still far from a finished product, it offers one
way of resolving a number of fundamental problems in military effectiveness.
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APP!NDIX A - TOPICAL OUTLINE OF PHASES

PHASE I: FOCUS ON MANAGEMENT OF SELF

Opportunities to understand, discuss and experience the dynamics
of the search for identity in a society of many-changing
roles.

* Personal issues: male/female needs for approval and suct:tss,
feelings of ambivalence, conflict, avoidance, sexuality

Stereotypes and sex roles: tyths, facts, reality,
socialization and change

• Motiv&tion and achievement: socialization, drives,
needs

L~,al boundaries and constraints: laws, processes and
procedures, support and action

' Values clarification: value basis, development and
ethics

Decision making and action: data collection, analysis,
effects and consequences, evaluation

* Interpersonal communications: cycle, openness and con-
structive feedback, language

Integrating an image--developing an assertive, affirmative you.
PHASE 11: FOCUS ON THE ORGANIZATION: LEADERSHIP ATTITUDES

I Opportunities to learn, sharpen skills and try out new methods
for productive performance in job and work settings.

* Organizational communications skills: use of information,
systematic flow, written vs. oral

* Decision making and problem solving: diagnosis

o Leadership: functional, resource utilization, variability
j in style, task and maihtenance roles
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Goal setting and action planning: specification, focus,
diagnosis direction, designing, responsibility

Intervention and use of influence: alternatives, tasks,types, practice

* Conflict management: awareness, ownership, expression and
articulation, alternatives in dealing

* Accountability and responsibility taking: specifying task
and time, checking

Management process: planning, organizing, staffing,
direction, controlling

Workinq in actual situations to develop skills and useful job attitudes

for use outside the workshop setting.

PHASE III: FOCUS ON THE ORGANIZATION: SUPERVISORY SKILLS

Opportunities to develop specific skills applicable on the job
both traditional and non-traditional.

Teambuilding: resource identification, relevant goals,
integration of affect

Delegation: identifying specifics, acting, growing res-
ponsibility and authority

Time Management: planning, implementation, discipline

• Performance Evaluation: values, improvement, assessment

Training others: psychology, theory, practice, experiences

* anage.*nt Development - Goal :etting, long term development

Integrating skills in on-the-job situations considering planned
change.

PHASE IV: MANAGEMENT IN THE MILITARY SYSTEM

Opportunities to plan specifically for your future needs and the
needs of others. learn how to use new knowledue and skills in
the military.
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Collaboration and the helping process: inquiry, needs, values,problem identification

* Planning for the future: long range planning, phasing,development and implementation
r "Support groups: components, need, criteria and use

* Transition and tha changing roles: resistance, support,
the change process
N tobility: role specification, allocation, an4 progrnw~ig,organizational development

Planning and interacting with others to develop and test the
reality of methods learned in the system.
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7Funktion analzePersonalstrukturi

Prveentation

given by Rear Admiral G, Fiebig / Colonel iHE.~ Seuberlich

on the occasion of the 19th Conference of the Military

Testing Association at San Antonio$ Texas, 1977

i Is Introduction

(Slide 1)

The "Finktionsanalyse Personalstruktur"l+ ) %o" will be dealt with

here today constitutes s part of the fundaw~ntal work aizing at a

new manpower structure of the armed forces of the Federal Republic
of Geraany, This fundametal work is based on the results oi the

investigations carried out by the Manpower Structure Commisuien of

the Federal Ministry of Defense in 1971; the work of that Commissiou

was expoanded before the MTA already on the occasion of the annual

conftrences of 1972 and 1973. Nevertheless i would like to outline,

as an introductions a few fundavental deliberations of the Manpower

Structure Comnission as well as the essential elements of tbeir

proposals, in order to delineate once more the interrelations and

dependencies of that work with regard to the instruments of the

"Funktionsanalyse Personalstruktr " +0.

When the cnuses of the continuously increasing difficulties in our

armed forces with regard to personnel were investigated it was

realized at tnat time that the problems with which the Federal Armed

Forces are faced in the personnel sector cannot be solved at short

tera* Only a thoroughly new manpower structure of the armed forces,

+) Analysis of the functions pertaining to a job
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shich oorresponds to the industrial society with Its principle

of division of labour, would be *ble to bring about a decisive

improvement. The mair probleh seemed to be the followingt

In order to he able to mainta n their effect oi deterrence, the

armed forces need continually new and nore and nore eficient

weapon bystess which, however, vequire a steadily increasing

proficiency of the personnel.

(Slide ?)

For this reeson the systematic build-up of a modern manpower

utructure is indispensable. That structure musti

1. correspond to ths aim of tho organiation

Zo take into account the capabilities, the sge, the personal

characteristirs %nd the professional expectations of the

individual soldier, and

3. be adapted as far no possible to the external conditions,

such as pclitiro-econouic developments and labor market.

The Veis of tht further deliberatiuns of the Commission was that

the enttire service law hes its original point uf reference in the

individual functionc. Under this aspectt an essential element of

the concept '&ir the proposal systematically to record and arrange

in & new way the inteirelstions bttween function, responsibility,

pay and rank. Such a reorganization could only be attained on the i
basis of the description, analysis and a*sesosmunt of all functions

in the armed forcei.
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(Slide

This reorganization shall inter alia serve for solving the

following problems:

- determination of a system-oriented personnel organization

- indication of job characteristics

- development of correlated profiles of requirements which must

be fulfilled and of correlated profiles of qualification

- building up of assignment packages with employment-oriented

training, and

- weighting of functions in stages.

For that purpose it is necessary to consider the individual

functions with regard to the correlation between performance

and efficiency. That means that those jobs which are interrelated

with regard to the work to be performed and in which the

cooperation is directed towards a specific air or result shall be

combined. In other words$ the achievements obtained by the work

on sevftral jobs may be necessary for attaining a specific aim.

(Slide 4)

Such a correlation between performance and efficiency is

characteristic of units and sub-units the organization of which

ie based on the principlo of divifon c-f labor. This point is

particularly important because no foundations for that work in

the sense of the goals pursued by the Commission were available.

and therefore it became necessary to develop specific iastruments.
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II. Other Projects

Apari from tVe Manpower Structure Commission, also other commissions

were working at the same time in the domain of the Federal Minister

of Defense.

(Slide 5)

In the same year, 1971, reports were submitted by:

- the Force Structure Commission (its first report on equity in

induction)

- the Educatice Commission (the expert report on the reorganization

of education and training).

It had a nagative offect that the Federal Government ordered immediate

measures to be taken in the field of training and education, for

example by the foundation of universities of the Federal Armed Forces,

although a reorgnization of the armed forces ought to hav been

initiated only after submission of the second report of the Force

Structure Commission containing proposals for a new force structure

at the end of 1972. For this reason it was not possible in each case

to coordinato the 1nterdopendencies in a logical manner appropriate

to the matter in question. This also impeded the fundamental work in

the field of manpower structure sometimes considerably. But the overall

gusms remained unchanged.

The work aiming at the development of instruments for the description,

analysis and assessment of functions is the armed forces began as

early as in 1971. At first, certain procedures applied in economy,

in public service and in friendly forces were investigated, but these

Frocedures did not correspond to the goals of the Manpower Structure

'ommssion. Thus, the Federal Armed Forces were to some extent faced
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with new ground in the scientific field, because all functions

to be performed in compliance with the mission assigned to the

armed forces had to be recorded systematically and accordiug to

uniform aspects. For that purpose, it was on the one hand

necessary to subdivide functions into specific elements, and on

the other hand to assign skills, knowledge and capabilities

required for a function (a job) to the appropriate function

elements. Thus a two-stAge set of instruments, called "Funktions-

analyse Personalstruktu&."+ was created with the support of

scientists*

(Slide 6)

In 1973 this set of instru.ents called "Funktionsanalyse Personal-

struktur" ) was subjected to a first comprehensive testing.

3,40 soldiers of all ranks were interrogated according to the

principle of qualitative random selection; the soldiers concerned

were engaged in the following fields:

- infantry employment,

- aeronautical employment,

- nautical employment,

- personnel administration.

The evaluation as a whole had a satisfactory result. But the horizon

of expectations of the Federal Ministry of Defense was not yet

entirely satisfied.

(Slide 7)

Analysis of the functions pertaining to a job
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The main deficiencies were:

- eollection of too comprehensive data material,

- neglect of skills as compared with knowledge,

- lack of a scale for determining levels of objectives

of learning.

For this reason the set of instruments "Funktionsanalyse Personal-

struktur"+ ) was systematically revised from 1974 onward. Points

of main effort were the development of appropriate ADP program

structures as well as a repeatedly extended scientific svpport

of the project, which concerned specific items of the latter.

(Slide 8)

You *Aa aee the results in this schematic representation of the

FUNKTIONSANALYSE PERSONALST8UKTUR +)

The flow diagram is divided into nevon phases. The three main

elements are

- the determination and reFistration of tasks,

in phases I to 3

- the ano~iysis of requirements which must be f-alfilled,

in phases 4 to 6

- the suamariztng evaluation,

in phase 7.

+)Analysia o the functions pertaining to n job
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At present, all individual measures are based on this reliable

procedure. Thus it was possible to reduce from 1976 onward the

scientific research work. Since that time, the work of the

scientists gradually assumes the character of project assistance,

as the work can be done to an ever increasing extent by the

Federal Armed Forces themselves in the future. I shall revert

to this matter when Colonel Seuberlich will have presented to

you the instruments in detail.

III. The Inventory of Instruments

(Slide 8)

The multi-stage inventory of instrumenta c&aoed Funktionsanal-ae

Personolatrukttr " + 
4

serves for the uniform description and analysis

of all functions to be performed in the armed forces and for the

collection of evaluation criteria in 7 phases and 35 steps.

(Slide 9)

"Function" is to be understood as the totality of tasks to be

performed in a particular job. Thus the task is the main element

of description to which the requirements which must b fulfilled

are referred.

7 The prerequisite for comparability within the armed forces is a

) uniform description of tasks. The individual description elements

and criteria are to be formulated as uniformly as possible and

specifically as necessary for all fun.,tione in all services.

JBy "task" we understand the totality of purpose-oriented actions

jwhich are in direct cormiation with regard to performance and

+)nlys
alyis f the functions pertaiuing to a job
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efficiency. Within the meaning of the "Funktionsanalyse Personal-

struktur''+ ) the tasks and the relevant definitions of specific

forms of tasks are not only elements of a function, but also

constitute the basis for the distribution of responsibilities,

and thus for the classification of the function concerned into an

organizational structure.

We distinguish between five groups of tasks:

1. Tasks of tactical command and control

The aim of the task "tactical command and coutrol z1I to

"combine, to organize and to move means of combat in an

appropriate manner, taking into account the situation, and

to bring then into interaction in combat".

These tasks imply above all a directing responsibility and

may become effective with soldiers down to NCO.

2. Military specialist tasks

These are tasks listed in the "Catalogue of Functions of

the Federal Armed Forces" and subdivided into approximately

60 specialized groupso

3. General tasks of superiors'These are tasks resulting from the appointment in question
or from the capacity as a superior, pursuant to the directive

governing military ouperior-subordinate relations, but not

from a specifii military function.

{ ~. General tasks

The~e are tasks portaining to another specialized group which

do not belong directly to the proper specialist tasks to be

performed in a specifi4 specialist function.

Analysis of functions pertainirg to a job
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! 5. Additional task/function

Task/function performed temporarily or permanently by soldiers

during the time they belong to the unit/agency in question#

beside their military specialist tasks, their general task* a

superior* and their general task* depending on the mission

concerned and on the requirement& in the unit/agency. Such a

task/function is not bound to the proper tasks pertaining to

a jobo

We distinguish, with regard to the inventory of instrumental

also specific forms of tasks - apart from these groups of

tasks. By specific forms of tasks we understand particular

parts et tasks* As a rules they comprise several actions all

of which are characterized by the same degree of executing

responsibility or directing responsibility and are referred

to procedures or subjects having the ease degree of difficulty*

Within the meaning of the "Funktionsanalyse Peraonalstruktur" +)

I it shall be possible to perform these actions in & single jobi

but this does not preclude that theb:lders of several jobs may

I participate in the actual performance.

• I have now explained a few terms which are very important

~for understanding and using the inventory of instruments of

the "Funktionsanalyse Personalrtruktur" +) because the ain$

a uniform description of tasks, can only be reached if the

essenktial terms are handled in a uniform mannoe

1 repeat that for the "Funktionsanalyce Personalstruktur" + )

the task is the main element of description and that the

requirements pertaining to the func tion in question are

referred to the task* The inventory of instruments in subdivided

correspondingly and consists of two main complexes:

+) Analysis of the functions pertaining to a job
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Part A of the inventory of instruments serves for the

determination and registration of tasks

- Part I serves for the analysis of requirements which

must be fulfilled.

The inventory of instruments is used within the scope of this

flow diagram conisting of seven phases, As you see, phases

1 to 3 serve for the determination and registration of tasks,

up to the job descripti-l! phases 4 to 6 comprise the analysis

of requirements which must be fulfilled, up to the assignment

of capabilities. Phase 7 is scheduled for the summarizing evaluation,

up to the setting up of assignment packages, ioe, of those new

means for classification in the field of personnel organisation

which the Manpower Staucture Commission has considered necessary

for the purpose of enabling a clearly arranged classification of

the new manpower structure of the armed forces.

IV. The flow digram

Now a few words on the individual phase of the flow diagram

(determination end registration of tasks).

(Slide 10)

Phase I

The determiaation and registration of tasks begins with phase 1, the

current development of standardized instruments of inquiry. It

oncerns list* of tasks, questionnaires on tasks or catalogues of

task** They are prepared in techncal talks with specialist

instructors at &ochools and with competent soldiers experienced in

practice. Formulations of tasks, as ms.in elements of description,

must fulfil specific requirements. These recuiresents art

summarized in six rules.
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(Slide 11)

Rule 1: The task shall be formulated in such a way that the

function concerned is expressed in terms showing the

goal of the task; it shall also indicate exactly the

activity to be performed.

Rule 2: The wording of the tasks shall be unambiguous from a

linguistic point of view and formulated in a manner

intelligible to all.

Rule 31: A task shall constitute a working cycle/complex

clearly deliteated with regard to time required and

specialty. Several job holders may participate in

performing a task.

Rule 4: The formulation of the tasks shall enable a clear

delineation.

Rule 5: The tasks shall not be worded in too narrow a way.

Rule 6: The tasks shall not be worded too comprehensively,

i.e. they shall not cover the tasks of entire sub-

units.

(Slides 12 and 13)

Example (wrong/right)

The various forms of all specific tasks show differences with

regard to complexity, executing responsibility and directing

res-onsibility. Correspondingly, one of the five tendency values

laid down in ascending order is attributed to the forms of the

specific task concerned for each applicable characteristic of

the task. I would like to explain these three terms:
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(Slide 14)

Complexity is a feature concarning the characterization of contents

and the difficulty of tasks. It may be caused by a great multitude

and number of subjects and a great variety of equipment and

procedures at which or with which the task is performed. But it may

also be brought about by the composition and scope of the area of

work, conditioned on multiple, far-reaching flow of work as well as

on the number of persons participating and by their qualifications.

By executing responsibility we understand the responsibility for

purpose-oriented actions implyiug the correct applicatien of

procedures and methods. The level of the executing responsibility

within the scope of a task depends on the one hand on the degree

of independence and on the other hand on the significance and the

consequences of one's own actions.

By directing responsibiity we understand the responsibility for

purpose-oriented, guiding and steering influence on the behavior

of other sen as well as the responsibility for purpose-oriented

employment of material in compliance with the task. The level of

the directing responsibility within the scope of a task is determined

by extent an4 importance, intensity and consequences of the

measures caused with regard to the employment of personnel and material

for the purpose of performing the task.

The imprrtance of the individual task is compar-d with the importance

of every other task pertaining to a job and asseased according to

it3 contribution for the fulfilment of the mission of the unit or

rub-unit concernec.

(Slide 10)
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I would summarise Phase I as follows:

First of all,

- the specialized activities to be investigated are selected

and

- selection p23vs are prepared on the basis of military

occupational specialties and of sub-units.

The indications made on the importance of the task as compared

with other tasks may differ widely

5 "in normal duty"

- am well as "during exercises".

For the "Furaktionsanalyse Personalstruktur"+), to perform a task

"in normal duty" means to perform it under peacetime conditions

or training conditions. For the purpose of differenciation, the

designation "during exercises" is used when a thsk is concerned

which is performed under field or simulated war conditions, such

as they exist in caoe of crisis and tension and in a 4efedse

emergency.

It goes without saying that also

- "partitular strain" caused by

- time pressure,

- strenuous attitude during work,

- work requiriug difficult movements,

- work implying one-sided movements,

+)Analysis o the functions pertaining to a job
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- holding of heavy objects, eto.

as well as the "particular working conditions" caused by

- temperature,

- heat radiation,

- air flow,

- permanent noise, etc.

will be registered.

As to the use of the various inquiry instruments, it is

extremely important to apply then according to the ADP requirements,

because otherwise neither the recording in the various necessary

data files nor the evaluation can be ensured.

In the course of the next step, competent soldiers are interrogated

according to a given scheme, as to the tasks to be performed by

soldiers in the functions and sub-units to be investigatedo

During the third step, competert soldiers experienced in practice

Comment on ths pre-forstilated tasks.

Thereupon the final specific forms of tasks are laid down on the

basis of task characteristics, complexity and responsibility.

These tasks are then recorded by ADP in the data file on tasks and

iu the lists containing the specific forms of tasks$ for the xurther

interrogation on AUTHORIZED tasks, as well as in the catalogues of

questionnaires on taaks intended for th. Interrogation on 1UZ"A1A.

performed tash,
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(Slid* 15)

Phase I,

Phase II comprises an inquiry on ACTUALLY performed tasks and

a preliminary inquiry on AUTHORIZED tasks, Selection plans for

representative interrogations are preparea for the iaquiry en

ACTUALLY performed tasks. The Ooldiera are interrogated in groups

of about 30 men* The procedure of annwering of questions zoncerning

the catalogues of questionnaires on tasks is simple. The soldiers

have to select the indications pertinent to the tasks they perform

and to document t em with the aid of forms to be marked for

documentation by ADP*

The inquiries on AUTHORIZED tasks are car'ied out in a similar way*

In this context it is important to elaborate the concepts on
AUTHORINED tasks, with rogard to the distribution of tasks to the

various jobs, in the course oi talks with competent soldiers iccor,Dg

to fixed rules. These soldiers are asked in which jobs which tasks

and which specific forms of taske - aro to be petrormed, Besides

they must indicate which importance Is to be attributed to these

specific for" .f Lass in normal duty and during oeercises, Such

inquiries on AUTHORIZED tasks can only be carried out by means of

carefully articulated questionnaires which are summarized .n the lists

of specific forms of tasks.

(Sli. e 6)

Phase III

In this phases the evaluation of tasks according to the determination

and registration of ACTUALLY performed as well as of AUTHORIZED tasks

is important. This is done by ADP, The cooparison AUTHORIZED/ACTUAL

reveals the contrast between the results of the inquiries on
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AUTHORIZ;D and on ACTUALLY performed tasks for a definite

domain. It will then be sLown once scre to the same competent

soldiers who have carried out the first assignment of AUTHORIZED

tasks in Phase IT. Btsidsa, experts in training, in planung

with regard to material to be used and in organization will be

consulted in Phase III, in order to enable the ,larification of

divergencies between the resul', concerning AUTHORIZED and ACTUALLY

parformed tasas and also the storing of amended AUTHORIZED tasks.

The results of that work are uniform job 4escripticns for the armed

forces which will be stored in a data file. Thus these descriptions

are already available far various purposes.

(Slide 17, analysis of requirements which must be fulfilled)

Phase IV

Tite analysis of requireaent which oust be fulfilled is initiated

in this phase. The requirements connected with the tasks to be

carried out by a job holder must therefore be determined and

recorded during the next steps. Th4 three categories concerned

are the followings

-capabilitige

- knowledge,

- skills.

By eapabilitie&" we understand the relatively long-lasting

physical and psychic quality of a person ~aabling the acquisition

or application of akille and knowledge.
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By "knowledS'1 we understand what a perlson must know for

being able to perforN a function successfully. Knowledge

is acquired primarily by theoretical instruction and is a

prerequisite of skills.

By "skillet' we understand, on the contrary, the intellectual

as well as, the physical attainments of a person. Skills are

acquired above all during practical training.

Phase IV comprisee the preparatory work for the analysis of

requirements which must be fulfilled; it begins with the

collection of material. It is based on the lit of specific

forms of tasks and on numerous documents of the Federal Armed

Forces, su h at training plans, training progrims etc. This

list must be formulated on a level which in uniform for the

Federal Armed Yorces with regard to language and contents.

During the next step, the preliminary aollections of material

are supplemented in talks with specialist iis tructors and

competent soldiers experienced in practice, by adding terms not

yet contained in the collections. Besides, the experts correct

and jhock the preliminary collections of material. The collections

amended fn this way are recorded by ADP and stored in a data file

on collections of material.

The concrete preparation of the inquiry begins in the next stop.

In this context, a balanced relation between instructors at

schools and superiors in the troops is particularlv inportanto

The selection of the best experts for the assignment of knowledge

and Skills to the task in question is of decisive importance.
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(Slide 18)

Phase V

With the aid of the documents prepared the experts are briefed in

this phase in th* procedure of assigning knowledge and skills. It

is incumbent upon them to assign the necessarv objects, fundamentals

and procedures to the specific forms of tasks they havi to deal with.

At the same time they have to establish the required level of

knowledge.

Thereupon the experts select, among the assigned procedures,

those procedures which, within the scope of execution and of specific

forms of tasks, must be mastered as skills. The degree of mastering

the skills in question will be determined according to a scale of

5 values.

in the next step, the eperts assign, out of the list "Particular strain/

working conditions" consisting of about 20 characteristics, those

characteristics which are typical in the execution of the specific

forms of the tasks concerned. Besides, degrees of strain are assigned

to these selected characteristics; the respective scale is divided

into three values. These degrees of strain may be referred in different

ways to normal duty or to exercises, it is true, but only the highest

degree of strain is evaluated.

During the last step, the experts deal with the capabilities required

for executing a specific forr of a task. They select these capabilitios

from a catalogue in which 20 capabilities are described. The

classiflcetion is made according to a scale of five values showing a

number of example. These indications are recorded on an inquiry form

capable of bein.e used for &DP.
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(Slide 19)

Phase VI

Duroug this phase, the data obtained by the inquiries are checked

and stored. The results are printed out in the form of profiles

for requirements which must be fulfilled with regard to "specific

forms of tasks". Such a profile contains indications concerning:

1. necessary knowledge of

- objects at which the specific form of thi task is executed,

" objectw with which the specific form of the task in executed,

- fundamentals,

- procedures and methods applied for executing the specific

form of the task;

2. skills required for pplying or performing

- procedures or methods used for executing the specific form

of the task;

3. "particular strain / working conditiont";

4, capabilities.

The thus established profiles for the requirements vhich must be

fulfilled are submitted to a selected group of experts among specialist

instructors and competent soldiers experienced tn practice as well as

to military p&ychologists and physicians for occupational medicine for
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examination. In cases 3f evident lack of plausibility the group

of experts may revert to indicatio8a obtained during phases II

and iII. The possibilities of cor..sction, e.g. indications on

importance and frequency of performance of a task, contained

therein may enable amendments in connection with the indications

obtained in phase V. The results are processed by ADP and stored

in the corresponding data files.

(Slide 26)

Phase VII

During that last phase, the final evaluation and the setting up

uf ascignment packages take place. The results of the determination

and registration of tasks and those of the analysis of requirements

which must be fulfilled are summarized. The profiles cf requirements

which must be fulfilled with regard to individual functions of

specialized groups within the armed forces are compared. These prefilvs

are classified and arranged in packages after weighting. The descriptionx

of functions printed out in ADP and the results of cluetelr analyses

are useful for the evaluation and enable the setting up of assignment

packages.

The results of this final evluation procedure are included n the

data fil for profiles of requirements which must be fulfilled with

regard to the functions. The possibilities of application by the

reoesting agency are more manifold, e.go the ilanning of uniform

training of the armed forces in complidnce with the requirements, the

reasonable redistribution of tasks, a steering in personnel matters

which is to a large extent adapted to the requirements as well as to

the wishes of the individual soldiers.
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This is what I wanted to say about the instrum.nt "Funktionsanalyse

(Personalstruktur" ) and itm seven phases.

On the basis of these statements, Adiral Fiebig will give you an

outlook on the further development of the "Funktionsanalyse

Personalstruxtur" ).

V. Outleok

May I sum up these statements by the follow..ng valuation:

Planning and organization of the "Funktonsanalyse Personalatruktur'" )

have been completed.

(Slide 21)

We have found out that a total of 104 catalogues of questionn ' ie

must be elaborated.

47 of these catalogues cover 50 to 206 military specialist tasks or

tasks of superiors, and 57 cataloguos up to .50 military specialist

tasks. The taskA of tactical command and control are included in these

figures.

By the end of 1976, A total of 28 catalogues of questionnaires on tasks

and listu of bpecific forms of tasks, that in about one thi.-d of the

recessary catalogues, were completed.

By the rnd of 1977, presumably aout two thirds of a1l eatalogue& will

') elaborate4. Then it will be possible to represent about one half

of all jobs of the ared forces as well as their fanctions.

(Slide 22)

+ Analysis of the functions pertaining to a job
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For the inquiry on ACTUALLY performed tasks it will be necessary to

interrogate a total of approximately 541000 soldiers. As one team

interrogates about 30 soldiers per day, a total of 1,800 interrogation

days are required.

This inquiry on ACTUALLY performed tasks shall in the main be

completed in 1981.

But the continuous evaluation of intermediate results is possible
already now. After completion of the determination and registration

of tasks* the available data material will furnish for instance:

($lide 23)

- task descriptions concerning all kinds of functions in the armed

forces, classified according to generic terms, hierarchically arranged

pursuant to the degree nf difficulty of task perforrance and to the

different degrees of responsibility connected with the task in

question, subdivided with regard te directing responsibility and

executing responsibility,

- job descriptions, referred to the precent organization, with

indications on all specific forms of tasks to be executed in

the job, and on the distribution of the degrees of importance
of the tasks within tho job,

- indications on working contions and environmental conlitions as

well an on working hours of jobs; particular strain and working|

condition.i re erred to tasks,

- indications )u 6anger of accideonts/safety of work arl on means

for ensuring that safety on the jobs,
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- indications on the frequency of performance of tasks in

normal duty and during exerc.ies,

- indications on licences, permits and evidence that particular

regulations have been complied with,

- indications on courses attended,

- indications on appointments,

indications on performance of general tadks and on the

frequency of performance,

- indications on additional functions and on their distribution

to jobs,

- indications on contentment with regard to occupation.

The data material is arranged in much a way that it enables

uniform evaluationsin the armed forces.

(Slides 24 and 25)

This becomes particularly clear when we consider the so-called

standard of functions which includes inter alia the following

func Lions
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As thene statements show, the use of the instruments of
"Funktionsanalyse Personalstruktur"+) has been fully initiated

and is energetically supported by all services.

Independently of the organizational regulations$ the cooperation

of the troops remains after all decisive for the success of the

work. Above all it is important to interrogate the right specialist

instructors at the schools of the services, for only then it will

be possible to determine and register reliably the tasks necessary

for performing a function and to describe then according to uniform

criteria. Beside the judgment of these theorists at the Achools,

the interrogation of the practicians in the troops is of course of

equal importance. There, boldiers, who know very thaoughiy th.

terns of reference in practice, have to give the rele#ea information.

Since May 1976, these interrogations have constituted a workload

of not insignificant an extent to schools and troops. In this

connection, the insight into the importance of this work with relard

to a new manpower structure of the armed forces is preponderant ove:

the difficulties which may arise in certain cases. BuV again and again

it becomes evident how important it is to motivate in the right way

the persons concerned. This arpect must not be disregarded. It oven

becomes more and more significant the longer the work lasts.

In the meantime, organization, flow diagram and time schedule have

been coordinated in such a way that it may be said that on the whole

the term originally pre-planned by the Morpower Structure Commission

for the completion of the work concerning a new manpower structure,

the year 1981, ran in the rain be complied with.

+)Analysis of the functions pertaining to a job
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The instruments of the analysis of "unctions which were outlined

to you today and which serve for elaborating the new manpower

structure of the armed forces of the Federal Rpublic of Germany

constitute an essentil prerequisite for the solution of nimer-us

interservice tasks of the Federal Armed Forces. For this reason,

the Federal Minister of Defense explicitly ordered in 1976 the

continuation of the analysis of functions. But he did so under

two premisea:

1. The work may be performed only as basic researca fo: the

Federal Armed Forces themselves.

2. Conceptual models :n the evaluation of jobs within the

scope of the analysis of functions must not have any
implications on public service as a whole.

This direction by the Federal Minister of Defense was necessary

becauso in our country the Ministry of the Interior - not the

Ministry of Defense - is competent for public service.

But independently of our work, the competent department also

intensely deals already with these problims, and I would not exclude

that fundamental results of our investigations may gain validity

for other domains, too.

(Slide 25)

Independently of the aforgoing we see that the analysis of

functions will retain its importance also in the far future,
for the introduction of new weapon systems and of new command
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and control systems as well as organizational Changes must I
again and again be analyzed, so that it will be possible toI draw conclusions within the Federal Armed Forces$ for example

with regard to the modification of the manpower structure of

the armed forces. For this reason, the instrument "analysis

of functions" is built up at an open s3stem which possesses

a sufficient flexibility also Ath regard to future developments

and change& or multiple kinds.

I
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SLIDE I

S- FUNKTIONSANALYSE PERSONALSTRUKTUR )

= PART OF THE FUNIDAMEN TAL WORK

FOR A

NEW MANPOWER STRUCTURE OF THE ARMED FORCES

ON THE BASIS

OF

RESULTS OF iNVESTIGATIONS

CARRIED OUT BY THE

MANPOWER STRUCTURE COMMISSION OF THE

FEDERAL MINISTRY OF DEFENSE

IN 1971

* Analysis of the functions pertaining to a job
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SLIDE 2

MODERN MANPOWER STRUCTURE

MUST IN A BALANCED WAY TAKE INTO ACCOUNT:

1. AIM OF ORGANIZATION

2. CAPABILITIES 1
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDIVIDUAL
PROFESSIONAL EXPECTATIONS 2 SOLDIER

3. TECHNICAL
POLITICO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS
SOCIAL

13t2
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SLIDE 3

FUNKTIONSANALYSE PERSONALSTRUKTUR

SERVES INTER ALIA FOR

1.SYSTEM-ORIENTED PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION

2.PERSONNEL-ORIENTED .iDB CHARAC rERISTICS

A3. ENABLING COMPARISON OF{- FOR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MUST RE FULFILLED

PROFILES - FOR QUALIFICATIONS

4. BUILDING UP OF ASSIGNMENT PACKAGES

S. WEIGHTING OF FUNCTIONS

~)Analysis of the functions pertaining to a job
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SLIDE 4

PROBLEM

RECORDING OF CORRELATIO!PJ

BETWEEN PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIELICY

IMPORTANT

BECAUSE:

CORREL.',TION BETWEENPERFORMANCE AND

EFFICIENCY

CHARACTERISTIC OF UNITS AND
SL'8-'JNITS ORGANIZED ACCORDING
TO THE P31NCIPLE OF DIVISION OF LABOR

Ii .



SLIDE 5

IN 1971.

APART FROM THE REPORT OF THE MANPOWER STRUCTORE COMMISSION,

REPORTS WERE ALSO SUBMITTED BY

1. THE FORCE STRUCTORE COMMISSION

(ON EQUITY IN INDUCTION)

2. THE EDUCATION COMMISSION

(ON REORGANIZATION OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING)

HEREWITH SOMETHING LIKE A ,LESS APPROPRIATE TIMING"

WAS CREATED

r7f



SLIDE 6

FUNKTIONSANALYSE PERSONALSTRUKTUR

FIRST TESTING IN 1973

WITH 3,400 SOLDIERS

FROM THE FOLLOWING FIELDS / SPECIALIZED GROUPS:

- INFANTRY EMPLOYMENT

- AERONAUTICAL EMPLOYMENT

- NAUTICAL EMPLOYMENT

- PERSONNEL ADMINISIRATION

AT THAT OCCASION

tHE FUNCTIONS PERTAINING TO

90 MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES

OF ALL SERVICES

WERE RECORDED

* AnalysA of the functions pertaining to a job
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SLIDE 7

EVALUATION

FIRST TESTING

DEFICIENCIES

STILL EXISTING:

- TOO COMPREHENSIVE DATA MATERIAL

- NEGLECT OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

- NO LEADS WITH REGARD TO LEVELS OF

OBJECTIVES OF LEARNING

K 1587



SLIDE 8
Flow Diagram

*,Funktionsanalyse Personalstruktur'"
(Analysis of the functions pertaining to a job)

Determination and 1 Analysis of requirements
registration of tasks which must be fulfilled

I Phase I Phase IV
Preparatory work I Preparatory work
Drafting o, task catalogues Setting up of material collection

Y4

Phase V
Phase I ( ) - ) Inquiry
Determination and registration Knowle,, skills
of ACTUALLY performed and APignment with regard to
of AUTHORIZED tasks characteristics

,,Particular strain/workingconditions, capabilities

Phase IlPhslEvaluation 01PaeV
Com parion AUTHORIZED/ Evalution, control
ACTU AL Drafting of requirements which

must be fulfiltld with regard to
job description specified tasks

Phase VII
Evaluation, comparison
Cluster analyses

Description of tunctions which must be fuliled Assignment packages
IIIII mus be fulflle

Application

1588
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SLIDE 9

FUNCTION

TOTALITY OF TASKS (JOB)

TASK

MAIN ELEMENT OF DESCRIPTION

UNIFORM DESCRIPTION OF TASKS

= PREREQUISITE FOR COMPARABILITY

OF FUNCTIONS

1389
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SLIDE 9.

5 GROUPS OF TASKS

1. TASKS OF TACTICAL COMMAND AND SONTROL

2. MILITARY SPECIALIST TASKS

3. GENERAL TASKS OF SUPERIORS

4. GENERAL TASKS

5. ADITIONAL TASKS /FUNCTIONS

139C



SLIDE 11

EXAMPLE CONCERNING RULE 1

AS TO THE FORMULATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL TASKS:THE MODE OF

EXPRESSION USED SHOULD BE AS UNIFORM AS POSSIBLE

(VERB + PREDICATE)

WRONG

TRESPONSIBLE FOR OIL CHANGE"

<RE WOR>D
*TA-SK~

RIGHT
TASK CARRYING OUT OF OIL

CHANGE

I 1391



SLIDE 12

EXAMPLE CONCERNING RULE 2

THE FORMULATIONS OF TASKS CONSTITUTE LEADS FOR THE SERVICEMEN TO
BE INTERROGATED WHICH FACILITATE THE ANSWERING OF QUESTIONNAIRES
ON TASKS; FOR THIS REASON IT MUST BE AVOIDED THAT THE INTERROGEES
FAIL TO ANSWER THE APPLICABLE QUESTIONNAIRE ON TASKS FOR THE ONLY
REASON THAT THE FORMULATION OF TASKS IS AMBIGUOUS OR NOT USUAL.

WRONG
,,TASK = ,ACCEPTANCE TEST FOR MOTOR

VEHICLES"

[< REWORD
J.ASK 

>

TASK RIGHT

CARRYING OUT OF TECHNICAL TEST
OF MOTOR VEHICLES PURSUANT TO
PARA 29 OF THE REGULATIONS
GOVERNING THE REGISTRATInm

i OF MOTOR VEHICLES

S13Y



SLIDE 13

EXAMPLE CONCERNING RULE 3

A TASK SHALL CONSTITUTE A WORKING CYCLE / COMPLEX CLEARLY
DELINEATED WITH REGARD TO TIME REQUIRED AND SPECIALTY.
SEVERAL JOB HOLDERS OF DIFFERENT LEVELS MAY PARTICIPATE IN
PERFORMING A TASK.

NOTE: ONE JOB HOLDER MUST BE IN A POSITION TO PERFORM THE
SPECIFIC TASK DEFINED; FOR THIS REASON IT MUST NOT CONSTITUITE
THE TASK OF A UNIT / SUB-UNIT.

,,TASK" WRONG
,,CARRYING OUT OF
MATERIAL SUPPLY'"

SUBDIVIDE
,SKTA

RIGHTTASK REQUISITIONING OF MATERIAL

TASK = RECEPTION OF MATERIAL

TASK DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL

1393i-



SLIDE 14

COMPLEXITY

CHARACTERISTIC OF

- CONTENTS
'OF A TASK

- DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY

EXECUTING RESPONSIBILITY

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACTING BY
APPLICATION OF PROCEDURES OR
METHODS

DIRECTING RESPONSIBILITY

= RESPONSIBILITY

-FOR INFLUENCING BEHAVIOR OF
OTHER PEOPLE

AND

- FOR PURPOSE-ORIENTED USE
OF MATERIAL

I
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SLIDE 17-

I CAPABILITY

- LASTING PHYSICAL AND PSYCHICAL ABILITY OF
A PERSON TO ACQUIRE OR APPLY KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS

KNOWLEDGE

= ATTAINJMENTS NECESSAHY FOR CARRYING OUT A
FUNCTION (PRIMARILY THEORETICAL)

SKILLS

ABILITIES NECESSARY FOR CARRYING OUT A
FUNCTION (PRIMARILY PRACTICAL)

I
1i
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SLIDE 20

Funktionsanalyse Personalstruktur Phase VII ( Analysis of functions pertaining to a Job)

(Evaluation and determination of assignment packages)

Results obtained E Fviluv~in,

In Phase VI - Comparison ot ptofie. of requirements which
must be fulfilled for individual functlons - + escription of functions

signent pckages . -~ Summarizia of profiles of requirements which i
sinment packages 4 - must be fulfified, clssification and weighting

in package/

Data i e
on
profoilei
of
requirements
which must be
fulfilled with
regard to
f uncticins
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SLIDE 21

ALTOGETHER NECESSARY:

104 CATALOGUES OF QUESTIONNAIRES ON TASKS,

EACH CATALOGUE CONTAINING UP TO

.200 TASKS

BY THE END OF 1976

28 CATALOGUES AND LISTS CONTAINING DEFINITIONS

OF SPECIFIC TASKS

WERE COMPLETED

BY THE END OF 1977, PRESUMABLY

- TWO THIRDS OF ALL CATALOGUES WILL BE COMPLETED

- A DESCRIPTION OF 50 % OF ALL JOBS / FUNCTIONS WILL

BE POSSIBLE

VAI



I SLIDE 22
II

FOR INQUIRY ON ACTUALLY PERFORMED TASKS

ARE NECESSARY:

- 54,000 SOLDIERS

- 1,800 INTERROGATION DAYS (1 TEAM)

PLANNED FOR 1978:

- 5 TEAMS

1981 PRESUMABLY

S- TERMINATION OF THIS INQUIRY

IL(,
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SLIDE 23

INTERMEDIATE RESULTS

POSSIBILITY OF CALLING AT ANY TIME INTER ALIA:

- TASK DESCRIPTIONS ACCORDING TO GENERIC
TERMS

JOB DESCRIPTIONS ACCORDING TO P RESENT
ORGANIZATION

MANY INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS (COMPARE
SLIDES 24 AND 25)

["
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STANDARD OF FUNCTIONS,

.Idenfton, for example:

number In TO&E, designation in TO&E

appointownt
own forces / mem
position a superior
security asdificatlons, clearance

knowledge of foreign langluages (according to code of the

4 Federal Armed Forces)

2. Oecriptve characteristics, for example:

main tasks

operational commad and control tasks
tactical comerand and contW tasks

general tasks of superiort
knowledge, skills
knowledge of objects
knowledge of fundamentals
envivonmental / working conditions

.. . .....I I



I i SLIDE 25

3. Emn fldom . trainiM , for example:

n y prvious military employment

desired previous military employment

mcesury courses

possible further mHltary employnwnt (horizontal)

possible further military employment (vertical)
transition to the civilian sector

4. Evaluatin charamterlstics, for example:

minimum ,nihstnent period of reenlisted men

aLat of responsibility

level of responsibility

r H
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OCCUPATIONAL TASK FACTORS FOR INSCRUCTIONAL SYSTEM DEVELOP :KNT

By

William Stacy
Nancy Thonmpson

Sq Ldr David Thomson

Occupation and Manpower Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks AFB, TX

I. XNTRODUC.'ION

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory has been engaged i-1 a
long range research effort to determine task training requirements based
upon occupational survey data. The methodology being developed is in
support of the Air Force Instructional Systems Development (I D) program.
Specifically, occupational task factors are being developed and utilized
to provide data in meeting tile ISO requirements of analyzing the system
or Job requirements and Jefining educational training needs based upon
Job performance requirements.

The primary consideration for including or excluding a task for
training has been based von occupational aurvey data of the probability
of airmen performing certain taaks in their first job assignment. Changes
in curriculum design based upon these types of studios have saved the
Air Force millions of dollars by eliminating training on tasks performed
by low percentages of first-term airmen in the field. However, the
probability of the performance of a task may not be the only factor to be
considered in establishing training requirements. For examplo, If the
consequences of inadequate performance of a task are hazardous or costly
to human life or property, that task should be considered for training
regardless of the frequency of performance. In recent years, AFIIRL has
hypothesized and researched a number of task training factors important
in de~ermining how much emphasis should be placed on tasks for training.

The basic theory behind the Air Force task training factor research
was conceived and reported by Christal (1970). In the design of the
research a ntimber of current task factors have been identified which can

provide training development personnel with an objectila procedure for
determining the task's priority for training. Data are currently being
collected on the tollowing task factors:

10
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a. Percent members performing. , percent of airmen in the
career specialty perrorming the task in their jobs.

b. Task difficulty. The time req.ired to learn to perform the
task satisfactorily.

c. Consequences of inadequate performance. The perceived consequences
if the task is incorrectly performed, considered in terms of destroyed
material, wasted time, injury, or loss of life.

d. Task delay tolerance. A measure of how much delay can be tolerated
between the time the air-an becomes aware the task is to be performed and
the time he must commence doing it.

e. Field recommen'Ied training emphasis. A measure of the task'a
recommended formal trainLng emphasis (either school or OJT), based upon the
ratings of tasks by 7- and 9- skill-level field NCOs.

f. School trainng emphasis. A miasure of the task's current training
emphasis In residenc training, based upon the ratings of tasks by course
-nstructors.

The task training factor methodology has many potential applications.
For each of the task factors under consideration, the task from occupa-
tiondl surveys can be ordered in sequence. For example, the occupational
Parvey tasks can be ordered In descending sequence baser' upon the arith-
metic mean ratings of consequences of inadequate performance. Information
may also be provided comparing school training emphasis with field recom-
mended training emphasis. In addition, using multiple regression analysis,
the task factors can be used as predictor variables to capture the judg-
ments of school training personnel and recommended trainiutg emphasis from
the field. The task factors can be applied in the selecting of tasks for
training courses, the develorment of specialty training standards, the
validation of current training courses, or for the redesigning of an
existing course an a result of changes in cour3e length or chang.s in the

career speiatty. Tine task training factor methodology does not provide
all answers to traiaing course decisions; the methodology is primarily
as an advanced aid to course design and is subject to override by other
training considerations ag required.

The development of task training priority factors was described by
Mend, (1975) at the 17th annual confer: i'e .,f the Military Testing
Assoctatton. It Mead's paper, procedures for validating task factors
were illustrated by twu studies. In one validation study (Mial & Christal,
1974), one hundred-ninety first-term airman tasks in the Medical Services
(902X0) career specialty were placed on 4" X 6" cards and were rank
ordered by curriculum specialists according to their priority for resident
technical training. The mean rank values served as the criterion measure
and were predicted by the task factors using multiple regression analysis.
This policy capturing procedure resulted in a four variable task factor

equatioa which correlated R .88 with those of the curylculum specialists.

1410



A second validation study was conducted by Mead, (1975) using
the Law Enforcement (811XX) specialty. Training curriculum specialists
rank ordered a representative sample of 165 apprentice and journeyman
level tasks as to their priority for forma± training. The mean
rank values for each task were used as the criterion values. The
training priority policy of the curriculun special.ists was predicted
using four task factore and derivations of these factors. The
equation provided training priority values which correlated R

.95 (p2 - .91) with the criterion values. These studLs strongly
indicated that the task training policies of curriculum specialists
could be duplicated mathematically using the task factor prediction
model.

II. CURRFNT TASK FACTOR RESEARCH PROCEDURES

Two types of scales are currently applied in the collection of
ratings on task difficilty, task delay tolerance, %nd consequences of
inadequate performati-e. Relative task factor scales have.been used
to rate eaci task in a career specialty relative to the other tasks
in that specialty. Benchmark or task-anchcred scales have Also been
designed which are used to rfte the tasks in one specialty .zomptred
with prescribed levels of tasks in other Air Force specialties.

Amjor limitation of the relative scales Is that the tasks in
career specialty are only rated in a context with the other tasks in

~that specialty.

For example, using a relative scale, a cook may
rate "salting the meat" very high in consequences
of inadequate performance, Yet, in a task-anchored
scale, the consequences of inadequate performance
of "salting the mcat" may not seem very serious
when compared with inadequate performance of other
Air Force tasks.

In the paAt several years AFiIRL has demonstrated considerable
success in the development of task-anchored rating scales. The purpose
of the task-anchored scales is to permit comparisons of tasks within
one career specialty with representative tasks performed in oth, r Air

' Force specialties. Task,.anchored scale have been developed for three

task factors: task difficulty, consequences of inadequate performnce,
and task delay tolerance. The scales were also devel, ped to represent
three aptitude areas: a combined aJministrative or general requirement;

electronic aptitude; and mechanical aptitude. An illustrate of an
administrative/general aptitude task anchored acale is presented in Appendix
A. The scale is cctupo ,ed of 27 tasks, %ubdivided into nine subgroups of

IThe term benchmark scales has recentl.,- been changed to task-anchored

q" scales to provide additional clatity.
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thiee tasks. Each subgroup reprensess one of nine levels on the scale.
In actual use, raters compare es:.4 of the tasks in their specialty
ag4inst the 27 tasks in r!. benclark scale, For each task in his
specialty the rater will decide which level and subgroup of three
tasks arc the ;ost slilax (on the factor being considered. The develop-
ment of the benchmark scales for the Administrative, General aptitud
e-ca has been reported by Goody (1976). The development of the electronic

and mvechanical benchmark scales has also been completed but not reported.

In Appendix R, inter-rater agreement of ;elative and task-anchored
(benchmark) scale ratings iq reported using the intra-claas correlation
technique jlindquist, 1953, p. 361). From theie reliability estiwates
of mean ratings it appears that the task factors used in Lhe studils
are generally stable and reliable measures. It has been demonstrat; d
for the ,st part that the reliability estimates of mean ratings
L.a~c,,,d fr experienced NCOs are acceptably high and consistent.

In Appendix C, 'r an addQonal comparison on rater agreement
betwvet relative and tas --anchored (benchmark) scales, four career
apecialties have beena urveyeu' with botn scales and their ample
size adjusted to a rommon N - 50. It appears generally that the
benchmark scale ratern were as good or slightly better in th ir
agreement wi.h each other than the relative scale raters. The percantage
o€ deviant raters who were deleted from the study because th.y used
the scale upsido dtmi or (id not properly follow instructionp, van notice-
abiy 1esR for the benchmark scale raters.

For several reiisons, future research studies will probably use
benchmark scalRs in collecting task factor data. The benchmark rcales
are more advantageous th-n ielative scales because they provide Moro
information for making training decisions between career specialties,
the benchmark scales appe.ar to provide as good or betttr 4greerlent among
raters than relative k.wrdes, and require fewer case deletions., The
benchmark scales cau also he used to rank order tra:Ining pr'tritiev of
tasks within a single career specialty.

Appendix V, provides correlations of school and field training
emphasis versu4 the tiik factor.. fo' twelve career specialties. The

task factor 'Ltn wer collected with relative scales. One important
correlation In Appendix 1) is the zero-order correlation between ,chool
raining emphasis and field recomnended training emphasis. In some

of the career specialties there was fairly high correlation between
vhat the field recommendq to be taught on job tasks ard what the school
is currently tea-hing. In other career specialcies the correlations
between school and field training empha-ls were not as high. In inter-
preting Appendix D, it appears that when correlations between school
ard field training emphasis vere low, the correlation of school ehasia
with task factors were also relatively low compared to correlations of
field emphasis with task factors. In such a case, it would seem that
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three tasks. Each subgroup represents one of nine levels on the scale.
In actual use, raters compare each of the tasks in their specialty
against the 27 tasks in the task anchored scale. For each task in his
opecialty the rater will decide which level and subgroup of thvea
tasks are the most similar on the factor being considered. The develop-
mint of the task anchored scale* for the Administrative, Getteral aptitude
area has been reported by Goody (1976). The development of the electronic
and mechanical task anchred scales has also been completed but not reported.

In Appendix B, inter-rater agreement of relative and task-anchored
(benchmark) scale ratings is reported using the intra-class correlation
technique (Lindquist, 1953, p. 361). From these reliability estim&.tes
of mean ratings it appears that thr task factors used in the studieo
are generally stable and reliable measures. It has been demonstrated
for the most part that the reliability estimates of mean ratings

obtained from experienced NCXs are acceptably high and consistent.

In Appendix C, fiur an additional comparison on riter agreement
between relative and t:3c-anchored (benchmark) scales, four career
specialties have been surveyed with both scales and their wample
size adjusted to a ccmmon N i 50. Tt appears genoraily that the
bechchmark scale raters were as good or slightly better in their
agreement with each other than the relative scale raters. The percentage
of deviant raters who were deleted from the study because they used
the scale upside down or did not properly follow instructions, was notice-
ably less for the task anchored scale rateri.

For several reasons, future research studies will probably use
task-anchored scales in collecting task factor date. The benchmark scales
are more advantageos chan relative scales because they provide more
information for making training decisions between carcer specialties,
the task anchored scales appear to provide as good or better agreement mong
raters than relative scales, and require fewer case deletions. The
task anchored scales can also be used to rink order training priorities
of taiks within a single career specialty.

Appendix D, provides correlattons of school and field training
emphasis versus the task factors for twelve career specialtie.. The
task factor data were collected with relative scales. One important
correlat ,n in Appendix D is the zero-order correlation betw"n school
training emphasis and field recotAmended training emphasis. In some
of the career specialties there was fairly high correlation between
*4hat the field recommends to be taught on job tasks and what the school
is cLrrently teaching. Ir other career specialties the correlations
between school and field training emph."is were not as high. In inter-
preting Appendix D, it appears that when correlations between school
and field training emphasis wore low, the correlation of school emphasis
with task factors were also relatively low compared to correlations of
field emphasis with task factors. In such a case, i" rculd sees that
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the school was giving less causIderatton to the task factors thah
was the field. ltcw-er, low correlationa between schoal .4 fi
ratings do not necessarily mean inadequacies in school curric4luiR
The ofiools are operating under a camber of constraints a to whb
can be taught in resident training and field ratings are influenced
by consideration of MJT as well as resident training.

The analysis and display o€ Air Force task factor uata is
best accomplished through the CODAP analysis system. CODAP is a
comprehensive set of computer programs for analyzing and reporting
occupational information collected with job inventories (COristal &
Welssmaller, 12,76). (ne of the most frequently used CODAP programs
to illustrate task factor data is called FACSUM. Appendix E presents
a FACSUM difference description between school and field training
emphasis in the Medical Services (902X0) career specialty. The top
of the description shows tasks which have the largest difference
between what is recommended by the field for training and what is
current'ly being taught in the schoo3. Tasks are listed in descending
stquence of these differences. The tasks listed at the bottom of the
description tire those on which the school emphasis was greater than
the emphasis re olmendtd by the field.

The task factor data deyeloped In tie Medical Services study proved
to be extremely valitabl, in aiding ISD ind trnning development personnel
in making changes in the resident course hsed upon the task factor
information.

The power of the task factor data in aiding training development
personnel can be further evidenced in the Dental Specialists (981XQ)
training course. From examining a FACSbM difference description
between school and field recommended training emphasis there were two
tasks which appeared at the top of the description.

D)IF CON TSK TSK 2
TASK SCOOL FIELD FER S112 DELAY DFF PERF

11273 Yabricci,, Custom Impres- 5.7 1.3 4.4 3.2 5.9 3.7 7.7
aion Trays

G240 Pour and trim dental 5.7 3.2 2.5 3.1 4.8 3.1 23.6
ca t a

Based upon the difference in training emphasis between school and
field and the lew percentages of first-term airmen performing lMe tasks
the school investigated the status of thes4, two tasks. It was deter-
mined that the two tasks we;e being perfor-ed primaril7 in a laboratory
fuanction and cere no longer considered as routine tasks in the field.
The training of these two tasks in the residen'. courses was suspended
representing a savings of approximately fourteen and one-half hours in
the training cousse plan of instruction (POI).

t.
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Il. SUNRY

The task traiving factor methodology developed by AIRL has
demontrated many applications in etermining the training priorities
of tasks based upon occupational survey data. The primary benefits
of this research have been in the use of task factor data for designing
training courses, the development of specialty training standards,
the validatLon of curvent training courses, and for the redesigning
of an existing course as a result of changer in course length er changes
of thM career specialty. The development of the task-anchored scales
has opened an additional area of research for exploring differences in
training emphas:Ls and priority beteen Air Force tareer specialties.
The recent collection of recommended task training requirements from
the field and of information concerning current training emphasis in
the schools has provided meaningful comparisons whch can be used in
determining the priorities of tasks for trtinxng. In attempting to
capture the policies-of field atd tranin , school personnel in estabAirhing
training requirements, task factors have been used ao predictor variables
in multiple regression analysis. The task factor methodology although
still in the developmental prczess, has been demonstrated to be extremely
valuable in the curriculum design.
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APPENDIX A

TASK VELAY MI EMA.CBE

OEFINITON

Th'" Tasit Delay Tolioramce of a taok is a measure of how mudic delay can be tolerted between the tmo" 0141 skmf bsctwts
mjvir tht task is to be perfaioemd and the t.nw hes msust corwinm doing It.

sENCHANK SCALE

LvlI - Lem ast orsot of Doi - Milust do lonooloady

Lh sliip*1roiation to reso brethng of acdet o fire victiflue. ko l'otectn Specialst)
Issw.s sciforlits Orders to fighter aircraft lCornimmnot and Control Spsocolil
A-1tst dnieng tiosa m of c4WdiO-fqWtresory failue In opsiatngl room (Op..raing ROOM spscialist)

Cluoll dituttoorics involving intltay lootsovire (S~cutiw Specialist)
klntl trens ca Ieqtof ukls involvvd in poisoi~ng VAWPstenacy S~doistI)
011tsafety coniril #I fimate contfol center thorit hstartdous oporations (M~Aaf . afofy Speetatlt)

A oilosoct runeway for foreign olowis IA.. Coetons Spoc~glist)

Atfrnibritor anarslesia in dontal sinvy Me~ntal Specialist)
A4ust airb~orne radoo r~caion. to ohtuin ot'*jte skinals (fnadin Operatorl

Lovel 4

Onemotoi SuIW15 or wiltnosm (Isocurily %wi~akfil

Po~lorm voeW cout on bouawa it. as 4tit tyloe end W#Ws tot ilfcilan (MoucaI Utaboratory SpociaiI

Iuentify mllwr cv'rlcke linstlltin In sa~ ev4~Mlit eina vi"tW phoophl c L11141io lotin Specialist)

Nriolferets on fetantioe IN) m Otr paeco Center (Safty peclisi

Dugra US)wr Otteal orm tn hi dav#4torso6 mocotsion till ftoForephist (P oai an Wsork Cotro uei~t

Level?

hi.oni irokd faloorln sescit"Ion (anpo Specto~fciaitalge )oueretSe~ts
lntrivfe or o o one stlane or eoal tot erafice. to S Secialist
Dreareus ai ratn fo* tairi operols *odn, onptnent Anw in t p loeItis adWr CnrlSpcait

LevelS - utTiat. ely-O hn9

Wtl tem o id nco o ptiasons an ti t ions any Ienitaot o urn Specialist)

fleiarzi and iwil. feature stori n Air Furme putbu~tions (lnfocrmnat Specatess)
Cloan tal' (it animals (Vertooeinafy sprocial.1%)
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APPMNIX E
FA,-CSUM Diffemee Deuption 3etween F5qM wd 6Sc0

Truinsg Empbe* Mditl Se es 902bX

Task Difficulty .- - - - - - - - - - -
Delay Tolerance - - - - - - -
Consequenccs- - - - - - - -... . - - "
Percent Perforning (I-24 months) - - - - - -

Difference (Field mints School) - | I f
Current School EMphaiS ... . . .
Field Recolrnended lEmph3sis -- -

I I I I I I i
1 419 Suture Lacerations 6.31 .00 6.31 23.6 5.83 3.52 6.55
G 295 Insert Ol Airways 6.61 .30 6.31 24.3 7.10 2.06 5.36
i 378 Administer Pfinay ,-'a

at Scene of Accidents 6') 1.35 5.64 23.9 7.41 1.87 6.44
1 391 Drive Ambulances tv

Ambutes 5.62 .00 5.62 20.8 5.95 4.32 4.96
1 411 Remov Sutures 5.56 .A) 5.56 33.0 4.40 5.96 4.39
F 179 Prepare Plaster of Pa is.

Cotton. or Otitir Mttenals
for Ffbrk'alion of ('sts 5.70 .20 5.S0 23.5 4.19 5.00 4.92

F 174 Prepare Patients for
Minor Surgery 6 08 .60 5.49 40.5 4.99 4.74 4.80

; 252 AIply Pneumatic
Splints ,5.48 .05 5.43 !1.4 5.18 4.34 4.45

C-1.54 Apply Shoritt 1g Mler
Casts 5.39 .00 5.39 15.5 5.21 5.39 5.42G 253 Apply Short Arm PiasterCasts 5.39 .O 5.39 16.8 5,18 5.40 5.40

G 280 Draw Mood frioll
Patients 5.38 .00 5.38 ?9.5 5.58 4.46 5.60

G 248 Apply Make-tift
Splints 5.59 .25 5.34 18.9 5.2 4.21 4.84

Tasls in Middle of Description Omitted .

11 366 Orient New Patients 4.41 4.90 -. 48 51.7 3.53 5.23 3,'8
G 243 Apply ,kat by Ilot Water

Botles 4.90 5.40 -,50 32.8 4.85 5.37 3.39
( Y)6 Instruct Patients in Crutch

Walking 4.95 5.50 -. 55 32.8 4.8. 5.42 4.60
G 311 Perform Ofrl Itypene 5.21 5.85 - .64 45.4 4.06 5.16 4.18
C, 202 Administer C-muffetc Ied

Baths 5.55 6.25 - 70 51.2 3.00 5.40 3%
11 361 .%like Occupied lWds 5.07 6.00 -. 93 54,6 3.57 5.47 4.02
(; 30 Parvicipate in Team

Confelcnccs 4.10 5.10 i100 37.5 3.11 6.04 4.44
C, 284 Giv,,, Flck Rubs 4.54 5,55 -1.01 45.3 3.14 6.19 3.78
t 362 Make Nstoperative or

Recovery Mds 4."2 6,00 --1.08 51.0 3.13 4.91 3.6S
(1 199 Aniniistet Ikd Pans or

Urinais 4.74 6.15 -1.41 66.4 2,65 4.19 2.86
l! 363 Make thwcculied Beds 4.56 6.10 - 14. 60.7 2.31 6.29 3.11
1 373 ,me ¢ Me Trays 3.63 5,40 -1.77 53.9 3.44 5.07 3,14
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REPORT OF STEERING COMMITTEE

&

GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING (1977)

1. HARRY H. GREER AWARD:

Steering Committee approved presentation of the swards to Dr.
William Moonan, Naval Personnel and Research Development Command,
and to John A. Burt, U. S. Coast Guard Inst'tute. (Texts are atch).

2. ARTICLE III %! THE BY-LAWF?

The Steering Committee vol.ed not '-o change the wording of Article III.
This article deals with membership.

3. ARTICLE VII OF THE BY-LAWS

The Steering Committee and the General Membership approved a change
of Section B of the By-Laws from the present wording of;

B. The annual Conference of the association shall be coordinated
by tha agencies of the associated armed services exercising primary
reaponsibility for military personnel assessm-r . in order of the
followinp rotating schedule:

United States Army

United States Marine Corps
United States Navy
United States Air Force

United States Coast Guard;

Hencetorth to read:

B. The annual conference of the Asacciation sh~ll be coordinated
by the agencies of the associated arzed services exercicing primary
responsibility for military personnel assessment. The coordinatl'ng
agencies and the order of rotation vill be determined annually by the
Steering Comittee. The coordinating agencies for at least the
following three years will be announced at the annual meting.

4. COORDINATING AGENCIES 1978-1982

In conformance with Article VII, Section B the hosting sites for the
above periods are:
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1978 Oklahoma City - Coast Guard Institute
1979 San Diego - Navy Personnel Research and

Development Center
1980 Toronto, Canada - Canadian Forces Personnel.

Applied Research Unit
1981 Ft Eustis, Virginia - U. S. Army
1982 Pennsacola, Florida - U. S. Navy, Propran Develop-

ment Center
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MILITARY TISTING ASSOCIATION

HARRY F. GREER AWARK

j TO

.'OHN A. BURT

To you, John A. durt, the Military Testing Association owes its current

level of prominence and excellence. Your personal efforts over the last

ten yeare have helped insure the continuance of the MTA as a functioning

and growing organization, and have helped produce interesting, informative,

and important conferences over the years. Your continuing involvement in

the activities of the steering committee and the overall management of the

NTA have been appreciated. We all realize that much if this service to

the MTA has been accoaplished at the cost of difficult and time-consuming

personal effort.

This award for outstandtig service is most appropriately given in the name

of Hnrry F. 4reer, as you have exemplified his aims and have carried out

his intentions in forming the MTA. This awai is made with the gratitude,

friendship, and regard of all associated with the Military Testing

Association.
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MILITARY TESTING ASSOCIATION

WWHARRY F. CREER AW.RD

TO

DR. WILIAM MOONAN

The Harry Greer Award is herebv presented to Dr. Willia N oonan of the

Naval Personnel Research and Development Center for your consistent

and lasting contributions to the purposes of the Military Testing

Association.

Year after year, your de dication to the scientific principles which

underlie the assesswsnt of indivi4iias has inspired each of us while

the integrity and innovation of your work hoi set an example for all.

Your original contributions, in the statistical treatment of assessment

data are numerous.

The prodigous volume and inventive character of your work iw of credit

to yourielf, to the Navy and to the entire community of military

personnel amsessment. For this we thank you. Therefore this award is

made with gratitude, friendship and regard of all associated with the

Military Testing Association.
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BY-LAWS OF THE MILITARY TESTING ASSOCIATION*

Article I - Name

The name of this organization shall be the Military Testing
Associacion.

Article II - Purpose

The purpose of this Association shall be to:

t A. Assemble representativeq of the various armed servicep of the

United States and such other nations as might request to discuss and[exchange ideas concerning assessment of military personnel.
B. Review, study, and discuss the mission, organization, operations,

and research activities of tho various associated organizations engaged in
military personnel assessment.

C. Foster improved personnel assessment through exploration and
presentation of new techniquos and procedures for behavioral measurement,
occupational analrsis, manpower analysis, simulation models, training
programs, selection mettodology, survey and feedback systems.

D. Promote cooperation in the exchange of assessment procedures,
techniques and instruments.

E. Promote the assessment of militory pLrsonnel as a scientific
3djunct to modern military persuanel manigement within the military and
Frofebsional communities.

Article III - Participation

The following categories ahall constitute mf-mbership within the MTA:

A. Pr'mary Membership.

1. All ictive duty military and civilian personnel perwe. ently
assigned to an agency of the associated armed services having primary
responsibility for assessment for peroonnel systems.

2. All civilian and acti-te duty military personnel permanently
assigned to an organization exercising direct command over an agency of
the ausociated armed services holding primary responsibility for assessment
of military personnel.

• As approved at the 1977 General Meeting of The Association, 21 Oct 77,
Son Antouio, Texas
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B. Associate Membership.

1. Hembership in this category will be extended to permanentpersonnel of various governmental, educational, business, industrial and

private organizations engaged in activities that parnllel thoee of the
primary membership. Associate members shall be entitled to all privileges
of primary members with the exception of membership on the Steering
Committee. This restriction may be waived by the majority vote of the
Steering Committee.

t.rticle IV - Dues

No annual dues shall be levied ahainst the participants.

Article V - Steering Committee

A. The governing body of the Association shall be the Steering
Committee. The Steering Committee shall consist of voting and non-voting

tmembers. Voting members are primary members of the Steering Committee.~Primary memberchip shall include:

e. The Commanding Officers of the respective agencies of the
armed services exercising responsibility for personnel assessment programs.

2. The ranking civilian professional employees of the respective
agencies of the Lrmed service exercising primary responsability for the
conduct of personnel %ssessment systems. Each agency shall have no more
than two (2) professional civilian representatives.

B. Associate membership of the Steering Committee shall be extended
by majority vote of the committee to representatives of various governmental,
educational, business, industrial and private organizations whose purposes
parallel those of the Association.

C. Xhe Zhairman of the Steering Committee shall be appointed by the
President of the Association. The term of office shall be one year and
shall begin the last day of the annual conference.

D. The Steering Committee shall have general supervision over the
affairs of the Association and shail have the responsibility for all
activities of the Association. The Steering Committee shall conduct the
business of the Association in the interim between annual conferences of
the Association by such means of communication as deemed appropriate by
the President or Chairman.

E. Meeting of the Steering Committee shall be held during the annual
conferences of the Association and at such times as requested by the
President of the Association or the Chairman of the Steering Committee. A
majority of the members of the Steering Committee shall constitute a quorum.
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Article VI - Officers

A. The officers of the Association shall consist of a President,
Chairman of the Steering Committee and a Secretary.

B. The President of the Association shall be the Commanding Officer
of the armed services agency coordinating the annual conference of the
Association. The term ot the President shall begin at the close of the
annual conference of the Association and shall expire at the close of the
next annual conference.

C. It shall be the duty of the President to organize and coordinate
the annual conference of the Association held during his term of office,
and to perform the customary duties of a president.

D. The Secretary of the Association shall be filled through appoint-
ment by the President of the Association. The term of office of the
Secretary shall be the same as that of the President.

E. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Association to keep
the records of the association, and the Steering Committee, and to
conduct official corresponuence of the association, nnd to insure notices
for conferences. The Secretary shall also perform such additional duties
and take such additional responsibilities as the President may delegate
to him.

Article VII - Meetings

A. The Association shall hold a conference annually.

A B. The annual conferet.ce of the Association shall be coordinated by

the agencies of the associated armed services exercising primary responsi-
bility for military personnel assessment. The coordinating agencies and
the order of rotation will be determined annually by the Steering Committee.
The coordinating agencies for at least the following three years will be
announced at the annual meeting.

C. The annual conference of the Aisociation shall be held at a time
and place determined by the coordinating agency. The membership of the
association shall be informed at the annual conterence of the place at
which the following annual conference will be held. The coordinating
agency shall inform the Steering Committee of the time of the annual
conference not less than six (6) months prior to the conference.

D. The coordinating agency shall exercise planning and supervision
over the program of the annual conference. Final selection of program
content shall be the responsibility of the coordinating organization.
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E. Any other organization desiring to coordinate the conference may

submit a formal request to the Chairman of the Steering Committee, no
later than 18 months prior to the date they wish to serve as hosL.

Article VIII - Comnittees

A. Standing committees may be namea from time to time, as required,
by vote of the Steering Committee. The chairman of each standing committee
shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Steering Committee. Members of

standing committees shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Steering
Committee in consultation with the Chairman of the committee in question.
Chairmen and committee members shall serve in their appointed capacities
at the discretion of the Cheirman of the Steering Commfttee. The Chairman
of the Steering Committee shall be ex officio member of all standing
committees.

B. The President with the counsel and approval of the Steering
Committee may appoint such ad hoc committees as are needed from time to
time. An ad hoc committee shall serve until its assigned task is

completed or foc the length of time specified by the President in consul-
tation with the Steering Committee.

C. All standing committees shall clear their general plans of action
and new policies through the Steering Committee, and no committee or
committee chairman shall enter into relationships or activities with
persons or groups outside of the Asoociation that extend beyond the
approved general plan of work without the specific authoriztion of the
Steering Committee.

D. In the intetest of continuity, if ony officer or member has any

duty elected or appointed placed on him, an is unable to perform the
designated duty, he should decline and notify at once the officers of the
association that he cannot accept or continue said duty.

Article IX - Amendments

A Amendwents of these By-Laws may be made at any annual conference
of z Association.

B. Amendments of the By-Laws may be made by majority vote of the
assembled metbership of the Association provided that the proposed amend-
rents shall have been approved by o majority vote of the Steering Committee.

C. Proposed amendments not approved by a majority vote of the
Steering ommittee shall require a two-third's vote of the assembled
membership of the assor:iation.
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Article X -. Voting

All members in attendance shall be voting members.

Article XI - Enactment

These By-Laws shall be in force immediately upon acceptance by a
I majority of the assembled membership of the Association and/or amendedI (in force 2 November 1973).
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ATTENDEES

ADAMS, William, Jr. BACHTEL, Mary A
Chief of Naval Educ & Training Naval Educ & Trng Progr Deve Cntr
Nav'al &1r Station Ellyson PD-9
Pensacola, IL 32508 Pensacola, FL 32509

ALBECK, Robert D BAISDEN, Annette
Naval Tech Trng Center Psychology Dept
Corry Station Naval Aerospace Med Research Lab
Pensacola, FL 32511 Pensacola, FL 32508

ALBERT, Walter G BAKER, J. G. Capt
AFHRLt/SM Chief of Naval Educ & Trng'N-8
Brooks AFB, TX 78235 NAS, Pensacola, FL 32508

ALLEY, William E BARAN, Harry A.
AFHRL/OPE APHP.L/ASR
Brooks AFB, TX 78235 Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

AMME*MAN, Harry L, Dr BAREFIELD, Ruth B
Center for Vocational Edtic USAAVNC
1960 Kenny Road Ft Rucker, AL 36362
Columbus, Ohio 43210

BARLOW, Bruce H, Capt
ANDER-SON, H. R. Directorate of Tug Dev
USG AVTRACKN US Army Inf School
Bates Field, Ft Banning, GA 31905
Mobile, AL 36608

BAIMOR, Michael
ARCHER, Wayne B Directorate of Evaluation
AFHRIORA USI"AS
Brooks APB, TX 78235 Ft Knox, KY 40121

3R15A, James K BECK, Vera 3

3115 Martin Rd Education Center - DPCA
Car-eel CA 93921 Ft Ord, CA

ASA-DOMIAN, Paul V, Sr BEGLAND, Bob Capt
Fleet -nti-Submarine arefare Tug Cen 3033 Stillvood Ct
San DIeSo, CA 92147 Tallahassee, FL 32303

AVERSANO, frank !.4 Dr BELISLE, Michael
US Army Trng Support Center 3507 ACS
Ft Eustis, VA 23604 119 Robinhood
ATIN: ATTSC-TI-TD San Antonin, TX 78209

AVERY, Doris E BELL, M. Herman, LTC
Army Educ Center Directorate of Tng Dev
P.O. Box 3533 US Amy Inf School
Ft Wainvright, Alaska Ft Benning, CA 31905
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BELLANTONI, Maria, Dr
US Army Trng Dev Inst BORTNER, Don E, SrA
Bldg 1514 AP1RL/NA
Fi Eusti, V, 23604 Brooks AFB, TX 78235

BERCER. B. Michael BOTTENBERG, Robert A, Dr
USA kw.!L PER CEN AFHRL/SM
2461 Eisenhower Ave Brooks AFB, TX 78235
Alexandria, VA 22331

BOUZA, )uane J
BERGER, Daniel L, Sr A Base Educ Cen (DPT)

TXAFHR782 Offutt AFB, NE 68.13
Brooks AFB, TX 78235

BOYD, Joseph L, Jr
BERGHATi, Joe A Educational Testing Service
AFHRL/ORA 10 Pine Knoll D:
Broo"c AIB, TX 78235 Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

3IAL4.K, Hilton M, Dr BOYD, Ricbard D
Human Resources Rich Organ (HUKRRO) HILPERCEN USA
27857 Berwick Dr Alexandria, VA 22314~Carmel, CA 93923

BRAHL,, John S
BIEDIGER, Rosalie A Dire-.torate of Evaltrstion
AFHRL/SM US Amy ADHIN,EN
Brooks AVB, TX 78235 Ft Benjmln Krrison, Ind 46249

BIRDALL, Walter A BROKAW, Leland D, Dr
Naval Educ & Trng Program Dev Cen AFHRL/PE
Ellyson, PD Brooka AFB, TX 78235
Pensacola, FL 32509

BROWN, Fred W, Mgt
BLACK, Doris E AFHPJ,/SM
AFH72L/S Brooks AFB, IX 78235

Brooks AFB, TX 78235
BREWER, David B, Ensign

BLAND, Raymond D, CMDR Comandau, (G-RT/81)
USCG Training Center USaG HQ
Cape May, NJ Whington, : 20590

BOLOVWICI, John A, Dr BRIT?.AIN, Clay V
HtWR0 Army Trng Support Ce!ntar
PO Bor 293 Ft Eustis, VA 23185
Ft Knox, KY 40121

BUCK, C. W.
BONDARUK, John U.S. Cost Guard InstiDev Div
Nat'l Security Agency P.O. Substation 18
Ft George G Meade, MD 20755 Oklahoma City, OK 73169
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BURT, John A CLOW, Gerald R
USOG Im- titute OKY

P.O. Substation 18 Lackland APB, TX 78236

Oklahoma City, OK 73169" COLEMAN, Don
BOYD, Richard D Training Dept, NAS Whiting Field
MILPERCEN USA Milton, FL 32570
Alexan6ria, VA 22314

COOK, Paul, Capt
BURTCH, Lloyd D OMY

AHRL/ORk Lackland AFB, TX 78236! Brooks APB, TY. 78235B k ' 78COOPER, Ronald S. SFC

CALL, W. B. US Amry Air Defense School
Education Center ATSA-TD-IT
Ft Ord, CA Ft Bliss, TX 79916

CALLAHAN, M D CORMACK, Bruce, Cdr
NGTAP Dept' NODAC Bruce Cormack Assoc, Lmtd
Washington, D.C. 20370 24 Glenridge Road

Ottawa, Onta'rio, Canada K2G2Z5

C PBELL, Charlotte H
HURRO CORNELIUS, Edwin T, 111, Dr
P.O. Box 293 Assistant Professor
Ft Knox, VY 40121 Ohio State University

404C W. 17th
CAMPBSLLL, Roy C Columbus, OH 43210
HI{RRO
P.O. Box 293 CORY, Charles H, Dr
Ft Knox, KY 401?1 Navy Personnel Rach 6 Dev Cen

San Diego, CA 95152
CAPATOSTC;, Richard P, L/C
Office o!" Manpower Utilization COWAN, Doug.'is K
HCDEC (14U) APHRL/ORA
Hq Marine Corps Brooks AFB, TX 78235
Quantice, VA 22134 CRACKEL, Yvonne

CARPENTRE, Gerald, L/C Array Education Center
CO CdN forces Pers Applied Rach Unit Ft Wairwright, Alaska 99701
1107 Avenue Road
Toronto, Ont, Canada MSn 2E4 CRISLtR, Art M

ITED
cIIPPENDALE, Joan T Ft Eustis, VA 23604
UScG Training Center
G.3venors Island, NY 10004 CROW, Grahaw P, L/C

AFHRL/XR
CHRISVAL, Raymond E., Dr Brooks AFB, TX 78235
AFHRLIORBrooko AFB, Texas 78235 CURRIER, Walter B, Capt

AI IRL/1SM
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